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INTRODUCTION

Led by Brendan Moore, the 2022 Sidelines Sports Network CFB Preview fea-
tures a comprehensive breakdown of all 131 FBS programs written by the 
knowledgeable SSN team of insiders and writers. It also features full record 
predictions, bowl projections, Heisman Trophy picks, College Football Play-
off picks, FCS preview, D2 preview, D3 preview and so much more. Be sure to 
follow all SSN social media accounts on Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.



Fantheon is a first of its kind NIL entity 
and one certain to be a gamechanger. 
They are the first “collective” to not be 
beholden to a single university, yet still 
be entirely crowdfunded. Our platform 
will serve to provide transparency from 
beginning to end of the NIL process by 
incorporating a live, public tally of each 
school’s accumulated NIL contributions 
via Fantheon.org. 

Here’s how it works:

1. Fans make a contribution to Fan-
theon designated for athletes at 
their favorite school

2. For each annual contribution cycle, 
Fantheon will maintain a live, pub-
lic tally of contributions designated 
for each schools’ athletes that fans, 

schools, and athletes can use to 
track fan support

3. At the conclusion of each contribu-
tion cycle, Fantheon will work with 

a corporate or collective partner 
that will facilitate partnerships en-
suring fan contributions are direct-
ed to the designated schools’ ath-
letes in exchange for NIL services.

There will be a distinct first mover ad-
vantage in fanbases getting their school 
involved early, especially when the pub-
lic can see your school has raised more 
than a rival school. The ultimate goal is 
to provide equal opportunity to every 
school in the nation to get involved 
with NIL deals generated by their 
passionate fans. Year one will include 
Football, Men’s Basketball, & Women’s 
Basketball, with tentative plans to ex-
pand to other sports in year 2. With the 
grassroots support of fans nationwide, 
Fantheon will be able to provide NIL 
opportunities to athletes at over 1,400 
different schools. Be sure to give us a 
follow on Twitter, Facebook, or Insta-
gram or visit our website to contribute 
to your school’s athletes today!
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Fantheon

The big story this college football offseason has been 
NIL and the transfer portal. College football players being 
able to make money off of their name, image and likeness 
has certainly changed the landscape of how recruiting 
works. 

The Jordan Addison situation is a great example of this. 
Addison, a former Pittsburgh receiver and the 2021 Bilet-
nikoff Award winner, recently entered the transfer portal. It 
was rumored that Addison was offered a seven-figure NIL 
deal to head to USC. He took that offer, but this would’ve 
never happened a few years ago.

Talking heads all over the college football world have 
given their opinions on this situation and the landscape of 
the sport as a whole. Many can agree on one thing, howev-
er: the road that the sport is heading down is a dark, dark 
alley. There is a solution.

Here are three things that must be done over the next 
five to 10 years:

1. GET RID OF THE NCAA

Yes, this seems ridiculous, but it must happen. The 
NCAA has been out of touch for a while now with its 
hands-off approach to the NIL issue. College football is far 
different than any other NCAA-sponsored sport. 

So, how are we supposed to overthrow the NCAA? 
Before we answer that, answer this: Who provides the 
money to the schools? The answer is TV networks and the 
conferences themselves.

In 2018, each SEC school received $44 million in reve-
nue. $40 million came from the TV deals alone. 

College football needs TV network executives and con-
ference commissioners to form their own college football 
committee with a head commissioner. The commissioner 

would provide that singular powerful voice, which is what 
the NCAA has been lacking. 

2. ESTABLISH A CAP ON NIL

With the newfound power that the committee has, it 
needs to create a cap on NIL money. Let’s be honest, the 
NCAA was robbing players in the past by not allowing 
them to make money from their own name, image and 
likeness.

Don’t get it twisted: NIL is great for college athletes. 
They are basically celebrities, who deserve royalties. 

However, bidding wars start to ensue naturally. We 
don’t want this sport to turn into the NFL’s minor league. 
That is not what college athletics are meant to be.

To fix that, boosters should not be allowed to form 
collectives. Boosters should be fully erased from the NIL 
process. If they aren’t removed, the transfer portal and high 
school recruiting will just become an arms race. Players will 
follow the fat NIL deals.

3. DECREASE THE NIL CAP EACH PORTAL ENTRY

Now, here is where the transfer portal comes into play. 
Player mobility has increased over the past few years with 
the addition of the portal.

While that is good in theory, many players have abused 
it and entered multiple different times when things didn’t 
go their way. To limit portal entries, the new committee 
needs to limit the number of times that a player can enter 
the portal or find a way to disincentivize entering the portal 
with regularity — like with NIL.

For example, let’s say that a player signs with Team A 
out of high school with a NIL cap of $100 thousand per 
year. Now, let’s say he enters the portal and transfers to 
Team B. His NIL cap would be cut in half to $50 thousand 
per year.

Every time a player entered the portal and switched 
schools, his NIL cap would be cut in half. For some players, 
that may not be a deterrent, but for many high-profile 
players, it certainly would.

This would incentivize program loyalty, which some 
would argue has been lacking as a result of the transfer por-
tal. However, it still allows for players to leave their current 
schools to find other places to succeed.

This master plan would put some organization back 
into the chaos that has become college football.

Photo by Pittsburgh AthleticsPhoto by Pittsburgh Athletics

The Solution to the NIL and Transfer 
Portal Problem• Writtten by Brendan Moore

             @bmoorecfb

• Writtten by Graham Smith
             @Fantheon_
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SSN PRESEASON TOP 25
Team (First Place Votes)

1 Alabama (25)
2 Ohio State (3)
3 Georgia (10)
4 Utah
5 Texas A&M
6 Clemson
7 Michigan
8 Notre Dame
9 Oklahoma
10 Oklahoma State
11 Baylor
12 Michigan State
13 NC State
14 Oregon
15 Cincinnati
16 Wake Forest
17 Arkansas
18 Pitt
19 Ole Miss
20 USC
21 Houston
22 Wisconsin
23 Kentucky
24 Penn State
25 BYU
Just Missed: Tennessee, Iowa, Texas, Mississippi 
State, South Carolina, LSU, Miami, Auburn
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Ranking the Top 5 Players at 
Each Position

QB 1. CJ Stroud, Ohio State
2. Bryce Young, Alabama
3. Caleb Williams, USC
4. Will Levis, Kentucky
5. Dillon Gabriel, Oklahoma

RB 1. Devon Achane, Texas A&M
2. Bijan Robinson, Texas
3. TreVeyon Henderson
4. Deuce Vaughn, Kansas State
5. Lew Nichols II, Central Michigan

TE 1. Michael Mayer, Notre Dame
2. Brock Bowers, Georgia
3. Brant Kuithe, Utah
4. Jaheim Bell, South Carolina
5. Marshon Ford, Louisville

WR 1. Jaxon Smith-Njigba, Ohio St
2. Jordan Addison, USC
3. Xavier Worthy, Texas
4. Kayshon Boutte, LSU
5. Keytaon Thompson, Virginia

OL 1. T Andrew Vorhees, USC
2. G Caleb Chandler, Louisville
3. T Peter Skoronski, Northwestern
4. G Emil Ekiyor Jr, Alabama
5. T Connor Galvin, Baylor

PR/
KR

1. Lideatrick Griffin, Miss State
2. Malik Knowles, Kansas State
3. Jayden Reed, Michigan State
4. Brennan Presley, Oklahoma State
5. Emeka Egbuka, Ohio State

There is no question that CJ Stroud benefited from a plethora of weapons last 
season, and he looked spectacular throughout the season, even in the Buckeyes 
two losses. This year he has number one option Jaxon Smith-Njigba returning, so 
that connection will be on fire right out of the chute. TreVeyon Henderson in the 
backfield will relieve some pressure off the shoulders of Stroud. This offseason CJ 
has been pushed by Coach Day, who has publicly said “CJ can’t rest on his laurels”. 
So, this offseason CJ has been using his experience, with a season under his belt, 
and leadership to push himself and other Buckeyes to their best. After ending 
last season with his best game, and one of the best games ever by an Ohio State 
quarterback, CJ will look to take that performance and use it as momentum for the 
2022 campaign. 

The top four candidates on this list could all finish as the number one running back 
in the 2022 season. If the Texas A&M Aggies are going to turn heads, it will be 
because they feed Devon Achane the ball and let him do work. Last season behind 
one of the top running backs, Isaiah Spiller, Achane racked up 910 yards rushing 
with 9 touchdowns and 261 yards receiving and another touchdown. Achane has 
been performing very well for the A&M Track team this past Spring, where he put 
up his best 100m performance with a 10.14 second finish. Look for Achane to get 
the ball and get the ball often to help push the Aggies to the top of the SEC this 
season with his blazing speed.

Coming off one of the best performances by a tight end in 2021, Notre Dame’s Mi-
chael Mayer has done nothing but shine since arriving in South Bend. Mayer has 
played in all 24 games since coming in as a true freshman, and has brought in 113 
catches for 1,290 yards and 9 touchdowns. Notre Dame has a very favorable sched-
ule this season which should allow Mayer to continue to dominate defenses. The 
toughest matchups they have are at Ohio State, Clemson at home in November and 
at Southern California. Mayer is poised for another standout season in South Bend, 
and will look to put up receiver-like numbers and aim to be tight end number one 
off the board for the 2023 NFL Draft.

Last year’s top two power 5 wide receivers in receiving yards top this list. Between 
Smith-Njigba and Addison either could be receiver number one this year. The 
edge goes to the receiver who is catching passes from the same quarterback as last 
season. Even with two other elite receivers last season in Garrett Wilson and Chris 
Olave, CJ Stroud still found Smith-Njigba enough time to make him the leading 
receiver in power 5 football. At 6’0” and 198 lbs, Smith-Njigba seems to have no 
weaknesses in his game and is poised to be one of the best wide receivers to come 
out of Ohio State, maybe ever. Smith-Njigba should be the top receiver in the 2022 
college season and should be the first receiver taken in the 2023 NFL Draft.

Andrew Vorhees is arguably one of the top lineman at guard and tackle. The fifth 
year senior has 33 starts at the guard positions and 4 at left tackle. Last season, Vor-
hees made the transition from guard to tackle and exceeded many expectations in 
doing so. At 6’6” and 325 lbs, most scouts are projecting him at left tackle although 
the Trojans haven’t officially announced where Vorhees will line up this season. 
With his size, athleticism on the line and versatility to play any position on the line 
NFL scouts will be salivating over his potential in the NFL game.

Lideatrick Griffin of Mississippi State is one of the most dangerous threats in the 
special teams. The receiver last season took 15 returns for 459 yards and a touch-
down and was named the Most Outstanding Player in the 2020 Armed Forces 
Bowl because of his 138 return yards. Griffin, who reportedly ran a 4.34 40 yard 
dash, has great speed and vision when it comes to the return game. Mississippi 
State will face one of the toughest schedules this season which will give Griffin 
plenty of opportunities to turn the field over in the return game and stand out 
above the rest of college football in return yardage.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState
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Ranking the Top 5 Players at 
Each Position

EDGE 1. Will Anderson Jr, Alabama
2. Nolan Smith, Georgia
3. Nick Herbig, Wisconsin
4. Zion Tupuola-Fetui, Washington
5. Felix Anudike-Uzomah, K-State

DT 1. Bryan Bresee, Clemson
2. Jalen Carter, Georgia
3. Jaxon Player, Baylor
4. Calijah Kancey, Pitt
5. Nathan Pickering, Mississippi St

LB 1. Noah Sewell, Oregon
2. Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati
3. Trenton Simpson, Clemson
4. Bumper Pool, Arkansas
5. Carlton Martial, Troy

CB 1. Eli Ricks, Alabama
2. Riley Moss, Iowa
3. Cam Smith, South Carolina
4. Clark Phillips, Utah
5. Jason Marshall Jr, Florida

S 1. Brandon Joseph, Notre Dame
2. Jordan Battle, Alabama
3. Antonio Johnson, Texas A&M
4. Malachi Moore, Alabama
5. Jalen Catalon, Arkansas

K/P 1. K Jake Moody, Michigan
2. K Noah Ruggles, Ohio State
3. P Adam Korsak, Rutgers
4. K Harrison Mevis, Missouri
5. P Kyle Ostendorp, Arizona

There is one right answer here. Everyone across the football world knows it is Will 
Anderson. The most explosive and feared playmaker returns to Alabama after a 
17.5 sack and 31 tackles for loss campaign in 2021. Anderson is back and playing 
to be the number one draft pick in the 2023 NFL Draft. Anderson is looking to add 
a Heisman Trophy and second National Championship to his already impressive 
trophy case that includes 2020 College Football National Champion, 2020 Sec-
ond-Team All-SEC, 2021 SEC Defensive Player of the Year, 2021 Bronko Nagurski 
Trophy Winner, 2021 Unanimous All-American, 2021 First-Team All-SEC and 
2021 Cotton Bowl Classic MVP.

A top recruit in 2020, Bryan Bresee is the best and strongest player on the Clemson 
defense. In the 2021 season, he was derailed by a knee injury, which took him out 
for 9 games. Bresee will be returning trying to show why he was the top recruit. 
In 15 games at Clemson, Bresee has 36 tackles, 9.5 tackles for loss, 5.5 sacks and a 
forced fumble from the interior of the defense. Look for another strong year from 
Clemson’s defensive line as they have 2 of the top edge rushers as well as Bresee 
against a very favorable schedule in the 2022 campaign.

Little brother of Penei Sewell, Noah has shown that football is in the DNA of the 
Sewell family. Noah is being praised for his athletic ability and speed to get sideline 
to sideline in the college game. Through 21 games, Noah has 159 tackles, 15 tackles 
for loss, 6 sacks, 1 interception and 2 forced fumbles. Noah was the 2020 Pac-12 
Coaches Freshman Defensive Player of the Year and is projected to be the first 
linebacker off the board in the 2023 NFL Draft. With a new defensive coordinator 
focused on improving Sewell’s tackling ability, expect a huge season for the Oregon 
Ducks linebacker.

Eli Ricks, transferred from LSU this offseason after an injury plagued 2021 
campaign. At 6’2’’ and 195 lbs, Ricks has incredible length and athleticism at the 
position. While at LSU, Ricks grabbed 4 interceptions in his freshman year, and he 
returned 2 of those interceptions for touchdowns. Coach Saban was ecstatic to get 
a player of his ability through the transfer portal. Paired up with the top Alabama 
defenders all over the field, look for Ricks to shut down every teams’ number one 
receiver all season long.

The safety position may be one of the most skilled positions in college football this 
season. Although an argument can be made for just about any of the top 10 safe-
ties, Brandon Joseph should stand out this season under the coaching staff at Notre 
Dame. The redshirt junior comes into South Bend having to fill the shoes of top 
NFL Draft pick Kyle Hamilton. Joseph through 22 games in his time at Northwest-
ern had 129 tackles, 1 sack, 9 interceptions and 1 forced fumble. With better talent 
around Joseph this season expect his ability and skill to shine above the rest in the 
2022 season.

 Of those players returning in 2022 that were nominated for the Lou Groza Award 
or the Ray Guy Award, Jake Moody is the only returning winner of one of the 
awards. Adam Korsak is the only returning punter nominated, and Noah Ruggles is 
the other returning kicker nominated. Jake Moody benefitted from a strong season 
from the Wolverines in 2021, hitting 56 of 56 extra points and 23 of 25 field goals 
for the Wolverines. The Wolverines lost a bit from last year’s team, but expect Jake 
to be one of the finalists for the Lou Groza award once again as it will come down 
to an Ohio State-Michigan clash to determine the nation’s top kicker.

Photo by Alabama AthleticsPhoto by Alabama Athletics
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Top 10 Games of 
the 2022 Season

Most Likely 
Loss for each 
Top 25 Team

1
Notre Dame at Ohio State
September 3rd
The college football season starts off with a bang with Notre Dame traveling to Columbus in Week 1 to take 
on Ohio State. This game has so many storylines attached to it that will make it a must watch game. The hiring 
of Marcus Freeman at Notre Dame was praised as one of the best head coaching hires in Notre Dame history, 
but now it is time for Marcus Freeman to prove that he was worthy of the hype, and what better opportunity to 
prove it than against powerhouse Ohio State, in Week 1 and in primetime. It should also be noted that Marcus 
Freeman was an All-Big Ten linebacker for Ohio State when he played there from 2004-2008. This game will 
also have no shortage of star power, with Heisman contenders CJ Stroud and Jaxon Smith-Njigba leading the 
Buckeye offense, and arguably the best tight end in college football in Michael Mayer leading the Irish offense. 
This game also has major playoff implications, with both teams likely to be ranked in the preseason top 10.

2
Michigan at Ohio State
November 26th
After Michigan pulled off their first win against the Buckeyes in Ann Arbor for the first time since 2011, they 
look to repeat with a very different looking team. The Wolverines lost a large chunk of their production from 
the 2021 team, and they will have plenty of time to prepare for this matchup, which might be the decision 
maker on who wins the division. This year, ‘The Game’ is in Columbus and the Wolverines look completely 
outmatched and in enemy territory. Ohio State is laden with preseason watchlist nominees and, on paper, look 
primed to put another large number on the boys in blue. While this game might have implications on the Big 
Ten Championship Game, it could also have an impact on the College Football Playoff race. 

3
Georgia vs Oregon (Atlanta)
September 3rd
This is another week one matchup of powerhouse programs with a new coach at the helm. New Head Coach 
Dan Lanning will lead Oregon across the country to meet up against his old team in Atlanta. Lanning was the 
defensive coordinator of the Bulldogs from 2019 to 2021 before heading west to join the Ducks. As hard as it 
is to believe, this year’s Georgia team is reloaded on talent and may be better than last year’s team. Stetson Ben-
nett is back to lead the offense, loaded with talented pass catchers and new talent at running back. Oregon and 
Lanning have no time to leave the training wheels on, but do have an advantage with a former SEC quarter-
back at the helm, who is somewhat familiar with the Bulldogs defense in Auburn transfer Bo Nix. The Ducks 
defense may be their saving grace this season led by linebacker Noah Sewell. This game has College Football 
Playoff implications on the line. 

4
Texas A&M at Alabama
October 8th
On October 9th, 2021, Texas A&M kicked a last second field goal to knock off number one Alabama, 41-38, 
in a thrilling upset. This was Nick Saban’s first ever loss against a former assistant, moving his record to 24-1 
against former assistants at the time. On May 18th, 2022, at an event in Birmingham, Alabama, Nick Saban 
stated that Texas A&M had bought every player in their recruiting class. The following day, Jimbo Fisher 
responded in a press conference that will go down in college football history. In an emotional response in this 
press conference, Fisher called Saban a narcissist, said that someone should slap Saban, suggested that Saban 
has never followed the rules and that Saban has done despicable things in his coaching career. This game truly 
has it all: legendary coaches, great fanbases, Heisman caliber players and a storyline that makes it the most 
highly anticipated Alabama vs Texas A&M game ever. If you’re a college football fan, circle October 8th on 
your calendar and get your popcorn ready, because this game is going to be wild.

5
Michigan State at Michigan
October 29th
 Michigan State travels to Ann Arbor this season to battle for the Paul Bunyan Trophy. Michigan State will be 
coming off tough battles against Ohio State (Oct. 8) and Wisconsin (Oct. 15), so this will be the third tough 
battle in three games for the Spartans. The Spartans have won the last two matchups in this rivalry by a total 
of seven points. State’s Head Coach Mel Tucker has yet to lose to Michigan and should he win this season, he 
could have a hand in showing Jim Harbaugh the path to the NFL or at least out of Ann Arbor. This game will 
mean significantly more to the Wolverines who will have tough matchups against Iowa and Penn State weeks 
before, but this will be their first true test of the season.

#1 Alabama
September 10th at Texas

#2 Ohio State
November 26th vs Michigan

#3 Georgia
October 29th vs Florida

#4 Utah
October 15th vs USC

#6 Clemson
November 5th at Notre Dame

#5 Texas A&M
October 8th at Alabama

#7 Michigan
October 15th vs Penn State

#8 Notre Dame
September 3rd at Ohio State

#9 Oklahoma
November 5th vs Baylor

#10 Oklahoma State
November 19th at Oklahoma

#11 Baylor
September 10th at BYU

#12 Michigan State
October 8th vs Ohio State

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState
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6
Notre Dame at USC
November 26th
It’s always a big deal when Notre Dame and USC get together to play, but this game will definitely hold more 
weight this year than it has in recent years. USC hired Lincoln Riley in hopes that he can revive their once 
dominant football program, and part of that revival includes being competitive in this rivalry series again. By 
the time this game is played, it will be over 2,100 days since USC has last beaten Notre Dame in football, with 
the last win for the Trojans coming in 2016. This will be one of the many big games for Marcus Freeman in his 
first year as head coach at Notre Dame, as he looks to continue the Irish dominance in this series. It won’t be as 
easy for the Freeman and the Irish this year as it has been in previous years though. USC hit a home run in the 
transfer portal this offseason, and it looks like USC might finally be able to go toe to toe with the Irish talent 
wise this year. A win in this game would be huge for both of these first year head coaches, and this game could 
truly go either way.

7
Clemson at Notre Dame
November 5th
Something special always seems to happen when Notre Dame and Clemson get together, in the regular season 
at least. In 2015, Clemson knocked off Notre Dame 24-22 in a fantastic game in the rain. In 2020, Notre Dame 
defeated Clemson 47-40 in two overtimes in an instant classic. Almost two years to the date of that 2020 
classic, the Tigers and the Fighting Irish will meet again, and this game has potential to be another classic with 
how evenly matched both of these teams look to be. Playoff implications will be big for this game also, with 
both teams expected to be in the middle of the playoff race in November. With this game being played late in 
the season, the loser of this game could potentially be eliminated from playoff contention.

8
Alabama at Texas
September 10th
On the surface, this looks like just another game where Texas will be hyped up going into it, only for the 
Longhorns to be embarrassed yet again. Texas could very easily lose this game. However, this game has more 
to it than it may seem. For starters, this will be Alabama’s first true out of conference road game since 2011. 
Whatever the reason for that may be, Alabama clearly is not used to traveling to hostile environments this 
early in the season, so the hostile Texas crowd could have more of an effect on Alabama than expected. Texas 
did go 5-7 last year, but they were a lot better than their record shows, with five of those seven losses being 
one possession games. Texas could be better than expected this season, which could also make this game more 
competitive than expected. Let’s be real though, Alabama is probably going to win this game, but Texas has 
themselves a team this year, and crazier things have happened in college football. 

9
Oklahoma vs Texas (Dallas)
October 8th
The Red River Showdown is a battle of new times in both storied programs. Oklahoma has a new head coach 
at the helm in Brent Venables, who will be looking to show the rivalry what he has to shell out. Texas and 
Coach Steve Sarkisian have turned the page with a full offseason of recruiting and transfers and this will be a 
must win for him and the program. On paper, the Longhorns seem to have the playmakers capable of winning 
this game, but Oklahoma is strong, and with a defensive minded leader calling the plays, they could have the 
right counter for the Longhorns. This game could be a preview for the Big 12 Championship Game, so getting 
one of the fiercest rivalries in college football twice in a season is huge for fans. 

10
Penn State at Auburn
September 17th
Last season, these teams matched up in Happy Valley, and the Nittany Lions, with the home field advantage, 
got the 28-20 win. This year the matchup is at Auburn, and the Tigers are hoping that the outcome once again 
favors the home team. Although neither program is favored to win their respective divisions, this game could 
be a factor in New Year’s Six Bowl matchups. This game could also be a matchup of two coaches on the hot 
seat. Bryan Harsin at Auburn has had a rough offseason, and James Franklin is entering his ninth season. 
Franklin has posted back-to-back 4-5 records in conference play. On top of it all, this home and home match-
up features two of the top college environments for football. 

#13 NC State
October 1st at Clemson

#14 Oregon
September 3rd vs Georgia

#15 Cincinnati
September 3rd at Arkansas

#16 Wake Forest
September 24th vs Clemson

#18 Pitt
November 26th at Miami

#17 Arkansas
October 1st vs Alabama

#19 Ole Miss
November 12th vs Alabama

#20 USC
November 26th vs Notre Dame

#21 Houston
October 7th at Memphis

#22 Wisconsin
October 15th at Michigan State

#23 Kentucky
November 19th vs Georgia

#24 Penn State
October 29th vs Ohio State

#25 BYU
October 8th vs Notre Dame

Honorable Mentions: 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState

• West Virginia at Pitt, September 1st
• Cincinnati at Arkansas, September 3rd
• BYU vs Notre Dame (Las Vegas), October 8th
• USC at Utah, October 15th
• Auburn at Alabama, November 26th
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Heisman Trophy Preview
Top Contenders

QB CJ Stroud

QB Bryce Young

QB Caleb Williams

OLB Will Anderson Jr
The nation’s top player from last year wasn’t invited to New York 
as one of the top candidates for the Heisman last season. It’d be 
silly to think, should he stay healthy, Will Anderson won’t receive 
an invitation this season. As many reporters have made known 
over the years, the Heisman is biased to the top quarterback in the 
nation, but Anderson will be on a mission to prove them wrong. 
Last season, Anderson recorded a whopping 101 tackles and 17.5 
sacks and made countless plays to impact games every week. This 
season, look for Anderson to be pushing the envelope with the 
thought in his mind of bringing home the Heisman. Anderson 
has a chance to make a statement with the country watching in 
week two against Texas. The feast of the SEC will be on Anderson’s 
plate to devour. Look for continued growth with a stronger team 
surrounding Anderson. (JR)

RB Bijan Robinson

The former Oklahoma quarterback transferred to USC this year 
after his head coach, Lincoln Riley, left for USC. Caleb entered 
last season as a true freshman backup to Spencer Rattler who was 
struggling throughout the season before getting benched for Ca-
leb Williams against Texas. Williams jumped in the game and led 
them to a thrilling come from behind victory. The following week, 
Williams started and confirmed that this was now his team, tally-
ing 295 passing yards and four passing touchdowns against TCU. 
Williams showed terrific development throughout the remainder 
of the season, and by the end of the year. Now at USC with his 
head coach by his side, Caleb Williams is looking to continue that 
same success, and he now has one of the best wide receivers in all 
of college football in Jordan Addison at his disposal. (JN)

The 2021 Heisman winner should be on everyone’s radar this sea-
son. In his first year starting for the Crimson Tide, he went on a 
rampage, passing for over 4,800 yards and 47 passing touchdowns 
with 3 more on the ground. Bryce was the first ever Alabama 
quarterback to win the award. Young is losing his top two targets 
in Jameson Williams and John Metchie III this season, but look 
for transfers Jermaine Burton and Tyler Harrell to fill those roles. 
With the opportunity to become the first ever two time Heisman 
winner, look for Young to leave it all out on the field this year, 
which will likely be his last in college. Alabama is likely to be a 
contender which will place Young right where he needs to be to 
win it. All he needs to do is continue right where he left off last 
season. (JN)

Stroud ended his 2021 campaign with a brilliant performance 
in the Rose Bowl against Utah, recording 573 yards and six 
touchdowns. Both of which were Rose Bowl records. C.J. became 
the starting quarterback for the buckeyes last season and showed 
phenomenal development as the season progressed as he tallied 
over 4,400 yards and 44 touchdowns. Stroud also has his top 
receiver returning this season in Jaxon Smith-Njigba who was re-
sponsible for nine of Stroud’s passing touchdowns as well as over 
1,600 receiving yards. Look for C.J. to continue his phenomenal 
development this season and match or even improve his stats 
from last season. He could be a finalist for the Heisman two years 
in a row. (JN)

 Last season, Robinson was the Heisman favorite going into the final weeks 
of the season. Robinson went down with an elbow injury against Kansas. 
Robinson is back and healthy after recovering from the dislocated elbow. 
Things are looking bright for the Longhorns. Could Robinson truly kick off 
the Sarkisian era of Longhorn football with a Heisman victory in year two? 
Robinson is a freak athlete and most are saying he is the best running back 
with a chance to bring home the hardware. Robinson has the size and strength 
to be the workhorse back for the Longhorns. Every time he touches the ball 
there is a chance for a highlight move or dash to get a touchdown. On top of 
his running capabilities, he is also better than average catching the ball out of 
the backfield. (JR)

QB Dillon Gabriel
Dillon Gabriel did great things while at UCF. Through 26 games, he had 8,037 
yards passing, 70 touchdowns and 14 interceptions. While most may point out 
he was doing it against lesser competition, he also did more with less. Gabriel 
is a proven leader on the field, with above average arm strength and the ability 
to avoid pressure and make plays. Gabriel and the new coaching staff in 
Oklahoma have favorable matchups this season, which many are attributing 
to a potential College Football Playoff appearance. Should the offense click 
under new, defensive minded coach Brent Venables, Gabriel could run away in 
the pass-happy Big 12 play style and join the long list of Oklahoma Heisman 
winners. (JR)

QB Will Levis
Will Levis is coming off an outstanding year when he completed 66 percent 
of his passes for 2,826 yards and 24 touchdowns. The Wildcats are trending in 
the right direction to continue to highlight their quarterback’s strengths on the 
field. While Kentucky will have to face the tough SEC schedule, that gives Le-
vis the opportunities necessary to shine every week. Many experts are picking 
Levis in their top five quarterbacks that will be draft eligible next season. Ken-
tucky’s new offensive coordinator brings in a heavy pro style offense, which is 
very similar to last season, and will exhibit Levis’ strengths. Should Kentucky 
have a nine win season or better, expect to see Levis throwing up big numbers 
and be right in the thick of things for best quarterback and in the running for 
the Heisman trophy. (JR)

WR Jaxon Smith-Njigba
Last season, Jaxon Smith-Njigba started out being option number three on 
a loaded Buckeyes offense. As the season progressed, he quickly jumped the 
list to option one and finished the season with 95 catches, 1,606 yards and 
nine touchdowns. He finished above two first round draft picks. Now that 
Smith-Njigba is the clear number one option, can he stand out like he did 
with two first round talents around him? Will his support crew be able to keep 
defenses from double covering him to limit his contributions to the offense? 
With another season together, Smith-Njigba should grow his chemistry with 
C.J. Stroud, and the numbers should blow through the roof. Look to see Jaxon 
Smith-Njigba get his own invitation to the Heisman ceremonies this year. (JR)

• Writtten by Joe Nanney
             @SSN_MichiganSt

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState
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Dark Horses

QB Cameron Rising
A good chunk of Utah’s production last season came from Rising as the Utes 
went 10-4 on the season. Rising’s leading receivers caught 102 passes between 
them, which was incredibly low for a team that won the Pac 12. A running 
back behind him that had 204 rushing attempts will be looking to add some 
versatility to his game with more passing plays. So, with a full year under his 
belt and expectations high for the entire team, there is no reason to expect 
anything less but improvement from Rising and the rest of the team. Utah 
heads to Florida week one, and if they can pull off the tough road win to start 
the season, it will put Rising’s Heisman and Utah’s College Football Playoff 
hopes on the right path. (JR)

RB Devon Achane
Throwing up 910 rushing yards and nine touchdowns as the second string 
running back is outstanding. Devon Achane is now the lead back for Texas 
A&M and will be featured all over for the Aggies. Assuming that Achane gets 
double the touches he did last season, he should be shooting for 2,200 yards 
from scrimmage and 20 touchdowns. Achane is versatile and has game break-
ing speed and skill to back it up. Can the Aggies live up to the hype? Achane 
will get his first chance to show off on his Heisman campaign in primetime 
week three against Miami. They will travel to Alabama for the NIL drama 
bowl with the chance to unseat the head of the college football table. Should 
Achane have big performances in those two games, with solid production 
throughout the season, he may be stealing the trophy. (JR)

QB Brennan Armstrong
Brennan Armstrong was second in the nation last season with 397 yards pass-
ing per game. He finished the season with 31 touchdowns and ten intercep-
tions as well as nine rushing touchdowns. Armstrong is versatile and has a big 
arm. He moved up NFL Draft Boards last season with his performance. This 
season, he may have the best receiving group in the ACC, but there will need 
to be some semblance of a run game to compliment the passing attack. The 
ACC has parity for the first time in quite some time. Clemson is still favored, 
but other programs seem to have caught up and Virginia is one of them. With 
last season’s performance as the baseline, there is no reason that Armstrong 
can’t put the Cavaliers in place to pull off some big wins and put himself in 
place as a Heisman hopeful. (JR)

WR Ryan O’Keefe
Normally at the smaller programs, there will be one player that lines up all 
over the field to get the ball in their hands to perform. At UCF they have that 
player in Ryan O’Keefe. How Gus Malzahn utilizes that talent this year could 
impact how well the Golden Knights perform this season and line up O’Keefe 
for a dark horse Heisman run. Last season, O’Keefe caught 84 passes for 812 
yards and seven touchdowns. The question mark in O’Keefe’s success will end 
up being who is under center for the Golden Knights. Should it be sophomore 
Mikey Keene, there will be more pass first looks. Should it be newcomer John 
Rhys Plumlee, expect more run first looks. Either way, O’Keefe is a staple in 
this offense and will be utilized to help UCF win games. (JR)

SSN Heisman Picks

Will Rogers could be the key for Mississippi State ruling the west this season. 
Mississippi State returns the largest portion of production from last season in 
the SEC. Last season, Rogers threw for 4,739 yards and 36 touchdowns and 
also had the highest completion percentage in College Football. All the pieces 
are there for Will Rogers to put up huge numbers for the Bulldogs. Why is he 
a dark horse candidate? Mississippi State has what is regarded as one of the 
toughest schedules in the nation. Mississippi State will have all of the stages to 
show off Will Rogers’ talent at LSU, vs Texas A&M, vs Arkansas, at Kentucky, 
at Alabama, vs Georgia and finishing everything off with the Egg Bowl. If this 
offense can click like Mike Leach’s offenses have in the past, Will Rogers is 
poised for monster numbers. (JR)

QB Will Rogers

CJ Stroud has the talent, scheme and an 
optimal schedule to perform with. He also 
has plenty of talent at the skilled positions 
to earn him the Heisman Trophy. If he can 
better last year’s numbers, win the Big Ten 
and make the CFP, he will be holding up 
the trophy.

CJ Stroud

Ryan Knippel 
@SSN_UTEP

Will Anderson

Brendan Moore 
@bmoorecfb

Undoubtedly, Will Anderson is the best player in 
College Football. Many people, including myself, 
thought he should’ve won the Heisman last season 
or at least gone to New York. This year, Anderson 
is going to tear through opposing offensive lines. 
Don’t be shocked if Anderson gets 20 sacks this 
year. If the Heisman is truly awarded to the best 
player in the country, Will Anderson should win it.

CJ Stroud

Jaron Ruth 
@SSN_MissState

A year after having full time responsibilities, he’s developed 
good timing with his top target in Jaxon Smith-Njigba. He 
also will have a greater pocket presence, and he knows the 
speed of the college game at the top level. Ohio State’s most 
difficult games will be in front of the home crowd, which 
sets up well for Heisman stats. Stroud and Smith-Njigba 
will be representing the Buckeyes at the Heisman ceremo-
ny, and Stroud will bring home the hardware.

Photo by Mississippi State AthleticsPhoto by Mississippi State Athletics
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CJ Stroud
Stroud was amazing in 2021 as he showed development all season. With 44 
touchdowns and just six picks, he was a finalist in New York, and he hadn’t 
even had his best game yet. That was the Rose Bowl when he threw for nearly 
600 yards and six touchdowns (Rose Bowl records). I think Stroud continues 
this success this season with his top receiver returning. Look for him to pass 
for at least 50 touchdowns this season, and lead Ohio State to the College 
Football Playoff. This is between Stroud and Young this year, but I truly believe 
CJ is the more talented player and will have the better season.



Coaching Hotseat: Football Coaches 
Who Might Need a Realtor
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June
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working!

Can we 
open a 
window?
Stale but 
no sweat

• Writtten by Rohan Patel
             @SSN_ECU

Just to be clear, not every coach on this list is in real danger of being fired. The Coaching Hot seat 
tends to heat up slowly. At first, you may lose a winnable game or not win by quite enough for 
some fans. You may lose a key recruit in the offseason or just not recruiting at the same level as 
you should. But after a few years and no wins against your rival, that Coaching Hot seat becomes 
unbearable. 
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3Ryan Silverfield
Memphis

Conf: AAC
Record: 14-10

A decade ago, having a winning record as the football coach for the 
University of Memphis was more than enough to keep you off the hot 
seat. Times however have changed. Justin Fuente and Mike Norvell 
gave Tiger fans a taste of the good life. From 2014 to 2018, Memphis 
went 57-20, won 3 division titles and won 2 conference champion-
ships. Silverfield still has a lot of talent to work with in 2022 but if 
things don’t change, he might end up on that Midnight Train out of 
Memphis. 

4Jeff Scott
USF

Conf: AAC
Record: 3-18

 Coaches have had a short leash in Tampa this decade. Since Jim 
Leavitt’s 12 year run, no coach has lasted more than 4 years at USF. 
Skip Holtz and Charlie Strong were both fired after 3 seasons. Jeff 
Scott was not handed a great hand when he was given the job but 
3 wins in 2 seasons is difficult for any coach to survive. There were 
some signs of life in 2021. Narrow losses to BYU, Tulsa and UCF 
indicate that this team could return to form, but if the Bulls don’t go 
bowling in 2022, Jeff Scott may be out the door. 

3Geoff Collins
Georgia Tech

Conf: ACC
Record: 9-25

When Geoff Collins was first hired at Georgia Tech, it was under-
stood that this was a tough task. Paul Johnson was the last coach in 
the Power 5 to run a triple option attack, so transitioning from the 
option to a conventional offense would take a few recruiting cycles. 
This reality is why Collins received a 7 year deal with Tech. Unfortu-
nately, all of that “build it the right way” talk can get thrown out the 
door when your apex rival Georgia wins a National Championship 
with a walk-on quarterback. Geoff Collins still has 4 years left on his 
deal but at some point, people are going to ask how is a team based in 
Atlanta this bad at football. 

3Mike Norvell
Florida State

Conf: ACC
Record: 8-12

Over the past decade, no team has fallen from such heights as FSU. 
This school won the final BCS National Championship in 2013 and 
since then watched their success slip year over year. There were some 
signs of progression in the second half of 2021. After starting 0-4, the 
Noles finished the year 5-7 and a field goal away from bowl eligibility. 
Rational observers see a path to this team returning from hibernation 
to becoming an ACC power again, if only they weren’t losing their 
best recruits to Jackson State. In year 3, Norvell needs to win 8 games 
this year or Noles nation may riot. 

3Neal Brown
West Virginia

Conf: Big 12
Record: 17-18

To the general college football fan, seeing Neal Brown on this list 
might be a surprise. West Virginia hasn’t been bad the past few years. 
In fact, several other teams have been worse in the Big 12. Keep in 
mind, you could have said the same thing about Dana Holgerson. 
And while Holgerson was not fired in Morgantown, he most certainly 
was not in line to get an extension after year 8. Brown needs to win 
8 to 9 games to feel safe in 2023. Keep in mind, the hot seat means 
something different to a Mountaineers fan. They really burn couches 
out there.

3Willie Taggart
FAU

Conf: CUSA
Record: 10-11

Willie Taggart being on this list has more to do with FAU than Wil-
lie’s performance in Boca Raton. Lane Kiffin is the only non-interim 
coach to have a winning record at FAU, but that has not stopped Owls 
fans from having unrealistic expectations. No coach has lasted in 
Boca longer than three years since 2011. 7 to 8 wins this year should 
keep Taggart safe, and his teams historically have had big jumps in 
year 3. If his team doesn’t make that big jump, there’s always someone 
who wants to coach in South Florida.

2Steve Sarkisian
Texas

Conf: Big 12
Record: 5-7

In my opinion, there is almost no football reason, Sark should be 
fired at the end of this year. A two year sample size is not enough 
data to determine if a program is on the right track. That being said, 
collapsing in the Red River Shootout and then losing to Kansas at 
home leaves a bad taste in every Texas fan’s mouth. Texas also lost six 
of its last seven games in 2021. If trends like that continue, it could 
leave Texas boosters no option but to run to their checkbooks. The 
memo line will read “buy-out”.

5Mike Bloomgren
Rice

Conf: CUSA
Record: 10-31

Of all the teams that were involved with conference realignment, 
the most head scratching move was the AAC adding Rice. Rice is a 
traditional doormat in college football. John F. Kennedy famously 
compared Rice playing Texas to going to the moon. Rice University 
is a great academic university in a major metro area and they assured 
AAC Commissioner Mike Aresco that they plan to take athletics 
seriously. If things do not turn around in a significantly diminished 
Conference USA, Mike Bloomgren might be the school’s sacrificial 
lamb.
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4Scot Loeffler
Bowling Green

Conf: MAC
Record: 7-22

Going back to 2000, Bowling Green has had jackpot hiring after 
jackpot hiring. Coaches like Urban Meyer got their starts at Bowling 
Green and the school has been a pipeline for coaching talent. That 
pipeline, however, may have run dry. Mike Jinks was an abject failure 
at Bowling Green and time is running out for Scot Loeffler. A couple 
of late season wins against Buffalo and Ohio plus a Power 5 win 
against the University of Minnesota saved his job in 2021, but he 
needs to follow that up with a bowl bid in 2022. 

3Danny Gonzales
New Mexico

Conf: MW
Record: 5-14

New Mexico isn’t the easiest place to win but it shouldn’t be im-
possible. After two rough seasons, fans may be regretting this hire 
after the relative stability of Bob Davey. This is a prove it year for 
Gonzales. Lobos fans need to see a pulse on this team. What does a 
pulse look like? A bowl appearance and a bowl win.

5Marcus Arroyo
UNLV

Conf: MW
Record: 2-16

2 wins in 2 years. Is there a better explanation for a coach on the 
hot seat than that? How about losing to an FCS team that finished 
third in the Big Sky. UNLV did show some signs of improvement 
late in 2021. Wins at New Mexico (also on the list) and Hawaii, plus 
a close loss to ranked San Diego State means the message is getting 
through. Rebels fans, however, need to see some early success or 
Arroyo might not make it through the year.

2David Shaw
Stanford

Conf: Pac 12
Record: 92-38

Coach Shaw may be the most decorated coach on this list. Stanford 
is not an easy place to win, considering the academic requirements. 
Shaw famously said he cannot recruit certain parts of the country 
because they couldn’t cut it academically at Stanford. This team, 
however, has hit a bit of a skid the past two years. It will be interest-
ing to see if this is a trend or a blip for Shaw and the Cardinal.

3Jedd Fisch
Arizona

Conf: Pac 12
Record: 1-11

Getting blessed by an in-state rival always leaves a salty taste in your 
mouth. But for Arizona, it’s more than that. This team also lost to an 
FCS team that didn’t even make the playoffs. For a Power 5 school 
with all the resources that Arizona has, that should be impossible. 
With schools like Southern Cal, Oregon, Utah and UCLA in the Pac 
12, and the conference appearing to be on the rise, perhaps Arizona 
should consider a quick reset on this 1 year experiment before the 
gap becomes a chasm.

2Eli Drinkwitz
Missouri

Conf: SEC
Record: 11-12

This one might be more of a hunch, but considering Mizzou’s last 
coach was fired after coaching .500 ball, .500 might not be good 
enough at Mizzou. Drinkwitz’s teams have qualified for a bowl in 
both of his first two seasons but it’s unclear what this team’s future 
looks like. Mizzou always loses a game they shouldn’t and wins a 
game they shouldn’t. At what point is that not enough?

3Terry Bowden
UL Monroe

Conf: SBC
Record: 4-8

Bowden is a name that holds a lot of weight in the world of college 
football. Terry Bowden has coached longer than some recruits’ 
parents have been alive. That being said, why has he only been to a 
bowl game 5 times? When a football coach reaches a certain age, it’s 
not unreasonable to ask if he views it as a semi-retirement job. ULM 
has never really had any sustained success but that doesn’t mean you 
shouldn’t try. 

2Butch Jones
Arkansas State

Conf: SBC
Record: 2-10

2021 is not the way most Red Wolves fans expected it to go. Butch 
Jones was supposed to be able to keep the ball rolling after Blake 
Anderson inexplicably resigned and departed for Utah State. This 
program has been one of the most consistent programs in the Sun 
Belt. Arkansas State saw their nine year bowl streak snapped in 2021. 
2022 will be important to see if this team can reassert themselves as a 
power in the new, expanded Sun Belt. 

3Tom Allen
Indiana

Conf: Big Ten
Record: 26-32

It’s unfortunate that Tom Allen ended up having his best team at IU 
in 2020. Only playing 8 games that year somewhat skews his overall 
record. That being said, going 2-10 after being ranked 17 in the 
preseason poll is hard to swallow. The Hoosiers offense was anemic 
in 2021. In response, IU fired Offensive Coordinator Nick Sheridan 
this offseason. If things don’t turn around Allen may be next.

5Scott Frost
Nebraska

Conf: Big Ten
Record: 15-29

Remember when Cornhusker fans were mad at Bo Pelini for only 
winning 9 games a year? You have to go back to the 1960s to find a 
multi year run of losing seasons at the University of Nebraska. Scott 
Frost has managed to post losing seasons in all four of his seasons as 
Head Coach. If he wasn’t who he was, a home town star quarterback 
who won a national championship in 1997, he would already be out 
the door. This offseason, Frost took a paycut and dismissed his entire 
offensive staff. No one in Lincoln wants to fire Frost but how much 
losing can this proud fanbase tolerate? 

4Scott Satterfield
Louisville

Conf: ACC
Record: 18-19

Tas ium iumquia volo berora simodia volor saperorepro ma nonsed 
quia poreium ratin re dolorita volecae prae alicaernam el mint.
Omnis ese aligend emporporpore dolescimi, ut dioreperum sintia 
quis magnis illest veles esequi dolorest postiori consequi officid et 
am abo. Nequidistio comnis accus et quaerspero cus min niet pa quis 
duscia venimo quid mi, et quis alignat ionsequodior reriore nimus 
dolupicipsa sapidit maxim reptati antur? Nonse nem aut ditae non 
reritias rerovit pa et fugitem ditiaec atibus re, quam nihillectur, cum 
ea duciaspidit et volestium quatemp elenihite core plitate omnit 
lam, eveliqui ut pro ipidercia sequide volorrum quam, que pores re 

4Dino Babers
Syracuse

Conf: ACC
Record: 29-43

Syracuse is not an easy football job. The school is isolated geograph-
ically. There is little tradition beyond a Disney movie, and basketball 
will always take priority. That being said, Coach Babers has pulled 
off some minor miracles with the Orange. One could make the ar-
gument that no other team in the Atlantic has had more competitive 
games against Clemson in the past 6 years. There does not appear 
to be any path for Syracuse and Babers to move beyond a team that 
could scare you in a given week. For everyone who says Syracuse 
should just accept being a lower middle tier team in the ACC, let me 
present to you Wake Forest. If they can win the Atlantic, anyone can. 
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Clemson 8-0 13-0

2 NC State 7-1 11-1

3 Wake Forest 6-2 10-2

4 Louisville 4-4 6-6

5 Florida State 3-5 5-7

6 Boston College 2-6 5-7

7 Syracuse 0-8 2-10

ACC Preview
Projected Standings

Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Miami 7-1 10-3

2 Virginia 5-3 9-3

3 Pitt 5-3 8-4

4 North Carolina 4-4 7-5

5 Virginia Tech 4-4 8-4

6 Georgia Tech 1-7 2-10

7 Duke 0-8 2-10

Atlantic Division

Coastal Division

Offensive Player 
of the Year
WR Josh Downs, 
North Carolina

Defensive Player 
of the Year
DE Myles Murphy, 
Clemson

Freshman of the 
Year
QB Cade Klubnik, 
Clemson

Player of the Year

QB Brennan Armstrong, 
Virginia

Coach of the Year

Dave Doeren, 
NC State

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/1

AT
9/24

AT
11/5

AT
11/25

AT
11/5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
11/5

AT
9/17

AT
9/10

AT
11/26

AT
11/25OVER

Clemson

Miami

Photo by Matt Cashore/USA TODAY SportsPhoto by Matt Cashore/USA TODAY Sports Photo by Cory Fravel/247 SportsPhoto by Cory Fravel/247 Sports Photo by Ken Ruinard/USA TODAY SportsPhoto by Ken Ruinard/USA TODAY Sports Photo by UVA AthleticsPhoto by UVA Athletics Photo by Rob Kinnan/USA TODAY SportsPhoto by Rob Kinnan/USA TODAY Sports
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Preseason First Team All-Conference
OFFENSE
QB Brennan Armstrong, Virginia

RB Sean Tucker, Syracuse

RB Will Shipley, Clemson

WR Josh Downs, North Carolina

WR AT Perry, Wake Forest

TE Marshon Ford, Louisville

OT Jordan McFadden, Clemson

OG Caleb Chandler, NC State

C Grant Gibson, NC State

OG DJ Scaife, Miami

OT Zion Nelson, Miami

DEFENSE
DE Myles Murphy, Clemson

DT Bryan Bresee, Clemson

DT Calijah Kancey, Pitt

DE Xavier Thomas, Clemson

LB Trenton Simpson, Clemson

LB Drake Thomas, NC State

LB Mikel Jones, Syracuse

CB Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

CB Josh DeBerry, Boston College

S Andrew Mukuba, Clemson

S Jammie Robinson, Florida State

K BT Potter, Clemson

P Lou Hedley, Miami

KR Jaylen Stinson, Duke

PR Thayer Thomas, NC State

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 268.95

2.
Rating: 264.56

3.
Rating: 260.60

4.
Rating: 247.87

5.
Rating: 214.77

6.
Rating: 212.27

7.
Rating: 210.53

8.
Rating: 200.82

9.
Rating: 192.94

10.
Rating: 190.09

11.
Rating: 186.08

12.
Rating: 184.69

13.
Rating: 175.49

14.
Rating: 168.90

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

ACC Preview

Florida State
Wake Forest
North Carolina
NC State
Miami
Pitt
Virginia Tech
Virginia
Clemson
Duke

Syracuse

Georgia Tech
Louisville
Boston College



BOSTON COLLEGE EAGLES

9/3 vs Rutgers
9/10 at Virginia Tech
9/17 vs Maine
9/24 at Florida State
10/1 vs Louisville
10/8 vs Clemson
10/22 at Wake Forest
10/29 at UConn
11/4 vs Duke
11/12 at NC State
11/19 at Notre Dame
11/26 vs Syracuse

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR George Takacs: The former four star recruit 

was in the shadows of Michael Mayer at Notre 
Dame and was used primarily as an extra blocker 
on the line. He comes to Chestnut Hill as a grad 
transfer and will be looked upon to help more 
in the passing game than he did at Notre Dame. 
The graduate transfer has one year of eligibility 
remaining.

• WR Dino Tomlin: The former three star recruit and 
son of the Pittsburgh Steelers Head Coach Mike 
Tomlin comes to BC from Maryland where he did 
not see a ton of playing time, only notching 2 catch-
es for 12 yards. He will undoubtedly add depth to 
an otherwise solid wide receiver room.

• DE Regan Terry: The former three star defensive 
lineman adds much needed experience and depth 
to the defensive front for the Eagles. Terry’s father, 
Reggie, is a Senior Associate Athletic Director 
at BC and therefore a familiar place. The red-
shirt freshman will have three years of eligibility 
remaining.  

Top Recruits:
• CB Amari Jackson: The three star recruit from 

Georgia is a bit on the smaller side at 5’10”. He was 
ranked as the 88th best cornerback in the country 
and can play multiple positions. BC likes him as a 
cornerback, but he can also return kicks.

• LB Edwin Kolenge: The three star recruit from 
Connecticut was rated as the 85th best lineback-
er in the country and the number two player in 
Connecticut. He brings length at 6’3” 232 pounds. 
Kolenge played at Clearwater International School 
in Florida before transferring to Loomis Chafee in 
Connecticut for his prep year.

• TE Jeremiah Franklin: He was unranked by most 
of the recruiting services, but an intriguing signing 
nonetheless. The film jumps off the page for this 
6’4” 225 pound tight end from Maryland. BC likes 
to use its tight ends, and Franklin can help with 
depth behind transfer George Takacs.

Key Departures:
• OL Alec Lindstrom: Lindstrom was a three year 

starter and a two time All-ACC performer. He has 
signed on with the Dallas Cowboys and is likely to 
make the team out of training camp. 

• OL Zion Johnson: Johnson was a first round draft 
pick of the LA Chargers. He transferred to BC from 
Davidson, which was a triple option offense. He 
played every game during his time at BC. 

• WR Kobay White: The oft injured White will take 
his talents to James Madison for his final season. 
His once promising career was halted at BC due to 
those injuries, but White did manage 10 touch-
downs across three years.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Phil Jurkovec: He missed most of 2021 with 

an injury. He will be an integral part of the success 
of the Eagles in 2022. It is paramount to keep him 
upright. Jurkovec has all of the skills to be the top 
quarterback in the ACC.

• WR Zay Flowers: Flowers is dynamic with the ball 
in his hands, and it looked like he disappeared at 
times last season. It was likely a result of not having 
Jurkovec throwing to him, but expect big things 
from the extremely shifty Flowers in 2022.

• DB Josh DeBerry: The defensive backfield leader 
has all of the tools to be a high draft pick in the 
NFL. He is great in coverage of the opposing slot 
receivers and can cover the boundary guys as well. 
He is the quarterback of the defense and will be 
looked upon to lead his guys not only verbally, but 
by his play as well.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Chestnut Hill, MA
• Enrollment: 9,300
• Founded: 1863
• Mascot: Baldwin

Stadium Facts
• Alumni Stadium
• Capacity: 44,500
• Built: 1915

Football Facts
• Record: 688-508-37
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo by Streeter Lecka/Photo by Streeter Lecka/
Getty ImagesGetty Images

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Hafley has some serious talent returning to Chestnut Hill. 
Phil Jurkovec is a future NFL quarterback. He’s back to lead this 
offense after injury issues. His go to receiver Zay Flowers is back. 
Flowers is one of the top receivers in the country. Pat Garwo III 
is back at running back for the Eagles. The offensive line loses a 
lot of experience, but BC typically has solid offensive lines. The 
secondary has good pieces with Jaiden Woodbey and Josh DeBer-
ry. Kam Arnold and Vinny DePalma are the two guys to watch 
at linebacker. On the defensive line, Shitta Sillah and Chibueze 
Onwuka are two solid pieces. Coach Hafley needs to get going at 
Boston College this season. BC has talent all around. The main 
concern is on both lines.”

Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_BC & @FromSluggo

Photo by BC AthleticsPhoto by BC AthleticsPictured: Phil JurkovecPictured: Phil Jurkovec
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DE Shitta Sillah

DT Cam Horsely

DT Chibueze Onwuka

DE Marcus Valdez

NB Josh DeBerry

LB Vinny DePalma

LB Kam Arnold

CB CJ Burton

CB Elijah Jones

S Jaiden Woodbey

S Jason Maitre

Projected Defense

K Connor Lytton

P Sam Candotti

KR Xavier Coleman

PR Alec Sinkfield

Projected Special Teams

HC Jeff Hafley

OC John McNulty

DC Tem Lukabu

Coaching Staff

QB Phil Jurkovec

RB Pat Garwo III

WR Zay Flowers

WR Jaelen Gill

WR Jaden Williams

TE George Takacs

RT Ozzy Trapilo

RG Blerim Rustemi

C Drew Kendall

LG Finn Dirstine

LT Jack Conley

Projected Offense

The Boston College Eagles received some great news at the end of last season when both quarter-
back Phil Jurkovec and wide receiver Zay Flowers told Head Coach Jeff Hafley their intentions on 
returning to the Heights. The Eagles have always been a thorn in the side of some of the big dogs 
in the ACC, but have seemingly shot themselves in the foot or had some attrition with injuries that 
have derailed some seasons past. Year three for Jeff Hafley will be a big one in Chestnut Hill.  
OFFENSE: Offensively, it all starts with quarterback Phil Jurk-
ovec. The Notre Dame transfer is back for his senior season 
after missing the majority of the 2021 season with an injury. 
Coincidentally, the offense sputtered, to say it mildly, in his 
absence. 

Pat Garwo III returns in the backfield for BC and will be 
looked to for a lot of yards rushing. The bowling ball style 
running back in his redshirt junior season may, arguably, be 
the best running back in the Atlantic Coast Conference. BC 
usually has a stable of running backs and that is the case again 
this upcoming year. Yet, Garwo will be the workhorse.  

Zay Flowers returns to the Eagles for his senior season. It 
was a bit of a surprise that he decided to come back as he was 
slated to be a day one or two pick in the NFL draft. In a recent 
interview with Big Game Boomer, Flowers referenced getting 
his degree from Boston College and “unfinished business” on 
the football field as the reasons for his return. Also, the arrival 
of new offensive coordinator John McNulty and promises 
that he would see the ball a lot more all added to the reasons 
Flowers will be a menace to opposing defenses. Jaelen Gill and 
Jaden Williams also return to add to the receiving core on the 
outside.

BC always has great offensive lines. 2022 may look a little 
different as they lost four of the starters from 2021 as well as 
the fifth when guard Christian Mahogany tore his ACL in the 
offseason. There is no doubt that there will be talent along that 
offensive front. However, they are relatively unknown at this 
point. They will be leaned on a lot to keep Jurkovec upright 
and to open holes for Garwo and crew.  

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_BC & @FromSluggo

SUMMARY: Boston College has not won the Atlantic Division of the ACC since 2008, which 
coincidentally was when star NFL QB Matt Ryan graduated. BC has not had a quarterback of Ryan’s 
stature until now. Jurkovec has the opportunity to play on Sundays in the future. His toughness and 
athletic ability are extremely high as well as his football IQ. He has nearly all of his weapons back in 
Flowers, Garwo, Gill, Williams and tight end George Tackacs. There are obvious questions across 
the offensive line as not one starter from a season ago will be manning their spot either to the NFL, 
graduation or season ending injury. This will be something worth watching in 2022. 

Jeff Hafley has done a great job across two years in Chestnut Hill. He has some belief building 
among players and fans. It is hard to argue that this will be his most talented team from a skill posi-
tion standpoint. Will the lack of returning offensive linemen be their undoing? Or will the tradition 
of solid line play win the day for the Eagles.

DEFENSE: Defensively, like the offense, the defensive line is usually an area in which one can always 
count on to be solid for BC. However, the strength of the defense in 2021 was in the back seven. 
Chibueze Onwuka will be the leader on the defensive front, and a lot will be asked of him and his 
linemates. One of the major issues for the defensive front a season ago was the lack of pressure on 
opposing quarterbacks. That is going to need to change for the Eagles in 2022. 

The linebackers are extremely athletic. Kam Arnold and Vinny DePalma will lead the group. The 
school which birthed Mark Herzlich and Luke Kuechly will be looking for someone to step up and 
be the leader at the middle level.  

On the back end, one of the best units in the country in 2021 will be led by stud nickel Josh 
DeBerry. Wherever he lines up on the field, he must be accounted for by opposing quarterbacks and 
offensive coordinators. 

If the defensive line can manage to get some pressure and make the opposing quarterbacks 
uncomfortable, the defensive backfield is skilled and athletic enough to make them pay.
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CLEMSON TIGERS

9/5 at Georgia Tech
9/10 vs Furman
9/17 vs Louisiana Tech
9/24 at Wake Forest
10/1 vs NC State
10/8 at Boston College
10/15 at Florida State
10/22 vs Syracuse
11/5 at Notre Dame
11/12 vs Louisville
11/19 vs Miami
11/26 vs South Carolina

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 6

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Hunter Johnson: Johnson transfers in from 

Northwestern after a couple of years with the 
Wildcats. The former five star recruit and Clemson 
signee returns to Clemson for one more season. 
Johnson has over 1,000 passing yards in his college 
career. He does need to limit his interceptions 
though. Johnson was the only transfer portal pick-
up for the Tigers.

Top Recruits:
• QB Cade Klubnik: Klubnik is a five star recruit 

(247 Sports) from Austin, Texas. Klubnik comes 
in to fight for the backup position, hoping he will 
be the starter after DJ Uiagalelei departs. Klubnik 
could even see time if Uiagalelei struggles.

• CB Jeadyn Lukus: Lukus is a five star recruit (247 
Sports) from Mauldin, South Carolina. He is a 
tall corner at 6’3”. Lukus is also very explosive. He 
could even see time on the field this season.

• WR Antonio Williams: Williams is a four star 
recruit (247 Sports) from Irmo, South Carolina. 
He turned down many SEC offers to stay in state. 
Williams played in the Under Armour All-America 
Game in 2022.

Key Departures:
• CB Andrew Booth Jr: Booth was the best corner 

for Clemson last season. He had 37 tackles, five 
pass deflections and three interceptions. Booth was 
drafted in the second round of the NFL Draft by 
the Vikings. 

• LB James Skalski: Skalski was a key piece in the 
Clemson defense over the past few seasons. He 
had 87 tackles, 2.5 sacks and four pass deflections. 
Skalski signed an undrafted deal with the Colts. 

• LB Baylon Spector: Spector was the second best 
linebacker behind Skalski. Spector had 74 tackles, 
2.5 sacks, one interception and one pass deflection. 
He was drafted in the seventh round of the NFL 
Draft by the Bills.

Key Returning Players:
• QB D.J. Uiagalelei: Uiagalelei returns to Clemson 

after a bad season. He had 2,246 passing yards with 
a 55.6 completion percentage, nine touchdowns 
and 10 interceptions. Uiagalelei will hope for a 
much better season. 

• RB Will Shipley: Shipley had a great season after 
having 149 carries for 739 yards and 11 touch-
downs. Clemson is hoping Shipley will be the next 
running back to get over 1,000 yards in a season. 

• LB Trenton Simpson: Simpson enters his junior 
year after a good season. Simpson had 65 total 
tackles and six sacks. Clemson is hoping he will get 
around 100 tackles and he easily can. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Clemson, SC
• Enrollment: 23,406
• Founded: 1889
• Mascot: The Tiger

Stadium Facts
• Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 81,500
• Built: 1942

Football Facts
• Record: 758-458-44
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 22
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 13-0
Photo by Clemson AthleticsPhoto by Clemson Athletics

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Clemson had a bad offense last season, but still won ten games. 
With improved quarterback play from either DJ Uiagalelei or Cade 
Klubnik, the offense will be back to being good. They have a solid 
offensive line, and numerous weapons like receiver Joseph Ngata 
and running back Will Shipley. Shipley could be a value pick for 
the Heisman Trophy. Clemson’s defense will be really good. Their 
front seven is arguably the best in the country with Myles Murphy, 
Bryan Bresee, Xavier Thomas, Trenton Simpson and many others. 
The secondary also features great players like Andrew Mukuba. It 
will be interesting to see how the coordinator turnover effects the 
team. They have the talent to win the ACC and make the College 
Football Playoff this season.”

Photo by Clemson AthleticsPhoto by Clemson Athletics

• Writtten by Britt Strong
             @SSN_Clemson
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DE Myles Murphy

DT Tyler Davis

DT Bryan Bresee

DE Xavier Thomas

LB Trenton Simpson

LB Vonta Bentley

LB Barrett Carter

CB Fred Davis

CB Sheridan Jones

S Andrew Mukuba

S Jalyn Phillips

Projected Defense

K BT Potter

P Will Spiers

KR Will Shipley

PR Will Brown

Projected Special Teams

HC Dabo Swinney

OC Brandon Streeter

DC Wes Goodwin

Coaching Staff

QB DJ Uiagalelei

RB Will Shipley

WR Joseph Ngata

WR Brannon Spector

WR Beaux Collins

TE Davis Allen

RT Walker Parks

RG Mitchell Mayes

C Will Putnam

LG Marcus Tate

LT Jordan McFadden

Projected Offense

After a bad season in Clemson terms, they ended the season with a Cheez-It Bowl win over Iowa 
State. Clemson lost both of their coordinators, Tony Elliott to Virginia and Brent Venables to Okla-
homa, this offseason, and they have two new coordinators working this season. The Achilles heel last 
season was the quarterback play. If Clemson gets improved play at the QB position, this team can 
make a run to the College Football Playoff, especially considering that they will have one of the top 
defenses in the country.
OFFENSE: The Clemson offense took a turn after Tony Elliott 
left to take the Virginia Head Coach position. The Tigers turn 
to Brandon Streeter. Streeter is a former Clemson player so he 
should fit in fine. 

The quarterback position has returning starter D.J. 
Uiagalelei. They will hope that D.J. Uiagalelei performs much 
better as he had a bad season last year. They will have Hunter 
Johnson and Cade Klubnik behind Uiagalelei. If Uiagalelei 
doesn’t perform well, expect to see the five star true freshman 
Cade Klubnik mixed into the rotation. However, Uiagalelei is 
the starter for the time being. 

Will Shipley returns as the Clemson starting running back. 
Shipley will hope to repeat his number from last season and 
more. He could be a dark horse for the Heisman Trophy this 
season as he really increased his production during the latter 
part of the 2021 season. Kobe Pace is looking like the backup 
with Phil Mafah being right there. Pace had a good season as 
well and he will be looking to improve on his numbers. 

The wide receiver room is looking good. They have players 
like Brannon Spector, Beaux Collins, Joseph Ngata and E.J. 
Williams, who are all expected to be great for the Tigers this 
season. They have great depth with freshmen like Troy Stellato, 
Antonio Williams and Adam Randall. With that being said, 
expect the wide receiver room to perform much better this 
season. 

At tight end, they Davis Allen. The senior will be expected 
to take a big jump this season. The offensive line returns four 
starters, so expect them to be more consistent because they 
struggled with consistency last season. 

• Writtten by Britt Strong
             @SSN_Clemson

SUMMARY: The Tigers have high hopes of having a much better season. They will have to get help 
from the improvement of D.J. Uiagalelei. If not D.J., then it has to be Cade Klubnik. Either way, 
Clemson needs to improve at the quarterback position. The skill positions, the line of scrimmage 
play and the defense will all be elite this season for the Tigers. The schedule isn’t too difficult either. 
Their three toughest conference games are at Wake Forest, who will likely be without Sam Hartman, 
NC State and Miami. Two of those three games are at home. Clemson will face a big test in early 
November when they travel to play at Notre Dame in South Bend. Clemson’s path to the playoff is 
pretty clear. They have the talent to win a lot of football games this season.

DEFENSE: The Clemson defense is in a similar spot as longtime defensive coordinator Brent Ven-
ables left and took the Oklahoma head coach position. Swinney did the same thing as he did with 
the offense and just promoted an assistant. That assistant was Wes Goodwin. 

Clemson should have a different defense as they lost half of their starters to the NFL. Starting 
with the defensive line, Clemson returns Myles Murphy, Xavier Thomas, Ruke Orhorhoro, Tyler 
Davis and Bryan Bresee. This should be the strong point of the Clemson defense. They have players 
like Justin Mascoll, K.J. Henry and Tre Williams, who could come in and compete. 

The linebacker core took some hits. James Skalski and Baylon Spector left for the NFL. The 
brightside for the Tigers is that they return Trenton Simpson. Simpson was the third leading tackler 
last season. Players like Vonta Bentley and Barrett Carter will attempt to fill the shoes of Skalski and 
Spector. 

The secondary also took a hit. They lose Nolan Turner, Mario Goodrich and Andrew Booth Jr. to 
the NFL. It will not look bad because they return players like Andrew Mukuba, Sheridan Jones and 
Jalyn Phillips. Nate Wiggins and Malcolm Greene will step in and hope to make an impact. 

Overall, this defense will be among the best in the ACC and the country. If Clemson makes the 
College Football Playoff, it will be because of their elite defensive play.
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FLORIDA STATE SEMINOLES

8/27 vs Duquesne
9/4 vs LSU (New Orleans)
9/16 at Louisville
9/24 vs Boston College
10/1 vs Wake Forest
10/8 at NC State
10/15 vs Clemson
10/29 vs Georgia Tech
11/5 at Miami
11/12 at Syracuse
11/19 vs Louisiana
11/25 vs Florida

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DE Jared Verse: This under recruited defensive 

end transfers in from Albany to give the defensive 
line some much needed experience and depth. 

• RB Trey Benson: The 6’0” 205 pound running 
back transfers into FSU from Oregon where he saw 
limited action. The former high three star should 
see playing time as he brings that bruising back 
style that was so popular with former FSU backs 
like Dalvin Cook and Greg Jones.

• WR Mycah Pittman: The former five star wide re-
ceiver joins former teammate Trey Benson at Flori-
da State. Pittman is primed to be a huge contributor 
to the Seminoles offense and help alleviate some of 
the pressure on quarterback Jordan Travis.

Top Recruits:
• QB AJ Duffy: The four star recruit from IMG 

Academy by way of Rancho Verde, California was 
a highly sought after big bodied quarterback with 
good accuracy and a knack for making something 
out of nothing. He brings a gamer mentality to 
Tallahassee and will look to compete and add some 
pressure to incumbent Jordan Travis.

• S Sam McCall: This four star recruit is from 
Lakeland, Florida, which is normally a pipeline to 
rival Florida. The blue-chip athlete who profiles 
as a defensive back, but has tremendous ball skills 
that could translate on the offensive side of the ball 
as well. 

• OL Julian Armella: The four star recruit from Fort 
Lauderdale’s football factory St. Thomas Aquinas 
has the frame to be a dominant lineman for the 
Noles at 6’6” and nearly 300 pounds. Offensive 
line is tough to come in and play right away, but 
Armella has the tools.

Key Departures:
• CB Jarvis Brownlee: The former three star 

prospect from Opa Locka, Florida leaves FSU for 
division foe Louisville. He started 15 games for the 
Seminoles. He gave up the game winning touch-
down in a loss to Jacksonville State. He also regis-
tered a pick six in the rivalry game versus Florida. 
He had an up and down 15 games with the Noles.

• EDGE Jermaine Johnson: Johnson was a 1st 
round pick by the New York Jets of the NFL. He 
led the team in sacks with 12 for the season. He 
started all 12 games for the Seminoles. The former 
three star from Eden Prairie, Minnesota garnered 
multiple season awards.

• RB Jashaun Corbin: Corbin was an undrafted free 
agent, but is currently on the New York Giants ros-
ter. He rushed for 1,771 yards in four years between 
Texas A&M and Florida State. Corbin was a steady 
back for the Noles over the past two years. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Jordan Travis: Travis has shown glimpses of 

being a tremendous quarterback. What he lacks in 
accuracy, he makes up for with his running ability. 
The Noles will look to the upper-classman to lead 
the offense and be more consistent in his third year 
in the system. 

• DT Robert Cooper: Cooper’s defensive linemate 
Jermaine Johnson is now gone, and some would 
say that it was Cooper that took on double teams to 
allow Johnson to wreak havoc on opposing quarter-
backs. Cooper will have a new end lined up next to 
him, and with another year under his belt, he will 
be the leader of the defensive front.

• OG Dillon Gibbons: The transfer from Notre 
Dame will be plugged right in and asked to anchor 
an offensive line that was much maligned in 2021. 
Gibbons adds much needed experience to the 
offensive line and will be looked to lead the group. 
It is a tall task for a transfer, but something that 
Gibbons is ready to do.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Tallahassee, FL
• Enrollment: 45,493
• Founded: 1851
• Mascot: Chief Osceola

Stadium Facts
• Doak Campbell Stadium
• Capacity: 82,300
• Built: 1950

Football Facts
• Record: 565-283-18
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 18
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo by Brandon Buck/FSViewPhoto by Brandon Buck/FSView

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Mike Norvell has to start winning at Florida State now. 
Winning five games in Tallahassee doesn’t cut it. Coach Norvell 
knows that. Jordan Travis provides some stability at quarterback. 
The running back room needs a new leader. Trey Benson could 
be that guy. At wide receiver, Oregon transfer Mycah Pittman 
could be the go to guy. The offensive line should improve after 
some portal pickups. Robert Cooper leads the defensive line that 
will need to replace a first round draft pick. Kalen DeLoach and 
DJ Lundy are two linebackers to watch. The secondary should be 
solid with Jammie Robinson leading the way at safety. Omarion 
Cooper is the top cover corner for this team. Coach Norvell needs 
to improve record wise. If not, he might not be in Tallahassee for 
much longer.”

Photo via Tallahassee Seminole ClubPhoto via Tallahassee Seminole Club

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_Seminoles & @FromSluggo
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DE Derrick McLendon II

NT Robert Cooper

DT Fabien Lovett

FOX Jared Verse

MIKE DJ Lundy

WILL Kalen DeLoach

CB Omarion Cooper

CB Kevin Knowles II

CB Renardo Knowles

S Jammie Robinson

S Akeem Dent

Projected Defense

K Ryan Fitzgerald

P Alex Mastromanno

KR Ja’Khi Douglas

PR Keyshawn Helton

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Norvell

OC Alex Atkins

DC Adam Fuller/
Randy Shannon

Coaching Staff

QB Jordan Travis

RB Trey Benson

WR Mycah Pittman

WR Malik McClain

WR Ja’Khi Douglas

TE Camren McDonald

RT Bless Harris

RG Darius Washington

C Maurice Smith

LG Dillon Gibbons

LT Robert Scott Jr

Projected Offense

The Florida State Seminoles enter the 2022 season trying to compete in the ACC Atlantic Divi-
sion. A conference in which Florida State ran for the better part of two decades. Head Coach Mike 
Norvell, in his third season, has recruited well and used the transfer portal to his advantage. He has a 
talented roster full of athletes. Is this the year that they put it together and get back to prominence?
OFFENSE: Quarterback Jordan Travis returns for his redshirt 
junior season as the known entity on the offensive side of the 
ball. The starter in eight games a season ago, he has had some 
injury issues in the past. He threw for just 1,539 yards with 15 
touchdowns while maintaining a 62.9 completion percentage, 
an improvement from the year previous (55%). Travis is more 
than capable on the ground as well, adding 530 yards and 
seven touchdowns last season. 

Gone is steady running back Jashaun Corbin, but enter 
Oregon transfer Trey Benson. The highly recruited Benson 
will need to help not only in the running game, but catching 
balls out of the backfield and blocking for the elusive Travis. At 
wide receiver, Mycah Pittman, son of former NFL RB Michael 
Pittman, joins Benson by way of Oregon. The do-everything 
receiver will add some much needed play making ability 
whether he lines up on the outside or in the slot. Malik Mc-
Clain and Ja’Khi Douglas both return for the Noles, and will 
look to improve after both having serviceable years statistically 
in 2021. 

At tight end, redshirt senior Camren McDonald will get 
the bulk of the load. The 6’4” 240 pound tight end caught 24 
balls a season ago with two touchdowns, while also providing 
some much needed pass protection. He is a skilled receiver 
who could help Travis in the dump down game. 

The offensive line lost some key pieces from the roster 
in 2021, but attacked the transfer portal to plug some holes. 
Bless Harris is slotted at starting at right tackle after coming 
over to FSU from Lamar. Grad Transfer Kayden Lyles will be 
fighting for a starting spot at center with Maurice Smith. Lyles 
is a transfer from Wisconsin, where they know a thing or two 
about offensive line play. This should be a great battle that will 
go well into fall camp. Robert Scott Jr., and Dillon Gibbons 
anchor the left side at tackle and guard respectively. 

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_Seminoles & @FromSluggo

SUMMARY: Mike Norvell enters his third season at the helm of the Seminoles. He has yet to have 
a successful season in Tallahassee, however the talent seems to be there. Florida State used to pe-
rennially run through the ACC, and after three coaches failed in front of Norvell, outside of maybe 
Jimbo Fisher, they have been a middling team. There will never be a lack of athleticism on the roster, 
but how Norvell can establish a successful system that gets the complete buy-in from the team will 
be the key for the 2022 season. This is a make or break season for the coaching staff. Will they have 
enough to compete for an ACC Atlantic crown? That is highly doubtful.

DEFENSE: Coordinators Adam Fuller and former Miami head coach Randy Shannon have to 
replace a stalwart on the defensive line in first round pick Jermaine Johnson. The defensive front was 
not the issue a season ago as they were more than capable of getting pressure on opposing quarter-
backs. Veteran Robert Cooper should lead the charge on the defensive line from the tackle position, 
as well as Fabien Lovett. The Noles have an under the radar transfer addition in Jared Verse, who 
came over from Albany. 

The linebackers will be led by Kalen DeLoach and DJ Lundy. These two guys returning to the 
Noles will add a lot to the front seven. 

On the backend, where most of the issues were a season ago, Jammie Robinson will add a veter-
an presence in his second year in the system after transferring in from South Carolina. Akeem Dent 
is another guy to keep an eye on as he has yet to live up to his blue-chip recruit billing in his short 
time in Tallahassee. Omarrion Cooper and Kevin Knowles II will need to add some consistency in 
order to help out the talent on the first two levels of the defense.
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LOUISVILLE CARDINALS

9/3 at Syracuse
9/9 at UCF
9/16 vs Florida State
9/24 vs USF
10/1 at Boston College
10/8 at Virginia
10/22 vs Pitt
10/29 vs Wake Forest
11/5 vs James Madison
11/12 at Clemson
11/19 vs NC State
11/26 at Kentucky

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Tyler Hudson: Hudson led his Central Arkan-

sas in receiving and was the conference freshman 
of the year in 2020. He brings big-play ability (20 
yards per reception) and a mature confidence that 
will help him become a leader right away.

• ILB Mohamed Sanogo: Though plagued with 
ankle injuries the last couple of years at Ole Miss, 
when healthy, Sanogo brings physicality and vocal 
leadership to an area that lost a good one in CJ 
Avery.

• CB Quincy Riley: As a freshman last season, Riley 
led Middle Tennessee in interceptions (5), was 
second in pass breakups (9) and fourth in tackles. 
He can cover ground and closes quickly, and he 
gives the Cardinals some much needed help in the 
secondary.

Top Recruits:
• DE Popeye Williams: Williams was sought after by 

Alabama and Arkansas of the SEC. Williams stayed 
closer to his home in Indiana to help the Cardinals 
become more of a defensive presence. With length 
and a motor, he specializes in getting after the 
passer, and should present problems for opposing 
offensive tackles.

• WR Devaughn Mortimer: Mortimer flipped from 
Florida State to join the offensive-rich Cardinals, 
who could use some depth at wide receiver. His 
speed and footwork as a track star will make him a 
good slot WR, as well as a potent return man.

• S Jeremiah Caldwell: His size, strong legs, and 
sturdy hands make Caldwell a good fit at safety, 
where the ‘Ville needs some depth, especially after 
this season. Recruited as an athlete, expect Caldwell 
to see the field earlier than most.

Key Departures:
• C Cole Bentley: Bentley was a fixture as the anchor 

of that Cardinal line, starting in 44 games, and 
playing in 52. He graded out as the 49th best center 
in the country (Pro Football Focus) and his leader-
ship will be missed.

• ILB CJ Avery: Avery was a tackling machine and 
an intimidator in the middle of that defense. He led 
the team in tackles, second in tackles for loss and 
fifth in pass breakups. 

• WR Tyler Harrell: Harrell was a highly anticipated 
piece the Cardinals expected to return, but was 
lured away by Nick Saban and the Alabama ma-
chine. He’s been clocked as one of the fastest players 
in college football.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Malik Cunningham: Cunningham is a dude 

that excites with electricity in his legs and his 
arm. He ranks as one of Louisville’s most potent 
quarterbacks ever, only behind some guy named 
Lamar Jackson. Chalk number 3 up as a dark horse, 
but legitimate, Heisman candidate if he can lead his 
team to an Atlantic Division title this year.

• OG Caleb Chandler: Chandler’s physical and tech-
nical efforts ranked him as the 5th best guard in the 
nation, according to Pro Football Focus. He helped 
the Cardinal O-Line to be one of the top groups 
in the conference and possibly a Joe Moore Award 
(for best O-Line) unit this season.

• OLB Yasir Abdullah: Abdullah will be the first 
player that opposing linemen and backfield players 
will want to locate when lining up this season. He 
brings sprinter’s speed with a linebacker’s aggres-
sion on every play. He finished near the top of the 
ACC in sacks and tackles for loss last season.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Louisville, KY
• Enrollment: 23,194
• Founded: 1798
• Mascot: Louie the Cardinal

Stadium Facts
• Cardinal Stadium
• Capacity: 61,000
• Built: 1998

Football Facts
• Record: 367-317-7
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6

Brendan’s Take

Photo by Ira GreenPhoto by Ira Green Photo by Jeff Reinking/Louisville AthleticsPhoto by Jeff Reinking/Louisville Athletics

• Writtten by Tim Chapman
             @SSN_UOFL & @ChappyCFB

“Louisville has one of the top QBs in the ACC coming back in 
Malik Cunningham. They have other good weapons on offense 
in Marshon Ford and Jalen Mitchell. The offensive line returns a 
lot of production. Coach Satterfield has everything he needs to 
put up points. However, they need to stop big plays on defense. 
There were too many last season. Louisville has some good pieces, 
but they need the defense to perform way better if they want to 
contend in the conference. There is a lot of pressure on Coach 
Satterfield to win. He’s been proving his worth on the recruiting 
trail, but he needs his team to perform on the field and get to a 
quality bowl game.” 

• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb
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DE YaYa Diaby

NT Jermayne Lole

DE Ashton Gilotte

DOG Yasir Abdullah

ILB Monty Montgomery

ILB Mohamed Sanogo

CARD Marvin Dallas

CB Kei’Trel Clark

CB Chandler Jones

S Kenderick Duncan

S Jalen Alexander

Projected Defense

K James Turner

P Mark Vassett

KR Jahwar Jordan

PR Braden Smith

Projected Special Teams

HC Scott Satterfield

OC Lance Taylor

DC Bryan Brown

Coaching Staff

QB Malik Cunningham

RB Jalen Mitchell

WR Tyler Hudson

WR Dee Wiggins

WR Ahmari Huggins-Bruce

TE Marshon Ford

RT Renato Brown

RG Adonis Boone

C Bryan Hudson

LG Caleb Chandler

LT Trevor Reid

Projected Offense
Scott Satterfield enters year four as the Louisville Cardinals head coach with just one winning 
season, which came back in 2019. Satterfield has failed to win three consecutive ACC games in his 
tenure, compiling just a 12-13 league record. This, and the remarks he made in December of 2020, 
concerning his willingness to entertain other coaching offers, have put some doubt in the Cards’ 
prospects. But remember that Satterfield is a good coach, who brought Appalachian State back to a 
string of double-digit wins in just three years on the job, before coming over to Louisville.

OFFENSE: The key to Louisville’s success in 2022 will come 
down to the success and leadership of quarterback Malik 
Cunningham. Opposing defenses will have to account for 
Malik Cunningham’s dual-threat ability. In 2021, Cunning-
ham averaged 6 yards per carry, 79 yards per game and 20 
touchdowns on the ground. Despite his ability to make plays 
with his feet, Cunningham is also efficient through the air. He 
completed 62 percent of his passes for 2,941 yards, 19 touch-
downs and 6 interceptions. That was good for 6th in the ACC 
in QB efficiency.

In order to fully utilize Cunningham’s skill-set, a strong 
run game is needed. The Cardinals had the third-best rushing 
offense in the league, and their top three ground-runners are 
back (Cunningham, Jalen Mitchell and Trevion Cooley). Add 
to the mix Tennessee transfer Tiyon Evans, who averaged 6.5 
yards per carry for the Volunteers last year. Keep an eye on 
starting running back Mitchell, a physical back who could be 
poised for a breakout season.

In light of the loaded running attack are the four returning 
starters on the offensive line, led by all-ACC left-guard Caleb 
Chandler. One area of concern that needs to be addressed on 
the offensive line is the center position. The Cardinals have 
the Virginia Tech transfer Bryan Hudson, who has experi-
ence at right guard. Coaches are confident that he will step 
in smoothly. Overall, the offensive line finished in the top 35 
nationally in rush yards per game, sacks allowed and tackles 
for loss allowed. 

Louisville has been fortunate to have speed at the wide 
receiver position in recent years, but the Cardinals will have 
to replace the wide receiver Tyler Harrell. Even with the 
departure of Harrell, the offensive staff is optimistic about the 
Central Arkansas transfer, Tyler Hudson, who had 62 catches 
for a 20 yard average and 8 touchdowns at the FCS level 
last year. Hudson will accompany Miami (FL) transfer Dee 
Wiggins and Ahmari Huggins-Bruce. The two additional wide 
receivers had a solid freshman campaign last year. Despite 
the aforementioned pass catchers who will cause trouble for 
opposing defenses; Marshon Ford, who has All-ACC potential, 
will be a mismatch for many second-level defenders.

• Writtten by Tim Chapman
             @SSN_UOFL & @ChappyCFB

SUMMARY: The success of Louisville’s 2022 season depends on the first three game stretch for 
the Cardinals. They have a pair of tough road games at Syracuse and UCF capped off with a home 
opener against Florida State. If they can win at least two out of three, that should generate a lot of 
momentum for the rest of the season.

Everything sets up for the Cards to not only have a winning season, but to finish near the top of 
the Atlantic, place in a respectable bowl game and allow Satterfield to show he can thrill in the ‘Ville.

DEFENSE: The Cardinal defense last year was very inconsistent giving up 403 yards of total offense 
per game, and too many big plays through the air. An area they did perform well in, however, was 
in putting pressure on opposing backfields, and many of the guys that created that havoc are back 
in ‘22. Senior DOG LB Yasir Abdullah had 10 sacks and 16.5 TFLs and sophomore Defensive End 
Ashton Gilotte added 4 sacks and 8 TFLs in an impressive freshman season. Gilotte will team with 
Defensive End Yaya Diaby and Arizona State transfer Jermayne Lole at Nose Tackle to make a formi-
dable front. This mayhem up front should help the pass defense in limiting such high yields this year.

An area of concern that could be problematic for the Cardinal’s defense can be directed toward 
the linebacker position. They lost top tackler CJ Avery, and though Monty Montgomery returns, he 
played just three games last year. Ole Miss transfer Mohamed “Momo” Sanogo, should help bolster 
that group, but if the injury bug comes around again to bite some of these players, the Cards will 
be turning to some relatively green players (just 48 solo tackles and 5 tackles for loss among the 
reserves).

Although the secondary gave up a lot of yardage, they return a pair of solid corners in Kei’Trel 
Clark and Chandler Jones. Cornerback Quincy Riley (MTSU) led his team as a freshman with 5 
interceptions and 9 pass break ups, while Jarvis Brownlee (Florida State) and Jayden Williams (USC) 
have talent as well. At safety, Kenderick Duncan looked good in his first season in red, finishing 
third in tackles (76), while adding 4 pass break ups and 3.5 tackles for loss. They hope Duke transfer 
Jalen Alexander will provide added leadership, and team with Duncan to make a strong pair under 
new secondary coach Wesley “Coach Crime (Dog)” McGriff.
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NC STATE WOLFPACK

9/3 at East Carolina
9/10 vs Charleston Southern
9/17 vs Texas Tech
9/24 vs UConn
10/1 at Clemson
10/8 vs Florida State
10/15 at Syracuse
10/27 vs Virginia Tech
11/5 vs Wake Forest
11/12 vs Boston College
11/19 at Louisville
11/25 at North Carolina

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 13

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Darryl Jones: The former four star recruit 

(247 Sports) is transferring to NC State from Mary-
land. During his four years playing for the Terra-
pins, he never really took off like many expected. 
Last season he appeared in 10 games and recorded 
23 catches for 319 yards and 2 touchdowns. He will 
come in and be the third option in a veteran-heavy 
offense, looking to get the Wolfpack an ACC title.

• P Shane McDonough: McDonough joins the 
Wolfpack after kicking for Towson last season. 
While at Towson, he set the record for punt 
average, with 43.2 yards per kick. He also landed 
30 of 88 kicks inside the 20 yard line. He will be 
replacing the best punter in Wolfpack history, so he 
will come in hoping to not have any drop off in the 
special teams unit.

Top Recruits:
• RB Michael Allen: The four star recruit (247 

Sports) is the top get for the Wolfpack’s 2022 class. 
The two sport athlete comes in and will be in the 
mix for touches right away after the loss of last sea-
son’s top two running backs. Allen has great speed 
and versatility.

• LB Torren Wright: Wright is a four star recruit 
(247 Sports) who played the hybrid linebacker/
edge position in high school. In his senior season 
he tallied 116 tackles, 4 sacks and 3 interceptions 
through 10 games. He will join a deep group of 
veteran and talented linebackers as he develops into 
the ACC game.

• DB Isaiah Crowell: Crowell is very much a 
tackling defensive back. Although he is listed as a 
corner, don’t be surprised if he lines up at safety 
with his tackling ability. As a three star recruit (247 
Sports) he recorded 93 tackles, 4 sacks, 1 intercep-
tion and 2 blocked field goals his senior season. 

Key Departures:
• OL Ikem Ekwonu: The three year offensive line 

anchor has left for the NFL. After being named an 
AP All-American in 2021 after starting all 12 games 
for the Wolfpack, Ekwonu was selected in the first 
round by the Carolina Panthers. Ekwonu’s strength 
is his run blocking capability.

• RB Zonovan Knight: The Wolfpack leader in 
yards per carry has moved onto the NFL after his 
career with NC State. Knight went undrafted but 
later signed a free agent deal with the New York 
Jets. Last season he led the team in total yards, 
with 909 yards on 161 touches and also recorded 3 
touchdowns.

• RB Ricky Person Jr: The second leading producer 
for the offense last season also elected to pursue an 
NFL career. After leaving NC State early, Person 
was signed by the Baltimore Ravens after not being 
drafted. Last season, he totaled 876 total yards on 
163 touches and put up 7 touchdowns.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Devin Leary: The quarterback is back and 

ready to cap off his Wolfpack career with an ACC 
title. Leary gets back two of his top receivers from 
last year and gets the majority of a strong offensive 
line back. Last season, Leary ranked top 5 in the 
ACC for all measurable quarterback stats, throwing 
for over 3,400 yards with 35 touchdowns and only 
having 5 interceptions.

• LB Drake Thomas: Thomas is a fourth year junior 
who is coming off his most impressive season to 
this point. The linebackers last season suffered 
season ending injuries which put more pressure on 
Thomas to perform, and he did just that. 

• WR Thayer Thomas: The fifth year senior is back 
and ready to break NC State records. He is 71 
receptions away from catching the most passes and 
11 touchdown catches from breaking the receiving 
touchdown record.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Raleigh, NC
• Enrollment: 36,304
• Founded: 1887
• Mascot: Mr. & Mrs. Wuf

Stadium Facts
• Carter-Finley Stadium
• Capacity: 57,583
• Built: 1966

Football Facts
• Record: 597-570-46
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 7
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 11-1
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Doeren might have his best team yet. This team is full of 
veterans with Devin Leary and Thayer Thomas leading the charge 
on offense. On defense, NC State might have the best lineback-
ing room in the nation. Payton Wilson, Isaiah Moore and Drake 
Thomas could all be All-Conference performers this season. NC 
State has some pieces to replace including at offensive line and 
running back, but they don’t have any major weaknesses. This 
team has leadership and has the talent to win the conference. The 
schedule isn’t too treacherous. A road trip to Clemson in early 
October could decide the division. Coach Doeren’s team could 
very well get to 10+ wins in 2022. They should definitely compete 
for the conference title.”
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_NCState
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DE Cory Durden

DT CJ Clark

DE Savion Jackson

LB Drake Thomas

LB Isaiah Moore

LB Payton Wilson

CB Shyheim Battle

CB Derrek Pitts Jr

CB Tyler Baker-Williams

S Cyrus Fagan

S Tanner Ingle

Projected Defense

K Christopher Dunn

P Shane McDonough

KR Thayer Thomas

PR Thayer Thomas

Projected Special Teams

HC Dave Doeren

OC Tim Beck

DC Tony Gibson

Coaching Staff

QB Devin Leary

RB Jordan Houston

WR Devin Carter

WR Darryl Jones

WR Thayer Thomas

TE Kameron Walker

RT Timothy McKay

RG Derrick Eason

C Grant Gibson

LG Dylan McMahon

LT Bryson Speas

Projected Offense

The Wolfpack are ready to win an ACC title with returning the majority of last year’s production on 
the field. Head Coach Dave Doeren is entering his 11th season at the helm for the Pack and is excit-
ed to have an opportunity to add ACC Champion coach onto his resume. NC State will be tested this 
season if they want to prove their dominance. They will have to head to Clemson for their biggest 
test of the season. But will get the benefit of welcoming Wake Forest, who is projected to finish high 
in the ACC this season.
OFFENSE: This will be Offensive Coordinator Tim Beck’s sec-
ond year calling the shots for the Wolfpack. He is blessed with a 
group of super seniors and other veterans who are familiar with 
the system. Many are expecting big things from this Wolfpack 
offense.

Any time you get to welcome back a top quarterback from 
the previous season, any college coach would welcome that 
talent. Devin Leary is back for his second full season under cen-
ter, and he is looking to improve on top ACC quarterback play 
from the previous season. “Trusting in the process” has been 
the motto for Leary, who lost what was supposed to be his first 
season as starting quarterback to COVID. Coming into this 
season, he is not viewing things any differently. He has a job to 
do, he has to earn the respect of his team and he must perform 
to help this team win.

The biggest loss of production came from the running 
back’s room. The top two players in total offensive production 
were the leading running backs from the 2021 campaign. Both 
Zonovan Knight and Ricky Person Jr have gone on to pursue 
NFL careers, so that leaves junior Jordan Houston to take on 
the responsibilities in the backfield. Houston showed great abil-
ity to see his way around the field in spring practice, and looks 
primed for a big season for the Wolfpack.

Top receivers Devin Carter and Thayer Thomas are back 
and ready to improve on big numbers from the 2021 season. 
The two receivers totaled 1,152 yards receiving on 82 catches 
with 14 touchdowns. The loss of Emeka Emezie, who was the 
leading stats receiver last season, moves everyone up a rung for 
production. To solve the issue of a third receiver, the Wolfpack 
turned to the transfer portal and brought in Darryl Jones from 
Maryland.

The offensive line looks to replace top NFL Draft pick Ikem 
Ekwonu, who was a staple in the line for the past three seasons. 
Immediately they will turn to super senior center Grant Gibson 
for leadership on the line, and they will look to redshirt senior 
Bryson Speas to fill the void at left tackle.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_NCState

SUMMARY: Coach Doeren has one of the top returning teams in the nation in terms of production 
from last season. This team has a goal of winning the ACC. Top quarterback Devin Leary is a dark 
horse Heisman candidate, and he is projected to be one of the top quarterbacks taken in the 2023 
NFL Draft. All of the chips are on the table for the Wolfpack to have one of the most successful 
seasons in recent history.

DEFENSE: Second year defensive play caller Tony Gibson comes in, returning the majority of what 
was already a top defense in the nation. Gibson will look to a veteran laiden defense to dominate 
ACC offenses this season. If this group can stay healthy Coach Gibson will once again lead a top 
defense in the ACC and nation.

The one lost starter from last season is on the defensive line, but they have the right talent back 
to be able to have no lapse in production. Highlighted by the return of senior Cory Durden to the 
line who had 3.5 sacks last season, the line will look to continue applying the pressure all season long 
for one of the best defenses in the ACC.

The strength of defense is at linebacker. Drake Thomas is back as last year’s leading tackler and 
will lead top linebackers Payton Wilson and Isaiah Moore. If they can stay healthy this may be one 
of the best linebacking groups in the entire nation. This trio of linebackers will bring a total career 
of 632 tackles to the field this season which will be truly scary for any opponent that lines up against 
the Wolfpack this season.

The secondary returns all starters from last season, a big reason for success last season was 
the strength of this secondary to hold opposing receivers in check. Pair that experience with the 
ball-seeking ability of the safeties, we are in for another stellar performance this season from the 
Wolfpack defensive backs. Tanner Ingles is the leading tackler in the secondary from last season, and 
top young talent Shyheim Battle is continuing to show he is a lockdown corner at the top level.
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SYRACUSE ORANGE

9/3 vs Louisville
9/10 at UConn
9/17 vs Purdue
9/23 vs Virginia
10/1 vs Wagner
10/15 vs NC State
10/22 at Clemson
10/29 vs Notre Dame
11/5 at Pitt
11/12 vs Florida State
11/19 at Wake Forest
11/26 at Boston College

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Juwaun Price: Price appeared in all 12 games 

for New Mexico State last season. He ran for ten 
touchdowns and nearly 700 yards in an impressive 
2021 season.

• S Alijah Clark: A four star recruit coming out of 
high school, Clark transferred to Syracuse after 
playing one season at Rutgers. Clark recorded six 
tackles and an interception in his one season with 
the Scarlet Knights.

• WR C.J. Hayes: Hayes is a graduate transfer who 
played in 26 games in his career at Michigan State. 
Hayes will likely be a veteran leader in the Syracuse 
wide receiver room.

Top Recruits:
• DL Francois Nolton: Nolton was a three star 

recruit from Miami, Florida (247 Sports). Nolton 
also received offers from Alabama, Texas A&M and 
USC. 

• RB LeQuint Allen: Allen was a three star recruit 
out of New Jersey (247 Sports). Allen is also the 
15th ranked running back from the state of New 
Jersey (247 Sports).

• ATH Dom Foster: Foster was a three star recruit 
out of Ohio (247 Sports). Foster is also the 26th 
ranked athlete from the state of Ohio (247 Sports).

Key Departures:
• DE Cody Roscoe: The departure of Cody Roscoe 

leaves a hole on the Syracuse defensive line that will 
not be easy to replace. Roscoe was one of the best 
defensive linemen in the entire ACC in 2021.

• C Airon Servais: Servais started 60 consecutive 
games for the Orange. The 60 consecutive starts is a 
Syracuse record.

• DE Kingsley Jonathan: Jonathan is another 
big departure from the Syracuse defensive line. 
Jonathan played in all 12 games for the Orange last 
season.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Sean Tucker: Sean Tucker had a great 2021 

season, where he broke the Syracuse record for sin-
gle season rushing yards. Tucker will be the main 
weapon for the Syracuse offense in 2022. 

• LB Mikel Jones: The top returning player on de-
fense is Mikel Jones. Jones is returning for a fourth 
year after leading Syracuse in tackles in 2021. 

• QB Garrett Shrader: Shrader and the Syracuse 
passing game struggled in 2021. Shrader will need 
to show improvement in 2022, in order for the 
Syracuse passing game to really get going.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Syracuse, NY
• Enrollment: 22,484
• Founded: 1870
• Mascot: Otto the Orange

Stadium Facts
• JMA Wireless Dome
• Capacity: 49,057
• Built: 1980

Football Facts
• Record: 674-514-41
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 5
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“It’s do or die this year for Coach Babers. If he wants to retain 
his job at Syracuse, his team needs to show major improvement. 
Coach Babers did bring in Virginia OC Robert Anae to help 
improve the dreadful pass game from last year. Cuse does have RB 
Sean Tucker and LB Mikel Jones, who are both some of the best 
at their respective positions. The defensive line needs someone to 
step up after they lost a few key pieces. Garrett Williams is a solid 
player at CB. Coach Babers needs a bowl appearance to keep his 
job. That should be the expectation in upstate New York. However,  
there is a lot of uncertainties on this roster. Getting to 6 wins will 
be an uphill battle.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Syracuse
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DE Caleb Okechukwu

DT Terry Lockett

DE Steve Linton

LB Stefon Thompson

LB Mikel Jones

LB Marlowe Wax

CB Garrett Williams

CB Darian Chestnut

S Ja’Had Carter

S Justin Barron

S Jason Simmons Jr

Projected Defense

K Andre Szmyt

P James Williams

KR Trebor Pena

PR Trebor Pena

Projected Special Teams

HC Dino Babers

OC Robert Anae

DC Tony White

Coaching Staff

QB Garrett Shrader

RB Sean Tucker

WR Anthony Queeley

WR Courtney Jackson

WR Damien Alford

TE Chris Elmore

RT Carlos Vettorello

RG Dakota Davis

C Josh Ilaoa

LG Christopher Bleich

LT Matthew Bergeron

Projected Offense

Dino Babers is back for his seventh year as the head coach at Syracuse, but joining him will be first 
year offensive coordinator Robert Anae. After spending six seasons as the offensive coordinator 
at Virginia, Anae has been brought in to try and improve a Syracuse passing game that struggled 
mightily in 2021. It’s not all bad for the Syracuse offense, however, as running back Sean Tucker 
should be one of the best at his position in 2022. As for the defense, they return eight starters from 
last season, but the departures of Cody Roscoe and Kingsley Jonathan leave two pretty big holes on 
the defensive line.
OFFENSE: The Syracuse offense will rely heavily on the 
running game in 2022, and Sean Tucker will be the main guy 
that they go to in that area. Tucker had a stellar 2021 season 
where he ran for 12 touchdowns and nearly 1,500 yards, while 
leading a Syracuse rushing attack that was the best in the ACC. 
Tucker should not only be the best running back in the ACC 
in 2022, but he should be one of the best running backs in 
the country this season. Quarterback Garrett Shrader should 
also contribute heavily in the running game. In 2021, Shrader 
contributed 781 yards and 14 touchdowns on the ground, and 
was the second leading rusher on the team. Juwaun Price has 
also been brought in as a transfer from New Mexico State. Price 
ran for 11 touchdowns and over 800 yards in his two seasons 
for the Aggies.

Garrett Shrader returns at quarterback and will be expected 
to improve after struggling in 2021, when Syracuse had one of 
the worst passing attacks in college football. In 2021, Shrader 
threw for nine touchdowns and four interceptions, and even 
had a stretch late in the season where he went three straight 
games without throwing a touchdown. The hope for Syracuse 
is that new offensive coordinator Robert Anae will be able to 
turn the passing game into a serious threat, just like he did at 
Virginia. In his six years at Virginia, Anae was able to develop 
the Virginia passing game into one of the top passing attacks 
in the country, which culminated last season when Virginia 
ranked 2nd in the country in passing yards per game.

Shrader’s top target from 2021, Courtney Jackson, will also 
be returning. The problem is, despite Jackson being the top tar-
get last season, he only caught three touchdowns for 389 yards, 
and the rest of the team was even worse, with not a single other 
receiver surpassing 300 receiving yards. The hope is that Robert 
Anae will also be able to help with that. 

Led by Matthew Bergeron, the Syracuse offensive line will 
return four of their five starters from last season. With so many 
starters returning, there is reason to believe that the offensive 
line will improve from previous seasons. Whether or not the 
passing game can take a step forward this season, will rely 
heavily on how well the offensive line does. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Syracuse

SUMMARY: The Dino Babers era at Syracuse has been underwhelming at best. In six years, Babers 
holds a 29-43 record, and has just one winning season, which came in 2018. This is a win now year 
for Babers and Syracuse, but this is also one of the more talented teams Babers has had at Syracuse. 
Sean Tucker and Mikel Jones are two of the best in the country at their positions, but whether or not 
the rest of the team improves will determine how well Syracuse does this season. The schedule has 
tough games against Clemson, Notre Dame and NC State. There are still plenty of winnable games 
for Syracuse. This team has the potential to make it to a bowl game, but the rest of the team besides 
Tucker and Jones will need to step up, and they will need to win the games that they are supposed to 
win. 

DEFENSE: The defense will be led by linebacker Mikel Jones, along with one of the best linebacker 
groups in the ACC. Mikel Jones led the team with 110 tackles last season, and he has developed into 
one of the best linebackers in the ACC over his three years at Syracuse. Joining Jones at linebacker 
will be Stefon Thompson, who was second on the team with 77 tackles last season and also recorded 
five sacks. Marlowe Wax completes this linebacker trio. He had seven sacks and two forced fumbles 
last season. Expect these three guys to all cause trouble for opposing offenses this season.

The cornerback position also features proven talent with the returns of Garrett Williams and 
Darian Chestnut. This talented duo combined for 95 tackles and three interceptions last season, and 
they should only get better this season now that they are more experienced. The safety spot returns 
all its starters from last season. This was a talented group that was able to hold their own last season, 
and the addition of Rutgers transfer Alijah Clark will give a boost to this position in 2022. 

Defensive line is where the question marks are for Syracuse on defense. The departures of Cody 
Roscoe and Kingsley Johathan leave behind a Syracuse defensive line that is talented but unproven. 
Caleb Okechukwu now holds the most experience on the defensive line, but it will be difficult to 
recreate the success that Syracuse had at this position last season.
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WAKE FOREST DEMON DEACONS

9/1 vs VMI
9/10 at Vanderbilt
9/17 vs Liberty
9/24 vs Clemson
10/1 at Florida State
10/8 vs Army
10/22 vs Boston College
10/29 at Louisville
11/5 at NC State
11/12 vs North Carolina
11/19 vs Syracuse
11/26 at Duke

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 16

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• TE Jaeger Bull: Grabbing 3 touchdowns in 2021, 

Bull looks to bring a new vision to tight end. Bull is 
a full fledged blocker and knows how to reach the 
2nd level with ease. With Sam Hartman throwing 
the ball, don’t sleep on Bull going up and grabbing 
some.

• DL Kobie Turner: Turner is coming off an FCS 
All-American season after being just a walk-on at 
Richmond. After the departures of Miles Fox and 
Sulaiman Kamara, this will give Turner the keys to 
the defensive line and to show NFL teams that he’s 
ready.

• S Brendon Harris: Being the 5th leading tackler 
at Vanderbilt and being a 2 year starter, Harris was 
a great defender for all his years as a Commodore. 
Harris looks to bring something new to this Dea-
con defense and secondary.

Top Recruits:
• DL Eli Hall: Hall was a three star recruit (247 

Sports) out of Shelby, NC. Hall is the highest rated 
recruit during the Coach Clawson era. Hall comes 
in with a lot of hype around his name as he will 
help rebuild the defensive line. After racking up 32 
tackles and three sacks in his senior year of high 
school, it looks like Hall is ready to take the next 
step in college.

• IOL Derrell Johnson: Johnson was a three star 
recruit (247 Sports) and a four year starter at Riv-
erside High School in Florida. Johnson fell in love 
with the Deacons after the 2021 season. This season 
could be pivotal for Johnson as the Deacons will be 
young at offensive line, and that will give Johnson 
an opportunity to see playing time.

• QB Brett Griffis: He is a three star (247 Sports) 
dual threat quarterback out of Virginia. Griffis was 
very under looked throughout high school, but 
Coach Clawson gave him the perfect chance to 
excel at Wake. With this being Sam Hartman’s final 
season, expect to see Griffis on the field soon. Key Departures:

• RB Chirstian Beal-Smith: During his time at 
Wake Forest, Beal-Smith was the leading rusher for 
the Deacons for the past 2 seasons. This leaves a big 
spot open at running back this season.

• CB Zion Keith: Appearing in all 12 games in 2021, 
Keith felt his time at Wake was up, and it was time 
for a new beginning. With Keith’s departure, it 
looks like the Deacons will turn to younger faces in 
the secondary.

• OG Zach Tom: Coming off a 2nd-team All-Amer-
ican season in 2021, Tom knew he put himself into 
a position that he couldn’t pass up, and that was a 
chance to get drafted. When the season concluded 
Tom got straight to work and after showing what 
he could do at the combine he was drafted by the 
Packers in the 4th round.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Sam Hartman: Coming off one of the best 

seasons in Wake Forest history, Hartman is looking 
to take Wake Forest to the next step. However, 
Hartman is out indefinitely due to a medical 
condition, so he can’t be dependent upon for this 
offense to run.

• WR Donovan Greene: Missing the entire 2021 
season due to injury, Greene is ready to prove he 
can still be a top wide receiver in the ACC. This 
season gives the perfect opportunity of a duo with 
Greene and Hartman, which could be one of the 
best in the country.

• CB Coby Davis: After making a name for himself 
after making a game deciding interception against 
Virginia, Davis fell to a season ending injury, which 
derailed his whole season last year. After having a 
full offseason to heal, Davis is ready to prove he can 
be one of the top cornerbacks in the ACC.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Winston-Salem, NC
• Enrollment: 8,789
• Founded: 1834
• Mascot: The Demon Deacon

Stadium Facts
• Truist Field
• Capacity: 31,500
• Built: 1968

Football Facts
• Record: 470-668-31
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-2
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Clawson does a lot with less talent then what the big 
boys have. He’s got a unique and explosive offense coming back 
this season. Sam Hartman is a top 10 QB nationally, but he is out 
indefinitely. AT Perry and Donavan Green make up an elite re-
ceiving duo. The offensive line returns all 5 starters. Someone does 
need to step up at running back though. On defense, Wake has a 
solid LB in Ryan Smenda. Also watch for the secondary with Coby 
Davis and Nick Andersen. The rushing defense does need to get 
a lot better if Wake wants to reach the ACC title game again. All 
around, Coach Clawson has a solid team. It’s going to be hard to 
make the ACC title game 2 years in a row though. A 10 win season 
would be a great year for Wake.”
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• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_WakeForest
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DE Rondell Bothroyd

DT Dion Bergan Jr

DT Tyler Williams

DE Jasheen Davis

LB Chase Jones

LB Ryan Smenda Jr

ROV Chelen Garnes

CB Gavin Holmes

CB Caelen Carson

S Nick Andersen

S Coby Davis

Projected Defense

K Matthew Dennis

P Ivan Mora

KR Ke’Shawn Williams

PR Taylor Morin

Projected Special Teams

HC Dave Clawson

OC Warren Ruggiero

DC Brad Lambert

Coaching Staff

QB Michael Kern

RB Justice Ellison

WR Taylor Morin

WR Donovan Greene

WR AT Perry

TE Blake Whitehart

RT Je’Vionte’ Nash

RG Loic Ngassam Nya

C Michael Jurgens

LG Sean Maginn

LT DeVonte Gordon

Projected Offense

Coach Clawson had one of the best seasons in Deacon football history after leading his team to an 
ACC championship appearance in his 7th season as the Wake Forest head coach. Clawson brought 
home the ACC Coach of the Year as well. This season will be all about proving they have what it 
takes to be one of the top teams in the nation and the best in the ACC.

OFFENSE: Looking into the start of this season, this offense 
looks like one of the more complete units in football, especially 
behind returning leader Sam Hartman. Hartman is going into 
this season ready to battle and bring back the dominance he 
had last season. Right behind Hartman will be redshirt sopho-
more Michael Kern. Kern will be asked to step up for Hartman 
as Sam has is out indefinitely due to a medical condition.

The running backs room suffered another loss with Chris-
tian Beal-Smith leaving for South Carolina. The Deacons will 
be looking for a new leading rusher. The front runner for this 
spot has to be sophomore Justice Ellison. Ellison had a great 
spring for the Deacons and they really like what he can bring 
on Saturdays with his unique speed. Another player to keep an 
eye on is Christian Turner, as he could be a running back that 
could break through for the offense this season.

Last season the Deacons were led by the likes of A.T. Perry 
and Jaquarii Robinson. The Deacons will have to overcome the 
loss of Robinson but will see the return of Perry. A.T. Perry 
feels this season is his for the taking. Coming back from injury 
and having the whole season and more to heal, Donovan 
Greene is ready to bring an electric feel to this offense and 
make some amazing catches. At slot, starter Taylor Morin 
returns. 

At offensive line, there will be nothing to worry about as 
four of the five starters return from last season, with Zach Tom 
being the only loss to the NFL. Center Michael Jurgens is ready 
to take that next step in being a big part of this unit. At guards, 
Nya Ngasam and Sean Maginn return for their senior season. 
At tackle, the Deacons have DeVonte Gordon and Je’Vionte’ 
Nash.

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_WakeForest

SUMMARY: This season is all about vengeance for the Deacons. With the talent returning to the 
offense and getting the defense prepared for this fall will be key to fighting for that ACC title. Coach 
Clawson is prepared with having Sam Hartman back and being more experienced than ever. This 
team will have tests including NC State, Clemson and FSU. If they can get past those conference 
opponents, the sky’s the limit with this team. Hartman and the Deacs are out to prove they can be 
contenders and a top team in the country, and behind Coach Clawson, the Deacons want to make 
the 2022-23 season a title season. 

DEFENSE: Don’t be surprised to see an up and down season with a lot of young pieces in the 
secondary. They do have key pieces returning up front to contain the holes. Rondell Bothroyd was 
a bright spot last season. Dion Bergan Jr and Tyler Williams look to break out this season after only 
getting limited time last season. For sophomore Jasheen Davis, this is a big season after seeing the 
field as a freshman. Davis’ development through spring was huge and he knows what is needed to be 
done to have a big season.

Two top tacklers return for the Deacons this season with Ryan Smenda Jr and Chase Jones 
looking to make a big impact this season. Being the second leading tackler was huge for Smenda 
last season, and he knew he was coming back to Wake. Having Jones right beside Smenda will be 
an amazing tandem after Jones had a great spring. Expect him to have an even better season for the 
Deacs.

Moving to the secondary, this is the most inexperienced unit on the team with three sopho-
mores, one senior and one junior. It’ll be interesting what Coach Lambert has with this squad. Going 
to the corners, there are two sophomores and a junior coming into the season with Caelen Carson 
and Gavin Holmes taking the main positions. Clawson feels with their time on the field last season 
and what they’ve done during spring, they have the clear reins for that spot. At rover is Chelen 
Garnes, Garnes didn’t get to see the field a lot last season but after impressing coaches during the 
offseason, it is only right that he is deserving of that spot. Coby Davis and Nick Andersen will be a 
solid safety tandem. Andersen was a huge part of Wake Forest’s defense last season and will be this 
season as well.
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DUKE BLUE DEVILS

9/2 vs Temple
9/10 at Northwestern
9/17 vs North Carolina A&T
9/24 at Kansas
10/1 vs Virginia
10/8 at Georgia Tech
10/15 vs North Carolina
10/22 at Miami
11/4 at Boston College
11/12 vs Virginia Tech
11/19 at Pitt
11/26 vs Wake Forest

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• CB Datrone Young: Young was brought in to help 

a Duke secondary that struggled last season. Young 
brings four years of experience at Iowa State with 
him.

• S Darius Joiner: Joiner was an All-American at the 
FCS level in 2021 at Western Illinois. Joiner led the 
FCS last season with 142 tackles.

• LS Evan Deckers: Deckers brings three years of 
long snapping experience at UMass with him to 
Duke. Expect Deckers to be a special teams starter 
on day one.

Top Recruits:
• DL Vincent Anthony Jr.: At four stars (247 

Sports), Vincent Anthony Jr. is the highest rated 
player in the 2022 class for Duke. Anthony Jr. is the 
9th ranked defensive lineman in the state of North 
Carolina (247 Sports).

• OL Steven Nahmias: Nahmias was a three star 
recruit from Georgia (247 Sports). Nahmias is also 
the 31st ranked offensive lineman from the state of 
Georgia (247 Sports).

• WR Jaden Watkins: Watkins was a three star 
recruit from North Carolina (247 Sports). Watkins 
is the 18th ranked wide receiver from the state of 
North Carolina (247 Sports).

Key Departures:
• RB Mataeo Durant: Durant broke the school 

record for single season rushing yards in 2021 with 
1,241 yards. His departure in the NFL Draft means 
the departure of Duke’s most reliable weapon on 
offense from last season.

• WR Jake Bobo: Duke’s leader in receptions from 
2021 is also gone. Bobo transferred to UCLA, 
which means that Duke’s two biggest offensive 
weapons from 2021 are gone.

• QB Gunnar Holmberg: Holmberg struggled last 
season, but he was still an efficient game manager. 
Holmberg’s transfer to FIU leaves inexperience at a 
position that no longer has QB guru, former Head 
Coach David Cutcliffe to develop.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Shaka Heyward: Duke’s leading tackler from 

2021 will be heading into his senior season. Hey-
ward figures to be the best player and centerpiece 
on the Duke defense in 2022.

• DT DeWayne Carter: Carter returns after a 2021 
season where he recorded 4.5 sacks and two forced 
fumbles. Expect Carter to play an even bigger role 
in the Duke defense this season.

• WR Jalon Calhoun: Calhoun is one of the few 
offensive weapons from 2021 that will be returning 
this season. He was second on the team with 56 
receptions last season. Calhoun will likely be the go 
to target for expected starting QB Riley Leaonard 
in an offense full of question marks. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Durham, NC
• Enrollment: 15,192
• Founded: 1838
• Mascot: Blue Devil

Stadium Facts
• Wallace Wade Stadium
• Capacity: 40,004
• Built: 1929

Football Facts
• Record: 500-539-28
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 17
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“The put it simply, Duke will not win a lot of games this year. 
Coach Elko takes over a squad that just lacks the talent to compete 
in the ACC. Duke has some nice pieces like WR Jalon Calhoun, 
DT DeWayne Carter, LB Shaka Heyward and a solid offensive line. 
There are question marks and deficiencies all over the field though. 
Coach Elko has recruited well, which should give Duke fans hope 
for the future. This team just needs to show improvements this 
season. They also need to show discipline and tenacity, which is a 
great measure of how a coach can connect to his players. The win 
total won’t be high, but the little things are what’s important this 
season.”

Photo by Duke AthleticsPhoto by Duke Athletics

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Duke
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DE RJ Oben

DT DeWayne Carter

DT Christian Rorie

DE Michael Reese

LB Shaka Heyward

LB Dorian Mausi

CB Datrone Young

CB Tony Davis

S Trent Broadnax

S Brandon Johnson

S Jaylen Stinson

Projected Defense

K Charlie Ham

P Porter Wilson

KR Jaylen Stinson

PR Jontavis Robertson

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Elko

OC Kevin Johns

DC Robb Smith

Coaching Staff

QB Riley Leonard

RB Jordan Waters

WR Jalon Calhoun

WR Darrell Harding Jr

WR Eli Pancol

TE Nicky Dalmolin

RT John Gelotte

RG Jacob Monk

C Addison Penn

LG Maurice McIntyre

LT Graham Barton

Projected Offense

It’s a new era for Duke football with David Cutcliffe out after 14 seasons as head coach and Mike 
Elko stepping in. Elko, who has previously served as defensive coordinator at Wake Forest, Notre 
Dame and Texas A&M, will have his work cut out for him as this is a Duke football program that 
hasn’t made a bowl game since 2018. Despite Duke’s struggles in recent years, the Blue Devils had 
plenty of success under David Cutcliffe. In an interview, Elko recalled a 2014 matchup between 
Duke and Wake Forest, when Elko was defensive coordinator at Wake Forest, that ended in a 41-21 
victory for Duke. Elko described that 2014 Duke team as extremely talented and physical, and Elko 
would obviously like to get Duke back to playing at that level of football. The rest of the staff will be 
new as well, with Kevin Johns coming in from Memphis to be the offensive coordinator, and Robb 
Smith joining from Rutgers to be the defensive coordinator.

OFFENSE: The Duke offense took a major hit this offseason 
with their top rusher, top wide receiver and their starting quar-
terback from 2021 all departing. Mataeo Durant is off to the 
NFL after breaking the school record for single season rushing 
yards along with scoring nine touchdowns last season. Jordan 
Waters now steps in at running back with massive shoes to fill. 
Waters probably isn’t breaking any records this season, but he is 
still talented and capable of putting up decent numbers.

Duke’s leading receiver from last season, Jake Bobo, has 
transferred to UCLA, which opens the door for Jalon Calhoun 
to step up in his absence. Calhoun is heading into his senior 
season coming off his best season yet in 2021 with 56 receptions 
and 718 receiving yards. Calhoun looks to be the clear cut top 
receiver heading into the season, but he won’t be able to do 
it all by himself. Other seniors such as Eli Pancol and Darrell 
Harding Jr. will also be expected to take on bigger roles in the 
offense this season. 

The sophomore Riley Leonard will likely step into the start-
ing quarterback role after Gunnar Holmberg transferred to FIU 
this past December. Leonard saw playing time in six games last 
season, but he also attempted just 62 passes throughout those 
six games. Leonard is still pretty inexperienced, so he could 
end up struggling this season, especially early on. Without the 
invaluable QB knowledge David Cutcliffe brought to Duke, 
Coach Johns will have to find a way to develop QB talent in his 
own right.

The offensive line should be solid, returning four of the five 
starters from last season. Led by returning starters Graham 
Barton and Jacob Monk, the experienced offensive line should 
make things easier for the new quarterback. With only 1 of their 
first 5 opponents expected to have a strong defense, by midsea-
son the offense should be hitting its stride behind this O-line.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Duke

SUMMARY: With first year head coach Mike Elko being brought in to revive the Blue Devils pro-
gram, it’s an exciting time to be a Duke football fan. Expectations should be tempered however as 
Duke went 3-9 last season and may be poised to repeat in Elko’s first season. With many of the key 
pieces from the 2021 team gone, it doesn’t look like there will be significant improvements at any po-
sition for Duke this season in what is expected to be a difficult rebuild. This is a very inexperienced 
and talent deficient team that will have to rely on guys like Shaka Heyward and DeWayne Carter to 
win games in 2022. For a team in Duke’s position, winning games isn’t the be all and end all. As long 
as this team can show improvement under Elko in year one, then there is reason for Duke fans to be 
optimistic heading towards the future.

DEFENSE: The Duke defense was a shell of its former self in 2021, allowing nearly 40 points a 
game and giving up over 500 yards a game. There should be at least some improvement this season 
though. Linebacker is a position to be optimistic about, with senior Shaka Heyward returning. 
Heyward led the team last season with 97 tackles, and he also added three sacks and an interception. 
Heyward will be the unquestionable leader of this defense in 2022. Dorian Mausi is also a solid 
player at linebacker. He recorded 59 tackles and a forced fumble last season, and if he can continue 
to play at that level, the linebacker position will easily be the biggest strength for the Duke defense 
this season. 

DeWayne Carter looks to be the leader on the Duke defensive line. Carter was a team captain in 
2021, and recorded 4.5 sacks and two forced fumbles on the season. R.J. Oben is another key piece 
of the defensive line. He led the team with five sacks last season. Expect incoming 4 star Vincent 
Anthony Jr. to get significant playing time early on.

The secondary is where the question marks are for Duke. The Duke secondary gave up the most 
passing yards per game in the ACC in 2021, and it could be more of the same in 2022, as this Duke 
secondary is very inexperienced. Thankfully Duke picked up through the portal Iowa State transfer 
cornerback Datrone Young who has four years of experience with the Cyclones along with safety 
Darius Joiner who led the FCS in tackles as an All-American at WIU last fall. The rest of the second-
ary will need to step up in order to avoid another season like 2021. 
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GEORGIA TECH YELLOW JACKETS

9/5 vs Clemson (Atlanta)
9/10 vs Western Carolina
9/17 vs Ole Miss
9/24 at UCF
10/1 at Pitt
10/8 vs Duke
10/20 vs Virginia
10/29 at Florida State
11/5 at Virginia Tech
11/12 vs Miami
11/19 at North Carolina
11/26 at Georgia

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OL Pierce Quick: Quick was recruited to Alabama 

as a four star (247 Sports) offensive lineman com-
ing out of high school. After playing in just eight 
games over three seasons at Alabama, Quick will 
look to have more of an impact at Georgia Tech

• OL Paul Tchio: Tchio was also rated at four stars 
(247 Sports) coming out of high school. After two 
seasons at Clemson, Tchio will likely start right 
away at Georgia Tech.

• RB Hassan Hall: Dontae Smith will likely get the 
starting role at running back for Georgia Tech, but 
watch out for Hassan Hall. After rushing for over 
1,000 yards over four seasons with Louisville, Hall 
will be a reliable second option for Georgia Tech 
this season.

Top Recruits:
• RB Antonio Martin: Martin was the top recruit for 

Georgia Tech in the 2022 class. He was a four star 
(247 Sports) recruit from the state of Georgia. 

• S Jaylin Marshall: Marshall was also a four star 
(247 Sports) recruit. He was the number 53 ranked 
recruit (247 Sports) from the state of Florida.

• QB Zach Pyron: Pyron was another four star 
(247 Sports) recruit for the Yellow Jackets. He was 
the 18th ranked (247 Sports) quarterback in the 
country. 

Key Departures:
• RB Jahmyr Gibbs: Gibbs is off to be the starting 

running back at Alabama. That is all that needs to 
be said about how good of a player Gibbs is, and 
how big of a loss this is for Georgia Tech. 

• DE Jordan Domineck: Domineck impressed last 
season with 3.5 sacks and 38 tackles. He is now off 
to play defensive line for the Arkansas Razorbacks. 

• LB Quez Jackson: Jackson left for the NFL draft 
after leading the team in tackles last season. For-
tunately for Georgia Tech, they still have plenty of 
talent at the linebacker position.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Charlie Thomas: Thomas is returning for his 

senior season as the best player on the Georgia 
Tech defense. Thomas did it all in 2021, recording 
70 tackles, three sacks, two interceptions and one 
forced fumble.

• QB Jeff Sims: Sims had been decent in his two 
seasons with Georgia Tech, but he could be set for 
a big leap forward in 2022. The mixture of Sims 
experience with a new offensive staff leaves a lot of 
untapped potential for the 2022 season. 

• LB Ayinde Eley: Eley was second on the team with 
88 tackles in 2021. The return of Eley helps solidify 
the linebacker position as the biggest strength for 
the Georgia Tech defense. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Atlanta, GA
• Enrollment: 26,839
• Founded: 1885
• Mascot: Buzz

Stadium Facts
• Bobby Dodd Stadium
• Capacity: 55,000
• Built: 1913

Football Facts
• Record: 737-506-40
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo by Todd Kirkland/Getty ImagesPhoto by Todd Kirkland/Getty Images

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This is a prove it year for Coach Collins and Georgia Tech. It 
takes a long time to get away from a triple option offense, but 
now fans should start seeing results or Collins needs to go. Tech 
made some offensive coaching changes this offseason. Jeff Sims 
is back at QB. They did lose Jahmyr Gibbs to Alabama, but Tech 
still has a deep RB room. Malachi Carter leads a decent reciving 
room. The offensive line has a few nice pieces thanks to the portal. 
The offense should improve this year. The defense needs to get 
significantly better. They have a solid linebacking duo with Charlie 
Thomas and Ayinde Eley. Jaylon King is a good player at safety. 
Tech needs to improve record wise as a team this season. If they 
don’t, Coach Collins will be gone.”

Photo via collegegridirons.comPhoto via collegegridirons.com

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_GeorgiaTech
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DE Keion White

DT Makius Scott

DT Zeek Biggers

DE Kyle Kennard

LB Charlie Thomas

LB Ayinde Eley

CB Zamari Walton

CB LaMiles Brooks

CB Myles Sims

S Jaylon King

S Derrik Allen

Projected Defense

K Gavin Stewart

P David Shanahan

KR Hassan Hall

PR Hassan Hall

Projected Special Teams

HC Geoff Collins

OC Chip Long

DC Andrew Thacker

Coaching Staff

QB Jeff Sims

RB Dontae Smith

WR Malachi Carter

WR Nate McCollum

WR Kalani Norris

TE Peje’ Harris

RT Jordan Williams

RG Paul Tchio

C Weston Franklin

LG Paula Vaipulu

LT Pierce Quick

Projected Offense

After three losing seasons in his first three years at Georgia Tech, Geoff Collins’ seat is starting to get 
hot. Georgia Tech needs to win this season, otherwise Geoff Collins might be out of Atlanta by the 
time the 2023 season rolls around. There have been some changes made this offseason, both good 
and bad, that have put Georgia Tech in a very interesting position heading into this season. On one 
hand, new hires on the offensive side of the ball with Chip Long as the new offensive coordinator 
and Chris Weinke as the new quarterbacks coach give hope that things might be better this season. 
On the other hand, key departures on both sides of the ball, with guys like Jahmyr Gibbs and Jordan 
Domineck leaving the team, leaves inexperience at key positions.
OFFENSE: The biggest piece of the 2021 Georgia Tech offense, 
Jahmyr Gibbs, has transferred to Alabama. Georgia Tech has a 
few guys ready to step in and replace Gibbs, with the main guy 
being Dontae Smith. Smith has improved in each of his three 
seasons with Georgia Tech, and he looks ready for a breakout 
season in his first year as a starter. Georgia Tech also picked up 
some help through the transfer portal with Louisville transfer 
Hassan Hall and Buffalo transfer Dylan McDuffie. Hall ran 
for over 1,000 yards over his four seasons at Louisville, and 
McDuffie ran for over 1,000 yards just last season at Buffa-
lo. The loss of Jahmyr Gibbs is definitely a huge blow to the 
running game, but with Dontae Smith taking over the majority 
of running back duties while also getting occasional help from 
guys like Hall and McDuffie, the running game should still be 
solid this season. 

With the new offensive coordinator and quarterbacks 
coach, quarterback Jeff Sims has the potential to improve 
greatly in his third year as the starter, but he will need to be-
come more efficient and make better decisions with the ball. In 
his two seasons as the starter, Sims has thrown 25 touchdowns 
and 20 interceptions. In order for the passing game to take a 
step forward this season, Sims will need to cut down on the 
amount of interceptions that he throws.

Malachi Carter, the leading receiver from last season, will 
also be returning after catching 37 passes for nearly 500 yards 
in 2021. Another name to watch out for is Nate McCollum. 
Last season, McCollum caught just 13 passes for 108 yards, but 
after the departures of key players in the passing game such as 
Jahmyr Gibbs and Kyric McGowan, McCollum will be expect-
ed to take on a larger role in the passing game this season.

Jordan Williams returns as the leader of an offensive line 
that is inexperienced for the most part. Alabama transfer 
Pierce Quick and Clemson transfer Paul Tchio will be counted 
on to make an immediate impact on the offensive line. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_GeorgiaTech

SUMMARY: It could be now or never for Geoff Collins at Georgia Tech. Georgia Tech has failed to 
surpass three wins in any of Collins’ years at Georgia Tech, and Collins holds a 9-25 record in his 
three years at Georgia Tech. The fans in Atlanta are hungry for results, but unfortunately for Georgia 
Tech, the chances of even making a bowl game in 2022 look slim. The new hires on the offensive 
side of the ball look to be part of an effort to win now and finally produce some results, but the big 
departures over the offseason paired with a difficult schedule may be too much for Georgia Tech to 
overcome in 2022. No matter what happens this season, 2022 will be a very important and pivotal 
year for the future of the Georgia Tech football program. 

DEFENSE: Undoubtedly the strongest part of this defense is at linebacker. Charlie Thomas is back 
for his senior season as one of the best linebackers in the ACC and as the leader of this defense. 
Ayinde Eley is another senior star at linebacker. Eley was second on the team with 88 tackles last 
season.

The rest of the defense, however, is filled with question marks. The defensive line took a big hit 
this offseason with Jordan Domineck transferring to Arkansas and Jared Ivey transferring to Ole 
Miss. Keion White looks to be the best player on the defensive line heading into this season. White 
spent most of last season injured, and didn’t play at all in 2020, but in 2019 he was a star on the 
defensive line for Old Dominion. If White can return to his 2019 form, he will be the leader of the 
defensive line this season. The rest of the defensive line heading into 2022 is very inexperienced and 
unproven, and Georgia Tech will need someone from this group to step up and start playing at a 
high level, otherwise it could be a long season for this group. 

The secondary struggled mightily in 2021, when Georgia Tech was one of the worst teams in 
the country in pass defense. Safety Jaylon King looks to be the best player in the secondary heading 
into the 2022 season. King has recorded 59 tackles over his four seasons with Georgia Tech. The rest 
of the secondary is unproven, and similar to the situation at defensive line, Georgia Tech will need 
players to step up in the secondary. 
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MIAMI HURRICANES

9/3 vs Bethune-Cookman
9/10 vs Southern Miss
9/17 at Texas A&M
9/24 vs Middle Tennessee
10/8 vs North Carolina
10/15 at Virginia Tech
10/22 vs Duke
10/29 at Virginia
11/5 vs Florida State
11/12 at Georgia Tech
11/19 at Clemson
11/26 vs Pitt

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DL Akheem Mesidor: Mesidor is the most pro-

ductive pass rusher on this roster after totaling 9.5 
sacks in two years at West Virginia. That was from 
the interior, though his role may expand now and 
he may be moved around more in Steele’s defense. 

• LB Caleb Johnson: Johnson had seven tackles for 
loss and 5.5 sacks in the shortened 2020 season and 
has two career interceptions as well. He adds some 
much needed punch to this linebacking corps and 
is expected to compete for a starting job in camp. 

• RB Henry Parrish: Parrish ran for 553 yards as 
part of a three headed monster for new Miami 
Running Backs Coach Kevin Smith. More than 
likely, that will be the situation again, as there is not 
a wide separation amongst this stable of backs ei-
ther. He scored two touchdowns in the spring game 
and broke off a game high 21-yard run. 

Top Recruits:
• EDGE Cyrus Moss: Like much of this recruiting 

class, all three of these were very late pulls by Mario 
Cristobal. The four star Bishop Gorman (NV) 
product might already be the most explosive athlete 
off the edge on the roster. 

• DL Nyjalik Kelly: The shear number of bodies add-
ed through the portal, along with the likes of Leon-
ard Taylor and Jahfari Harvey returning up front, 
are going to make immediate playing time difficult 
for both Moss and Kelly, but they are both still top 
100 national prospects that are key cogs in building 
a championship defensive line in the future.

• TE Jaleel Skinner: Skinner is very much the mod-
ern profile of a flex tight end at 6’5” with incredible 
wingspan. He is the one other true freshman that 
could see some time, depending on how many mul-
tiple tight end sets that Gattis wants to run and how 
much he is willing to split Skinner out wide.

Key Departures:
• WR Charleston Rambo: The Oklahoma transfer 

came in and scorched the earth with 79 catches, a 
UM school record, 1,172 yards and seven touch-
downs in his only year on campus. He developed 
a real connection with Tyler Van Dyke as well, as 
five of his six 100+ yard games came in the final six 
games of the season.

• WR Mike Harley Jr.: From one Miami record hold-
er to another, nobody has ever caught more passes 
in a Hurricane uniform than Harley’s 182. 

• S Bubba Bolden: Bolden battled injuries in 2021, 
but he was the most consistent player on the Canes’ 
defense in 2020. He led the team with 74 tackles 
and notched 6.5 TFL, a sack, an interception and 
three passes defended. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Tyler Van Dyke: Pressed into duty by a multi-

tude of injuries to D’Eriq King, Van Dyke started 
nine games in 2021, completing 62.3 percent of his 
passes for 2,931 yards with 25 touchdowns and six 
interceptions, including an ongoing ACC record 
streak of six consecutive games with 300+ passing 
yards and 3+ passing touchdowns. Van Dyke 
showed improvement as the season progressed.

• DT Leonard Taylor: Taylor played in six games 
in 2021 and still tied for the team lead with 8.5 
tackles for loss. The third overall recruit in the class 
of 2021 has already made his presence felt on the 
interior by commanding double teams. 

• S James Williams: Williams made 31 tackles and 
led the team with two interceptions in nine games, 
including nine tackles and a game-sealing pick in 
the upset win at Pittsburgh. He is the other five star 
signing from the 2021 class and his 6’5” frame gives 
elite range over the top as a free safety. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Coral Gables, FL
• Enrollment: 11,000
• Founded: 1925
• Mascot: Sebastian the Ibis

Stadium Facts
• Hard Rock Stadium
• Capacity: 65,326
• Built: 1987

Football Facts
• Record: 636-371-19
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 9
• National Championships: 5

Projected Record: 10-3
Photo by Doug Murray/Icon SportswirePhoto by Doug Murray/Icon Sportswire

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Cristobal takes over in his first year at Miami. However, 
it doesn’t feel like a first year staff. Cristobal has been recruiting 
at a high level. Money is being poured in to this program. The 
hype is there as well. The hype starts with Tyler Van Dyke at QB. 
Van Dyke has a ton of potential, and he showed it last year. There 
are some question marks at receiver, but Will Mallory is a good 
target at tight end. Also, Josh Gattis is the new OC, so expect a 
more explosive and physical offense. The trenches will get better 
and better as long as Cristobal will be there. The defense should be 
solid with pieces like DJ Ivey, Tyrique Stevenson, James Williams 
and Leonard Taylor. Miami also added players from the portal to 
add depth. This team isn’t ready yet for a playoff push, but expect 
this team to compete for the division and conference title.”

Photo by Miami AthleticsPhoto by Miami Athletics

• Writtten by Cory Karhoff
             @SSN_Miami
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DE Akheem Mesidor

DT Leonard Taylor

DT Darrell Jackson

DE Jahfari Harvey

LB Gilbert Frierson

LB Caleb Johnson

LB Waynmon Steed

CB Tyrique Stevenson

CB DJ Ivey

S James Williams

S Avantae Williams

Projected Defense

K Andres Borregales

P Lou Hedley

KR Brashard Smith

PR Xavier Restrepo

Projected Special Teams

HC Mario Cristobal

OC Josh Gattis

DC Kevin Steele

Coaching Staff

QB Tyler Van Dyke

RB Jaylan Knighton

WR Keyshawn Smith

WR Jacolby George

WR Xavier Restrepo

TE Will Mallory

RT Justice Oluwaseun

RG DJ Scaife

C Jakai Clark

LG Jalen Rivers

LT Zion Nelson

Projected Offense

It’s a new era around the Miami program, which has been said a number of times, but there is a 
whole new vibe around this one. Two time national champion UM alum Mario Cristobal has taken 
the reins of the program after going 35-13 in 4+ years in charge at Oregon, including two Pac 12 
championships. His presence has already been established in seven months on the job, before even 
coaching a game, with administration upgrades, booster buy-ins, transfer portal acquisitions and re-
cruiting victories. Overall, this has been a long term plan for the program, but there is also a talented 
squad returning that closed the 2021 season strong by winning five of it’s last six games. The 2022 
Hurricanes certainly have their own ambitions to be one of the top contenders in the ACC.
OFFENSE: The quarterback room is settled in a more secure 
position heading into a season than it has been in a very long 
time. What more needs to be said about Tyler Van Dyke? He 
is about nine months away from fulfilling a lifelong dream as 
long as he just keeps performing the way that he has been. The 
insurance policy, Jake Garcia, is in place as well. 

There are a stable of running backs looking to share the 
load: the electrifying “Rooster” Jaylan Knighton (team leading 
561 rushing yards in 2021), Don Chaney Jr returning from 
injury, Parrish, bruising sophomore Thad Franklin and true 
freshman Tre’Vonte Citizen. Rooster led this group with 280 
yards receiving out of the backfield, including a pair of daz-
zling touchdowns against North Carolina and FSU. 

The receiving corps has big shoes to fill after Oklahoma 
transfer Charleston Rambo set a school record with 1,172 
yards last year. Keyshawn Smith, Jacolby George, Xavier 
Restrepo and Clemson transfer Frank Ladson Jr should see 
the most snaps and targets. Though, sophomores Romello 
Bronson and speedster Brashard Smith are sleepers. They 
are supplemented by a deep tight end group of Will Mallory, 
Elijah Arroyo and Jaleel Skinner. A number one target is going 
to be needed to step forward in the passing game.  

The offensive line is the group that Mario Cristobal and 
his right hand man Alex Mirabal specialize in and virtually 
everyone returns, including left guard Jalen Rivers from injury, 
while adding former Oregon Ducks Logan Sagapolu and 
Jonathan Denis. 

Broyles Award winner Josh Gattis takes over the offense 
from new SMU head coach Rhett Lashlee. In 2021, Gattis’ 
offense ranked in the top 15 in rushing and top 20 in yards per 
carry. Improvements to the 97th ranked running game can 
only relieve pressure off of TVD. 

• Writtten by Cory Karhoff
             @SSN_Miami

SUMMARY: It’s certainly an intriguing season that the Canes are about to embark on. The three 
years of a previous regime and the portal influx point to a roster that has the capability to win some 
games right now, though it’s also an entirely new coaching staff and thus not what that group is 
building towards. Yes, they are likely to be favored in 10 out of their 12 games. Yes, they are either 
first or very close second behind reigning champion Pittsburgh, depending on the sportsbook, in 
odds to win the Coastal division. Still, it’s not really a championship or bust type of season. A solid 
benchmark to set is probably somewhere around 9-3, as that itself indicates improvement over last 
season and anything over that means, at the very least, being in Coastal or ACC championship 
contention. 

DEFENSE: This unit is where most of the roster overhaul came from this offseason. Six power five 
transfers, UCLA’s linebacker Caleb Johnson, edge rusher Mitchell Agude, West Virginia’s defensive 
lineman Akheem Mesidor and cornerback Daryl Porter Jr. and defensive tackles Jacob Lichtenstein 
and Darrel Jackson from USC and Maryland, respectively, supplement this depth chart. Also, adding 
in UAB defensive lineman Antonio Moultrie will help.

Leonard Taylor, Jared Harrison-Hunte and Jahfari Harvey are the returning leaders up front, a 
group that still needs a true alpha to make his presence known. Leading returning tacklers Corey 
Flagg and Waynmon Steed, as well as convetered safeties Keontra Smith and Gilbert Frierson bolster 
the linebacker unit. A trio of sophomore safeties, James Williams, Avantae Williams and Kam 
Kinchens, are the most mesmerizing playmakers on this side of the ball. Tyrique Stevenson returns 
as one of the best lockdown cornerbacks in America, after allowing just 82 total yards in man cover-
age and 65 in zone coverage all of last season.

Last season, the Canes’ defense ranked 75th in total defense, 46th in yards per play, 103rd in pass 
defense, 41st in run defense and 44th in yards per rush. Veteran coordinator Kevin Steele comes 
over from Auburn, where his defenses finished in the top 20 nationally in scoring defense in his first 
four years (2016-2019). Charlie Strong, a two time national champion as a defensive coordinator, 
was brought in to coach the aforementioned struggling linebackers. Joe Salave’a comes over from 
Oregon to coach the defensive tackles while Rod Wright is brought in from UTSA to coach the ends.
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NORTH CAROLINA TAR HEELS

8/27 vs Florida A&M
9/3 at Appalachian State
9/10 at Georgia State
9/24 vs Notre Dame
10/1 vs Virginia Tech
10/8 at Miami
10/15 at Duke
10/29 vs Pitt
11/5 at Virginia
11/12 at Wake Forest
11/19 vs Georgia Tech
11/26 vs NC State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OLB Noah Taylor: A hybrid edge player, Taylor 

accumulated 170 tackles, 30 tackles for loss, 13.5 
sacks, 13 passes defended and three interceptions 
in three years as a starter for Virginia. He should 
help cause some havoc to opposing backfields.

• C Corey Gaynor: Gaynor started 29 games for the 
Hurricanes, but got hurt last year and ended up 
transferring to North Carolina. Gaynor will com-
pete with Brian Anderson for the starting spot.

• CB Lejond Cavazos: Cavazos played in ten games 
for the Buckeyes, racking up eight tackles (six solo) 
and defending two passes. Hailing from the famed 
IMG Academy in Florida, Cavazos brings some 
pedigree and athleticism to a relatively shallow 
position group.

Top Recruits:
• OT Zach Rice: Rice is 6’6” 295 lbs. Rice comes to 

Chapel Hill ranked as the top tackle in the nation, 
and he enrolled early to get a jump on playing time. 
As a four year starter in high school, he didn’t allow 
a sack in two years, and registered 219 pancake 
blocks in his senior season alone.

• DT Travis Shaw: Shaw is 6’6” 320 pounds. Another 
high ranked early enrollee, Shaw will give the 
Tar Heels another presence on their talented cast 
of defensive linemen. He totaled 260 tackles, 62 
tackles for loss, 17 sacks and seven forced fumbles 
in 39 prep games. 

• WR Andre Greene Jr: Greene is 6’3” 180 pounds. 
Green averaged 17 yards per reception on 85 catch-
es in his career at St. Christopher’s in Richmond, 
Virginia. He’s got some hops and the ability to take 
the lid off the secondary, and he could see consider-
able time early, among a thin receiving corps.

Key Departures:
• QB Sam Howell: Howell, the crown jewel of Mack 

Brown’s second tenure here in Chapel Hill, left with 
26 school records (including five top-five ACC QB 
rankings) and 21 wins, to become a fifth round 
draft choice of the Washington Commanders.

• RB/KR Ty Chandler: The Tennessee transfer made 
the most of his season in Carolina Blue, rushing 
for 1,092 yards and 13 TDs, earning second-team 
All-ACC and getting drafted in the fifth round by 
the Minnesota Vikings.

• LB Jeremiah Gemmel: As a three-year starter 
at ILB, Gemmel totaled 230 tackles (135 solo), 20 
tackles for loss and 6.5 sacks, while knocking away 
nine passes, intercepting three, and forcing five 
fumbles.

Key Returning Players:
• WR/PR Josh Downs: Downs was a first team 

All-ACC receiver, hauling in 101 catches for 1,335 
yards and eight TDs, allowing opportunity for 
Chandler and crew to make plays in the run game. 
If a quarterback takes hold early, Downs could put 
up All-American numbers.

• DT Myles Murphy: Murphy made second team 
All-ACC with 38 tackles, including nine tackles for 
loss, four sacks and three pass breakups. He should 
benefit from more of a four man front that new 
defensive coordinator Gene Chizik likes to employ, 
with some talented edge men flanking him.

• LB Cedric Gray: Gray may be one of the least 
talked about star linebackers in the conference. His 
100 tackles was fourth best in the ACC, as he also 
accounted for five tackles for loss, 2.5 sacks, three 
pass breakups and two interceptions. He reads 
well and flows even better, making him a tough 
defender to get by.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Chapel Hill, NC
• Enrollment: 29,469
• Founded: 1789
• Mascot: Rameses

Stadium Facts
• Kenan Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 50,500
• Built: 1927

Football Facts
• Record: 668-531-48
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 9
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
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• Writtten by Tim Chapman
             @SSN_UNC & @SSN_ChappyCFB
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Everyone might have been too antsy to hop on the North Caro-
lina hype train. The offensive line was putrid last season in giving 
up sacks. Howell is gone, but the Tar heels still have 2 capable QBs. 
Josh Downs is one of the best receivers in the nation. UNC needs 
to improve defensively. New DC Gene Chizik is a very underrated 
hire nationally. The Tar Heels will be an above average ACC team, 
but they aren’t considered to be among the best in the conference 
and deservedly so. UNC had a ton of penalties last season, which 
is a sign of a lack of discipline. Mack Brown needs an improve-
ment record wise this season to relieve some pressure.”
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DE Desmond Evans

NT Raymond Vohasek

DT Myles Murphy

OLB Noah Taylor

MLB Power Echols

WLB Cedric Gray

NB Ja’Qurious Conley

CB Tony Grimes

CB Storm Duck

S Cam’Ron Kelly

S Giovanni Biggers

Projected Defense

K Jonathan Kim

P Ben Kiernan

KR Ja’Qurious Conley

PR Josh Downs

Projected Special Teams

HC Mack Brown

OC Phil Longo

DC Gene Chizik

Coaching Staff

QB Drake Maye

RB British Brooks

WR Josh Downs

WR Antoine Green

WR Kobe Paysour

TE Bryson Nesbit

RT William Barnes

RG Jonathan Adorno

C Brian Anderson

LG Ed Montilus

LT Asim Richards

Projected Offense

So much was expected of the 2021 UNC Tar Heels, and yet so much was left on the table. Their six 
wins was the second lowest win total in Coach Mack Brown’s 13 years here in Chapel Hill, and this 
was with a Heisman Trophy candidate, some star transfers and perhaps his best recruiting class ever. 
Rest assured the person most irate with this outcome is Coach Brown himself. And a red faced Mack 
Brown in Carolina Blue are not colors that mix well for opponents in 2022.

OFFENSE: The offense is the most concerning unit, due to 
all of the losses from last year. They must replace a three year 
starting quarterback in Howell, their top two rushers, four of 
their top six pass catchers and three of their primary starting 
linemen. Not to fret, though, because Mack can recruit. Quar-
terback Drake Maye was plucked from the grips of Alabama 
two years ago, and he will compete with Jacolby Criswell all 
the way through the fall for the right fit to guide Phil Longo’s 
aerial attack. Running backs British Brooks and DJ Jones will 
carry the load early, but expect to see some push from four star 
players Caleb Hood and newcomer George Pettaway.

At receiver, the Heels have high end talent at the top, 
but overall, the group is pretty thin and inexperienced. Josh 
Downs and Antoine Green should attract enough attention to 
open up the field for players like Kobe Paysour and JJ Jones. 
Keep an eye out for freshman Andre Green. Their best kept 
“secret” will be TE/WR Bryson Nesbit, whose position is hard 
to define because he can play both in tight and out wide. He 
should be a matchup problem for ACC defenders.

Though the offensive line lost three starters, they gained 
Miami (FL) transfer Center Corey Gaynor and guard Ed Mon-
tilus, who has logged a lot of snaps throughout his career as 
both a starter and a rotational player on the front line. Coach 
Brown likes the addition of Offensive Live Coach Jack Bicknell 
Jr. to help shore up a unit that was not very good at protecting 
their backfield last year (120th in tackles for loss allowed and 
127th in sacks given up).

• Writtten by Tim Chapman
             @SSN_UNC & @ChappyCFB

SUMMARY: North Carolina went 6-7, but three of their seven losses were by seven points or less. 
They only won back-to-back games once last year and seemed to be resting on preseason laurels too 
early. That shouldn’t happen this year because expectations are quite tempered. That said, UNC has 
three non-conference tests in their first four games: at Appalachian State, at Georgia State and home 
against Notre Dame. If they can come out of that with at least two wins, their conference schedule 
is very manageable. They host Virginia Tech and Pitt, as well as NC State in the finale, while taking 
trips to Miami (FL) and Wake Forest along the way. The other games are deemed winnable, so if 
a quarterback can take flight early, and the defense firms up under Chizik, like many expect it to, 
UNC could be right in the thick of things in the Coastal, with a bountiful bowl game to boot.

DEFENSE: After the Jay Bateman experience didn’t work out, Coach Brown brought in his former 
defensive coordinator that helped him win a National Championship at the University of Texas, 
Gene Chizik. A historically good defensive mind, and just an overall good coach, Chizik will switch 
the Heels back to a more 4-3 or 4-2-5 look, and away from the three man fronts Bateman liked to 
use.

This comes at a great time because the Tar Heels have recruited well and have a lot of talent 
on the defensive line. It starts with All-ACC defensive tackle Myles Murphy, who will team with 
veteran Ray Vohasek on the interior of that defensive front. Each had 38 tackles a year ago, and 
they combined for 13 tackles for loss and five QB sacks. Defensive end Desmond Evans raised a lot 
of eyebrows this spring and seems to be a much better fit at end, as opposed to outside linebacker, 
in this new scheme. Jahvaree Ritzie and Kaimon Rucker will help provide a three man rotation on 
the two edge spots, while Jahlil “RaRa” Taylor, Kevin Hester and Keeshawn Silver will provide brass 
depth on the interior of that line. Expect this to be a much improved group.

Linebacker Cedric Gray should be an All-ACC player if he continues to mature as fast as he did 
last year, and he will bring solid leadership to two new starters. One is Noah Taylor, an intra-con-
ference transfer from Virginia, who has made a living creating problems in opposing backfields 
and wrestling down ball carriers from the outside. He teams with Power Echols, whose name alone 
makes him worth investigating. But, the sophomore comes heralded from a pedigree of athletic 
parents and has made the most of his opportunities in Chapel Hill so far. Coaches see a bright future 
for the true sophomore.

In the back end, UNC might have one of the best overall units in the ACC Coastal Division, 
and maybe even the entire conference. Corners Tony Grimes and Storm Duck are athletic, tackling 
machines (78 percent of their stops have been solo), while also securing the skies. Grimes’ nine 
pass breakups was good for fifth in the ACC. They roll four deep at safety and three are All-ACC 
candidates, led by Cam’Ron Kelly, Giovanni Biggers and Ja’Qurious Conley. Kelly and Biggers take 
care of the air, while Conley is a tackling machine, helping defend the run and limiting big plays in 
the short to intermediate passing attack. The Heels have depth, too, as well as a trio of developmental 
coaches, Chizik, Dre Bly and Charlton Warren, mentoring and molding these DBs.
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PITTSBURGH PANTHERS

9/1 vs West Virginia
9/10 vs Tennessee
9/17 at Western Michigan
9/24 vs Rhode Island
10/1 vs Georgia Tech
10/8 vs Virginia Tech
10/22 at Louisville
10/29 at North Carolina
11/5 vs Syracuse
11/12 at Virginia
11/19 vs Duke
11/26 at Miami

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 18

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Kedon Slovis: The senior transfer from USC 

joined Pitt through the transfer portal to replace first 
round draft pick Kenny Pickett. In his three seasons 
at USC, Slovis totaled over 7,500 yards with 58 touch-
downs and 24 interceptions. Slovis is likely to win the 
starting quarterback spot this season.

• OT Ryan Jacoby: Ryan is a 6’4” 300 pound offensive 
tackle transferring from Ohio State. Jacoby has a wres-
tling background and has a lot of speed. Coming from 
a pro style offense, he should fit in very well at Pitt and 
will most likely be a day one starter.

• WR Konata Mumpfield: A sophomore transfer from 
Akron, Konata is a 6’1” 180 pound wide receiver 
that performed very well in his first college season. 
Konata had 63 receptions for 751 yards and eight 
touchdowns. He has some big shoes to follow with 
the departure of Jordan Addison, but he should be 
another day one starter for Pitt. 

Top Recruits:
• OT Ryan Baer: Baer is a 6’7”, 300 pound offensive 

tackle from East Lake, Ohio. He received a lot of 
interest getting offers from schools like Michigan 
State, Kentucky and Baylor. His strong punch and 
pure size makes it hard for defenders to get around 
him. He has experience at both guard and tackle 
making him a top recruit for Pitt. 

• DL Samuel Okunlola: Okunlola is 6’4”, 225 pound 
defensive tackle from Brockton, Massachusetts 
where he attended Thayer Academy. He was a 
three star (247 Sports) recruit. He was ranked the 
23rd overall defensive tackle in the nation and was 
second overall in his state.

• CB Ryland Gandy: Gandy was a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Buford, Georgia. He is a great 
athlete and is also super quick. Gandy competed 
in track and field in high school. He participated 
in the 200 meter, 300 meter, 300 meter hurdles and 
high jump in track.

Key Departures:
• QB Kenny Pickett: Pickett will be missed by Pitt, but 

he isn’t too far away as he now plays for the Steelers 
who play at the same stadium. Pickett left with a huge 
impact last season, taking the team to a conference 
championship and a New Years Six bowl. In his senior 
season, he posted 4,300 yards, 42 passing touchdowns, 
seven interceptions and 5 rushing touchdowns.

• DB Damarri Mathis: Mathis was a fifth year senior 
and an honorable mention for All-ACC his senior 
year, playing all 13 games and totaling 44 tackles, 
six pass deflections and two interceptions. Mathis 
declared for the draft after the 2021 season and was 
drafted in the fourth round by the Denver Broncos.

• WR Jordan Addison: Addison had a breakout season 
in 2022 catching 17 touchdowns along with 100 
receptions for over 1,500 yards. He earned All-ACC 
honors and won the Biletnikoff Award, which is given 
to the nation’s best wide receiver. It was announced a 
couple months after the season ended that Addison 
would be transferring to USC.

Key Returning Players:
• OT Carter Warren: Warren is a 6’5”, 300 pound 

senior coming back for one last season to try and 
finish some unfinished business. He is just one of 
the many returning offensive linemen to return this 
season. 

• DT David Green: The redshirt senior stands at 
6’1” and weighs 280 pounds and is looking to have 
a breakout season to help boost his draft stock for 
next year. In 2021, Green totaled 23 tackles, four 
tackles for loss and 1.5 sacks.

• DE Deslin Alexandre: Another redshirt senior on 
the defense is Deslin Alexandre. He played in 12 
games in 2021, starting in 11 of them. He compiled 
41 tackles, 3.5 tackles for loss and 2.5 sacks, earning 
himself an honorable mention All-ACC.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Pittsburgh, PA
• Enrollment: 28,391
• Founded: 1787
• Mascot: Roc the Panther

Stadium Facts
• Acrisure Stadium
• Capacity: 68,400
• Built: 1999

Football Facts
• Record: 749-547-42
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 3
• National Championships: 9

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Narduzzi and Pitt lost their two best players from last sea-
son in Kenny Pickett and Jordan Addison. The offense did replace 
that lost talent. USC transfer Kedon Slovis will start at quarter-
back. Jared Wayne and Akron transfer Konata Mumpfield will 
carry the load at wide receiver. The running back room is deep for 
Pitt. The offensive line will be good again. The defense returns a lot 
of veteran experience. Deslin Alexandre leads the way on the de-
fensive line. SirVocea Dennis is one of the best linebackers in the 
ACC. AJ Woods will lead a deep and experienced secondary. Pitt 
has an outside chance at winning the conference. They benefitted 
from Clemson’s downfall last season. It’s still Clemson’s conference 
to lose. If the Tigers have another bad year, Pitt has the talent to be 
in the ACC title mix once again.”
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• Writtten by Joe Nanney
             @SSN_Pitt
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DE Habakkuk Baldonado

DT Calijah Kancey

DT David Green

DE Deslin Alexandre

LB Solomon DeShields

LB SirVocea Dennis

LB Shayne Simon

CB Marquis Williams

CB AJ Woods

S Erick Hallett II

S Brandon Hill

Projected Defense

K Sam Scarton

P Sam Vander Haar

KR Israel Abanikanda

PR MJ Devonshire

Projected Special Teams

HC Pat Narduzzi

OC Frank Cignetti Jr

DC Randy Bates

Coaching Staff

QB Kedon Slovis

RB Israel Abanikanda

WR Konata Mumpfield

WR Jared Wayne

WR Jaylon Barden

TE Gavin Bartholomew

RT Gabe Houy

RG Jake Kradel

C Owen Drexel

LG Marcus Minor

LT Carter Warren

Projected Offense

 Pittsburgh had an amazing 2021 season when they won 11 games including an ACC championship. 
They also were in the Peach Bowl which is a New Year Six bowl game. They had two players that 
were Heisman candidates for most of the 2021 campaign in Kenny Pickett and Jordan Addison. Both 
Pickett and Addison departed the team this offseason, with Pickett going to the NFL and Addison 
transferring to USC. Pat Narduzzi and his staff look to continue the success they had last season by 
replacing those two very talented players. 
OFFENSE: It will be hard for Pitt to match the offensive 
production they had in 2021, but with that being said, they 
definitely took the right steps in the offseason to make it an 
actual possibility. Losing former Offensive Coordinator Mark 
Whipple to Nebraska could hurt Pitt as well. Pat Narduzzi has 
made it known that he wants to run the ball more this season. 
A more balanced offense could help Pitt in the long run, but it 
will be difficult to match the production from last season.

Pitt recruited two big names out of the transfer portal 
to replace Kenny Pickett and Jordan Addison. Kedon Slovis 
comes in as a transfer quarterback from USC, and Konata 
Mumpfield transfers in from Akron as a wide receiver. Slovis 
had plenty of experience at USC, throwing for over 7,500 yards 
in three seasons with the Trojans. He will be the starter at Pitt. 
Mumpfield flew under the radar in this past transfer portal 
cycle. He posted 751 receiving yards and eight touchdowns in 
his one season for the Zips. He will be accompanied by Jared 
Wayne, Jaylon Barden, Jaden Bradley and many others in a 
solid receiving unit even without Jordan Addison. 

Pittsburgh has all five of their starters returning at offen-
sive line. That means they have a ton of experience coming 
back. Four of the five returning starters are redshirt seniors: 
Carter Warren, Owen Drexel, Jake Kradel and Gabe Huoy. 
The other returning starter, Marcus Minor, was a grad transfer 
from Maryland, but contributed significantly in 2021 for Pitt. 
This will be a strong unit for Pitt in 2022.

The top three running backs for Pitt last year all return. 
Expect Israel Abanikanda, Rodney Hammond Jr and Vincent 
Davis to all see significant snaps this year. Coach Narduzzi 
wants to run the ball more this year, so one of these three 
backs could have a breakout season. The running back room 
has a ton of depth.

It’s going to be hard to replicate the offensive production 
from last season. However, expect Pitt to have a more balanced 
attack through the air and on the ground.

• Writtten by Joe Nanney
             @SSN_Pitt

SUMMARY: Look for Pitt to have another great season. Kedon Slovis will be a big part of this team’s 
success. This team has some very interesting games on their schedule including the return of the 
Backyard Brawl against West Virginia in the very first week of the season. The Panthers also host 
Tennessee in week two. Fans will know what this Pitt team is made of after those first two games. 
In ACC play, Pitt avoids taking on Clemson. Their two toughest conference games are at North 
Carolina and at Miami. Every game on Pitt’s schedule is winnable. However, with all the key losses 
on offense, it’s going to be difficult to repeat as conference champions, especially if Clemson is back 
up to their normal elite standards.

DEFENSE: The defense will be different from 2021 as they lost a few key players. The defensive line 
does return three quality starters from last season. Habakkuk Baldonado is back at defensive end. 
He had 12 tackles for loss and nine sacks last season. Look for him to wreak havoc on opposing 
offensive lines. Calijah Kancey is also back at defensive tackle. He had 13 tackles for loss and seven 
sacks last season. The third name to watch for along this defensive line is Deslin Alexandre. He 
posted 41 tackles last year, but didn’t have the tackles for loss or sack production that Baldonado or 
Kancey had. These three will compliment each other well this year along the defensive line. David 
Green is another guy to watch as he could have a breakout season. Pitt will have one of the best 
defensive fronts in the ACC.

At linebacker, leading tackler from a season ago SirVocea Dennis is back. Dennis posted 82 
tackles in 12 games last season. He will play the mike linebacker position for the Panthers this sea-
son. Junior Solomon DeShields will have an increased role at linebacker. DeShields will increase his 
tackle count, eight, from last season. Notre Dame transfer Shayne Simon is also expected to contrib-
ute. He didn’t see the field a ton in South Bend, but he will see significant snaps this season with the 
linebacking unit. Other names to watch include Bangally Kamara, Brandon George and Tylar Wiltz.

Pitt has a lot of experience returning in the secondary. Marquis Williams, AJ Woods and 
MJ Devonshire will all see plenty of snaps at the cornerback position. They all combined for 13 
pass breakups last season. Williams, Woods and Devonshire bring plenty of experience for this 
secondary. At safety, Erick Hallett II and Brandon Hill provide plenty of big game experience. They 
combined for 139 tackles and 12 pass breakups last season. This secondary is full of veterans.
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VIRGINIA CAVALIERS

9/3 vs Richmond
9/10 at Illinois
9/17 vs Old Dominion
9/23 at Syracuse
10/1 at Duke
10/8 vs Louisville
10/20 at Georgia Tech
10/29 vs Miami
11/5 vs North Carolina
11/12 vs Pitt
11/19 vs Coastal Carolina
11/27 at Virginia Tech

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DL Kam Butler: Butler was one of the best players 

in the MAC during his time at Miami Ohio. He 
provides some much needed help to what was one 
of the worst defenses in the country in 2021. 

• DL Jack Camper: Camper was another defensive 
lineman picked up through the transfer portal. 
Camper brings plenty of experience at Michigan 
State with him.

• RB Cody Brown: Brown saw a good amount of 
playing time in his lone year at Miami. Virginia is 
desperate for a running back that can compliment 
their elite passing game, and Brown has the poten-
tial to be that guy at running back for Virginia.

Top Recruits:
• WR Dakota Twitty: Twitty was the highest rated 

recruit from Virginia’s 2022 class. Twitty is the 10th 
ranked player (247 Sports) from the state of North 
Carolina.

• TE Carson Gay: Gay was a three star (247 Sports) 
tight end out of Chattanooga, Tennessee. He is the 
48th ranked (247 Sports) tight end in the country.

• OL Tapuvae Amaama: Amaama was a three star 
(247 Sports) offensive lineman out of Lehi, Utah. 
He is the 46th ranked (247 Sports) offensive line-
man in the country.

Key Departures:
• TE Jelani Woods: Woods was one of the top tight 

ends in the country and a big part of Virginia’s elite 
passing game in 2021. His departure to the NFL 
makes it a little more difficult for the Virginia of-
fense to play at the same level that they did in 2021. 

• OL Olusegun Oluwatimi: He was the best player 
from a Virginia offensive line that lost all of its 
starters from 2021. This departure, along with all 
the other offensive line departures, means a Virgin-
ia offensive line that could struggle a lot in 2022.

• S Joey Blount: Blount was a playmaker in the 
Virginia secondary in 2021. He was second on the 
team with 87 tackles, and he also recorded three 
interceptions. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Brennan Armstrong: Armstrong was the 

leader of one of best passing games in the country 
last season. He was great in 2021, and looks poised 
to be even better this season. 

• WR Dontayvion Wicks: He is another big piece 
returning from the 2021 Virginia offense. Wicks 
had over 1,200 reception yards and caught nine 
touchdowns last season.

• LB Nick Jackson: Arguably the best player on the 
Virginia defense the past two seasons, Jackson is 
returning for his senior year. Jackson led the team 
with 117 tackles in 2021.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Charlottesville, VA
• Enrollment: 21,985
• Founded: 1819
• Mascot: Cav Man

Stadium Facts
• Scott Stadium
• Capacity: 61,500
• Built: 1931

Football Facts
• Record: 596-595-37
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 9-3 
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Despite a first year head coach in Tony Elliott, this team will 
still be fine. Brennan Armstrong is one of the best QBs in the 
conference. He can sling it all over the place. He’s got a very good 
receiving unit to throw to as well. The run game needs to improve 
though. Also, the offensive line is uncertain after they lost so many 
players. On defense, Virginia needs a massive upgrade in pro-
duction. They were one of the worst defenses in FBS last season. 
Coach Elliott brought in a new DC which could help. Nick Jackson 
is back at LB. He’ll tear it up again this season. The defensive line 
needs to be better as well. Virginia has talent on offense, but the 
defense is a major concern. A bowl appearance should be the goal 
for Coach Elliott in year one. 
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Wahoos
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DE Aaron Faumui

DT Jahmeer Carter

DT Ben Smiley III

DE Kam Butler

LB Nick Jackson

LB Hunter Stewart

CB Darrius Bratton

CB Anthony Johnson

S Chayce Chalmers

S Antonio Clary

S Coen King

Projected Defense

K Brendan Farrell

P Brendan Farrell

KR Mike Hollins

PR Billy Kemp IV

Projected Special Teams

HC Tony Elliott

OC Desmond Kitchings

DC John Rudzinski

Coaching Staff

QB Brennan Armstrong

RB Mike Hollins

WR Dontayvion Wicks

WR Keytaon Thompson

WR Billy Kemp IV

TE Grant Misch

RT Jonathan Leech

RG Noah Josey

C Ty Furnish

LG Derek Devine

LT Logan Taylor

Projected Offense
Bronco Mendenhall surprised everyone back in December when he stepped down as the head coach 
of Virginia after six seasons. Now comes Tony Elliott as the new head coach, along with two new 
coordinators. This will be Elliott’s first job as the head coach of a team, but he previously spent seven 
seasons as the offensive coordinator at Clemson, where he coached National Championship caliber 
offenses and players. The new offensive coordinator will be Desmond Kitchings, who has spent 
almost his entire coaching career as a running backs coach at various schools such as Vanderbilt, NC 
State and South Carolina, and was most recently the running backs coach for the Atlanta Falcons. 
Someone with as much experience with running backs as Kitchings could be extremely helpful for a 
team like Virginia, who hasn’t had a strong running game in years. John Rudzinski will be stepping 
in as the new defensive coordinator after spending over a decade coaching defenses at Air Force.
OFFENSE: The offense returns many playmakers from the 2021 
offense that was one of the best in the country, but the offensive 
line took a major blow in the offseason. All five starters from 
Virginia’s 2021 offensive line are gone, and left behind is a new 
offensive line that is filled with question marks. Virginia should 
still be able to score this season with all the talent that makes up 
the rest of the offense, but an inexperienced offensive line could 
hold the rest of the offense back from being as good as they 
were in 2021. 

There are no question marks about how the passing game 
will look this season. Brennan Armstrong is returning for his 
senior season as one of the best quarterbacks in the country. 
Armstrong was fantastic last season, throwing for 4,449 yards 
and 31 touchdowns, while also adding nine touchdowns on the 
ground. If Armstrong can continue playing at this level in 2022, 
he could be a dark horse heisman candidate.

The amount of weapons in the passing game are endless, 
as the top three targets in the passing game last season will all 
be returning. Dontayvion Wicks leads the charge, as he led the 
team last season with 1,203 receiving yards and nine touch-
downs, and was third on the team with 57 receptions. Keytaon 
Thompson was ten yards short of 1,000 yards receiving last 
season, and he also led the team with 78 receptions. Billy Kemp 
IV was second on the team last season with 74 receptions, 
and he also had 725 yards receiving and six touchdowns. The 
departure of Jelani Woods hurts, but Virginia will be getting 
back Lavel Davis Jr., who missed all of 2021 with an injury, but 
was outstanding in 2020 when he averaged 25.8 yards a catch 
and had five touchdowns.

Running back is another area of uncertainty. Mike Hollins 
will likely get the start, but there could be multiple running 
backs who see touches this season as Virginia works to create a 
strong and reliable running game, despite the inexperienced of-
fensive line. Miami transfer Cody Brown is a name to watch out 
for at running back. The sophomore ran for three touchdowns 
last season with Miami.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Wahoos

SUMMARY: The amount of inexperience and question marks outside of the passing game, mixed 
with the new coaching staff that has never worked together, could make things difficult for Virginia 
this season. At the same time, the new coaching hires look to be very good hires that will lead to 
future success for the Virginia football program, and Virginia’s schedule isn’t all that difficult this 
season. 

Their out of conference schedule includes challenging but winnable games against teams like 
Illinois and Coastal Carolina, and the Atlantic Division looks to have the more talented teams in 
the ACC this season, so they avoid tough conference opponents like Clemson, NC State and Wake 
Forest. Virginia should at least make a bowl game this season, but they are in a good position to 
surprise the country if the new coaching staff can get the most out of this team.

DEFENSE: New defensive coordinator John Rudzinski will have his work cut out for him with a 
Virginia defense that was one of the worst in the country in 2021. There is still talent on this defense, 
however, starting at linebacker with Nick Jackson. Jackson has recorded over 100 tackles in each of 
the last two seasons, and is one of the best linebackers in the ACC. The linebacker spot took a hit 
when Noah Taylor transferred to North Carolina. Taylor developed into a reliable playmaker over 
his three seasons at Virginia, but it looks like Hunter Stewart will step in to replace him this season.

The defensive line was a big problem for Virginia last season. They were bad against the pass, 
and even worse against the rush, where they gave up over 200 yards per game. There should be some 
improvement on the defensive line this season, thanks to Miami Ohio transfer Kam Butler. For the 
past three seasons, Butler has been one of the best defensive lineman in the MAC. Jahmeer Carter, 
who is heading into his junior year, will also be a key piece of the defensive line. 

The secondary is led by cornerback Anthony Johnson, who had 44 tackles and three intercep-
tions last season. The secondary struggled last season with the big play, giving up 21 pass plays 
of 30 or more yards. The ability to limit the big play will be crucial to how successful the Virginia 
secondary is this season.

Aside from a few talented players, the Virginia defense is mostly unproven, and there is reason 
to be skeptical about how they will perform as a whole this season.
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VIRGINIA TECH HOKIES

9/2 at Old Dominion
9/10 vs Boston College
9/17 vs Wofford
9/22 vs West Virginia
10/1 at North Carolina
10/8 at Pitt
10/15 vs Miami 
10/27 at NC State
11/5 vs Georgia Tech
11/12 at Duke
11/19 at Liberty
11/26 vs Virginia

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Grant Wells: Wells is the leader in the club-

house to be the starter for the Hokies in 2022. The 
Marshall transfer is known throughout the country 
to be a little bit of a risk taker with some of his 
throws. With no real alpha at wide receiver, he is 
going to have to be more accurate and share the 
wealth with his inexperience on the outside.

• DE Pheldarius Payne: Payne is an impact end 
coming from Big Ten football. He had just 3 sacks 
during his time in Lincoln in a system that used a 
lot of guys subbing liberally. Payne will be asked to 
come in and lead this defensive front.

• WR Jadan Blue: Blue comes to Blacksburg with 
redemption on his mind. The former 1,000 yard 
receiver from Temple has had back-to-back years of 
mediocrity in Philly. Virginia Tech will be looking 
for a guy to step up in the receiving core to help 
Wells, and the first look will be Blue. 

Top Recruits:
• DL Gunner Givens: He was a four star from Lord 

Botetourt, VA who played mostly tight end in high 
school. He has a big frame at 6’5” and 270 pounds. 
He has good lateral movement and plays well with 
his hands.

• TE Benji Gosnell: He was a four star from Mead-
ows of Dan, VA. He currently sits behind one of the 
lone remaining bright spots on the offensive side 
of the ball in Nick Gallo. He is known for his really 
good hands. He will likely have to get better at the 
blocking aspect.

• CB Cam Johnson: As a four star corner from St. 
Francis in Baltimore, MD, Johnson brings his 6’0” 
165 pound frame to Blacksburg with room to fill 
out. He will have an opportunity to grow into his 
body and become a contributor. He was rated as 
highly as the eighth ranked player in Maryland.

Key Departures:
• WR Tayvion Robinson: Former four star recruit 

Robinson is looking to be the go-to guy for Ken-
tucky. Robinson amassed over 1,500 yards across 
three seasons with the Hokies and likely would 
have been the top receiver in the offense this sea-
son. His loss will be felt as there are major question 
marks in the receiving room.

• OL Luke Tenuta: Tenuta leaves Blacksburg and 
he takes chemistry and depth on the offensive line 
with him. He was an anchor up front for the strug-
gling Hokies and losing him and fellow lineman 
Lecitus Smith, also to the NFL, leaves gaping holes 
on the line.

• QB Braxton Burmeister: Burmeister held down 
the reins last year at quarterback and was service-
able, but couldn’t stay healthy. His departure puts 
Coach Pry in a little bit of a hole depending on 
Marshall transfer gun-slinger Grant Wells or South 
Carolina transfer Jason Brown. 

Key Returning Players:
• LB Dax Hollifield: The leader of the defense, 

Hollifield’s return was huge for Brent Pry. Hollifield 
received some praise in the ACC postseason awards 
and looks to add to the trophy case in 2022. The 
do-everything linebacker is quick, athletic and 
smart, and he will be a pillar on the defense.

• DB Chamarri Conner: Along with Hollifield, it 
was unknown whether the leader of the defensive 
backfield would be back in 2022, considering the 
coaching change. Conner decided to come back for 
another go under Pry, and his experience and skill 
will be crucial in 2022.

• C Johnny Jordan: It is not often that a center 
returning would be that big of a deal, but the of-
fensive line may struggle mightily in 2022. There is 
an obvious lack of depth overall, but having Jordan 
back will bring some sense of stability. The graduate 
student will need to be the backbone of that line 
especially with a new quarterback and a slew of 
unknowns across the board on offense. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Blacksburg, VA
• Enrollment: 36,383
• Founded: 1872
• Mascot: Hokie Bird

Stadium Facts
• Lane Stadium
• Capacity: 65,632
• Built: 1965

Football Facts
• Record: 728-473-44
• Conference: ACC
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Pry takes over a program that isn’t in great shape. He 
has been recruiting well so far. The future is bright for Tech. This 
year might be a struggle though. The quarterback situation isn’t 
exactly great. Grant Wells is expected to be the starter. The run 
game should be decent with Malachi Thomas. Somebody needs to 
step up at receiver. The offensive line needs to get better. There is a 
serious lack of depth there. The defense has some good pieces, but 
overall, they need to get a lot better. Dax Hollifield and Alan Tis-
dale lead a solid linebacking core. The secondary should be decent 
as well with Chamarri Conner leading the way. The defensive line 
does need to garner more pressure on the quarterback. It might 
take a few years for Coach Pry to get in the swing of things, but 
they have a bright future.”

Photo by Ray MeesePhoto by Ray Meese

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_Hokies & @FromSluggo
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DE Phildarius Payne

DT Mario Kendricks

DT Norell Pollard

DE Cole Nelson

LB Alan Tisdale

LB Dax Hollifield

LB Keonta Jenkins

CB Armani Chatman

CB Dorian Strong

S Chamarri Conner

S Nasir People

Projected Defense

K John Love

P Peter Moore

KR Keshawn King

PR DJ Harvey

Projected Special Teams

HC Brent Pry

OC Tyler Bowen

DC Chris Marve

Coaching Staff

QB Grant Wells

RB Malachi Thomas

WR Kaleb Smith

WR Da’Wain Lofton

WR Jadan Blue

TE Nick Gallo

RT Parker Clements

RG Kaden Moore

C Johnny Jordan

LG Jesse Hanson

LT Silas Dzansi

Projected Offense

Gone are the days when “Beamer Ball” reigned supreme in the mountains of Virginia. Justin Fuente 
was the successor to the throne after Frank Beamer retired and seemingly ran a once proud program 
into mediocrity. Fuente, known for high powered offenses during his time at Memphis was never 
quite able to get his system to work at Virginia Tech and thus was replaced this past offseason by for-
mer Hokie Defensive Coach and more recently Penn State’s defensive coordinator Brent Pry to right 
the ship. The Hokies have had losing records three of the past five years and that is not acceptable to 
the once proud program.
OFFENSE: New Offensive Coordinator Tyler Bowen will meet 
back up with Pry to lead the offense in Blacksburg. The former 
coordinator at Penn State and tight end coach for the Jack-
sonville Jaguars of the NFL has a tall task ahead of him. There 
is not a ton left in the cupboard by the former regime. Gone 
are the known quantities of quarterbacks Braxton Burmeister 
and Knox Kadum, and enter Grant Wells (Marshall) and Jason 
Brown (South Carolina). Wells has a reputation as a gunslinger, 
and Brown was thrust into a role he probably was not ready for 
in the SEC. Wells will likely get the nod at starter after a better 
spring practice, although the position is technically still up for 
grabs. 

The running back room lost its leading rusher (Rutgers 
transfer) Raheem Blackshear. There are a lot of guys in that 
room, but really only Malachi Thomas (93 rushes, 451 yards, 2 
touchdowns) returns with any meaningful touches. 

Through the air, the Hokies added Temple transfer Jaden 
Blue, who had a tremendous 2019 campaign, but has not lived 
up to his numbers since. Maybe a new system and new school 
will allow the talented receiver to break out. Da’Wain Lofton 
had seven catches and one touchdown in 2021 and will likely 
see significantly more opportunities in 2022. Nick Gallo returns 
at tight end as one of the lone bright spots for the offense. There 
is also talk that former big bodied quarterback Connor Blum-
rick will get a look at either receiver or tight end. At 6’5’’ 210 
pounds, he could be a valuable target for Wells, Brown or both.

Now for the bad news. The offensive line brings back four 
players with any experience. Center Johnny Jordan anchors the 
line, while Parker Clements (right tackle), Kaden Moore (right 
guard) and Silas Dzansi (left tackle) seemingly will have roles 
along the line. Beyond that, there are no linemen with any col-
lege experience. This will be a work in progress for the Hokies 
and there is not a whole lot of time to figure it out.

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_Hokies @FromSluggo

SUMMARY: There is a lot of life coming out of the hills of Virginia with Brent Pry, defensive recruit-
ing guru, taking over as head man. He is a “Hokie Man” that wants to bring the tradition of winning 
back to Blacksburg. This year will likely have a lot of growing pains, as there is not a ton of top level 
talent returning. Out with the old, in with the new as the saying goes, and there is real belief that 
Pry is the man to lead them out of the doldrums of mediocrity. It will not be this season, but some 
quality recruiting and signs of life on both sides of the ball will rekindle the chatter of years past and 
possibly some brighter days ahead. 

DEFENSE: The good news? The Hokies return Dax Hollifield and Alan Tisdale at linebacker. Holli-
field is the indisputable leader of the defense, and Tisdale brings back some experience. In Hollifield, 
he led the team in tackles (92) and added 3.5 sacks from his middle linebacker position. 

The defensive backfield should be really good again too. Former nickel corner Chamarri Conner 
will likely move to a full time role at one of the safety positions with Nasir Peoples. Armani Chap-
man and Dorian Strong are back to man their respective cornerback positions and give Pry some 
pieces to work with. 

Now the problem. The defensive front was an issue in 2021 allowing opposing quarterbacks too 
much time in the pocket without getting much pressure. Insert transfer Phyldarius Payne (Nebras-
ka) who shared duties in the Big Ten conference but still managed 3.5 sacks in limited action. He is 
primed to take a step up in production and will need to. Norell Pollard and Cole Nelson are other 
known players on the defensive front that need to get to the quarterback in 2022. 
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Cincinnati 8-0 12-1

2 Houston 8-0 12-1

3 UCF 7-1 11-1

4 Memphis 5-3 8-4

5 SMU 4-4 6-6

6 East Carolina 4-4 6-6

7 Tulsa 4-4 7-5

8 Navy 2-6 3-9

9 USF 2-6 3-9

10 Tulane 0-8 3-9

11 Temple 0-8 2-10

American Preview
Projected Standings

Offensive Player 
of the Year
QB Tanner Mordecai, 
SMU

Defensive Player 
of the Year
LB Deshawn Pace,  
Cincinnati

Freshman of the 
Year
CB JQ Hardaway, 
Cincinnati

Player of the Year

WR Nathaniel Dell, 
Houston

Coach of the Year

Luke Fickell,
Cincinnati

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/29

AT
10/22

AT
11/5

AT
10/1

AT
11/26

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/3

AT
9/3

AT
9/24

AT
9/3

AT
9/9

OVER
Houston

Cincinnati
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American Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Tanner Mordecai, SMU

RB Isaiah Bowser, UCF

RB Keaton Mitchell, East Carolina

WR Nathaniel Dell, Houston

WR Rashee Rice, SMU

TE Josh Whyle, Cincinnati

OT Patrick Paul, Houston

OG Demetris Harris, USF

C Jake Renfro, Cincinnati

OG Lorenz Metz, Cincinnati

OT Donovan Jennings, USF

DEFENSE
DE Derek Parish, Houston

DT Elijah Chatman, SMU

DT Jowon Briggs, Cincinnati

DE Anthony Goodlow, Tulsa

LB Ivan Pace, Cincinnati

LB Antonio Grier, USF

LB Deshawn Pace, Cincinnati

CB Arquon Bush, Cincinnati

CB Macon Clark, Tulane

S Kendarin Ray, Tulsa

S Quindell Johnson, Memphis

K Zack Long, Tulsa

P Joe Doyle, Memphis

KR Brian Battie, USF

PR Ryan Montgomery, Cincinnati

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 211.49

2.
Rating: 203.81

3.
Rating: 202.98

4.
Rating: 194.90

5.
Rating: 185.12

6.
Rating: 180.57

7.
Rating: 180.26

8.
Rating: 159.59

9.
Rating: 148.55

10.
Rating: 117.72

11.
Rating: 41.40

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Tulane
UCF
SMU
USF
East Carolina
Navy
Memphis
Cincinnati
Temple
Houston

Tulsa



CINCINNATI BEARCATS

9/3 at Arkansas
9/10 vs Kennesaw State
9/17 vs Miami OH
9/24 vs Indiana
10/1 at Tulsa
10/8 vs USF
10/22 at SMU
10/29 at UCF
11/5 vs Navy
11/11 vs East Carolina
11/19 at Temple
11/26 vs Tulane

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 15

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Corey Kiner: As the second leading rusher for 

LSU in 2021, Kiner looks to bring that same energy 
to Cincy and become the top rusher in 2022. He 
will most likely share carries with Charles McClel-
land this season.

• OL Dartanyan Tinsley: With a couple of the 
offensive lineman leaving from last year, Tinsley 
gives Cincinnati depth on the offensive line. Tinsley 
received First Team All-National Christian College 
Athletic Association at Kentucky Christian and 
looks to continue that dominance at Cincy.

• QB Ben Bryant: Bryant will battle for a starting 
spot with Evan Prater as the quarterback battle will 
be interesting until the start of the season. At East-
ern Michigan, he was the starter. He put up 3,000 
yards and 14 touchdowns last season.

Top Recruits:
• EDGE Mario Eugenio: The four star recruit (247 

Sports) has been around the globe and back. 
Moving from the Dominican Republic to France, 
and then Florida, Eugenio has been all around the 
world and settled down at Gaither High School in 
Tampa. He put up 38 sacks and was selected to be 
in the All-American Bowl in 2021.

• S JQ Hardaway: The four star recruit (247 Sports) 
had many options like Florida, Georgia and USC 
that offered him, but something about Cincinnati 
really stuck with him. Hardaway is very quick off 
the snap and can make very clutch tackles. With 
Bryan Cook gone, JQ could see some snaps this 
season. 

• DL Derrick Shepard: The four star recruit (247 
Sports) is a offensive line destroying machine as 
he dominates one-on-ones and even double teams. 
With Malik Vann leaving next season due to grad-
uation, Shepard could definitely see an opportunity 
on the field.Key Departures:

• QB Desmond Ridder: Ridder is coming off argu-
ably the best season of any Cincinnati quarterback. 
He helped lead the Bearcats to a College Football 
Playoff appearance. Ridder got drafted to the 
Falcons in the NFL, but he has been on campus a 
lot this spring to help the QBs for this upcoming 
season. 

• CB Ahmad Gardner: One of the best corners in 
the nation last season declared for the NFL Draft. 
Cincy will look to fill a huge void at the corner 
position. It will be difficult to replace a lockdown 
corner like Gardner was.

• RB Jerome Ford: After exploding onto the scene 
last season, Ford got the opportunity to show what 
he could do and he did just that by earning 2021 
All-AAC honors. With Corey Kiner and Charles 
McClelland stepping in at running back, there 
should be no problem with Cincy’s run game. 

Key Returning Players:
• S Ja’von Hicks: After being a part of the one of 

best defenses in Cincy history, Hicks is looking to 
take that next step in helping lead the 2022 defense. 
Coming back could be huge in his development as 
he will take over as captain of the defense. 

• LB Wilson Huber: This year is the perfect time 
for Wilson Huber to return as he will have all 
kinds of eyes on him this season. Huber is a prime 
candidate for a breakout season at linebacker for 
the Bearcats.

• CB Arquon Bush: With the departure of Coby 
Bryant and Ahmad Gardner, Bush could take that 
next level and become the next best corner at Cin-
cy. Bush has big shoes to fill. It will be a big task for 
Bush and Justin Harris to take the next leap.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Cincinnati, OH
• Enrollment: 43,691
• Founded: 1819
• Mascot: The Bearcat

Stadium Facts
• Nippert Stadium
• Capacity: 37,978
• Built: 1915

Football Facts
• Record: 385-369-12
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 9
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 12-1
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• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_Cincinnati
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“After a historic season and losing a ton of talent, it will be very 
difficult to back that up with another 10 win season. However, 
Fickell is one of the best in college football in getting a lot out of 
his players. Fickell does more with less. There is still a QB battle to 
be settled. Josh Whyle is a monster. Fickell will always have a great 
defense especially with Mike Tressel at DC. Arquon Bush will 
have a breakout year without Coby Bryant & Sauce Gardner in the 
spotlight. The schedule is very manageable after a trip at Arkansas 
to open the year. Anything over 10 wins would be a great season 
for the Bearcats and they are capable of achieving that.
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DE Jabari Taylor

DT Jowon Briggs

DE Malik Vann

LB Ty Van Fossen

LB Wilson Huber

LB Jaheim Thomas

CB Todd Bumphis

CB Arquon Bush

CB Taj Ward

S Ja’von Hicks

S Jacob Dingle

Projected Defense

K Ryan Coe

P Mason Fletcher

KR Tre Tucker

PR Ryan Montgomery

Projected Special Teams

HC Luke Fickell

OC Gino Guidugli

DC Mike Tressel

Coaching Staff

QB Evan Prater

RB Corey Kiner

WR Tre Tucker

WR Tyler Scott

WR Jadon Thompson

TE Josh Whyle

RT Dylan O’Quinn

RG Lorenz Metz

C Jake Renfro

LG Jeremy Cooper

LT James Tunstall

Projected Offense

Coming off arguably the best season in Cincinnati history, Luke Fickell has a lot on his plate this 
upcoming season. Cincinnati became the first group of 5 school to make the College Football Playoff 
with players like Desmond Ridder, Coby Bryant, Jerome Ford and Ahmand Gardner last season. 
Wilson Huber and Ja’Von Hicks will return for one last go around to try and make more history, but 
it’ll be interesting how the Bearcats will respond with the losses from last year.
OFFENSE: Former Quarterbacks Coach Gino Guidugli has a lot 
to handle with former Offensive Coordinator Mike Denbrock 
leaving for LSU. Guidugli will have to reshape the offense into 
his own and try to stay on top of the AAC. It will be interesting 
how Guidugli handles all the players leaving as talent like Evan 
Prater, Nick Mardner and Corey Kiner will have to step in and 
take those roles and introduce a new era of Cincy offense.

This quarterback battle will be one of the most interesting 
stories heading into the season as sophomore Evan Prater and 
Eatsern Michigan transfer Ben Bryant battle it out. Prater was 
the main guy until they landed Ben Bryant via the transfer por-
tal. Being a starter for one season at Eastern Michigan, Bryant 
has shown he has a cannon of an arm and is ready to sling it at 
any moment. Coach Guidugli could even do a 2 quarterback set 
where Ben Bryant throws the deep ball and Prater is the main 
guy throughout the game. 

Corey Kiner and Charles McClelland will be the top 2 
running backs for Cincy. Coming out of LSU, Kiner saw a 
decent amount of playing time carrying the ball for 324 yards. 
Cincinnati will look to utilize Kiner wherever. Kiner, only being 
a sophomore, will have plenty of time to develop. For McClel-
land, a breakout year is definitely a possibility. 

Bearcat nation will see one of the most electric receiving 
cores in a long time in 2022. Most of the leaders return from last 
season. Eyes will be directed to Tyler Scott, who will take the 
lead that Alec Pierce had last season. With Tre Tucker and Jadon 
Thompson, they are ready to prove more this season. Tucker saw 
the field a lot last season, racking up 426 yards. Now, he’s ready 
to prove he can take that next step in being a big target for the 
passer. Thompson could have a possible breakout type season. 
As for tight ends, the Bearcats have nothing to worry about with 
Josh Whyle returning. Whyle is ready to make that next step and 
possibly breakout for NFL scouts to see.

This offensive line unit is one of the most experienced in all 
of College Football with 4 of the 5 starters being seniors. At cen-
ter, Jake Renfro will be holding the fort down. For the guards, 
Cincy has Jeremy Cooper and Lorenz Metz, who look to solidify 
themselves on NFL boards. Finally, at the tackles, the Bearcats 
have Dylan O’Quinn and James Tunstall. They both have had a 
great offseason to be prepared at what this season will throw at 
them.

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_Cincinnati

SUMMARY: Coach Fickell will have a lot cut out for him with all the successes of last season, but 
with that being said he feels this team is just as good as last season. Bearcat Nation will look to Evan 
Prater to make plays since Desmond Ridder is gone, but he has to perform to the level that Ridder 
was at if they want to make it back to the playoff. The question in place will be the defense, with play-
ers departing for the NFL. How will Coach Tressel build the squad with less talent? Don’t look away 
from Cincy this season as we could see just as dominant of a season as the one previous.

DEFENSE: Only one player from last season’s starting core on the defensive line returns in Malik 
Vann, with Curtis Brooks and Myjai Sanders entering the NFL. Vann’s return is huge for the Bearcats 
as he’ll be the main vocal leader for the defensive line. The task of replacing Brooks and Sanders will 
go to Jabari Taylor and Jowon Biggs, who both saw limited playing time last season.

The return of Ty Van Fossen and Wilson Huber in the linebackers room will be huge for Cincy. 
it’ll be a forceful tandem. Huber saw a lot of time behind Joel Dublanko last season, but he is ready to 
excel and prove he can be an All-AAC linebacker. Paired with Huber will be Jaheim Thomas. Thomas 
barely saw any playing time last season but is ready to take off this season.
Rounding out the linebacking core is senior Ty Van Fossen. Van Fossen knew he had unfinished 
business in Cincy after making the College Football Playoff, but this season he is ready to show that 
he can be a All-American linebacker and will most likely become a captain to this defense. 

The Bearcats secondary last season was arguably the best in the country. It consisted of Coby Bry-
ant, Sauce Gardner and Bryan Cook. With all of those players off to the pros, the Bearcats are ready 
to rebuild and reload the secondary. At the cornerback position, the Bearcats have Todd Bumphis, 
Arquon Bush and Taj Ward. Bumphis is entering the spotlight as only a redshirt sophomore with a 
high potential to be reached. His speed will be key. Arquon Bush, who saw a decent amount of time 
on the field last season, will be a starting corner this season. Taj Ward had an amazing spring and 
impressed coaches throughout the offseason. Now, he can show that he can be one of the starting 
corners for Cincy. Ending with the safety positions, Cincy has Ja’von Hicks returning after being one 
of the top tacklers last season. Then, Jacob Dingle fills in the final spot after proving last season he 
can make big plays.
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EAST CAROLINA PIRATES

9/3 vs NC State
9/10 vs Old Dominion
9/17 vs Campbell
9/24 vs Navy
10/1 at USF
10/8 at Tulane
10/15 vs Memphis
10/22 vs UCF
10/28 at BYU
11/11 at Cincinnati
11/19 vs Houston
11/26 at Temple

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OL Parker Moorer: Moorer transferred from West 

Virginia. This Charlotte native appeared in 20 games 
for WVU over 2 years and fills a significant need at 
tackle. The Pirates were among the worst pass-block-
ing units in the country in 2021.

• WR Isaiah Winstead: Winstead is transferring from 
University of Toledo after 2 seasons with the Rockets. 
The Richmond, VA native chose the Pirates over 
ODU and VaTech. He has a prior relationship with 
ECU position coach Latrel Scott from Scott’s time at 
Norfolk State. 

• DL Shaundre Mims: Mims is transferring from 
Charleston Southern where he was an FCS All Amer-
ican. Defensive line was not necessarily a position of 
need but Mims impressed the coaching staff playing 
against the Pirates in 2021, recording 9 tackles and 
1.5 sacks. 

Top Recruits:
• RB Marlon Gunn Jr.: Gunn is the highest rated 

recruit on all of the major recruiting rankings. Gunn 
chose ECU despite several Power 5 offers including 
a late visit to Cal. Gunn has track-star speed, posting 
an 11 second 100 meter dash in high school. Gunn 
will most likely redshirt his freshman year barring 
injury to Keaton Mitchell or Rahjai Harris. 

• OLB Samuel Dankah: Dankah may be the most 
physically gifted recruit in the 2022 class. He shows a 
great first step in the pass rush and is rangy enough 
to cover flat routes. He will most-likely redshirt to put 
on additional weight on his 6’4” frame. 

• OT Jacob Sacra: Sacra comes from high school pow-
erhouse St. Francis Academy in Baltimore, Maryland. 
At 6’5” 315 lbs, Sacra already looks like a FBS tackle 
and has the raw tools to play sparingly as a freshman. 
There are a few people ahead of him but it is not 
impossible to see him make his debut later in 2022. 

Key Departures:
• CB Ja’Quan McMillian: McMillian was a three year 

starter and an AP All American corner in 2021. 
McMillian intercepted 5 balls in 2021 with 15 PDs. Se-
nior Malik Fleming will be asked to replace McMillian 
as the number one corner for ECU.

• WR Tyler Snead: Tyler Snead follows in a long line 
of walk-ons who became stars at ECU. Snead led the 
team in receptions and yards in 2021. Maceo Donald 
was Snead’s back up last season but a few players are 
battling for that slot receiver position. 

• WR Audie Omatosho: Audie Omatosho had a 
breakout year in 2021 but at 25, has decided to move 
on from playing football. His precise routes and 
physical frame will be missed by ECU. Transfer Isaiah 
Winstead will be asked to fill in this need in 2022. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Holton Ahlers: Holton is entering his 4th season 

at starting QB and 5th overall. He has played over 35 
games for the Pirates. Ahlers had some questionable 
outings in 2021 but also showed remarkable poise 
and resilience in several clutch situations against 
Marshall, Memphis and Navy. 

• RB Keaton Mitchell: Keaton Mitchell broke out in 
2021 rushing for 1132 yards with 6.5 yards per carry. 
Mitchell had several electric plays of 50 plus yards 
including a screen pass against Appalachian State 
where he was measured at 24.6 mph. Per recruiting 
Analysis, Mitchell was the fastest player in all of 
College Football. 

• K Owen Daffer: In 2021, Daffer had some massive 
shoes to fill after All-Conference Kicker Jake Varety 
went pro. Daffer started the year as a walk-on but 
beat out a number of guys in fall camp. Daffer went 
19 for 23 in field goals in 2021. He also kicked a 54 
yard game winner against Navy to give the Pirates 
their 6th victory in 2021. After that game, Daffer was 
put on scholarship.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Greenville, NC
• Enrollment: 29,131
• Founded: 1907
• Mascot: PeeDee the Pirate

Stadium Facts
• Dowdy Ficklen Stadium
• Capacity: 51,000
• Built: 1963

Football Facts
• Record: 445-430-11
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 7
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6 
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• Writtten by Rohan Patel
             @SSN_ECU
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“ECU has an experienced QB in Holton Ahlers. Along with that, 
they have one of the best running back duos in the group of 5. 
Coach Houston got a contract extension so expectations will be 
high this season. The schedule doesn’t do them any favors though. 
Expect ECU to be in the top half of the AAC this season. They are 
a popular pick to be a sleeper in the conference. However, the of-
fensive line needs to improve, especially in pass protection. If that 
doesn’t happen, stay sleeping on the Pirates. If the pass protection 
improves and the defense plays well again, don’t be shocked to see 
them get to 8 wins or more.”
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DE Immanuel Hickman

DT D’Ante Johnson

DT Elijah Morris

DE Jeremy Lewis

LB Myles Berry

LB Xavier Smith

LB Jireh Wilson

CB Malik Fleming

CB Aapri Washington

S Teagan Wilk

S Julius Wood

Projected Defense

K Owen Daffer

P Luke Larson

KR Keaton Mitchell

PR Jsi Hatfield

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Houston

OC Donnie Kirkpatrick

DC Blake Harrell

Coaching Staff

QB Holton Ahlers

RB Keaton Mitchell

WR Isaiah Winstead

WR Jsi Hatfield

WR Ryan Jones

TE Shane Calhoun

RT Parker Moorer

RG Nishad Strother

C Avery Jones

LG Isaiah Foote

LT Walt Stribling

Projected Offense
In 2021, ECU showed significant signs of improvement and those improvements actually result-

ed in winning. 2021 was the Pirates first winning season since 2014. Unfortunately, ECU could not 
play in its first bowl game since then after the Military Bowl was canceled due to a COVID outbreak 
on the Boston College Football team. 

After Head Coach Mike Houston received a well deserved contract extension and raise this off-
season, ECU enters this season with its highest expectations from fans in recent memory. The team 
returns several key starters and nearly its entire coaching staff in 2022. 

OFFENSE: This unit under Offensive Coordinator Donnie 
Kirkpatrick has averaged over 29 points per game in 2021. The 
unit started the season with two very shaky outings against Ap-
palachian State and South Carolina. The offense failed to score 
20 points in either game and fans were calling for Kirkpatrick to 
be fired. The offense did, however, improve throughout the year, 
averaging 31 points in conference play.

That being said, the offensive line is one unit this staff has 
aimed to address. The Pirates offensive line was one of the worst 
in the country when it came to pass protection. The line should 
improve with the return of LT Bailey Malovik. Malovik injured 
his knee after just 10 plays in the opener and did not return all 
season. He is set to return in 2022. ECU also brought in several 
offensive lineman via the transfer portal, headlined by Parker 
Moorer, who started 20 games in 2 seasons at West Virginia. 
There could be as many as 4 new starters on the line this year. 

For the 4th consecutive season, the ECU offense will be 
led by QB Holton Ahlers. Ahlers finished 2021 with over 3,000 
passing yards and 18 touchdown passes. Despite all of the 
adversity he has faced in his time at ECU, Ahlers has been in-
strumental in turning this program around. In 2022, Ahlers will 
be asked to lead an offense with a whole new group of receivers. 
ECU has looked to the transfer portal but wide receiver will be 
a question mark entering the fall. 

The Pirates may also rely more on two tight end sets in 
2022. Oklahoma transfer Ryan Jones was impressive down the 
stretch of 2021. Jones plays more of a hybrid receiver tight end 
role and should be featured in the passing attack. Shane Cal-
houn is more of a traditional tight end but is also a great pass 
catcher and blocker.

ECU may have questions in the passing game but have 
very few questions in the running game. Keaton Mitchell had 
a breakout 2021 campaign and his running mate Rahjai Harris 
are both returning. They should be the best one-two punch in 
the conference. 

• Writtten by Rohan Patel
             @SSN_ECU

SUMMARY: Mike Houston is now in year 4 as Head Coach. He received a significant contract ex-
tension and raise in the off season. This team finally looks like the vision he described in his opening 
press conference: Great defense and toughness on both sides of the ball. 

Many fans have set the goal at a conference championship but his most important games this fall 
might be the home opener. The Pirates open against regional rival NC State. After dominating State 
in the Ruff era, ECU lost embarrasingly to the Pack in 2019 and 2020. This game against NC State 
could be a signature for this staff and would signal that ECU is back. 

All things considered, ECU has a favorable conference schedule. In 2021, ECU had very close 
road losses to UCF and Houston in back to back weeks. This year, these games will be in Greenville 
and are key if ECU wants to compete for its first AAC Conference Championship since joining the 
league.

DEFENSE: Look for the Pirate defense to build on an amazing turnaround campaign in 2021. Blake 
Harrell’s defense improved from allowing 35 points per game in 2020 to 26 points per game in 
2021. Much of this improvement can be attributed to Harrell fully implementing his scheme from 
Kennesaw State. The defense is a modified 4-2-5 with two hybrid positions allowing for some very 
complex coverage and blitz packages. 

ECU feasted on a combined 22 turnovers led by All-American Ja’Quan McMillian’s 5 intercep-
tions. McMillian did declare for the draft so his production will have to be replaced in 2022. Along 
with McMillian, the Pirates will also lose its two starting safeties, Warren Saba and DJ Ford. Replac-
ing these talented leaders will be a challenge. 

One player who will be asked to step up is freshman phenom Teagan Wilk. Wilk has fully tran-
sitioned to safety this year after splitting time at both safety and outside linebacker in 2021. Despite 
limited snaps, he always seemed to be around the ball. Switching him to safety should allow Harrell 
to keep him on the field more and give him more space to make plays. 

One way ECU can assist the secondary is with pressure. ECU relied heavily on the blitz early 
in 2021, but Jeremy Lewis settled into the Edge Rusher role as the season wore on. The Pirates also 
added Nevada transfer Jack Powers to help in pass rush. Look for the Pirates to generate more pres-
sure than they did last season. 

Time will tell how this unit follows up its stellar 2021, but if they can generate more pressure and 
continue to get timely stops and turnovers, this could be the best defense the Pirates have had in a 
decade.
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HOUSTON COUGARS

9/3 at UTSA
9/10 at Texas Tech
9/17 vs Kansas
9/24 vs Rice
9/30 vs Tulane
10/7 at Memphis
10/22 at Navy
10/29 vs USF
11/5 at SMU
11/12 vs Temple
11/19 at East Carolina
11/25 vs Tulsa

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 21

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Cody Jackson: Jackson, a former four-star 

recruit (247 Sports), moves over from Oklahoma. 
Jackson played in a couple of games at Oklahoma 
before redshirting his Freshman year. 

• RB Brandon Campbell: Campbell, a former four-
star recruit (247 Sports), moves over from USC, 
after being essentially buried in the depth of the 
running backs room. Campbell returns home in 
hopes to see some meaningful playing time for the 
first time in more than two seasons after he opted 
out of his senior year of football in high school.

• QB Lucas Coley: Coley, a former three-star recruit 
(247 Sports), leaves Arkansas to be groomed under 
senior Clay Tune to take the reins for the Cougars 
in the 2023 campaign. With Arkansas having a 
clear quarterback with KJ Jefferson, there was 
no opportunity for Coley to get any playing time 
barring injuries.

Top Recruits:
• WR Matthew Golden: Golden is the star of Coach 

Dana Holgorsen’s 2022 recruiting class. Golden is 
a four-star recruit (247 Sports) out of Houston and 
will come to campus with a chance to get starting 
reps right away. 

• OL Demetrius Hunter: Hunter will come in and 
add immediate depth to the interior of the offensive 
line. Hunter is a three-star recruit (247 Sports) out 
of Orange, TX. Although he is not projected to be a 
starter at the beginning of the season, his talent and 
skill could quickly put him in the starting role on 
the line before the season is over.

• DL Anthony Holmes: Holmes is a three-star 
recruit (247 Sports) out of Houston and will look 
to come in and be an absolute plug in the middle of 
the defensive line. He may end up being a redshirt 
in the 2022 season, but remember this name as he 
gets developed into the Houston program.

Key Departures:
• RB Alton McCaskill: He will be a loss for the 2022 

season, as he tore his ACL in his left knee. The 
breakout performance he showed last year as a 
freshman gave the Cougars a good tandem at run-
ning back. Now, the focus will turn to new running 
back Brandon Campbell to fill the void.

• DT Logan Hall: Hall was the first Cougar drafted 
in the 2022 NFL draft joining the Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers. Houston will have to replace their sack and 
tackles for loss leader from the 2021 season.

• CB Marcus Jones: Jones was selected in the 2022 
NFL draft by the New England Patriots. Houston 
will have to find a way to duplicate the lockdown 
capabilities Marcus had. Marcus led the team in 
interceptions and passes defended last season.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Clay Tune: Tune will come into his senior 

season hoping to utilize the talent surrounding him 
to pull Houston up in the AAC. Last season, Tune 
threw for 30 touchdowns and 3,546 yards while 
taking a beating. With some added offensive line 
talent Tune hopes to improve during his senior 
season.

• LB Donavan Mutin: Mutin will be the defensive 
leader for his senior season. Looking to add to the 
success the team had on defense last year, Donavan 
will certainly look to improve on his team leading 
77 tackles from last year.

• WR Nathaniel Dell: Dell will look to improve on 
his impressive 2021 campaign. With more talent 
surrounding him, Dell could see more one-on-one 
coverages this season. After recording 90 receptions 
for over 1,300 yards and 12 touchdowns, Dell could 
be trying to play his way into the top wideouts for 
the 2023 NFL draft. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Houston, TX
• Enrollment: 46,148
• Founded: 1927
• Mascot: Shasta the Cougar

Stadium Facts
• TDECU Stadium
• Capacity: 40,000
• Built: 2013

Football Facts
• Record: 448-361-14
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 12-1
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UH
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Houston has the roster to be one of the best group of 5 teams this 
season. UH has a lot of certainties, especially on offense. Clayton 
Tune can sling it. Nathaniel Dell is arguably a top 10 receiver in 
the country. The defensive line will be good as well with Derek 
Parish. Donavan Mutin is a solid piece at linebacker. The questions 
that Houston needs to answer is at the offensive line and second-
ary. The O-line gave up way too many sacks last season. Tune can 
put up monster numbers if the line can protect him. The Cougars 
need to take advantage of an open American this year.”
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DE Derek Parish

DT Chidozie Nwankwo

DT Sedrick Williams

DE Nelson Ceaser

LB Mannie Nunnery

LB Donavan Mutin

CB Art Green

CB Alex Hogan

CB Jayce Rogers

S Gervarrius Owens

S Hasaan Hypolite

Projected Defense

K Bubba Baxa

P Laine Wilkins

KR Ta’Zhawn Henry

PR Nathaniel Dell

Projected Special Teams

HC Dana Holgorsen

OC Shannon Dawson/
Brandon Jones

DC Doug Belk

Coaching Staff

QB Clayton Tune

RB Ta’Zhawn Henry

WR KeSean Carter

WR Nathaniel Dell

WR Cody Jackson

TE Christian Trahan

RT Tyler Johnson

RG Tank Jenkins

C Jack Freeman

LG Cam’Ron Johnson

LT Patrick Paul

Projected Offense

The Houston Cougars finished last season 12-2, losing to the Texas Tech Red Raiders and the Cin-
cinnati Bearcats. 2022 has the potential to be an exciting one for Houston and the AAC as they leap 
to the Big 12 next season, along with Cincinnati and Central Florida. The Cougars get a true road 
test at Texas Tech early in the season, hoping to avenge last year’s loss. The Cougars can expect a 
rematch of last season’s conference championship game with Cincinnati, especially if both programs 
get off to fast starts.

OFFENSE: Clayton Tune has returned for his senior season 
and is hoping to continue his growth at the quarterback posi-
tion. Tune is widely regarded as one of the best quarterbacks 
in the AAC, which is a QB heavy league. In 2021, he improved 
in every throwing category. With more weapons and a better 
offensive line in front of him, he will hope to improve again 
this season. He will have the benefit of throwing to a 2023 NFL 
hopeful in Nathaniel Dell.

The wide receiver room has been revamped with the 
leader of last year’s team, Nathaniel Dell, back. Dell had huge 
numbers last season, with 90 receptions for 1,329 yards and 12 
touchdowns. With the additions of Cody Jackson (Oklahoma), 
Joseph Manjack (Southern Cal), Brice Johnson (Ole Miss), 
Sam Brown (West Virginia) and Matthew Golden (freshman), 
Coach Holgorsen has added a lot of quality and depth to the 
receiving room.

Last year’s leading rusher, Alton McCaskill, went down 
during spring practice, so the Cougars will turn to Ta’Zhawn 
Henry. Newcomer Brandon Campbell from Southern Cali-
fornia will pair up with Henry in an attempt to duplicate last 
season’s production. Expect to see Campbell take over primary 
running back duties with his ability to pass block and catch as 
the season progresses. 

With Tune taking 36 sacks in 2021, the goal was to 
improve the offensive line through the portal. Tyler Johnson 
(Texas), Lance Robinson (Middle Tennessee) and freshman 
Demetrius Hunter have the capabilities of doing just that.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UH

SUMMARY: Houston returns some key players in key roles, the defensive line and the wide receivers 
appear to be the strengths of this team as they eye a strong final showing in the AAC before heading 
to the Big 12 in 2023. The Cougars get the benefit of not having to play UCF or Cincinnati in the 
regular season. They will highlight Texas Tech and Memphis with goals to make it to a New Years Six 
bowl game in 2022.
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DEFENSE: The Cougar’s defensive coordinator Doug Belk did a wonderful job last season with a 
team whose expectations weren’t as high as usual as the assistant defensive coordinator. The school 
rewarded him handsomely by doubling his annual salary and promoting him to the sole defensive 
coordinator for the 2022 season. The Broyles Award semifinalist led the defensive unit to a top 30 
scoring defense, 13th in total run defense and finished as the top team in 3rd down conversion 
percentage.

Houston’s staple for so long has been their defensive line. The 2022 version will be no different. 
With Derek Parish, Nelson Ceaser and D’Anthony Jones returning on the ends, they’ll look to im-
prove on their 14.5 sacks from last year. Adding Chidozie Nwankwo on the interior line, the defense 
could see improvement from its 43 total sacks in 2021. 

Donavan Mutin, the leader on defense at the linebacker position, returns in an attempt to 
improve on his 77 tackle campaign last season. After a strong Spring showing, Mannie Nunnery will 
most likely assume the second linebacker position for the Cougars. Last season he appeared in 10 
games, mostly as a special teams player, and he will need to continue showing growth as the season 
gets closer. Malik Robinson and Jalen Garner will provide backup as the Cougars will typically only 
line up 2 linebackers.

With Marcus Jones and Damarion Williams gone, the Cougars look towards Alex Hogan and 
Art Green to step in to fill the voids at the corner position. Alex Hogan, who transferred in from 
Texas Tech before the 2021 season, will most likely get the number one receivers. Art Green was a 
Junior College transfer who now has the opportunity to shine at the top level. He has good size at 
the corner position and should be able to handle most of the AAC second receivers. 

Gervarrius Owens and Hasaan Hypolite will look to keep things contained over the top as the 
new corners step up into their roles. Owens is a Junior College transfer senior that will be looked to 
heavily as the veteran leader in the secondary. In 2021, he recorded 52 tackles and had 2 intercep-
tions.



MEMPHIS TIGERS

9/3 at Mississippi State
9/10 at Navy
9/17 vs Arkansas State
9/24 vs North Texas 
10/1 vs Temple
10/7 vs Houston
10/15 at East Carolina
10/22 at Tulane
11/5 vs UCF
11/10 vs Tulsa
11/19 vs North Alabama
11/26 at SMU

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Jevyon Ducker: Ducker leaves NIU after being 

named the Freshman of the Year in the MAC. 
Ducker welcomes the competition from the veteran 
running backs room, and will hope to get enough 
playing time this season to duplicate the breakout 
freshman year he had at NIU.

• DL Corbet Mims: Mims is a former three star re-
cruit (247Sports) out of Memphis’ Kirby High. Out 
of high school, Mims was being recruited by multi-
ple SEC schools but ended up heading to Arkansas 
State, where he did not see the field. Memphis 
hopes bringing him home will rejuvenate the 6’4” 
and 240 lb lineman to get after the quarterback.

• OL Ira Henry III: Henry leaves Tallahassee to join 
the Tigers. After 24 games for the Seminoles, Henry 
did not see the field as much as he was hoping. 
He transferred to Memphis with three years of 
eligibility left.

Top Recruits:
• QB Tevin Carter: Carter was a three star recruit 

(247 Sports) that was being recruited by Arkansas, 
Auburn and Baylor, but he eventually decided to 
stay home in Memphis. He has the opportunity 
to battle it out with Seth Henigan for the starting 
quarterback this season.

• DL Eric Gaston: Gaston was a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) that was targeted by Tennessee, 
Kentucky and Ole Miss but chose Memphis. The 
6’5” and  270 lb defensive lineman also played 
basketball in high school. Look for Eric to continue 
to develop and eventually be a big time component 
to Memphis’ AAC dominance.

• DL Joshua White: White was at one time a four 
star recruit (247 Sports). He was being targeted by 
some of the big dogs in the SEC like Arkansas, Au-
burn, Florida and Georgia, but he ultimately chose 
Memphis because of conversations with the coach-
ing staff regarding mental health (BVMSports).

Key Departures:
• OL Dylan Parham: Parham was a versatile block-

ing option. Coming into Memphis as a blocking 
tight end recruit, he redshirted then transitioned to 
playing guard for the Tigers. After moving around 
the line during his time in Memphis, Parham was 
named an All-American for his guard play in 2021.

• WR Calvin Austin III: Austin has been the Tigers’ 
leading receiver the past two seasons. Losing his 
talent and speed will be difficult for Memphis to 
replace. After starring at Memphis for the football 
team and the track team, he landed in Pittsburgh 
via a fourth round selection for the Steelers.

• LB JJ Russell: Russell was the leading tackler for 
the Tigers last season. Trying to find a replacement 
for 123 total tackles, 6.5 sacks, one interception and 
a forced fumble will be difficult to replace with one 
player. He inked a rookie free agent deal with the 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and he will get the oppor-
tunity to learn under the NFL’s best linebacking 
crew.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Seth Henigan: He beat out Grant Gunnell last 

season for the starting job, as a true freshman. As 
of the end of spring practice, Memphis has Henigan 
as the starter over incoming freshman Tevin Carter. 
After playing 11 of the 12 games as the starter last 
season, Henigan is looking to improve on his 3,300 
yard and 25 touchdown season.

• DB Quindell Johnson: Johnson returns after what 
many thought would be his last season in Memphis. 
Quindell has lots of potential as a quality over the 
top safety. He has many skills that translate very 
well into the pro game. Last season, Quindell was 
the second leading tackler behind JJ Russell, with 
104 total tackles. 

• RB Brandon Thomas: Thomas, the Tigers leading 
rusher in 2021, returns to be the stabilizer for the 
2022 Tigers after losing their top two receiving 
options from last season. Thomas will hope to 
increase his productivity so he can join the stable of 
running backs in recent years to go from Memphis 
to the NFL.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Memphis, TN
• Enrollment: 22,044
• Founded: 1912
• Mascot: Pouncer & TOM III 

(live)

Stadium Facts
• Liberty Bowl
• Capacity: 57,266
• Built: 1965

Football Facts
• Record: 341-348-8
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 5
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by UM AthleticsPhoto by UM Athletics
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Memphis

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Silverfield is in must win mode. He’s under pressure after 
a 6-6 season in 2021. He has a young, but promising QB in Seth 
Henigan. The Tigers lose a lot of talent from last year including 
Calvin Austin III, who was an absolute beast. The defense does 
need to improve if Memphis wants to separate themselves from 
the pack. Quindell Johnson at DB is a name to watch out for on 
defense. The offense will be solid as normal, but new faces all 
around will make people uncertain.”

Photo by Kyle Ross/Photo by Kyle Ross/
USA TODAY SportsUSA TODAY Sports
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DE Wardalis Ducksworth

DT Zy Brockington

DT Maurice White

DE Jaylon Allen

LB Xavier Cullens

LB Geoffrey Cantin-Arku

CB Greg Rubin

CB Sylvonta Oliver

CB Ladarian Paulk

S Quindell Johnson

S Rodney Owens

Projected Defense

K David Kemp

P Joe Doyle

KR Gabriel Rogers

PR Eddie Lewis

Projected Special Teams

HC Ryan Silverfield

OC Tim Cramsey

DC Matt Barnes

Coaching Staff

QB Seth Henigan

RB Brandon Thomas

WR Eddie Lewis

WR Gabriel Rogers

WR Javon Ivory

TE Caden Prieskorn

RT Matt Dale

RG Austin Myers

C Jacob Likes

LG Ira Henry III

LT Jonah Gambill

Projected Offense
Memphis welcomes its top recruiting class for the second year in a row. That being said Memphis 
has essentially been building to be the best of a dying conference. With uncertainty surrounding the 
American Athletic Conference, Memphis has no choice but to go all out to show they are one of the 
top group of five schools. Head coach Ryan Silverfield enters his third season with lots of questions 
surrounding the program. Will there be a quarterback battle leading to a true freshman leading the 
Tigers in back to back seasons? Where will the offensive production come from after losing your top 
two receiving options? Ultimately, will Memphis end up leading the new AAC or will they fall back 
as the new programs join in?
OFFENSE: How do the Tigers replace over 50% of the total 
receiving yards and touchdowns from 2021? That will be up 
to new offensive coordinator Tim Cramsey to decide. After 3 
seasons with Marshall, and ranking 16th overall in offensive 
yardage in 2021, Tim Cramsey looks to bring more than just 
home run hitting plays to Memphis.

Dilemma number one: who is Memphis’ starting quar-
terback? Last year’s starter Seth Henigan beat out last year’s 
competition to everyone’s surprise. This year he will be put 
against true freshman and three star recruit Tevin Carter. Most 
believe that the coaching staff will stick with Henigan as they 
try to learn a new system. Henigan will have nowhere to go 
but up after a homerun or bust offense in 2021, he threw for 
respectable 3,322 yards and 25 touchdowns.

Memphis has quietly become a pipeline for NFL running 
backs. Kenneth Gainwell, Antonio Gibson, Tony Pollard and 
Darrell Henderson are just the four most recent Tiger tailbacks 
to make it on Sunday. Brandon Thomas will be the lead back 
to start things off and should be the feature back for the major-
ity of the season. But the biggest splash of the offseason for the 
Tigers was the addition of the MAC Offensive Freshman of the 
year, Jevyon Ducker from Northern Illinois. Jevyon broke into 
the college scene dropping 1,199 yards and leading the NIU 
offense to top of the MAC last year.

Who will replace the production of Calvin Austin III 
and Sean Dykes? Well, the Tigers hope that majority of that 
production will be replaced by the veteran wide receiver room. 
Javon Ivory (redshirt junior) will be first on the list he was 
third in receiving yards and will try to replace Calvin Austin 
III. After Ivory, the Tigers will have Gabriel Rogers (redshirt 
senior), Eddie Lewis (redshirt senior) and Joseph Scates 
(transfer Iowa State). Scates appears to be the best long term 
option, as he was a former four-star recruit when he signed on 
with Iowa State, but Rogers and Lewis will have something to 
prove in their last season in Memphis.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Memphis

SUMMARY: The 2022 Memphis Tigers will be aiming to replace a ton of production. They do 
welcome their best recruiting class in program history. A lot of what Memphis is ramping up for is 
an AAC post expansion era. They will be one of the top programs in the conference and they hope 
to be one of the best group of five schools as well. Will Memphis make the leap this season and upset 
the swan songs of future Big 12 programs? We will see if Coach Silverfield and the Tigers can do so. 
A bad season for Memphis could result in Coach Silverfield getting the boot.
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DEFENSE: Can Defensive Coordinator Matt Barnes turn around a very lackluster Memphis defense 
from 2021? If there is a pass rush, maybe. No one is expecting this defense to show signs of 2021 
Cincinnati, but there needs to be improvement in 2022. The leading tackler, JJ Russell, is gone so 
who will step up and replace that production? 

The bulk of the defensive line production and pass rush has returned, led by seniors Jaylon Al-
len, Wardalis Ducksworth and Maurice White. They welcomed in highly anticipated Arkansas State 
transfer Corbet Mims, who didn’t get to see much playing time after leaving high school. He comes 
home hoping to find the same game he had at Kirby High School.

JJ Russell and his 123 tackles are gone at the linebacker position. It’s up to Xavier Cullens and 
Syracuse transfer Geoffrey Cantin-Arku to do their best to replace them. Xavier is a former safety 
in high school, and he hopes to continue improving as he did last season gaining recognition from 
Coach Silverfield.

The leadership of the defense lies in the secondary. The trio of seniors in the backfield match the 
defensive line. Coach Barnes will look at second leading tackler and NFL hopeful Quindell Johnson 
to step up and take a huge workload. Safety Rodney Owens and corner Sylvonta Oliver will need to 
lock down if Memphis hopes to outplay any of the top 3 in the AAC.



NAVY MIDSHIPMEN

9/3 vs Delaware
9/10 vs Memphis
9/24 at East Carolina
10/1 at Air Force
10/8 vs Tulsa
10/14 at SMU
10/22 vs Houston
10/29 vs Temple
11/5 at Cincinnati
11/12 vs Notre Dame
11/19 at UCF
12/10 vs Army (Philadelphia)

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• Navy did not have any transfer 

portal acquisitions in the 2022 
class

Top Recruits:
• QB Christopher Calhoun II: Calhoun is a three-star recruit (247 

Sports) who follows fellow Northeast Florida quarterback Tai Lav-
atai to Navy. Choosing the Midshipmen over rival Army, Calhoun 
hopes to come in and leave a lasting impact for those around him. 
Calhoun had originally committed to Connecticut, but after former 
coach Randy Edsall’s departure, he reopened his recruitment. 

• TE Gracen Bell: Bell is a three-star recruit (247 Sports) and is 
viewed as one of the top talents ever to suit up for the Midshipmen. 
Gracen committed to Navy over Air Force and Army. At 6’6” and 
230 lbs, Bell will look to come in and learn the triple option game 
and give the Midshipmen a true receiving and blocking threat.

• OL Guiseppe Gottfried: Gottfried is a two-star recruit (247 
Sports) who originally committed to Air Force, but he had a change 
of heart and ended up signing with Navy. At 6’4” and 275 lbs, 
Gottfried will have time to develop his body into what is needed for 
the triple option offense and be a core member of the line in seasons 
to come. 

Key Departures:
• LB Diego Fagot: Fagot was the 

leader of the defense, racking up 
94 tackles, 2 forced fumbles and 1 
interception for the Midshipmen 
in 2021. At 6’3”, 240 lbs, NFL 
teams were looking at adding 
some depth at linebacker, so after 
going unselected in the draft 
Fagot signed with the Baltimore 
Ravens.

• RB Isaac Ruoss: Ruoss was the 
team’s leading offensive weapon 
last season. He tallied 656 total 
yards and 5 touchdowns. He was 
named the 3M STEM scholar 
athlete after his senior season for 
the Midshipmen.

• WR Mychal Cooper: Cooper led 
the team with 11 receptions for 
219 yards and two touchdowns. 
For a triple option team, don’t ex-
pect much from receivers except 
to take the opportunities and run 
with them, which Cooper did.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Tai Lavatai: Lavatai is the only true returning offensive veteran 

at the skill positions. He will be expected to improve upon last 
year’s numbers. Lavatai threw for 449 yards and 5 touchdowns and 
371 yards and 7 touchdowns rushing. Lavatai will look to build off 
his late season surge and win over Army to try and get the Midship-
men back on track for a successful 2022 season.

• LB John Marshall: Marshall is the leading tackler returning from 
last season, he racked up 54 total tackles and 1 sack last season. 
Marshall will be expected to take over the leadership role from last 
season’s leading tackler Diego Fagot.

• RB Vincent Terrell II: Terrell II is option one out of the backfield. 
He was primarily featured on special teams last year. Look for the 
5’8” and 170 lb running back to sneak his way out of the backfield 
with lots of featured speed.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Annapolis, MD
• Enrollment: 4,576
• Founded: 1845
• Mascot: Bill the Goat

Stadium Facts
• Navy-Marine Corps Memo-

rial Stadium
• Capacity: 34,000
• Built: 1959

Football Facts
• Record: 696-566-52
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Navy

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Navy had a rough last 2 seasons. I hate to say it, but things don’t 
look too much better this year. It’s difficult for Navy to adapt 
to current day college football with the transfer portal & NIL 
becoming key factors to a teams’ success. Don’t be surprised to see 
a decline in the quality of service academy football in the next few 
years. As for this year, the offense will go as far as Tai Lavatai will 
take them. Navy lost a lot of rushing production, so others will 
have to step up. The defense will be solid as usual. The defensive 
line and linebackers will be good. Uncertainty lies in the second-
ary with a few unproven pieces. Don’t be shocked to see Navy have 
another rough season.”
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DE Jacob Busic

DT Donald Berniard Jr.

DT Clay Cromwell

DE Nicholas Straw

LB John Marshall

LB Will Harbour

LB Colin Ramos

CB Mbiti Williams Jr.

CB Matthew Peters

S Rayuan Lane III

S Eavan Gibbons

Projected Defense

K Bijan Nichols

P Riley Riethman

KR Maquel Haywood

PR Amin Hassan

Projected Special Teams

HC Ken Niumatalolo

OC Ivin Jasper

DC Brian Newberry

Coaching Staff

QB Tai Lavatai

RB Vincent Terrell II

RB Maquel Haywood

RB Anton Hall Jr.

WR Mark Walker

WR Jayden Umbarger

RT Kip Frankland

RG Lirion Murtezi

C David Hixon

LG Joshua Pena

LT Jamie Romo

Projected Offense After a trend of disappointing seasons, Coach Ken Niumataolo looks to rebound with fresh offensive 
talent. As a three time AAC Coach of the Year, Coach Niumataolo is beginning his 15th season at 
the helm of the Midshipmen and needs a drastic improvement on a few of the worst seasons in his 
coaching career. In 2018 the Midshipmen went 3-10, in 2020 3-7, and in 2021 4-8; although it’s high-
ly unlikely that Navy looks to replace Coach Niumataolo if he doesn’t improve, he is hoping for more 
seasons like 2019 and 2015 where Navy finished 11-2. With a couple three-star recruits coming in 
this season, let’s see if things start to turn around.
OFFENSE: In the offseason, Offensive Coordinator Ivin Jasper 
was relieved of his play calling duties by the athletic director. 
Shortly after he was given the position of quarterbacks coach 
and assumed a lot of the same responsibilities as the Offensive 
Coordinator. Although he doesn’t have the official title he will 
be working alongside Coach Niumataolo for offensive play 
calls this season.

Navy features the triple option offense. This offense’s suc-
cess is placed solely on the quarterback and that’s Tai Lavatai. 
The returning starter from last season looks to improve off his 
performance last season and victory over Army in America’s 
Game to finish out the 2021 campaign. Lavatai finished last 
season with 449 yards and 5 touchdowns in the air while 
rushing for 371 yards and 7 touchdowns. The Midshipmen will 
also have Xavier Arline available, who appeared in 7 games last 
season throwing for 142 yards and a touchdown while rushing 
for 176 yards and 2 touchdowns.

Having lost all of their backfield production from 2021, the 
leading back going into this season is Vincent Terrell II, who 
had no offensive snaps last season and was strictly a special 
teams player. With the triple option, everything doesn’t fall on 
one back so expect to see plenty of options in the backfield. 
Kai Puailoa-Rojas is the leading rusher out of the backfield 
returning from last season and will most likely be the fourth 
option behind Maquel Haywood and Anton Hall Jr. Whoever 
the go to back ends up being for Navy has to improve on its 
pitiful 3.9 yards per carry from a season ago.

When you hear the Midshipmen lost their leading receiver 
you would think of having to replicate that production. With 
the loss of Mychal Cooper, they’ve only lost 11 catches for 219 
yards and 2 touchdowns. Returning receivers include Jayden 
Umbarger and Mark Walker, who will be tasked with that 
responsibility this season. Umbarger was featured as a rusher 
and receiver, with 120 yards rushing and 60 yards receiving, 
but has also had a tough time staying healthy, so that would 
leave Walker as the primary receiver who had only 63 yards 
receiving on 7 catches. While the rushing game will be the 
primary focus, can Lavatai find someone in the open space 
to help open up the rushing game back to what it has been in 
seasons past?

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Navy

SUMMARY: Navy wants to beat the other Academy schools. Coach Niumataolo has said many 
times, with the transfer portal and NIL it’s hard for the Midshipmen to compete year in and year out 
in the AAC. With the triple option limiting a lot of the mystery featured in so many other program’s 
offensive schemes, you can normally count on every play being a run for Navy. They will continue to 
rely on effort and attitude and defensive turnovers to win them games. So each season they prepare 
the same way and plan to beat Army. We will see this season if they can improve on last year’s disap-
pointing 4-8 finish. Whatever their record, the Midshipmen still want to beat Army.

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator Brian Newberry is entering his fourth season as Navy’s defensive 
play caller. In 2021, Navy featured one of the toughest schedules in the nation, but held its own. 
Navy finished in top 35 in total defense last season led by senior Diego Fagot, who went on to the 
NFL. This season he will look to continue that success and force more turnovers to give the offense 
more opportunities to put more points on the board and move up the AAC standings.

Up front, the Midshipmen return a trio of juniors who combined for 58 tackles, 15 tackles for 
loss, 5.5 sacks and 2 forced fumbles. Donald Bernaird Jr., Jacob Busic and Clay Cromwell will look 
to continue to slow down the rush as they welcome some fresh new help behind them on the depth 
chart. Busic has great speed and capability to get into the back field and Cromwell has fast hands 
and moves on the interior to be able to wreak havoc in the backfield. The backups on the line are 
all sophomores, which shows great promise for what is to come, but Justin Reed, Nolan Barber, and 
Creedyn Foulger will hope to be able to fill in where needed and continue to develop behind this 
strong veteran group.

The linebackers will look to replace three time All-AAC linebacker in Diego Fagot. Coach 
Newberry will strongly focus on John Marshall to lead this defense and duplicate the production 
Fagot had. Nicholas Straw and Will Harbour also return. The Midshipmen will have plenty of bodies 
to rotate in and out if things aren’t working, but after Marshall and Straw, the only name that has 
leaped out is Tyler Fletcher, who got 4 starts in his freshman season last year.

The defensive backs will be an interesting position group to see play out. They have to turn to a 
former quarterback, Matthew Peters, who has no varsity experience. It is scary for what is to come 
in the passing defense. Opposite Peters, Mbiti Williams Jr. gets the nod, who primarily played on 
special teams last season. The hope for the defensive backs lies in the safeties. Junior Eavan Gibbons 
and sophomore Rayuan Lane III got the start in the final 6 games of last season and combined for 68 
tackles to finish the 2021 campaign.
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SMU MUSTANGS

9/3 at North Texas
9/10 vs Lamar
9/17 at Maryland
9/24 vs TCU
10/1 at UCF
10/14 vs Navy
10/22 vs Cincinnati
10/29 at Tulsa
11/5 vs Houston
11/12 at USF
11/17 at Tulane
11/26 vs Memphis

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Kelvontay Dixon: Dixon transfers in from Texas 

after accumulating 12 catches for 176 yards and a 
touchdown in 8 games over 2 seasons. He will look to 
compete immediately for a starting role after the top 
receivers from last year, Danny Gray and Grant Calca-
terra, moved on to the NFL.

• RB Camar Wheaton: Wheaton, the former five-star 
(247 Sports) and Alabama recruit, chose to return 
home after nursing an injury most of last season and 
not getting on the field for the Crimson Tide. The two 
sport athlete is an absolute speed threat on the field and 
will be competing with returning leading rusher Tre 
Siggers for touches all season long. 

• LB Jaqwondis Burns: Burns is a former three-star 
recruit (247 Sports) coming in from Minnesota. He to-
taled only 3 tackles and a sack last season and appeared 
in 3 games. He returns closer to home in hopes to get 
some more opportunities to get snaps.

Top Recruits:
• TE RJ Maryland: Maryland is the son of former 

NFL defensive tackle Russell Maryland. He was a 
four-star recruit (247 Sports) and SMU’s number 
one target. Maryland offers a special athletic ability 
as he is also a talented track athlete, which will give 
some unique speed for Rhett Lashlee.

• DB Pierre Goree: Goree was a three-star recruit 
(247 Sports) that committed to SMU over Arkansas 
and Cincinnati. Goree stood out in high school as a 
safety and as a sprinter. Look to see Pierre get some 
snaps this season at safety.

• DL Dylan Frazier: Frazier was a three-star recruit 
(247 Sports) that committed to SMU over many 
power 5 programs. He put up some impressive 
numbers in high school and is listed at 6’5” and 250 
lbs. He was originally recruited by Sonny Dykes, so 
expect new coach Rhett Lashlee to try and get him 
some time on the field.

Key Departures:
• WR Danny Gray: Gray finished with 49 grabs for 803 

yards and 9 touchdowns last season, leading the team 
in yards receiving and was a co-leader in touchdown 
grabs. Gray played two seasons in junior college before 
transferring to SMU where he broke out onto NFL 
draft boards. 

• TE Grant Calcaterra: Calcaterra finished his 2021 
campaign with 38 receptions and 465 yards with 4 
touchdowns. After transferring in from Oklahoma, 
Calcaterra was ranked as one of the top 15 tight ends 
coming into the NFL Draft. Philadelphia took Calca-
terra in the 6th round of the NFL Draft.

• WR Reggie Roberson Jr: Roberson finished his SMU 
career with 2,704 yards on 168 receptions and 23 
touchdowns. After finishing 8th in receiving yards and 
6th in receiving touchdowns in SMU history, talent 
was not absent for NFL scouts. After going undrafted, 
Reggie ended up landing with the Tennessee Titans.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Tanner Mordecai: Mordecai set the single 

game touchdown record (7) and the season record 
for total touchdowns with 39 for the Mustangs last 
season. He comes in under new leadership and 
offensive direction. Mordecai can possibly spring-
board the Mustangs into AAC contenders in 2022.

• WR Rashee Rice: Rice is coming off back to back 
seasons of leading the Mustangs in receptions. 
Even with Danny Gray and Grant Calcaterra on the 
roster in 2021, Rice still led the passing game. This 
bodes well for Rice in 2022, with fewer established 
options on the field he will be “the guy” for the 
receiving crew. 

• DE DeVere Levelston: Levelston had a breakout 
season in 2021, finishing with 6.5 sacks, 10.5 tackles 
for loss and 38 total tackles. He has shown nothing 
but improvement each season, and after finishing 
last season as number 2 in the AAC in sacks, do 
not be surprised if Levelston finishes as the top 
defensive lineman in the league.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Dallas, TX
• Enrollment: 12,373
• Founded: 1911
• Mascot: Peruna

Stadium Facts
• Gerald J. Ford Stadium
• Capacity: 32,000
• Built: 2000

Football Facts
• Record: 512-546-54
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 10
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Mustangs
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Lashlee is in his first season as SMU head coach, but it 
shouldn’t take too long for him to get in the swing of things on 
offense. He’s familiar with the Mustangs and the AAC as a whole. 
SMU returns their leading passer, rusher and receiver from last 
year. The offensive line picked up a few solid transfers. The defense 
is a big question mark. Lashlee is an offensive minded coach, so 
the defense may take a bit to get their feet wet. The bright spots are 
DeVere Levelston and Turner Coxe. The secondary needs to step 
up. A bowl appearance is definitely feasible for SMU.”
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DE Elijah Chatman

DT Terrance Newman

DE DeVere Levelston

LB Turner Coxe

LB Isaac Slade-Matautia

LB Gary Wiley

LB Jimmy Phillips Jr

CB Jahari Rogers

CB Bryce McMorris

S Bryan Massey

S Chace Cromartie

Projected Defense

K Brendan Hall

P Matt Fraanje

KR Bryan Massey

PR Jayleen Record

Projected Special Teams

HC Rhett Lashlee

OC Casey Woods

DC Scott Symons

Coaching Staff

QB Tanner Mordecai

RB Tre Siggers

WR Jordan Kerley

WR Rashee Rice

WR Dylan Goffney

TE Simon Gonzalez

RT Marcus Bryant

RG Justin Osborne

C Branson Hickman

LG Cameron Ervin

LT Jaylon Thomas

Projected Offense

The Mustangs welcome back a new leader in Rhett Lashlee. After a disappointing 2021 season after 
starting 7-0 then finishing 8-4, Sonny Dykes decided to head across town to take the reins for the 
TCU Horned Frogs. As coach Lashlee gets the pieces in place for his offense and team overall, do 
not expect too much this season. SMU is building for the future AAC without the three powerhouse 
programs, the Mustangs will hope to stay in the middle of the pack this season and keep close with 
East Carolina and Memphis’ talent.
OFFENSE: Coach Rhett Lashlee will be calling the plays this 
season as he develops the new system. He comes right in 
welcoming new talent RJ Maryland and transfer Camar Whea-
ton, along with returning rusher Tre Siggers and top receiver 
Rashee Rice. Last season, Coach Lashlee was calling the plays 
for the Miami Hurricanes, and two seasons before that, he was 
in the same role for the Mustangs. So he returns to familiar 
stomping grounds, hoping to make his own history in the new 
look AAC.

With so much talent at the skill positions, the only deci-
sion for Coach Lashlee will be who will throw the ball. Will 
it be returning starter Tanner Mordecai or will it be redshirt 
freshman Preston Stone who was recruited by Coach Lashlee. 
Mordecai set records last season as the Mustangs play caller 
and looks to be the obvious option to start the season.

With the Mustang’s leading rusher returning for his 5th 
collegiate season, Siggers will be option one for Coach Lashlee 
as he gets things set in place. As the season develops do not be 
surprised if transfer Camar Wheaton will become the featured 
back with a unique skill set and extreme speed out of the 
back field. The running back room will be the deepest of skill 
positions for the Mustangs this fall.

After losing the talent of Danny Gray, Grant Calcaterra 
and Reggie Roberson Jr, the Mustangs get the luxury of return-
ing their top pass catcher from last season in Rashee Rice. 
Along with Rice expect to see an improved role for Jordan 
Kerley in the system, and add newcomers Kelvontay Dixon 
and RJ Maryland to come in and play a factor right away. The 
receiving core has the most talent on the offense, this season is 
very much a prove it season for the Mustangs pass catchers.

The Mustangs added some top level talent to their offen-
sive line by welcoming in Owen Condon from Georgia and Joe 
Bissinger from Virginia. The offensive line will be a big com-
petition all offseason as the Mustangs look to replace Hayden 
Howerton, SMU leader in games played, and Alan Ali who 
transferred to TCU to rejoin former coach Sonny Dykes.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Mustangs

SUMMARY: The Mustangs get a favorable schedule this season as they welcome TCU, Cincinnati 
and Houston to The Hilltop. If SMU can somehow harness the same energy that got them off to a 
7-0 start in 2021, there is a chance that they can knock off one of the top dogs as they depart for the 
Big 12. The offense won’t have any issues scoring this season and we will look to see how new talent 
can play into the SMU flashy offense. The Mustangs primary goal this season will be to develop 
under the new direction of Coach Lashlee and keep in the top half of the AAC standings so they can 
step into the leaders of the new look AAC in 2023.

DEFENSE: To say Defensive Coordinator Scott Symons has his work cut out for him would be a 
huge understatement. After spending the last two seasons as Liberty’s defensive coordinator, he 
moves up into the AAC to test his coaching ability. With better talent and tougher competition, he 
will have to overcome a lot in his first season in Dallas.

The defense only returns 7 starters from a questionable defense in 2021. But the strength of the 
returning talent is on the defensive line. DeVere Levelston and Elijah Chatman will be the anchors 
on the defense, and will be one of the only bright sides for this defense. DeVere Levelston will be 
the highlight for SMU’s team. After tallying 6.5 sacks, 10.5 tackles for loss and a total 38 tackles last 
season, expect his name to come up quite often in the best defensive ends in the AAC. DeVere is 
playing for his draft stock in 2022, as many NFL scouts are already targeting him as a sleeper who 
can play anywhere on the defensive line in the NFL.

The other top returning defender is linebacker Turner Coxe, who totaled 36 tackles, 7 for loss, 
and 5 sacks in 2021. He will be moving around quite a lot as he tries to add some consistency to the 
middle of this Mustang defense. Alongside Coxe, will be returning grad transfer Isaac Slade-Matau-
tia. The athletic linebacker definitely added some versatility to the Mustang defense in 2021, but he 
will need to step up in a big way to fill some holes for the Mustangs. 

The biggest elephant in the room, aside from the new coaching staff, is the dire need of help in 
the defensive backs room. After giving up 31.1 points per game and only recording 4 interceptions 
from their defensive backs last season there will need to be a big upstep from a mostly veteran room. 
Chace Cromartie will be the name to keep an eye on as he led the defensive backs last season with 38 
tackles and 1 interception. Bryce McMorris is the young gun in the room and looks to get significant 
playing time this season at corner after recording 22 tackles and 4 defended passes last season.
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TEMPLE OWLS

9/2 at Duke
9/10 vs Lafayette
9/17 vs Rutgers
9/24 vs UMass
10/1 at Memphis
10/13 at UCF
10/21 vs Tulsa
10/29 at Navy
11/5 vs USF
11/12 at Houston
11/19 vs Cincinnati
11/26 vs East Carolina

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Quincy Patterson: Patterson is a former 

four star recruit from the 2018 class (247 Sports), 
who played three seasons at Virginia Tech before 
heading to North Dakota State. He left NDSU after 
losing the starting gig. Patterson has never seemed 
to click in a starting position, so he hopes he can 
make a splash in Philadelphia.

• RB Darvon Hubbard: The former three star 
recruit (247 Sports) originally committed to Ohio 
State and ended up decommitting after Urban Mey-
er retired. He then headed to Texas A&M, where 
he was limited on playing time before deciding 
to transfer to Temple. He joins former Ohio State 
Running Backs Coach Stan Drayton at Temple.

• DB Dominick Hill: Hill was a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) that suited up in 12 games for South 
Carolina, recording only 6 tackles in his appearanc-
es. The corner showed lots of promise coming out 
of high school.

Top Recruits:
• OL Jackson Pruitt: Pruitt was a two way line 

player getting reps at offensive guard and defensive 
tackle all four years of high school. At 6’5” and 300 
lbs, the three star recruit (247 Sports) looks to jump 
into the running for a spot on the offensive line 
right away. 

• LB Corey Yeoman: Yeoman was a three star 
linebacker recruit (247 Sports) who started his 
high school career running the offense from the 
quarterback position and leading the defense from 
the linebacker position. He has been praised for his 
ability to read the offense and how quickly he can 
move all over the field.

• DL Zamar Grove: Grove is another two way player 
that is focusing on the defensive side of the ball. 
The three star edge rusher (247 Sports) lined up 
on the edge for defensive schemes alongside other 
top end Division 1 recruits in high school. He also 
lined up at tight end, so his speed and versatility 
will be a huge addition for the Owls defensive line.

Key Departures:
• WR Jadan Blue: Blue had a breakout 2019 season, 

when he caught 95 passes for 1,067 yards and four 
touchdowns. After back to back disappointing 
seasons it’s no surprise Jadan tried to find the 
best place for him to get his career back on track. 
He chose to transfer to Virginia Tech for his final 
season.

• DB Amir Tyler: The leading tackler from the 2021 
campaign has graduated and is attempting to find 
an NFL team to give him an opportunity to make 
his name at the pro level. Over four seasons in 
Philadelphia, Tyler accumulated 115 tackles and 
three fumble recoveries. 

• OL C.J. Perez: Last year’s starting center leaves 
with hopes of landing on an NFL roster in the 
2022 season. Throughout his tenure at Temple, he 
developed into a great zone blocking center with a 
strong ability to get to the second level.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Jordan Magee: Magee returns to Temple for 

his redshirt sophomore season after recording 54 
total tackles in 2021. The two way player in high 
school settled into a hybrid linebacker/safety role 
and uses his quarterback vision to give him an 
advantage while roaming the field. 

• DB Cameron Ruiz: Ruiz returns to Temple for his 
redshirt senior season. He will look to lock down 
the defensive backfield as he returns with 31 tackles 
and a fumble recovery in 2021. The former North-
western transfer seems to have settled in at Temple.

• WR Jose Barbon: The top pass catcher from the 
2021 season returning to Temple is Jose Baron. He 
comes back as a redshirt junior, and he should be 
excited for new offensive minded Head Coach Stan 
Drayton. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Philadelphia, PA
• Enrollment: 37,365
• Founded: 1884
• Mascot: Hooter the Owl

Stadium Facts
• Lincoln Financial Field
• Capacity: 69,879
• Built: 2003

Football Facts
• Record: 334-431-26
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Temple

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Temple’s got an experienced coach in Stan Drayton. He does have 
a tough task this season. This roster is not up to snuff to compete 
in the conference. Some players to watch include OT Isaac Moore, 
LB Jordan Magee and S Alex Odom. Coach Drayton brings an 
offensive mindset to a team that didn’t even average 300 yards 
per game last year. Coach Drayton has a QB battle to figure out. 
The leading rusher is back, who only had 321 yards last year. The 
offense as a whole was not productive at all, and it doesn’t look too 
promising this year. Coach Drayton is going to struggle in 2022.”
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DE Dyshier Clary

DT Jerquavion Mahone

DT Xach Gill

LB Layton Jordan

LB Jordan Magee

LB Kobe Wilson

LB Yvandy Rigby

CB Cameron Ruiz

CB Keyshawn Paul

S DaeSean Winston

S Alex Odom

Projected Defense

K Rory Bell

P Noah Botsford

KR Amad Anderson Jr

PR Amad Anderson Jr

Projected Special Teams

HC Stan Drayton

OC Danny Langsdorf

DC DJ Eliot

Coaching Staff

QB D’Wan Mathis

RB Edward Saydee

WR Jose Barbon

WR Amad Anderson Jr

WR Malik Cooper

TE David Martin-Robinson

RT Victor Stoffel

RG Adam Klein

C Bryce Thoman

LG Wisdom Quarshie

LT Isaac Moore

Projected Offense
The Temple Owls welcome new Head Coach Stan Drayton to take the reins in Philadelphia. Coach 
Drayton has made stops all over the place in his almost 30 years in coaching. Since Matt Rhule left in 
2016, the Owls have had back to back failure hires to replace him with Geoff Collins and Rod Carey. 
Coach Drayton comes in with plenty of work to do and he is hot on the transfer portal and recruiting 
trail. Temple will take whatever they can get this season in terms of success, but the main goal is for 
Coach Drayton to right the ship and get Temple back to its winning ways in the AAC and that starts 
with bringing in talent.
OFFENSE: Offensive Coordinator Danny Langsdorf brings 
his knowledge of the spread offense and mix of collegiate and 
professional experience to help Coach Drayton kick things off in 
Philadelphia. Coach Langsdorf gets an empty cupboard for the 
most part returning the quarterback and leading rusher from last 
season. 

While returning starter D’Wan Mathis has returned, the 
new coaching staff also welcomes in veteran transfer Quincy 
Patterson, who many believe will leapfrog Mathis for the starting 
job. D’Wan Mathis, in one season, didn’t prove too much, with 
his 1,223 yards passing for a mere six touchdowns. Quincy Pat-
terson comes in from North Dakota State, where he passed for 
813 yards and six touchdowns and tacked on another 660 yards 
rushing with seven touchdowns. The quarterback battle will be 
one to watch as the season approaches.

The leading rusher is back, but saying leading rusher isn’t 
really saying too much for what was a less than an ideal run game 
in 2021. Edward Saydee rushed for 321 yards on 87 carries with 
three touchdowns. He will head the running backs room until 
two new transfer running backs get used to the new offense and 
take control of the run game. Former three star running back re-
cruits (247 Sports) Darvon Hubbard from Texas A&M and Jakari 
Norwood from Illinois, round out the stable of running backs. 

Jose Barbon is the returning receiver who tied the team lead 
in catches last year and finished second in yardage and touch-
down grabs. After Barbon, the team returns only 42 receptions 
for 448 yards from their wide receivers. Those stats come from 
Amad Anderson Jr, Malik Cooper, Kadas Reams and De’Von 
Fox. The transfers of Ian Stewart from Michigan State, and Adon-
icas Sanders from Georgia Tech will hopefully give the Owls 
somebody for Mathis and Patterson to throw to. 

One positive from the offense for the 2022 season should be 
play of offensive lineman Isaac Moore, who is projected to be 
a late round talent in the 2023 NFL Draft. The Owl tackle has 
been praised for his quality footwork and technique while being 
able to use his athleticism to get through would-be tacklers and 
getting to the second level.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Temple

SUMMARY: The goal this season for new Head Coach Stan Drayton is not to win football games. 
It’s to fix the problems. The biggest problem is finding the talent that can bring the Owls back to 
relevancy in football. Coach Drayton will hope to find what former coach, and now NFL Head 
Coach, Matt Rhule did for the Owls, and that is to create a family environment and keep the local 
talent home. If Temple can get wins this season, it will be mainly in the non-conference as they get 
Duke, Lafayette, Rutgers and UMass. Then, they will welcome fellow AAC cellar dweller USF later in 
the season. 

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator D.J. Eliot joins the Temple Owls after being the defensive play 
caller for Kansas, Colorado and Kentucky. He will implement a 3-4 look for the Owls and will im-
mediately start focusing on bringing in talent to fill out the defense.

The defensive line’s leading tackler from 2021 Jerquavion Mahone is back and looking to 
improve on his numbers from last season. The Owls also welcomed back Xach Gill from an injury 
which sidelined him all of 2021. The player to keep an eye on as the season moves on will be redshirt 
freshman Jordan Laudato, who has shown some spark in the run stop during spring practices.

The returning lead tackling linebacker is calling the shots for the defense now. Jordan Magee 
will look to anchor Eliot’s defensive formations and continue to improve on his impressive redshirt 
freshman totals. The veteran Layton Jordan looks to be a hybrid type linebacker who will be able 
to get in the backfield and create some chaos. Freshman linebacker Corey Yeoman will be coming 
in hoping to make an immediate impact on the field. With his athletic ability he could be a much 
needed skill to add to this group.

The veterans of the defense are in the defensive backfield. Alex Odom, the redshirt sophomore, 
returns after putting up 56 tackles last season. He will look to lead the safeties along with Muheem 
Macargo, who is transitioning from linebacker, and will most likely get significant time once he’s 
fully learned the coverages. On the corners, the addition of Dominick Hill from South Carolina 
pairs up with returning redshirt senior Cameron Ruiz to try and lock down some of these scary 
AAC passing attacks.
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TULANE GREEN WAVE

9/3 vs UMass
9/10 vs Alcorn State
9/17 at Kansas State
9/24 vs Southern Miss
9/30 at Houston
10/8 vs East Carolina
10/15 at USF
10/22 vs Memphis
11/5 at Tulsa
11/12 vs UCF
11/17 vs SMU
11/26 at Cincinnati

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DL Patrick Jenkins: The former four star recruit 

(247 Sports) left TCU to join the Green Wave 
back in his home territory. He recorded 27 tackles, 
5 tackles for loss and 1 sack over 18 total games 
at TCU. He is projected to battle for the starting 
position this season.

• WR Lawrence Keys III: Another former four star 
recruit (247 Sports) returns home after playing in 
a reserve role for Notre Dame. Keys is a dynamic 
receiver and has lots of speed. He will be competing 
for playing time in the offense and will most likely 
make returns for the Green Wave in 2022. 

• RB Ashaad Clayton: Clayton left Colorado after 
two seasons. The former four star recruit (247 
Sports) returns home to join Tulane’s running 
backs room. He was limited in playing time while 
in Colorado, recording 3 touchdowns on 115 yards 
rushing. Expect him to add depth this season.

Top Recruits:
• TE Blake Gunter: He was a three star recruit (247 

Sports), and he was the number one tight end in the 
state of Mississippi. Gunter had offers from Arkan-
sas, where his father played, and Ole Miss, where 
his brother played, along with quite a few other high 
profile schools. 

• DL Maxie Baudoin IV: The three star recruit (247 
Sports) had numerous offers across the SEC, but 
ended up choosing to stay close to home and play 
for Tulane. The 6’6” 290 lb lineman will quickly look 
to get into the rotation for the Green Wave. Numer-
ous coaches praised his athletic ability to not only 
cause havoc in the trenches, but also has the ability 
to run down the ball east and west on the field. 

• LB Taylor Love: At 6’1” and 220 lbs, the three star 
recruit (247 Sports) chose Tulane over Georgia Tech 
and East Carolina. The tackling machine joins Tu-
lane and will most likely get some reps his freshman 
season after the coaching staff has sung his praises.

Key Departures:
• DL Jeffrey Johnson: After four seasons in New 

Orleans, Jeffrey is heading to prove his worth in 
Oklahoma. After racking up 44 tackles and 2.5 
sacks last season, it brought his Green Wave career 
total to 135 tackles, 10 sacks and 1 fumble recovery. 
He will be an instant impact player for OU.

• DB Jaylon Monroe: After four seasons suiting up 
for the Green Wave, he accumulated 146 tackles, 
3 interceptions, 29 passes defended and 2 forced 
fumbles. Jaylon ended up getting two invites to 
rookie camps and hopes to land on a roster for the 
2023 NFL season.

• OL Corey Dublin: After getting time in 58 games 
for Tulane, Corey declared for the NFL Draft 
hoping someone would take a shot on the versatile 
interior lineman. After going undrafted, Corey has 
had a few rookie camp invites and will be looking 
to land on a roster to continue his development.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Tyjae Spears: He had a breakout season in 

2021 when he totaled 1,008 yards and 9 touch-
downs. With all of the offensive weapons returning 
from last year, expect a duplicate work load for 
Tyjae. 

• QB Michael Pratt: Pratt threw for 2,381 yards, 21 
touchdowns and added another 5 rushing touch-
downs. The junior quarterback will be poised to 
have a huge redemption season as the entire Tulane 
weaponry has returned, and there is lots of talent 
on the Green Wave offense in the 2022 season.

• DB Macon Clark: Clark showed his ball hawk ca-
pabilities in 2021 tallying four interceptions along 
with 73 tackles and a sack. Along with 8 returning 
defenders, Clark will look to improve on his stats 
for his senior season as he hopes to build off Tu-
lane’s good showing in the last five games of 2021.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: New Orleans, LA
• Enrollment: 14,062
• Founded: 1834
• Mascot: Riptide the Pelican

Stadium Facts
• Yulman Stadium
• Capacity: 30,000
• Built: 2014

Football Facts
• Record: 517-646-35
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Tulane
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“2021 was the worst ever season for Coach Fritz while at Tulane. 
They had a number of close losses. With a nice core of guys 
coming back, expect to see an increase in the win column. Michael 
Pratt is a tough and underrated QB. They have a solid thunder 
and lightning pairing at RB. Keep an eye on Nick Anderson and 
Dorian Williams at LB. They are one of the best duos at that 
position in the group of 5. Tulane should be able to at least double 
their 2 wins from last year and possibly be a bowl team.”
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DE Keith Cooper Jr

DT Adonis Friloux

DT Eric Hicks Jr

DE Angelo Anderson

LB Nick Anderson

LB Dorian Williams

LB Armoni Dixon

CB Jadon Canady

CB Lance Robinson

S Macon Clark

S Larry Brooks

Projected Defense

K Graham Dable

P Casey Glover

KR Jha’Quan Jackson

PR Tyjae Spears

Projected Special Teams

HC Willie Fritz

OC Jim Svoboda

DC Chris Hampton

Coaching Staff

QB Michael Pratt

RB Tyjae Spears

WR Duece Watts

WR Shae Wyatt

WR Jha’Quan Jackson

TE Tyrick James

RT Rashad Green

RG Caleb Thomas

C Sincere Haynesworth

LG Rashad Green

LT Joey Claybrook

Projected Offense
Tulane and Coach Willie Fritz will look to rebound quickly on an extremely disappointing 2021 
campaign, with a favorable 2022 schedule. With so many returning starters, Coach Fritz could have 
this team in the top 5 in the AAC which would be a historic turnaround in college football. As the 
top 3 schools ship out for the Big12, Tulane hopes they can leap up to the top of the new look AAC.
OFFENSE: New Offensive Coordinator Jim Svoboda joins the 
Green Wave this season after many seasons of head coaching in 
the Division 2 ranks. With a returning quarterback, returning 
running backs, returning wide receivers and returning tight end 
from last season, Svoboda has the experience needed for a solid 
offense. Coach Svoboda brings in a west coast offense, which 
should give Tulane an opportunity to fully exhibit all of their 
returning options.

Junior quarterback Michael Pratt returns and hopes to have 
a more lucrative 2022 season. After breaking onto the scene his 
freshman season, his 2021 campaign was plagued by lack of a 
pocket to throw in. With a change to a west coast offense and fo-
cus on the fundamentals of running the ball and protecting the 
quarterback, expect to see a drastic improvement from season to 
season for Pratt. 

The entire running backs room has returned, and it is the 
most talented of Tulane’s offensive groups. Highlighted by 
returning dynamic back Tyjae Spears, who led the team in total 
yards last year with 863 yards on the ground and 145 yards 
through the air. Spears has game changing speed and ability, 
and he will see the majority of the touches this season. Cameron 
Carroll is the big work horse in the backfield. Expect to see 
him featured heavily in short yardage situations. Add Ashaad 
Clayton from Colorado, and you have the middle man between 
Tyjae and Cameron. Clayton would be the third option in the 
run game, but could be seen in some split back play action 
formations. The versatility in the backfield for the Green Wave 
this season will give Coach Svoboda plenty of opportunity to use 
his 40 years of coaching to get the Green Wave towards the top 
of the AAC in offense.

Tyrick James, last season’s leading receiver, returns at the 
tight end position. He will gladly give up the leading receiv-
er title to one of the wide receivers this year. Highlighted by 
transfer Lawrence Keys III and returning receivers Duece Watts 
and Jha’Quan Jackson, Coach Svoboda will look to give someone 
true wide receiver one numbers this season.

The success of the entire Green Wave offense lies on the of-
fensive line which has been a huge struggle in years past. Coach 
Svoboda believes Tulane has caught up to the rest of the AAC in 
line talent. They highlight their offensive line this season with 
returning left tackle Joey Claybrooks, 6’6” 300 lbs, and center 
Sincere Haynesworth, 6’1” 305 lbs, who are both projected to be 
2023 NFL draft selections.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Tulane

SUMMARY: While 2021 was an extremely disappointing season for Coach Willie Fritz and the 
Green Wave, the addition of a new west coast minded offensive coordinator, returning weapons on 
offense tied with a defense poised to continue late season success, fans could be in store for a spoiler 
team in the AAC with the resurgence of the Tulane Green Wave in 2022 and beyond.

DEFENSE: Looking to improve on an impressive final five games, returning Defensive Coordinator 
Chris Hampton wants to see his team step up. Coach Hampton returns 8 starters from last season 
which finished in the top 50 in defense and finished 4th in the AAC with 34 total sacks. With the re-
turning talent, Coach Hampton hopes the defensive backs could truly lead this defense to impressive 
levels.

The defensive line will be anchored by returning defender Darius Hodges, who recorded an im-
pressive 16.5 tackles for loss last season. Add Patrick Jenkins in from TCU who will be getting every 
down playing time. The Tulane defensive line will be very youthful and will be taking direction from 
the leaders in the linebacking crew and hope to lend aid into pressing the opposing quarterbacks in 
2021.

The defensive leaders are in the linebacking crew in 2022. Dorian Williams and Nick Anderson, 
who combined for 129 tackles with 5 sacks, a forced fumble and 2 fumbles recovered, will dictate how 
this defense plays this season. Coach Hampton feels he has two of the best linebackers in the nation 
and will be counting on them to lead this Green Wave defense all season long. Keep an eye on a 
developing linebackers group with Jesus Machado, 10 tackles in 2021, and redshirt freshman Mandel 
Eugene Jr and Corey Platt Jr to break into the circulation this season.

Returning senior Macon Clark, who really showed out last year racking up 73 tackles, 4 intercep-
tions and 1 sack, pairs up with senior Larry Brooks, who had 40 tackles and 1 sack, to make a very 
formidable safety combination. At the corner positions, Tulane truly needs someone to shine out. 
Highlighted by returning true freshman Jadon Canady, who recorded 55 tackles and 2 interceptions 
last season, he will be the feature corner as Lance Robinson will get the call on the opposite side for 
now. Look for names like Jarius Monroe and Kiland Harrison to also get snaps at the corner position 
this season.
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TULSA GOLDEN HURRICANE

9/3 at Wyoming
9/10 vs Northern Illinois
9/17 vs Jackson State
9/24 at Ole Miss
10/1 vs Cincinnati
10/8 at Navy
10/21 at Temple
10/29 vs SMU
11/5 vs Tulane
11/10 at Memphis
11/18 vs USF
11/26 at Houston

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OL Brody Wisecarver: Wisecarver was a 3 star 

recruit (247 Sports) out of St Louis. Brody was at 
Illinois for one season. Wisecarver will come in 
and add strength to a depleted offensive line at the 
tackle spot.

• DL Ani Izuchukwu: He was a highly sought after 3 
star recruit (247 Sports) that had offers from almost 
every top collegiate program before landing at Mis-
sissippi State. King Ani has been plagued by injury. 
With a new team, King Ani hopes to be able to stay 
healthy so he can make an immediate impact for 
the Golden Hurricane.

• DL Jayden Simon: Simon was a former 3 star re-
cruit (247 Sports), who had offers from many FCS 
schools before accepting his best offer at Colorado. 
He played sparingly during his redshirt freshman 
season at CU. Jayden will come in and look to add 
quality depth to Tulsa’s defensive line.

Top Recruits:
• DB Nunu Campbell: Campbell is a three-star re-

cruit (247 Sports), who chose to stay home instead 
of taking offers from numerous teams including 
Kansas and Washington State. Nunu is a unique tal-
ent. He played football, basketball and track in high 
school. Tulsa looks to use him primarily at corner.

• LB Eli McWilliams: He is a three-star linebacker 
(247 Sports) out of Oklahoma. Eli hit some growth 
spurts and transitioned from defensive back to 
linebacker later in his high school career. With his 
ability to cover and speed to go with it, he adds a 
very versatile player in the middle of the defense. 

• WR Keith Wheeler: He is a three-star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Houston. He will come in and 
compete right away due to the Golden Hurricane 
losing so many receiving options in the offseason. 
Wheeler has been praised for his work ethic and 
drive when it comes to practice and drills. 

Key Departures:
• OL Tyler Smith: He left for the NFL and was se-

lected in the first round by the Dallas Cowboys. His 
violent style and broad shoulders has the Cowboys 
thinking Smith could be a solid player and develop 
into a franchise lineman.

• OL Chris Paul: Paul left for the NFL and was 
selected in the seventh round by the Washington 
Commanders. Paul was a big reason for the recent 
success in the Tulsa running attack. As he leaves for 
the NFL, Tulsa is left with a gaping hole and no one 
to replace him. 

• DL Jaxon Player: The former 4 star recruit (247 
Sports) leaves Tulsa and heads to Baylor after 4 
solid seasons for the Golden Hurricane. Looking at 
the board for the 2023 NFL draft, Jaxon was pro-
jected to be a third day selection. After a monster 
senior season recording 50 tackles, 15 tackles for 
loss, 5 sacks and a forced fumble, the only way he 
thought he could improve his draft stock was to 
move up to some tougher competition.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Justin Wright: The defensive MVP and leader 

of the 2021 team returns for his senior season. 
Justin is the quarterback of the defense, he will 
read the line and the quarterback to try and get his 
defense set up to stop the play. Although he’s un-
dersized, he could be a viable option at linebacker 
in the NFL given the opportunity.

• QB Davis Brin: Brin returns as the only man to 
throw the ball last season for the Golden Hurricane 
offense. Losing the majority of his receiving op-
tions, he will be spending all offseason developing 
timing with the new players and the players step-
ping up from smaller roles last season. 

• DL Anthony Goodlow: Goodlow played a full 
season last season after breaking onto the season 
for Tulsa in his sophomore season. In the past two 
seasons, Anthony has tallied up 60 total tackles 
and 10 sacks in 21 games. Goodlow will have the 
opportunity to be one of the most improved players 
with some key losses on the defensive line. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Tulsa, OK
• Enrollment: 3,740
• Founded: 1894
• Mascot: Captain Cane

Stadium Facts
• H. A. Chapman Stadium
• Capacity: 30,000
• Built: 1930

Football Facts
• Record: 502-466-18
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 27 
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Tulsa

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Montgomery’s team has always been known for their 
defense. That won’t change this season. Anthony Goodlow is 
someone to watch for on the D-line. Justin Wright and Kendarin 
Ray are two leaders on that side of the ball, which has no glaring 
weakness. The offense does need to improve. The offensive line is 
uncertain as two guys got drafted. There are a few guys that need 
to step up at receiver and running back as well. Expect the defense 
to win this team a few games and keep them competitive in almost 
all of them.”

Photo by UT AthleticsPhoto by UT AthleticsPictured: Justin WrightPictured: Justin Wright
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DE Anthony Goodlow

DT Joseph Anderson

DT Haydon Grant

LB Grant Sawyer

LB Justin Wright

LB Jon-Michael Terry

CB Tyon Davis

CB Tyree Carlisle

CB Bryson Powers

S Jaise Oliver

S Kendarin Ray

Projected Defense

K Zack Long

P Lachlan Wilson

KR Anthony Watkins

PR Kamdyn Benjamin

Projected Special Teams

HC Philip Montgomery

OC Calvin Lowry/
Beau Trahan

DC Luke Olson

Coaching Staff

QB Davis Brin

RB Deneric Prince

WR Isaiah Epps

WR JuanCarlos Santana

WR Keylon Stokes

TE Ethan Hall

RT Bryce Bray

RG Chester Baah

C Gerard Wheeler

LG Will Farniok

LT Jaden Muskrat

Projected Offense The Golden Hurricane have their work cut out for them in a clear transition season. Losses across 
the board at almost every position leave the cupboard dry for head coach Philip Montgomery in 
his 8th season at Tulsa. Coach Montgomery does have the perks of both his offensive and defensive 
leaders back on this year’s roster. He will hope for some diamonds in the rough to come out and 
shine with hopes of Tulsa having a winning record in 2022. Tulsa has a very poor draw, in regards to 
the schedule. Tulsa will travel to Ole Miss for an early road match-up, host Cincinnati and travel to 
Memphis and Houston late in the season. 
OFFENSE: The offensive game calling is split between Head 
Coach Philip Montgomery and Co-Passing coordinators Calvin 
Lowry and Beau Trahan. Coach Lowry and Coach Trahan were 
given pass play calling responsibilities before the beginning of 
the 2021 season. In that season, Tulsa had a running back with 
over 1,000 yards rushing and a receiver with over 1,000 yards 
receiving. Will they be able to duplicate their success last season 
with a rebuilt offensive line and new receiving core?

Davis Brin returns at the helm for the Golden Hurricane 
offense. The redshirt senior quarterback will try to improve on 
his season as the primary signal-caller. He accumulated over 
3,300 yards of total offense and 19 touchdowns. Davis has lost 
all of his top receivers from last season and lost two NFL qual-
ity offensive linemen. There will be a lot of pressure for Davis 
to make quality decisions with a worse pocket and pedestrian 
outside threats. For most of the offseason, he has been working 
with the new targets to get the timing down. One thing on his 
side is the returning strength of running backs to ease some of 
the pressure.

With the loss of 1,000 yard rusher Shamari Brooks, the 
Golden Hurricanes will turn to spell backs Deneric Prince and 
Anthony Watkins. Deneric Prince was the more dynamic op-
tion out of the backfield, giving Tulsa a quality receiving back. 
He totaled 591 yards of total offense with 5 touchdowns on 107 
touches last season. Anthony Watkins was much more efficient 
with his touches and will look to capitalize on more opportuni-
ties this season. He totaled 662 yards and 4 touchdowns on 90 
attempts last season.

Leading receivers from last season are almost all gone. 
Josh Johnson is gone to the Detroit Lions and Sam Crawford Jr 
departed for the Rice Owls. This leaves senior J.C. Santana and 
transfer wide receiver Isaiah Epps to lead the receiving crew. 
There will be some freshmen coming in to compete for reps led 
by Keith Wheeler. Will any receiver come close to a 1,000 yard 
campaign? 

While Tulsa welcomes in redshirt freshman transfer Bryce 
Wisecarver, the interior lineman will be shuffling to see who 
can hold their own at the guard positions. Gerard Wheeler is a 
redshirt senior and will anchor at the center position. Juniors 
Will Farnoik and Chester Baah will try to lead the unit in an 
attempt to solidify the entire offensive line.  

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Tulsa

SUMMARY: The 2022 Tulsa Golden Hurricane are about as unpredictable as a storm rolling in off 
the coast. If this defense can truly step up and put the offense in quality positions to score, they 
could be spoilers for some of the group of 5 programs. This offense seems to be one of the few 
throughout the conference that has not improved drastically from last season. It will be an interest-
ing start to the season as they head to Wyoming, then welcome top MAC program Northern Illinois. 
After that, Tulsa welcomes Coach Deion Sanders and Jackson State who are looking to break out of 
the HBCU and prove their worth. This could be a rebuilding season for Tulsa

DEFENSE: Newly appointed Defensive Coordinator Luke Olson takes a welcomed promotion after 
being on the coaching staff for 12 seasons. If the spring practice shows how good this defense could 
be, Coach Olson will be on the fast track to getting his own head coaching job soon.

Anthony Goodlow anchors the defensive line. He has the most potential for improvement after 
losing Jaxon Player to Baylor. Goodlow put up impressive numbers alongside Jaxon’s very impres-
sive 2021 campaign, with 28 tackles, 7 tackles for loss, 6 sacks and a recovered fumble. The veteran 
line will look to step up and prove that Tulsa’s defense is looking to plug the run and get after the 
quarterback in the 2022 campaign.

The leader of the defense has returned for what may be his last season for the Golden Hurri-
canes. Justin Wright was the Defensive MVP with 83 tackles, 3.5 sacks, one interception, one forced 
fumble and one fumble recovery. He will have his work cut out for him as it seems every offense 
in the AAC has improved weaponry. Lining up with Justin this season will be Grant Sawyer and 
Jon-Michael Terry, who added 43 tackles, a sack and a forced fumble last season.

The one weakness the Golden Hurricanes showed in the spring game was balls thrown to the 
flat. The defensive secondary overall showed good cohesive playmaking ability and will need this 
defense to get the ball in the hands of the offense with favorable field advantages. The secondary is 
led by redshirt senior Kendarin Ray, who had 33 tackles, a sack and a forced fumble in 2021. Along 
with Ray, redshirt juniors Tyree Carlisle and Jaise Oliver also lineup at safety. This gives the defense a 
good quality veteran presence over the top. Out on the corners, we will see veteran starters Tyon Da-
vis and Bryson Powers. There will be a lot of new faces fighting for playing time. It will be interesting 
to see if any freshmen will get to see the field for quality snaps this season.
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UCF KNIGHTS

9/1 vs South Carolina State
9/9 vs Louisville
9/17 at FAU
9/24 vs Georgia Tech
10/1 vs SMU
10/13 vs Temple
10/22 at East Carolina
10/29 vs Cincinnati
11/5 at Memphis
11/12 at Tulane
11/19 vs Navy
11/26 at USF

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB John Rhys Plumlee: Plumlee is coming over 

from Ole Miss and a Lane Kiffin run offense. This 
was his first offseason participating in spring 
football, so he’s getting his feet wet and will be 
competing with, and is expected to surpass starter 
Mikey Keene. Most springs John has spent roaming 
centerfield on the baseball diamond.

• WR Kobe Hudson: Hudson is being welcomed 
with open arms by the Knight’s coaching staff. The 
former number one option at Auburn was “kicked 
off the team” according to his Instagram post. Kobe 
pulled in 44 catches with 580 yards, and 4 touch-
downs last season.

• LB Terrence Lewis: Lewis, a former five star 
recruit (247 Sports), missed all of last season with 
injuries. After returning home, there have been 
some off the field concerns, but UCF is hopeful the 
former number one linebacker in the nation will be 
able to dominate the AAC this season.

Top Recruits:
• DB Nikai Martinez: Martinez is a four star recruit 

(247 Sports) that was being targeted by SEC schools 
and rival Cincinnati. Martinez can play any position 
in the secondary, and play them well, expect to see 
him making an impact this season for the Knights.

• QB Thomas Castellanos: He is a three star athlete 
recruit (247 Sports) that will be coming to UCF and 
compete in the quarterback room. While in high 
school, Thomas played football, soccer, basketball 
and participated in track and field. He will hope to 
make a major impact on the Knights offense in the 
coming years.

• DBs Ja’Cari Henderson and Demari Henderson: 
The brothers announced that wherever they were 
being recruited to, they’d be coming as a package 
deal. At 6’0”, 160 lbs, they will need to bulk up to get 
some time on the field. But, the talented corners will 
be coming in and adding some quality depth. Look 
for them to get more snaps as the season progresses.

Key Departures:
• QB Dillon Gabriel: Gabriel is a big loss for UCF. 

In three seasons, he accumulated 554 completions, 
8,037 yards and 70 touchdowns. After being injured 
in the Louisville game, he never saw the field again 
for the Knights.

• WR Jaylon Robinson: He will head to Ole Miss 
after missing most of the 2021 season with a knee 
injury. “Jay Flash” broke out in 2020 with 55 recep-
tions for 979 yards and 6 touchdowns. He may have 
left a few bad tastes in Knights fan’s mouths when 
he said he “needed to get back to the big stage” 
before announcing his commitment to Ole Miss. 

• LB Tatum Bethune: Bethune leaves a huge hole 
in the UCF defense. The best player on the defense 
from last season heads to Tallahassee to join the 
Seminoles. Tatum led the defense with 108 tackles 
and 2 interceptions last season as well as getting 2 
sacks and a forced fumble. 

Key Returning Players:
• RB Isaiah Bowser: Bowser is a fifth year senior. 

Last season, he appeared in 8 games and tallied 
703 rushing yards with 9 touchdowns. With a full 
healthy season under his belt, the sky’s the limit on 
the offensive options for whoever is slinging the 
ball for the Knights.

• RB Johnny Richardson: He took advantage of the 
opportunities given to him in the 2021 campaign. 
Bursting onto the scene, he showed he could not 
only find the gaps in the line but also snag the ball 
out of the backfield. With 733 rushing yards and 3 
touchdowns, paired with 226 receiving yards and 
a receiving touchdown, he has played himself into 
the UCF game plan in 2022.

• WR Ryan O’Keefe: O’Keefe modeled his 2021 
season after what many of the NFL wide receiv-
ers are doing: being versatile. O’Keefe tallied 84 
receptions with 812 yards and 7 touchdowns, along 
with 16 rushing attempts gaining 274 yards and a 
touchdown. The senior will look to duplicate his 
production from 2021. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Orlando, FL
• Enrollment: 70,406
• Founded: 1963
• Mascot: Knightro

Stadium Facts
• FBC Mortgage Stadium
• Capacity: 44,206
• Built: 2007

Football Facts
• Record: 183-135
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 6
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 11-1
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UCF
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Malzahn has a QB battle on his hands. Don’t be shocked 
to see UCF use a two QB system. They have some weapons around 
them with Isaiah Bowser and Ryan O’Keefe. The offense is always 
going to be solid at UCF. The defense does need some improve-
ments. Luckily, they have plenty of experience. The D-line returns 
plenty of starters. The secondary is solid. The linebacking unit has 
some uncertainty though. UCF has the roster to make another 
good bowl game and possibly even get to double digit wins.”
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DE Josh Celiscar

DT Keenan Hester

DT Ricky Barber

DE Tre’Mon Morris-Brash

LB Terrence Lewis

LB Jeremiah Jean-Baptiste

CB Davonte Brown

CB Brandon Adams

CB Justin Hodges

S Divaad Wilson

S Quadric Bullard

Projected Defense

K Daniel Obarski

P Andrew Osteen

KR Johnny Richardson

PR Amari Johnson

Projected Special Teams

HC Gus Malzahn

OC Chip Lindsey

DC Travis Williams

Coaching Staff

QB John Rhys Plumlee

RB Isaiah Bowser

WR Kobe Hudson

WR Ryan O’Keefe

WR Jordan Johnson

TE Kemore Gamble

RT Ryan Swoboda

RG Lokahi Pauole

C Matthew Lee

LG Samuel Jackson

LT Tylan Grable

Projected Offense

The Knights look to show that they are the best of the batch in the AAC this year, before departing 
for the Big 12 next season. UCF is blessed with having the tough matchups fall in their favor in 2022. 
Their first game outside of Florida is on 10/22. They get Louisville and Cincinnati at home, and their 
toughest road matchup is Memphis. The pieces fall in place for UCF to win the AAC and make a 
push for the College Football Playoff.
OFFENSE: Coach Gus Malzahn and Offensive Coordinator 
Chip Lindsey have a decision to make at quarterback, and 
don’t expect it to be set in stone. Most likely, the Ole Miss 
transfer John Rhys Plumlee will take snaps to start the season 
at South Carolina State. But, it is extremely likely that fans will 
see Plumlee, Mikey Keene and freshman Thomas Castellanos 
at any given time this season in a variety of packages. Keene, 
last year’s starting quarterback, took over after Dillon Gabriel 
went down with injury. Keene threw for 1,730 yards and 17 
touchdowns leading the Knights to a 9-4 season.

The true blessing for the Knights is the returning backfield. 
Together, Isaiah Bowser and Johnny Richardson accrued 1,737 
yards and 13 touchdowns on 297 touches from scrimmage. 
Bowser did only appear in 8 games due to injury, so the fifth 
year senior will look to recover and show he can cut it in the 
NFL. Richardson took true advantage of his touches, averaging 
7.4 yards per touch, he will look to be another weapon for the 
UCF offense this season.

Ryan O’Keefe highlights the receiving core for the Knights. 
Averaging 10.9 yards per touch last season, O’Keefe showed he 
has what it takes to develop into a play making option for NFL 
offenses. Seeing the development of NFL wide receivers like 
Deebo Samuel, Tyreek Hill and many others, O’Keefe showed 
his versatility last season lining up wherever Coach Malzahn 
needed him. The Knights landed highly coveted receiving 
option Kobe Hudson in the offseason, after leaving Auburn, he 
hopes to add to this already scary UCF offense in 2022.

An ongoing theme throughout the AAC is what will the 
offensive line do. Coach Malzahn has the privilege of returning 
a huge group of juniors, seniors and even 5 and 6 year seniors. 
With the possibility of a versatile QB taking snaps at any time, 
the line will have some grace and mercy for their downfalls 
from last season. But Coach Malzahn will need to quickly turn 
focus to the recruiting front to restock the lost talent after this 
season.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UCF

SUMMARY: With the Knights favorable schedule, many are projecting them as the 2022 AAC 
Champions. If the Knights can get past a tough Louisville team early in the season at home, they will 
be in good shape. They won’t have a road game outside of Florida until late October when they travel 
to East Carolina. Then, they will have their toughest challenges on back to back weeks as they wel-
come Cincinnati into the Bounce House and then travel to Memphis. With the offensive firepower 
UCF should have an explosive season, and with the creative minds on defense, do not be surprised 
to see the UCF Knights flirting with the College Football Playoff committee late into the season. A 
New Years Six bowl bid is definitely a possibility for the Knights this season.

DEFENSE: Who will step up for Coach Travis Williams and the Knights this season? The defensive 
line welcomes back 5 of the top 7 defensive lineman, so there will be a lot of experience returning. 
To try and make up for the loss of the leading sack getter from last year, the quality is definitely in 
the interior of the line. Hester and Barber welcome some competition from the transfer addition 
of Lee Hunter from Auburn. Expect the big boys in the middle to hold their own. With the loss 
of leading sack getter Big Kat Bryant, Josh Celiscar and Tre’Mon Morris-Brash will be expected to 
make the leap to account for the production lost. Expect to see a carousel of options trying to get to 
the quarterback this season.

The Knights will look to the linebacking crew for some pass rush assistance as well. But, after 
losing their top tackler this offseason, the Knights brought in the nation’s top linebacker recruit from 
the 2021 class. Coach Williams will look to Terrence Lewis and Jeremiah John-Baptiste lock down 
the middle of the field and help the line get after the quarterback to make up for the 108 tackles from 
2021.

The strength of the defense definitely lies in the secondary. Coach Williams has a plethora of 
talent and maybe too few positions to line them up at. Headlined by junior Quadric Bullard, the 
secondary will need to make sure the line has plenty of time to get to the quarterback. The Knights 
welcome in Koby Perry from Austin Peay, who was the Ohio Valley Conference Defensive player of 
the year in 2021 and will be joining for depth in the secondary. Also, UCF is welcoming in freshmen 
Nikai Martinez, Ja’Cari Henderson and Demari Henderson. Expect to see plenty of quality depth 
and play making ability for years to come. Add Davonte Brown, Justin Hodges and Divaad Wilson 
to secure up the veteran defensive backs room and they will give them plenty of options for what 
should be a very unique UCF defense in 2022. 
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USF BULLS

9/3 vs BYU
9/10 vs Howard
9/17 at Florida
9/24 at Louisville
10/1 vs East Carolina
10/8 at Cincinnati
10/15 vs Tulane
10/29 at Houston
11/5 at Temple
11/12 vs SMU
11/18 at Tulsa
11/26 vs UCF

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Gerry Bohanon: The four star quarterback 

from Baylor picked USF over BYU, Missouri, Geor-
gia Tech, Liberty and Oklahoma. Gerry helped lead 
Baylor to a Big 12 Championship and a Sugar Bowl 
victory. He finished the 2021 season with 2,200 
passing yards and 18 touchdowns while adding 9 
rushing touchdowns.  

• DL Clyde Pinder Jr: The four star defensive line-
man from UNC decided to come back home and 
play for the Bulls. During his two years at UNC, he 
appeared in 14 games and will have three seasons 
of eligibility remaining. 

• LB James Gordon IV: The former three star 
recruit from Plant City High School will suit up 
for the hometown Bulls. During his two seasons at 
Minnesota, he appeared in 18 games and will have 
three seasons of eligibility remaining. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Michael Williams: The three star linebacker 

from Michigan held 20 offers and picked USF over 
schools such as Michigan, Ole Miss, Michigan State 
and West Virginia. He finished his senior season 
with 23.5 sacks, which was just two shy of the 
Michigan state record. 

• LB Jhalyn Shuler: The three star linebacker came 
to USF via Coffeyville Community College and 
held offers from ECU, Southern Miss, Coastal Car-
olina and UConn out of high school. He finished 
his two seasons at Coffeyville with 88 tackles and 
11 tackles for a loss. 

• DL Eddie Kelly: The three star defensive lineman 
from West Orange High School picked USF over 
offers from FSU, Florida, FIU, Ole Miss, Maryland 
and Mississippi State to name a few. He finished 
his senior season with 71 tackles and 4.5 sacks and 
even caught 23 passes for six touchdowns. 

Key Departures:
• LB Demaurez Bellamy: The junior played in 10 

games in 2021 with 5 starts at middle linebacker. 
He finished the season with 30 tackles and one 
fumble recovery, and he posted at least one tackle 
in every game he played in 2021.

• TE Mitchell Brinkman: The graduate student 
made 12 starts at tight end in 2021. He finished 
the season with 14 receptions, 173 yards and one 
touchdown. Mitchell caught at least one pass in 
nine games.

• NT Blake Green: The graduate student made 11 
starts at nose tackle and played in all 12 games in 
2021. He finished the 2021 season with 31 tackles. 
Blake was second on the team with 2.5 sacks.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Jaren Mangham: The All-AAC Honorable 

Mention senior running back played in all 12 
games in 2021. He finished the season with 15 
rushing touchdowns which is second most in USF 
history and was 13th in the nation.  

• LB Antonio Grier Jr: The graduate student returns 
for his final season for the Bulls. Grier played in all 
12 games and led USF with 92 tackles in 2021. He 
was named second team All-AAC and Pro Football 
Network All-Conference first team for his perfor-
mance in 2021. 

• RB Brian Battie: The sophomore running back led 
the nation with three kickoff returns for touch-
downs and tied an NCAA game record with two 
100 yard returns in the same game. Battie was 
named a 2021 NCAA Consensus All-American, 
just the second player to earn such honors in USF 
history. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Tampa, FL
• Enrollment: 49,867
• Founded: 1956
• Mascot: Rocky the Bull

Stadium Facts
• Raymond James Stadium
• Capacity: 65,890
• Built: 1998

Football Facts
• Record: 160-137
• Conference: AAC
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“The future is bright in Tampa. Money is being poured into the 
USF program. Coach Jeff Scott has brought in good energy. The 
offense needs to improve. Gerry Bohanon comes in from Baylor 
and will likely win the starting quarterback job. Jaren Mangham 
and Brian Battie are a solid 1-2 punch at running back. WR 
Ajou Ajou was a solid portal pickup. Xavier Weaver and Jimmy 
Horn are two other receivers to watch. The defense really needs 
to improve and it starts at the line of scrimmage. USF needs to 
generate more pressure. The linebackers are solid with Antonio 
Grier and Dwayne Boyles leading the way. The secondary should 
improve as they have a ton of veterans. Overall, this team needs to 
get better and they will. A bowl game is a lofty goal, but not totally 
impossible.”
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• Writtten by James Benedict
             @SSN_USF
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DE Jason Vaughn

DT Clyde Pinder

DT Rashawn Yates

DE Tramel Logan

LB Antonio Grier Jr

LB Dwayne Boyles

LB James Gordon IV

CB Christian Williams

CB Daquan Evans

SS Will Jones II

FS Mekhi Lapointe

Projected Defense

K Spencer Shrader

P Andrew Stokes

KR Brian Battie

PR Xavier Weaver

Projected Special Teams

HC Jeff Scott

OC Travis Trickett

DC Bob Shoop

Coaching Staff

QB Gerry Bohanon

RB Jaren Mangham

WR Xavier Weaver

WR Ajou Ajou

WR Jimmy Horn Jr

TE Chris Carter

RT Demontrey Jacobs

RG Dustyn Hall

C Brad Cecil

LG Demetris Harris

LT Donovan Jennings

Projected Offense

Jeff Scott is entering his third year at the helm and has USF poised for a breakout season in 2022. 
This offseason Scott went out and added new defensive coordinator/safeties coach Bob Shoop. The 
former Broyles Award finalist will introduce an aggressive, in your face type of defense that will be 
a welcomed change to USF fans. After the departure of offensive coordinator Charlie Weis Jr. to Ole 
Miss, Scott hired Travis Trickett. Trickett most recently served as the receivers and tight ends coach 
at West Virginia and has already made huge impacts for USF on the recruiting trail. With the need 
to infuse the roster with immediate talent, Scott added 18 transfers from the portal and is on record 
as saying this is the first time since he was hired that USF has a roster full of D1 talent. 
OFFENSE: In 2021, USF ranked 102nd in total offense with 
351.5 yards per game while averaging 23.17 points per game. 
True freshman Timmy McClain, from Seminole High School, 
came in and earned the starting job by game three and never 
looked back the entire season. McClain finished the season with 
1,888 passing yards, five touchdowns, seven  interceptions and 
added four rushing touchdowns. USF was ready for McClain 
to take a huge step forward in his sophomore campaign. Then, 
news broke on May 8th that former Baylor starting quarterback 
Gerry Bohanon was transferring to USF, and he became the 
immediate favorite to start for the Bulls. Bohanon led Baylor 
to a Big 12 championship in 2021 and finished the year with 
2,200 passing yards and 18 touchdowns. Gerry expects to bring 
a wealth of experience to a very young USF quarterback room 
that will pay huge dividends in the growth of Timmy McClain.  

Protecting the quarterback will be an offensive line that is 
the most experienced on the team. They only gave up 25 sacks 
on the season with four of the five starters from 2021 using their 
extra year of eligibility in 2022. 

USF may have one of the most stacked running back rooms 
in the AAC. Jaren Mangham, Kelly Joiner and Brian Battie all 
return in 2022. Mangham finished the season leading USF with 
15 rushing touchdowns which is second most in school history. 
Redshirt freshman K’Wan Powell will return from a season 
ending injury while former Clemson Tiger Michael Dukes 
transferred to USF back in November.  

Leading the wide receivers is standout junior Xavier Weaver. 
Weaver finished the season with 715 receiving yards which is 
fifth most in school history. Speedster Jimmy Horn Jr. looks to 
have a more expanded role with new offensive coordinator Tra-
vis Trickett. Yusuf Terry, Omarion Dollison and Latrell Williams 
all return in 2022. Jeff Scott reached back to his Clemson roots 
and added transfers Ajou Ajou along with Khafre Brown from 
UNC. With the experience that Bohanon will bring to the table, 
expect this group of receivers to be one of the top groups in the 
AAC when all is said and done.  

• Writtten by James Benedict
             @SSN_USF

SUMMARY: With teams jockeying for position and preparing for the next wave of conference 
realignment, the time is now for USF to start winning again. The university is ready to support 
athletics in ways that have not been done in the past. In November of 2021, USF began construction 
on a $22 million indoor performance facility, which was the most money raised for any fundraising 
project in USF’s 55 year athletic history. USF has already raised $12 million for a new football center 
and has plans to build an on campus stadium with completion set for 2026.

The 2022 roster is full of talent in all three phases for the first time in Jeff Scott’s tenure and fans 
are eager to see the team take the field against BYU in September. With the number of transfers in 
the class of 2022 culminating with Gerry Bohanon, the expectations were raised for the 2022 season 
for USF to make a bowl game for the first time since 2018.  

DEFENSE: In 2021, the USF defense gave up an average of 470 yards per game and almost seven 
yards per play which ranked them 123rd in the nation. The defense will need to make vast improve-
ments in 2022. The first need was along the defensive line in which USF was ranked last with nine 
sacks in 2021. Rashawn Yates, Jason Vauhn, Tramel Logan and Darrien Grant all return in 2022 and 
will see a ton of action. 

To provide immediate help along the defensive line, Jeff Scott reached back into the transfer por-
tal to add Rashad Cheney from Minnesota, Jatorian Hansfor from Missouri, Clyde Pinder Jr. from 
UNC and Nick Bags from Temple. 

The centerpiece of the defense will be the linebackers, anchored by Dwayne Boyles and Antonio 
Grier Jr. Both were recognized by Pro Football Network as all conference players in 2021 and could 
become the best linebacker duo in the AAC in 2022. With the coaching staff looking to add depth to 
the linebacker group, DJ Gordon IV from Minnesota decided to come back home and play for the 
Bulls.  

In the secondary all five starters return in 2022, anchored by senior safety Vincent Davis. After 
suffering a season ending injury before the start of the 2021 season, Will Jones looks to make a huge 
impact in 2022. Christian Williams, Mekhi Lapointe, Daquan Evans, TJ Robinson and transfer safety 
Ray Thornton from Clemson look to shut down the explosive offensives in the AAC.

If USF can improve from one of the worst statistically defensive units in college football last year, 
they have a chance to have one of the largest record improvements in 2022. 
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Oklahoma 9-0 12-1

2 Baylor 7-2 11-2

3 Oklahoma State 7-2 10-2

4 Texas 7-2 9-3

5 TCU 4-5 7-5

6 Iowa State 4-5 6-6

7 West Virginia 3-6 4-8

8 Kansas State 2-7 5-7

9 Texas Tech 2-7 3-9

10 Kansas 0-9 2-10

Big 12 Preview
Projected Standings

Offensive Player 
of the Year
RB Deuce Vaughn, 
Kansas State

Defensive Player 
of the Year
DE Will McDonald IV,
Iowa State

Freshman of the 
Year
WR Jordan Hudson, 
TCU

Player of the Year

RB Bijan Robinson, 
Texas

Coach of the Year

Dave Aranda
Baylor

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

VS
10/8

AT
11/19

AT
11/5

AT
10/1

AT
11/26

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/10

AT
9/10

AT
9/10

AT
9/17

AT
9/1

OVER
Oklahoma

Baylor
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Big 12 Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Quinn Ewers, Texas

RB Bijan Robinson, Texas

RB Deuce Vaughn, Kansas State

WR Xavier Worthy, Texas

WR Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

TE Jahleel Billingsley, Texas

OT Cooper Beebe, Kansas State

OG Trevor Downing, Iowa State

C Jacob Gall, Baylor

OG Junior Angilau, Texas

OT Connor Galvin, Baylor

DEFENSE
DE Felix Anudike-Uzomah, Kansas State

DT Jaxon Player, Baylor

DT Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

DE Will McDonald, Iowa State

LB DeMarvion Overshown, Texas

LB Daniel Green, Kansas State

LB Dillon Doyle, Baylor

CB Julius Brents, Kansas State

CB Tre’Vius Hodges-Tomlinson, TCU

S Kenny Logan, Kansas

S Jason Taylor II, Oklahoma State

K Casey Legg, West Virginia

P Michael Turk, Oklahoma

KR Malik Knowles, Kansas State

PR D’Shawn Jamison, Texas

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 299.03

2.
Rating: 274.53

3.
Rating: 229.59

4.
Rating: 217.37

5.
Rating: 211.86

6.
Rating: 210.91

7.
Rating: 208.07

8.
Rating: 203.70

9.
Rating: 192.72

10.
Rating: 166.94

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Oklahoma State
TCU
Kansas
Oklahoma
Texas Tech
Texas
West Virginia
Kansas State
Baylor
Iowa State



BAYLOR BEARS

9/3 vs Albany
9/10 at BYU
9/17 vs Texas State
9/24 at Iowa State
10/1 vs Oklahoma State
10/13 at West Virginia
10/22 vs Kansas
10/29 at Texas Tech
11/5 at Oklahoma
11/12 vs Kansas State
11/19 vs TCU
11/25 at Texas

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 11

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DT Jaxon Player: The super senior transferred 

from Tulsa this offseason after starting 12 games 
last season and earning All-AAC honors. He also 
made PFF’s All-American third team. He had 14 
tackles for loss in 2021 and will be a huge addition 
to an already good Baylor defense.

• LB Josh White: After dealing with injuries all 
season in 2021, the former LSU linebacker trans-
ferred to Baylor ahead of his junior season. He was 
a four star recruit coming out of high school and 
should contribute on defense this season for the 
Bears. He will compete for the third starting spot at 
linebacker.

• QB Luke Anthony: The seventh year senior 
transferred to Baylor after two years with Louisiana 
Tech. He won’t play much, but his experience will 
help Blake Shapen, since he has just two starts in 
his college career.

Top Recruits:
• WR Armani Winfield: The four star recruit and 

Under Armor All-American receiver from Texas is 
coming to Baylor. He has the size and talent to be 
an instant contributor for the Bears. He will be able 
to learn a lot from the experienced wide receiver 
room.

• TE Kaian Roberts-Day: The four star recruit from 
St. Louis can play almost anywhere Baylor needs 
him. He was a star prospect as both a tight end and 
edge rusher, and he played basketball and ran track 
in high school. He chose Baylor over Alabama and 
Tennessee.

• IOL George Maile: The guard from Utah is one of 
the best interior linemen in the country in the class 
of 2022. With the experience Baylor has at linemen 
heading into this season, it is not likely he sees the 
field a lot this season, but there are a lot of guys he 
can learn from.

Key Departures:
• S Jalen Pitre: The second round draft pick to the 

Houston Texans leaves a pretty big hole in the Bay-
lor secondary. He was a first team All-Big 12 player 
for the Bears and was the Big 12 Defensive Player of 
the Year in 2021.

• RB Abram Smith: It won’t be easy replacing the 
second team All-Big 12 running back. Smith had 
257 rushes for 1,601 yards. He was a big part in 
Baylor’s offensive success last season, and the run-
ning back position has become the team’s biggest 
offensive hole after his departure. 

• S JT Woods: The Los Angeles Chargers selected the 
former Baylor safety in the third round of the NFL 
draft. He was a fantastic playmaker for Baylor last 
season and is another Baylor defensive back that 
departed from the Bears this offseason.

Key Returning Players:
• DT Siaki Ika: The Big 12 Newcomer of the Year 

is back after his sophomore season. He was a first 
team All-Big 12 member in 2021 and recorded five 
tackles against Ole Miss in the Sugar Bowl. He is a 
key member of the Bears defensive line and defense 
as a whole.

• LT Connor Galvin: The Preseason All-American is 
back for his fifth season with Baylor. He was the Big 
12 offensive lineman of the year in 2021. His expe-
rience and skill is exactly what the Baylor offense 
needs with a young quarterback and running back.

• C Jacob Gall: After transferring from Buffalo 
ahead of the 2021 season, the offensive lineman 
started all 14 games and earned an All-American 
selection. He is back for his sixth season of college 
football and his experience will help calm the 
nerves of the young quarterback and inexperienced 
running backs.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Waco, TX
• Enrollment: 20,626
• Founded: 1845
• Mascot: Bruiser & Marigold

Stadium Facts
• McLane Stadium
• Capacity: 45,140
• Built: 2014

Football Facts
• Record: 621-589-44
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 10
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 11-2
Photo by Baylor AthleticsPhoto by Baylor Athletics

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Aranda and Baylor lost a lot of production from last year’s 
team. New faces will have to step up and it starts at QB. Blake 
Shapen won the job in spring. RB Taye McWilliams is a new face 
that will be prominent this year. TE Ben Sims is back though. He 
provides some familiarity for Bears fans. The offensive line will be 
among the best in the country with Connor Galvin and Jacob Gall 
leading the push. On defense, Baylor has good line play. Siaki Ika 
and Jaxon Player are elite defensive tackles. Both will be among 
the best in the conference. Dillon Doyle leads an inexperienced 
linebacking group. The secondary loses two key players, so new 
guys will need to step up. Overall, this team will contend for a 
conference championship. The line play will be really good. The 
questions are at the skill positions.” 

Photo via Waco Heart of TexasPhoto via Waco Heart of Texas

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_Baylor
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DE TJ Franklin

DT Jaxon Player

DT Siaki Ika

DE Gabe Hall

LB Will Williams

LB Dillon Doyle

LB Garmon Randolph

CB Mark Milton

CB Al Walcott

S Christian Morgan

S Devin Neal

Projected Defense

K John Mayers

P Issac Power

KR Josh Fleeks

PR Gavin Holmes

Projected Special Teams

HC Dave Aranda

OC Jeff Grimes

DC Ron Roberts

Coaching Staff

QB Blake Shapen

RB Taye McWilliams

WR Gavin Holmes

WR Josh Cameron

WR Monaray Baldwin

TE Ben Sims

RT Khalil Keith

RG Grant Miller

C Jacob Gall

LG Mose Jeffery

LT Connor Galvin

Projected Offense

After a Big 12 Championship and a Sugar Bowl victory in 2021, Baylor looks to pick up right where 
they left off. Coach Aranda’s defense held Lane Kiffin’s high powered Ole Miss offense to just seven 
points, showing the nation that Baylor is the real deal. In 2022, they have their work cut out for them 
with Oklahoma, Texas, Oklahoma State and many other opponents ready to show this Baylor team 
what they can do. Whatever happens, it will be an eventful fall for the Bears as they look to defend 
their crown and build off of last year’s success.

OFFENSE: The big story out of Waco in the offseason was 
the quarterback battle. Blake Shapen was named the starter 
during the spring. That led to last year’s starter Gerry Bohanon 
entering the transfer portal and heading to USF. Blake Shapen, 
the redshirt sophomore who started just two games last 
season, will take over this Bears offense. Shapen had an entire 
offseason to learn and improve, and the Baylor coaches believe 
he’s ready.

Of course, he will have lots of help. Baylor is returning 
all five offensive linemen. Jacob Gall and Connor Galvin are 
two big time names to watch on that offensive line. Tight 
end Ben Sims also returns. Sims had 361 receiving yards and 
six receiving touchdowns last season. Baylor also returns a 
strong receiving core led by super senior Gavin Holmes. Their 
experience will be key this season as winning the Big 12 and a 
New Year’s Six bowl and returning a majority of their players is 
what most college teams dream of.

At running back, the former four star recruit Taye 
McWilliams will take the reins as the lead back for the Baylor 
offense after playing in ten games last season. They have a 
talented running back room, but little experience and enter 
the season with a little bit of a question mark at the running 
back position.

This is as good of an offense as Baylor can ask for and they 
will need it to be as good as it can be to keep up with the rest 
of the Big 12 high powered offenses.

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_Baylor

SUMMARY: There is no reason Baylor can’t repeat as Big 12 champions again and compete in the 
College Football Playoff. They have the experience and talent needed to do well. The one question 
will be how they handle expectations. Most people did not expect them to do anything special in 
2021. In fact, the Sidelines Sports Network 2021 college football preview projected them to be a 6-6 
team. For better or worse, they put the college football world on high alert after the Big 12 champi-
onship and Sugar Bowl. Now it’s time for them to back it up and prove that Aranda and the Bears 
weren’t a one year wonder.

DEFENSE: The defensive line is going to be the strength of this Baylor defense. They return all of 
their starters, including projected 2023 first round pick Siaki Ika. Ika had six tackles for loss and 3.5 
sacks last season for the Bears. They also brought in Jaxon Player from Tulsa to beef up the defensive 
front even more. Player has 31 tackles for loss and eight sacks throughout his collegiate career. TJ 
Franklin and Gabe Hall are expected to be significant contributors from the defensive end position. 
Expect this defensive line to be one of the best in the conference and in the country.

At linebacker, senior Dillon Doyle is back after starting every game the past two seasons. Doyle 
is a tackling machine. He posted 89 tackles last season, which was second on the team. Doyle will 
be joined by Matt Jones, who started nine games for the Baylor defense last season as a sophomore. 
Their experience will help the rest of the linebackers, including Garmon Randolph and Will Wil-
liams, and the defense as a whole. 

The biggest question mark heading into the season is the defensive backs. Jalen Pitre and JT 
Woods are both in the NFL now. Only Al Walcott and Christian Morgan are returning for the Bears, 
making the secondary one of the few positions Baylor will need someone unproven to step up. 
Walcott and Morgan combined for 11 passes defended last season. Some names to watch for in the 
secondary include Mark Milton and Devin Neal.

Despite that, Baylor’s defense should be excellent this year and will give even the most high 
powered Big 12 offenses trouble.
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IOWA STATE CYCLONES

9/3 vs SE Missouri State
9/10 at Iowa
9/17 vs Ohio
9/24 vs Baylor
10/1 at Kansas
10/8 vs Kansas State
10/15 at Texas
10/29 vs Oklahoma
11/5 vs West Virginia
11/12 at Oklahoma State
11/19 vs Texas Tech
11/26 at TCU

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Dimitri Stanley: The graduate transfer from 

Colorado is coming off of an injury ridden 2021 
campaign and is looking for a fresh start at Iowa 
State. He was a four star recruit out of high school 
and was named to the All-Pac 12 Freshman team 
in 2019.

• LB Colby Reeder: The graduate transfer from Del-
aware, one of the top FCS football programs, will 
make an instant impact for the Iowa State defense. 
He earned third team All-CAA honors last season 
despite missing three games, and he recorded 55 
tackles.

• DL MJ Anderson: The former three star recruit 
transferred from Minnesota after two seasons. He 
never managed to meet expectations with the Go-
phers, and a fresh start in Ames will go a long way 
to get him back on track. He’s a very talented player 
that will compete for a starting spot.

Top Recruits:
• WR Greg Gaines: The four star recruit and top 50 

wide receiver from Florida is heading to Iowa State 
this season. He’s 6’2”, 185 pounds, and his strength 
is his ability after the catch. He returned kicks and 
punts in high school and could start at Iowa State 
on special teams.

• LB Jacob Imming: The fifth best high school play-
er in Iowa and two time first team all-state player 
committed to Iowa State over Iowa and Nebraska. 
He is 6’2”, 215 pounds, and is not afraid to hit 
anyone, as he was a linebacker and running back in 
high school.

• DL Domonique Orange: The four star recruit 
from Kansas City stands at 6’4” and weighs 320 
pounds. He was recruited by Texas A&M, Florida 
State and Arkansas. He still has some work to do 
in order to become an every down player, but his 
size could get him into some games this season as 

Key Departures:
• RB Breece Hall: One of the best running backs in 

Iowa State history was selected in the second round 
of the NFL draft. He led the country in rushing 
yards in 2020 and was an All-American the past 
two years. Replacing him will not be easy.

• QB Brock Purdy: One of the best quarterbacks 
Iowa State has had in a long time has graduated and 
is now in the NFL. He made an All-Big 12 team the 
past three seasons, and many considered him to 
be a Heisman contender ahead of the 2021 season. 
Despite the let down last season, he will be very 
difficult to replace and will go down in Iowa State 
history.

• S Greg Eisworth: The four year star is gone and 
has left the Iowa State defense with a huge hole to 
fill. He has been a consistent piece of this defense 
for the past few years, and he played a style of 
defense perfect for Iowa State. 

Key Returning Players:
• DE Will McDonald IV: The first team All-Ameri-

can in 2021 is back for another year at Iowa State. 
He was top five nationally in tackles for loss and 
forced fumbles, and he has the second most sacks 
in the nation since 2020. He is fourth in Big 12 
history in career sacks.

• WR Xavier Hutchinson: The back-to-back first 
team All-Big 12 member is back for his junior sea-
son at Iowa State. He led the Big 12 in receptions in 
2021 with 83, and he was second in receiving yards 
with 987. With a new quarterback this season, 
Hutchinson will be the cornerstone of the offense.

• IOL Trevor Downing: The fifth year senior earned 
first team All-Big 12 honors last season after 
coming off an injury in 2020. He is the leader of the 
offensive line and his experience will help stabilize 
the young core of the Iowa State offense.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Ames, IA
• Enrollment: 30,708
• Founded: 1858
• Mascot: Cy

Stadium Facts
• Jack Trice Stadium
• Capacity: 61,500
• Built: 1975

Football Facts
• Record: 550-661-46
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
Photo via SB NationPhoto via SB Nation

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Iowa State has a solid young core. The big question this is year is 
who can replace some of those key players from last year? Who’s 
going to replace Brock Purdy, Breece Hall and Charlie Kolar? 
Those questions need to be answered sooner rather than later. 
QB Hunter Dekkers and RB Jirehl Brock will man the backfield. 
Luckily, Xavier Hutchinson is back as one of the top wideouts 
in the conference. Trevor Downing leads a solid offensive line. 
The defense starts and ends with Will McDonald IV. He will be 
constantly in the backfield. ISU has other solid young players like 
CB TJ Tampa and CB Myles Purchase. LB Colby Reeder was a 
solid portal pickup. This ISU team has low expectations, so a bowl 
appearance would be just fine with all the talent that Coach Camp-
bell has to replace.”

Photo by ISU AthleticsPhoto by ISU Athletics

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_ISU
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DE Will McDonald IV

DT Isaiah Lee

DE Blake Peterson

LB Gerry Vaughn

LB O’Rien Vance

LB Colby Reeder

CB Myles Purchase

CB TJ Tampa

S Beau Freyler

S Malik Verdon

S Anthony Johnson Jr

Projected Defense

K Keegan Shackford

P Cameron Shook

KR Jaylin Noel

PR Jaylin Noel

Projected Special Teams

HC Matt Campbell

OC Tom Manning

DC Jon Heacock

Coaching Staff

QB Hunter Dekkers

RB Jirehl Brock

WR Xavier Hutchinson

WR Jaylin Noel

WR Dimitri Stanley

TE Easton Dean

RT Jake Remsburg

RG Darrell Simmons Jr

C Trevor Downing

LG Jarrod Hufford

LT Tyler Miller

Projected Offense

Breece Hall and Brock Purdy are gone, and with it, the hopes of a New Years Six campaign. Last sea-
son was a huge disappointment, and the Cyclones now enter the 2022 season with low expectations. 
They have developed players well in the past and this season looks to be another developmental 
season. 2022 is going to set them up nicely for the future. There is hope for this young team to win a 
Big 12 championship down the road, and this year will play a big part in getting to that some day. 

OFFENSE: The offense is obviously going to look very different 
from last year, starting with the quarterback. Brock Purdy is 
gone, but the 2020 Iowa High School Athlete of the Year is 
coming in. Hunter Dekkers was a top 200 prospect coming out 
of high school and top 10 dual threat quarterback. He has the 
accolades of a power five quarterback. Now, he just needs the 
experience. Patiently waiting and learning from Brock Purdy is 
never a bad thing. Now, Hunter Dekkers holds the keys to the 
offense and will pick up where Purdy left off as much as a first 
year starter can. 

At running back, Jirehl Brock is a solid replacement for 
Breece Hall. Brock was a four star recruit coming out of high 
school and was the Gatorade Player of the Year in Illinois. He 
played in all 13 games last season and started the Cheez-It 
Bowl, so he has experience at the college level.

Keeping with the pattern of taking over for legendary Iowa 
State players, Easton Dean will have to take over the tight 
end position after Charlie Kolar and Chase Allen moved on 
to the NFL. Dean played quarterback in high school, but has 
made the switch to tight end in college and will start for the 
Cyclones offense. Just like Dekkers and Brock, he is unproven, 
but has a lot of talent, and he could contribute to the team if he 
lives up to his potential. 

Wide receiver is the one position group with proven play-
ers, as two time first team All-Big 12 player Xavier Hutchinson 
is back for another year. He led the Big 12 in receptions last 
season and will play a major part in stabilizing a young team 
and making major contributions offensively. This offense is 
young, but talented, and they are a good sign of what can 
occur in the future.

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_ISU

SUMMARY: Iowa State is young and inexperienced, but they are not bad. Everyone is talented, and 
surprisingly enough, they could finish with a better record than the 2021 team. At the end of the 
day, this season is about learning the game and gaining experience, so that they can compete for a 
conference championship in 2023 and beyond.

DEFENSE: Just like the offense, the Iowa State defense will be replacing a lot of starters this season. 
Fortunately for them, linebacker O’Rien Vance and defensive end Will McDonald IV will be back for 
another season and can help stabilize the new team.

They are also bringing in experienced linebacker Colby Reeder from Delaware, whose expertise 
on the field should help teach the younger guys how to succeed at the college level. Their lineback-
ing group, which includes Gerry Vaughn, O’Rien Vance, Colby Reeder among others, is solid and 
experienced which is almost a necessity to have for young defenses. 

There are good reports coming out of Ames on the young cornerbacks Myles Purchase and TJ 
Tampa. They’re ability to limit the high powered wide receivers in the Big 12 will go a long way for 
this defense. The secondary is especially critical in Iowa State’s 3-3-5 defensive scheme. 

Will McDonald IV is back on the defensive line. He is one of the best players at his position in 
the entire country, as he leads the conference in sacks since 2020. McDonald can single handedly 
change the momentum of a game. It’s important to have a guy like that on defense.

Just like the rest of Iowa State, the defense is young and inexperienced, but there are enough 
veteran leaders to maximize everyone’s talent and set Iowa State up for success in the future.
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KANSAS JAYHAWKS

9/2 vs Tennessee Tech
9/10 at West Virginia
9/17 at Houston
9/24 vs Duke
10/1 vs Iowa State
10/8 vs TCU
10/15 at Oklahoma
10/22 at Baylor
11/5 vs Oklahoma State
11/12 at Texas Tech
11/19 vs Texas
11/26 at Kansas State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DE Lonnie Phelps: The 2021 second team All-

MAC defensive end entered the transfer portal 
and became a Jayhawk in the offseason. He had 30 
tackles and 9.5 sacks last season and will have an 
immediate impact for Kansas this season.

• RB Ky Thomas: The MVP of the Guaranteed Rate 
Bowl transferred to KU. He grew up in Topeka 
and is returning home after leading Minnesota 
in rushing attempts, yards and touchdowns in 
his freshman season. He’ll join fellow sophomore 
Devin Neal in the backfield.

• DB Marvin Grant: The defensive back transferred 
to Kansas in May after starting in all 13 games for 
Purdue last season. He was second on the team 
in tackles, and his 6’2” frame allows him to cover 
bigger receivers with ease. He will likely start for 
the Jayhawks secondary in the fall.

Top Recruits:
• CB Brian Dilworth: The three star defensive back 

from Florida is heading to Lawrence after three 
seasons as a starter in high school and leading his 
team to the 3A final in 2020. He played volleyball 
and basketball in addition to football in high 
school. He will be able to compete with any receiver 
for 50-50 balls and is able to fill gaps quickly.

• S Kaleb Purdy: The three star defensive back from 
St. Louis, Missouri is going to be a Jayhawk. He 
won a state championship and was a member of 
the Missouri all-state team in high school. He led 
his team in interceptions in 2020 while recording 
52 tackles, and he should become an every down 
player for the Kansas defense in a year or two.

• OT Joe Baker: The 6’4” 260 pound lineman from 
Texas will provide some depth for Kansas. The line 
is experienced right now, but they will need help 
in a year or two, and Baker will be able to really 
contribute then.

Key Departures:
• WR Kwamie Lassiter II: The staple of the Kansas 

passing game has moved on to the Cincinnati 
Bengals after five seasons in Lawrence. There is not 
a clear plan to replace his production, but Kansas 
is hoping Jalon Daniels will be able to spread the 
ball around and have everyone step up to replace 
Lassiter.

• DE Kyrone Johnson: The Philadelphia Eagles 
selected Johnson in the 6th round of the NFL draft 
and took one of the bright spots of the KU defense 
out of Lawrence. He played wherever Kansas 
needed him to, from an edge rusher to an inside 
linebacker. He allowed KU to be creative on the 
defensive side of the ball.

• OG Malik Clark: The starting guard on the Kansas 
offensive line has graduated. He leaves behind an 
experienced offensive line that will miss his pres-
ence, but will not be hindered by it. The offensive 
line will still be solid and new guys getting an op-
portunity to fill his spot will make everyone better.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Jalon Daniels: He started the last three games 

of the season in 2021, and he heads into camp as 
the starter. Turning Kansas into an offensive threat 
is an uphill battle, but Daniels is the best quarter-
back KU has had in a long time.

• S Kenny Logan Jr: The preseason first team All-
Big 12 safety is the key piece for the Kansas defense. 
He led the Big 12 and all NCAA safeties in tackles 
last season, and there is a real chance he leads the 
country in tackles in 2022. Plus, do not forget what 
he can do on special teams. 

• LB Rich Miller: After coming off an honorable 
mention All-Big 12 performance in 2021, the 
senior linebacker is ready to lead this defense again. 
He recorded 79 tackles last season, including a 14 
tackle game against Duke. His ability to fill a hole 
and wrap up in open space is going to be really 
helpful for this Jayhawk defense.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Lawrence, KS
• Enrollment: 27,685
• Founded: 1865
• Mascot: Big Jay

Stadium Facts
• Kansas Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 47,233
• Built: 1921

Football Facts
• Record: 593-670-60
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 6
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Kansas has shown some progress under Coach Leipold. They 
showed some fight last season. If Kansas can be competitive each 
game, it will be an improvement. The offense should be solid 
with QB Jalon Daniels back. They also have solid skill players like 
Devin Neal, Trevor Wilson and Lawrence Arnold. The offensive 
line should be good as well. The defense is the main concern. 
Kenny Logan Jr is one of the only bright spots on the defense. He 
will be a future star in the NFL. LB Rich Miller is also a solid piece. 
Coach Leipold hit the portal hard this offseason, so the talent 
will definitely improve in Lawrence. The expectations are low for 
Kansas, but this team should improve their win total from last year 
(2) slightly.”

Photo by Matt AnglePhoto by Matt Angle

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_Kansas
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DE Lonnie Phelps

DT Kenean Caldwell

DT Caleb Sampson

DE Malcom Lee

LB Taiwan Berryhill

LB Gavin Potter

LB Rich Miller

CB Jacobee Bryant

CB Cam’Ron Dabney

S Marvin Grant

S Kenny Logan Jr

Projected Defense

K Jacob Borcila

P Reis Vernon

KR Kenny Logan Jr

PR Trevor Wilson

Projected Special Teams

HC Lance Leipold

OC Andy Kotelnicki

DC Brian Borland

Coaching Staff

QB Jalon Daniels

RB Devin Neal

WR Luke Grimm

WR Lawrence Arnold

WR Trevor Wilson

TE Mason Fairchild

RT Bruce Cabeldue

RG Michael Ford Jr

C Mike Novitsky

LG Armaj Reed-Adams

LT Earl Bostick Jr

Projected Offense

Last year was about as good of a 2-10 season as possible for the Jayhawks. They did not win a lot, 
but they at least looked like they belonged on the field with some of the powerhouses in the Big 12, 
which is a huge step up from prior years. Obviously, another 2-10 win season will be a disappoint-
ment for Kansas. Expectations are low, but there are still expectations and being competitive in every 
conference game is a realistic goal. Even a six win season and a bowl game appearance is not off the 
table. It will take a lot to do that, but there is finally hope for this football program. 

OFFENSE: Kansas finally has a legitimate quarterback. The 
offense is going to revolve around Jalon Daniels after he 
started the final three games of 2021. The junior QB threw for 
six touchdowns in his three starts and led the Jayhawks to the 
overtime win over Texas. He looks to continue his success this 
season. To do that, he’ll need his receiving core to step up. 

Lawrence Arnold started eleven games at wide receiver 
last season. Luke Grimm and Trevor Wilson started roughly 
half the season. This year, they’ll be the top three targets for 
Daniels. The success of KU’s offense will largely rely on how 
well they can make themselves targets and create plays after 
the catch. 

They will also be returning James Neal at running back 
after he led the Jayhawks offense in rushing yards and touch-
downs last season. Plus, they added Ky Thomas, the transfer 
from Minnesota, to their backfield in the offseason. He started 
four games for the Gophers as a freshman last season and led 
the team in rushing attempts, yards and touchdowns. Neal and 
Thomas will be a solid one-two punch for the Jayhawks.

Like the running back situation, the offensive line is not a 
question mark going into the season. They are returning four 
starters from a line that was solid at pass protection last sea-
son. The Kansas offense is not going to be anything special, but 
it will be an improvement from the past couple of seasons. It 
will be a good sign that things are going in the right direction 
in Lawrence.

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_Kansas

SUMMARY: A six win season and bowl qualification is a lofty goal for this team, but it isn’t out of 
the question. Kansas football is definitely going in the right direction, and they have made good use 
of the transfer portal to improve their defense this offseason. Their offense is not bad, but games will 
be won and lost by the defense. If they finish last in points allowed per game again, kiss all hopes of 
a bowl game goodbye. Big improvements have to be made, but Lance Leipold has done it before and 
he can do it again.

DEFENSE: Seven starters are returning at defense for Kansas this season. While that sounds like a 
good thing, Kansas fans may need to pump the breaks before getting too excited. The defense last 
year was terrible, finishing last in the Big 12 in points per game, tackles for loss and third down 
conversion defense. Returning seven guys from that defense is not something to celebrate. 

They do have some help coming in via the transfer portal, but whether or not KU’s defense is 
too far gone remains to be seen. Defensive end Lonnie Phelps and safety Marvin Grant are coming 
to Lawrence from Miami University and Rutgers, respectively. Both players should be starting right 
away and will make big contributions to the defensive line and secondary. 

Grant will join established safety Kenny Logan in the secondary after his historic 2021 season 
when he finished third in the country in tackles. Grant’s ability to cover anyone combined with 
Logan’s ability to tackle anyone should make the secondary interesting at the very least. They will 
be able to mix up the coverages and try some new things now that their secondary is finally above 
average again

Linebacker should be one of their better positions heading into the season, with UCF transfer 
Eriq Gilyard and Ohio State transfer Craig Young joining returning linebackers Rich Miller and 
Gavin Potter. If there is a bright spot to this defense, it’s that their linebackers will be able to make 
the routine tackles consistently. It’s not a lot, but it is something to build on.
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KANSAS STATE WILDCATS

9/3 vs South Dakota
9/10 vs Missouri
9/17 vs Tulane
9/24 at Oklahoma
10/1 vs Texas Tech
10/8 at Iowa State
10/22 at TCU
10/29 vs Oklahoma State
11/5 vs Texas
11/12 at Baylor
11/19 at West Virginia
11/26 vs Kansas

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Adrian Martinez: Adrian Martinez joins the 

Wildcats from former conference foe Nebraska. 
Martinez leaves the Cornhuskers as their all time 
total offensive yardage leader. He will have one 
more season of eligibility.

• DB Drake Cheatum: Drake Cheatum joins the 
Wildcats from a familiar school. He comes from 
Prairie View A&M, the same school in which Reg-
gie Stubblefield came from. Cheatum earned 2021 
HBCU All-American awards and was a 2019 First 
Team All-SWAC member.

• S Josh Hayes: Josh Hayes joins the Wildcats from 
the University of Virginia and North Dakota State 
University. Hayes earned 2019 Second Team All-
MVC awards back when he played for NDSU.

Top Recruits:
• OT Jalen Klemm: Jalen Klemm was a three star 

offensive tackle out of Gibsonia, Pennsylvania. He 
is the son of Oregon Associate Head Coach and 
former Pittsburgh Steelers Offensive Line Coach 
Adrian Klemm. Klemm was the highest rated 
recruit to sign with K-State during the 2022 recruit-
ing cycle.

• QB Adryan Lara: Adryan Lara was a three star 
quarterback out of Goodyear, Arizona. He was the 
tenth rated quarterback in the state and 38th rated 
quarterback in the country. Lara has excellent arm 
strength and can throw a very accurate deep ball.

• EDGE Donovan Rieman: Donovan Rieman is a 
three star defensive end out of Enid, Oklahoma. 
Rieman was rated as the 38th best defensive end in 
the country by Rivals. He totaled 88 tackles and ten 
sacks during his senior season of high school.

Key Departures:
• QB Skylar Thompson: Skylar Thompson departs 

from K-State after six years of grit, sacrifice and de-
termination. Following multiple injuries, Thomp-
son was able to lead K-State for his final time in the 
TaxAct Texas Bowl against LSU. Thompson was 
drafted in the seventh round of the NFL Draft to 
the Miami Dolphins.

• DB Jahron McPherson: A vital player in the 
K-State secondary for the past several seasons, 
McPherson finished with 2021 Honorable Mention 
All-Big 12 honors. Most notably, he won multiple 
national Player of the Week awards in 2020 after 
the Wildcats upset Oklahoma.

• OL Noah Johnson: A critical part of the offensive 
line, Johnson started all 23 games during the 2020 
and 2021 seasons. Johnson earned 2021 Honorable 
Mention All-Big 12. Johnson joined the CFL with 
the Saskatchewan Roughriders.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Deuce Vaughn: What more is there to say 

that hasn’t already been said? Deuce Vaughn is as 
electric as they come. He is a versatile back with 
a chance to break a long one anytime he touches 
the ball. Expect Vaughn to be in New York in 
December.

• EDGE Felix Anudike-Uzomah: One of if not the 
best returning defensive end in College Football 
this season is Felix Anudike-Uzomah. He tied the 
NCAA record last season for sacks in a single game.

• OL Cooper Beebe: He’s been projected as high as a 
first round pick in the 2023 NFL Draft. He returns 
to lead a talented and experienced offensive line for 
the Wildcats. Beebe will still have another year of 
eligibility available despite the high projections.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Manhattan, KS
• Enrollment: 16,063
• Founded: 1863
• Mascot: Willie the Wildcat

Stadium Facts
• Bill Snyder Family Stadium
• Capacity: 50,000
• Built: 1968

Football Facts
• Record: 539-652-41
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 5-7 
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Kansas State is a dark horse team in the Big 12 this season. They 
have a veteran quarterback in Adrian Martinez who will benefit 
from the change of scenery. Deuce Vaughn is one of the best 
running backs in the country. Malik Knowles, Phillip Brooks and 
Kade Warner are all solid receivers. The offensive line is good 
as well. Cooper Beebe is a future NFL Draft pick at tackle. The 
K-State special teams will be one of the best in the nation as well. 
On defense, Felix Anudike-Uzomah and Nate Matlack are two 
really good players on the line. The linebacking unit lacks depth 
and overall skill. The secondary should be solid. Kobe Savage is 
a breakout candidate. Julius Brents is a solid piece at corner. This 
team is talented. If they can play consistent ball this season, they 
can contend for the conference title. There is a ton of change in 
the Big 12, so this is a perfect year for a team with continuity to 
win it.”

Photo by Charlie Riedel/AP PhotoPhoto by Charlie Riedel/AP Photo

• Writtten by Andrew Sheridan
             @SSN_KState
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DE Felix Anudike-Uzomah

DT Eli Huggins

DT Jaylen Pickle

DE Nate Matlack

LB Daniel Green

LB Khalid Duke

LB Will Honas

CB Ekow Boye-Doe

CB Julius Brents

S Kobe Savage

S Drake Cheatum

Projected Defense

K Chris Tennant

P Ty Zentner

KR Malik Knowles

PR Phillip Brooks

Projected Special Teams

HC Chris Klieman

OC Collin Klein

DC Joe Klanderman

Coaching Staff

QB Adrian Martinez

RB Deuce Vaughn

WR Malik Knowles

WR Phillip Brooks

WR Kade Warner

TE Sammy Wheeler

RT Christian Duffie

RG Taylor Poitier

C Andrew Leingang

LG KT Leveston

LT Cooper Beebe

Projected Offense
It should be a very exciting season ahead for the Wildcats. Kansas State has been receiving high 
praise this offseason as they prepare to head into the 2022 season. Head Coach Chris Klieman has 
the Wildcats trending in a very positive direction following a win in the TaxAct Texas Bowl over 
the LSU Tigers. The Wildcats lost several key players on both sides of the ball, but as any good team 
does, they have filled those spots nicely. The biggest acquisition of the offseason for the Wildcats 
was transfer quarterback Adrian Martinez. Meanwhile, the Wildcats return both star returners for 
another season in Malik Knowles and Phillip Brooks. On the other side of the ball for special teams, 
they also return punter Ty Zentner, otherwise known as “Legatron”. 
OFFENSE: The arrival of the all time points leader at Nebraska, 
quarterback Adrian Martinez, combined with the swift and 
agile Deuce Vaughn will be huge for this offense. Though Mar-
tinez holds the title of total yardage for the corn boys up north, 
his time there was dimmed by turnovers and the lack of success 
on last minute, game winning drives. He will look to change 
that narrative in Manhattan. Fortunately for Martinez, he joins 
a team with an offensive line with experience and skill. Most 
recently, PFF (Pro Football Focus) projected Cooper Beebe to 
be drafted in the first round of the 2023 NFL Draft. Therefore, 
Martinez should be much better off in the pocket this season 
compared to previous. 

Not only will K-State be dangerous in the backfield, but 
the Wildcats also return a very experienced core group of wide 
receivers. Malik Knowles is expected to be WR1 with Phillip 
Brooks and Kade Warner right behind him. Something to watch 
for will also be a past connection between Martinez and Kade 
Warner as Warner played at Nebraska previously as well.

On the weaker side of things for this potentially explosive 
offense, the Wildcats do lack depth at running back. The player 
who will relieve Deuce Vaughn is still unknown at this point. 
Both Jacardia Wright and Joe Ervin transferred out after last 
season, leaving a gaping hole at the second spot on the depth 
chart at running back. The tight end group also finds themselves 
a bit thin following the departures of Nick Lenners and Daniel 
Imatorbhebhe to graduation. Sammy Wheeler has previous ex-
perience but will need to step up in a big way this season in or-
der for the tight ends to make a known presence for themselves.

Circling back to a topic briefly touched on earlier, the 
K-State offensive line should be very strong this season. As 
mentioned, this will include potential first round NFL Draft 
pick Cooper Beebe. Beside him will be players like Christian 
Duffie, Taylor Poitier and KT Leveston. As long as these players 
can stay healthy, the offensive line should collectively be one of 
the best the Wildcats have seen in recent years.

• Writtten by Andrew Sheridan
             @SSN_KState

SUMMARY: Expect an exciting season this year from the Cats. Several analysts have listed K-State 
as a Big 12 darkhorse, with some even projecting them as real contenders that everyone should be 
aware of. It seems a pretty common consensus at this point is that anything less than nine wins this 
season would be a letdown. Given that players stay healthy, nine wins should be very achievable, if 
not two or three more than that. 

DEFENSE: K-State lost several key players on the defensive side of the ball this offseason. The Wild-
cats saw several players from their secondary graduate including the likes of Jahron McPherson, 
Reggie “The Sauce Boss” Stubblefield and Russ Yeast. Not to worry though. The defense has reloaded 
nicely bringing in experienced defensive backs Drake Cheatum of Prairie View A&M, Josh Hayes 
from Virginia and Jordan Wright from Fullerton College. Most notably of all, the K-State defensive 
line will be a beast within itself. Felix Anudike-Uzomah returns following a breakout season in 2021 
which saw him tie the NCAA record for sacks in a game. Felix will play opposite Nate Matlack who 
earned honorable mentions for Big 12 Defensive Freshman of the Year in 2021. On the interior will 
be two very experienced players in Eli Huggins and Jaylen Pickle. 

A new player to the roster that the staff has absolutely raved about so far has been Kobe Savage. 
K-State’s defensive staff has time and again mentioned just how impressive, motivated and energetic 
Savage has been so far. Savage joins the team from Tyler Junior College in Tyler, Texas. He will be 
a big boost to the defensive back room where he will join other fellow safeties Drake Cheatum, 
Cincere Mason, TJ Smith and more as well as cornerbacks Julius Brents, Ekow Boye-Doe and others. 
While it initially seemed as if the defensive secondary would be a weak spot for the Wildcat defense 
this season, spring practices and conditionings are telling us otherwise as the new and old players 
alike are stepping up to the plate.

An area of depth where the Wildcats really could have struggles this season is at the linebacker 
position. As seen on the online roster, it appears Khalid Duke has been moved to play as a linebacker 
which will add necessary depth to this area. Duke will be joined by a severely underrated linebacker 
in Daniel Green. Green had a great season last year, only shaded by the multiple targeting penalties 
he was ejected for. If Green can keep his head up this season, he could be in for a very impressive 
2022 campaign. Finally, the Wildcats will have Will Honas at linebacker, a transfer from Nebraska. 
Honas was originally from Kansas and returns home for his last season of college ball. Though it’s an 
area with shallow depth, the top of the chart provides very dangerous players.
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OKLAHOMA SOONERS

9/3 vs UTEP
9/10 vs Kent State
9/17 at Nebraska
9/24 vs Kansas State
10/1 at TCU
10/8 vs Texas (Dallas)
10/15 vs Kansas
10/29 at Iowa State
11/5 vs Baylor
11/12 at West Virginia
11/19 vs Oklahoma State
11/26 at Texas Tech

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 9

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Dillon Gabriel: Dillon Gabriel is a redshirt 

junior who completed 60.7 percent of all his passes 
at UCF for 8,037 yards and 70 touchdowns. He 
threw at least one touchdown pass in all 26 games 
for the Knights. He guided UCF offenses that 
ranked second nationally in yards per game in 2019 
and 2020. 

• DL Jonah La’ulu: In 2021, La’ulu played in 12 
games and made 11 starts for Hawaii. He registered 
33 total tackles, eight tackles for loss, four sacks, 
four quarterback hurries, one fumble recovery and 
one pass breakup last season.

• DL Jeffery Johnson: In 2021, Jeffery Johnson 
started all 12 games for Tulane. He totaled 44 
tackles, four tackles for loss, 1.5 sacks and one 
quarterback hurry last season.

Top Recruits:
• CB Gentry Williams: Williams was a consensus 

four star prospect from the state of Oklahoma. 
Williams is a great athlete as he ran track in high 
school. He also played a bit of quarterback.

• RB Gavin Sawchuk: Sawchuk was a consensus 
four star prospect from the state of Colorado. Saw-
chuk rushed for 2,004 yards and 28 touchdowns on 
287 carries in his high school career. He has elite 
speed and great footwork.

• LB Kobie McKinzie: McKinzie is a mid year 
enrollee consensus four star recruit. He already 
has the size to play for Oklahoma this season. He 
originally committed to Texas before flipping to the 
Sooners.

Key Departures:
• QB Caleb Williams: Caleb Williams was a 2021 

True Freshman All-American by ESPN, 247Sports, 
On3 and Pro Football Focus. He also was a 2021 
semifinalist for the Walter Camp Player of the Year 
award. Williams took over for Spencer Rattler mid-
season. He transferred to USC to be with Lincoln 
Riley.

• QB Spencer Rattler: He played in nine games at 
Oklahoma, starting each of the first six. He ranked 
first in the Big 12 and second nationally in com-
pletion percentage (74.9 percent) and fourth in the 
Big 12 in passing efficiency rating (155.5). Rattler is 
now with South Carolina in the SEC. 

• WR Jadon Haselwood: Haselwood played in all 
12 games of the regular season, catching a team 
best 39 passes for 399 yards and a team leading six 
touchdowns. He recorded multiple catches in ten of 
12 games. Haselwood is now at Arkansas.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Marvin Mims: Mims led the team in receiving 

yards each of his first two seasons. He caught 69 
passes for 1,315 yards and 14 touchdowns in his 
first two seasons with Oklahoma. Mims can also 
return punts and kickoffs for the Sooners. 

• RB Eric Gray: Gray played in all 13 games and 
made six starts last season. He totaled 641 all pur-
pose yards in his first season as a Sooner. Gray will 
be the go to back for OU this season.

• WR Theo Wease: Last year, Wease missed the 
majority of the season due to injury. His lone action 
came on a hands team kickoff return against Iowa 
State in November. Wease had 530 receiving yards 
in the 2020 season. If he can stay healthy, Wease 
should have a big year.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Norman, OK
• Enrollment: 31,678
• Founded: 1890
• Mascot: Boomer & Sooner

Stadium Facts
• Gaylord Family Oklahoma 

Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 86,112
• Built: 1923

Football Facts
• Record: 875-311-47
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 49
• National Championships: 7

Projected Record: 12-1
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Oklahoma landed a home run hire with Brent Venables. Oklaho-
ma lacked defensive toughness and tackling ability under Lincoln 
Riley. Coach Venables will improve that defense immediately. 
Dillon Gabriel transfers in at quarterback. He will reunite with 
new coordinator Jeff Lebby. Marvin Mims will be his go to target. 
Theo Wease and Drake Stoops will contribute as well. RB Eric 
Gray will have a breakout year. The line will be solid yet again. The 
defense should improve a ton. Jeffery Johnson will be an impact 
player along the defensive line. DaShaun White will lead the 
linebackers. This secondary will be solid with Woodi Washington 
and DJ Graham. If the defensive line can pressure the quarterback, 
this defense will be so much better. Oklahoma is a dark horse for 
the playoff. Coach Venables will fix the defense. The combo of 
Lebby and Gabriel is underrated. Oklahoma is the favorite to win 
the Big 12.
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• Writtten by Ry
             @SSN_Oklahoma
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DE Reggie Grimes

DT Jeffery Johnson

DT Jalen Redmond

DE Marcus Stripling

LB Shane Witter

LB Danny Stutsman

LB DaShaun White

CB Woodi Washington

CB DJ Graham

S Key Lawrence

S Billy Bowman

Projected Defense

K Zach Schmit

P Michael Turk

KR Marvin Mims

PR Eric Gray

Projected Special Teams

HC Brent Venables

OC Jeff Lebby

DC Ted Roof

Coaching Staff

QB Dillon Gabriel

RB Eric Gray

WR Marvin Mims

WR Theo Wease

WR Drake Stoops

TE Brayden Willis

RT Wayna Morris

RG Chris Murray

C Andrew Raym

LG McKade Mettauer

LT Anton Harrison

Projected Offense This was a rough offseason for Oklahoma. They lost Head Coach Lincoln Riley along with Caleb 
Williams, Mario WIlliams, Spencer Rattler, Jadon Haselwood and Austin Stogner to name a few. 
Oklahoma’s response to this is Brent Venables. New Head Coach Brent Venables has been widely 
considered as the most dominant defensive coordinator for the past couple decades. Having already 
served as the DC under Bob Stoops from 1999 to 2011, he produced many dominant defenses. 
Oklahoma also hired Jeff Lebby as an offensive coordinator. Jeff Lebby is a great replacement for 
Lincoln Riley. They both develop quarterbacks well and use similar playbooks. The only difference 
is that Jeff Lebby has SEC experience and his Alma Mater is OU. Pairing Lebby with Venables could 
make this team a playoff contender in the near future.
OFFENSE: Last year, the world saw Caleb Williams and Marvin 
Mims light up the Texas defense and come back from a 28-7 
first quarter deficit. Unfortunately, Caleb is gone, but Oklahoma 
has moved on and acquired Dillon Gabriel. Oklahoma has re-
built the quarterback position, adding Davis Beville and Gener-
al Booty to stabilize the QB room which already includes Dillon 
Gabriel. This room has potential with Gabriel leading the way 
as the starter. Gabriel reunited with his former Offensive Coor-
dinator Jeff Lebby from UCF. Lebby turned Matt Corral into a 
NFL prospect, so he knows how to coach quarterbacks. 

Marvin Mims will lead this Oklahoma receiving corps. Last 
year, Oklahoma had one of the most talented receiving corps 
in the nation. That should remain the same this season. Jeff 
Lebby has taken the wheel of this offense, and he will utilize 
Oklahoma’s playmakers. Mims headlines the receiving corps 
which includes Theo Wease, Jahlil Farooq, who had proven his 
talent at the Alamo Bowl, and Drake Stoops, the reliable target 
and son of former coach Bob Stoops.

Led by Eric Gray, the backfield is coached by former Sooner 
DeMarco Murray. DeMarco Murray has been excellent with 
developing running backs. 2021 Tennessee transfer Eric Gray 
will see the majority of the carries for Oklahoma. Gray still has 
lots of potential. He didn’t perform that well while sharing the 
backfield with Kennedy Brooks, so hopefully he can improve as 
the solo back.

This offense is going to go fast, but they will utilize the pass 
game to open up the running game. Expect to see the Dillon 
Gabriel to Marvin Mims connection a lot. Eric Gray will have a 
big season for OU as the running back as a result. 

• Writtten by Ry
             @SSN_Oklahoma

SUMMARY: Sure, the fallout after Lincoln Riley accepted a job from USC was bad, but people 
are overreacting as if Oklahoma wouldn’t even beat a D3 team. With the way Oklahoma has been 
recruiting, they seem to have more potential than programs that have received attention for their 
successful offseasons like Miami, Texas and even USC. Brent Venables is doing some spectacular 
things with this team especially with their defense. Oklahoma’s offense should also return to its 
normal operation with Jeff Lebby at coordinator. With Oklahoma’s schedule, they could very well go 
11-1 or even 12-0. The only teams Oklahoma could struggle with are Texas, Baylor and Oklahoma 
State. The future of Oklahoma is nothing but bright.

DEFENSE: Brent Venables takes over as the head coach. He was an elite defensive coordinator, so he 
will instill some toughness and discipline in this Oklahoma defense. 

Starting with the defensive line, their average weight is 284.3 pounds. The increase in size is a 
result of strength coach Jerry Schmidt’s “Smitty Plan”. The player that gained the most from this pro-
gram is the defensive end, Kelvin Gilliam, going from 254 pounds as a freshman to 285 pounds. In 
fact, the average of all four of Oklahoma’s defensive ends is only 12.5 pounds smaller and a quarter 
of an inch taller than the average NFL defensive end. Additions to the defensive line include Jonah 
La’ulu, a 6’5:, 272 pound end out of Hawai’i and Jeffery Johnson, a 6’2”, 302 pound tackle out of 
Tulane, who had three solo tackles and one tackle for loss against Oklahoma last year in the opener. 
With the new size of this defensive line and the new recruits who have shown talent in lower level 
college football, this line should be reminiscent of 70s Oklahoma who had exploited the size of local 
farmers to create an unfair advantage.

Linebacker DaShaun White, who has started for three years, and David Ugwoegbu will return 
to the team for the 2022 season. Both have combined for 271 career tackles. Another familiar face 
returning to Oklahoma for this season is Danny Stutsman, who forced two fumbles, one sack and 
38 tackles in his shortened freshman season due to an elbow injury. The lone linebacker transfer is 
T.D. Roof, from Appalachian State, who had racked up 142 tackles and six sacks. Oklahoma’s new 
linebackers have a promising future.

The secondary is led by stars Woodi Washington, the breakout star whose season was shortened 
by an injury against Texas, and DJ Graham, who many remember for his wild interception against 
Nebraska. For Woodi, if he can avoid injury this season, he will be a key player for Oklahoma. He 
has only started in 11 games in his career and has two interceptions. For all the defensive backs, 
a spike in stats is to be expected. Jay Valai has done a good job recruiting, and the overall defen-
sive performance is expected to increase under Venables. Transfers include Kani Walker who is a 
redshirt freshman from Louisville. Coach Valai reported that he is a hard worker, and his height will 
come in handy for more interceptions. Recruits include Gentry Williams, the highly recruited four 
star athlete, and Jayden Rowe, the 6’2”, 217 pound four star corner who also runs track. At safety, 
Billy Bowman, Key Lawrence and Trey Morrison will likely be the starters. Key Lawrence, the junior 
from Nashville is a player to keep your eyes on next year as the talented safety is expected to be bet-
ter under Venables’ defense. Billy Bowman is expected to have his breakout season as a sophomore. 
Transfers include Trey Morrison, the three star senior out of UNC who will be starting at nickelback, 
and C.J. Coldon from Wyoming. This secondary is filled with talent and potential.
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OKLAHOMA STATE COWBOYS

9/1 vs Central Michigan
9/10 vs Arizona State
9/17 vs Arkansas Pine Bluff
10/1 at Baylor
10/8 vs Texas Tech
10/15 at TCU
10/22 vs Texas
10/29 at Kansas State
11/5 at Kansas
11/12 vs Iowa State
11/19 at Oklahoma
11/26 vs West Virginia

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 10

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Xavier Benson: Benson is choosing to 

finish out his collegiate career in Stillwater. After 
originally committing to Texas Tech, then opting 
out during the COVID pandemic, he ended up in 
junior college. He recorded 57 tackles, four tackles 
for loss and one sack through 11 games in his fresh-
man season for TTU.

• OL Tyrone Webber: Webber is a junior college 
transfer out of New Mexico Military Institute. The 
monstrous four star recruit (247 Sports) measures 
out at 6’5” and 290 pounds. He is currently slated 
to take the starting left guard position.

• RB Deondre Jackson: Jackson was a three star 
recruit (247 Sports) coming out of high school. He 
committed to Texas A&M and suited up for the 
Aggies for two seasons before entering the transfer 
portal. He will be in the mix for opportunities in 
the run game.

Top Recruits:
• WR Talyn Shettron: Shettron is a menacing wide 

receiver option out of Sante Fe High School in 
Edmond, OK. The four star receiver (247 Sports) 
measured in at 6’3” and showed great catching 
ability in high school. Shettron will come in right 
away and get opportunities to make a splash his 
freshman season.

• RB Ollie Gordon: Gordon is a four star running 
back (247 Sports) who is coming in with larger 
than advertised running back build. They say 
Gordon stands at 6’1” and weighs in at a stout 210 
pounds, but judging his appearance on the field this 
spring, he looks much bigger. Gordon was an early 
enrollee and got time to pick up the offense early.

• ATH Braylin Presley: Braylin joins his older 
brother Brennan at Oklahoma State. Presley is 
undersized to be considered a wide receiver, and is 
too slight to be a running back. His brother had a 
similar build coming out of high school, so it’s not 
out of the realm of possibility that Braylin develops 
into a slot receiver.Key Departures:

• LB Malcolm Rodriguez: Rodriguez was the team’s 
leader on defense last season. He recorded 129 
tackles, 16 tackles for loss, three sacks, one inter-
ception, four forced fumbles, two fumble recoveries 
and one defensive touchdown. Rodriguez was 
selected in the sixth round by the Detroit Lions.

• RB Jaylen Warren: Warren led the team in rushing 
and total yards from scrimmage last season. In 
total, he recorded 1,216 rushing yards with eleven 
touchdowns and added another 225 receiving 
yards. After playing his graduate season for the 
Cowboys, Warren got an opportunity to play with 
the Pittsburgh Steelers as an undrafted free agent.

• LB Devin Harper: Harper was second in command 
behind Rodriguez last season. He recorded 95 tack-
les, 11 tackles for loss, six sacks, one forced fumble 
and two fumble recoveries. After his “super senior” 
season he went on to the NFL and was drafted in 
the sixth round by the Dallas Cowboys.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Spencer Sanders: After having a career year 

last season, Sanders is back for his senior season. 
Last season, he threw for 2,839 yards and 20 touch-
downs. This year, he will be looking to cut down on 
his turnovers as he threw 12 interceptions last year. 

• The Defensive Ends: The defensive end room is 
deep. After losing top tacklers at linebacker last 
season, the Cowboys will turn to Brock Martin, 
Trace Ford, Tyler Lacy and Collin Oliver to get tons 
of pressure on opposing quarterbacks and running 
backs this season. 

• WR Brennan Presley: Presley is the top target 
this season, and will most likely see some packages 
built to exploit his talents. Last season, he recorded 
655 total yards from scrimmage and had six 
touchdowns. This season, the receiving core is 
still young, so they will rely on Presley to lead the 
group.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Stillwater, OK
• Enrollment: 24,041
• Founded: 1890
• Mascot: Pistol Pete

Stadium Facts
• Boone Pickens Stadium
• Capacity: 55,509
• Built: 1920

Football Facts
• Record: 587-525-41
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 10
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-2
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Oklahoma State lost a lot from last year’s team. On top of some 
key players, they lost Defensive Coordinator Jim Knowles. The 
offense will be good again with Spencer Sanders returning at 
quarterback. Jaylen Warren is gone in the backfield, so somebody 
needs to step up at running back. Brennan Presley is gonna be a 
big time target at wide out. The offensive line has a lot of depth. 
Coach Gundy always has good defenses, and this year should be 
no exception with Derek Mason coaching them up. The defensive 
line will be solid with Brock Martin and Tyler Lacy. OSU did lose 
two key linebackers, so new guys will need to step up. Jason Taylor 
II will lead the secondary from the safety spot. It’s going to be hard 
to get back to the Big 12 title game, but the conference is pretty 
wide open. This team will still win a lot of football games.”
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_OklahomaSt
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DE Tyler Lacy

DT Brendon Evers

DT Sione Asi

DE Brock Martin

LB Xavier Benson

LB Mason Cobb

CB Jabbar Muhammad

CB Korie Black

S Thomas Harper

S Jason Taylor II

S Kendal Daniels

Projected Defense

K Tanner Brown

P Tom Hutton

KR Brennan Presley

PR Brennan Presley

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Gundy

OC Kasey Dunn

DC Derek Mason

Coaching Staff

QB Spencer Sanders

RB Dominic Richardson

WR Jaden Bray

WR Rashod Owens

WR Braydon Johnson

WR Brennan Presley

RT Jake Springfield

RG Hunter Woodard

C Preston Wilson

LG Tyrone Webber

LT Caleb Etienne

Projected Offense

As the Big 12 shifts in its formation, losing Oklahoma and Texas to the SEC and welcoming four 
other schools in to round out the conference, Oklahoma State is hoping they are the cream that rises 
to the top of the conference. Head Coach Mike Gundy is entering his 18th season as the leader of the 
Cowboys, and it’s time now for his team to show they are the top program in the Big 12.
OFFENSE: The Cowboys offense will be led by Spencer Sanders 
who will be aiming to improve on last year’s totals. This offsea-
son, he has been working heavily with the receiving core and 
the new look offensive line to clear up the doubts. This team 
will live and die off of Sanders’ play, so the pressure will be 
immense as the season begins and as the Cowboys get into the 
thick of Big 12 play. 

Leading rusher from 2021 Jaylen Warren is gone so that 
leaves question marks in the backfield. Dominic Richardson 
will get first nod, but he will be challenged by newcomer De-
ondre Jackson from Texas A&M. The true player to keep an eye 
on will be the man who was the talk of spring camp: freshman 
Ollie Gordon. Gordon was getting all the talk about how big he 
was coming into camp as an early enrollee, showing up at 6’3” 
and 210 pounds. 

In a Gundy led “air raid” offense, there is never a doubt 
that there will be talented players on the outside to catch the 
ball and make plays. Last season’s leading receiver, Tay Martin, 
is gone, and Brennan Presley has been shining all offseason as 
the lead option for Sanders. Look for Jayden Bray and Rashod 
Owens to give some big play options on the outside. Bray looks 
to be set for a breakout season for the Cowboys, last year as a 
true freshman he had glimpses of excellence. But there is anoth-
er freshman looming just on the outside of the starting roles: 
Talyn Shettron. Shettron looks to be a big playmaking and sure 
handed receiver that will be the next big name to travel through 
Stillwater.

The offensive line is retooled but ladened with veteran 
leadership. Preston WIlson is moving from tackle to center 
to solidify the interior of the offensive line. The battles on the 
outside of the line are what to watch through camps leading 
up to the beginning of the season. Caleb Etienne has the nod 
on the left tackle spot, but he will be battling incoming transfer 
Casey Collier for that spot. Jake Springfield looks to have the 
right tackle spot in hand but some quality depth will be battling 
behind him as freshman Calvin Harvey and sophomore trans-
fer Jason Brooks Jr will be looking for more snaps.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_OklahomaSt

SUMMARY: Oklahoma State is looking to duplicate last season’s performance with a trip to the Big 
12 conference championship game. Last season, the defense was beat up with injuries and still led 
the Big 12. This season, they are back, healthy and poised to duplicate that success. The offense is in 
a better place than it was this time last season and will be striking hot and fast to try and show the 
nation that Oklahoma State is for real and will be filling the seats of the best programs in the new 
look Big 12.

DEFENSE: New defensive coordinator Derek Mason comes in and has a stable of defensive pass 
rushers at his disposal. There are good pieces that need to step up into starting roles in the sec-
ondary. The questions remain at replacing the top two tacklers at the linebacker position from last 
season.

Collin Oliver led the team with 10.5 sacks last season as a freshman. With a full season under his 
belt, expect to see more disruption from him in a super talented pass rushers room. Oliver isn’t even 
listed as a starter on the depth chart. Seniors Brock Martin and Tyler Lacy will get first team reps, 
and senior Trace Ford is coming back from injury. This rotation of pass rushers might be one of the 
top groups in the nation and will be a big key to the success of the Cowboys defense this season.

How does a team replace 224 total tackles from your starting linebackers Malcolm Rodriguez 
and Devin Harper? First, hope that they developed the talent behind those two with giving Mason 
Cobb first reps. Then, you try to find someone who fits your scheme in the transfer portal, and they 
think they have found that in Texas Tech and junior college transfer Xavier Benson. These two do 
not need to try and tally over two hundred tackles, but they need to make plays, and let the more 
experienced defensive line and secondary make the plays they should and not make up for the 
linebacking mistakes.

The secondary is led by senior Jason Taylor II, who will be quarterbacking the defense out of the 
safety spot. Last season, Taylor had 48 tackles, 2.5 sacks, two interceptions with one returned for a 
touchdown and one forced fumble. Jabbar Muhammad will get first reps at corner and showed good 
tackling ability on the outside in a limited role last season. There is lots of talent potential in the 
secondary, but it remains to be seen how the younger guys develop through camp.
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TCU HORNED FROGS

9/2 at Colorado
9/10 vs Tarleton State
9/24 at SMU
10/1 vs Oklahoma
10/8 at Kansas
10/15 vs Oklahoma State
10/22 vs Kansas State
10/29 at West Virginia
11/5 vs Texas Tech
11/12 at Texas
11/19 at Baylor
11/26 vs Iowa State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• IOL Alan Ali: The graduate transfer and former 

three star recruit from SMU earned second team 
All-AAC honors in 2021 and will likely start at left 
guard this season. He can play all positions on the 
offensive line and will be able to contribute wherev-
er TCU needs him.

• RB Emani Bailey: The Texas native is coming 
home after two seasons at Louisiana. The 5’8” 
junior averaged 6.3 yards per carry last season and 
will contribute right away for the TCU offense. He 
will not be the first option for the run game but will 
provide much needed depth after the loss of Zach 
Evans.

• DL Lwal Uguak: The Canadian graduate transfer 
is finishing his career at TCU after spending the 
past four years at UConn. He recorded 34 tackles 
last season for the Huskies and will come into Fort 
Worth and compete for the starting job right away.

Top Recruits:
• WR Jordan Hudson: The four star wide receiver 

out of Garland, Texas is a top 25 player in Texas 
and a top 10 wide receiver in the class of 2022. He 
is an incredible athlete and was on the football and 
track team (triple jump) in high school.

• S Chase Biddle: The high school teammate of 
Jordan Hudson and four star safety is a top 30 play-
er in texas and top 200 player in the country. He 
played all over the field in high school, recording 
five interceptions and seven tackles for loss in his 
high school career. While he is a great tackler, his 
speed is his biggest strength.

• WR DJ Allen: Another four star wide receiver from 
Texas joined the TCU recruiting class of 2022. He 
is an incredible athlete and played quarterback, 
running back, wide receiver and safety in high 
school football in addition to lettering in basketball, 
baseball and track. 

Key Departures:
• RB Zach Evans: The 2020 five star recruit from 

Houston, Texas led TCU in rushing yards as a 
sophomore last season. In the offseason, he entered 
the transfer portal and will be the running back 
at Ole Miss in the fall. Keandre Miller and Emani 
Bailey will have to fill his role, but replacing Evans 
will sting.

• DE Ochaun Mathis: The two time second team 
All-Big 12 defensive end transferred to Nebraska 
after four seasons in Fort Worth. He started every 
game the past two seasons and recorded four sacks 
and 45 tackles in 2021. Dylan Horton and Colt 
Eliason will attempt to fill his spot on the defensive 
line.

• OT Tyler Guyton: The redshirt sophomore and 
Texas native transferred to conference rival Okla-
homa. He played in eight games last season for 
TCU and would have fought for the starting spot 
this season.

Key Returning Players:
• C Steve Avila: The team captain and senior center 

is the staple of the TCU offensive line. He earned 
first team All-Big 12 honors last season and was 
rated as one of the top offensive lineman in college 
football by PFF. His experience and leadership will 
play a big role in the success of this football team 
in 2022.

• CB Tre’Vius Hodges-Tomlinson: The two time 
first team All-Big 12 member is back for his senior 
season in Fort Worth. He can consistently lock 
down the opposing team’s top receiver and is not 
afraid to hit, forcing two fumbles last season. He 
could be one of the top defensive players in college 
football this season and will be a crucial part in this 
Horned Frog defense.

• RB Keandre Miller: After breaking out against 
Texas Tech in 2021, Miller is set to be the lead back 
in the TCU offense this season. Despite being the 
second string running back last season, he led the 
team in rushing touchdowns and still rushed for 
over 600 yards.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Fort Worth, TX
• Enrollment: 11,938
• Founded: 1873
• Mascot: SuperFrog

Stadium Facts
• Amon G. Carter Stadium
• Capacity: 47,000
• Built: 1930

Football Facts
• Record: 953-549-57
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“It’s a new era in TCU football. Gary Patterson is gone. Sonny 
Dykes is in. Dykes’ offense posted great numbers at SMU. It might 
take a bit for the TCU offense to learn the Dykes system, but once 
they do, they’ll be solid on offense. TCU returns two veteran 
quarterbacks. Keandre Miller is back at running back. Quentin 
Johnston and Taye Barber will be two solid go to receivers. This 
offense will go as far as the offensive line will take them. Steve Ali 
is a veteran who will lead that group. Cornerback Tre’Vius Hodg-
es-Tomlinson is a future first round pick that will lead the defense. 
He is one of the best in the conference at corner. Dee Winters is 
another key player at the linebacker position. This defense needs 
to improve significantly if TCU wants to be in the conference title 
race. The goal in year one of the Dykes regime is to have a winning 
season. They certainly have the talent to do just that.”
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• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_TCU
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DE Dylan Horton

DT Lwal Uguak

DE Colt Ellison

LB Johnny Hodges

LB Dee Winters

LB Jamoi Hodge

CB Noah Daniels

CB Tre’Vius Hodges-Tomlinson

S Bud Clark

S Mark Perry

S Nook Bradford

Projected Defense

K Griffin Kell

P Jordan Sandy

KR Derius Davis

PR Derius Davis

Projected Special Teams

HC Sonny Dykes

OC Garrett Riley

DC Joe Gillespie

Coaching Staff

QB Max Duggan

RB Keandre Miller

WR Derius Davis

WR Quentin Johnston

WR Taye Barber

TE Jared Wiley

RT Andrew Coker

RG Wes Harris

C Steve Avila

LG Alan Ali

LT Brandon Coleman

Projected Offense

There is officially a new era in TCU football after Gary Patterson, the second longest tenured 
coach with a single program in the FBS, and the university parted ways in the middle of last season. 
This year, former SMU head coach Sonny Dykes takes over the program. 

With Coach Dykes comes new coaches, schemes and transfers. He has brought over Garrett 
Riley, his offensive coordinator at SMU and brother of USC head coach Lincoln Riley, and Tulsa 
defensive coordinator Joe Gillespie to run the offense and defense. This season will be about estab-
lishing an identity for TCU and laying the foundation for the coming years.

They have used the transfer portal to mold the roster to fit Dykes’ system and compete in the Big 
12 instantly by bringing eleven new faces to Fort Worth. These changes have generated excitement 
around the Horned Frogs program and have given TCU fans something to look forward to.
OFFENSE: TCU brought in Garrett Riley to lead the Horned 
Frogs offense. Last season at SMU, Riley led the Mustangs to 
the highest powered offensive attack in the AAC, leading the 
conference in yards per game, passing yards per game and 
points per game. This year at TCU, he’ll have his work cut out 
for him. 

The first big question of the Horned Frogs offense is the 
quarterback position. Last season, Max Duggan started ten 
games and played well in most of them. He was a solid option 
at the position and chose to stay at TCU after the coaching 
change and injuries he has been through. However, Chandler 
Morris played in two games last season and led TCU to a win 
over Baylor, the highlight of the Horned Frogs season. Neither 
quarterback will go down without a fight, and both have 
shown they are successfully able to lead this team. 

While the quarterback battle is the most interesting part 
of this offense to follow, it will not be the most important part 
in 2022. Instead, the offensive line will be. Steve Avila earned 
first team All-Big 12 honors last season and TCU brought in 
Alan Ali, a guard from SMU, from the transfer portal. If this 
offensive line can live up to expectations, TCU can be a real 
threat in the Big 12 this season.

At the skill positions, Quentin Johnston is one of the top 
receivers in the conference. Johnson is a future NFL talent. 
Taye Barber will be his partner in crime out wide. Keandre 
Miller will likely see the majority of carries this season from 
the running back position. 

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_TCU

SUMMARY: The new era in Fort Worth is something all college football fans should keep an eye on 
this season. TCU probably won’t go out and win ten games or make a New Years Six bowl, but there 
is reason to be excited. They will be competitive in the Big 12 and won’t be an easy win for any team 
this season. They are building a new foundation for the program in 2022, and this season will get 
TCU fans excited for the years to come.

DEFENSE: Similarly to the offense, this will be the start of a new era for the TCU defense. Sonny 
Dykes brought in former Tulsa Defensive Coordinator Joe Gillespie to run the defense this season, 
and while it will be different from the past two decades, there will be some similarities to the TCU 
defense we know and love. 

Gillespie will use a nickel defense as the primary look, with three on the line, three linebackers 
and five defensive backs. They will mix experience with transfers, using first team All-Big 12 corner-
back Tre’Vius Hodges-Tomlinson and senior linebacker Dee Withers, who’s played in every game 
the past three seasons for the Horned Frogs. Most players on the defense are able to play multiple 
positions and Gillespie will use that to his advantage. They will be able to throw multiple looks and 
disguises at the opposing offenses, with fast players that can get to all parts of the field. They might 
not always have the biggest hits or the meanest defensive line, but their speed will win them games 
this year.
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TEXAS LONGHORNS

9/3 vs UL Monroe
9/10 vs Alabama
9/17 vs UTSA
9/24 at Texas Tech
10/1 vs West Virginia
10/8 vs Oklahoma (Dallas)
10/15 vs Iowa State
10/22 at Oklahoma State
11/5 at Kansas State
11/12 vs TCU
11/19 at Kansas
11/26 vs Baylor

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Isaiah Neyor: Texas wanted to bring in top 

ball catching options to spike their offense. They 
did just that by bringing in Neyor from Wyoming. 
Neyor showed top end speed and great ability to 
battle over defenders for the ball. He should give 
the Longhorns offense a deep threat.

• DB Ryan Watts: After receiving very limited 
playing time at Ohio State, Watts came to Texas 
to get exposure in the high flying Big 12. Watts 
appeared in 11 games and recorded 11 tackles and 
2 interceptions. Watts should be more than gifted 
physically to match up against the conference’s top 
wide receivers. 

• QB Quinn Ewers: The number one recruit in the 
nation in 2021 signed with Ohio State and trans-
ferred out to Texas. Quinn has the measurables to 
be the big man on campus for the Longhorns. He 
battled through the spring for the starting job, and 
the final call will be made in the fall practices. 

Top Recruits:
• OL Devon Campbell: Texas landed one of its top 

targets with five star recruit and the number one 
interior offensive lineman (247 Sports) in the coun-
try Devon Campbell. At 6’3” and 310 lbs, Campbell 
is an absolute monster on the field and will look to 
make an immediate impact on the interior of the 
Longhorns’ line. 

• OL Kelvin Banks Jr: Texas landed what is being 
recognized as one of the best offensive line recruit-
ing offseason in program history. Banks gives them 
a tackle option to help both the pass and rushing 
games. He shows great hand skills and footwork. 
Banks was a five star recruit and the number three 
offensive tackle (247 Sports) in the country.

• DB Terrance Brooks: Texas flipped the four star 
recruit (247 Sports) Brooks, who was committed 
to Ohio State, to join the Longhorns this fall, and 
he will compete for meaningful playing time right 
away. Brooks is the son of Super Bowl winner Chet 
Brooks, who attended Texas A&M.

Key Departures:
• DL Jordon Thomas: The former 4 star talent was 

slated for a big role in last year’s defense before opt-
ing out because of personal reasons. Thomas was 
praised for his ability to use his hands and strength 
to get into the backfield. While the Longhorns 
brought in 8 defensive lineman this offseason, none 
quite measured up to what Thomas’ potential was. 

• DB B.J. Foster: After 4 solid years with the Long-
horns, Foster moves east to Sam Houston State. 
During Foster’s time in Austin he racked up 168 
tackles, 17.5 tackles for loss, 5 sacks, 5 interceptions 
and 2 forced fumbles. 

• WR Kelvontay Dixon: He was expected to take a 
lot of pressure off of returning receiver Xavier Wor-
thy. After bringing in multiple receiving options 
through the portal, Dixon wanted a fresh start. He 
turned his sights north to join the SMU Mustangs 
this season. Through 8 games at Texas, he had 12 
catches for 176 yards and a touchdown.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Bijan Robinson: After appearing in only 10 

games last season, the Texas bell cow returns to im-
prove on his 1,422 total yards and 15 touchdowns 
in the 2021 season. Robinson is receiving lots of 
praise this offseason as many outlets are rating him 
as the nation’s top running back. 

• WR Xavier Worthy: Worthy returns after a strong 
true freshman season, recording 62 receptions for 
981 yards and 12 touchdowns last year. Worthy is 
recognized as one of the top wide receivers coming 
into the 2022 season. With his dynamic playmak-
ing ability, he should be able to take the top off the 
defense for the Longhorn offense.

• DL Keondre Coburn: The senior defensive tackle 
has returned for one more season in Austin. In 
2019, Coburn earned the starting position on the 
Texas line and racked up 26 game appearances, 64 
tackles, 11 tackles for a loss, 4 sacks and a forced 
fumble. Coburn will once again plug the middle of 
the Longhorn defensive line.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Austin, TX
• Enrollment: 51,991
• Founded: 1883
• Mascot: Bevo

Stadium Facts
• Darrell K Royal-Texas 

Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 100,119
• Built: 1924

Football Facts
• Record: 878-375-31
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 30
• National Championships: 4

Projected Record: 9-3
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Longhorns
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“There is no doubt that Texas’ offense is going to be scary good. 
The talent alone that Quinn Ewers possesses should scare people. 
On top of that, they have Bijan Robinson, Xavier Worthy and 
many other weapons. The defense, however, is the concern with 
Texas. Last year, tackling was optional. If Coach Sarkisian can get 
the defense to improve tackling, they will be better. Texas was one 
of the worst power 5 teams against the run as well. DeMarvion 
Overshown is a good piece at LB. If the defense improves a good 
amount, Texas can win 9 games.”
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DE Alfred Collins

DT Moro Ojomo

DT Keondre Coburn

DE Ovie Oghoufo

LB DeMarvion Overshown

LB Luke Brockermeyer

LB Jaylan Ford

CB D’Shawn Jamison

CB Ryan Watts

S Anthony Cook

S Jerrin Thompson

Projected Defense

K Bert Auburn

P Isaac Pearson

KR D’Shawn Jamison

PR D’Shawn Jamison

Projected Special Teams

HC Steve Sarkisian

OC Kyle Flood

DC Pete Kwiatkowski

Coaching Staff

QB Quinn Ewers

RB Bijan Robinson

WR Xavier Worthy

WR Isaiah Neyor

WR Jordan Whittington

TE Ja’Tavion Sanders

RT Christian Jones

RG Hayden Conner

C Jake Majors

LG Junior Angilau

LT Andrej Karic

Projected Offense In Coach Steve Sarkisian’s second season in Austin, he is showing his strength by bringing in top 
talent through recruiting and the transfer portal. After a disappointing year one, only going 5-7 and 
losing 6 of 9 against the Big 12, Coach Sarkisian knew he had to get things moving. Since longtime 
coach Mack Brown left the program back in 2013, Texas dominance has greatly fallen. Coach Sark-
isian, in his first full offseason, brought in the fifth ranked recruiting class and sixth ranked transfer 
class (247 Sports) to Austin. Coach Sarkisian has still been heavily focused on recruiting for the 2023 
season, despite the 2022 season approaching, as they’ve signed 5 four star recruits (247 Sports) and 
the highly coveted Arch Manning. Things seem to be moving down the right path in Austin.
OFFENSE: Offensive Coordinator Kyle Flood has a full offseason 
of implementing and preparing his game plan for the Longhorns. 
There is a lot of excitement for the offense to grow back into 
what is expected of Texas football. 

Last season the offense was not good, and it started out with 
uncertainty with the quarterback. The Longhorns return Hudson 
Card, who appeared in 7 games last season throwing for only 
590 yards and 5 touchdowns. Last year’s top quarterback, Casey 
Thompson, has left for Nebraska. To combat losing Thompson, 
the Longhorns bring in Quinn Ewers from Ohio State, who 
was the top recruit for the 2021 class. Ewers did not appear last 
season for the Buckeyes, so he will be battling for the starting job 
this season as a redshirt freshman.

The best running backs room in the nation resides in Austin. 
Bijan Robinson highlights the group of stud backs. He is backed 
up by a stable of solid backs including Roschon Johnson, Keilan 
Robinson, Jonathan Brooks and Jaydon Blue. Bijan is the clear 
cut starter. He has shown a great ability to make something out 
of nothing when the ball is in his hands. The junior has some 
of the best vision on the field when he lines up, and that ability 
to find the spaces is making him a preseason candidate for the 
Heisman.

The most overhauled crew is the receivers room as the 
Longhorns welcome in Isaiah Neyor from Wyoming, Agiye Hall 
from Alabama, Tarique Milton from Iowa State and tight end 
Jahleel Billingsley from Alabama. The Longhorns return wide 
receiver standout from last year Xavier Worthy who accounted 
for 12 receiving touchdowns for Texas last year. Worthy has 
been receiving high praise after a great freshman campaign. Pair 
Worthy with returning, and healthy, Jordan Whittington and the 
Longhorns have their top two receiving threats back.

The determining factor in just how dynamic this offense can 
be will be the offensive line. While the line returns five players 
who contributed heavily in 2021, the quality was just not there. 
Coach Sarkisian prioritized fixing this problem by bringing in 
recruits Devon Campbell and Cole Hutson, who will be compet-
ing as freshmen for the starting guard position.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Longhorns

SUMMARY: After many seasons of turmoil after the departure of Mack Brown, the Longhorns hope 
they have found the man to get them back to the promiseland in Steve Sarkisian. Coach Sarkisian 
has gone heavy into the transfer portal and shown his ability to net top end recruits. The Longhorns 
behind Coach Sarkisian will continue to improve as they get the pieces necessary to run effectively 
under the new systems. Longhorn fans will continue to hold high expectations of the program and 
as Texas prepares to enter the SEC. Coach Sarkisian will have to be almost perfect to get them to the 
top of the college football mountain once again.

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator Pete Kwiatkowski returns in year two hoping to drastically 
improve the porous defense from 2021. Texas allowed 100 yard rushing in 9 of 12 matchups in 2021, 
highlighted by Arkansas’ 340 yards and Oklahoma’s 339 yards rushing. Texas only held opponents 
under 300 total yards of offense twice last season. Those opponents were Rice and Kansas State. 

The Longhorn rush defense was not a thing last season. The top priority for Texas this offseason 
was to bring in edge rusher Ochuan Mathis from TCU, but they did not succeed in doing so. Mathis 
went to Nebraska instead. Returning 3 seniors on the line, highlighted by Keondre Coburn in the 
middle, the Longhorns hope to find some spark in the veteran room. Texas does welcome a pair of 
four star edge rushers (247 Sports) in J’mond Tapp and Justice Finkley, who will be plugged into 
backup roles right away.

The linebacking crew welcomed back the top three tacklers from last season in Demarvion 
Overshown (74 tackles), Luke Brockermeyer (72 tackles) and Jaylan Ford (53 tackles). While Texas 
is projected to run with 4 lineman and 2 linebackers, do not be shocked to see Coach Kwiatkowski 
throw in a third linebacker to try and combat their weakness in the defensive line. Jaylan Ford will 
be the name to watch for this crew. He played extremely well on a poor defense last season under 
new direction.

Ryan Watts, transfer from Ohio State, comes in and is an instant plug in play at corner for the 
Longhorns which speaks volumes of how poor the secondary has been. They also bring in a fresh-
man four star recruit (247 Sports) Terrance Brooks, who is expected to see significant time as he 
progresses through the season. Anthony Cook and D’Shawn Jamison return to try and improve on 
last season’s let down. Cook was arguably the best all around player on last year’s defense.
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TEXAS TECH RED RAIDERS

9/3 vs Murray State
9/10 vs Houston
9/17 at NC State
9/24 vs Texas
10/1 at Kansas State
10/8 at Oklahoma State
10/22 vs West Virginia
10/29 vs Baylor
11/5 at TCU
11/12 vs Kansas
11/19 at Iowa State
11/26 vs Oklahoma

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OT Cole Spencer: The super senior tackle is 

heading to Texas Tech after a first team All-CU-
SA season at Western Kentucky in 2021. He will 
instantly contribute to the Texas Tech offensive line 
and his experience will help the Red Raiders out 
tremendously.

• OT Michael Shanahan: The first team All-Ohio 
Valley lineman is also joining this Texas Tech offen-
sive line group after making the FCS playoffs at UT 
Martin last season. Texas Tech is using the portal 
to transform their offensive line, and Shanahan will 
play a key role in doing just that.

• TE Baylor Cupp: The former five star tight end 
from the class of 2019 has transferred to Texas Tech 
after two seasons at Texas A&M. He dealt with 
injuries the past two seasons, only starting one 
game. The fresh start at Texas Tech could be what 
he needs to regain his potential.

Top Recruits:
• DL Joseph Adedire: The four star defensive line-

man from Texas committed to Texas Tech after two 
straight Texas state semifinals appearances in high 
school. He’s a good run stopper and will be a key 
piece of the Texas Tech defense in the future.

• S Landon Hullaby: The top 50 Texas football 
player in the class of 2022 is staying home and 
attending Texas Tech this season. He decommitted 
from Oregon after Mario Cristobal left for Miami 
and should be a valuable player for Texas Tech in a 
year or two.

• DL Trevon McAlpine: He was one of the best high 
school defensive players in Alabama the past two 
seasons. He is 6’3”, 280 pounds, and he made a 
deep playoff run in the Alabama state playoffs in 
2020 and 2021. He can play multiple spots along 
the defensive line as well.

Key Departures:
• WR Erik Ezukanma: The former Red Raider was 

drafted by the Miami Dolphins in the fourth round 
of the NFL Draft. It won’t be easy to replace the two 
time All-Big 12 member.

• C Dawson Deaton: The seventh round pick is now 
a Cleveland Brown, and he is one of three linemen 
Texas Tech will have to replace. He was a second 
team All-Big 12 member the past two seasons.

• LB Riko Jeffers: After 299 tackles over his five year 
career, the former Texas Tech linebacker has finally 
moved on. He recorded at least 70 tackles the past 
three seasons and will be a huge loss to the Red 
Raiders defense.

Key Returning Players:
• RB SaRodorick Thompson: After leading the 

team in rushing attempts and rushing touchdowns, 
he is back for another season. He is expected to be 
the lead back this season and get the brunt of the 
touches.

• DE Tyree Wilson: After starting all 13 games last 
season, the defensive end is back for his senior 
season. Wilson led the team in sacks and tackles for 
loss, and he has gotten much better every year. He 
could be the best player on the Texas Tech defense 
this season.

• DT Tony Bradford Jr: After a solid season last year, 
he is expected to take a big leap and be the anchor 
of the Texas Tech defensive line in his senior sea-
son. He was second on the team in tackles for loss 
and sacks last season, despite missing three games 
due to injury. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Lubbock, TX
• Enrollment: 40,322
• Founded: 1923
• Mascot: Raider Red

Stadium Facts
• Jones AT&T Stadium
• Capacity: 60,454
• Built: 1947

Football Facts
• Record: 582-470-32
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach McGuire is off to a good start off the field. He’s been re-
cruiting well, and money is being poured into this program. Coach 
McGuire hired Western Kentucky OC Zach Kittley to lead the 
offense. Expect Texas Tech to put up a ton of points with Kittley’s 
high powered offense. Tyler Shough is back at QB. SaRodorick 
Thompson is a reliable back when TTU doesn’t pass. The receiving 
room brings back JJ Sparkman and Loic Fouonji. TTU does need 
to replace a few guys on the offensive line. The defense needs to 
improve. Krishon Merriweather is the best player on that side of 
the ball at linebacker. CB Adrian Frye is a great athlete. Defensive 
linemen Jaylon Hutchings and Tyree Wilson are experienced. This 
team will put up points, but it may take a few years to translate 
into wins.”

Photo by Michael C. Johnson/USA TODAY SportsPhoto by Michael C. Johnson/USA TODAY Sports

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_TTU
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DE Tyree Wilson

DT Jaylon Hutchings

DT Philip Blidi

LB Dimitri Moore

LB Krishon Merriweather

LB Reggie Pearson Jr

LB Jesiah Pierre

CB Adrian Frye

CB Malik Dunlap

S Marquis Waters

S Dadrion Taylor-Demerson

Projected Defense

K Trey Wolff

P Austin McNamara

KR Chadarius Townsend

PR Adrian Frye

Projected Special Teams

HC Joey McGuire

OC Zach Kittley

DC Tim DeRuyter

Coaching Staff

QB Tyler Shough

RB SaRodorick Thompson

WR Trey Cleveland

WR JJ Sparkman

WR Loic Fouonji

TE Baylor Cupp

RT Caleb Rodgers

RG Weston Wright

C Cade Briggs

LG Cole Spencer

LT Michael Shanahan

Projected Offense

The Joey McGuire era has arrived in Lubbock. The former Baylor assistant coach and Texas High 
School state champion coach is now a head coach at the college level for the first time in his career. 
His ties to the high school game give him an edge in recruiting and should give Texas Tech fans 
some hope for the future. They have a solid mix of returning players and transfers to make the Red 
Raiders competitive in the Big 12 this season. While they are still a few years away from a Big 12 
championship or a New Years Six bowl birth, this season will serve as a solid foundation for Texas 
Tech, giving them something to build off of for years to come.

OFFENSE: Joey McGuire hired Zach Kittley to run the offense 
after he spent last season as the Western Kentucky offensive 
coordinator. Kittley was a graduate assistant under former 
Texas Tech head coach Kliff Kingsbury, and he led Western 
Kentucky to the second best offense in the FBS last season.

Despite being sidelined last season due to a broken collar-
bone, Tyler Shough is expected to win the starting quarterback 
job this season. He was a solid passer through four starts in 
2021, but he will likely take a major step forward in Zach 
Kittley’s offense. 

After losing wide receiver Erik Ezukanma to the Miami 
Dolphins, Texas Tech has a multitude of young receivers that 
can step up. JJ Sparkman and Luic Fouonji played key roles in 
the offense last season and now have the opportunity to step 
up and be the key wideouts in 2022.

In addition to the high powered passing game, running 
back SaRodorick Thompson will play a major role this season. 
He led the Red Raiders in touchdowns last season and is only 
expected to get more touches this year, especially behind the 
revamped offensive line.

Speaking of the offensive line, it is going to look a lot 
different than last year. After multiple starters graduated, Texas 
Tech used the transfer portal to restack the trenches, bringing 
in Cole Spencer and Michael Shanahan to an already solid 
group. No one knows how well they will mesh, but the talent 
and experience is there.

Texas Tech could have one of the best offenses in the coun-
try this year, and the offense will be the highlight of this team 
for years to come.  

• Writtten by Clayton Perona
             @SSN_TTU

SUMMARY: In stereotypical Big 12 fashion, the offense is going to put up points every game. If the 
defense can get a few stops every now and then, Texas Tech could have a successful season. Their of-
fense will be one of the best in the conference, and an experienced defense is the perfect compliment 
to it. No matter how this season goes, the Red Raiders will always put on a show and give their fans a 
fun foundation for future years.

DEFENSE: The offense isn’t the only thing changing around Lubbock this season. Joey McGuire 
hired Tim DeRuyter, the defensive coordinator at Oregon, to run the Texas Tech defense. 

He’ll rely on the experience of his defensive line with Jaylon Hutchings and Tyree Wilson re-
turning after starting all 13 games in 2021. They’ll be able to show a lot of looks to opposing offenses 
through their defensive line. They are all good run stoppers and can get to the quarterback, and 
Wilson can even drop into coverage when necessary. 

In order to have a successful defense this season, someone will need to step up at linebacker. 
They’ll turn to super senior Krishon Merriweather to lead this defense after he led the team in tack-
les last season. Experience is the strength of this defense. As long as Merriweather does his job, the 
rest will work out for the Texas Tech defense.

The secondary brings in more questions than answers. They are bringing back Dadrion Tay-
lor-Demerson after his breakout 2021 season, but they still need a lot of work after giving up more 
passing yards per game than Kansas last season. The return of safety Marquis Waters will help in that 
area. After starting the first four games last season, the senior got injured and missed the rest of the 
season. Bringing him back will help the Texas Tech secondary with both his talent and experience.

With the high powered Texas Tech offense, this team could get into a lot of shootouts. Having 
the experience Texas Tech does will help them muster up a few stops each game, giving them all the 
tools they need to win.
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WEST VIRGINIA MOUNTAINEERS

9/1 at Pitt
9/10 vs Kansas
9/17 vs Towson
9/22 at Virginia Tech
10/1 at Texas
10/13 vs Baylor
10/22 at Texas Tech
10/29 vs TCU
11/5 at Iowa State
11/12 vs Oklahoma
11/19 vs Kansas State
11/26 at Oklahoma State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB JT Daniels: Daniels started off his career at 

USC with a completion rate of 60.7 percent and 
had 2,887 yards with 11 interceptions. He only 
appeared in 12 games at USC. He then transferred 
to Georgia for his redshirt sophomore and junior 
seasons, where he had a 69.5 percent completion 
rate and had a total of 1,953 yards. 

• DE Zeiqui Lawton: Lawton comes in to Morgan-
town as a freshman transfer, who looks to help the 
Mountaineers on the defensive side of the ball. He 
is a Charleston native, who looks to stay home for 
the rest of his collegiate career. 

• LB Jasir Cox: Cox comes in from FCS North 
Dakota State. He was named to the All-MVFC 
second team last season after starting 14 games for 
the Bison. 

Top Recruits:
• QB Nicco Marchiol: Marchiol comes in as a four 

star recruit from Chandler, AZ. He had a total of 
8,310 yds and 91 touchdowns in high school. He 
will prove as a key backup under Daniels, and will 
likely be the starting quarterback next year. 

• CB Jacolby Spells: Spells started out as a receiver 
before flipping to a corner in his later years of high 
school. As a corner, he had one interception in 
his senior year, but proved crucial in breaking up 
potential receptions. He should be a good addition 
on the defense. 

• ATH Christion Stokes: Stokes comes in as an ath-
lete, who played running back and defensive end. 
As a Mountaineer, he will likely be a defensive end 
and should make a good backup to Jared Bartlett. 

Key Departures:
• QB Jarret Doege: Doege, who is a 6th year senior, 

decided to finish his career at Western Kentucky 
after being the starting quarterback at both Bowl-
ing Green and WVU. During his stint with the 
Mountaineers, Doege had a total of 5,835 yards, 33 
touchdowns and 16 interceptions.

• WR Winston Wright Jr: Wright decided to use his 
final season of eligibility to transfer to Florida State. 
He was the number two receiver behind Bryce 
Ford-Wheaton. He had a total of 688 yards in his 
junior campaign. 

• RB Leddie Brown: Leddie Brown was WVU’s key 
back who improved every year that he was there. 
In his freshman and sophomore campaigns, he 
had a total of 813 yards. In his junior and senior 
campaigns, he had over 1,000 yards. His absence 
will hurt in the running game. 

Key Returning Players:
• DL Dante Stills: Stills is coming back as a fifth year 

senior for the Mountaineers. In his senior year, he 
had 29 tackles, 7 sacks and one interception. In his 
underclassmen years, he had great results, but none 
better than last campaign. He will be a vital part of 
West Virginia’s defense this year.

• CB Charles Woods: CB Charles Woods: Woods 
was a transfer from Illinois State, who came to 
WVU ahead of his junior year. An injury and a 
transfer portal entry gave Woods a starting job. 
Once the season was over, Woods had firmly 
claimed the starting position posting 21 tackles. 

• WR Sam James: James enters his redshirt senior 
year as a top receiver. Last year, he posted 505 yards 
and 5 touchdowns. He will prove vital as the Moun-
taineers outside receiver, and he has a good chance 
to gain more touches with JT Daniels as QB. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Morgantown, WV
• Enrollment: 25,474
• Founded: 1867
• Mascot: The Mountaineer

Stadium Facts
• Milan Puskar Stadium
• Capacity: 60,000
• Built: 1980

Football Facts
• Record: 769-514-45
• Conference: Big 12
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This is a prove it year for Coach Brown and the Mountaineers. 
They finally have the offense to put up points with the rest of the 
Big 12. New OC Graham Harrell is a good addition. So is QB JT 
Daniels. Bryce Ford-Wheaton and Sam James are reliable receiv-
ers. The running game and offensive line are a question marks. 
The defense really needs to improve. Outside of Dante Stills on the 
defensive line and Charles Woods in the secondary, West Virginia 
has a lot of question marks on that side of the ball. The benchmark 
for WVU this year should be 7 or 8 wins and a more explosive 
offense. If WVU doesn’t meet expectations, Coach Brown could be 
driving those country roads out of Morgantown.”
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• Writtten by Joshua Kerns
             @SSN_WVU
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DE Jared Bartlett

DT Dante Stills

DT Jordan Jefferson

DE Taijh Alston

LB Exree Loe

LB Lance Dixon

LB Jasir Cox

CB Marcis Floyd

CB Charles Woods

S Hershey McLaurin

S Avery Wilcox

Projected Defense

K Casey Legg

P Oliver Straw

KR Sam James

PR Bryce Ford-Wheaton

Projected Special Teams

HC Neal Brown

OC Graham Harrell

DC Jordan Lesley/
Shadon Brown

Coaching Staff

QB JT Daniels

RB Tony Mathis Jr

WR Sam James

WR Bryce Ford-Wheaton

WR Kaden Prather

TE Mike O’Laughlin

RT Brandon Yates

RG Doug Nester

C Zach Frazier

LG James Gmiter

LT Wyatt Milum

Projected Offense

This year’s Mountaineer football team should be a drastic improvement from over a year ago. 
WVU went 6-7 (4-5 in Big 12 play) last year with a 17-6 bowl loss to Minnesota. Many WVU fans 
had higher aspirations for their team, but the offensive side of the ball was the achilles heel for the 
Mountaineers. Under the direction of fourth year Head Coach Neal Brown, they look to address and 
fix their offensive woes from the year prior. 
OFFENSE: West Virginia’s offense has a chance to take a com-
plete 180 from the one it had last year. The addition of Graham 
Harrell as offensive coordinator might prove crucial for Neal 
Brown’s tenure as head coach. Brown also relinquished all play 
calling to Harrell in an attempt to boost the offense. Harrell 
has an air raid style offense, which matches Brown’s offense 
style. This allows for an easier transition in personnel, as well 
as allowing for a smooth transition in play style for the offense. 

The addition of JT Daniels at quarterback will be a massive 
improvement from Jarret Doege, who at times proved unreli-
able at the quarterback position. Daniels has shown plenty of 
flashes of brilliance during his time with USC and Georgia. 
With the additions of Daniels and Harrell, the Mountaineer 
offense could be a lot more explosive. 

At running back, Lyn-J Dixon was supposed to be the 
guy to replace Leddie Brown. Dixon ended up entering the 
portal earlier this summer before ever seeing a snap at WVU. 
That leaves a hole that is expected to be filled by Tony Mathis 
Jr. Expect to see a number of different guys at running back 
throughout the season.

Bryce Ford-Wheaton and Sam James are back at wide 
receiver, which is a critical position in the air raid offense. 
Ford-Wheaton had 575 receiving yards last season. James had 
505 receiving yards last season. Expect both of those numbers 
to improve as WVU has a more capable QB to sling the rock. 

WVU’s offensive line also seeks to be improved under a 
veteran group with Zach Frazier as the leader. This will help 
WVU immensely, since they had problems with protecting the 
quarterback all throughout Brown’s tenure as head coach. 

• Writtten by Joshua Kerns
             @SSN_WVU

SUMMARY: What West Virginia needs to do to be successful this season is to score more, have a 
higher pass efficiency and limit dropped passes. A big thing that hurt the Mountaineers last season 
was their inconsistency to score. WVU only put up 25.2 points per game last season, and they had 
an average of 278 total yards per game. Their touchdown to interception ratio was very inconsis-
tent as well, putting up 19 touchdowns and throwing 12 interceptions. The Mountaineers look to 
improve this under a new starting quarterback. 

WVU has two big rivalry games in store for this season, including one of the largest rivalries in 
sports being renewed in The Backyard Brawl between Pitt and West Virginia. Coming off of an 11-3 
season and an ACC championship, this will be a tough first test. The second rival that the Mountain-
eers will face is Virginia Tech in Blacksburg. Last year, the Mountaineers won this rivalry game for 
the first time in over a decade in a 27-21 victory. Since this game is on the road this year, it will be a 
much tougher test, especially with a Hokies team that is looking to be a much better team from its 
2021 counterpart. 

Some big key games will be in the first half of the season. For West Virginia to have a season 
in which they are bowl eligible, they will need to win at least three of these first six games. If they 
want a successful season where they are in the Big 12 title conversation, winning the first five games 
of their schedule will be ultra important. The biggest games of WVU’s 2022 schedule will be Pitt, 
Virginia Tech, Baylor, Iowa State and Oklahoma State. Winning half of those games will give the 
Mountaineers some much needed breathing room to make a bowl.

DEFENSE: The Mountaineer defense could take a small step back with the departures of key players 
such as linebacker Josh Chandler-Semedo and defensive lineman Akheem Mesidor. These gaps 
will likely be replaced with defensive lineman Tavis Lee and linebacker James Thomas respectfully. 
WVU has been able to replace key transfers in the past on the defensive side of the ball, and this year 
should be no different. 

With the surprise return of defensive tackle Dante Stills, the defensive core will be disciplined 
and still be a top defense in the Big 12. Stills is a future NFL Draft pick, and he is one of the very best 
defensive players in the conference. Stills recorded 15 tackles for loss and seven sacks last season. 
Jared Bartlett, Jordan Jefferson and Taijh Alston will all contribute along with Stills on the defensive 
line.

Exree Loe and Lance Dixon will lead the linebacking unit. These two players could have break-
out seasons as they are now in the spotlight after Josh Chandler-Semedo left. This unit was bolstered 
by North Dakota State transfer Jasir Cox, who was one of the top defensive players for the Bison. 
Overall, the linebackers are in need of someone to break out and lead the defense.

Lastly, WVU has a fast corner in Charles Woods, who should make up for the poor interception 
rate. The secondary really needs to improve and Woods will definitely help this unit. Other contribu-
tors in the secondary will include Marcis Floyd, Hershey McLaurin and Avery Wilcox.
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Ohio State 9-0 13-0

2 Michigan State 7-2 10-2

3 Michigan 7-2 10-2

4 Penn State 6-3 8-4

5 Indiana 3-6 5-7

6 Maryland 2-7 5-7

7 Rutgers 0-9 2-10

Big Ten Preview
Projected Standings

Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Wisconsin 8-1 11-2

2 Minnesota 6-3 9-3

3 Iowa 5-4 8-4

4 Purdue 5-4 8-4

5 Nebraska 4-5 6-6

6 Northwestern 1-8 4-8

7 Illinois 0-9 2-10

East Division

West Division

Offensive Player 
of the Year
WR Jaxon Smith-Njigba,
Ohio State

Defensive Player 
of the Year
LB Jack Campbell, 
Iowa

Freshman of the 
Year
RB Nick Singleton,
Penn State

Player of the Year

QB CJ Stroud,
Ohio State

Coach of the Year

Ryan Day,
Ohio State

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
11/26

AT
10/29

AT
10/1

AT
10/8

AT
10/29

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/3

AT
9/17

AT
9/10

AT
9/17

AT
9/17OVER

Ohio State

Wisconsin
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Big Ten Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB CJ Stroud, Ohio State

RB Blake Corum, Michigan

RB Treveyon Henderson, Ohio State

WR Jaxon Smith-Njigba, Ohio State

WR Marvin Harrison Jr, Ohio State

TE Erick All, Michigan

OT Peter Skoronski, Northwestern

OG Zak Zinter, Michigan

C Olusegun Oluwatimi, Michigan

OG JD Duplain, Michigan State

OT Paris Johnson, Ohio State

DEFENSE
DE Adetomiwa Adebawore, Northwestern

DT Jacob Slade, Michigan State

DT Branson Deen, Purdue

DE Zach Harrison, Ohio State

LB Jack Campbell, Iowa

LB Nick Herbig, Wisconsin

LB Cal Haladay, Michigan State

CB DJ Turner, Michigan

CB Riley Moss, Iowa

S Riley Moss, Iowa

S Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

K Jake Moody, Michigan

P Bryce Baringer, Michigan State

KR Emeka Egbuka, Ohio State

PR Jayden Reed, Michigan State

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 304.06

2.
Rating: 280.62

3.
Rating: 265.52

4.
Rating: 232.56

5.
Rating: 226.48

6.
Rating: 221.00

7.
Rating: 218.75

8.
Rating: 215.62

9.
Rating: 214.29

10.
Rating: 212.93

11.
Rating: 210.08

12.
Rating: 201.37

13.
Rating: 196.50

14.
Rating: 189.00

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Ohio State
Michigan State
Maryland
Purdue
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Northwestern
Penn State
Wisconsin

Illinois

Nebraska

Indiana
Rutgers



INDIANA HOOSIERS

9/2 vs Illinois
9/10 vs Idaho
9/17 vs Western Kentucky
9/24 at Cincinnati
10/1 at Nebraska
10/8 vs Michigan
10/15 vs Maryland
10/22 at Rutgers
11/5 vs Penn State
11/12 at Ohio State
11/19 at Michigan State
11/26 vs Purdue

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Connor Bazelak: Michael Penix Jr. transferred 

to Washington, and Missouri transfer Connor 
Bazelak looks to be the new starter at quarterback. 
Bazelak started for two seasons at Missouri and was 
impressive in the spring. 

• LB Bradley Jennings Jr.: Another big priority is 
replacing Micah McFadden, who was easily the best 
player on the Indiana defense last season. Miami 
transfer Bradley Jennings Jr. will be counted on to 
keep up the good play at the linebacker position for 
Indiana. 

• DL JH Tevis: Tevis showed improvement in each of 
his three seasons at Cal. If he continues to improve, 
he should be one of the better players on the Indi-
ana defense this season. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Dasan McCullough: McCullough is the highest 

rated recruit (247 Sports) in the 2022 class for In-
diana. He was a four star recruit (247 Sports) from 
the state of Indiana. 

• CB Trevell Mullen: Mullen was a four star recruit 
(247 Sports) from the state of Florida. He was the 
29th ranked (247 Sports) recruit from the state of 
Florida.

• DL Nick James: James was another four star 
recruit (247 Sports) from the state of Florida. He 
was the 33rd ranked (247 Sports) player from the 
state of Florida.

Key Departures:
• QB Michael Penix Jr.: After spending three sea-

sons as the starting quarterback at Indiana, Penix 
Jr. transferred to Washington this past offseason. 
His departure leaves room for a new face to step 
up and try to turn around an offense that struggled 
last season.

• LB Micah McFadden: McFadden has departed to 
the NFL after spending the last three seasons as one 
of the best linebackers in the country. Indiana has 
talented players ready to replace McFadden, but 
they will have very big shoes to fill.

• TE Peyton Hendershot: Hendershot was the 
top target in the passing game last season with 46 
receptions, four touchdowns and over 500 yards 
receiving. Indiana will need someone to step up 
and replace Hendershot this season.

Key Returning Players:
• CB Tiawan Mullen: Mullen dealt with injuries last 

season, but he played great in 2020. If he can return 
to his 2020 form this season, he will be one of the 
best cornerbacks in the Big Ten. 

• LB Cam Jones: Jones is returning for a fifth year 
and should be a veteran leader for the defense 
this season. He has been solid during his time at 
Indiana, recording six sacks and over 100 tackles in 
four years for the Hoosiers. 

• CB Jaylin Williams: Williams will be another 
playmaker in the secondary for Indiana. The senior 
cornerback recorded 41 tackles for Indiana last 
season. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Bloomington, IN
• Enrollment: 48,952
• Founded: 1820
• Mascot: N/A

Stadium Facts
• Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 52,626
• Built: 1960

Football Facts
• Record: 476-672-38
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo by IU AthleticsPhoto by IU Athletics

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Allen is in desperate need of a bounce back season at 
Indiana. Two wins isn’t going to cut it. He has the talent to at least 
double that win total this season. Connor Bazelak should provide 
stability at QB, assuming he stays healthy. The Hoosiers do need 
to find some new targets in the pass game. The Hoosiers did add 
a lot of players from the portal including Shaun Shivers at RB. 
Indiana has a solid secondary with Tiawan Mullen and Jaylin 
Williams leading that unit. Cam Jones needs to step up at LB for 
the departing Micah McFadden. The defense needs to improve 
significantly if they want to reach a bowl game. The goal for Coach 
Allen this year is bowl eligibility. If the Hoosiers can get there, it’s a 
sign of improvement.

Photo by IU AthleticsPhoto by IU Athletics

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Indiana
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DE James Head Jr

DT Sio Nofoagatoto’a

DT JH Tevis

DE Myles Jackson

LB Cam Jones

LB Bradley Jennings Jr

LB Noah Pierre

CB Tiawan Mullen

CB Jaylin Williams

S Devon Matthews

S Bryant Fitzgerald

Projected Defense

K Charles Campbell

P James Evans

KR David Ellis

PR DJ Matthews Jr

Projected Special Teams

HC Tom Allen

OC Walt Bell

DC Chad Wilt

Coaching Staff

QB Connor Bazelak

RB Shaun Shivers

WR Cam Camper

WR Emery Simmons

WR DJ Matthews Jr

TE AJ Barner

RT Matthew Bedford

RG Tim Weaver

C Zach Carpenter

LG Mike Katic

LT Luke Haggard

Projected Offense After an extremely disappointing 2021 season, some big changes have been made in Bloomington, 
both to the coaching staff and to the team itself. There are new offensive and defensive coordinators 
in town with Walt Bell coming in after being head coach at UMass to be the new offensive coordina-
tor, and Chad Wilt coming in from Minnesota to be the new defensive coordinator. There will also 
be lots of new faces coming in through the transfer portal after many of the key players from 2021 
either transferred or left for the NFL. Missouri transfer Connor Bazelak will be stepping in at quar-
terback, and Auburn transfer Shaun Shivers will be stepping in at running back. On the defensive 
side of the ball, Bradley Jennings Jr, JH Tevis and Myles Jackson are all newcomers from the transfer 
portal that should start.
OFFENSE: The offense was one of the worst in the country last 
season, averaging just 17 points per game, but it got a complete 
overhaul this offseason and things should improve this season. 
Transfer quarterback Connor Bazelak will step in as the new 
starter after Michael Penix Jr transferred to Washington. 
Bazelak does struggle with the amount of interceptions that he 
throws, but other than that he was solid in his two seasons as 
the starter at Missouri. The quarterback position for Indiana 
was plagued with injury and inconsistency last season, so as 
long as Bazelak can stay healthy, he should be an automatic 
upgrade over the quarterback situation from 2021. 

The offense lost its top two targets from last season in Pey-
ton Hendershot and Ty Fryfogle. Indiana went to the transfer 
portal to try and find replacements, and they came up with 
Cam Camper and Emery Simmons. Cam Camper comes in as 
a transfer from Trinity Valley Community College in Texas. 
Emery Simmons caught just 30 passes in his three seasons at 
North Carolina, and it will be interesting to see how he does 
in his first season as a starter. D.J. Matthews Jr returns with the 
most experience at receiver. Matthews was having a solid 2021 
season before a season ending injury in late September, but if he 
can stay healthy this season, he could easily be the top target in 
the passing game. AJ Barner is a name to keep an eye on, as he 
will be replacing Peyton Hendershot at tight end and will have a 
bigger role in the offense this season.

Auburn transfer Shaun Shivers will likely get the start at 
running back. Shivers ran for over 1,000 yards throughout his 
four seasons at Auburn, but he had his quietest season yet in 
2021, rushing for just 87 yards and one touchdown. Shivers 
might also struggle to get going due to the shaky situation at 
offensive line. 

The offensive line struggled mightily in both the running 
and passing game in 2021. Led by senior Matthew Bedford, the 
Indiana offensive line will return three starters from last season, 
but the offensive line as a whole will need to improve in order 
for the rest of the offense to improve this season.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Indiana

SUMMARY: It will be hard for Indiana to be much worse than they were in 2021. Not only because 
they were shockingly bad in 2021, but also because there have been many improvements made to 
this team. Indiana will be getting back key players on both sides of the ball who barely played in 
2021 due to injury, with the returns of D.J. Matthews Jr and Tiawan Mullen. Indiana was also very 
active in the transfer portal, and they picked up players that will be ready to start right away such as 
Connor Bazelak from Missouri and Bradley Jennings Jr from Miami. The Hoosiers start the season 
with games against Illinois, Idaho and Western Kentucky, and if they can pull off the win against 
Illinois, they could very easily start 3-0, which would already exceed last year’s win total. The rest of 
their schedule, starting with Cincinnati on September 24th, isn’t as easy. There are definitely some 
winnable games for Indiana, such as Rutgers on October 22nd, or maybe even Nebraska on October 
1st, but despite all of the improvements, it is still hard to see Indiana making it to the postseason this 
season.

DEFENSE: The defense didn’t do the offense any favors last season, giving up 33 points per game, 
which was the worst in the Big Ten. The top priority heading into this season will be replacing 
linebacker Micah McFadden, who was the leader of this defense and one of the best linebackers in 
the country over the last three seasons. The two players who will be tasked with replacing McFadden 
look to be Cam Jones and Bradley Jennings Jr. Cam Jones is a talented fifth year senior and is easily 
one of the top players on this defense. Bradley Jennings Jr is another fifth year senior with plenty 
of experience. The linebacker position should still be solid for Indiana this season, but it will be 
difficult to replicate the impact that Micah McFadden had on defense.

On the defensive line, Indiana has brought in a pair transfers from the Pac 12 who look ready 
to start right away. JH Tevis from Cal is the most notable transfer. Tevis improved in each of his 
three seasons at Cal, and he was one of their best defensive lineman last season. Myles Jackson from 
UCLA has only played in five games in his college career, but he played well in the spring and looks 
ready for a starting role this season. Add in the fact that new defensive coordinator Chad Wilt has 
spent his entire coaching career working with defensive lines, and there should definitely be some 
improvement at defensive line for Indiana this season. 

The Hoosiers will have a very talented cornerback duo with Tiawan Mullen and Jaylin Williams. 
Mullen dealt with injuries for most of last season, but he was fantastic in 2020, when he earned 
himself All-American honors. He will be counted on to return to the level of play that he displayed 
in 2020. Williams played very well last season when he had 41 tackles and 11 passes defended. 
The safety position should also be solid with seniors Devon Matthews and Bryant Fitzgerald both 
returning. 
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MARYLAND TERRAPINS

9/3 vs Buffalo
9/10 at Charlotte
9/17 vs SMU
9/24 at Michigan
10/1 vs Michigan State
10/8 vs Purdue
10/15 at Indiana
10/22 vs Northwestern
11/5 at Wisconsin
11/12 at Penn State
11/19 vs Ohio State
11/26 vs Rutgers

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Jacob Copeland: Maryland has lost three of 

their top five receivers from 2021. Copeland has 
four years of experience at Florida, and he was the 
top receiver for the Gators last year.

• K Chad Ryland: Maryland missed seven field goals 
last season, going 14 for 21 on the year. Ryland 
comes in from Eastern Michigan where he made 
100 percent of his extra points last year and was 19 
for 22 on field goals. 

• LB Vandarius Cowan: Cowan comes in with four 
years of experience at West Virginia. He should 
start right away at linebacker.

Top Recruits:
• LB Jaishawn Barham: The highest rated recruit in 

the 2022 class for Maryland, Barham is a four star 
(247 Sports) linebacker from Maryland. He is the 
number three rated recruit (247 Sports) from the 
state of Maryland.

• WR Shaleak Knotts: Knotts is a four star (247 
Sports) wide receiver from North Carolina. He is 
the number three rated recruit (247 Sports) from 
the state of North Carolina

• RB Ramon Brown: Brown is a four star (247 
Sports) running back from Virginia. He is the num-
ber ten rated recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
Virginia.

Key Departures:
• DE Sam Okuayinonu: Okuayinonu was a force on 

the defensive line last season. He was the leading 
sack getter on the team with six sacks, and he was 
also fifth on the team with 55 tackles. 

• S Nick Cross: Cross was second on the team last 
season with 67 tackles. He also recorded three 
sacks and was tied for the team lead with three 
interceptions

• TE Chigoziem Okonkwo: The biggest departure 
in the passing game, Okonkwo was second on 
the team with 52 receptions, and he was also tied 
for the team lead with five receiving touchdowns. 
Maryland will have to replace one of the top tight 
ends in the Big Ten from 2021. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Taulia Tagovailoa: Tagovailoa had his best 

season yet in 2021 when he broke the school record 
for both single season completions and single 
season passing yards. He should be one of the best 
quarterbacks in the Big Ten this season. 

• WR Rakim Jarrett: Jarrett was the top receiver for 
Maryland last season with 62 catches for 829 yards 
and five touchdowns. He could surpass 1,000 yards 
this season if he continues to improve.

• CB Jakorian Bennett: Bennett had a breakout 
season in 2021. He tied for the team lead with three 
interceptions, and he led the team with 13 pass 
breakups.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: College Park, MD
• Enrollment: 40,521
• Founded: 1856
• Mascot: Testudo

Stadium Facts
• Maryland Stadium
• Capacity: 51,802
• Built: 1950

Football Facts
• Record: 569-524-30
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo by Gregory Fisher/USA TODAY Photo by Gregory Fisher/USA TODAY 
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Locksley and Maryland always have a good offense. The 
defense is the question. Taulia Tagovailoa is back to run the offense 
at the quarterback spot. He’s one of the best QBs in the Big Ten. 
Maryland also has one of the top receiving units in the conference 
with Rakim Jarrett, Dontay Demus Jr and Jacob Copeland. The 
run game does need to improve. The offensive line returns a lot 
of experience. This offense will put up points, especially through 
the air. The defensive line will be led by Mosiah Nasili-Kite and 
Ami Finau. The linebackers should be solid with Ruben Hyppolite 
II leading them. The secondary needs to improve a ton. They do 
return some veteran experience. Maryland struggled against good 
teams last year. Taulia needs to be more consistent as a QB. Same 
with the defense. They need to be more consistent. This team has 
potential, but the schedule is brutal.”

Photo by Maryland AthleticsPhoto by Maryland Athletics

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Maryland
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DE Greg China-Rose

DT Ami Finau

DT Mosiah Nasili-Kite

LB Durell Nchami

LB Fa’Najae Gotay

LB Ruben Hyppolite II

LB Vandarius Cowan

CB Deonte Banks

CB Jakorian Bennett

S Beau Brade

S Dante Trader Jr

Projected Defense

K Chad Ryland

P Anthony Pecorella

KR Rakim Jarrett

PR Tarheeb Still

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Locksley

OC Dan Enos

DC Brian Williams

Coaching Staff

QB Taulia Tagovailoa

RB Colby McDonald

WR Rakim Jarrett

WR Dontay Demus Jr

WR Jacob Copeland

TE Corey Dyches

RT Spencer Anderson

RG Delmar Glaze

C Johari Branch

LG Mason Lunsford

LT Jaelyn Duncan

Projected Offense
2021 was Maryland’s best season in a long time, as they achieved their first bowl appearance since 
2016, their first bowl win since 2010 and their first winning season since 2014. Heading into the 2022 
season, Mike Locksley and the Terrapins are optimistic that they can have another solid season. The 
pieces are there on offense, as Maryland returns one of the top quarterbacks in the Big Ten and their 
top wide receiver from last season, and they also got a massive pickup through the transfer portal with 
Jacob Copeland coming in from Florida. The defense is where the question marks are. The defense 
lost two of their top players from a 2021 defense that already struggled, giving up 30.7 points per 
game. Brian Williams was promoted from the defensive line coach to the new defensive coordinator 
this past offseason, and he will definitely have his work cut out for him in his first year on the job. 
OFFENSE: The offense will be led by Taulia Tagovailoa, one of 
the top quarterbacks in the Big Ten. Tagovailoa had a breakout 
2021 season, throwing for 3,860 yards and 26 touchdowns. 
Tagovailoa did struggle against top tier opponents, with seven 
of his eleven interceptions coming against Iowa and Ohio 
State, but he also had plenty of outstanding games, throwing 
for 300 or more yards in seven games last season. Now that he 
has played his first full season in the Big Ten East, Tagovailoa 
will be more experienced and should do better against tougher 
opponents in 2022. The passing game is in good hands with 
Tagovailoa in charge.

The wide receiver corps lost three of their top five receivers 
from 2021, but this will still be one of the best groups in the 
Big Ten. The biggest returner at receiver is Rakim Jarrett, who 
was the top receiver in 2021. Jarrett recorded 62 catches for 829 
yards and five touchdowns in 2021. Jarrett will likely be the top 
target in the passing game again in 2022. Dontay Demus Jr. 
will also be returning this season. Demus Jr. was fourth on the 
team last season with 28 receptions, and he was second on the 
team with 507 receiving yards. With four years of experience 
at Maryland behind him, Demus Jr. will be a talented veteran 
at receiver for Maryland this season. Maryland also got Jacob 
Copeland through the transfer portal. Copeland was the top 
receiver at Florida last season, and he should have an immediate 
impact at Maryland.

The running game takes a hit with the departure of Tayon 
Fleet-Davis, the top rusher from 2021. Stepping in to be the 
new starter looks to be Colby McDonald. In his freshman 
season in 2021, McDonald was second on the team with 325 
rushing yards. Expect his numbers to go up in 2022 now that he 
is the starter. Ramon Brown, the four star recruit out of Virgin-
ia, could also see some playing time. 

The offensive line returns four of five starters from 2021, 
and should be very good this season. Jaelyn Duncan looks to 
be the leader of this group. The talented veteran will be heading 
into his fourth season after appearing in every game over the 
last three seasons. The offensive line will help make a great 
passing game even better, and they will also be a big help for a 
running game that could struggle this season. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Maryland

SUMMARY: Last season went about as expected for Maryland. They won every game that they were 
favored in, and lost six of the seven games that they were underdogs in, with the exception being 
West Virginia in the season opener. The big thing for Maryland this season will be being competitive 
against tougher opponents. Whenever Maryland lost last season, they got blown out. Maryland lost 
by 37 to Iowa, 49 to Ohio State and 41 to Michigan. Five of Maryland’s six losses last season were 
to ranked opponents, and their closest loss was a 17 point loss to Penn State. Nobody is expecting 
Maryland to pull off a massive upset in their games against the best of the Big Ten East, but they 
will certainly have the talent this season to not get blown out in their tougher games. The non-con-
ference schedule is as easy as it gets, and a 3-0 start is very possible. The conference schedule will 
feature the usual tough games, but there are a couple of conference games that could go either way 
that Maryland will need to win in order to make it back to the postseason. 

DEFENSE: The defensive line will be led by a talented senior duo. Mosiah Nasili-Kite recorded 37 
tackles last season, and was third on the team with four sacks. Ami Finau recorded 40 tackles last 
season, and he also had one sack and one forced fumble. The loss of Sam Okuayinonu hurts, but this 
duo should be able to keep the defensive line at the same level of play as last season.

Led by Ruben Hyppolite II, the linebacker corps should be solid this year. Hyppolite is the top 
returning tackler on the defense after recording 62 tackles in 2021. Fa’Najae Gotay is also returning 
for his fourth season after missing all of 2021 with an injury. Maryland also brings in Vandaruis 
Cowan through the transfer portal. Cowan recorded 40 tackles and three sacks over his four seasons 
at West Virginia.

The secondary struggled last season, giving up nearly 250 passing yards per game, but they 
return plenty of talent with the potential to improve this season. At cornerback, Jakorian Bennett is 
the only returning player on the defense who had an interception last season. Bennett tied for the 
team lead with three interceptions last season. Bennett also led the team with 13 pass breakups last 
season, and he recorded 24 tackles. Deonte Banks will also start at cornerback with three years of 
experience, and Tarheeb Still should also see plenty of playing time. Still was fourth on the team last 
season with 55 tackles, and he also had 11 pass breakups and two sacks. The safety spot is less expe-
rienced, and there are question marks about how Maryland will perform in that area this season. 
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MICHIGAN WOLVERINES

9/3 vs Colorado State
9/10 vs Hawaii
9/17 vs UConn
9/24 vs Maryland
10/1 at Iowa
10/8 at Indiana
10/15 vs Penn State
10/29 vs Michigan State
11/5 at Rutgers
11/12 vs Nebraska
11/19 vs Illinois
11/26 at Ohio State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 7

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• C Olusegun Oluwatimi: The 6’3”, 310 pound cen-

ter spent four years at Virginia before transferring 
to the Wolverines for his final season. Oluwatimi 
proved to be very reliable for Virginia, starting in 
32 straight games, dating back to the 2019 season. 
Not only has he proved to be reliable, he’s been a 
standout at his position. Last season, he finished 
as one of three finalists for the Rimington Trophy, 
given to the best center in the country. 

• DT Cam Goode: The 6’3”, 315 pound defensive 
tackle transferred in from UCF. Goode spent 
three seasons at UCF, with his best season coming 
last year. In 2021, Goode accounted for 21 total 
tackles, three sacks, two forced fumbles and one 
interception. Goode will look to bolster a depleted 
Michigan interior unit after sending Chris Hinton 
to the Draft.

Top Recruits:
• CB Will Johnson: The Wolverines top recruit this 

past year is five star (247Sports) defensive back Will 
Johnson. Johnson exits high school as one of the 
top recruits in the state of Michigan, ranking as the 
third overall corner in the class of 2022. Standing 
6’3”, 190 pounds the true freshman Johnson will 
compete for a starting job day one. 

• EDGE Derrick Moore: The second highest rated 
recruit (247Sports) in this Michigan class, 6’3”, 
250 pound four star edge rusher Derrick Moore 
joins the Wolverines from St Frances Academy in 
Baltimore MD. He was one of the top recruits in 
the state of Maryland.

• S Keon Sabb: Sabb is a four star from IMG Acade-
my in Florida. Sabb ranks as the ninth best safety in 
the class and as the 84th overall prospect in 2022, 
according to 247Sports.

Key Departures:
• EDGE Aidan Hutchinson: Hutchinson spent four 

years wearing the Maize and Blue. He recorded 14 
sacks, 62 total tackles and two forced fumbles in 
his senior season. Hutchinson was selected second 
overall in the NFL Draft.

• EDGE David Ojabo: Ojabo did not accumulate 
much in his first two years in Ann Arbor, before 
breaking out his junior year. Ojabo accounted for 
35 total tackles, 11 sacks and five forced fumbles in 
his junior campaign. Ojabo did suffer an achilles 
injury during Michigan’s NFL pro day,  but was still 
selected in the second round of the NFL Draft.

• DB Daxton Hill: Hill served as the swiss army 
knife in the Wolverine defense this past season, 
playing anywhere from outside corner to safety. 
The former five star recruit played three seasons at 
Michigan, tallying eight pass deflections, 49 solo 
tackles and two interceptions this past season. 

Key Returning Players:
• RB Blake Corum: If Michigan has any hopes on 

repeated success from last year, especially in the 
run game, it will rely heavily on sophomore half-
back Blake Corum. Despite a ankle injury to end 
the 2022 season, Corum just fell shy of 1,000 yards 
rushing. Now, Corum is feeling great and hopes to 
build on a great freshman campaign.

• WR Ronnie Bell: The start of the 2021 season 
looked promising for Bell, taking his first reception 
for a 76 yard touchdown. Disaster would later 
strike as a right knee injury would sideline Bell for 
the rest of the season. Bell spent the entire season 
rehabbing and looks poised for a comeback senior 
season. 

• CB DJ Turner: Last season, DJ Turner made his 
presence known, solidifying himself as a premiere 
shutdown corner for the Wolverines. Turner 
provides key leadership to a very inexperienced 
Michigan secondary. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Ann Arbor, MI
• Enrollment: 44,000
• Founded: 1817
• Mascot: N/A

Stadium Facts
• Michigan Stadium
• Capacity: 107,601
• Built: 1927

Football Facts
• Record: 976-352-36
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 43
• National Championships: 11

Projected Record: 10-2
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Michigan lost a number of key players and coaches from last year. 
New co-offensive coordinators Matt Weiss and Sherrone Moore 
have a ton of weapons at their disposal. They have two capable 
quarterbacks in Cade McNamara and JJ McCarthy. Blake Corum 
and Donovan Edwards are a nice 1-2 punch at running back. Ron-
nie Bell is back at receiver and Erick All is a stud at tight end. The 
offensive line will be among the best in the conference as well. The 
defense does have to replace a number of NFL Draft picks. The de-
fense will still be good, but there could be a learning curve. Junior 
Colson will be asked to step up at linebacker along with Taylor 
Upshaw. DJ Turner will lead a solid secondary at cornerback. This 
team is still really good. Another double digit win season would 
be a success, but back-to-back wins over Ohio State would be a 
dream scenario.”
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• Writtten by Hunter Keister
             @SSN_Michigan
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DE Mike Morris

DT Mazi Smith

DT Kris Jenkins

DE Braiden McGregor

LB Taylor Upshaw

LB Junior Colson

LB Nikhai Hill-Green

CB DJ Turner

CB Will Johnson

S RJ Moten

S Rod Moore

Projected Defense

K Jake Moody

P Brad Robbins

KR AJ Henning

PR Ronnie Bell

Projected Special Teams

HC Jim Harbaugh

OC Matt Weiss/
Sherrone Moore

DC Jesse Minter

Coaching Staff

QB JJ McCarthy

RB Blake Corum

WR Ronnie Bell

WR Cornelius Johnson

WR AJ Henning

TE Erick All

RT Trente Jones

RG Zak Zinter

C Olusegun Oluwatimi

LG Trevor Keegan

LT Ryan Hayes

Projected Offense Michigan enters the 2022 season coming off their most successful season in nearly a decade. 
However the Wolverines will have a lot to replace in their quest to capture a second straight Big Ten 
Championship. Aside with replacing starters from last season, a quarterback battle has been brewing 
this past year and has only intensified as they enter fall camp.
OFFENSE: Highlighted by the quarterback battle, new co-of-
fensive coordinators Matt Weiss and Sherrone Moore and this 
2022 offense have a lot of question marks as they enter the new 
season. The offense will have to replace one of the centerpieces 
in running back Hassan Hakins. On a positive note, junior Blake 
Corum returns and is back to 100 percent health as he looks to 
build off his impressive sophomore year in which he rushed for 
just shy of 1,000 yards. At wideout, the Wolverines return every-
one, highlighted by senior Ronnie Bell returning from a knee 
injury he suffered last season. AJ Henning, Cornelius Johnson 
and Roman Wilson will all look to build off their respectable 
2021 campaigns. Andrel Anthony is also a name to watch out 
for, as the electric sophomore proved he could help the position 
group surprise the Big Ten. 

The Michigan offensive line group did suffer a pair of losses. 
One was at tackle as Andrew Steuber went to the NFL draft as 
well as starting center Andrew Vastardis to graduation. The Wol-
verines went to the transfer portal to fill this position and scored 
in a massive way, landing Rimington Trophy finalist Olusegun 
“Victor” Oluwatimi from Virginia. Expect the Joe Moore Award 
winning line to not miss a beat, most likely contending for the 
same award at seasons end.  

The running back room features the dynamic duo of electric 
sophomore Donovan Edwards and Blake Corum, the speedy 
junior looking for repeated success with Edwards. Expect both to 
be used alot in the Wolverine passing attack. Both have proved to 
be guys that can do damage in open space, creating lots of unique 
opportunities within the offense. 

The hot topic regarding this offense is the quarterback battle. 
It is between senior Cade McNamara and sophomore JJ McCar-
thy. The veteran Cade McNamara had a 12-2 season and won the 
first outright Big Ten Championship since 2003 for Michigan. 
He accounted for 2,576 passing yards and 19 touchdowns, only 
throwing 6 interceptions. McNamara brings security to the 
position as well as leadership. Questions arise when power and 
accuracy are brought to the table, especially compared to his 
advisary. McCarthy always looks to make the big splash plays 
with his arm talent and accuracy. His knocks in his short tenure 
with the Wolverines have been ball security and overall decision 
making, something that Michigan hopes he can develop over 
time and in game experience. Only time will tell who will get the 
nod at quarterback with the staff stating they will both get equal 
opportunities during the non-conference schedule. 

• Writtten by Hunter Keister
             @SSN_Michigan

SUMMARY: The schedule on paper looks a lot easier than in years past as Michigan doesn’t play a 
power five team in non-conference play. However, the Big Ten conference slate is no slouch with 
a night game against Iowa on the road, Penn State, Michigan State and Ohio State, this season will 
be nothing short of an all out bloodbath till the very end. Michigan has its work cut out for them 
in hopes to run it back as Big Ten Champions in 2022. Did Jim Harbaugh finally have his one fluke 
season or can he restore the dominance the Wolverines once had? This season is shaping to have a 
huge impact on the future of the program. One thing is for certain, this Michigan team is going to 
do it or die trying. They proved that this past season and can do it again this season.

DEFENSE: First year Defensive Coordinator Mike Macdonald accepted the same position with the 
Baltimore Ravens this offseason. The Wolverines turned to another hidden gem in Jesse Minter to 
take over as the DC. Minter joins the Wolverines after one season as the Vanderbilt DC, spending 
four seasons in Baltimore before that.

Michigan will have to replace quite a few pieces on the defensive side this upcoming season. 
With David Ojabo, Aidan Hutchinson, Daxton Hill, Brad Hawkins, Josh Ross and Vincent Gray all 
departing for the draft or graduation, Michigan has a lot of work to do. 

Starting with the front seven, Mazi Smith will jump into the lead tackle position, taking over for 
Chris Hinton. Expect Taylor Upshaw and Jaylen Harrel to take over the edge rushing roles, while 
Mike Morris, Braiden Mcgregor and Kris Jenkins round out the interior. 

The holes left by graduation continue as Michigan has had to find a new starting middle line-
backer. Junior Colson is expected to have an elevated role after his impactful freshman campaign. 
The second middle linebacker spot features a plethora of candidates as Nikhai Hill-Green, Mike 
Barret, Kalei Mullings and Jaylen Hood all will have the opportunity to earn playing time at the 
position.

Dropping back into the secondary, Michigan looks to replace corners Daxton Hill and Vincent 
Gray, as well as safety Brad Hawkins. Acquiring one of the top defensive backs in the country during 
last year’s cycle in five star Will Johnson was huge. He will look to make an immediate impact along-
side DJ Tuner, who proved to be a shutdown corner last season. At free safety, Rod Moore came out 
of nowhere last season. Moore should continue to see most of the snaps there this season. Keep an 
eye on Keon Sabb, another highly touted Wolverine recruit that is expected to see the field quite a bit 
as a freshman. RJ Moten is expected to see the majority of snaps at strong safety this season.        
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MICHIGAN STATE SPARTANS

9/2 vs Western Michigan
9/10 vs Akron
9/17 at Washington
9/24 vs Minnesota
10/1 at Maryland
10/8 vs Ohio State
10/15 vs Wisconsin
10/29 at Michigan
11/5 at Illinois
11/12 vs Rutgers
11/19 vs Indiana
11/26 at Penn State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 12

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• TE Daniel Barker: The 6’4” 230 pound tight end 

will be a key addition to the Spartans this year. 
Barker, in his four seasons with Illinois totaled 64 
catches, 11 touchdowns and 830 yards. He will fill 
the gap at tight end after the Spartans lost Connor 
Heyward to the NFL draft.

• EDGE Khris Bogle: The four star edge rusher from 
florida entered the transfer portal in December. He 
had 8 career sacks in his time at Florida, and he is 
joining a crowded defensive line at Michigan State. 

• RB Jalen Berger: This four star running back was 
dismissed from the Badgers for personal reasons. 
Berger had 897 rushing yards and 14 touchdowns 
in his senior year of high school. Berger is looking 
to replace All-American running back Kenneth 
Walker III. He should have an instant impact with 
the Spartans.

Top Recruits:
• DT Alex VanSumeren: Alex was a four star 

recruit. In his high school career, he had 32 sacks 
and 97 career quarterback hurries. At 6’3” and 300 
pounds, he does not lack any size and could very 
well make an instant impact for MSU, but he will 
most likely be a redshirt for this season.

• QB Katin Houser: Houser had 20 touchdowns and 
four interceptions in his varsity high school career 
in California. He will be sitting behind and learning 
from Payton Thorne for the next season or two, 
which could be a really good experience for him. 
He could be the next starter for the Michigan State 
Spartans in a few years.

• WR Germie Bernard: Germie was a beast in 
high school, and he collected more than 2,000 all 
purpose yards, being a huge impact all over the 
field including special teams. Germie could make 
an impact with the Spartans this year. Teaming and 
learning from Jayden Reed will be huge for him.Key Departures:

• RB Kenneth Walker III: After a Heisman worthy 
season, Walker decided to enter the NFL draft, 
leaving a big hole on the Michigan State offense. 
Walker finished the season with 1,636 rushing 
yards, 18 touchdowns and forcing 89 missed tack-
les, which was the most in the country. He will be 
missed in this MSU backfield.  

• TE Connor Heyward: Connor emerged as a key 
player for MSU in 2022. He is a very good run 
blocker and had some success catching the ball 
with 326 reception yards and two touchdowns. 
Heyward decided to enter the NFL draft where he 
was picked up by the Pittsburgh Steelers to play 
along with his brother Cameron.

• WR Jalen Nailor: Nailor continued his success 
from the 2020 season, catching 37 passes for 700 
yards and six touchdowns in 2021. He was a key 
part of the Spartans receiving core. Nailor also 
decided to leave school a year early to pursue his 
NFL dreams, getting drafted by the Vikings in the 
sixth round.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Payton Thorne: Thorne won the starting role 

in 2021 by beating transfer Anthony Russo for the 
job. He followed it by proving he was the right man 
for the job leading the Spartans to a 11-2 season 
and passing for 27 touchdowns.

• WR Jayden Reed: Reed, by the surprise of some, 
is coming back and staying with his high school 
quarterback. He had an amazing 2021 with over 
1,000 receiving yards and 10 touchdowns. He is 
also a huge piece on special teams.

• S Xavier Henderson: The fifth year senior is com-
ing back with unfinished business for the Spartans. 
Henderson will play a leadership role for this MSU 
defense. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: East Lansing, MI
• Enrollment: 49,659
• Founded: 1855
• Mascot: Sparty

Stadium Facts
• Spartan Stadium
• Capacity: 75,005
• Built: 1923

Football Facts
• Record: 721-472-44
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 6

Projected Record: 10-2
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Mel Tucker is building something special in East Lansing. 
However, it will take some more time to get to the level of Ohio 
State. Tucker has some nice pieces on offense with Payton Thorne 
back at quarterback and Jayden Reed back at wide receiver. Keon 
Coleman is a name to watch for out wide. MSU also has a deep 
tight end room. The offensive line is the main concern on offense. 
The defense needs to get better against the pass. Safety Xavier 
Henderson is back to lead the secondary. The front six is very 
good with Cal Haladay at linebacker. Khris Bogle and Jacob Slade 
are both solid defensive linemen. This team is solid and another 
double digit win season would be a success. If the offensive line 
improves throughout the season, this team could be scary good.”
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• Writtten by Joe Nanney
             @SSN_MichiganSt
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DE Khris Bogle

DT Dashaun Mallory

DT Jacob Slade

DE Jeff Pietrowski

LB Cal Haladay

LB Aaron Brule

NB Chester Kimbrough

CB Ameer Speed

CB Ronald Williams

S Xavier Henderson

S Angelo Grose

Projected Defense

K Jack Stone

P Bryce Baringer

KR Jayden Reed

PR Jayden Reed

Projected Special Teams

HC Mel Tucker

OC Jay Johnson

DC Scottie Hazelton

Coaching Staff

QB Payton Thorne

RB Jalen Berger

WR Jayden Reed

WR Keon Coleman

WR Tre Mosley

TE Daniel Barker

RT Spencer Brown

RG Matt Carrick

C Nick Samac

LG JD Duplain

LT Jarrett Horst

Projected Offense

The Spartans were red hot in 2021 after a disappointing 2020 season. They won 11 games in 2021 
including wins over Michigan, Penn State, Miami and Pitt in the Peach Bowl. After starting the 
season 8-0, the Spartans were the number three team in the first week of the College Football Playoff 
rankings. The Spartans look to follow an impressive 2021 season with another great year. Head 
Coach Mel Tucker wants to win championships in East Lansing. It still may take a few more years to 
pile on elite recruiting classes, but significant progress is being made.
OFFENSE: Replacing running back Kenneth Walker III is 
going to be tough for the Spartans, but if anyone is fit to replace 
him, it’s Jalen Berger. The sophomore running back transfer 
from Wisconsin is looking to become the starting running back 
this year. Also challenging for that top spot in the backfield is 
Colorado transfer Jarek Broussard, who played under Tucker 
in 2019. Broussard won the Pac 12 Offensive Player of the Year 
award in the shortened 2020 season. Both Berger and Brous-
sard will get significant carries along with Jordon Simmons, 
Elijah Collins and Harold Joiner.

The Spartans do have two key returnees on offense this year 
that know each other very well. Quarterback Payton Thorne 
and wide receiver Jayden Reed, who have been playing with 
one another since middle school, were a key connection for 
the Spartans in 2021. Thorne threw for 27 touchdowns and 
only had 10 interceptions last season. Jayden Reed had over 
1,000 receiving yards in 2021, and he also had 10 receiving 
touchdowns. Reed wins a lot of 50-50 balls. The connection of 
Thorne and Reed will be a lethal combo this season.

Other wide receivers to watch for are Tre Mosley, Montorie 
Foster, true freshman Germie Bernard and Keon Coleman. 
Coleman is primed for a breakout season. The Spartans are 
deep at tight end. Illinois transfer Daniel Barker is a big target. 
Him and Jayden Reed will be reliable in the red zone. Maliq 
Carr had a great Peach Bowl. He’ll be one to watch at tight end 
as well. 

The offensive line is the main concern for MSU. They lack 
overall talent and depth. Left guard JD Duplain and left tackle 
Jarrett Horst are good pieces on the left side of the line. If this 
offensive line can’t improve throughout the season, everything 
else might not matter.

• Writtten by Joe Nanney
             @SSN_MichiganSt

SUMMARY: Look for the Spartans to continue this success following a good offseason, replacing key 
talent in the transfer portal and having a nice recruiting season. Offensively, this team will have an 
explosive season, and they should have multiple players on the national radar for offseason awards. 
Ameer Speed and the defense should be much improved from 2021 and should not allow anywhere 
near the same amount of passing yards as they did last season. The Spartans should have a very 
entertaining 2022, and Spartan fans should look at nine wins being the floor.

DEFENSE: Last year, the defense for MSU was the most obvious part of the team that needed im-
provement, more specifically the secondary. The Spartans had one of the worst pass defenses in the 
nation. Ameer Speed is looking to be the key addition to fix that secondary. The three star transfer 
from Georgia brings a different energy to the team along with College Football Playoff experience. 
Safety Xavier Henderson coming back will also provide a huge boost to the secondary. This will be 
his fifth season with the Spartans. Other names to watch include safety Angelo Grose, cornerback 
Ronald Williams and nickel Chester Kimbrough.

Michigan State, on paper, has one of the best defensive lines in the Big Ten this year. Florida 
transfer Khris Bogle was a solid portal pickup. Jacob Slade had 2.5 sacks last season from the defen-
sive tackle spot. Dashaun Mallory, Maverick Hansen and Jalen Hunt are other tackles that will see 
snaps. At defensive end, Jeff Pietrowski is looking to improve on his 5.5 sacks from last season. This 
defensive line will be good again this season.

At linebacker, the Spartans have a lot of depth. Cal Haladay will be the star of this unit. He had 
96 tackles last season as a redshirt freshman. Mississippi State transfer Aaron Brule will add to the 
depth of this room. UNLV transfer Jacoby Windmon will also be another solid piece.

Look for the Spartans to have a huge improvement on defense this year. There will be a few times 
where the secondary gets beat, but they will be nowhere as bad as they were last season.
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OHIO STATE BUCKEYES

9/3 vs Notre Dame
9/10 vs Arkansas State
9/17 vs Toledo
9/24 vs Wisconsin
10/1 vs Rutgers
10/8 at Michigan State
10/22 vs Iowa
10/29 at Penn State
11/5 at Northwestern
11/12 vs Indiana
11/19 at Maryland
11/26 vs Michigan

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 2

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Tanner McCalister: The secondary struggled 

mightily in 2021, so Ohio State picked up veteran 
safety Tanner McCalister through the transfer 
portal. McCalister played great under Jim Knowles 
at Oklahoma State, and the expectation is that he 
will do the same at Ohio State.

• LB Chip Trayanum: After playing at running back 
for two seasons at Arizona State, Trayanum will 
move over to linebacker for Ohio State. Trayanum 
played at linebacker in high school, and he will pro-
vide some depth for the Buckeyes at that position. 

Top Recruits:
• LB C.J. Hicks: The highest rated recruit of the 

2022 class for Ohio State, Hicks was a five star (247 
Sports) linebacker from Dayton, Ohio. Hicks was 
the number one ranked (247 Sports) linebacker in 
the country.

• S Sonny Styles: Styles was another five star (247 
Sports) recruit from Ohio. Styles was the number 
one ranked (247 Sports) safety in the country.

• QB Devin Brown: Brown was a four star (247 
Sports) quarterback from Draper, Utah. He was the 
number six ranked (247 Sports) quarterback in the 
country.

Key Departures:
• WR Garrett Wilson: Wilson was selected at num-

ber 10 in the NFL draft earlier this year, which says 
a lot about how talented of a player he was for Ohio 
State. Last season, Wilson caught 70 passes for 
1,058 yards, and he also had 12 touchdowns.

• WR Chris Olave: Selected right after Wilson, Olave 
was the 11th pick in the NFL draft earlier this 
year. He was third on the team last season with 65 
receptions, and he also recorded 936 yards and 13 
touchdowns.

• DT Haskell Garrett: The Buckeyes lose a talented 
and reliable veteran on defense with Haskell Gar-
rett departing to the NFL after five seasons at Ohio 
State. Garrett led the defense in 2021 with 5.5 sacks, 
and he also had seven tackles for loss.

Key Returning Players:
• QB C.J. Stroud: Stroud was unstoppable in his 

freshman season, throwing for 4,435 yards and 44 
touchdowns. The scary part is that he should get 
even better this season.

• WR Jaxon Smith-Njigba: Smith-Njigba was the 
top receiver for Ohio State last season ahead of 
Garrett Wilson and Chris Olave. In other words, 
Ohio State will have an NFL-caliber wide receiver 
playing for them this season.

• RB TreVeyon Henderson: Ohio State was a pass 
heavy offense last season, but Henderson still man-
aged to rush for 1,248 yards and 15 touchdowns. 
Expect Henderson to put up even bigger numbers 
this season.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Columbus, OH
• Enrollment: 66,444
• Founded: 1870
• Mascot: Brutus

Stadium Facts
• Ohio Stadium
• Capacity: 102,780
• Built: 1922

Football Facts
• Record: 834-262-36
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 40
• National Championships: 8

Projected Record: 13-0
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Each year there is only a certain amount of teams that are capable 
of winning a National Championship. Ohio State is one of those 
teams this season. Heisman contender CJ Stroud is back at QB. 
He can sling it all over the place. Jaxon Smith-Njigba might be the 
best receiver in the nation. Same thing with TreVeyon Henderson 
at running back. Also throw in Miyan Williams, Marvin Harrison 
Jr, Julian Fleming and a solid offensive line and you have the best 
offense in college football. The defense does need to get better if 
the Buckeyes want to win a title. Zach Harrison and Steele Cham-
bers are names to watch for on the front seven. The secondary is 
where the concern lies. CB Denzel Burke should step up this year. 
They also got S Tanner McAlister through the portal. Jim Knowles 
should sure up the defense. Ohio State is a contender for a Nation-
al Championship heading into the season.”

Photo via Ohio State NewsPhoto via Ohio State News

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Buckeyes
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DE JT Tuimoloau

DT Tyleik Williams

DT Taron Vincent

DE Zach Harrison

LB Steele Chambers

LB Tommy Eichenberg

CB Cameron Brown

CB Denzel Burke

S Ronnie Hickman

S Josh Proctor

S Tanner McCalister

Projected Defense

K Noah Ruggles

P Jesse Mirco

KR Emeka Egbuka

PR Cameron Martinez

Projected Special Teams

HC Ryan Day

OC Kevin Wilson

DC Jim Knowles

Coaching Staff

QB CJ Stroud

RB TreVeyon Henderson

WR Jaxon Smith-Njigba

WR Julian Fleming

WR Marvin Harrison Jr

TE Cade Stover

RT Dawand Jones

RG Matthew Jones

C Luke Wypler

LG Donovan Jackson

LT Paris Johnson Jr

Projected Offense
What was considered to be a down season for Ohio State last season is a type of season that many 
teams would be thrilled to have. The Buckeyes finished 11-2, with their losses coming to ranked 
opponents Oregon and Michigan. The offense was great last season, ranking first in the country 
in points per game and third in the country in passing yards per game. The defense is where Ohio 
State struggled. The Buckeyes parted ways with Defensive Coordinator Kerry Coombs and hired Jim 
Knowles from Oklahoma State as their new defensive coordinator. Assuming the defense is able to 
improve under Knowles, Ohio State will be right back in the national title picture in 2022. 
OFFENSE: Ohio State lost two of their top three leading receivers 
to the NFL draft, but they will still have one of the best offenses 
in the country this season.

Last season, CJ Stroud had about as good of a season as a 
freshman could possibly have. While leading the top scoring 
offense in the country last season, Stroud threw for 4,435 yards, 
44 touchdowns and finished fourth in Heisman voting. Stroud 
should get even better this season, now that he has more expe-
rience in this offensive system. The passing numbers for Stroud 
should be just as good, if not better than they were in 2021, and 
Stroud could easily surpass 4,000 passing yards again. One place 
where Stroud was not good was running the ball. Stroud posted 
-20 rushing yards last season. Stroud’s effectiveness with running 
the ball this season could be a crucial factor in determining 
whether or not Ohio State makes the playoffs this season. 

Ohio State lost two of their top three receivers from last sea-
son to the NFL draft, but they still return their leading receiver 
from last season in Jaxon Smith-Njigba. Smith-Njigba had 25 
more receptions and 548 more yards than the second leading 
wide receiver on the team in Garrett Wilson. In a preview of how 
the Ohio State offense will look without Wilson and Olave, Jaxon 
Smith-Njigba went off in the Rose Bowl, catching 15 passes for 
347 yards and three touchdowns. Marvin Harrison Jr. also had 
a breakout performance in the Rose Bowl, catching six passes 
for 71 yards and three touchdowns in what was his best game all 
season. Julian Fleming was a five star receiver coming out of high 
school, and he will finally get his chance to play a big role in the 
offense this season.

Ohio State rarely ran the ball last year, as they ranked 110th 
in the country in rushing play percentage. Despite not getting the 
ball that often, TreVeyon Henderson still ran for 1,248 yards and 
15 touchdowns, and cemented himself as one of the best running 
backs in the Big Ten. Don’t forget about Miyan Williams either. 
Williams ran for 508 yards and three touchdowns last season, 
and he is a reliable second option.

A big reason to be confident about this offense is the offen-
sive line. The offensive line was great last season, and despite 
losing key players in Nicholas Petit-Frere and Thayer Munford, 
they still return many talented veterans. Led by guys like Paris 
Johnson Jr. and Dawand Jones, the offensive line should still be 
great in 2022. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Buckeyes

SUMMARY: Ohio State had arguably the best offense in college football last season, but the defense 
wasn’t even close to playing on the same level as the offense, and it ended up costing Ohio State. 
Now, the issue with the defense seems to be fixed, with Jim Knowles coming in. The production 
from the offense should be the same, if not better than it was last season. The season opener against 
Notre Dame should set the tone for the season. As long as the defense improves and does their job, 
the offense will take care of the rest, and Ohio State will have a very good shot at winning a National 
Championship this season. 

DEFENSE: After a below average 2021 when they struggled against many top tier opponents, Ohio 
State decided it was time for a change at defensive coordinator. Out is Kerry Coombs after two sea-
sons, and in comes Jim Knowles from Oklahoma State. Last season Oklahoma State was better than 
Ohio State in many defensive categories such as points allowed, rushing defense and passing defense. 
If Jim Knowles is able to utilize all the talent that this defense has, the Buckeye defense should take a 
big leap forward this season.

The departure of Haskell Garrett hurts, as he was the leading sacker last season, but Ohio State still 
has some of the best in the Big Ten playing on the defensive line for them. Senior Zach Harrison looks 
to be the leader of the defensive line. Harrison returns after a 2021 season where he had 34 tackles, 
four sacks and two forced fumbles. J.T. Tuimoloau had an impressive freshman season in 2021, when 
he recorded 2.5 sacks and 17 tackles, and he looks ready to take a step forward and improve in 2022. 

The linebacker spot features two of the top five tacklers on Ohio State from last season. Tommy 
Eichenberg was second on the team last season with 64 tackles, and Steele Chambers was fifth on the 
team last season with 47 tackles. Guys like Teradja Mitchell and transfer Chip Trayanum should also 
see some playing time at linebacker.

The secondary was 97th in the country last season in passing defense, giving up nearly 250 yards 
through the air per game, but Jim Knowles will have a lot of returning talent to work with in this 
group. At cornerback, Denzel Burke is expected to take a big leap forward this season after a great 
freshman season where he had 37 tackles and 12 passes defended. Ronnie Hickman is back at safety 
after he led the team last season with 100 tackles, and also had two interceptions. Oklahoma State 
transfer Tanner McCalister is also coming in to play safety. McCalister played for four seasons under 
Jim Knowles at Oklahoma State, and he should have an immediate impact at Ohio State.
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PENN STATE NITTANY LIONS

9/1 at Purdue
9/10 vs Ohio
9/17 at Auburn
9/24 vs Central Michigan
10/1 vs Northwestern
10/15 at Michigan
10/22 vs Minnesota
10/29 vs Ohio State
11/5 at Indiana
11/12 vs Maryland
11/19 at Rutgers
11/26 vs Michigan State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 24

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Mitchell Tinsley: Tinsley had 1,402 yards and 

14 touchdowns at wide receiver for Western Ken-
tucky last year. He comes in to help fill the gap left 
at wide receiver by the departure of Jahan Dotson.

• OL Hunter Nourzad: Nourzad comes in after 
a season where Penn State had one of the worst 
rushing offenses in the country. Nourzad has four 
years of experience at Cornell, and he could start 
right away as Penn State looks to build a stronger 
offensive line that can support the run game better.

• OL JB Nelson: Coming in from junior college, Nel-
son will provide some depth on the offensive line. 
He could also see some playing time if the offensive 
line continues to struggle. 

Top Recruits:
• DL Dani Dennis-Sutton: The top rated player in 

the 2022 class for Penn State, Dennis-Sutton was 
a five star (247 Sports) defensive lineman from 
Maryland. He was the top rated player from the 
state of Maryland.

• RB Nick Singleton: Singleton was a five star (247 
Sports) running back from Pennsylvania. He was 
the top rated running back in the country, and he 
could see some carries this season. 

• QB Drew Allar: Allar was a five star (247 Sports) 
quarterback from Ohio. He was the number four 
rated quarterback in the country in the 2022 class.

Key Departures:
• WR Jahan Dotson: Dotson was Penn State’s lead-

ing receiver last season, recording 91 catches for 
1,182 yards and 12 touchdowns. Penn State will still 
have talent at wide receiver this season, but nobody 
looks to be as talented as Dotson was.

• S Jaquan Brisker: Brisker did it all for the Penn 
State defense last season, recording 64 tackles, six 
tackles for loss and two interceptions on the season. 

• DE Arnold Ebiketie: The leading sack getter from 
last season is also gone. Ebiketie had 9.5 sacks on 
the season, and he was also fifth on the team with 
62 tackles. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Sean Clifford: Clifford returns for his fifth 

year at Penn State after throwing for over 3,000 
yards last season. Penn State was number four in 
the Big Ten in passing offense last season, and the 
return of Clifford puts the Nittany Lions in a good 
position for their passing offense to be even better 
this season. 

• S Ji’Ayir Brown: Brown was third on the team 
last season with 73 tackles, and he is also the top 
returning tackler for Penn State. He also had six 
interceptions last season, which was tied for the 
best in the FBS. 

• WR Parker Washington: Washington was second 
on the team last season with 64 receptions and 820 
yards. He will play a major role in the passing game 
this season. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: State College, PA
• Enrollment: 98,783
• Founded: 1855
• Mascot: Nittany Lion

Stadium Facts
• Beaver Stadium
• Capacity: 106,572
• Built: 1960

Football Facts
• Record: 887-396-37
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 4

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by Curtis ChanPhoto by Curtis Chan

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Franklin’s Nittany Lions have struggled the past two 
seasons. They desperately need a bounce back year, after the 
injury bug caught them in 2021. Sean Clifford is back at QB. Penn 
State fell apart last season after he got injured, so he needs to stay 
healthy. Parker Washington will be the top receiver. Question 
marks still remain at running back and at offensive line. They both 
need to improve if Penn State wants to win double digit games. 
The defense should be solid once again. Ji’Ayir Brown is a future 
NFL Draft pick at safety. Joey Porter Jr is another good piece at 
cornerback. Some other players do need to step up, especially on 
the defensive line. Nine wins should be the benchmark this season. 
Coach Franklin is under a lot of pressure to win.”

Photo by Joe HermittPhoto by Joe Hermitt

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_PennState
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DE Nick Tarburton

DT PJ Mustipher

DT Coziah Izzard

DE Adisa Issac

LB Curtis Jacobs

LB Tyler Elsdon

LB Jonathan Sutherland

CB Joey Porter Jr

CB Kalen King

S Ji’Ayir Brown

S Keaton Ellis

Projected Defense

K Jake Pinegar

P Alex Bacchetta

KR Nick Singleton

PR Marquis Wilson

Projected Special Teams

HC James Franklin

OC Mike Yurcich

DC Manny Diaz

Coaching Staff

QB Sean Clifford

RB Keyvone Lee

WR Parker Washington

WR Mitchell Tinsley

WR KeAndre Lambert-Smith

TE Brenton Strange

RT Caedan Wallace

RG Hunter Nourzad

C Juice Scruggs

LG Landon Tengwall

LT Olumuyiwa Fashanu

Projected Offense Between 2016-2019, James Franklin and Penn State had a record of 42-11, and made it to three New 
Years Six bowl games in four seasons, winning two of those bowl games. In the past two seasons, 
however, Penn State has a record of just 11-11, and there is no doubt that they are looking to return to 
its winning ways. The good news is that Penn State may be closer to returning to their elite status than 
it seems, as they were a lot better last season than their record would suggest. 
OFFENSE: The passing game for Penn State last season wasn’t 
bad at all. Led by Sean Clifford and Jahan Dotson, Penn State 
ranked 26th in the country in passing offense. Dotson is off to 
the NFL, but Sean Clifford is returning for his fifth year and will 
be the most important player on the offense this season. Over 
the last three seasons, he has thrown for 60 touchdowns and over 
7,500 yards. As long as Clifford can continue to play at a high 
level, the passing offense will be in pretty good shape this season. 

The loss of Jahan Dotson at wide receiver definitely hurts. 
Dotson was one of Clifford’s most reliable targets over the past 
three seasons. Penn State still returns two of their top three re-
ceivers from last season, and they also picked up Mitchell Tinsley 
from Western Kentucky. Parker Washington was the number two 
receiver for Penn State last season, recording 64 receptions for 
820 yards and four touchdowns. KeAndre Lambert-Smith was 
the number three receiver on the team last season with 521 yards 
and three touchdowns, and he should also play a bigger role in 
the offense this season. Mitchell Tinsley comes in after playing 
a huge role in the top passing offense in the country last season 
at Western Kentucky. Tinsley flew under the radar last season at 
Western Kentucky. Expect the passing game for Penn State to still 
be solid this season, even with the departure of Dotson. 

The running game is where the offense struggled last season, 
as they were 118th in the country in rushing yards per game. 
The top rusher for Penn State last season, Keyvone Lee, ran for 
just 530 yards and two touchdowns, and averaged only 4.9 yards 
a carry. Lee will be challenged for the starting role by freshman 
Nick Singleton, a five star running back who was the top rated 
running back in the class of 2022 (247 Sports). The pieces are 
there for Penn State to improve in the running game, but the 
offensive line has to do their job too. 

The offensive line was a huge reason for the struggles in the 
running game last season. The Nittany Lions were very active 
in the transfer portal for the offensive line, picking up Hunter 
Nourzad, a veteran from Cornell who could be a starter right 
away, and JB Nelson, a junior college transfer who could also 
see some playing time. Caedan Wallace and Juice Scruggs are 
returning starters from 2021, but the rest of the offensive line has 
little experience.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_PennState

SUMMARY: After two straight disappointing seasons, Penn State looks to be in a good position to fi-
nally get back to their winning ways. Sean Clifford returns as the leader of the offense, and he will have 
plenty of reliable receivers to throw to. The running game struggled last season, but with newcomers 
both at running back and on the offensive line, there is reason to be optimistic about that area of the 
offense. Manny Diaz has a ton of talent to work with on a defense that should be one of the best in 
the Big Ten this season. Looking at the Penn State schedule, there are plenty of games that Penn State 
should have no problem winning. Their schedule does feature some difficult games such as Auburn 
and Michigan on the road, and home games against Ohio State and Michigan State, but Penn State 
certainly has the talent to pull off the upset against any of those teams. Watch out for Penn State this 
season, they could be a surprisingly good team.

DEFENSE: After six seasons as defensive coordinator at Penn State, Brent Pry has left to take the head 
coaching job at Virginia Tech. Despite the change at defensive coordinator, the Penn State defense 
should still be very good, as they have some of the best players in the Big Ten in each area of the de-
fense, and an experienced defensive coach in Manny Diaz stepping in as the new defensive coordinator.

The defensive line gets back two key players who dealt with injuries in 2021. PJ Mustipher played 
just five games in 2021 before he suffered a season-ending injury in the Iowa game. Mustipher has four 
years of experience at Penn State, and he should be one of the best defensive lineman in the Big Ten 
this season if he stays healthy. Adisa Issac missed all of 2021 with an injury, but he was solid in the 2019 
and 2020 seasons, and his return should give a boost to the defensive line.

At linebacker, Penn State lost their top two tacklers from last season in Ellis Brooks and Brandon 
Smith. The top returning player at linebacker will be Curtis Jacobs, who was sixth on the team with 61 
tackles last season, and also had three sacks and an interception. Jonathan Sutherland will be returning 
for his fifth year at Penn State. In his first four seasons with the Nittany Lions, Sutherland has recorded 
99 tackles. Despite the loss of their top two tacklers, Penn State should still be solid at linebacker.

The secondary should be the strength of this defense. At cornerback, Penn State has Joey Porter Jr. 
After taking a big leap forward in 2021, the expectation is that Porter will take another leap forward in 
2022 and cement himself as one of the best cornerbacks in the Big Ten. At safety will be Ji’Ayir Brown, 
the top returning tackler for Penn State and one of the top safeties in the Big Ten. Brown was third on 
the team with 76 tackles last season, and he also tied for the FBS lead with six interceptions. Brown 
looks ready for a great senior season in 2022. 
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RUTGERS SCARLET KNIGHTS

9/3 at Boston College
9/10 vs Wagner
9/17 at Temple
9/24 vs Iowa
10/1 at Ohio State
10/7 vs Nebraska
10/22 vs Indiana
10/29 at Minnesota
11/5 vs Michigan
11/12 at Michigan State
11/19 vs Penn State
11/26 at Maryland

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Taj Harris: Harris recorded 2,028 receiving 

yards and 10 touchdowns over his four seasons at 
Syracuse. He will be an immediate help for Rutgers 
after the departure of Bo Melton, the top receiver 
for Rutgers last season. 

• WR Sean Ryan: Another solid wide receiver 
through the transfer portal, Ryan had 399 receiving 
yards and three touchdowns last season, and he 
averaged 16 yards per reception. 

• OL Curtis Dunlap Jr.: Dunlap Jr. comes in with 
three years of experience at Minnesota. He should 
be a big help for an offensive line that has struggled 
for years. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Moses Walker: The top rated recruit in the 

2022 class for Rutgers, Walker was a four star (247 
Sports) linebacker from New York. Walker is the 
top rated recruit (247 Sports) from the state of New 
York. 

• OL Jacob Allen: Allen was a four-star (247 Sports) 
offensive lineman from New Jersey. He was the 
number two rated recruit (247 Sports) from the 
state of New Jersey.

• LB Anthony Johnson: Johnson was a four star 
(247 Sports) linebacker from Pennsylvania. He was 
the number eight rated recruit (247 Sports) from 
the state of Pennsylvania. 

Key Departures:
• WR Bo Melton: Rutgers leading receiver for the 

last three seasons, Melton had become a staple of 
the offense under Greg Schiano. He is now off to 
the NFL, and Rutgers will need a new top guy at 
receiver. 

• LB Olakunle Fatukasi: Fatukasi was the leading 
tackler for Rutgers last season with 89 tackles. He 
also recorded 3.5 sacks and 7.5 tackles for loss. 

• RB Isaih Pacheco: Pacheco is off to the NFL after 
leading the rushing game for the past three seasons. 
He is another big loss on offense for the Scarlet 
Knights.

Key Returning Players:
• S Avery Young: Young was second on the team last 

season with 81 tackles, and he also had two sacks 
and one interception. He is returning for his fifth 
year at Rutgers this season. 

• S Christian Izien: Izien was third on the team with 
75 tackles last season. Izien and Avery Young form 
one of the better safety duos in the Big Ten

• P Adam Korsak: Korsak has a very good chance to 
win the Ray Guy Award this season, an award given 
to the best punter in college football. Korsak is part 
of an elite special teams unit at Rutgers. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: New Brunswick, NJ
• Enrollment: 67,556
• Founded: 1766
• Mascot: Scarlet Knight

Stadium Facts
• SHI Stadium
• Capacity: 52,454
• Built: 1994

Football Facts
• Record: 489-501-22
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo by Nick RomanenkoPhoto by Nick Romanenko

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Rutgers is a tough place to win. Coach Schiano and the Scarlet 
Knights won five games last year and that is something to build off 
of. They do have to replace their top two offensive weapons. Gavin 
Wimsatt takes over at quarterback. Kyle Monangai will be the 
main running back. This receiving unit is really good with Aron 
Cruickshank, Taj Harris and Sean Ryan. The offensive line needs 
to improve. Rutgers brings in a new defensive coordinator and 
they really need to get better on defense. Ifeanyi Maijeh will lead 
an average defensive line. The linebacking group lost two key guys, 
so they are very inexperienced. Rutgers does have a very good 
secondary with the likes of Avery Young and Christian Izien. The 
schedule is super tough, and it will take a bit for Coach Schiano 
to get them back to winning ways. A bowl game isn’t totally out of 
the question, but it will be difficult.”

Photo by Rutgers AthleticsPhoto by Rutgers Athletics

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Rutgers
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DE Aaron Lewis

DT Mayan Ahanotu

DT Ifeanyi Maijeh

DE Kyonte Hamilton

LB Tyreem Powell

LB Deion Jennings

CB Kessawn Abraham

CB Max Melton

NB Desmond Igbinosun

S Christian Izien

S Avery Young

Projected Defense

K Jude McAtamney

P Adam Korsak

KR Aron Cruickshank

PR Aron Cruickshank

Projected Special Teams

HC Greg Schiano

OC Sean Gleeson

DC Joe Harasymiak

Coaching Staff

QB Gavin Wimsatt

RB Kyle Monangai

WR Aron Cruickshank

WR Taj Harris

WR Sean Ryan

TE Johnny Langan

RT Hollin Pierce

RG Curtis Dunlap Jr

C Ireland Brown

LG JD DiRenzo

LT Willie Tyler III

Projected Offense The rebuild at Rutgers has gotten off to a promising start. In Greg Schiano’s first two seasons of his 
second stint at Rutgers, he’s already matched the amount of wins that the previous head coach, Chris 
Ash, had in his four seasons at Rutgers from 2016-2019. Despite the early success, there is still some 
work to do before Rutgers can return to being the regular postseason participants that they were in 
Greg Schiano’s first stint at Rutgers. The offense loses two guys who were cornerstones of the offense 
in Schiano’s first two seasons back, with Bo Melton and Isaih Pacheco both departing to the NFL. 
There is also a new defensive coordinator in Joe Harasymiak, who was the co-defensive coordinator 
at Minnesota last season, where they had one of the best defenses in the country. 
OFFENSE: There will be a lot of new faces on the Rutgers 
offense this season, starting with the quarterback spot. Noah 
Vedral has struggled in his two seasons at Rutgers, throwing 
16 touchdowns and 15 interceptions. Additionally, Rutgers had 
the 114th ranked passing offense in the country last season, 
throwing for just 172.2 yards per game. In comes Gavin Wim-
satt as the man looking to replace Vedral. Wimsatt is the highest 
ranked quarterback recruit in program history. Wimsatt only 
saw playing time in four games last season. He saw significant 
playing time in the bowl game when he struggled a bit, but 
he still has a ton of room to grow. It isn’t set in stone who the 
starting quarterback for Rutgers will be, but Wimsatt certainly 
has the higher ceiling, and he should win the starting job.

The receiver spot will look very different for Rutgers this 
season, with the departure of Bo Melton, and the addition 
of two new receivers through the transfer portal. The biggest 
addition at receiver looks to be Taj Harris from Syracuse. Harris 
was a key part of the Syracuse passing game in his four seasons 
there, catching 151 passes for 2,028 yards and 10 touchdowns. 
The other big pickup at receiver was Sean Ryan from West 
Virginia. In his four seasons at West Virginia, Ryan caught 81 
passes for 1,044 yards and four touchdowns. Aron Cruickshank 
could be Rutgers most talented player at receiver. Cruickshank 
dealt with injuries last season and only played in six games, but 
he still finished third on the team with 244 receiving yards and 
two touchdowns. Cruickshank is also arguably the best return 
man in the Big Ten on special teams. Shameen Jones should 
also see significant playing time, as he was the second leading 
receiver on the team last year with 35 receptions for 344 yards. 

The new starting running back will be Kyle Monangai. 2021 
was Monangai’s first season at running back, and he was solid, 
rushing for 235 yards and four touchdowns as the number two 
running back on the team. Monangai’s numbers should go up 
this season as he will be the new starter in place of Isaih Pache-
co. Aaron Young will also see a lot of playing time. Young ran 
for 205 yards and five touchdowns last season. 

The success of the offense will rely heavily on the offensive 
line, but they should be better than they were last season. Rut-
gers has brought in several linemen through the transfer portal, 
with the most notable one being Curtis Dunlap Jr. Dunlap Jr. 
is a veteran with three years of experience at Minnesota. Other 
newcomers are J.D. DiRenzo, who was an All-American at the 
FCS level, and Willie Tyler III from UL Monroe.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Rutgers

SUMMARY: It’s been a solid start to Greg Schiano’s second stint at Rutgers, but the Scarlet Knights 
still look to be a year or two away from being postseason contenders. The offense will look different 
than it has in previous years. This offense has talented players, and Gavin Wimsatt has a bright fu-
ture, but the offense as a whole could struggle this season after so many changes. The defense also has 
a bright future, but it could take Joe Harasymiak a couple of years to build this defense into an elite 
unit like the one he had at Minnesota. The schedule doesn’t do them any favors, with games against 
Iowa, Ohio State, Michigan, Michigan State and Penn State. This will likely be another down year for 
Rutgers, but Greg Schiano has this program headed in the right direction. 

DEFENSE: The new defensive coordinator, Joe Harasymiak, comes in from Minnesota where he was 
the co-defensive coordinator for a top ten defense in the country last season. This Rutgers defense 
is far from being a top ten defense in the country, but Harasymiak will still have plenty of talented 
players to work with. 

The defensive line took a hit in the spring when Mohamed Toure, the leading sacker from last 
season, went down with an injury that could keep him out for the season. This group will now be led 
by the duo of Ifeanyi Maijeh and Mayan Ahanotu. Maijeh will be returning for his fifth season with 
94 tackles and eight sacks in his first four seasons at Rutgers. Mayan Ahanotu is another veteran lead-
er coming into his fourth season at Rutgers. This should be a solid group despite the loss of Toure.

Rutgers could struggle at linebacker after the departures of Olakunle Fatukasi and Tyshon Fogg, 
who were the first and fifth leading tacklers on the team last season respectively. Tyreem Powell and 
Deion Jennings look to get the start here, but this is a very inexperienced group. 

The secondary will feature some of the best players in the Big Ten. At safety is the duo of Avery 
Young and Christian Izien. Young is returning for his fifth year at Rutgers, and he was second on the 
team last season with 81 tackles. Christian Izien was third on the team with 75 tackles last season, 
and he also had nine tackles for loss. At cornerback is Kessawn Abraham, who had a breakout season 
in 2021 with 44 tackles and 10 pass breakups. Max Melton led the team with three interceptions 
last season, and he will be returning for his third season at cornerback. The secondary could be the 
strength of the defense this season. 
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ILLINOIS FIGHTING ILLINI

8/27 vs Wyoming
9/2 at Indiana
9/10 vs Virginia
9/22 vs Chattanooga
10/1 at Wisconsin
10/8 vs Iowa
10/15 vs Minnesota
10/29 at Nebraska
11/5 vs Michigan State
11/12 vs Purdue
11/19 at Michigan
11/26 at Northwestern

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Tommy DeVito: After the departure of Bran-

don Peters to the NFL, Illinois needed a new start-
ing quarterback, so they picked up Tommy DeVito 
through the transfer portal. DeVito played for four 
seasons at Syracuse, including a 2019 season where 
he threw for 2,360 yards and 19 touchdowns. 

• OL Isaiah Adams: Adams comes in from Garden 
City Community College in Kansas, and he looks 
to start right away. He will help out an offensive line 
that lost some key players to the NFL draft. 

• DL Raashaan Wilkins Jr.: Wilkins will help give 
Illinois some depth on the defensive line. He has 
two years of experience at Vanderbilt.

Top Recruits:
• ATH Aidan Laughery: Laughery was the highest 

rated recruit (247 Sports) in the 2022 class for 
Illinois. He was the number 12 ranked recruit (247 
Sports) from the state of Illinois.

• CB Elijah Mc-Cantos: Mc-Cantos was a three star 
cornerback (247 Sports) from Miami, Florida. He 
was the 66th ranked cornerback (247 Sports) in the 
country.

• LB Jared Badie: Badie was a three star linebacker 
(247 Sports) from the state of Illinois. He was the 
13th ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
Illinois.

Key Departures:
• S Kerby Joseph: Joseph was a force in the 

secondary for Illinois last season, earning himself 
first team All-Big Ten honors. Last season, he tied 
for first in the country with five interceptions and 
was tied for third in the country with three fumble 
recoveries.

• C Doug Kramer: In his five seasons at Illinois, 
Kramer started 48 games at center. He had a veter-
an presence on the offensive line that will be tough 
to replace.

• LT Vederian Lowe: Another veteran departure 
on the offensive line, Lowe started 52 games in his 
career at Illinois. His 52 starts are tied with Alex 
Placzewski for the most in school history.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Chase Brown: He was the top rusher on the 

team last season, rushing for 1,005 yards and five 
touchdowns on 170 attempts. He should be the 
focal point of the Illinois offense this season, and he 
could easily top 1,000 yards again.

• RT Alex Palczewski: He is currently tied for the 
school record for most career starts with 52, and he 
should easily break that record this season. Palcze-
wski will likely be the leader of the Illinois offensive 
line in 2022. 

• S Sydney Brown: Brown led the team last season 
with 81 tackles. He is returning for his fifth year, 
and he could be the best player on the Illinois 
defense this season.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Champaign, IL
• Enrollment: 44,087
• Founded: 1867
• Mascot: N/A

Stadium Facts
• Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 60,670
• Built: 1923

Football Facts
• Record: 609-612-49
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 15
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Illinois got better and better as the season went on. This team 
is capable of winning more football games then they lose this 
season. Coach Bielema has had success in the past, and he is on 
the right track at Illinois. However, the passing game does need 
to get better. The run game will be really good again with Chase 
Brown back. The Illini have a few decent skill players like Isaiah 
Williams and Casey Washington. The offensive line should still 
be solid after losing a few key pieces. On defense, Sydney Brown 
leads the way at safety. He is one of the best safeties in the country. 
The defensive line should be able to generate some pressure. The 
linebacking core could take a step back after losing two key guys. 
Overall, this team can make a bowl game. That would be a big deal 
in Champaign.” 
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_ILLINI
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DE Jer’Zhan Newton

DT Calvin Avery

DE Keith Randolph Jr

LB Seth Coleman

LB Calvin Hart Jr

LB Tarique Barnes

LB Ezekiel Holmes

CB Devon Witherspoon

CB Tahveon Nicholson

S Sydney Brown

S Jartavius Martin

Projected Defense

K Caleb Griffin

P Hugh Robertson

KR Khmari Thompson

PR Isaiah Williams

Projected Special Teams

HC Bret Bielema

OC Barry Lunney Jr

DC Ryan Walters

Coaching Staff

QB Tommy DeVito

RB Chase Brown

WR Isaiah Williams

WR Casey Washington

WR Pat Bryant

TE Luke Ford

RT Alex Palczewski

RG Isaiah Adams

C Alex Pihlstrom

LG Jordyn Slaughter

LT Julian Pearl

Projected Offense Head coach Bret Bielema is back for year two of the rebuild in Champaign. Last season, Illinois went 
5-7, and while that may seem like a bad and disappointing season, the Illini actually showed a lot of im-
provement and played a lot better than they did under the previous staff. Speaking of the coaching staff, 
it remains largely the same from last season, except for a new offensive coordinator in Barry Lunney 
Jr from UTSA. Ryan Walters has been brought back for his second year as the defensive coordinator at 
Illinois. The Illinois defense was solid last season, and the hope is that Walters and the defense can take 
a step forward in 2022 and become one of the better defenses in the Big Ten. 
OFFENSE: Along with the new offensive coordinator, there 
will also be a new starting quarterback for Illinois. Illinois has 
a couple of options for their new starting quarterback, with the 
best one being Syracuse transfer Tommy DeVito. In his four years 
at Syracuse, DeVito passed for 3,866 yards and 28 touchdowns, 
but he saw the majority of his playing time come in 2019, when 
he passed for 2,360 yards and 19 touchdowns. Illinois will really 
be counting on DeVito to return to his 2019 form, because the 
Illinois passing attack was the worst in the Big Ten last season. 
Illinois also has a reliable backup in Artur Sitkowski, who they 
can count on to step in and do his job when needed. Illinois just 
needs the passing game to be competent and consistent.

The running game returns the top three rushers from last sea-
son, but the most important return is Chase Brown, who led the 
team with 1,005 yards last season. Brown was the heartbeat of the 
Illinois offense last season. Illinois was 4-0 last season in games 
where Brown ran for over 100 yards, and 1-5 in games where he 
ran for under 100 yards. Illinois should be able to count on Brown 
to have a lot more big games this season. Josh McCray is a reliable 
second option at running back. McCray ran for 549 yards and 
two touchdowns last season. Reggie Love III was the third leading 
rusher last season, running for 158 yards in six games last season.

The offensive line lost two big pieces from the 2021 season to 
the NFL Draft, but this should still be a solid group this season. 
Sixth year senior Alex Palczewski will likely be the leader of the 
offensive line, as his 52 career starts leads the entire FBS. Julian 
Pearl is another veteran on the offensive line. He will be returning 
for his fourth season, and Illinois also picked up Isaiah Adams 
from the transfer portal, who will likely start right away.

The receiving corps returns the top two receivers from last 
season. Isaiah Williams had by far the most receptions on the 
team last season with 47, and he also recorded 525 receiving yards 
and four touchdowns. Casey Washington was second on the team 
with 21 receptions and 294 receiving yards last season. Tight 
end Luke Ford has a quiet 2021 season, but he could be set for a 
breakout season after last year’s starting tight end, Daniel Barker, 
transferred to Michigan State.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_ILLINI

SUMMARY: Illinois showed a lot of promise in Bret Bielema’s first season as the head coach. Four of 
Illinois’ seven losses last season were one possession games. The biggest issue for Illinois last season 
was their passing game, which was the worst in the Big Ten, but with the hiring of Barry Lunney Jr. 
from UTSA, along with Tommy DeVito coming in through the transfer portal, there is optimism that 
the Achilles heel for Illinois in 2021, the passing game, has been fixed. Every other position for Illinois 
features returning players that Illinois can count on to make an impact, so as long as the passing game 
is fixed, Illinois will be in a good position heading into the 2022 season. The season starts off with four 
winnable games, so Illinois could easily be 4-0 or 3-1 heading into October. Things get difficult once 
Illinois gets into the heart of their conference schedule, but there are still winnable games against Ne-
braska and Northwestern, and Illinois is also capable of pulling off the upset like they did last season. If 
Illinois can improve in the key areas that they struggled in last season, and if the returning players can 
keep up their solid play, a bowl game appearance is a very real possibility for Illinois in 2022. 

DEFENSE: The Illinois defense was impressive in Ryan Walters first season as defensive coordinator, 
and while Illinois has lost key players in all three levels of the defense, they still return many talented 
players who are ready to step up. Stepping up to take on larger roles on the defensive line this season 
will be the sophomore duo of Jer’Zhan Newton and Keith Randolph Jr. In 2021, they combined for 
92 tackles and 7.5 sacks. With these two leading the defensive line, they should be able to keep up the 
production from last season, but there is also room for improvement.

The linebacker corps took a hit with the departures of Owen Carney Jr. and Isaiah Gay, a duo that 
combined for 94 tackles and 9.5 sacks last season. Returning at linebacker will be Tarique Barnes, who 
was second on the team with 80 tackles last season. Illinois will also be getting back Calvin Hart Jr. at 
linebacker. Hart Jr. was outstanding in the season opener against Nebraska last season, recording six 
tackles, one sack and one fumble return for a touchdown before suffering a season ending injury. If 
performances like the one against Nebraska become the norm for Hart Jr. this season, he could be one 
of the best linebackers in the Big Ten. 

The loss of safety Kerby Joseph is the biggest hit to the Illinois defense this season. Joseph was one 
of the best in the country at the safety position last season. The secondary is still solid, and they should 
be able to keep up the good play from last season. Sydney Brown should be one of the top safeties in 
the Big Ten this season. Brown led the team with 81 tackles last season, and he will be one of the most 
experienced players on the team this season, as he is returning for his fifth year as a starter. At corner-
back, Devon Witherspoon is another talented starter who should have an impact in the secondary this 
season. Witherspoon recorded 52 tackles last season, which was sixth on the team, and he also had 
nine pass breakups, which led the team.
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IOWA HAWKEYES

9/3 vs South Dakota State
9/10 vs Iowa State
9/17 vs Nevada
9/24 at Rutgers
10/1 vs Michigan
10/8 at Illinois
10/22 at Ohio State
10/29 vs Northwestern
11/5 at Purdue
11/12 vs Wisconsin
11/19 at Minnesota
11/25 vs Nebraska

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• TE Steven Stilianos: Stilianos is a tight end from 

Louisiana. He comes in and adds depth to an 
already deep position. He is 6’5” so that makes him 
another tall target at the tight end position. Steven 
comes in off a 21 catch season for 130 yards. This 
addition gives another big target in the red zone for 
the Hawkeyes. 

Top Recruits:
• S Xavier Nwankpa: The highly ranked safety from 

Altoona, Iowa was an exciting commitment for the 
Hawkeyes. His immense talent could find his way 
onto the field this season, potentially in the vacant 
cash position.

• DL Aaron Graves: This young man is an athletic 
freak with his speed and leverage making him a 
nightmare to block. His addition to the Iowa defen-
sive line will be one to watch in the years to come.

• RB Kaleb Johnson: A huge get by Iowa as this 
big body back is an impressive player. He joins a 
backfield that could see him earn some carries as 
early as this season.

Key Departures:
• C Tyler Linderbaum: Linderbaum was last year’s 

Remington Award winner as the best center in the 
country. Tyler was also a unanimous All-American 
recipient. His presence in the middle of the offen-
sive line will be a tough hole to fill. 

• DB Dane Belton: Belton led Iowa in interceptions 
with five last season. He was a three year starter at 
Iowa over his career. His growth at the cash posi-
tion will be difficult to replace. 

• DB Matt Hankins: Hankins was Iowa’s most 
experienced cornerback last season with 44 total 
games played in his five seasons in Iowa City. 
Hankins finished last season with a career high 
three interceptions.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Jack Campbell: The anchor of last year’s de-

fense looks primed to be a big time player for Iowa 
this season. Campbell led the Hawk’s defense in 
tackles, and it is hard to see him not repeating that 
feat again this season.

• CB Riley Moss: A surprise return, the senior 
corner was one of the best corners in the nation 
last year. His four interceptions were second on the 
team. Riley will bring some much needed experi-
ence to a young secondary.

• P Tory Taylor: Normally a punter is not a big 
returning player, but the Aussie is a big hit in Iowa 
City. His booming leg is a weapon.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Iowa City, IA
• Enrollment: 31,206
• Founded: 1847
• Mascot: Herky the Hawk

Stadium Facts
• Kinnick Stadium
• Capacity: 70,586
• Built: 1929

Football Facts
• Record: 677-567-39
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 5

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Iowa is one of the only teams in the country that has the same 
identity year after year. The defense will win this team a lot of foot-
ball games. Jack Campbell and Riley Moss will lead that unit this 
season. Iowa will have one of the very best defenses in the Big Ten. 
The offense is the main question. The running game will be good, 
but they have to replace Tyler Goodson. The pass game needs 
to improve. Play calling needs to be more creative as well. Iowa’s 
identity won’t change, but a slight improvement in the pass game 
could go a long way. Iowa simply needs to get better on offense 
and they can contend for the division. Another double digit season 
would be a success at Iowa.”
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• Writtten by Donnie Hess
             @SSN_Hawkeyes
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DE John Waggoner

DT Noah Shannon

DT Logan Lee

DE Lukas Van Ness

LEO Jestin Jacobs

MIKE Jack Campbell

WILL Seth Benson

CB Jermari Harris

CB Riley Moss

S Kaevon Merriweather

S Quinn Schulte

Projected Defense

K Aaron Blon

P Tory Taylor

KR Gavin Williams

PR Arland Bruce IV

Projected Special Teams

HC Kirk Ferentz

OC Brian Ferentz

DC Phil Parker

Coaching Staff

QB Spencer Petras

FB Monte Pottebaum

RB Gavin Williams

WR Keagan Johnson

WR Arland Bruce IV

TE Sam LaPorta

RT Jack Plumb

RG Conor Colby

C Logan Jones

LG Tyler Elsbury

LT Mason Richman

Projected Offense

Is this heaven? No, it’s Iowa. For many fans of the black and gold, the calendars turn to fall means 
the Saturday countdowns to Iowa football. As a state with no professional football, the University 
of Iowa, for many Iowans, means one thing, they look forward to the 12 weeks over the fall of Iowa 
football. They may not be the most talented or the most glamorous football program, but they are a 
well respected team throughout the Big Ten, and they have an identity.

OFFENSE: To say Iowa’s offense was newsworthy last year 
would be a massive understatement. Iowa’s anemic offense was 
one of the many head scratchers of last year as the Hawkeyes 
managed to achieve 10 wins with an offense that only averaged 
23.4 points per game. 

This season sees a majority of the offensive line return. The 
only departure was All-American and first round selection 
Tyler Linderbaum. His spot looks to be filled with a defensive 
line switch over Logan Jones, who was impressive in spring 
camp. Outside of the offensive line, most of last year’s starters 
are back with on and off starter Spencer Petras battling in 
camp with Alex Padilla. All indications are Petras will be the 
week one starter, unless Padilla or Joey Labas unseat the se-
nior. The backfield sees experience at fullback with Monte Pot-
tenbaum, but the top two at running back are inexperienced. 

The pass catchers feature a lot of returning talent. The 
most experienced receiver is Nick Regani followed by two up 
and coming talents in Arland Bruce IV and Keagan Johnson 
impressing as true freshmen despite low catch totals. The 
one question may be depth at wideout after the departures 
of Tyrone Tracy and Charlie Jones over the offseason. Both 
returning tight ends Sam LaPorta and Luke Lachey had decent 
seasons. Both are looking to improve and make a bigger im-
pact in the passing game this season.

Iowa looks to be a team, if they can find the right options, 
that could be a solid offense if everything is clicking, including 
the passing game. Only time will tell how good this offense 
will be this upcoming season. All they need to do is to be 
above average because the defense can bail them out of a lot of 
mistakes.

• Writtten by Donnie Hess
             @SSN_Hawkeyes

SUMMARY: It is hard not to be excited for this upcoming season in Iowa City. A majority of last 
year’s starters return, and a very talented group of recruits has Iowa fans thinking they may be back 
in Indy for the Big Ten title game. Their schedule may look daunting with home games against Iowa 
State, Wisconsin, Nebraska and Michigan, and the road schedule sees tough trips to Ohio State, 
Minnesota and Purdue. In all, if Iowa wants to compete for a Big Ten title, this schedule and team 
could give them a good shot at achieving that goal.

DEFENSE: The one staple of the Iowa football program each year is the consistently good defense. 
Last season was no exception as the Iowa defense held teams to 19.2 points per game and led the 
country in interceptions. After a fantastic season, the Hawkeyes lost three key players over the 
offseason with defensive backs Jack Koerner, Matt Hankins, Dane Belton and defensive end Zack 
VanValkenburg. No matter what players leave via graduation or early entry into the NFL, Defensive 
Coordinator Phil Parker always has a well oiled machine. This season, the Hawks enter the season 
with eight returning starters going into this season.

The defensive line returning starters include both defensive tackles Noah Shannon and Luke Van 
Ness. Both enter this year after very good first seasons. Joe Evans will slot into the empty spot as the 
speedy defensive end. He will see more snaps on first and second downs. Jason Waggoner returns as 
the Iowa native has his chance to shine. 

All three linebackers return as superstar Jack Campbell centers a very solid linebacker group. 
The outside linebackers sees standout Jestin Jacobs, while Seth Benson occupies the other outside 
linebacker spot. All three had excellent seasons and look to repeat last year’s performance. The 
defensive backfield got a boost with the big return of Riley Moss at cornerback. His counterpart 
will see often used Jermari Harris, who played well in Matt Hankins absence last season. At safety, 
Kaevon Merriweather returns, but his fellow safety Jack Koerner has left for the NFL. The next in 
line is workhorse Quinn Schulte. Even with a few spots to fill, the Iowa defensive looks to be a good 
one. 

One big question going into this year will be replacing three starters. The second biggest ques-
tion going into fall camp will be if five star recruit Xavier Nwankpa sees the field as a true freshman. 
In all, the Iowa Defense looks to be another strong unit.
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MINNESOTA GOLDEN GOPHERS

9/1 vs New Mexico State
9/10 vs Western Illinois
9/17 vs Colorado
9/24 at Michigan State
10/1 vs Purdue
10/15 at Illinois
10/22 at Penn State
10/29 vs Rutgers
11/5 at Nebraska
11/12 vs Northwestern
11/19 vs Iowa
11/26 at Wisconsin

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• CB Beanie Bishop: Bishop was one of the best de-

fensive backs in the C-USA last season at Western 
Kentucky. He comes in to fill the gap left by the 
departure of Coney Durr, who was the number five 
tackler on Minnesota last season.

• OL Chuck Filiaga: The offensive line will have to 
rebuild after suffering many departures from last 
year’s offensive line. Chuck Filiaga comes in with 
five seasons of experience at Michigan, where he 
appeared in 39 games there.

• OL Quinn Carroll: Carroll is a former four star 
coming out of high school (247 Sports). He should 
start right away on the rebuilt offensive line. 

Top Recruits:
• DL Trey Bixby: Bixby is the highest rated recruit 

in the 2022 class for Minnesota. He was a four star 
(247 Sports) defensive lineman from the state of 
Minnesota.

• DL Anthony Smith: Smith is a four star (247 
Sports) defensive lineman from Pennsylvania. He is 
the sixth ranked player (247 Sports) from the state 
of Pennsylvania.

• RB Zach Evans: Evans is a three star (247 Sports) 
running back from Texas. He is the 53rd ranked 
(247 Sports) running back in the country.

Key Departures:
• DE Boye Mafe: Mafe was undoubtedly the leader 

of the defensive line last season. He led the team 
with seven sacks, and he was sixth on the team with 
34 tackles.

• LB Jack Gibbens: Gibbens only played one season 
at Minnesota, but he still made a big impact in 
2021. He led the team with 92 tackles, and he also 
had 4.5 tackles for loss.

• OL Daniel Faalele: Faalele was the best player 
from the offensive line that lost many key players 
this past offseason. He played a big role in the elite 
rushing offense for Minnesota last season.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Mohamed Ibrahim: In the season opener last 

year, Ibrahim was running through the Buckeye 
defense with 163 yards and two touchdowns before 
suffering a season ending injury late in the third 
quarter of that game. Ibrahim could be one of the 
top running backs in the country this season if he 
can stay healthy.

• C John Michael Schmitz: Michael Schmitz will 
arguably be the best center in the country this 
season. His veteran presence will be very helpful on 
an offensive line that lost many of its starters from 
the 2021 season.

• QB Tanner Morgan: Morgan returns for his fifth 
year after leading the team in passing for the last 
four seasons. The offense will do big things this 
season if he can return to his 2019 form. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Minneapolis, MN
• Enrollment: 51,147
• Founded: 1851
• Mascot: Goldy Gopher

Stadium Facts
• Huntington Bank Stadium
• Capacity: 50,805
• Built: 2009

Football Facts
• Record: 702-523-42
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 18
• National Championships: 6

Projected Record: 9-3
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Minnesota is one of many teams that has a realistic shot the win 
the Big Ten west division. Tanner Morgan is back at quarterback. 
He does need to be more accurate. Mohamed Ibrahim is back 
from injury at running back. If he stays healthy, he’ll be among the 
best backs in the conference. The offensive line has a lot of turn-
over, but they will still be solid. Chris Autman-Bell will be the go 
to receiver for the Gophers. The defense was among the best in the 
country last year very quietly. Thomas Rush is a guy to watch out 
for at the defensive end position. Mariano Sori-Marin is arguably 
the best player on the defense at linebacker. Minnesota is solid 
in the secondary. They are led by safety Tyler Nubin. The Golden 
Gophers have a chance to win their division. The run game will be 
good with Ibrahim. The defense will still be good despite losing a 
few key guys. This team will be good.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Gophers
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DE Jalen Logan-Redding

DT Trill Carter

DT Kyler Baugh

DE Thomas Rush

LB Braelen Oliver

LB Mariano Sori-Marin

CB Justin Walley

CB Beanie Bishop

NB Michael Dixon

S Tyler Nubin

S Jordan Howden

Projected Defense

K Matthew Trickett

P Mark Crawford

KR Bryce Williams

PR Trey Potts

Projected Special Teams

HC PJ Fleck

OC Kirk Ciarrocca

DC Joe Rossi

Coaching Staff

QB Tanner Morgan

RB Mohamed Ibrahim

WR Dylan Wright

WR Chris Autman-Bell

WR Daniel Jackson

TE Brevyn Spann-Ford

RT Quinn Carroll

RG Chuck Filiaga

C John Michael Schmitz

LG Axel Ruschmeyer

LT Aireontae Ersery

Projected Offense Since P.J. Fleck has arrived at Minnesota, the Golden Gophers have seen levels of success that is very 
uncommon for this program. Minnesota went 11-2 and finished in the top 10 in 2019, one of the best 
seasons in recent history for Minnesota, and last season they reached nine wins and won their third 
bowl game in four years. Despite all of this success, there is a feeling around this team and program 
that they can achieve even more under P.J. Fleck. The passing game was one of the worst in the coun-
try last season, but the rehiring of Kirk Ciarrocca, who was the offensive coordinator in 2019, gives 
hope that the passing offense will improve this season. The rest of the team was solid in 2021, so if 
those groups can continue their solid play into 2022, Minnesota could be in for another big season. 
OFFENSE: Tanner Morgan had a below average season for the 
second straight season in 2021. Last season, Morgan threw 
nine interceptions and just ten touchdowns, and the result was 
a Minnesota passing offense that ranked 118th in the country. 
The struggles in the passing game resulted in the firing of Mike 
Sanford Jr. at offensive coordinator and the rehiring of Kirk 
Ciarrocca. Minnesota’s best season under P.J. Fleck and Tanner 
Morgan’s best season at Minnesota came in 2019, when Kirk 
Ciarrocca was the offensive coordinator.

Minnesota returns their top five receivers from last season, 
which is a huge deal for a passing game that needs to improve. 
Chris Autman-Bell struggled with injuries early in the season, 
but he ended up coming back and ending the 2021 season as 
the top receiver on the team with 506 receiving yards and six 
touchdowns. Autman-Bell will have an even bigger season 
this year if he can stay healthy. Daniel Jackson was second on 
the team last season with 25 receptions, and he also had 267 
receiving yards and a touchdown. Dylan Wright only had 18 re-
ceptions last season, but he made the most of it with 365 yards, 
two touchdowns and an average of 20.3 yards per reception. 
Michael Brown-Stephens will also see plenty of playing time, as 
he had 392 receiving yards and averaged 17 yards per reception 
last season. Brevyn Spann-Ford also returns at tight end after 
catching 23 passes last season. In short, Tanner Morgan will 
have plenty of reliable options to throw to this season.

The running game was the strength of this offense last 
season, despite their starter suffering a season ending injury in 
the season opener last year. The top two running backs from last 
year both hit the transfer portal, but that isn’t too big of a deal 
because Minnesota will be getting back Mohamed Ibrahim, who 
will be one of the best running backs in the country this season. 
Ibrahim was extremely impressive in 2020, rushing for over 100 
yards in every game that season, and he continued that success 
into 2021, rushing for 163 yards against Ohio State before the 
injury. If Ibrahim can stay healthy, he could have a monster 
2022 season. There will also be plenty of depth with Trey Potts 
and Bryce Williams returning. 

The offensive line loses four of its five starters from last 
season, and they will have to follow the lead of John Michael 
Schmitz this year. Michael Schmitz looks to be one of the top 
centers in the country. Minnesota also got some help through 
the transfer portal with Chuck Filiaga and Quinn Carroll.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Gophers

SUMMARY: Making it to the postseason has become the norm for Minnesota under P.J. Fleck, and 
this year should be no different. The schedule starts off with three easy games, and the conference 
schedule also features likely wins against Illinois, Rutgers and Northwestern. The difficult games on 
the schedule look to be the ones against Michigan State, Penn State, Iowa and Wisconsin, but Min-
nesota certainly has the talent to compete against all of those teams. The floor for this team is a bowl 
game appearance, but if they can avoid the upset against teams like Bowling Green and win a couple 
of their more difficult games, this could be another good season for Minnesota. 

DEFENSE: The defense was one of the best in the country last season, only giving up 17.3 points per 
game and ranking in the top ten in both rushing and passing defense. The defense has lost some key 
pieces from last season, and it will be up to the returning players to keep up the elite play from 2021.

The defensive line loses Boye Mafe, who was a force on the defensive line last season, leading the 
team with seven sacks. The duo of Thomas Rush and Trill Carter will be counted on to fill the gap 
left by Mafe. Thomas Rush was the second leading sacker on the team last season with 5.5 sacks, and 
he also returns with four years of experience at Minnesota. Trill Carter had a solid 2021 season with 
21 tackles and five tackles for loss. This should still be a solid group despite the loss of Mafe.

The linebacker corps will have to deal with the loss of Jack Gibbens, who was the leading tackler 
on the team last season. Mariano Sori-Marin looks ready to step up and be the new leader of this 
defense. Sori-Marin was the second leading tackler on the team last season with 85 tackles, and he 
is returning for his fifth season so he will definitely have a veteran presence on the defense. Joining 
Sori-Marin at linebacker will be Braelen Oliver, who recorded 24 tackles last season.

The secondary should be the strength of this defense. At safety, Tyler Nubin will be the leader. 
Nubin led the team with three interceptions last season, and he was also third on the team with 52 
tackles. Nubin will be joined by Jordan Howden, the four year starter who recorded 43 tackles last 
season. At cornerback, Beanie Bishop has been brought in after the departure of Coney Durr. Bishop 
was one of the best defensive backs in the C-USA at Western Kentucky last season, recording 42 
tackles and three interceptions.
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NEBRASKA CORNHUSKERS

8/27 vs Northwestern (Dublin)
9/3 vs North Dakota
9/10 vs Georgia Southern
9/17 vs Oklahoma
10/1 vs Indiana
10/7 at Rutgers
10/15 at Purdue
10/29 vs Illinois
11/5 vs Minnesota
11/12 at Michigan
11/19 vs Wisconsin
11/25 at Iowa

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Casey Thompson: Thompson has three years 

of experience at Texas, and he had his best season 
yet in 2021 when he threw for 2,113 yards and 24 
touchdowns. He comes in to replace Adrian Marti-
nez, who transferred to Kansas State.

• DL Ochaun Mathis: Mathis recorded 131 tackles 
and 15.5 sacks over the last three seasons at TCU. 
He should have an immediate impact on the 
defensive line.

• WR Trey Palmer: Palmer played for three years at 
LSU, and he caught three touchdowns last season. 
After Nebraska lost their top two receivers from 
2021, Palmer should be a starter right away. 

Top Recruits:
• CB Jaeden Gould: The highest rated recruit in the 

2022 class for Nebraska, Gould was a four star (247 
Sports) cornerback from New Jersey. He was the 
number three rated player (247 Sports) from the 
state of New Jersey. 

• WR Janiran Bonner: Bonner was a four star (247 
Sports) wide receiver from Georgia. He was the 
29th rated player (247 Sports) from the state of 
Georgia. 

• WE Decoldest Crawford: Crawford was a three 
star (247 Sports) wide receiver from Louisiana. He 
was the 23rd rated player (247 Sports) from the 
state of Louisiana.

Key Departures:
• QB Adrian Martinez: Martinez was the starting 

quarterback for four seasons at Nebraska, but he’s 
now off to be the starter at Kansas State. He was 
one of the best dual threat quarterbacks in Nebras-
ka history, throwing for 8,491 yards and running 
for 2,301 yards over his four seasons at Nebraska. 

• CB Cam Taylor-Britt: Taylor-Britt was a four year 
starter in the secondary, and he was fifth on the 
team last season with 51 tackles. He is the biggest 
departure from a Nebraska secondary that has lost 
a few key players from 2021. 

• LB JoJo Domann: Domann was the third leading 
tackler on the team last season with 72 tackles, and 
he also recorded two sacks and two interceptions. 
Luckily for Nebraska, the linebacker corps will still 
be very good this year.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Luke Reimer: Last season, Reimer led the team 

with 108 tackles, and he also added a sack, three 
forced fumbles and an interception. Reimer will 
be one of the best linebackers in the Big Ten this 
season. 

• LB Garrett Nelson: Nelson led the team with five 
sacks last season, and he was also fourth on the 
team with 57 tackles. Nelson will also be one of the 
best linebackers in the Big Ten this season. 

• LB Nick Henrich: Henrich was second on the team 
with 99 tackles last season, and he has room to get 
even better in his upcoming third season. Henrich 
completes what will be one of the best linebacker 
corps in the Big Ten. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Lincoln, NE
• Enrollment: 26,079
• Founded: 1869
• Mascot: Herbie Husker

Stadium Facts
• Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 85,458
• Built: 1923

Football Facts
• Record: 873-384-38
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 43
• National Championships: 5

Projected Record: 6-6
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This is a prove it year for Nebraska. Coach Frost is under a lot 
of pressure to win. He did bring in new OC Mark Whipple from 
Pitt, so expect to see a better passing offense this season led by QB 
Casey Thompson. Omar Manning will be the go to wide receiver 
for Thompson. The offensive line should be solid as well. Don’t 
expect the running game to be a focal point of this offense. On 
defense, Nebraska gets back Garrett Nelson to lead the lineback-
ers. The Huskers have one of the best LB units in the Big Ten. DE 
Ochaun Mathis was a big portal pickup from TCU. The secondary 
has some question marks after a few key guys departed Lincoln. 
Special teams needs to improve as well. The talent is there for 
Coach Frost to make a bowl. If Nebraska doesn’t get to six wins, 
Frost could be gone.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Nebraska
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DE Ochaun Mathis

DT Ty Robinson

DE Mosai Newsom

LB Luke Reimer

LB Garrett Nelson

LB Nick Henrich

LB Caleb Tannor

CB Quinton Newsome

CB Braxton Clark

S Myles Farmer

S Isaac Gifford

Projected Defense

K Timmy Bleekrode

P Brian Buschini

KR Trey Palmer

PR Trey Palmer

Projected Special Teams

HC Scott Frost

OC Mark Whipple

DC Erik Chinander

Coaching Staff

QB Casey Thompson

RB Rahmir Johnson

WR Omar Manning

WR Trey Palmer

WR Oliver Martin

TE Travis Vokolek

RT Turner Corcoran

RG Bryce Benhart

C Trent Hixson

LG Kevin Williams Jr

LT Teddy Prochazka

Projected Offense The 2021 Nebraska football team has a good argument for being the best 3-9 team in college football 
history. Eight of their nine losses were by one possession. Additionally, they outscored their opponents 
335-272 on the season. Despite being better than their record showed, Nebraska has still made some 
changes to the coaching staff with Mark Whipple coming in as the new offensive coordinator and 
Bill Busch coming in as the new special teams coordinator. Mark Whipple comes in from Pittsburgh, 
where he helped coach Kenny Pickett into one of the top quarterbacks in the country. Whipple will 
have another talented quarterback to work with at Nebraska in Casey Thompson. Bill Busch comes in 
to try and fix a special teams unit that was one of the worst in the country last season. Nebraska will 
have newcomers in both the kicking and return game, and they also picked up Brian Buschini, who 
was the top punter in the FCS last season, through the transfer portal. 
OFFENSE: There have been a lot of changes made to the Nebras-
ka offense since the 2021 season ended, but arguably the biggest 
change is the one at quarterback. Adrian Martinez is out after a 
great four year run at Nebraska when he became the schools all 
time leader in total offense with over 10,500 total yards. Nebraska 
went to the transfer portal to find a new quarterback, and they 
got Casey Thompson from Texas. Thompson had a breakout sea-
son in 2021 when he threw for 2,113 yards, 24 touchdowns and 
led the offense to 35.2 points per game. Thompson may not have 
the same running ability as Martinez, but he is great in the pass-
ing game. Nebraska was ranked 27th in the country last season in 
passing offense. The passing numbers should be the same, if not 
better than they were last season. 

There are some question marks about who Thompson will 
throw to. The top returning receiver for Nebraska will be Omar 
Manning, who was the number three receiver on the team last 
season. Manning has the potential to improve a lot in 2022. 
Another big pickup from the transfer portal is Trey Palmer from 
LSU. Palmer played receiver for three years at LSU. Palmer is an-
other player that has potential to improve in 2022. Oliver Martin 
looks to get the third wide receiver spot, with his four years of 
experience at Nebraska. Guys like Alante Brown, Texas transfer 
Marcus Washington and New Mexico State transfer Isaiah Gar-
cia-Castaneda could also see playing time. Travis Vokolek should 
also get the start at tight end after the departure of 2021 starter 
Austin Allen to the NFL.

The departure of Adrian Martinez also affects the running 
game, as Martinez was the top rusher for the Cornhuskers last 
season. Rahmir Johnson was the second leading rusher on Ne-
braska last season, and he should retain the starting running back 
role in 2022.

The offensive line should be solid, led by Turner Corcoran 
and Bryce Benhart. Morgan State transfer Kevin Williams Jr. will 
also be stepping in at left guard after the veteran Nouredin Nouili 
was suspended for the 2022 season.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Nebraska

SUMMARY: Scott Frost came to Nebraska with extremely high hopes after a very successful tenure at 
UCF, but after four seasons, Scott Frost has failed to produce a single winning season at Nebraska. The 
talent has been there. Nebraska has gotten close to having a winning record under Scott Frost, going 
5-7 in 2019 and having all nine of their losses in 2021 be by single digits, but Nebraska has yet to get 
over the hump and make it to the postseason under Scott Frost. 2022 presents another good opportu-
nity for Nebraska to make it back to a bowl game. The schedule also includes plenty of winnable games 
before Nebraska hits the hardest part of their Big Ten schedule in November. This could finally be the 
year that Nebraska goes bowling under Scott Frost. 

DEFENSE: The Nebraska defense was average last season. They ended the season ranked seventh in 
the Big Ten in total defense. There are reasons to be excited about this defense, however, as they return 
many of the top players from the 2021 season, they also brought in some key transfers that could make 
an impact right away.

The defensive line struggled with getting to the quarterback last season. Garrett Nelson led the 
team with five sacks, and no other player on the team had more than two sacks. Nelson returns this 
season. Ty Robinson will also be returning for his third season with Nebraska. Nebraska hit it out of 
the park with defensive line transfers, the most notable one being Ochaun Mathis from TCU. Mathis 
had 15.5 sacks over his last three seasons at TCU, and he should be an immediate help on the defensive 
line. Nebraska also picked up Devin Drew from Texas Tech, who had 55 tackles over his two seasons 
with the Red Raiders, and Stephon Wynn from Alabama, who was a four star recruit coming out of 
high school (247 Sports). There is plenty of talent on the defensive line for Nebraska, and there should 
be improvement there this season.

Nebraska has one of the best linebacker corps in the Big Ten, led by an extremely talented trio of 
Luke Reimer, Garrett Nelson and Nick Henrich. Luke Reimer led the team last season with 108 tackles, 
and he also added six pass breakups, five tackles for loss, one sack and one interception. Garrett Nelson 
was fourth on the team with 57 tackles last season, and he also recorded five sacks and 6.5 tackles for 
loss. Nelson is just as experienced as Reimer, and he will also have a massive impact this season. Nick 
Henrich had a breakout season in 2021 where he was second on the team with 99 tackles. Expect Hen-
rich to have another great season in 2022. Caleb Tannor is a solid starter also. Tannor has four years of 
experience at Nebraska, and he recorded two sacks and a forced fumble last season. 

The secondary has lost a lot of key pieces from last season. Quinton Newsome should be the leader 
of the secondary in 2022. Newsome was fifth on the team with 57 tackles last season, and he also had 
four pass breakups. Arizona State transfer Tommi Hill could also see some playing time at cornerback. 
The secondary for Nebraska could regress this season due to the inexperience in this group. 
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NORTHWESTERN WILDCATS

8/27 vs Nebraska (Dublin)
9/10 vs Duke
9/17 vs Southern Illinois
9/24 vs Miami OH
10/1 at Penn State
10/8 vs Wisconsin
10/22 at Maryland
10/29 at Iowa
11/5 vs Ohio State
11/12 at Minnesota
11/19 at Purdue
11/26 vs Illinois

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Wendell Davis Jr.: Bryce Gallagher will need 

some help at linebacker after the departure of Chris 
Bergin. Davis Jr. has four years of experience at 
Pittsburgh, and he should start right away. 

• DL Taishan Holmes: Northwestern had the worst 
run defense in the Big Ten last season. Holmes 
comes in after two seasons at UMass, and North-
western will be counting on him to become a key 
part of the defensive line. 

• P Luke Akers: Northwestern needed to find a new 
punter, and they got Luke Akers from UCLA. Akers 
was the starting punter for two seasons at UCLA.

Top Recruits:
• WR Reggie Fleurima: The top rated recruit in the 

2022 class for Northwestern, Fleurima was a four 
star (247 Sports) wide receiver from Illinois. He 
was the number seven ranked recruit (247 Sports) 
from the state of Illinois. 

• DL Anto Saka: Saka was a four star (247 Sports) 
defensive lineman from Maryland. He was the 
fourth ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
Maryland.

• DL Austin Firestone: Firestone was a three star 
(247 Sports) defensive lineman from Florida. He 
was the 58th ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the 
state of Florida. 

Key Departures:
• LB Chris Bergin: Bergin has been a huge part of 

the Northwestern defense for the last four seasons. 
Bergin led the entire Big Ten last season with 141 
tackles, and he had 342 total tackles over the last 
four seasons.

• S Brandon Joseph: Joseph was third on the team 
last season with 80 tackles, and he also had three 
interceptions and one sack. He was the best player 
in the Northwestern secondary in 2021, but he 
transferred to Notre Dame this past offseason. 

• WR Stephon Robinson Jr.: Robinson Jr. was the 
leading receiver for Northwestern in 2021 with 46 
receptions for 625 yards. He was also the fourth 
leading rusher on the team when he averaged 12 
yards per carry. 

Key Returning Players:
• OL Peter Skoronski: Skoronski has started in ev-

ery game that he has been at Northwestern, and he 
played a big part in the 1,000 yard season that Evan 
Hull had at running back last season. Skoronski 
will be one of the best offensive linemen in the Big 
Ten this season. 

• DL Adetomiwa Adebawore: In 2021, Adebawore 
led the team with 4.5 sacks, and he also had two 
forced fumbles and 36 tackles. Adebawore will be 
the leader of the defensive line for Northwestern 
this season.

• LB Bryce Gallagher: Gallagher was second on the 
team last season with 89 tackles. The loss of Chris 
Bergin is definitely a blow to the linebacker corps, 
but they will still be a solid group this year with 
Gallagher leading the way. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Evanston, IL
• Enrollment: 21,946
• Founded: 1851
• Mascot: Willie the Wildcat

Stadium Facts
• Ryan Field
• Capacity: 47,130
• Built: 1926

Football Facts
• Record: 548-679-40
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Pat Fitzgerald and Northwestern had a rough 2021 season. 
Ryan Hilinski is back at quarterback. He needs to get better 
accuracy wise. Evan Hull is back at running back. He’s the top 
skill player on the team. Malik Washington is back at receiver. 
They aren’t super talented at the position, but they bring back 
experience. Peter Skoronski is a stud on the offensive line. The 
line will be good this season. The defense does need to improve as 
well. Adetomiwa Adebawore is really good on the Northwestern 
defensive line. He’ll be a force in the trenches. Bryce Gallagher is 
back at linebacker. The secondary took a hit with Brandon Joseph 
transferring out. However, the secondary will still be good. North-
western isn’t the most talented team in the Big Ten, but Coach 
Fitzgerald always gets the most out of his players. A bowl game 
would be a success considering last year’s record.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSNNorthwestern
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DE Adetomiwa Adebawore

DT Taishan Holmes

DT Ryan Johnson

DE Sean McLaughlin

LB Xander Mueller

LB Bryce Gallagher

LB Wendell Davis Jr

CB AJ Hampton Jr

CB Cameron Mitchell

S Jaheem Joseph

S Coco Azema

Projected Defense

K Jack Olsen

P Luke Akers

KR Raymond Niro III

PR Raymond Niro III

Projected Special Teams

HC Pat Fitzgerald

OC Mike Bajakian

DC Jim O’Neil

Coaching Staff

QB Ryan Hilinski

RB Evan Hull

WR Malik Washington

WR Bryce Kirtz

WR Raymond Niro III

TE Charlie Mangieri

RT Ethan Weiderkehr

RG Conrad Rowley

C Charlie Schmidt

LG Josh Priebe

LT Peter Skoronski

Projected Offense In 2020, Northwestern surprised the entire country, going 7-2 and winning the Citrus Bowl after 
going just 3-9 the previous year in 2019. Northwestern went 3-9 again in 2021, so will they surprise 
the country again in 2022 after coming off a 3-9 season? Probably not, but they should still be better 
than they were last season. 2021 was definitely a rebuilding year for Northwestern, as they had to 
replace their starting quarterback, top receiver, top rusher and their top tackler from the 2020 season. 
This season, Northwestern will return their starting quarterback, top rusher and four of their top five 
receivers from the 2021 season. The defense lost a couple of key playmakers from last season, but they 
also return some key playmakers from last season. The offensive and defensive coordinators were also 
relatively new in 2021, but there could be some overall improvement on both sides of the ball with 
Mike Bajakian heading into his third season as offensive coordinator and Jim O’Neil heading into his 
second season as defensive coordinator. 
OFFENSE: Northwestern had three quarterbacks split playing 
time last year, but two of those three are gone, and now Ryan 
Hilinski, the top passer from 2021, looks to get the starting role 
this season. Hilinski struggled last season, throwing for 978 
yards, three touchdowns and four interceptions. Hilinski wasn’t 
the only one that struggled, however, as no quarterback on the 
team threw for more than 978 yards, and Northwestern had 
one of the worst passing offenses in the entire country. In 2019, 
when Hilinski was the starting quarterback at South Carolina, 
he threw for 2,357 yards and 11 touchdowns. Northwestern will 
be counting on Hilinski to return to his 2019 form this season, 
otherwise the passing offense will struggle again.

The top receiver from last season, Stephon Robinson Jr., 
is gone, but Northwestern still returns four of their top five 
receivers from last season. The top returning receiver will be 
Malik Washington. 2021 was a breakout season for Washington, 
as he caught 44 passes for 578 yards and two touchdowns. Bryce 
Kirtz was solid for the first five games of 2021 before suffering 
a season ending injury against Nebraska. Despite only playing 
in five games, Kirtz still ended the season as the fourth leading 
receiver on the team with 19 receptions for 203 yards. Washing-
ton and Kirtz should be a solid duo at receiver for Northwestern 
this season.

The running game was the strength of the offense last sea-
son, with Evan Hull leading the charge with 1,009 rushing yards 
and seven touchdowns. All signs point to the rushing game 
being even better this season, starting with the return of Evan 
Hull. Hull had his best season yet in 2021, and he should be the 
leader of the rushing attack again in 2022. Cam Porter will also 
be returning at running back. Porter was the top rusher on the 
team in 2020, but didn’t play in 2021 due to injury. With the re-
turn of Porter, Northwestern could have one of the best running 
back duos in the Big Ten. 

The offensive line should play a huge role in the success of 
the running game this season. Peter Skoronski will be the leader 
of the offensive line, and one of the best offensive lineman in 
the Big Ten this season. Veterans Ethan Wiederkehr and Charlie 
Schmidt will also be returning. This is a very solid and experi-

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSNNorthwestern

SUMMARY: On paper, it looks like this will be another down year for Northwestern, but that doesn’t 
mean that there won’t be improvement. The season starts off with a big game against Nebraska, 
followed by three winnable games to close out September. They hit the heart of their Big Ten schedule 
with Penn State on October 1st, and it doesn’t get easier from there, as their schedule also features 
games against Wisconsin, Iowa and Ohio State. Things aren’t looking great in Evanston heading into 
the 2022 season, but Pat Fitzgerald has a history of exceeding expectations with his Northwestern 
teams, so anything is possible.

DEFENSE: The defensive line for Northwestern struggled mightily in 2021, as they gave up the most 
rushing yards per game in the Big Ten. The unquestioned leader of the defensive line in 2022 will 
be Adetomiwa Adebawore. Adebawore led the team with 4.5 sacks last season, and he also had two 
forced fumbles. Adebawore returns as one of the best defensive lineman in the Big Ten. The rest of 
the defensive line is filled with question marks. Northwestern has brought in two transfers, Taishan 
Holmes from UMass and Ryan Johnson from Stanford, who are both expected to start right away. 
Neither Holmes or Johnson had a big impact at their previous school, but Northwestern is still hoping 
for these two to turn into key pieces of the defensive line. Sean McLaughlin had a quiet 2021 season, 
so Northwestern will be looking for more out of him this season. 

The linebacker corps took a blow with the departure of Chris Bergin, the leading tackler from last 
season. Bryce Gallagher looks to be the new leader of this group. Gallagher was second on the team 
last season with 89 tackles, and he also recorded four tackles for loss and one sack. Northwestern has 
also brought in Wendell Davis Jr. from Pittsburgh to help at linebacker. Davis. Jr has four years of 
experience at Pittsburgh, and he had 22 tackles last season. This should still be a solid group despite 
the departure of Bergin.

The secondary should be the strength of the Northwestern defense. At cornerback, Northwestern 
has a solid duo with A.J. Hampton Jr. and Cameron Mitchell. Hampton Jr. led the team with 13 pass 
breakups last season, and he also recorded 40 tackles and two fumble recoveries. Cameron Mitchell 
had 48 tackles and six pass breakups last season. At safety Coco Azema was fourth on the team last 
season with 72 tackles, and he also forced two fumbles. One issue is that none of the projected starters 
in the secondary recorded an interception last season. The secondary will need to force more turn-
overs in order to take a step forward this season.
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PURDUE BOILERMAKERS

9/1 vs Penn State
9/10 vs Indiana State
9/17 at Syracuse
9/24 vs FAU
10/1 at Minnesota
10/8 at Maryland
10/15 vs Nebraska
10/22 at Wisconsin
11/5 vs Iowa
11/12 at Illinois
11/19 vs Northwestern
11/26 at Indiana

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Tyrone Tracy: Purdue lost their top three 

receivers from 2021. Tracy was a reliable target over 
his four seasons at Iowa, and he should start right 
away at Purdue.

• WR Charlie Jones: Jones is another Iowa transfer 
who should start right away. He recorded 323 
receiving yards at Iowa last season.

• CB Reese Taylor: Taylor comes in with four sea-
sons of experience at Indiana. He will provide some 
depth at the cornerback spot for Purdue. 

Top Recruits:
• QB Brady Allen: The top recruit in the 2022 class 

for Purdue, Allen is a four star (247 Sports) quar-
terback from Indiana. He is the number ten ranked 
quarterback (247 Sports) in the country. 

• DL Nic Caraway: Caraway is a four star (247 
Sports) defensive lineman from Texas. He is the 
number 22 ranked defensive lineman (247 Sports) 
in the country. 

• DL Joe Strickland: Strickland is a four star (247 
Sports) defensive lineman from Indiana. He is the 
eighth ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state 
of Indiana. 

Key Departures:
• WR David Bell: Bell was the top receiver in the 

number five passing game in the country last 
season. He had 93 receptions for 1,286 yards and 
six touchdowns.

• DE George Karlaftis: Karlaftis was one of the best 
defensive lineman in the Big Ten last season. He 
tied for the team lead with five sacks, and he also 
recorded 41 tackles. 

• LB Jaylan Alexander: Alexander led the team in 
2021 with 113 tackles. He also recorded 6.5 tackles 
for loss and five pass breakups. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Aidan O’Connell: O’Connell will be one of 

the top quarterbacks in the Big Ten this season. 
In 2021, O’Connell threw for 3,712 yards and 28 
touchdowns as Purdue had the fifth ranked passing 
offense in college football. 

• S Cam Allen: Allen led the team with four inter-
ceptions in 2021, and he also recorded 65 tackles. 
He is returning for his fourth season, and will be 
arguably the top player on the Purdue defense this 
season.

• TE Payne Durham: Durham will be the top 
returning target in the Purdue passing game this 
season. He had 467 receiving yards and six touch-
downs in 2021.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: West Lafayette, IN
• Enrollment: 41,573
• Founded: 1869
• Mascot: Purdue Pete

Stadium Facts
• Ross-Ade Stadium
• Capacity: 57,236
• Built: 1924

Football Facts
• Record: 618-579-48
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by Bradley Leeb/AP PhotoPhoto by Bradley Leeb/AP Photo

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Purdue is one of many teams that can win the Big Ten west 
division. This offense is going to be good with Aidan O’Connell 
back at quarterback. Tyrone Tracy, Broc Thompson, Charlie Jones 
and Payne Durham will be the top pass catchers for the pass heavy 
Purdue offense this season. King Doerue is back at running back. 
The run game isn’t utilized much at Purdue. This offensive line 
should improve with another year of experience. The defense as a 
whole needs to get better. Branson Deen is a solid piece at tackle. 
Jalen Graham will lead the linebackers, and the secondary will be 
led by one of the best safeties in the conference in Cam Allen. Pur-
due will light up the scoreboard this season. If they can improve 
defensively, this team can make a run to Indianapolis.”

Photo by Purdue AthleticsPhoto by Purdue Athletics

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Purdue
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DE Jack Sullivan

DT Branson Deen

DT Lawrence Johnson

DE Kydran Jenkins

LB Semisi Fakasiieiki

LB Kieren Douglas

LB Jalen Graham

CB Cory Trice

CB Jamari Brown

S Cam Allen

S Chris Jefferson

Projected Defense

K Mitchell Fineran

P Jack Ansell

KR TJ Sheffield

PR TJ Sheffield

Projected Special Teams

HC Jeff Brohm

OC Brian Brohm

DC Ron English

Coaching Staff

QB Aidan O’Connell

RB King Doerue

WR Tyrone Tracy

WR Broc Thompson

WR Charlie Jones

TE Payne Durham

RT Cam Craig

RG Marcus Mbow

C Gus Hartwig

LG Spencer Holstege

LT Eric Miller

Projected Offense
Purdue’s 2021 season ended with three straight wins, including an instant classic against Tennessee 
in the Music City Bowl to secure their ninth win and their best record since 2003. With those three 
straight wins, along with wins in five of their last six games to close out the 2021 season, Purdue will 
have plenty of confidence and optimism heading into 2022. They should be optimistic because they 
have a very good chance of repeating that success this season. The offense returns one of the best 
quarterbacks in the Big Ten and a receiving room with an extremely high ceiling. The defense loses a 
couple of key players, but will still be solid in 2022, even if they regress a little bit. 
OFFENSE: Returning at quarterback to lead the offense will be 
Aidan O’Connell. In 2021, O’Connell had career highs all across 
the board with 315 completions for 3,712 yards and 28 touch-
downs. O’Connell was one of the best quarterbacks in the Big 
Ten last season, and it should remain that way in 2022. Despite 
losing his top three targets from 2021, O’Connell will easily be 
one of the best quarterbacks in the Big Ten this season. 

The passing game loses the top three targets from 2021, 
but Purdue is still extremely talented at this position. The top 
returning target is Payne Durham. Durham has gotten better 
in each of his three seasons at Purdue, and he looks ready 
for a breakout year in 2021. Durham was great in the bowl 
game against Tennessee, catching five passes for 85 yards and 
two touchdowns. Performances like the one he had against 
Tennessee should be very common in 2022. Broc Thompson 
also showed star potential in the bowl game against Tennessee, 
catching seven passes for 217 yards and two touchdowns in 
what was easily his best game all season. Thompson could also 
be ready for a breakout season in 2022. Purdue also picked up 
a pair of wide receivers from Iowa through the transfer portal. 
Tyrone Tracy recorded 871 receiving yards and five touchdowns 
over his four seasons at Iowa, and he should play a key role in 
the passing game this season. Charlie Jones had 718 receiving 
yards and six touchdowns in his two seasons at Iowa, and he 
should start right away. 

The running game is where the Purdue offense struggled 
last season, as they had the 127th ranked rushing attack in 
the country with just 84.2 yards per game. Purdue also didn’t 
run the ball very often, however, as their top rusher had just 
135 attempts all season. The leading rusher from 2021, King 
Doerue, will be returning for his fourth season. Doerue ran 
for 533 yards and two touchdowns last season, and he also had 
156 receiving yards. There is definitely room to improve in the 
ground game, but then again, it could be argued that Purdue 
won’t need a good running game because their passing game 
will do all of the work.

The offensive line struggled last season, giving up 29 sacks 
and allowing room for just 2.8 yards per carry in the running 
game. Led by Gus Hartwig, the offensive line returns three start-
ers from last season, and they should improve in 2022. If the 
offensive line can improve this season, it will make an already 
great passing game even better. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Purdue

SUMMARY: 2021 was as good of a season as Purdue could have hoped for. After three straight 
losing seasons, Purdue won nine games, pulled off upsets against number two Iowa and number 
three Michigan State, and ended the season with a huge bowl game victory that will build confidence 
going into 2022. After such a successful season, expectations are higher heading into 2022 than they 
were heading into 2021, but this Purdue team looks ready to meet those expectations. The big losses 
on both sides of the ball will make things tougher for Purdue this season, but this team is capable of 
matching their win total from last season. The schedule is easier this season, with no games against 
Notre Dame or Ohio State. The season opener against Penn State will be huge. Purdue’s performance 
against Penn State could set the tone for the rest of the season. A win against Penn State could give 
Purdue the confidence they need to make a run to the Big Ten title game. 

DEFENSE: The defense returns Branson Deen, who was a force on the defensive line last season. 
Deen recorded 26 tackles, 5.5 tackles for loss and 4.5 sacks in 2021, and he should only get better in 
2022. Kydran Jenkins is also returning. Last season, Jenkins tied for the team lead with five sacks, 
and he also had 35 tackles. This will be one of the better defensive lines in the Big Ten.

The linebacker corps will be led by Jalen Graham. Graham was the fifth leading tackler for Pur-
due last season with 64 tackles, and he also grabbed two interceptions and had seven pass breakups. 
Kieren Douglas is also back as the top returning tackler from 2021. Douglas had 67 tackles and three 
tackles for loss in 2021. The loss of Jaylan Alexander, the top tackler in 2021, is a big one. This group 
could take a slight step back after the departure of Alexander, but they will still be solid in 2022. 

The secondary will be led by Cam Allen, one of the best safeties in the Big Ten. Allen had a great 
2021 season, leading the team with four interceptions, and recording 65 tackles, which was fourth 
on the team. Allen looks primed for an even better season in 2022. Joining Allen at safety is Chris 
Jefferson. Jefferson had a great first season at Purdue, recording 47 tackles and an interception. The 
cornerback spot will get a big boost with the return of Cory Trice. Trice played in just two games 
in 2021 before suffering a season ending injury, but he had solid seasons in 2019 and 2020, and he 
should keep up that level of play in 2022. 
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WISCONSIN BADGERS

9/3 vs Illinois State
9/10 vs Washington State
9/17 vs New Mexico State
9/24 at Ohio State
10/1 vs Illinois
10/8 at Northwestern
10/15 at Michigan State
10/22 vs Purdue
11/5 vs Maryland
11/12 at Iowa
11/19 at Nebraska
11/26 vs Minnesota

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 22

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Kamo’i Latu: He was a three star safety that 

transferred in from Utah. He started in one game 
last year and played in 13. Latu recorded 19 total 
tackles and three pass break ups. At 6’0” and 195 
pounds he is good size for safety and will add to the 
depth this year.

• CB Jay Shaw: He was a four star cornerback from 
UCLA. Last season, he recorded 27 total tackles, 
two tackles for loss, one forced fumble, and three 
interceptions. Shaw will likely be in the starting role 
as an experienced defensive back that knows how 
to make plays.

• CB Cedrick Dort: Dort was a three star cornerback 
from Kentucky. Dort has 25 starting games under 
his belt and recorded 19 total tackles last season. 
He will be competing with the other transfers for 
a starting defensive back spot as Wisconsin has 
brought in a surplus.

Top Recruits:
• OT Joe Brunner: The four star offensive tackle out 

of Milwaukee, WI was a huge get for the Badgers. 
He is the number nine OT in the country and num-
ber 85 nationally. At 6’6” 300 pounds, he will be a 
force in the trenches paving the way for running 
backs and keeping the quarterback safe.

• DL Isaac Hamm: The four star defensive lineman 
out of Sun Prairie, WI adds to the trenches for 
Wisconsin. At 6’5”, 260 pounds. Wisconsin is no 
stranger to adding size to the line. Hamm is a 
wrecking ball that runs over the offensive line and 
punishes players with his violent hits.

• S Austin Brown: The three star safety out of John-
ston City, IL has great speed to close out. He plays 
some wildcat formation for the offense and does a 
great job at finding the holes or cutting it outside. 
He will be a swiss army knife for the Badgers.

Key Departures:
• WR Danny Davis: Though the Badgers do not pass 

often, they will be going into the season without 
Mertz’s number one target. The now Packer tallied 
up 478 receiving yards, two touchdowns and 32 
receptions last year.

• TE Jake Ferguson: Another one of the Badgers 
receiving threats has gone to the draft and is now a 
Cowboy. Ferguson racked up 450 yards and three 
touchdowns on 46 receptions. The reliable threat 
will need to be replaced as he did a very good job of 
blocking and catching last year. 

• LB Leo Chenal: The anchor of the defense last 
year was picked up by the Kansas City Chiefs. The 
hard nose linebacker accumulated 115 total tackles, 
18.5 TFL, eight sacks and two forced fumbles. His 
presence and knack for getting to the ball will be 
missed.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Graham Mertz: Mertz had a very up and down 

year last year, but looks to correct the ship this year. 
Wisconsin has always been a run first team with 
the quarterback being a game manager. He looks 
to bounce back this year with most of his weapons 
coming back.

• RB Braelon Allen: Allen was the person who made 
the offense engine run last year. After rushing for 
1,268 yards and 12 touchdowns, Allen was as solid 
of a running back as you can have. All eyes will be 
on him this year to see if he can lead the Badgers 
back to the championship game.

• LB Nick Herbig: Sanborn had a very solid season 
last year getting 61 total tackles, 14.5 TFL and 
nine sacks. He will be back, hoping to replace the 
productivity of Leo Chenal and help the always 
good Badger defense to be on top of the Big Ten 
once again.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Madison, WI
• Enrollment: 47,936
• Founded: 1848
• Mascot: Bucky the Badger

Stadium Facts
• Camp Randall Stadium
• Capacity: 80,231
• Built: 1917

Football Facts
• Record: 723-501-52
• Conference: Big Ten
• Conference Championships: 14
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 11-2
Photo by Jason Chan/The Badger HeraldPhoto by Jason Chan/The Badger Herald

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Wisconsin will once again be a contender in the Big Ten west 
division. This program has the same identity year after year. Every-
one knows what they are going to get out of a Paul Chryst coached 
team. This defense will be hard hitting. Nick Herbig is a stud at 
linebacker. Isaiah Mullens will be a solid piece on the defensive 
line. No matter who Wisconsin has on defense, they will be a solid 
unit. Braelon Allen will likely have a really good season carrying 
the rock behind this huge offensive line. Graham Mertz does need 
to improve in the passing game to take some pressure off of the 
run game. The Badgers will have another solid year, and they are 
the favorites to win their division.”

Photo by Wisconsin AthleticsPhoto by Wisconsin Athletics

• Writtten by Bradley C.
             @SSN_Badgers
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DE Isaiah Mullens

DT Keeanu Benton

DT Gio Paez

DE Rodas Johnson

LB Nick Herbig

LB Jordan Turner

LB CJ Goetz

CB Justin Clark

CB Alexander Smith

S John Torchio

S Hunter Wohler

Projected Defense

K Vito Calvaruso

P Andy Vujnovich

KR Stephan Bracey Jr

PR Dean Engram

Projected Special Teams

HC Paul Chryst

OC Bobby Engram

DC Jim Leonhard

Coaching Staff

QB Graham Mertz

RB Braelon Allen

WR Chimere Dike

WR Keontez Lewis

WR Dean Engram

TE Clay Cundiff

RT Logan Brown

RG Michael Furtney

C Joe Tippmann

LG Tyler Beach

LT Jack Nelson

Projected Offense

The Wisconsin Badgers did not perform up to expectations last year, but still had a solid season. 
With their quarterback, running back and an experienced line coming back, this team will revert 
back to normal form. With a relatively interesting yet not threatening out of conference schedule, 
they have an easy front portion of the schedule that turns into a difficult portion near the end. Ohio 
State is the only team that will prevent this team from going 6-0 in the first six weeks.

OFFENSE: The offense seemed to stall a lot last year as this 
Wisconsin team was missing something. With Mertz coming 
back and getting another year under his belt, he should have a 
breakout performance. Though he is without his two reliable 
passing targets, he still has his secret weapon that Wisconsin 
has been known for a while now: a great running back.

Allen burst onto the scene last year as he seemingly carried 
the offense and made it look a lot better than it should have 
been. In the first few games they will need to sling the ball as 
much as possible. Everyone knows that they have Allen. The 
running game will be a huge part of this offense once again, 
but if the Badgers want a College Football Playoff or Pasadena 
trip, they will need to be more than just a one dimensional 
team. 

The wide receivers room is unproven, yet has talent. 
Chimere Dike and Dean Engram will lead the way as the more 
experienced players on this team. Dike only had 272 yards last 
season which was fourth on the team. If this team has high 
hopes, they will need him to step up and add another 300 
yards. They will also need an underclassman to step up and fill 
the void for the third option receiver, as they only have three 
games to figure it out before Ohio State.

The offensive line has been the bread and butter for the 
Badgers. They have a good mix of upper and lower classmen 
which should mix well together to produce another season of 
excellent running for the running backs. They should be im-
proved from last season, which will help Mertz keep his jersey 
clean and prevent pressure situation throws from happening, 
which only helps the offense keep going.

• Writtten by Bradley C.
             @SSN_Badgers

SUMMARY: This year will be a bounce back year for the Badgers. Though 9-4 is not a terrible 
record, it is not the expectation in Madison. Wisconsin has their hands full this year, having to go to 
East Lansing to play Michigan State and Columbus to play Ohio State. This team will be dangerous if 
their offense gets rolling like they are known to do near the end of the season. A stiff defense with a 
run down your throat offense is what the name of the game is for Wisconsin. 

DEFENSE: The defense has always been solid for Wisconsin since the dawn of time. Last year, they 
were put in a lot of bad situations during a few of their games as they were on the field too long. The 
defensive line will be a stone wall this year against the run as the front seven for the Badgers are all 
experienced. Keeanu Benton and Isaiah Mullens will be the leaders along the trenches as they will 
continuously hold offenses in their tracks when they run the ball. 

The linebacker position will be just as deep as the defensive line. They bring a lot of experience 
back and will continue to be one of the best in not just the Big Ten, but the whole country. Jordan 
Turner and Nick Herbig are expected to rack up the tackles, tackles for loss and sacks. They are the 
rock of this defense and will continue to wreak havoc on the opposing offenses this year.

The defensive back position is having a major overhaul as many of the transfers coming in are 
defensive backs. This squad will be a new look for the Badgers as they have players coming from 
UCLA, Kentucky and Utah. They pulled multiple starting defensive backs from the SEC and Pac 12, 
so with all the experience, they will have a solid secondary to prevent teams like Ohio State from 
passing all over them.
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 UTSA 7-1 10-3

2 Western Kentucky 6-2 8-6

3 UTEP 6-2 8-4

4 UAB 6-2 8-4

5 FAU 5-3 7-5

6 North Texas 4-4 6-6

7 Louisiana Tech 4-4 6-6

8 Middle Tennessee 3-5 4-8

9 Charlotte 3-5 4-8

10 FIU 0-8 3-9

11 Rice 0-8 1-11

C-USA Preview
Projected Standings

Offensive Player 
of the Year
WR Zakhari Franklin,
UTSA

Defensive Player 
of the Year
LB Noah Wilder,
UAB

Freshman of the 
Year
LB Owen Pewee,
UTSA

Player of the Year

S Rashad Wisdom,
UTSA

Coach of the Year

Jeff Traylor,
UTSA

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/8

AT
11/5

AT
10/21

AT
11/26

AT
10/29

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/3

AT
9/17

AT
9/1

AT
9/10

AT
11/19

OVER
UTSA

WKU
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C-USA Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Frank Harris, UTSA

RB DeWayne McBride, UAB

RB Johnny Ford, FAU

WR Zakhari Franklin, UTSA

WR Victor Tucker, Charlotte

TE Rivaldo Fairweather, FIU

OT Makai Hart, UTSA

OG Matthew Trehern, UAB

C Ahofitu Maka, UTSA

OG Quantavious Leslie, WKU

OT Kadeem Telfort, UAB

DEFENSE
DE Jordan Ferguson, Middle Tennessee

DT Praise Amaewhule, UTEP

DT Evan Anderson, FAU

DE Markees Watts, Charlotte

LB Tyler Grubbs, Louisiana Tech

LB Noah Wilder, UAB

LB Breon Hayward, UTEP

CB Corey Mayfield, UTSA

CB Deshawn Gaddie, North Texas

S Rashad Wisdom, UTSA

S Teja Young, FAU

K Brayden Narveson, WKU

P Lucas Dean, UTSA

KR Shadrick Byrd, Charlotte

PR Smoke Harris, Louisiana Tech

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 171.64

2.
Rating: 154.83

3.
Rating: 153.19

4.
Rating: 152.03

5.
Rating: 147.56

6.
Rating: 134.11

7.
Rating: 133.64

8.
Rating: 131.98

9.
Rating: 131.15

10.
Rating: 128.39

11.
Rating: 82.62

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

UAB
UTSA
North Texas
FAU
Western Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
UTEP
Charlotte
FIU
Louisiana Tech

Rice



CHARLOTTE 49ERS

8/27 at FAU
9/2 vs William & Mary
9/10 vs Maryland
9/17 at Georgia State
9/24 at South Carolina
10/1 vs UTEP
10/15 at UAB
10/22 vs FIU
10/29 at Rice
11/5 vs Western Kentucky
11/12 at Middle Tennessee
11/19 vs Louisiana Tech

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Chase Moore: Chase Moore joins a position 

group that is in need of depth. Moore can help pro-
vide that depth. He comes in with 40 career tackles 
during his time at Wake Forest. 

• DE Amir Siddiq: Amir joins a position group that 
also is in need of depth. He should see plenty of 
action as a rush end as he had four sacks last season 
for Central Michigan. 

• WR Nolan Groulx: Nolan didn’t see much time 
at all at Wake Forest, but he is joining a Charlotte 
offense that is pass heavy. There is an opportunity 
for him to see some targets at wide receiver.

Top Recruits:
• S Aveon Grose: Grose chose Charlotte over offers 

from Pittsburgh, Akron, Buffalo, Cincinnati and 
Eastern Michigan. He was originally committed to 
Pitt and decommitted. He has a nose for the ball 
and pursues well.

• TE Jake McTaggart: McTaggart held 11 offers, 
most notably Air Force, Kansas, Kentucky, Liberty 
and UAB. At almost 6’6”, he is a big bodied tight 
end that should have a field day in the red zone. 

• OT Cade Goldman: Goldman held offers from 
Akron, Appalachian State, Coastal Carolina, East 
Carolina, Illinois, Louisville and Virginia. He is 
a strong tackle with nimble feet, and he is able to 
pull. 

Key Departures:
• LB Tyler Murray: Murray was a Third Team 

All-CUSA member last season, and he led the 49ers 
in tackles. Losing him to Memphis does hurt the 
linebacking unit. 

• LB Luke Martin: Losing Luke Martin also hurts 
the linebacking unit as he started 11 games last 
season. Martin was the 49ers second leading tackler 
in 2021. 

• OT Chibueze Nwanna: Losing a big bodied left 
tackle would hurt almost any offense, but when 
it’s someone with pro potential, that hole is even 
harder to fill.  

Key Returning Players:
• QB Chris Reynolds: Reynolds is the all time leader 

in passing yards and touchdowns in Charlotte 
history. His gunslinger mentality keeps the 49ers 
in any game. He also has a dual threat ability to his 
game. 

• WR Grant DuBose: DuBose was Second Team 
All-CUSA last season. At 6’3”, he is a quarterback’s 
dream in the red zone. He is sure handed and high 
points the ball very well. NFL scouts are taking 
notice. 

• DE Markees Watts: Watts was a Third Team 
All-CUSA member last season. He recorded 61 
tackles and had 6 sacks. Opposing teams gameplan 
around Watts. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Charlotte, NC
• Enrollment: 30,146
• Founded: 1946
• Mascot: Norm the Niner

Stadium Facts
• Jerry Richardson Stadium
• Capacity: 15,314
• Built: 2012

Football Facts
• Record: 39-77
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Healy and Charlotte have the end goal of making a 
bowl game this year. They certainly have the roster to. QB Chris 
Reynolds and his great receiving duo of Victor Tucker and Grant 
DuBose are all back. That’s huge for the passing game. Charlotte 
has a solid back in Shadrick Byrd, but he needs to be utilized more 
this year. The offensive line is experienced as well. On defense, 
Markees Watts is one of the best pass rushers in the conference. He 
headlines a really good defensive line for Charlotte. New faces do 
need to step up at linebacker though. The secondary really needs 
to improve and not give up so many explosive plays. Overall, this 
defense need to really improve. Charlotte probably won’t compete 
for a conference title, but a bowl game is within reach.”

Photo by Charlotte AthleticsPhoto by Charlotte Athletics

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_CUSA & @TNTCollegeFoot1
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DE Markees Watts

DT Isaac Hampton

DT Jalar Holley

DE Kofi Wardlow

LB Derek Boykins

LB BJ Turner

LB Prince Bemah

CB Trey Creamer

CB Geo Howard

S Davondre Robinson

S Solomon Rogers

Projected Defense

K Braeden McAlister

P Bailey Rice

KR Shadrick Byrd

PR Geo Howard

Projected Special Teams

HC Will Healy

OC Mark Carney

DC Greg Brown

Coaching Staff

QB Chris Reynolds

RB Shadrick Byrd

WR Victor Tucker

WR Elijah Spencer

WR Grant DuBose

TE Taylor Thompson

RT TJ Moore

RG Jordan Brown

C Ashton Gist

LG Panda Askew

LT Jon Jacobs

Projected Offense

After back-to-back losing seasons, it’s time to prove that 2019 wasn’t a fluke. Head Coach Will Healy 
has a great rapport with his players, even going as far as the locker room celebrations and titling it 
“Club Lit”. Skill players abound on offense, quarterback Chris Reynolds and the star receiving duo 
of Grant DuBose and Victor Tucker. The defense will have a bit of a new look with new Defensive 
Coordinator Greg Brown and will be led by All-CUSA defensive end Markees Watts. 
OFFENSE: The 49ers have a ton of offensive firepower return-
ing. This unit averaged nearly 30 points per game in Conference 
USA play last season. The only thing lacking was consistency at 
times last season. Scoring 31 against Duke, 42 against Middle 
Tennessee, 45 against FIU and 30 or more three other times, 
only to score nine points against Georgia State and Florida 
Atlantic, 13 against Western Kentucky and 14 against Illinois. If 
they put it all together, this unit could be scary. 

Fifth year senior starting quarterback Chris Reynolds is 
back for one more season. He is already the programs all time 
leader in passing yards (7,726) and touchdowns (62). If Reyn-
olds stays healthy, that has been an issue from time-to-time 
during his career because he will take off and run, he could 
have a special senior season. He had some big time perfor-
mances last season. Some of those big performances included 
448 yards passing at Louisiana Tech, 339 yards passing and four 
touchdowns against MTSU and 324 yards passing and three 
touchdowns against Duke. 

There is a galore of weapons for Reynolds to throw the ball 
to. Victor Tucker and Grant DuBose may be the best receiving 
duo in Conference USA. DuBose is a matchup nightmare for 
opposing defenses and surprised a lot of people last season after 
his transfer from Division II Miles College. His ball skills and 
body control set him apart. Tucker is more of a big play threat 
and can take the top off a defense. Add in Elijah Spencer, Jarius 
Mack, Wake Forest transfer Nolan Groulx and tight ends Taylor 
Thompson and Jake Clemons, who will all see targets.

A trio of running backs give the 49ers fresh legs throughout 
the game. Calvin Camp, Shadrick Byrd and ChaVon McEach-
ern each possess their own skill sets and help this offense. 
Camp is a former walk-on and a feel good story after leading 
the team in rushing last season. He is the physical back in the 
group. Byrd transferred in from Iowa last season and is also a 
good pass catcher. He is the shifty guy that can make people 
miss.  

A deep and experienced offensive line leads the charge, 
anchored by right tackle TJ Moore, center Ashton Gist and left 
guard Panda Askew. The biggest concern is finding a new left 
tackle. If the 49ers can find the right combination here, every-
thing else will fall into place. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_CUSA & @TNTCollegeFoot1

SUMMARY: This is a program trending in the right direction. With an offense full of firepower 
and a defense that has talent, it all boils down to consistency. Will Healy has done a good job since 
taking over this program. Now it’s just time to put it all together. With the imminent move to the 
AAC coming in 2023 and a scheduled renovation on Jerry Richardson Stadium along with creating a 
new tailgating parking area for fans and students, the future is bright. Nothing short of the program’s 
second ever bowl berth should be expected. 

DEFENSE: New Defensive Coordinator Greg Brown comes with a great pedigree, spending almost 
four decades in the NFL or at the power five level. From a formation standpoint, things will look 
very similar, but the coverage scheme is where changes will be seen. Changes are needed after 
this unit gave up 34 points per game, over 204 rushing yards per game, almost 261 passing yards 
per game and a total of 465 yards per game. They ranked 108th or worse nationally in all of those 
categories. 

This unit is led by a deep defensive line. Defensive tackles Issac Hampton, Jalar Holley and Bryan 
Wallace anchor the inside. Defensive ends Kofi Wardlow, Central Michigan transfer Amir Siddiq 
and Markees Watts give great production. Watts, who had 61 tackles and six sacks last season, was a 
Third Team All-CUSA member in 2021. The combination of Saddiq and Watts could cause trouble 
for CUSA offensive lines.  

Linebacker is a different story as the team must replace the two leading tacklers from last season. 
Derek Boykins and Prince Bemah have to rise to the occasion. Boykins should be better after he 
missed the first five games of last season. Wake Forest transfer Chase Moore must step up right away 
as well. 

The secondary has talent. Cornerbacks Trey Creamer and Geo Howard and safeties Solomon 
Rogers and Tank Robinson are good pieces. Consistency is the key with this group, as for the whole 
defense for that matter. The secondary just gave up too many big plays last season and became 
unreliable down the stretch. 
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FAU OWLS

8/27 vs Charlotte
9/3 at Ohio
9/10 vs Southeastern Louisiana
9/17 vs UCF
9/24 at Purdue
10/1 at North Texas
10/15 vs Rice
10/22 at UTEP
10/29 vs UAB
11/12 at FIU
11/19 at Middle Tennessee
11/26 vs Western Kentucky

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Josh Moore: Moore was a former four star 

recruit (247 Sports) from UCLA who just recently 
transferred to FAU. The new addition to the defen-
sive backfield will have all four years of eligibility 
left. 

• TE Carter Boatwright: Boatwright is a transfer 
from Florida State who plays tight end. FAU is in 
much need of a tight end, and Carter could fill the 
role right away after FAU’s two tight ends graduated 
last year. Carter comes in as a redshirt sophomore.

• OL Brendan Bordner: Bordner is a transfer from 
Rutgers who plays on the offensive line. Brendan 
has started 41 games in his career at Rutgers. He 
will have an immediate impact with the Owls start-
ing on the offensive line. 

Top Recruits:
• RB Xavier Terrell: Terrell was a three star recruit 

(247 Sports) out of St Thomas Aquinas High 
School. Xavier was highly coveted by other schools 
such as Florida State, Pitt and Georgia Tech. 

• QB Luke Rucker: Rucker was a three star recruit 
from Sanford High School. Rucker has a cannon for 
an arm. Luke was named first team All-SA, and he 
was an Honorable Mention in Class 8A.

• WR Wyatt Sullivan: Sullivan was a three star 
recruit (247 Sports) from Robert F. Munroe Day 
School. Wyatt had offers from Western Kentucky, 
Coastal Carolina, Charlotte and Troy.  

Key Departures:
• LB Caliph Brice: Brice was a key piece in the line-

backing core for several years. Caliph’s speed and 
agility will be missed in the middle of the field this 
year. An injury plagued season last year kept Caliph 
out a few games, but being the talented linebacker 
Caliph was in college, he signed a free agent con-
tract with the Green Bay Packers. 

• LB Akileis Leroy: Leroy was an undersized line-
backer, but was a playmaker. In Leroy’s junior year, 
he was a force to be reckoned with, as he helped 
FAU win a conference championship and a bowl 
game that season. 

• P Matt Hayball: Hayball is a punter with a big leg 
who averaged 45.6 yards per punt. Hayball was 
named to the All-Academic team by Conference 
USA in 2021, and he also transferred to Vanderbilt 
in the SEC. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB N’Kosi Perry: Perry will be returning as the 

starting quarterback for his final season, and he will 
have an experienced group of receivers to throw to. 
If the wide receivers do their part this year, N’Kosi 
should have a monster year in Conference USA.  

• RB Johnny Ford: Ford will be looking to have 
another dominant season at running back again. If 
players do not wrap Ford up in the backfield, they 
will be chasing Ford’s shadows on the field. 

• DT Evan Anderson: Anderson will be the starting 
nose tackle this year. The 6’3” and 356 pound 
Anderson will be looking forward to creating havoc 
on opponents’ offensive lines this year. Look for 
Evan Anderson to be a First Team All-Conference 
USA member. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Boca Raton, FL
• Enrollment: 34,000
• Founded: 1961
• Mascot: Owlsley & Hoot

Stadium Facts
• FAU Stadium
• Capacity: 29,571
• Built: 2011

Football Facts
• Record: 113-140
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 3
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
Photo by FAU AthleticsPhoto by FAU Athletics

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This is a make it or break it year for Coach Taggart. He’s got a 
solid offense with N’Kosi Perry and Johnny Ford. The talent is 
definitely there to score some points. They need to rebound after 
they underperformed last season. The defense will be good again 
this season. Evan Anderson, Jaylen Joyner and Smoke Mungin are 
a few guys to watch out for on that side of the ball. Taggart needs 
to reach a bowl game. If the Owls can’t get to 6 wins with the talent 
that they have, it will be a disappointing season. Coach Taggart is 
under some pressure to win this season.”

Photo by FAU AthleticsPhoto by FAU Athletics

• Writtten by Lenny Agin
             @SSN_FAUOwls
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DE Jaylen Joyner

DT Evan Anderson

DT Decarius Hawthorne

DE Jacob Merrifield

LB Chris Jones

LB Jamie Pettway

LB Eddie Williams

CB Smoke Mungin

CB Jayden Williams

S Teja Young

S Armani-Eli Adams

Projected Defense

K Morgan Suarez

P Riley Thompson

KR Ja’Quan Burton

PR Lajohntay Wester

Projected Special Teams

HC Willie Taggart

OC Brent Dearmon

DC Todd Orlando

Coaching Staff

QB N’Kosi Perry

RB Johnny Ford

WR Lajohntay Wester

WR Je’Quan Burton

WR Jahmal Edrine

TE Carter Boatwright

RT Chaz Neal

RG Kamaar Bell

C Nick Weber

LG Deshawn Richardson

LT Brendan Bordner

Projected Offense
The FAU football team is coming off of a lackluster year. The team started off fast in the beginning, 
but they limped down the stretch losing four straight. There is a lot of pressure on Taggart this year 
to improve the offense which was very inconsistent. Taggart brings back a lot of talent on offense, 
and Taggart will also be bringing in some transfers to help on offense. The defense will add some key 
last minute transfers that will help in the depth department. The main key for this year’s success is 
consistency on offense and less mistakes. With new recruits and key transfers coming in this year, 
this should make for an interesting year all around. 
OFFENSE: FAU’s offense is coming off a very inconsistent 
season where they had many dropped pases and turn-
overs. Michael Jonson was relieved of his duties as offensive 
coordinator last season, and Willie Taggart brought in Brent 
Dearmon from MTSU. Dearmon brings in a lot of experience 
in coaching having stops at Kansas, Auburn and even a head 
coaching stint at Bethel College. 

With the return of N’Kosi Perry at quarterback and a new 
offensive coordinator at the helm, FAU’s offense is looking to 
have a breakout year. N’Kosi numbers were impressive last 
year with over 2,700 yards passing while throwing 21 touch-
downs and only 7 interceptions. 

The main concern for this year’s team will be the receiving 
core. They do bring back Lajohntay Wester and Ja’Quan Bur-
ton. They were inconsistent at times last year with key dropped 
pasess, but they will both be working with new offensive assis-
tants this year to help them with their progress. The new wide 
receivers coach this year is Billy Gonzales who comes in with a 
lot of experience working with major schools. 

The main running back Johnny Ford will be back this year 
which will make N’Kosi Perry’s job more manageable. The 
quick elusive running back can not only run with the ball, but 
the elusive back can also catch the ball in open space to speed 
pass defenders. Johnny Ford will have a new teammate to help 
carry the load in the backfield. Marvin Scott III is a transfer 
from Nebraska who can also play in the backfield. 

The only position that is unknown on offense right now is 
the tight ends position. Ever since Harrison Bryant left for the 
draft, there has been no consistency in that position. Carter 
Boatwright, Austin Evans and Adam Boselli are all battling for 
the tight end position that will probably come down to a game 
day decision. 

• Writtten by Lenny Agin
             @SSN_FAUOwls

SUMMARY: FAU is coming in as a non favorite this year in Conference USA, but FAU plays better 
as an underdog then in years when they are favored. The key factors to the offense this year will be 
the receiving core consistency. Westar and Burton are poised to have a breakout season. With N’Kosi 
Perry at quarterback, they can wear down corners, and they can open up the running game for 
Johnny Ford. The defense will be stout again like it was last year. This is a make or break season for 
Willie Taggart in his third year. FAU needs a winning season this year to build on the move to the 
American Athletic Conference next year. 

DEFENSE: This year’s defense will be run by Todd Orlando, who is taking over for the recently 
departed defensive coordinator Mark Stoops. Todd Orlando’s various stops as defensive coordina-
tor have seen his team drastically improve their defense from previous years. These coaching stops 
include USC, Texas, Houston, Utah State, FIU and UConn. Coach Orlando will be taking over a 
young experienced defensive line and defensive backfield.

This year’s defensive line comes in solid up front with Evan Anderson at nose tackle and Decar-
ius Hawthorne playing next to him on the line. Anderson is a straight beast, and he should easily be 
a First Team All-Conference USA member this year barring any injuries. The line also gained a few 
transfers which will help with depth. Keem Green is a transfer from South Carolina, who will add 
depth to the line. The other transfer from Wheaton College is Jake Holaday, who should have an 
immediate impact with the line.   

Redshirt junior defensive end Jalen Joyner will be back as well, and he should have a major 
impact rushing the quarterback. The other defensive end positions are up for grabs right now, but 
true freshman Jacob Merrifield seems to be leading the pack right now to be the starter opposite of 
Joyner. 

Smoke Mungin is a lockdown corner, and Teja Young, at safety, is coming off a great season last 
year. For Young’s career, he comes in with 112 tackles, two forced fumbles and seven passes deflect-
ed. Teja Young was an All-Conference USA Honorable Mention last year. The other safety that will 
probably get the nod will be junior Armani-Eli Adams. 
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FIU PANTHERS

9/1 vs Bryant
9/10 at Texas State
9/24 at Western Kentucky
10/1 at New Mexico State
10/8 vs UConn
10/14 vs UTSA
10/22 at Charlotte
10/28 vs Louisiana Tech
11/5 at North Texas
11/12 vs FAU
11/19 at UTEP
11/26 vs Middle Tennessee

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Gunnar Holmberg: Gunnar threw for 2,358 

yards, seven touchdowns and eight interceptions 
last season as the starter for the Duke Blue Devils. 
Being a starting quarterback in the ACC has to 
mean something when transitioning to Conference 
USA. A change of scenery will do him good. 

• LB Donovan Manuel: Manuel plays a position 
where the Panthers desperately need the help. He 
was a very productive player at the FCS level. Last 
season, he had 124 tackles and three sacks. He is a 
welcome addition to the linebacking group. 

• WRs Jacolby Hewitt & Sharod Johnson: Both of 
these young men will have huge impacts in the FIU 
offense. With all-everything wide receiver Tyrese 
Chambers returning, things could open up nicely 
for both of these guys to get plenty of single cover-
age and make some plays for the Panther offense. 

Top Recruits:
• OG Deyavie Hammond: Hammond comes in as 

the number one ranked junior college offensive 
guard in the country. He played for Independence 
Community College in Kansas and is from Lake-
land, FL. This is a big time get for the Panthers as it 
was between them and Florida to land Hammond. 

• WR Mike Jackson: Mike is a hometown product 
and another very nice pickup by this staff. He was 
crystal balled to Appalachian State by 247 Sports. 
At 5’8” 150 pounds, Jackson is a blur on the field. 
He chose FIU over the likes of App State, Boston 
College, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisville, LSU, Miami, 
Pittsburgh and many more. He had 23 total offers. 

• S Semaj Flagg: Semaj is another hometown 
product out of the famed Booker T. Washington 
program. At 6’2”, he has great size for a safety and 
could thrive in this system. He chose FIU over Buf-
falo, Georgia, Miami, Syracuse and Tennessee. 

Key Departures:
• OT Miles Frazier: Anytime a team loses a 6’6” 

323 pound offensive tackle, they are going to be 
hurting, but losing an NFL talent like Frazier really 
hurts this offensive line. This was a move Frazier 
had to make for his future.

• OG Sione Finau: Finau is another offensive 
lineman on the list. Finau blossomed into a very 
productive guard during his time with the FIU 
Panthers. He will fit nicely into the Purdue Boiler-
makers offensive line rotation. 

• WR Shemar Thornton: Thornton was FIU’s 
leading receiver in the 2019 season, but missed the 
entire 2020 season due to an injury and was never 
fully healed in 2021 either. He takes his talents to 
the reigning MAC Champions at Northern Illinois 
and joins a very good receiving corps.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Tyrese Chambers: Chambers entered the 

portal and had a plethora of power fiveoffers come 
his way. Chambers has NFL talent and is a great 
receiver. He had 45 receptions, 1,074 yards and 
nine touchdowns last season. 

• RB Lexington Joseph: Flex, as he goes by, is 
explosive out of the backfield. Getting him more 
touches in this offense is a must for the Panthers. 
He can do it running the ball or catching it out of 
the backfield. 

• S Pierce Withers: Withers was another Panther 
who entered the portal, but was convinced to 
return. He is a huge piece on this defense, especially 
after Central Michigan transfer Willie Reid was 
unable to join the team due to legal issues. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Miami, FL
• Enrollment: 56,592
• Founded: 1965
• Mascot: Roary the Panther

Stadium Facts
• Riccardo Silva Stadium
• Capacity: 20,000
• Built: 1995

Football Facts
• Record: 69-138
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
Photo by Samuel LewisPhoto by Samuel Lewis

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach MacIntyre has some work to do at FIU. He didn’t inherit 
a great team, so it will take some time for the Panthers to get any-
where close to being competitive. They do bring in a QB who has 
power five experience in Gunnar Holmberg. Tyrese Chambers is a 
really good weapon at WR for Holmberg. Expect Chambers to be 
featured a lot in this offense. FIU needs more out of the run game 
this season. The offensive line is a mystery with so much turnover. 
The defense was putrid last season. There is a ton of turnover on 
that side of the ball. Some key names to watch for include Pierce 
Withers, Donovan Manual and Davon Strickland. This FIU team 
will not be good this year. They don’t have the talent to compete. 
They just got to focus on getting better every day.”

Photo via collegegridirons.comPhoto via collegegridirons.com

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_FIU & @TNTCollegeFoot1
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DE Latarie Kinsler

DT Will Pendergast

DE Davon Strickland

LB Gaethan Bernadel

LB Donovan Manual

LB Shaun Peterson Jr

CB Adrian Cole

CB Brian Blades

STAR Pierce Withers

S Jamal Potts

S Henry Gray

Projected Defense

K Chase Gabriel

P Daton Montiel

KR Lexington Joseph

PR Tyrese Chambers

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike MacIntyre

OC David Yost

DC Jovan Dewitt

Coaching Staff

QB Gunnar Holmberg

RB Lexington Joseph

WR Tyrese Chambers

WR Jacolby Hewitt

WR Sharod Johnson

TE Rivaldo Fairweather

RT Lyndell Hudson Jr

RG Deyavie Hammond

C Julius Pierce

LG Jahmari Sylvester

LT Rey Burnett

Projected Offense

Rumors are swirling about the FIU athletic department and how much of a mess it is. Previous head 
coach Butch Davis saw many issues with funding during his time at FIU. In steps new head coach 
Mike MacIntyre who inherits a rough situation. He does know how to fix these types of situations at 
the group of five level as he was able to turn around San Jose State. It is already a major win that he 
was able to convince Tyrese Chambers and Pierce Withers to not leave via the transfer portal. This 
program is on an 11 game losing streak entering the 2022 season, and the Panther faithful cannot 
wait for Thursday, September 1st against FCS foe Bryant to arrive. 
OFFENSE: There is a little bit of noise surrounding this unit and 
it’s due to the return of a couple explosive skill players. Wide 
receiver Tyrese Chambers flirted with the portal but he returns 
as does running back Lexington Joseph. Both will be relied 
upon heavily in the offense, but there are new additions at wide 
receiver that will help make Chambers’ life a little easier. 

New quarterback Gunnar Holmberg transfers in from Duke 
where he was the starter last season. He threw for 2,358 yards, 
seven touchdowns and eight interceptions. Hopefully, he can 
cut down on those interceptions playing against Conference 
USA competition. A change of scenery will do Holmberg a 
whole lot of good. 

The return of Chambers at wide receiver is huge for this 
offense. He had 45 receptions, 1,074 yards and nine touchdowns 
last season. That’s nearly a 24 yard per catch average. He will be 
joined by Indiana transfer Jacolby Hewitt and Syracuse transfer 
Sharod Johnson via the transfer portal. Hewitt and Johnson will 
love playing with Chambers as his presence should allow for 
them to see plenty of single coverage from opposing defenses. 
This could also work out for Chambers as he may get some 
single coverage as well from time to time. Also, adding the 6’5” 
Iowa transfer tight end Josiah Miamen to the mix gives them 
even more weapons, especially in the red zone.

Lexington Joseph wasn’t the focal point at running back last 
season, but when he did get touches, he was able to do some 
good things. His return is very beneficial for this offense as he 
gives them a solid back, but also a very nice option out of the 
backfield catching the ball. Getting Joesph more touches has 
to be a focal point for the new staff entering the 2022 season. 
Shaun Peterson Jr and Eric Wilson Jr will also see carries out of 
the backfield. 

The offensive line lost a ton via the transfer portal as 
multiple players found their way to the power five level. The 
lone holdover is Lyndell Hudson Jr, and he will need to anchor 
this group. The Panthers added some promising transfers that 
include number one ranked junior college offensive guard 
Deyavie Hammond and Houston Baptist transfer Ray Burnett. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_FIU & @TNTCollegeFoot1

SUMMARY: Expectations need to be tampered at FIU for a few years as Mike MacIntyre has to add 
a lot of depth across the board. There are some very talented, NFL level players on this roster, but 
they are few and far between. Those skill players will make things exciting from time to time. One 
thing that has to be in MacIntyre’s favor is support, both on and off the field. He has the support on 
the field, but off the field, this program needs the financial support to truly be successful. There is no 
reason why FIU shouldn’t have a successful program being in Miami and south Florida. Now, the 
school just has to live up to their end of the bargain as well.

DEFENSE: This unit loses a lot of veteran leadership, but it still was one of the worst in the nation in 
almost every statistical category last season. So change is good on this side of the ball. Adding depth 
has been an essential task for this staff for the 2022 season. 

The return of Pierce Withers is huge. He also flirted with the transfer portal but was convinced 
to return. Withers is able to line up all over the field as FIU’s “Star” and make plays in many different 
ways. He will also be relied upon for his leadership, especially since Central Michigan transfer safety 
Willie Reid was unable to join the team due to legal issues. Withers has NFL potential. Other young, 
inexperienced players will need to step up in the secondary because they don’t want a repeat of last 
season’s blunders.

The linebacking group added a significant piece in East Tennessee State transfer Donovan Manu-
el. He had 124 tackles last season and was a huge force in ETSU’s upset win over SEC foe Vanderbilt. 
He brings a ton of playing experience with him and still has two years of eligibility left himself. He 
will be relied upon heavily. Some other young inexperienced talent needs to break through for this 
unit as well. 

On the defensive line, Davan Strickland returns, and he is joined by Syracuse transfer Latarie 
Kinsler and junior college transfer Will Prendergast. Strickland is the leading returning tackler and 
sack man with 53 tackles and three sacks last season. Kinsler was recruited heavily by the previous 
staff out of high school. The Panthers are lucky to get him this time around via the transfer portal. 
Prendergast hails from Blinn College in Texas and will fit right in the trenches for FIU. 
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LOUISIANA TECH BULLDOGS

9/1 at Missouri
9/10 vs Stephen F Austin
9/17 at Clemson
9/24 at South Alabama
10/8 vs UTEP
10/15 at North Texas
10/22 vs Rice
10/28 at FIU
11/5 vs Middle Tennessee
11/12 at UTSA
11/19 at Charlotte
11/26 vs UAB

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Matthew Downing: Downing comes to 

Ruston and is the favorite to win the starting quar-
terback job. He is battling another transfer, Parker 
McNeil, from Texas Tech. Downing has a hold on 
this system as Sonny Cumbie was his offensive 
coordinator previously at TCU. 

• WR Devonta Lee: Lee was a big time four star 
prospect out of high school and things just didn’t 
work out at LSU. He joins Louisiana Tech and could 
do wonders in this pass happy system. The Air Raid 
is a receiver’s best friend. 

• S Joriell Washington: Washington was listed on 
Illinois’ two deep roster coming out of spring camp 
and decided to transfer. He found a new home 
in Ruston and is going to be able to compete in a 
pretty deep secondary. 

Top Recruits:
• RB DeAnthony Gatson: Gatson was a highly tout-

ed three star running back out of the great state of 
Texas and was crystal balled by 247 Sports to Texas 
and USC on different occasions. He held 24 offers 
and chose Louisiana Tech over Texas, USC, Baylor, 
Michigan, Utah and many others. This was a major 
get for the Bulldogs and he could see carries from 
the get go. 

• CB Jhamal Shelby: Shelby was another highly 
touted three star prospect that the Bulldogs were 
able to pull in and could see immediate action in 
the secondary. Shelby chose the Bulldogs over Lou-
isville, Florida State, Memphis, Mississippi State, 
Tulane and Virginia. This was another great get for 
the Bulldogs.

• WR Keshlon Jackson: Jackson was another sought 
after recruit that the Bulldogs were able to land. It 
came down to the Bulldogs and Oklahoma State for 
his services. He held 19 total offers and could see 
action in the Air Raid offense early. Key Departures:

• RB Marcus Williams Jr: Williams Jr was a sixth 
year graduate student and ran out of eligibility. He 
had a productive season in 2021 with nearly 800 
yards rushing and eight touchdowns. The Bulldogs 
will need someone to step up in his place. 

• LB Trey Baldwin: Baldwin was another sixth year 
graduate student who ran out of eligibility. He was 
second on the team last season with 94 tackles. His 
pick six at Mississippi State in week one almost 
fueled a major upset as Tech only lost by one point. 

• LB Ben Bell: Bell actually led the Bulldogs last 
season with 3.5 sacks, and he only played in nine 
games. He has since transferred to Texas State 
where he is competing for a starting job there.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Smoke Harris: Harris had 71 receptions, 756 

yards and six touchdowns last season. His numbers 
will only grow even more in the Air Raid offense. 
He is also a blur as a punt returner due to his 
blazing speed.

• LB Tyler Grubbs: A second team All-CUSA 
member last season with 97 tackles, Grubbs was the 
leader of this defense and will do so again in 2022. 
This time, he will have a little bit more help.  

• OL Joshua Mote & Abraham Delfin: These two 
offensive lineman are sixth year seniors and have 
played nearly 4,000 snaps together during their 
college careers. That is quite an accomplishment in 
this day and age of the transfer portal. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Ruston, LA
• Enrollment: 11,084
• Founded: 1894
• Mascot: Champ & Tech

Stadium Facts
• Joe Aillet Stadium
• Capacity: 28,562
• Built: 1968

Football Facts
• Record: 635-480-37
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 25
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Sonny Cumbie will bring a new offensive energy into this Louisi-
ana Tech program. The offense will put up points in bunches once 
they get the new air raid system down. TCU transfer Matthew 
Downing will likely start at quarterback. They have a speedy 
receiving unit with Tre Harris and Smoke Harris leading the 
way. Running the football won’t be a big part of this offense, but 
DeAnthony Gatson has a bright future at the position. The defense 
needs to improve a lot. The defensive line needs to generate more 
pressure on the quarterback. If they can’t do that, the defense will 
be in trouble. Mykol Clark and Tyler Grubbs are two solid line-
backers. BeeJay Williamson leads an average secondary. It’ll take 
some time for Coach Cumbie to get going with his air raid system, 
but Tech has a bright future.”
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• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_LaTech & @TNTCollegeFoot1
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DE Deshon Hall

NT Keivie Rose

DT Tristan Allen

LB Mykol Clark

LB Maki Carabin

LB Tyler Grubbs

NB Brodrick Calhoun

CB Cedric Woods

CB Myles Brooks

S BeeJay Williamson

S Jaiden Cole

Projected Defense

K Jacob Barnes

P Austin McCready

KR Solomon Lewis

PR Smoke Harris

Projected Special Teams

HC Sonny Cumbie

OC Jake Brown/Scott 
Parr

DC Scott Power

Coaching Staff

QB Matthew Downing

RB DeAnthony Gatson

WR Tre Harris

WR Devonta Lee

WR Smoke Harris

TE Griffin Hebert

RT Dakota White

RG Isaac Ellis

C Abraham Delfin

LG Joshua Mote

LT Biron Rossell

Projected Offense

Things fell apart last season as the previous staff just ran out of gas and the wheels fell off. Now, 
offensive mastermind Sonny Combie steps in with his wide open, pass heavy, Air Raid offense. This 
variation of offense is where, historically, Louisiana Tech has seen the most success in their program. 
This is a proud program that takes their winning seriously and those days seem to be in front of the 
Bulldogs once again as they march on into the new Conference USA in the very near future. 
OFFENSE: This unit gets a complete overhaul with Sonny 
Combie and his Air Raid philosophy coming on board. Expect 
the ball to be put in the air early and often now in Ruston, 
Louisiana. 

There is a competition at quarterback between transfers 
from Combie’s previous two stops: Matthew Downing from 
TCU and Parker McNeil from Texas Tech. Both have a head 
start on the system. Downing has starting experience at TCU 
and seems to be the favorite from all reports. It will be inter-
esting to see how this competition pans out as there is a pretty 
intriguing group of wide receivers to throw the ball too. 

Last year’s top three receivers return and will benefit 
greatly with the new system. Smoke Harris, who has Sunday 
potential, lives up to the name Smoke as that’s what he usually 
does to defenders. Smoke had 71 receptions, 756 yards and six 
touchdowns last season. He is also a dangerous punt returner. 
Tre Harris returns after having 40 receptions, 572 yards and 
four touchdowns last season. Tight end Griffin Herbert is also 
back. He had 27 receptions, 289 yards and two touchdowns last 
season. All three have to be thrilled by the new system. Watch 
out for LSU transfer and former four star recruit Devonta Lee 
as he could thrive in this offense as well. Things didn’t work out 
in Baton Rouge so now he gets a shot at Tech. Another name to 
watch out for is true freshman Keshlon Jackson. He chose the 
Bulldogs over Oklahoma State and has serious talent.

The offensive line is anchored by center Abraham Delfin 
and left guard Joshua Mote. These two are sixth year senior 
starters who have played nearly 4,000 snaps together. The other 
three spots are open, but expect Biron Rossell to earn his spot 
back at left tackle.

The running back role will be much different in this system. 
There won’t be as many carries and a lot more pass catching. 
Greg Garner is the leading returning rusher from last season, 
but it’s true freshman DeAnthony Gatson who may be the man 
from the jump. He chose to come to play at Louisiana Tech over 
Texas and USC and seems like just the man for the job. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_LaTech & @TNTCollegeFoot1

SUMMARY: Sonny Cumbie will change things up at Louisiana Tech, and he will overhaul it com-
pletely, especially offensively. There are a lot of holes on the defense and work to be done and it will 
take some time on that side of the ball. This team will be in plenty of shootouts this season. If the 
Bulldogs are looking for a way out of Conference USA, can neither confirm nor deny, returning 
to their winning ways is a must and quickly. The offense should be able to hold up their end of the 
bargain. It’s the defense that is worrisome. 

DEFENSE: This unit struggled on all fronts last season. The low point being when they couldn’t stop 
Southern Miss back Frank Gore Jr and the Eagles offense. In steps new Defensive Coordinator Scott 
Power who has to remake and rework this entire unit and roster. Power comes from FCS Stephen F 
Austin where he always produced top flight defenses.

In the secondary, he brings two of his former Stephen F Austin players, cornerbacks Myles 
Brooks and Willie Roberts. Both could earn starting roles out of necessity. Look out for true fresh-
man cornerback Jhmal Shelby, who is a touted recruit out of New Orleans and chose Tech over a 
handful of power five offers. Safeties BeeJay Williamson and Jaiden Cole return, but it is the late ad-
dition of Illinois transfer Joriell Washington that could really help this group. Coming out of spring 
practice, he was listed on the two deep roster for the Fighting Illini before he decided to transfer. 

The defensive line needs some juice when it comes to rushing the quarterback. They thought 
they found someone in Texas Tech transfer Nelson Mbanasor, but he decided to reenter the transfer 
portal. This leaves a hole on the roster as this unit only accounted for 20 total sacks last season. All 
three starters from upfront last season return: defensive end Deshon Hall and tackles Keivie Rose 
and Tristan Allen. They will all need to step up and get this unit going. 

The linebacking unit has four players they can rely on, but not much behind them from an expe-
rience perspective. Tyler Grubbs is a returning Second Team All-CUSA member. He had 97 tackles 
last season. Maki Carabin and Mykol Clark also return. Clark may be asked to play a bit of a hybrid 
role as a stand up rush end to get some more pressure on the quarterback. Also, expect Boston Col-
lege transfer Hugh Davis to see plenty of action and make a major impact for this defense.
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MIDDLE TENNESSEE BLUE RAIDERS

9/3 at James Madison
9/10 at Colorado State
9/17 vs Tennessee State
9/24 at Miami
10/1 vs UTSA
10/8 at UAB
10/15 vs Western Kentucky
10/29 vs UTEP
11/5 at Louisiana Tech
11/12 vs Charlotte
11/19 vs FAU
11/26 at FIU

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Joe Ervin: Ervin logged 64 carries for 417 yards 

and three touchdowns in his two seasons with the 
Wildcats. Ervin should give the Middle Tennessee 
rushing offense a boost after a poor 2021 season.

• LB Timar Rogers: Rogers logged 130+ tackles in 
high school, including 11 sacks and one intercep-
tion. Rogers didn’t record any stats in his time with 
Mississippi State. 

• TE Larry Hodges: Hodges played in 15 career 
games with three receptions for one yard and two 
touchdowns at Miami. Hodges will likely see the 
field a lot this season for the Blue Raiders. 

Top Recruits:
• WR Jaylen Ward: Ward enters Murfreesboro with 

a winning pedigree, coming off of Thompson High 
School’s third straight 7A title in Alabama in 2021. 
Ward finished his high school career with 161 
catches, 2,292 yards and 24 touchdowns. He was 
a crucial deep threat for a high powered spread 
offense at Thompson.

• QB Kyle Lowe: Lowe comes to the ‘Boro as a dual 
threat quarterback that can sling the ball 50+ yards, 
as well as escape pressure and run for yardage when 
necessary. He passed for 2,766 yards and 36 touch-
downs (combined passing & rushing) in his three 
years as a starter at Fayette-Ware High School.

• ATH Devin Riles: With 5,455 passing yards and 
2,087 rushing yards, this athlete scored 56 passing 
touchdowns and 22 rushing touchdowns over the 
course of his four year varsity career at Carver High 
School. 

Key Departures:
• S Reed Blankenship: Blankenship, a five year 

starter at MTSU, finished his career with 419 tack-
les (265 solo). He recorded 110 tackles (10 for loss), 
one sack, one interception and nine pass breakups 
during his final season with the Blue Raiders.

• LB DQ Thomas: Thomas was a second-team 
All-Conference USA selection in 2021 after record-
ing 81 tackles (15.5 for loss), five sacks, six hurries, 
two interceptions, one fumble recovery and one 
forced fumble. He finished his Blue Raider career 
as the program’s all-time leader in tackles for loss 
(51.5) and tied for third in sacks (20.5).

• CB Quincy Riley: Riley was one of the top de-
fensive backs in the group of five during the 2021 
season. His five interceptions was tied for fourth in 
all of FBS, while also logging 14 pass defenses, four 
tackles for loss and one sack for the Blue Raiders.

Key Returning Players:
• DE Jordan Ferguson: The 6’2”, 268 pound Second 

Team All-Conference USA performer made eight 
sacks last season and 16.5 tackles for loss. He has 
made 144 tackles with 11 sacks, 27.5 tackles for loss 
and three forced fumbles over the last four seasons.

• QB Chase Cunningham: Cunningham returns at 
quarterback for MTSU. He threw for 1,318 yards, 
16 touchdowns and only three interceptions last 
season. Cunningham is coming off of a leg injury 
though.

• WR Jaylin Lane: Jaylin Lane was the fourth leading 
receiver on the team last season. Lane will continue 
to be a solid target for Cunningham to throw to. 
He’s a bit undersized, but he still recorded 466 
receiving yards last season.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Murfreesboro, TN
• Enrollment: 23,000
• Founded: 1911
• Mascot: Lightning

Stadium Facts
• Johnny “Red” Floyd Stadium
• Capacity: 30,788
• Built: 1933

Football Facts
• Record: 551-410-28
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Stockstill lost a lot of pieces from last season, especially on 
defense. It’s going to be hard to replicate what they did last year on 
that side of the ball. Jordan Ferguson, Johnathan Butler and Tel-
drick Ross are some names to watch on defense. Middle Tennessee 
has some weapons on offense. Chase Cunningham returns at QB. 
Yusuf Ali and Jaylin Lane are two solid receivers that will be the 
go-to targets. The run game needs to improve this season. MTSU 
doesn’t have an easy schedule. With all the departures from last 
season, this team will likely decline. A bowl appearance would be 
a solid year. Four or five wins should be the realistic expectation 
though.”
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• Writtten by Jonathan House
             @SSN_MTSU
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DE Richard Kinley

DT Marley Cook

DT Zaylin Wood

DE Jordan Ferguson

LB Johnathan Butler

LB Raquon Hartley

LB Andrew Leak

CB Teldrick Ross

CB Decorian Patterson

S Marcus LaFrance

S Tra Fluellen

Projected Defense

K Zeke Rankin

P Kyle Ulbrich

KR Jaylin Lane

PR Jaylin Lane

Projected Special Teams

HC Rick Stockstill

OC Mitch Stewart

DC Scott Shafer

Coaching Staff

QB Chase Cunningham

RB Frank Peasant

WR Izaiah Gathings

WR Jaylin Lane

WR Yusuf Ali

TE Larry Hodges

RT J’Shun Bodiford

RG Joseph Stone

C Jordan Palmer

LG Jahlil Ryles

LT Jacqui Graham

Projected Offense

Middle Tennessee had been chugging along under longtime head coach Rick Stockstill with 
winning seasons and bowl games the norm. Then came an off year in 2019, going 4-8, followed up 
by an 0-4 start in 2020. After a 2-4 start to 2021, the program was saved by a run of some of the 
easiest teams in the FBS to play, and the season turned around. MTSU had a bowl appearance, and 
picked up a slightly stunning win over Toledo to make it a 7-6 season with things starting to look 
back to normal.

Now it’s time to start doing more. Conference USA was gutted by the Sun Belt taking three 
schools. More schools will be bolting next year to the American Athletic Conference, and that leaves 
the league a shell of its former self for the 2023 season. It makes this a make or break season for the 
program. Conference USA will be there for the taking, and Stockstill has to prove that everything is 
on track for his Blue Raiders to be the star of the new look conference.

OFFENSE: The offense has to be far, far better. The Blue 
Raiders averaged just 362 yards per game, which was 12th in 
Conference USA and 96th overall, but cranked up the points 
against the bad teams, averaging 30 per game. There was no 
running game, and the downfield passing attack didn’t exist.

However, the offense gets its guy back. Chase Cunningham 
was having a nice season throwing for over 1,300 yards and 
16 touchdowns with just three picks in eight games, but he 
was knocked out with a leg injury. Nicholas Vattiato balled 
out and won three of the last four games, including the bowl, 
after giving up five picks in the loss to WKU. Now, the Blue 
Raiders have a strong QB situation with experience all around 
the room. 

Jaylin Lane returns after rolling for 466 yards and four 
touchdowns on 42 catches, and Yusuf Ali is a nice midrange 
receiver who made 45 grabs. The transfer portal will provide 
some help at tight end, and again, getting Cunningham back 
will make everyone better.

The Blue Raiders used a whole lot of parts for the running 
game, but leading rusher Martell Pettaway only gained 372 
yards. He’s done, but sophomore Frank Peasant is experienced 
enough to take over. It’ll be a rotation of young, quick backs 
behind him.

The offensive line was decent in pass protection, but now, 
it has to start doing more for the ground attack. The problem 
is that the front five is all but starting over. There’s bulk around 
all-star center Jordan Palmer, but it’s going to take a little while 
to get in the swing of things.

• Writtten by Jonathan House
             @SSN_MTSU

SUMMARY: It’s going to take a lot of smoke and mirrors to pull this off. The defense is going to have 
to take the ball away a bajillion times again. The offense has to be more consistent and explosive, and 
the sneaky, nasty schedule with too many losable road games can’t get overwhelming.

Miami will likely be a loss, and if there’s not a big upset, road games at Colorado State, UAB, 
and Louisiana Tech will be tough as well. Home dates with UTSA, Western Kentucky and Florida 
Atlantic don’t help, as MTSU will likely be the underdogs. It’s going to be all of those toss up games 
against teams, like UTEP on the road and Charlotte at home, that Middle Tennessee has to find a 
way to pull out of the fire. A bowl game should be the benchmark for the Blue Raiders this season.

DEFENSE: The defense might not have always been great, but they took the ball away in bunches. 
Middle Tennessee led the nation with 32 takeaways, led Conference USA in tackles for loss and it 
was decent enough to save the season.

However, there are some massive talent losses. Losing mainstay star safety Reed Blankenship, 
heart and soul linebacker DQ Thomas and second leading tackler Greg Grate will hurt the defense. 
In all, the top four tacklers are gone and star corner Quincy Riley is off to Louisville.

The defensive front should be okay on the inside. All four starters are expected back on the line, 
starting with all-star pass rusher Jordan Ferguson. They should have a nice rotation at defensive 
tackle.

The back seven will need more time. There’s no replacing what Blankenship and Thomas 
brought. Looking at guys who are on the team, Johnathan Butler is a good tackler in the middle of 
the linebacking corps, and Teldrick Ross should be among the best defensive backs in the confer-
ence, when he comes back healthy.
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NORTH TEXAS MEAN GREEN

8/27 at UTEP
9/3 vs SMU
9/10 vs Texas Southern
9/17 at UNLV
9/24 at Memphis
10/1 vs FAU
10/15 vs Louisiana Tech
10/22 at UTSA
10/29 at Western Kentucky
11/5 vs FIU
11/12 at UAB
11/26 vs Rice

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Grant Gunnell: While at Arizona, Gunnell 

played 12 games, throwing for 1,864 yards and 15 
touchdowns. After his sophomore season, Gunnell 
transferred to Memphis where he never saw the 
field due to injury. After battling it out at Memphis 
during spring practice, he decided to transfer to 
UNT. Gunnell will most likely win the starting job, 
but he has to battle with Austin Aune.

• DB Zahodri Jackson: Jackson is a graduate trans-
fer from Utah State. Through 24 games, he record-
ed 56 tackles and will contribute to the North Texas 
secondary right away in a reserve role. 

• DB Nicholas Nakwaasah: After playing with 
Central Arkansas the past few seasons, Nakwaasah 
entered the transfer portal and initially committed 
to Colorado State before deciding on North Texas. 
Last season Nakwaasah appeared in six games and 
recorded an interception along with ten tackles. 

Top Recruits:
• DL Cam Robertson: Robertson is a three star 

defensive end (247 Sports) that will come in and 
join the rotation on the line right away. Robertson 
measures at 6’4” and comes in at an undersized 220 
pounds. The summer workout program will look to 
get him up to speed to contribute right away. 

• RB Qualon Farrar: The three star running back 
(247 Sports) chose North Texas over Houston, 
Kansas and Missouri. Farrar contributed heavily 
to his high school program’s success. Farrar gives 
the Mean Green unique speed coming out of the 
backfield.

• DB Patrick Smith-Young: The three star defensive 
back (247 Sports) landed on the Mean Green over 
several other offers from group of five schools. 
Smith-Young cited the development plan paired 
with the strong coaching staff as his deciding 
factors.

Key Departures:
• OL Jacob Brammer: After graduating from North 

Texas, Brammer chose to take his skill to Vander-
bilt. At right tackle, Brammer earned all-conference 
honors and was a crucial contributor to the Mean 
Green offensive rush attack.

• DL Grayson Murphy: Grayson transferred out 
after a couple successful seasons for the Mean 
Green. Grayson recorded 57 tackles, 11.5 sacks and 
two forced fumbles returning one for a touchdown 
through 19 games for North Texas. He will join his 
twin brother at UCLA.

• DL Gabriel Murphy: Gabriel transferred out after 
a couple successful seasons for the Mean Green. 
Gabriel recorded 73 tackles, 12 sacks and four 
forced fumbles through 21 games for North Texas. 
He will join his twin brother at UCLA.

Key Returning Players:
• LB KD Davis: Davis gave the coaching staff a bit 

of a scare after entering his name into the transfer 
portal earlier this spring, but he decided to return 
to the Mean Green. Davis may be the best player in 
the conference, and since earning the starting job 
his sophomore season he has tallied up 283 tackles, 
28 tackles for loss, eleven sacks, four fumble recov-
eries and one defensive touchdown. 

• RB Oscar Adaway III: Oscar is back and ready to 
show he can lead this offense. After averaging 5.7 
yards a touch and three touchdowns in his limited 
action, he is expected to get the meat of the carries 
to start the season. If Oscar can stay healthy, look 
for the Mean Green offense to thrive behind his 
backfield presence.

• OL Gabe Blair: Blair may be one of the brightest 
young talents returning for North Texas. Last sea-
son, he was a C-USA All-Freshman Team selection. 
Blair’s development paired with Manase Mose and 
Daizion Carroll will form a strong interior line.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Denton, TX
• Enrollment: 42,372
• Founded: 1890
• Mascot: Scrappy

Stadium Facts
• Apogee Stadium
• Capacity: 30,850
• Built: 2011

Football Facts
• Record: 275-348-11
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 9
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Littrell needs to get back on track this season. He’s got one 
of the best players in the conference back in LB KD Davis. Larry 
Nixon III and Kevin Wood round out a great LB unit for Coach 
Littrell. UNT needs better QB play. Grant Gunnell should provide 
that. Oscar Adaway III is a reliable RB for the offense, which relies 
on the run a lot. This squad needs to continue their winning ways 
from the end of last year. They need to start hot. Anything less 
than a bowl appearance could put Coach Littrell on the hot seat. 
The goal this season for North Texas is a winning season, and they 
most certainly can do that.”
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MeanGreen
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DE Tom Trieb

DT Roderick Brown

DT Enoch Jackson

LB Sifa Leota

LB KD Davis

LB Kevin Wood

CB John Davis

CB DeShawn Gaddie

S Quinn Whitlock

S Keelan Crosby

S Nick Nakwaasah

Projected Defense

K Ethan Mooney

P Bernardo Rodriguez

KR Dorian Morris

PR Roderic Burns

Projected Special Teams

HC Seth Littrell

OC Mike Bloesch

DC Phil Bennett

Coaching Staff

QB Grant Gunnell

RB Oscar Adaway III

WR Jyaire Shorter

WR Damon Ward

WR Roderic Burns

TE Jake Roberts

RT Jett Duncan

RG Daizion Carroll

C Manase Mose

LG Gabe Blair

LT Cole Brown

Projected Offense

The Mean Green are looking to get back to the success that Head Coach Seth Littrell had early in 
his head coaching career. After winning Conference-USA in 2017 and finishing tied for second in 
2018, many viewed Coach Littrell as the next up and coming coach for a top job. After a couple 
down seasons, last year started the rebound. Finishing 6-7 was not where Coach Littrell wanted 
to be, but after starting 1-6, it was a good recovery. This season Coach Littrell has brought in good 
transfer talent as well as some key recruits that could contribute quickly to the program’s success in 
the coming seasons.
OFFENSE: Offensive Coordinator Mike Bloesch is entering his 
third season as the Mean Green offensive play caller. After tak-
ing over the quarterback coaching responsibilities as well, he 
will have his finger on the pulse of the upcoming quarterback 
battle and will be prepared to set his team up to have the most 
offensive success this season.

The unknown of the offense is at the quarterback position. 
Most assume newcomer Grant Gunnell will end up taking 
over the starting job, but it’s returning junior Austin Aune’s job 
to lose. Gunnell comes in after spending an injury season at 
Memphis where he was expected to be the starter, and before 
that he had a very promising start to his collegiate career at 
Arizona. Over the last two seasons Aune has appeared in 21 
games and thrown for 3,641 yards and 22 touchdowns. His 
main issue has been accuracy problems, throwing 9 intercep-
tions last season.

The stable of young running backs is set to battle it out for 
touches. Of the young backs, Oscar Adaway III is expected to 
get first rip after showing great promise as a freshman before 
getting injured before the beginning of last season. In his 
absence last year, the stable of the now sophomores, Ikaika 
Ragsdale, Isaiah Johnson and Ayo Adeyi all added 80 plus 
touches and averaged over four yards per carry. Expect to see 
similar rotations to last season with Adaway taking the touches 
that Deandre Torrey left for the offense to make up.

The receiving core is back intact for the most part, leading 
receiver Roderic Burns is back and ready to improve on his 58 
catch season. After totaling 802 yards and four touchdowns 
last year, expect to see a drastic improvement on those num-
bers with Gunnell most likely winning the starting job. The 
receiving group also welcomes in Jay Maclin from Missouri. 
He will be battling for the third receiver job going into the 
season. The receivers need to add more to the offense for the 
team to be more successful than the past few seasons, and they 
will have a quarterback to get them to that goal.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MeanGreen

SUMMARY: After a tough 2021 season, the Mean Green look to rebound, but they will have an 
uphill climb to get there. They have their toughest conference matchups on the road this season with 
UTSA, Western Kentucky and UAB. They avoid any power five programs, but will have to travel to 
Memphis, UTEP, and UNLV for plenty of challenges. Coach Littrell has his work cut out for him if 
he wants to get back to an above .500 record, but if he can figure it out this season, he should have 
the ship in the right direction for continued success in the coming years.

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator Phil Bennett is back after his first season for the Mean Green. 
The long tenured defensive coordinator has been a part of twelve different schools at the division 
one level. After improving greatly year over year for the Mean Green defense, Coach Bennett has his 
work cut out for him. There is a lot of production gone from last season, and lots of questions that 
the coaching staff is trying to get the answers to.

On the defensive line the biggest void is trying to replace the production of the Murphy twins, 
who combined had 130 tackles and 23.5 sacks during their time as the edge rushers for the Mean 
Green. The search to replace that production will be a season long task, but they hope to get a 
bandage on the wound from transfer Tom Trieb out of the College of DuPage. Trieb recorded 25 
tackles for loss and 14 sacks in his junior college season, and hopes that he can continue what he did 
last year.

The strength of the defense lies with top tier linebackers, and KD Davis is ready to take care of 
business for the Mean Green all season long. Add Larry Nixon III and Kevin Wood, who together 
recorded 122 tackles and 1.5 sacks last season, and this unit is good. Look to see Davis drop down 
on the edges if the defense can’t get after the passer.

The secondary will need to step up and make more plays for the Mean Green to be successful 
on defense. DeShawn Gaddie will hold down the corner position, along with returning junior John 
Davis. Gaddie was a tackling machine from the corner position racking up 57 total tackles in 2021. 
The safeties will be led by Quinn Whitlock, Keeland Crosby and incoming transfer Nick Nakwaasah.
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RICE OWLS

9/3 at USC
9/10 vs McNeese State
9/17 vs Louisiana
9/24 at Houston
10/1 vs UAB
10/15 at FAU
10/22 at Louisiana Tech
10/29 vs Charlotte
11/3 vs UTEP
11/12 at Western Kentucky
11/19 vs UTSA
11/26 at North Texas

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Sam Crawford: Receiver might be the team’s 

biggest strength, even with a few key losses, and it’s 
better with the addition of the veteran playmaker 
from Tulsa. Crawford averaged over 14 yards per 
catch in his three seasons with 114 grabs and ten 
touchdowns. There are other options, but Crawford 
has the potential to be the star of the Owls passing 
attack.

• S Litchfield Ajavon: Ajavon brings athleticism 
and work ethic to this team. Ajavon was the 
230th ranked player and 19th ranked safety in the 
country by 247 Sports. He joins the Owls after two 
seasons with Notre Dame.   

• RB Uriah West: He averaged 5.7 yards per carry 
over four seasons at Jacksonville State, tallying 
1,392 rushing yards. West brings experience and a 
physical running style to the Owls backfield. 

Top Recruits:
• WR Landon Ransom: Ransom chose the Owls 

over a bevy of other offers. Although there were 
other teams interested in his services, the decision 
was an easy one for the Owls’ newest offensive 
weapon. Ransom is best described as a “Cooper 
Kupp” clone, due to his receiving skills and dynam-
ic yards after catch.

• S Jamarie Wiggins: Wiggins chose Rice over a 
short, but strong list of offers that included SMU, 
Colorado State, West Virginia and Tulsa. Wiggins is 
a physical specimen with a whole lot of ability and 
aptitude. 

• CB AJ Stephens: Stephens committed to the Owls 
to the delight of the fan base. This Texas product 
has an impressive upside. Stephens, an extremely 
versatile athlete, is seen as a future “lockdown” 
corner. 

Key Departures:
• LB Antonio Montero: He led the Owls in tackles 

for loss and opened the season with back-to-back 
double figure tackle totals. Montero takes his ag-
gressive play style and dynamic run stuffing ability 
to Villanova. 

• NT Elijah Garcia: Garcia did mostly everything for 
the Rice defense last year. He led the team with 67 
tackles, and he was one of the top pass rushers with 
five sacks and 6.5 tackles for loss. Garcia was solid, 
especially against the run. 

• WR Jake Bailey: Bailey was great for the Owls in 
2021. He caught 56 passes for 714 yards. Bailey 
appeared to be a future star, but decided to take his 
talents to Southern Methodist University. Bailey’s 
big play ability will be missed. 

Key Returning Players:
• S Gabe Taylor: He became one of the team’s best 

tacklers last season with 56 stops, 44 solo tackles 
and three interceptions. Taylor imposed his will at 
times last season and hopes to build off some of his 
individual success. 

• OT Clay Servin: This rock solid 300 pound tackle 
is one of the team’s most consistent blockers. Servin 
leads this offensive line as they look for continued 
improvement. Servin was a 2020 Honorable Men-
tion All-Conference USA as well.

• LB Treshawn Chamberlain: Chamberlain missed 
most of last year due to injury. In his career, he 
had 144 tackles, two sacks, 6.5 TFL and three 
interceptions. He was a 2019 Honorable Mention 
All-Conference USA.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Houston, TX
• Enrollment: 4,076
• Founded: 1912
• Mascot: Sammy the Owl

Stadium Facts
• Rice Stadium
• Capacity: 46,000
• Built: 1950

Football Facts
• Record: 466-589-32
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 1-11
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Rice is going to struggle again this season. Coach Bloomgren 
doesn’t have the team where it needs to be to compete for a 
conference title. Rice is in a tough spot because the games are only 
going to get harder as they move to the AAC. The offense wasn’t 
bad last season. Wiley Green returns at quarterback. Ari Broussard 
is a solid running back. Luke McCaffrey is an interesting player. 
He is a QB turner receiver, and he is super athletic. Rice’s defense 
was awful last season. Ikenna Enechukwu is the guy to watch for 
along the defensive line. Kenneth Orji and Treshawn Chamberlain 
need to get after the QB from the linebacker position. Rice really 
struggled against the pass last season. Jordan Dunbar, Sean Fresch 
and Miles McCord all return in the secondary. A bowl appear-
ance is unlikely for this team. They do need to improve if Coach 
Bloomgren wants to be around for the move to the AAC.”
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• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_CUSA
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DE Trey Schuman

NG Izeya Floyd

DE Ikenna Enechukwu

LB Kenneth Orji

LB Myron Morrison

LB Aidan Siano

LB Treshawn Chamberlain

CB Jordan Dunbar

CB Sean Fresch

S George Nyakwol

S Gabe Taylor

Projected Defense

K Christian VanSickle

P Charlie Mendes

KR Juma Otoviano

PR Sean Fresch

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Bloomgren

OC Marques Tuiasosopo

DC Brian Smith

Coaching Staff

QB Wiley Green

RB Ari Broussard

WR Bradley Rozner

WR Cedric Patterson III

WR Luke McCaffrey

TE Jack Bradley

RT John Hughes

RG Shea Baker

C Isaac Klarkowski

LG Faae Pepe

LT Clay Servin

Projected Offense

Fans of the Owls are very optimistic going into the upcoming season. Rice fell just two wins shy 
of bowl eligibility and showed signs of life at times as well. Injuries derailed Rice in 2021 at mostly 
every position, especially quarterback, as they used three different signal callers along the way. If the 
Owls stay healthy and continue to develop some of their high potential athletes, they could sneak up 
on unwary opponents. 
OFFENSE: The Owls got production from the passing game, 
but they need more consistency out of the position. First year 
Offensive Coordinator Marques Tuiasosopo had a positive ef-
fect on the Owl passing attack. Rice gained passing yards, but 
that didn’t equate to scoring. Veteran Wiley Green will likely 
take over, but former junior college transfer TJ McMahon 
will provide a push. Green once again hopes to stay healthy. 
Unfortunately it’s just been that recently, only hope.

This receiving group will again be a strength even with last 
year’s top target Jake Bailey bailing for SMU. Cedric Patterson 
II averaged over 15 yards per reception. Highly anticipated 
Tulsa transfer Sam Crawford could be the prolific bumber 
one receiver the Owls desperately need. Former Nebraska QB 
Luke McCaffrey looks to be an interesting wide receiver option 
with his size and natural athletic ability. Providing even more 
promise is the return of 2019 star Bradley Rozner, who played 
only one game over the last two seasons.

Leading rusher Ali Broussard returns after averaging near-
ly five yards per carry with 569 yards and three touchdowns. 
5’5” 160 pound Cameron Montgomery is a lightning quick 
option and a quick change of pace back. Newcomer Uriah 
West looks to be a possible wildcard in this backfield. 

The offensive line will be a cornerstone to an offense that 
rushed 58 percent of the time in 2021. The line was solid in 
pass protection, but it needs to assert itself behind 300 pound 
Clay Servin and 340 pound Faae Pepe on the left side. The 
man in the middle looks to be Isaac Klarkowski at center 
and 311 pound Shea Baker who is a stud at right guard. John 
Hughes rounds out the line at right tackle. When not blocking 
opposing linebackers in the run game, tight end Jack Bradley 
looks to be a key part of Wiley Green’s read progressions. 

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_CUSA

SUMMARY: There might not be a hotter seat in the great state of Texas than the one currently 
occupied by Coach Mike Bloomgren. The Rice football program has not won more than three games 
in a season in nearly seven years, and their last winning season was in 2014 with an 8-5 record and 
a bowl victory. Right now Bloomgren needs to win. He is 11-31 going into his fifth year. Bloomgren 
needs to show that he’s the one to lead this program before the Owls fly off to the American Athletic 
Conference without him.

DEFENSE: Rice’s defense was constantly struggling throughout last year. The defense gave up 36 
points per game and 436 yards per game. However, it did come up with takeaways, and there was 
somewhat of a pass rush at times. Throwing fresh bodies at opponents was not the answer. This 
season the Owls look for some defensive consistency. 

Last season’s top tackler was on the nose. Elijah Garcia has graduated, and the defense will 
once again rely on the defensive line to make things happen. Former offensive lineman Izeya Floyd 
is a 326 pounder who’ll take over on the inside. At one defensive end will be Ikenna Enechukwu, 
the team’s leader in quarterback sacks a year ago. Trey Schuman is expected to be at the defensive 
end spot. De’Braylon Carroll along with a group of underclassmen will also provide depth at the 
position. 

Playmaking linebacker Antonio Montero left for Villanova. Aidan Siano got thrown into the fire 
last year and will patrol the middle once again. Kenneth Orji and Treshawn Chamberlain will be on 
the outside and will have to make plays and push pursuit back to the heart of this defense. 

After struggling at times last year against strong passing games, Jordan Dunbar, Sean Fresch 
and Miles McCord return at cornerback. Dunbar appeared to be the most versatile member of the 
defensive backfield. Sophomore safety Gabe Taylor led the way with three interceptions and made 56 
tackles. Expect him to have an even bigger impact on what could be a potential marked improve-
ment over last season. Litchfield Ajavon, a transfer from Notre Dame, and George Nyakwol will 
battle for the other safety position. 
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UAB BLAZERS

9/1 vs Alabama A&M
9/10 at Liberty
9/17 vs Georgia Southern
10/1 at Rice
10/8 vs Middle Tennessee
10/15 vs Charlotte
10/21 at Western Kentucky
10/29 at FAU
11/5 vs UTSA
11/12 vs North Texas
11/19 at LSU
11/26 at Louisiana Tech

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Jacob Zeno: As returning starter Dylan 

Hopkins recovers from offseason surgery, Zeno 
comes in as backup. The former four star recruit 
(247 Sports) originally committed to Baylor before 
joining the Blazers. He will be the starter of the 
future as Hopkins will come in and finish out his 
Blazers career this season.

• LB Jackson Bratton: Bratton is a former four star 
recruit (247 Sports) who originally committed to 
Alabama. While in Tuscaloosa, Bratton did not get 
much time on the field, so he wanted an oppor-
tunity to play but didn’t want to leave home so 
he joined the Blazers. They will look to have him 
contribute heavily this season. 

• RB Zias Perryman: Zia joins the Blazers from the 
Junior College ranks. Last season, he led his team 
in rushing with 130 carries for almost 600 yards 
and six touchdowns. 

Top Recruits:
• ATH Iverson Hooks: Hooks was a three star (247 

Sports) utility knife player that can line up at just 
about any skill position. The Blazers will primarily 
use him as a slot receiver, but he can easily line up 
in the backfield as a passer or on the opposite side 
of the ball at safety.

• RB Taven Curry: The three star (247 Sports) 
running back is a dual threat back, who has shown 
enough skill to break off big runs and catch passes 
out of the backfield. Curry felt he did not get the 
chance to show off his true skill and ability the past 
few years because of the COVID protocols set in 
place. 

• DB Carl Fauntroy: The three star (247 Sports) safe-
ty chose to stay close to home instead of heading 
to Cincinnati or Colorado. Fauntroy also played 
basketball and ran track in high school until he had 
his senior season interrupted by injury. 

Key Departures:
• TE Gerrit Prince: Prince led the team last season in 

receptions and receiving touchdowns last season. 
After converting to tight end while in college, 
Prince showed his ability to take advantage of mis-
matches against linebackers and smaller corners. 
Prince did not get drafted, but did sign a deal with 
the Jacksonville Jaguars.

• DE Alex Wright: The former C-USA Freshman 
leader in sacks and tackles for loss moved onto 
the NFL and was the first C-USA player selected. 
Wright led the Blazers in sacks and tied for the lead 
in forced fumbles in the 2021 season. 

• LB Kris Moll: Last season was cut short by injury 
for Moll, but the two time All-Conference first 
team defensive leader is on his way to Seattle to join 
the Washington Huskies. In 2019, Moll recorded 
102 tackles, 15 tackles for loss, eight sacks and three 
forced fumbles.

Key Returning Players:
• RB DeWayne McBride: The explosive runner is 

back and ready to continue his growth as a dynam-
ic power back. After averaging 9.3 yards per carry 
his freshman season, he came back as a sophomore 
and averaged 6.7 yards per carry with a significant-
ly heavier workload. 

• RB Jermaine Brown Jr: Brown has taken a 
backseat to McBride as the primary rusher, but his 
role is not as a second string running back. He has 
improved his game by being ready for whatever the 
coaching staff asks him to do. After only tallying 
12 catches during his first 19 games as a Blazer, last 
season he brought in 23 grabs and increased his 
average yards per carry significantly. 

• LB Noah Wilder: Wilder is back for his super 
senior season and is expected to be the quarterback 
of the defense this season. Last season, Wilder took 
the extra pressure of being a leader and converted it 
into a team leading 93 tackles, adding 0.5 sacks and 
1 interception.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Birmingham, AL
• Enrollment: 22,563
• Founded: 1969
• Mascot: Blaze

Stadium Facts
• Protective Stadium
• Capacity: 47,100
• Built: 2021

Football Facts
• Record: 129-155
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“How resilient is this team going to be? Coach Bill Clark stepped 
down in the summer and now how does UAB adjust with Coach 
Vincent? UAB has the talent to win a conference title. Dylan 
Hopkins is a solid QB, assuming he’s healthy. The running game 
will be solid again with DeWayne McBride and Jermaine Brown Jr. 
Trea Shropshire is a solid receiver. The defense will also be good. 
Noah Wilder is back at LB to lead that unit. Will Boler is a nice 
piece at safety. UAB has all the talent they need to win. There isn’t 
a major weakness in this squad. The Blazers should compete for 
the conference title with the likes of UTSA and Western Kentucky. 
However, the unknown of not having Coach Clark roaming the 
sidelines could play a factor.”
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UAB
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DE Michael Fairbanks

DT Fish McWilliams

DT Isaiah Forte

LB Kelle Sanders

LB Deshawn Oliver Jr

LB Noah Wilder

LB Tyler Taylor

CB Starling Thomas V

CB CD Daniels

S Keondre Swoopes

S Will Boler

Projected Defense

K Matt Quinn

P Kyle Greenwell

KR Jermaine Brown Jr

PR Starling Thomas V

Projected Special Teams

HC Bryant Vincent
(Interim)

OC David Reeves

DC Bryant Vincent

Coaching Staff

QB Dylan Hopkins

RB DeWayne McBride

WR Trea Shropshire

WR Tejhaun Palmer

WR Ryan Davis

TE Terrell McDonald

RT Sidney Wells

RG Matthew Trehern

C Will Rykard

LG Eli Richey

LT Kadeem Telfort

Projected Offense

The Blazers are back with a good portion of offensive production from last season and are expected 
to be at the top of the conference. They will be competing for the C-USA title in their last season 
before heading off to the American Athletic Conference. Their season took an abrupt turn at the end 
of June when longtime head coach Bill Clark stepped down due to medical reasons. Receiving the 
interim tag for the 2022 season is offensive coordinator Bryant Vincent. After six seasons with UAB, 
he will get his first shot to take the head coaching reins at the collegiate level. Luckily he assumes 
leadership of a strong UAB team with high expectations in Conference USA this season.
OFFENSE: The offense will be led by recovering quarterback 
Dylan Hopkins going into the 2022 season, after getting offsea-
son shoulder surgery on his non-throwing shoulder. Hopkins 
will have backup in case his recovery process is slow and 
he’s not completely game ready as he should be. The Blazers 
welcome in Baylor transfer Jacob Zeno. While the Blazers want 
Hopkins running the offense this season, they will not get too 
much of a step down if Zeno has to take control to start the 
season.

The backbone and strength of the offense is back and ready 
to dominate C-USA opponents this season. Primary back 
DeWayne McBride will look to continue his development this 
season as he showed great improvement from his freshman to 
sophomore season. McBride is already a dynamic runner. He 
will look to add more skills to his rushing game as well as work 
on being able to catch the ball as he tries to round out into a 
complete back. The option back, Jermaine Brown Jr, is ready 
for an increased responsibility in the offense. Brown is ready 
to be on the field significantly more and add to his total yards 
from scrimmage this season for the Blazers any way he can.

The receiving core lost its top receiver from last season in 
tight end Gerrit Prince. However, they do bring back the top 
wide receiver and he will be prepared to make up the extra 
pass catches this season. Trea Shropshire led the team in re-
ceiving yards with 703 on 27 receptions, and after initially en-
tering the transfer portal this offseason, he has refocused and 
been working hard with the backup quarterbacks to improve 
his game for the 2022 season. Tejhaun Palmer started to show 
promise later in the season last year, and he should be primed 
to be a crucial part of this season’s offense as well.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UAB

SUMMARY: The real story here is that UAB should do just fine this season. The real loss is Bill 
Clark. Clark has been the stabilizer for the UAB program since joining the team. His Blazer teams 
have gone 49-26 overall and 43-20 since UAB’s return to C-USA play. Add to that 4 bowl appear-
ances where the team went 2-2. The UAB program would not have its path to the AAC without Bill 
Clark, and we wish him all the best on his recovery path.

DEFENSE: The big question on this team is the front line of the defense. After losing Antonio 
Moultrie and Alex Wright after the 2021 season, they’ve got to find production. The interior of the 
line comes back, with Isaiah Forte and Fish McWilliams, and they will be expected to step up their 
performances last season. Kelle Sanders had spells of good performances last season and will be 
contributing to the pass rush, backed up by Kyle Harrell. But, the primary defensive end will be left 
to a battle between Michael Fairbanks, Jalen Mayala and Drew Tuazama. This will be the place the 
Blazers are hoping to find the diamond in the rough in the 2022 season.

The leader of the team last season, Noah Wilder, is back for his super senior season and will lead 
a veteran corps of linebackers. Deshaun Oliver and Tyler Taylor both missed time last season, but 
still contributed heavily in the tackling totals. Add in transfers Reynard Ellis and Jackson Bratton, 
and this is a quality group that is ready to contribute heavily to the team’s success this year.

The secondary is full of quality talent. This team will feature lots of three safety sets. The stand-
outs for the secondary are Keondre Swoopes, Will Boler and Grayson Cash. That trio accounted 
for 134 tackles, five interceptions and two defensive touchdowns. At corner they will have Starling 
Thomas V and CD Daniels fill the primary slots. Then Mac McWilliams is back and healthy. There 
is plenty of quality depth here and will be primed for another season of high forced turnovers and 
setting up the offense in great situations.
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UTEP MINERS

8/27 vs North Texas
9/3 at Oklahoma
9/10 vs New Mexico State
9/17 at New Mexico
9/23 vs Boise State
10/1 at Charlotte
10/8 at Louisiana Tech
10/22 vs FAU
10/29 vs Middle Tennessee
11/5 at Rice
11/19 vs FIU
11/26 at UTSA

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Kobe Hylton: He is a transfer from Louisiana. 

Kobe could not come at a more needed time as 
the Miners look to replace Dy’vonne Inyang, Josh 
Caldwell and Walter Neil Jr. (all of whom graduat-
ed) in the defensive backfield. He has a legitimate 
shot to start at safety with Justin Prince and Dennis 
Barnes with a strong showing in summer camp

Top Recruits:
• QB Jake McNamara: He is the younger brother of 

Michigan QB Cade McNamara, so the pedigree in 
the family is strong. A flip from Colorado State at 
the last hour before signing day, UTEP truly got a 
solid QB signee here. Do expect that the future of 
the Miners will be for him to lead. 

• OL Aluma Nkele: Standing at 6’8’’ and 390 
pounds, Aluma is an absolute monster. The sky’s 
the limit for him. Expect him to secure a tackle 
spot after one year in the system. 

• OL Trevion Mitchell: He is a very versatile big 
man coming out of high school. His impressive 6’4” 
280 pound frame with room to grow is something 
Miner fans will be excited about for years to come. 
His senior year was impressive with only allowing 2 
sacks while in pass coverage.

Key Departures:
• WR Jacob Cowing: He transferred to University 

of Arizona. UTEP’s all-everything receiver chose to 
go home and be closer to his son for his remaining 
years of eligibility. He had a legit shot to break 
almost every major Miner record for the position if 
he had stayed. Massive shoes to fill for the Miners 
here. 

• QB Jakolby Longino: He transferred to Lamar. 
One semester on campus proved enough for this 
young man. He landed at a new home and has all 
years remaining in regards to eligibility. His spot 
was filled in the spring signing class with Jake 
McNamara.

• RB Willie Eldridge: He is currently in the transfer 
portal. Eldridge has a ton of talent, but a loaded 
running back room made it difficult for him to 
routinely see the field. 

Key Returning Players:
• DE Praise Amaewhule: He was a first team 

all-conference selection last season with the expec-
tation to be on that list again this year, and fight for 
the conference Defensive Player of the Year honors. 
He will be called upon again to lead the defensive 
line and apply pressure to the QBs he faces to keep 
the defense on a continuous pace of improvement.

• QB Gavin Hardison: This will be the third year 
in the system as the starter, and it all must come 
together now. His rocket arm is impressive to watch 
and he has the skill players around him to improve 
off of last year’s season. 

• RBs Ronald Awatt & Deion Hankins: These are 
two absolute studs returning for the Miners in what 
should be the best one-two punch in CUSA in 
regards to running backs. Both know how to find 
the end zone and chew up yards on the field. This 
will be an electric duo to watch this season.
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Campus Facts
• Location: El Paso, TX
• Enrollment: 24,879
• Founded: 1913
• Mascot: Paydirt Pete

Stadium Facts
• Sun Bowl
• Capacity: 51,500
• Built: 1963

Football Facts
• Record: 336-565-18
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by UTEP AthleticsPhoto by UTEP Athletics Photo by UTEPPhoto by UTEP

• Writtten by Ryan Knippel
             @SSN_UTEP

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Dimel has himself a veteran team this season. Ronald 
Awatt and Deion Hankins are two solid backs and will have big 
seasons behind a good offensive line. UTEP does need people to 
step up at receiver after Jacob Cowing departed. The defense will 
be among the best in the conference again this year. Praise Amae-
whule is a beast at d-end. There are no glaring weaknesses on this 
team. They are solid all around. Expect UTEP to reach another 
bowl game this season.

Photo by UTEP AthleticsPhoto by UTEP AthleticsPictured: Praise AmaewhulePictured: Praise Amaewhule
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DE Praise Amaewhule

DT Kelton Moss

DT Keenan Stewart

DE Jadrian Taylor

LB Tyrice Knight

LB Breon Hayward

DB Josiah Allen

DB Dennis Barnes

DB Justin Prince

DB Trejan Hugue

DB Kobe Hylton

Projected Defense

K Gavin Baechle

P Joshua Sloan

KR Tyrin Smith

PR Marcus Bellon

Projected Special Teams

HC Dana Dimel

OC Dave Warner

DC Bradley Dale Peveto

Coaching Staff

QB Gavin Hardison

RB Ronald Awatt

RB Deion Hankins

WR Tyrin Smith

WR Kelly Akharaiyi

TE Trent Thompson

RT Jeremiah Byers

RG Elijah Klein

C Andrew Meyer

LG Justin Mayers

LT Zuri Henry

Projected Offense

The UTEP Miners are coming off of a 7-6 season that included a trip to the New Mexico Bowl. It is 
certain that team and fan optimism is high for a similar or better end result in 2022. With a plethora 
of returning starters, lettermen and strong recruits, it is time for UTEP to take the next step and 
show some consistency in winning and getting to a bowl game. 

OFFENSE: Anything UTEP attempts to do in regards to mov-
ing the ball and making big plays, will have to start with the 
monsters up front. The collective offensive line stands roughly 
6’4.5” tall and weighs in at an insane 315 pounds on average. 
The projected starters either started last year or saw a great 
deal of reps in multiple contests. So massive size combined 
with a veteran presence should bode well for the Miner offense 
from the word hike.

Gavin Hardison returns for his third year as the signal 
caller for the Miners. Last year saw him collect his career best 
in passing yards with 3,217 and passing touchdowns with 17. 
Losing his top offensive target in Jacob Cowing will be tough 
to overcome. Yet the spring showed the emergence of Tyrin 
Smith and a field of young wideouts fighting for an opportu-
nity to get on the field. Kelly Ahkaraiyi being one of the more 
notable wideouts who earned solid reps and showed out in 
the spring. Growth in consistency in his throws and gaining 
trust with essentially a new starting corps or receivers will be 
a tough task. Though, his tenure in the system will allow it to 
unfold naturally and produce big numbers like in 2021.

The running back room has recently been one of the 
stronger and more depth filled rooms in the entire program. 
This 2022 season will be no different. Ronald Awatt and Deion 
Hankins both return to lead the charge with a “thunder and 
lightning” approach with respect to their individual running 
styles and frames. Awatt emerged as the starter last year as his 
speed and agility proved to be a true strength as he chewed up 
824 yards and rushed for six touchdowns. Hankins, coming 
back from injury, will bring his thunderous frame to the field 
and force his way through the opposition like he did in 2020 
and 2021. The loss of Willie Eldridge to the portal hurts. Yet 
the Miners are set with depth in potential key contributors in 
Rey Flores and newcomer Cartraven Walker.

• Writtten by Ryan Knippel
             @SSN_UTEP

SUMMARY: Dana Dimel earned a contract extension that solidifies his time as head coach for the 
Miners through the 2024 season. His methodical process and massive trust in said process paid off 
last year with a 7-6 record and trip to the New Mexico Bowl. His new contract grows his base pay 
a bit but has heavy emphasis on incentives of many kinds. Such incentives are bowl appearances, 
power five wins, each win after number six has been reached, CUSA Championships and more. All 
incentives the athletic department and the Miner faithful would love to see accomplished and paid 
out.

The key returners on both sides of the ball are there to step up and keep the focus on consisten-
cy, growth and establishing a new brand of meeting or exceeding expectations in El Paso. UTEP is 
a unique situation in that it has enough talent and veterans coming back that fans can truly see a 
repeat winning season, bowl game and more. There can not be a step backwards this year for the 
Miners. The schedule is set up for a potential seven to eight win regular season and another bowl 
game. Back to back bowl games have not happened since the Mike Price era and man would the Sun 
City love to experience that once more. 

New Mexico is always a safe projection for the bowl game as CUSA favors geographic matchups 
over everything else. Dallas could also be a likely bowl destination for them depending on how 
things fall into place throughout the year. Geographically favorable and would offer up new scenery 
instead of back to back trips to Albuquerque. Regardless, either spot will be welcomed and traveled 
to in droves by Miner fans.

DEFENSE: The mighty Miners took quantum leaps for their standards on the defensive side of the 
ball in 2021. As a team, under the coordination of Bradley Dale Peveto, ranked 35th nationally in 
total defense, 11th in third down conversion percentage and 42nd in rushing defense. These statis-
tics were fun to track all season and many would anticipate similar results, or better, this upcoming 
season with returning starters at all positions on defense. 

One of the key returning stars defensively is DE Praise Amaewhule. A First Team All-CUSA 
selection last year, took tremendous strides in his game and is attracting quite a bit of attention from 
NFL scouts heading into this season. Last year, he accumulated 13 tackles for loss, 10 quarterback 
hurries, three forced fumbles, 5.5 sacks and seven pass break ups. This talented young man is poised 
for another huge year and will have to continue to be the catalyst for this Miners defense to control 
the line of scrimmage and consistently put pressure on the opposing quarterback. 

The consistency and growth will be aided with a field of returning defensive starters for the 
Miners. DE Jadiran Taylor, LBs Tyrice Knight and Breon Hayward and DBs Justin Prince, Dennis 
Barnes and Josiah Allen are a few names for Miner fans to pay attention to this season. Each brings 
years of experience as a starter and or conference accolades that will indeed be crucial for them if 
they want to repeat the amazing total defense stat they put up last year. The Miners will definitely 
need to improve their total sacks and defensive takeaways this coming season to close out games 
early and allow the offense to do what they need to do.
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UTSA ROADRUNNERS

9/3 vs Houston
9/10 at Army
9/17 at Texas
9/24 vs Texas Southern
9/30 at Middle Tennessee
10/8 vs Western Kentucky
10/14 at FIU
10/22 vs North Texas
11/5 at UAB
11/12 vs Louisiana Tech
11/19 at Rice
11/26 vs UTEP

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Kennedy Lewis: Originally a three star re-

cruit, Kennedy Lewis has the ability to be a special 
addition to the roster for UTSA. Lewis looks the 
part with his big frame and long arms. Lewis has 
elite speed, appearing in just two games for Texas. 
He has the potential to be a strong contributor this 
year on offense.

• RB Trelon Smith: Starting his career at Arizona 
State before transferring to Arkansas, Smith found 
a home as a  featured back for the Razorback 
offense. He ran for over 1,300 yards and 10 touch-
downs in two seasons. He comes to San Antonio as 
an experienced fifth year senior with tons of upside.  

• WR Tre’Von Bradley: Bradley was a three star 
prospect. At 6’1” 190 pounds, Bradley is a strong 
route runner with separation ability. In 2020, he 
appeared in six games and made four starts for 
Houston, finishing with 18 receptions for 228 yards. 
Bradley should be another strong contributor at 
wide receiver for the Roadrunners.

Top Recruits:
• S Zahquan Frazier: He originally committed to 

Kentucky. Frazier possesses a physical side that will 
make this former three star recruit one to watch. 
Frazier may play a supporting role sooner than 
later. 

• WR Jace Wilson: Wilson is one of the top rated 
high school players in this class. Wilson is a solid 
route runner with top end speed. Look for Wilson 
to serve an apprenticeship behind this experienced 
group.

• QB Brandon Tennison: He was a three star QB 
from Coach Traylor’s old stomping ground at 
Gilmer High School. Tennison is a pure athlete 
with tremendous upside. Expect to hear Brandon 
Tennison’s name down the road.

Key Departures:
• RB Sincere McCormick: He rushed for 1,479 

yards and 15 touchdowns on 298 carries, which are 
all UTSA records. McCormick was the first ever 
All-American for the Roadrunners. McCormick 
left with one year of eligibility, signing as an un-
drafted free agent with the Las Vegas Raiders. 

• CB Tariq Woolen: He earned honorable mention 
All-Conference USA honors despite missing four 
games due to injury. Woolen, a receiver turned cor-
nerback, was selected by Seattle in the fifth round. 
Woolen’s leadership and production will be missed.

• K Hunter Duplessis: He was an important part of 
the success last year. Duplessis was the difference 
maker in the 31-28 win over Memphis. He played 
a huge role in both wins against WKU and had two 
field goals in the 34-31 win over UAB. He hit all 63 
of his extra point attempts and 24 of 30 field goals 
in a First Team All-Conference USA season. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Frank Harris: While UTSA’s total team effort 

was the reason behind their recent success, it’s safe 
to say that Frank Harris’ inspirational play had a 
lot to do with it. Harris is the Roadrunners’ leading 
returning passer and rusher. Harris and UTSA 
made history last year, and they hope to pick up 
right where they left off. 

• WR Zakhari Franklin: Franklin was an absolute 
mismatch at times. He drew an occasional double 
team and still excelled. Look for Franklin to get 
even more looks as he continues to be the go to guy 
for Frank Harris. 

• S Rashad Wisdom: Wisdom led the Roadrunners 
in tackles the previous two seasons. He is a sure 
tackling and hard hitting punisher. Wisdom is 
coming off some shoulder issues and is expected to 
be back in form as a captain on this senior laiden 
defense.
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Campus Facts
• Location: San Antonio, TX
• Enrollment: 35,000
• Founded: 1969
• Mascot: Rowdy

Stadium Facts
• Alamodome
• Capacity: 72,000
• Built: 1993

Football Facts
• Record: 64-68
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-3
Photo via The PaisanoPhoto via The Paisano

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“UTSA has the talent to follow up last year’s success with another 
conference title this season. Coach Traylor is an underrated head 
coach. He’s got Frank Harris back at QB. RB Sincere McCormick 
is gone, but UTSA will still be able to run the ball behind their 
offensive line. Joshua Cephus and Zakhari Franklin both return at 
receiver. S Rashad Wisdom is a name to watch on defense. He will 
be playing in the NFL very soon. Jamal Ligon, Brandon Matterson 
and Jimmori Robinson are other players to watch. This UTSA 
defense has some solid pieces. All around, UTSA might have the 
best roster in the conference. If they can put it all together, they are 
more than capable of winning another conference title.”

Photo by UTSA AthleticsPhoto by UTSA Athletics

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_CUSA
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DE Asyrus Simon

NT Brandon Brown

DT Brandon Matterson

LB Jimmori Robinson

LB Jamal Ligon

LB Trevor Harmanson

LB Dadrian Taylor

CB Ken Robinson

CB Corey Mayfield Jr

S Clifford Chattman

S Rashad Wisdom

Projected Defense

K Jared Sackett

P Lucas Dean

KR Dadrian Taylor

PR De’Corian Clark

Projected Special Teams

HC Jeff Traylor

OC Matt Mattox/
Will Stein

DC Jess Loepp

Coaching Staff

QB Frank Harris

RB Trelon Smith

WR De’Corian Clark

WR Zakhari Franklin

WR Joshua Cephus

TE Oscar Cardenas

RT Makai Hart

RG Kevin Davis

C Ahofitu Maka

LG Terrell Haynes

LT Demetris Allen

Projected Offense

Head coach Jeff Traylor is building a consistent winning program in San Antonio. UTSA has been 
more than competitive since entering the FBS world, having five winning seasons since 2012 and 
three bowl appearances in the last six years. Traylor runs an efficient and well balanced attack. UTSA 
was first in Conference USA in fewest penalties per game and first in turnover margin last season.

OFFENSE: Veteran Frank Harris is back for his fourth year 
as the Roadrunner quarterback, coming off a Second Team 
All-Conference USA season. He threw for close to 3,200 yards 
with 27 touchdowns and six picks. He also finished second on 
the team with 561 rushing yards and six touchdowns. Behind 
Harris, the backups are inexperienced. The only QB on the 
roster who has thrown a pass is redshirt freshman Eddie Lee 
Marburger, who threw eight passes a year ago.

Sincere McCormick ran for nearly 1,500 yards and 15 
touchdowns last season. He’s gone so those duties will likely be 
done by Trelon Smith. He is a spectacular back from Arkansas, 
who ran for over 1,300 yards and ten scores with the Hogs. 
Brenden Brady, who finished third on the team with 308 
rushing yards last year, returns. There’s a ton of depth at this 
position if injuries creep into the conversation. Expect to see 
backs Kaedric Cobbs, Jaylon Lott, De’Anthony Lewis, redshirt 
freshman Kevorian Barnes and junior college All-American Tye 
Edwards in this crowded backfield at times.

Harris has got a loaded convoy of receivers to work with. 
Receptions and yards leader Zakhari Franklin is back after 
catching 81 passes for 1,027 yards and 12 scores. The speedy 
Joshua Cephus caught 71 passes for 819 yards and six scores. 
Punt returner and slot receiver De’Corian Clark caught 52 balls 
for 755 yards and seven touchdowns. Transfers Kennedy Lewis 
and Tre’von Bradley will also see snaps. Oscar Cardenas is back 
again, and this group could enjoy a feeding frenzy in 2022.

This offensive line should be the best in Conference USA. 
Four starters return, three of them were all-stars including 
center Ahofitu Maka. This jumbo group is composed of senior 
left guard Terrell Haynes and returning seniors, right guard 
Kevin Davis and right tackle Makai Hart. Haynes, Maka and 
Hart earned All-C-USA honors last season. At the open left 
tackle spot, junior Demetris Allen and senior Ernesto Almaraz 
will compete for playing time.

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_CUSA

SUMMARY: These Roadrunners look to take advantage of an extremely experienced roster and leave 
their mark before departing to the American Athletic Conference in 2023. Coach Jeff Traylor has a 
reputation for getting the absolute best out of his players. Traylor will again try to prove why UTSA 
is no joke at the FBS level.

DEFENSE: The Roadrunners defense struggled at times last season against the pass, but it did an 
exceptional job against the run. This version takes the field with five Conference USA standouts and 
enough depth and transfers to be able to make in game adjustments. 

Senior defensive end Brandon Matterson (23 tackles) looks to be the new focal point to this line 
after starting seven games last season. Former LSU Tiger defensive tackle Joseph Evans is another 
option. Sophomore nose guard Brandon Brown (23 tackles, three tackles for loss, six starts as a 
freshman) acts as an immovable object in the middle. At the other defensive end spot, junior Asyrus 
Simon (26 tackles) and senior Trumane Bell II are expected to be in the mix. Junior Christian Clay-
ton and senior Lamonte McDougle will provide depth as well.

The inside linebacker combination of Trevor Harmanson and Jamal Ligon combined for 106 
tackles last year and should be solid against the run again. They return along with Dadrian Taylor on 
the weak side to form one of the better groups in the Conference. Dadrian’s younger brother Donyai 
Taylor, Malik Jones and junior Jimmori Robinson will play supporting roles. 

The secondary should be solid. Rashad Wisdom is one of the nation’s top safeties. Wisdom 
led the team with 88 tackles. Corey Mayfield and Ken Robinson made plenty of plays as well. In 
addition, Quinton Cage from LSU and Nicktroy Fortune from West Virginia will help solidify this 
defensive backfield. 
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WESTERN KENTUCKY HILLTOPPERS

8/27 vs Austin Peay
9/3 at Hawaii
9/17 at Indiana
9/24 vs FIU
10/1 vs Troy
10/8 at UTSA
10/15 at Middle Tennessee
10/21 vs UAB
10/29 vs North Texas
11/5 at Charlotte
11/12 vs Rice
11/19 at Auburn
11/26 at FAU

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Jarret Doege: Doege was fully appreciated 

at West Virginia as his numbers were pretty darn 
good. He threw for 3,048 yards and 19 touchdowns 
last season and led the Mountaineers to a bowl 
game.

• OL Vincent Murphy: The South Carolina transfer 
comes in and should start right away at right guard. 
The offensive line has plenty of spots to fill so his 
addition is key. 

• WR Michael Mathison: Mathison had a very 
productive sophomore season at Akron. He had 
56 receptions, 706 yards and three touchdowns. 
Everyone knows what the WKU offense wants to 
do, so expect those numbers to only go up. 

Top Recruits:
• QB Caden Veltkamp: The homegrown Veltkamp 

comes to WKU as one of the top prospects in 
program history. He most certainly is the quar-
terback of the future. He held offers from Akron, 
Appalachian State, Kentucky,and Miami (OH) 
among others. 

• S Darius Thomas: The aggressive Thomas is a 
welcome addition to the Hilltoppers defense. In 
the pass happy C-USA, he may see time right away. 
He held offers from Colorado, FIU, FAU, Georgia, 
Texas A&M and Toledo among others. 

• ATH KD Hutchinson: Hutchinson played all over 
the place in high school but is slated to play wide 
receiver at WKU. He held offers from Louisville, 
Vanderbilt, Appalachian State, Boston College, 
Colorado, ECU, Washington State and more. 

Key Departures:
• QB Bailey Zappe: All Zappe did last season was 

set NCAA record for passing yards with 5,967 and 
touchdown passes with 62. He had one of the great-
est single seasons in college football history. 

• LB DeAngelo Malone: The two time Conference 
USA Defensive Player of the Year is off to the NFL 
where he will shine. Replacing his production with 
one player will be impossible so a committee will 
be used. 

• WR Jerreth Sterns: Sterns had one of the best sea-
sons ever by a wide receiver. He had 150 receptions, 
1,902 yards and 17 touchdowns last season. They 
were eye popping numbers for sure. 

Key Returning Players:
• LB Jaden Hunter: The leading returning tackler 

Jaden Hunter will be relied upon to take some of 
the pressure off this defense as they lose two time 
C-USA Defensive Player of the Year DeAngelo 
Malone. 

• WR Malachi Corley: The leading returning wide 
receiver with 73 receptions, 691 yards and seven 
touchdowns last season. There will be plenty of 
passes to go around in this offense. 

• WR Daewood Davis: Davis is another returning 
receiver in this pass happy offense. Davis had 
43 receptions, 763 yards and eight touchdowns 
last season. He also averaged nearly 18 yards per 
reception. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Bowling Green, KY
• Enrollment: 20,171
• Founded: 1906
• Mascot: Big Red

Stadium Facts
• L.T. Smith Stadium
• Capacity: 23,776
• Built: 1968

Football Facts
• Record: 597-416-31
• Conference: C-USA
• Conference Championships: 12
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-6
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Western Kentucky lost a lot of offensive weapons from their 
incredible 2021 season. They do bring in Jarret Doege at quarter-
back from West Virginia. WKU also has a solid receiving corps 
with Michael Mathison, Malachi Corley and Daewood Davis. The 
run game is hardly used in this system, but Jakairi Moses is the 
top returning back. The offensive line has a few new starters. The 
defense has to improve if WKU wants to compete for a conference 
title since the offense will likely take a step back. Juwan Jones 
and Darius Shipp are the top two players on the defensive line. 
Jaden Hunter and Will Ignont are the two leaders at linebacker. 
Aj Brathwaite Jr is a solid safety. The defense needs to get better. 
WKU has a good team. It’ll be hard to replicate last year’s perfor-
mance though.”

Photo by Matthew PostinsPhoto by Matthew Postins

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_WKU & @TNTCollegeFoot1
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DE Juwan Jones

DT Darius Shipp

DT Brodric Martin

DE JaQues Evans

LB Jaden Hunter

LB Will Ignont

NB CJ Jones

CB Upton Stout

CB Kahlef Hailassie

S AJ Brathwaite Jr

S Rome Weber

Projected Defense

K Brayden Narveson

P Tom Ellard

KR Josh Sterns

PR Josh Sterns

Projected Special Teams

HC Tyson Helton

OC Ben Arbuckle/
Josh Crawford/
Zach Lankford

DC Tyson Summers

Coaching Staff

QB Jarret Doege

RB Jakairi Moses

WR Michael Mathison

WR Malachi Corley

WR Daewood Davis

TE Joshua Simon

RT Gunner Britton

RG Vinnie Murphy

C Rusty Staats

LG Quantavious Leslie

LT Mark Goode

Projected Offense

The offense erupted last season to a record setting performance. Offensive Coordinator Zach Kittley 
is off to Texas Tech now and quarterback Bailey Zappe is off to the NFL with the New England 
Patriots, but there is plenty of talent left and added to this season’s roster. The offense will try to look 
the same and has some exciting arms to add to the mix. The defense loses two-time Conference USA 
Defensive Player of the Year linebacker DeAngelo Malone and has a new defensive coordinator for 
the third straight season, so continuity will be key. 
OFFENSE: Replacing a quarterback who set NCAA records 
with 62 touchdowns and 5,967 yards passing in one sea-
son won’t be easy, but the staff has some good arms to pick 
from. Jarret Doege transfers in from West Virginia where he 
was productive and undervalued by the fans. He threw for 
over 3,000 yards and 19 touchdowns last season and led the 
Mountaineers to a bowl game. WKU also added Austin Reed 
who won a Division II National Title at West Florida in 2019. 
In 2019, he threw for 4,089 yards and 40 touchdowns and ran 
for six more. Reed will push Doege for the starting job. The 
Hilltoppers also added local standout Caden Veltkamp, but he 
should be able to redshirt this season behind Reed and Doege 
to wait his turn to take over the offense.

WKU returns weapons at wide receiver in Daewood Davis, 
Malachi Corely and Dalvin Smith. They also added Jaylen Hall 
from Western Michigan and Michael Mathison from Akron 
via the transfer portal. Hall and Mathison hail from the pass 
happy MAC, but they will see an uptick in this offense. Corley 
had 73 receptions, 691 yards and seven touchdowns last sea-
son. Davis averaged nearly 18 yards per reception last season 
and Smith added five touchdowns. 

The offensive line returns two starters in center Rusty 
Staats and left guard Quantavious Leslie. Look out for South 
Carolina transfer Vincent Murphy to take over at right guard. 
Filling the other two spots will be interesting as the rest of the 
offensive line is inexperienced. 

The running back position is seldom used in the system, at 
least in the traditional role. Jakairi Moses and Kye Robichaux 
are the top two returning backs. Expect them to see plenty of 
actions out of the backfield as pass catchers as well. Watch out 
for Indiana transfer Davion Ervin-Poindexter. He has the tools 
to be successful in this offense. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_WKU & @TNTCollegeFoot1

SUMMARY: To expect this offense to pick up where it left off last season may be a bit much to 
ask. However, there are more than capable pieces at quarterback with Doege and Reed. There are 
talented receivers across the board as well, so that unit can definitely handle it. If the defense pro-
gresses without some key pieces from last season, there is no reason why WKU can’t compete in the 
Conference USA title race. 

DEFENSE: This unit will have a new defensive coordinator for the third straight season. Tyson 
Summers is in charge on this side of the ball now. The defense loses an all time Hilltopper great in 
linebacker DeAngelo Malone. Malone is the two time reigning Conference USA Defensive Player of 
the Year and was taken in the third round of the NFL Draft by the Atlanta Falcons. 

The defensive line returns Juwan Jones at defensive end and Darius Shipp at defensive tackle. 
Both of those guys can handle their own. Jones had four sacks last season. Getting pressure on 
opposing quarterbacks will be key, and that’s where WKU hopes an expanded role for JaQues Evans 
will be beneficial to the defense. Expectations are high for Evans.

The linebacking corps returns proven playmakers in Jaden Hunter and Will Ignont. They have 
been there and done that as players. Hunter had 66 tackles and three sacks last season. Ignont added 
52 tackles and three sacks himself. Niko Cooper could shine in an expanded role this season. 

The secondary will be anchored by safety A.J. Brathwaite Jr who had 64 tackles last season. Cor-
nerback Kahlef Hailassie returns and North Texas transfer cornerback Upton Strout will definitely 
see action right away. These two make a pretty strong duo at corner. Watch out for Illinois transfer 
safety Derrick Smith. He was a late addition via the transfer portal and could very easily earn a 
starting spot in the secondary. 
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Rank Team Overall Record

1 Notre Dame 9-3

2 Army 9-3

3 BYU 8-4

4 Liberty 8-4

5 New Mexico State 3-9

6 UConn 2-10

7 UMass 1-11

FBS Independents
Projected Standings Top 5 Games

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/3

AT
11/5

AT
9/17

VS
10/8

AT
11/26

Uniform Rankings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Army
Notre Dame

BYU
Liberty
New Mexico State
UConn

UMass

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 279.34

4.
Rating: 161.03

2.
Rating: 198.77

5.
Rating: 153.01

7.
Rating: 18.34

3.
Rating: 165.29

6.
Rating: 132.28

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal



ARMY BLACK KNIGHTS

9/3 at Coastal Carolina
9/10 vs UTSA
9/17 vs Villanova
10/1 vs Georgia State
10/8 at Wake Forest
10/15 vs Colgate
10/22 vs UL Monroe
11/5 vs Air Force (Arlington)
11/12 at Troy
11/19 vs UConn
11/26 at UMass
12/10 vs Navy (Philadelphia)

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• Army did not have any transfer 

portal acquisitions in the 2022 
class.

Top Recruits:
• DL Bridger Knee: He is the top recruit in the class 

for the Black Knights. Knee’s addition brings new 
depth to the defensive line with his ability to play 
all three down line positions.

• S Conner Clinton: This two star safety from 
Arizona comes to Army after having a look at both 
Arizona and Arizona State. The tall safety could be 
an impact player with his speed and length at 6’1”.

• OT James Maloney: As an incoming offensive 
tackle, his height is ideal at 6’7”. He is a physical 
blocker who should thrive in the Army triple 
option run game.

Key Departures:
• QB Christian Anderson: Anderson was leader 

of the offense for a majority of last season as the 
leading rusher and passer. His passing ability may 
be the hardest part to replace for the upcoming 
season.

• LB Arik Smith: A leader of men, Arik will be one 
of the biggest losses from last season. He was the 
cornerstone of last year’s defense leading the team 
in tackles and racked up four sacks.

• DB Cedrick Cunningham Jr: As Army’s top 
cornerback, he was a rock covering the opponent’s 
receiver. Cunningham finished third on the team 
with 38 solo tackles last season.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Tyrell Robinson: Robinson is a quick explosive 

back that with just a bit of crease can take it to the 
end zone on any play. His playmaking ability in the 
open field makes him one of the most dangerous 
ball carriers on the Army offense.

• DE Kwabena Bonsu: The big defensive lineman 
can be a terror to block. His ability to find the ball 
carrier helps the Army’s defense stifle opponents’ 
run game.

• WR Isaiah Alston: After an offseason in which 
Alston was contemplating transferring, his return is 
a welcome sight at West Point. His ability to catch 
the football can lead to big plays even in a run 
heavy triple option scheme. Here’s hoping the ball 
is thrown to him to make some big plays for the 
Black Knights.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: West Point, NY
• Enrollment: 4,294
• Founded: 1802
• Mascot: Mule

Stadium Facts
• Michie Stadium
• Capacity: 38,000
• Built: 1924

Football Facts
• Record: 701-526-51
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 9-3
Photo by U.S. ArmyPhoto by U.S. Army

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Monken has done a great job at Army. It’s going to con-
tinue to get harder at the service academies to attract talent with 
NIL and transfer portal becoming a part of the game now. As for 
this team, they have a lot of pieces returning. Tyrell Robinson and 
Jakobi Buchanan will be the main guys carrying the football in 
the triple option offense. You know what you’re going to get out 
of Army’s offense. Run the ball, chew the clock and control the 
line of scrimmage. The defense will be solid as well. Andre Carter 
II, Kwabena Bonsu and Marquel Broughton will be players to 
watch. All three will be leaders on this unit. Expect another 8+ win 
season for Coach Monken this season.”
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• Writtten by Donald Hess
             @SSN_Army
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DE Nathaniel Smith

NT Chris Frey

DE Kwabena Bonsu

OLB Andre Carter II

ILB Spencer Jones

ILB Fabrice Voyne

OLB Daryan McDonald

CB Jabari Moore

CB Isiah Moore

S Marquel Broughton

S Max DiDomenico

Projected Defense

K Coke Talley

P Billy Boehike

KR Tyrell Robinson

PR Tyrell Robinson

Projected Special Teams

HC Jeff Monken

OC Brent Davis

DC Nate Woody

Coaching Staff

QB Tyhier Tyler

FB Jakobi Buchanan

SB Tyrell Robinson

SB Ay’Jaun Marshall

WR Isaiah Alston

TE Joshua Lingenfelter

RT Shayne Buckingham

RG Conner Finucane

C Conner Bishop

LG Aiden Gaines

LT Jordan Law

Projected Offense

Duty, Honor, Country. These three words personify the Army football program. Though not flashy, 
the football played at West Point has been successful under the direction of Head Coach Jeff Monk-
en. Expectations are pretty high this season for this Black Knights squad. 

OFFENSE: Run, run, run the ball. That is what people associ-
ate with service academy football. As much as college football 
has embraced the spread, the old fashioned triple option has 
been a way of life at West Point. 

Tyhier Tyler will take over the command at quarterback 
with the graduation of Christian Anderson. The quick QB 
is not the passer Anderson was, but his ability to find holes 
makes him a great leader of the offense. 

Behind him will be two veteran ball carriers as Jacobi 
Buchanan and Tyrell Robinson return to the Army backfield. 
Buchanan at fullback is a consistent gainer as his streak of 219 
rushes without losing a yard is yet to be broken. Buchanan is a 
bruising fullback, who was a big factor last year in both third 
and fourth down attempts. The two split-back positions will 
be filled by Tyrell Robinson and Ay’Jaun Marshall. Both are 
dangerous threats to take the ball to the house with the tiniest 
bit of space. 

With the loss of Anderson, the passing game will take a hit, 
but with Isaiah Alston, anything can happen if he gets the ball. 
Army has won many games over the last several seasons with 
less than five passing attempts, so it will not bother the team if 
they don’t throw the football. 

Army has three returning linemen in Conner Bishop at 
center, Conner Finucane at right guard and Jordyn Law at left 
tackle. If they can fill the other two holes on the line, it could 
be a strength for the Knights as this year progresses. 

In all, another consistent rushing football team with the 
danger to hit a big pass play makes Army an offense that could 
be difficult to stop every Saturday.

• Writtten by Donald Hess
             @SSN_Army

SUMMARY: Coach Monken enters his eighth season at Army. The ultimate goal at Army is simple, 
beat Air Force and Navy, and if all goes well, make a bowl game. With the strength on both sides of 
the ball returning, expectations are high at West Point. The Black Knights schedule has a few tough 
tests early in the season with games against Coastal Carolina and UTSA. A mid-year matchup in 
Arlington with Air Force and the usual last game against bitter rival Navy are the two premiere 
matchups on the schedule. On the surface, it’s not a lofty goal to see the Black Knights keep the 
Commander In Chief ’s Trophy as well as go bowling.

DEFENSE: Despite the academy’s lack of top tier talent, the Army defense is usually very good. Last 
year’s Army defense was 18th nationally averaging 342.3 yards per game last season. 
This year’s defense will have a challenge in replacing four of the top ten tacklers from last season. 
The biggest loss is the leader at linebacker Arik Smith.

The Army defense has six returning starters from last year’s defense. Army’s 3-4 defense has two 
strong defensive tackles returning with superstar Kwabena Bonsu and solid run stopper Chris Frey.  
Bonsu and Frey had a solid season and will be asked to repeat their production this season. 

The linebackers have two returners in Andre Carter II and Spencer Jones. Carter is a superstar 
who can make the move to the end, making him a dangerous rush end on third downs. Jones is 
another rock solid player that will be asked to help fill in for the big loss of Arik Smith at inside 
linebacker.

Moving to the defensive backfield, two experienced returners are cornerback Jabari Moore and 
safety Marquel Broughton. Moore is a terrific corner, who is a danger to pick off any wayward pass. 
Broughton will be leaned on by the coaches to help stabilize a defensive back field after losing two 
big time players.

The defense looks to build up the experience as the season progresses. Despite the losses, it is 
still hard to see how this defense won’t have another good season. 
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BYU COUGARS

9/3 at USF
9/10 vs Baylor
9/17 at Oregon
9/24 vs Wyoming
9/29 vs Utah State
10/8 vs Notre Dame (Las Vegas)
10/15 vs Arkansas
10/22 at Liberty
10/28 vs East Carolina
11/5 at Boise State
11/19 vs Utah Tech
11/26 at Stanford

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 25

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Christopher Brooks: Brooks will take over at 

running back after the departure of Tyler Allgeier. 
Brooks comes in with four years of experience at 
running back at Cal. 

• OL Kingsley Suamataia: Rated at five stars by 247 
Sports coming out of high school, Suamataia comes 
in after playing only one game at Oregon. He has 
potential to be a gamechanger on the offensive line 
for BYU. 

• CB Gabe Jeudy-Lally: Jeudy-Lally comes in with 
two years of experience at Vanderbilt. He was solid 
in 2021, and he should continue to play well in 
2022.

Top Recruits:
• DL Aisea Moa: The highest rated recruit in the 

2022 class for BYU, Moa is a four star (247 Sports) 
defensive lineman from Utah. He is the number 
four rated recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
Utah. 

• WR Cody Hagen: Hagen is a four star (247 Sports) 
wide receiver from Utah. He is the number six 
rated recruit (247 Sports) from the state of Utah.

• WR Dominique McKenzie: McKenzie is a three 
star (247 Sports) wide receiver from Utah. He is 
the 12th rated recruit (247 Sports) from the state 
of Utah. 

Key Departures:
• RB Tyler Allgeier: After two straight 1,000 yard 

seasons, Allgeier has departed to the NFL. Allgeier 
was one of the best running backs in college foot-
ball in 2021. 

• C James Empey: Empey was a four year starter on 
the offensive line. He played a big role in the suc-
cess of the running game over the past two seasons. 

• WR Neil Pau’u: Pau’u led the team in 2021 with 46 
receptions. He also had 526 yards and six touch-
downs in the receiving game. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Jaren Hall: Hall had big shoes to fill in 2021 

after the departure of Zach Wilson. He impressed 
with 20 touchdowns and over 2,500 yards. 

• LB Ben Bywater: Bywater had a breakout season 
in 2021, and led the team with 102 tackles. He 
should continue playing at that level in 2022.

• LB Payton Wilgar: Wilgar has recorded over 50 
tackles in each of his three seasons at BYU. He is a 
talented and consistent veteran who BYU can rely 
on. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Provo, UT
• Enrollment: 33,517
• Founded: 1875
• Mascot: Cosmo

Stadium Facts
• LaVell Edwards Stadium
• Capacity: 63,470
• Built: 1964

Football Facts
• Record: 603-431-26
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 23
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by BYU AthleticsPhoto by BYU Athletics

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“BYU is one of the more underrated teams in the nation. They 
have a ton of production returning. Jaren Hall is back at quarter-
back. Christopher Brooks will take over at running back for Tyler 
Allgeier. The receiving corps is solid with Puka Nacua and Gunner 
Romney. Isaac Rex is back at tight end. The offensive line returns 
experience and a lot of good pieces including Oregon transfer 
Kingsley Suamataia. This defense will be solid as well. Tyler Batty 
leads the defensive line. The linebacking unit will be the strength 
of BYU. They are stacked with guys like Payton Wilgar, Keenan 
Pili and Max Tooley. The secondary is full of solid veterans as well. 
This BYU defense will be good. The whole Cougars team will be 
good. The schedule is tough, but ten wins is not totally out of the 
question.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Cougars
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DE Tyler Batty

DT Caden Haws

DT Earl Tuioti-Mariner

LB Payton Wilgar

LB Ben Bywater

LB Keenan Pili

LB Max Tooley

CB D’Angelo Mandell

CB Kaleb Hayes

S Malik Moore

S Chaz Ah You

Projected Defense

K Jake Oldroyd

P Ryan Rehkow

KR Caleb Christensen

PR Hobbs Nyberg

Projected Special Teams

HC Kalani Sitake

OC Aaron Roderick

DC Ilaisa Tuiaki

Coaching Staff

QB Jaren Hall

RB Christopher Brooks

WR Puka Nacua

WR Gunner Romney

WR Keanu Hill

TE Isaac Rex

RT Kingsley Suamataia

RG Joe Tukuafu

C Connor Pay

LG Clark Barrington

LT Blake Freeland

Projected Offense BYU football is currently in the middle of their best run since the mid 2000s, and their best run since 
Kalani Sitake took over as head coach in 2016. Over the past two seasons, BYU has accumulated a re-
cord of 21-4. The streak of two straight seasons with ten or more wins is their best since they had four 
straight seasons of ten or more wins between 2006 and 2009. Despite being independent this season, 
their schedule is still extremely tough with games against Baylor, Oregon, Notre Dame and Arkansas, 
but BYU will be up to the challenge. Last season, BYU proved they could compete against elite and 
high profile teams with victories over Utah, Virginia and USC. This season should be no different as 
BYU will be a very tough team to beat in 2022.
OFFENSE: Heading into 2021, there were questions about how 
BYU would perform at quarterback after the departure of Zach 
Wilson. There are no questions heading into 2022. Jaren Hall 
exceeded expectations in 2021, throwing for 2,583 yards and 20 
touchdowns, and leading the number 31 passing game in the 
country. Zach Wilson got better in each of his seasons at BYU, 
and Hall should do the same. Expect Hall to put up even better 
numbers this season. 

The biggest loss on offense is the departure of Tyler Allgeier 
at running back. Allgeier was the leading rusher on BYU over 
the past two seasons, with a combined 2,731 yards and 36 touch-
downs in the running game in 2020 and 2021. Stepping in to re-
place Allgeier will be Christopher Brooks, the transfer from Cal. 
In his four seasons at running back for Cal, Brooks ran for 1,734 
yards and 14 touchdowns, and he also added seven touchdowns 
in the receiving game. It will be hard for Brooks to have the same 
impact at running back that Allgeier did, but the running game 
will still be very good with Brooks in charge. 

The receiving game loses their leader in receptions from 
2021 in Neil Pau’u, but they still return three of their top four 
receivers. The top returning receiver is Puka Nacua. Nacua had 
a breakout season in 2021 with 43 receptions for 805 yards and 
six touchdowns. Nacua should be the top receiver for BYU this 
season, and he could easily surpass 1,000 yards this season if he 
continues to improve. Gunner Romney is also returning for his 
fifth year at BYU. Romney has been one of the most consistent 
receivers for BYU over the past four seasons. Romney has 1,900 
yards and nine touchdowns in the receiving game over his four 
seasons at BYU. Keanu Hill was solid in 2021, recording 343 
yards and two touchdowns in the receiving game. Hill should 
improve in 2022 now that he is more experienced. Isaac Rex was 
also solid at tight end in 2021, recording 18 receptions for 191 
yards and three touchdowns. 

The offensive line returns four of five starters from 2021, 
and brings in a potential star through the transfer portal. Led 
by Blake Freeland and Clark Barrington, who have played in a 
combined 64 games during their time at BYU, the offensive line 
should be very good this season. Kingsley Suamataia is a huge 
pickup through the transfer portal. Suamataia has very little 
college experience, but he has an extremely high ceiling. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_Cougars

SUMMARY: This is arguably the most talented team that BYU has had since Kalani Sitake took 
over, but this is also arguably the most difficult schedule that BYU has had since Sitake took over. 
The schedule features home games against Baylor and Arkansas, a road game against Oregon and 
a neutral site game against Notre Dame. Road games against Boise State and Stanford shouldn’t be 
overlooked either. It’s not like BYU isn’t used to difficult schedules though. BYU will be competitive 
and put up a good fight in all of their games this season, but being competitive and winning games 
are two different things. BYU has had double digit wins in each of the last two seasons, but it will be 
very hard to reach that mark again in 2022. 

DEFENSE: Led by Tyler Batty, the defensive line returns all three starters from last season. Tyler Bat-
ty took a big leap from 2020 to 2021, recording 43 tackles and 3.5 sacks last season. Caden Haws was 
also solid in 2021 with 31 tackles and 1.5 sacks. Batty and Haws will both be returning for their third 
seasons, and should improve this season. Earl Tuioti-Mariner will be returning for his fifth season 
after recording 25 tackles and a sack in 2021. 

Linebacker should be the strength of this defense. Ben Bywater returns after a breakout 2021 sea-
son where he led the team with 102 tackles. Bywater also recorded 7.5 tackles for loss and a sack last 
season. Payton Wilgar returns for his fourth season after recording 50 or more tackles in each of his 
first three seasons at BYU. Wilgar also had 4.5 tackles for loss, two interceptions and a forced fumble 
in 2021. Max Tooley was the number two tackler on the defense last season with 68 tackles. Tooley 
is returning for his fifth season and is one of the most experienced players on this defense. Keenan 
Pili played in just three games last season, but recorded 31 tackles and 1.5 sacks in over those three 
games. Pili will be one of the best players on the defense this season if he stays healthy. 

The secondary will be very experienced, with all four starters returning with three or more years 
of experience at BYU. At safety, Malik Moore is returning after tying for the team lead with three 
interceptions in 2021. Moore also recorded 33 tackles and three pass breakups, and will be returning 
for his fifth season. Chaz Ah You was the number six tackler on the team last season with 39 tackles, 
and he also had one interception and one forced fumble. Kaleb Hayes returns at cornerback after 
leading the team with 12 pass breakups last season. D’Angelo Mandell will be back for his fifth year 
at BYU after 36 tackles and four pass breakups last season. Jakob Robinson will also see plenty of 
playing time after grabbing three interceptions last season, and Vanderbilt transfer Gabe Jeudy-Lally 
will also be a key piece of the secondary. 
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LIBERTY FLAMES

9/3 at Southern Miss
9/10 vs UAB
9/17 at Wake Forest
9/24 vs Akron
10/1 at Old Dominion
10/8 at UMass
10/15 vs Gardner-Webb
10/22 vs BYU
11/5 at Arkansas
11/12 at UConn
11/19 vs Virginia Tech
11/26 vs New Mexico State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Charlie Brewer: The 2017 Big 12 Offensive 

Freshman of the Year transferred from Baylor to 
Utah prior to the 2021 season. He appeared in just 
three games for the Utes in 2021 before losing his 
starting job midseason. Brewer will definitely chal-
lenge for the starting job, hoping to make a splash 
as a twenty-four year old with his third FBS team.

• RB Dae Dae Hunter: A mid-year enrollee from the 
University of Hawaii, Hunter rushed for 894 yards 
and five touchdowns in over two seasons for the 
Rainbow Warriors. Dae Dae Hunter is a dynamic 
and athletically gifted player, possibly an immediate 
change of pace back.

• OL Cam Reddy: The 6’2” offensive lineman 
transfer from Colorado State University saw action 
in 16 games over the 2020 and 2021 seasons for the 
Rams. Projected as a starter at center, Roddy once 
again brings his physical style of play to a talented 
Flames team.

Top Recruits:
• WR Markel Fortenberry: The three star recruit 

and Rivalry Showcase game MVP finished his ju-
nior season with 21 receptions for 389 yards and six 
touchdowns. He capped his high school career with 
548 receiving yards as a senior on 43 receptions 
with 10 touchdowns.

• LB Jordan Norwood: Norwood recorded more 
than 180 tackles during the last three years of his 
prep career. Norwood has the ability to make an 
immediate impact for the Flames.

• S Brylan Green: Green was ranked 43rd in the 
class of 2022 in the state of Louisiana. Green can be 
relentless as a hard hitting defensive back with top 
end speed. Green will serve to bolster an area that 
was the main weakness in last year’s defense.

Key Departures:
• QB Malik Willis: Willis was the most successful 

quarterback in Flames history, accounting for 74 
total touchdowns. Drafted by the Tennessee Titans, 
Willis was a true field general, and his production 
was only outweighed by his leadership in the locker 
room. 

• LB Storey Jackson: Jackson had 102 total tackles 
and is now trying to catch on with the Dallas Cow-
boys. Jackson had the ability to take over a game on 
defense. Jackson was also a strong mentor as well as 
another dynamic presence behind the scenes. 

• LB Rashaad Harding: Harding was a ball hawking 
defender and was credited with 80 tackles last sea-
son. Harding’s athleticism and heart will be missed.

Key Returning Players:
• S Javon Scruggs: Scruggs has 195 tackles, five 

interceptions, 11 broken up passes, 9.5 tackles for 
loss and five forced fumbles in his Liberty career. 
Scruggs will be one of the leaders in the locker 
room. Javon prides himself on being the quarter-
back of this defense. 

• RB TJ Green: Green had 75 carries, 477 yards and 
four touchdowns last season for the Flames. Green 
comes back for his senior season, and he knows it’s 
his job to lose for the first time in his Liberty career.

• WR Demario Douglas: Douglas has 93 catches, 
1,200 yards and 10 touchdowns in three seasons 
with Liberty. Douglas should draw the occasional 
double team, allowing more touches for his team-
mates. Douglas, once again, has the game changing 
ability Liberty will seek and will provide a valuable 
target for whoever the starting QB is.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Lynchburg, VA
• Enrollment: 95,000
• Founded: 1971
• Mascot: Sparky the Eagle

Stadium Facts
• Williams Stadium
• Capacity: 25,000
• Built: 1989

Football Facts
• Record: 279-248-4
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by Liberty UniversityPhoto by Liberty University

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Freeze has another solid roster this season. The main ques-
tion is at QB. Charlie Brewer will probably be the guy to replace 
Malik Willis. He’s got a solid receiving duo of Demario Douglas 
and CJ Yarbrough to throw to. The offensive line does need to 
improve a lot. A few transfer portal pickups will help with that. On 
the defensive line, Durrell Johnson and TreShaun Clark will con-
stantly be in the backfield. Linebacker has a few question marks. 
Javon Scruggs will be one of the best defensive backs in the nation. 
Liberty should once again reach a bowl game with the roster they 
have and the favorable schedule.”

Photo by Liberty UniversityPhoto by Liberty University

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_Flames
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DE Durrell Johnson

DT Kendy Charles

NG Henry Chibueze

DE TreShaun Clark

LB Ahmad Walker

LB Mike Smith Jr

ROV Javon Scruggs

CB Chris Megginson

CB Daijahn Anthony

SS Juawan Treadwell

FS Quinton Reese

Projected Defense

K Brayden Beck

P Aidan Alves

KR Shedro Louis

PR Demario Douglas

Projected Special Teams

HC Hugh Freeze

OC Kent Austin/
Maurice Harris

DC Jack Curtis/Josh 
Aldridge

Coaching Staff

QB Charlie Brewer

RB TJ Green

WR CJ Yarbrough

WR Caleb Snead

WR Demario Douglas

TE Jerome Jackson

RT Cooper McCaw

RG Brendan Schlittler

C Cam Reddy

LG Jacob Bodden

LT Jonathan Graham

Projected Offense

Liberty completed last season with an 8-5 record and won a third straight bowl game with a dom-
inant 56-20 win over Eastern Michigan. The Flames are just one of five FBS teams in the country 
who have won a bowl game each of the last three seasons, joining Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, 
and Louisiana. Hugh Freeze hopes that some of last season’s struggles have molded this team into a 
contender. Liberty has not had a losing season since making the leap to FBS. However, the Flames 
have some holes to fill on this roster.

OFFENSE: Malik Willis is gone. That leaves an opening at the 
quarterback position. Charlie Brewer is the safest bet to start, 
but third year redshirt sophomore Johnathan Bennett knows 
the offense better than anyone in the quarterback room and is 
a huge fan favorite. Redshirt freshman Kaiden Salter could be 
in the mix as Freeze has said he may be most comparable to 
Malik’s athletic talents.

The receiving group should be much improved. Demario 
Douglas and CJ Daniels led the team in catches last season, but 
Daniels is coming off a torn ACL. Transfer Caleb Snead will be 
a key contributor. Snead was a FCS All-American from Camp-
bell in 2021 and gives the Flames a dynamic outside playmaker 
to complement slot receiver Demario Douglas. CJ Yarbrough 
returns following a one year sabbatical and is a reliable option 
on the boundary.

The offensive backfield could be a strength of this team. 
TJ Green was the leading rusher last season with 477 yards 
and four scores, while averaging just over six yards per carry. 
Shedro Lewis is a threat to score whenever he has the ball. 
Hawaii transfer Dae Dae Hunter definitely should be one to 
watch as well. Hunter was being described as an ‘every-down 
back’ during spring ball.

The offensive line should be much improved, thanks to the 
transfer portal. Nassir Watkins from Kentucky should earn 
a starting tackle spot, and Boston College & Colorado State 
transfer Cam Reddy is going to be a fixture at center. Offensive 
line was the Flames’ Achilles heel last year but should be 
significantly improved in 2022.

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_Flames

SUMMARY: Liberty wants to end its run as an independent on a winning note. Next year, the 
Flames join Conference USA as the program continues to blossom. It is going to take a lot of things 
to go their way, along with a handful of surprises to have a successful season. The Flames schedule 
includes four power five teams and a further two group of five bowl teams from a season ago. It will 
be difficult to match the previous three seasons and its level of success, but anything is possible with 
Coach Freeze at the helm.

DEFENSE: Defensively, it’s pertinent to mention the loss of Liberty’s defensive coordinator Scott 
Symons, who has been credited with most of the improvements in the unit and will be a difficult 
coach to replace.

The defensive line once again looks solid. TreShaun Clark and Durrell Johnson will anchor this 
line. Dre Butler from Auburn will be in the mix in the interior. Tackle Kendy Charles moves up the 
depth chart after recording 4.5 sacks last season. Dre Butler is expected to line up alongside Charles 
at nose guard, with freshman Bryce Dixon finding his way into the rotation. Chris Boti should see 
more playing time after recording 17 tackles in nine games last season.

Transfer Mike Smith will lead the linebacking corps. Smith’s ability to stop the run will be cru-
cial. However, there are many question marks around him. Aikil Washington is a pass rusher who’ll 
likely play a hybrid linebacker role. Look for an underclassmen or two to step up and contribute 
immediately.

Javon Scruggs is a hard nosed safety and former cornerback, who’ll be among the team’s top 
tacklers. Scruggs is arguably the best player on the whole roster, and he will likely be playing on Sun-
days in the near future. Just like at linebacker, there are some questions at the cornerback position. 
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NEW MEXICO STATE AGGIES

8/27 vs Nevada
9/1 at Minnesota
9/10 at UTEP
9/17 at Wisconsin
9/24 vs Hawaii
10/1 vs FIU
10/15 vs New Mexico
10/22 vs San Jose State
10/29 at UMass
11/12 vs Lamar
11/19 at Missouri
11/26 at Liberty

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• CB Andre Seldon: The former three-star prospect 

(247sports) spent 2 seasons at Michigan and decid-
ed it was time for a change. Everyone should expect 
him to compete for a starting role this year. 

• CB Mekhi Miller: The former three-star prospect 
(247sports) left Miami OH with full intentions 
of making an immediate impact in Las Cruces. 
He will see the field quite a bit and will push for a 
starting role.

• RB Ahmonte Watkins: The former three-star 
prospect (247sports) followed the new head coach 
to NMSU from TCU. He is fully expected to play a 
significant role in the offense in 2022. 

Top Recruits:
• OT Jai Rodriquez: The three-star recruit (247 

Sports) out of Phoenix, AZ is a big body freshman 
who chose the Aggies over schools like Arizona 
State. Rodriquez can climb the depth chart and 
start in the early years in Las Cruces.

• EDGE Jaden Robinson: Robinson is a three-star 
recruit (247 Sports) out of Dallas, TX. Robinson 
was a Texas Top 300 player, who has a lot of athleti-
cism coming into college. He will need to add some 
weight if he plans to stay on the defensive line, but 
he could easily transition to LB if the team needed 
him to. 

• ATH Keyshaun Elliott: He is a three-star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Richmond, MO. The new Ag-
gies staff will fight over this young man as to what 
side of the ball he will play on. He also held an offer 
from Kansas but ultimately decided to head to New 
Mexico State to play.  

Key Departures:
• WR Isaiah Garcia-Castaneda: The former 

three-star prospect (247sports) left once the 2021 
season was over and quickly found a new home 
in Nebraska. This is a huge blow as he has big play 
potential and will no doubt contribute early and 
often in Lincoln.

• RB Juwaun Price: The former three-star prospect 
(247sports) left when the 2021 season ended and 
immediately entered the portal and found a new 
home in Syracuse, NY. The speedy and physical 
back will be missed deeply. 

• QB Trevor Appelman: The former three-star 
(247sports) and Mater Dei Catholic product never 
got anything started with the new coaching staff. 
Appelman entered the portal on April 25 and has 
yet to find a home.

Key Returning Players:
• TE Thomaz Whitford: Whitford once was in the 

portal but the new staff was able to bring him back 
to Las Cruces. Whitford has tremendous upside as 
some had him as a three-star portal talent. Expect 
him to be a big time target in the passing game this 
year. 

• LB Chris Ojoh: Ojoh earned 2nd Team All-Inde-
pendent honors and will without question repeat 
his production this year. Additional playmakers on 
the defensive side will only add to his stock as the 
collective unit will be much improved. 

• OL Isaiah Mursalat: The redshirt junior brings a 
solid 6’4” 305 pound frame to anchor the offensive 
line. He has some starts under his belt so the 
leadership will be crucial with a ton of changes 
collectively on the offensive side of the ball. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Las Cruces, NM
• Enrollment: 14,277
• Founded: 1888
• Mascot: Pistol Pete

Stadium Facts
• Aggie Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 28,853
• Built: 1978

Football Facts
• Record: 319-600-1
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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• Writtten by Ryan Knippel
             @SSN_CollegeFB
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“New Mexico State made a great hire with Jerry Kill as their new 
head man. He’s been successful in the past, but this team is going 
to take multiple years to turn around. Coach Kill did pick up some 
solid pieces in the portal, but the roster isn’t good enough. The 
offense needs to not rely so heavily on the pass game. The defense 
last season was among the worst in all of FBS. That unit has 
nowhere to go but up. It’s going to be another long season for the 
Aggies, but Coach Kill provides hope for Aggies fans.”
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DE Donavan King

DT Lama Lavea

DT Justin Segura

DE Lazarus Williams

LB Nick Giacolone

LB Chris Ojoh

LB Josh Ferguson

DB Syrus Dumas

DB Andre Seldon

DB DJ McCullough

DB Dylan Early

Projected Defense

K Ethan Albertson

P Josh Carlson

KR Lawrence Dixon

PR Lawrence Dixon

Projected Special Teams

HC Jerry Kill

OC Tim Beck

DC Nate Drelling

Coaching Staff

QB Westen Eget

RB O’Maury Samuels

RB Jamoni Jones

WR Justice Powers

WR Dominic Gicinto

TE Thomaz Whitford

OT Stephawn Townsend

OG Carson Pharris

C Canam Yano

OG Gabriel Preciado

OT Isaiah Mursalat

Projected Offense

New Mexico State is coming off of a rough 2021 campaign going 2-10. The Aggies are bringing a 
new coaching staff in. Things can only go up in Las Cruces. The Aggies new head coach Jerry Kill 
has a long history of turning programs around quickly and making them consistent winners. Hope-
fully, he still has the magic to do that at New Mexico State.

OFFENSE: Everywhere Jerry Kill has coached, the offense 
has been the focal point of how the culture changes. The 
success speaks for itself as he turned around Northern Illinois 
around and took them to a BCS Bowl during his time with the 
Huskies. Not to mention he made Minnesota a quiet force in 
the Big Ten, before health issues set in and he had to resign. 
The coaches did their best to assemble a good recruiting class 
this spring, work the transfer portal and keep quite a few key 
players to make a turnaround possible in year one. 

Last year saw the Aggies rank 89th overall in total offense 
with 369.4 yards per game. The majority of their yards came 
through the air, so the big boys up front will not only need to 
continue a good pass blocking scheme, but will need to create 
holes for the running backs to truly chew up yards. Tackles 
Stephawn Townsend and Isaiah Mursalat will have to be as 
dominant as they come to ensure the run game stretches 
outside the tackle box, as well as pass block. Their size and 
athleticism should allow them to make impacts from the first 
play and allow the guard and center positions to develop and 
get to where they need to be. The entire offensive line will have 
to stay healthy and learn the scheme quickly for this offense to 
put up points. 

There are some solid backs on the roster and will be look-
ing to do some damage immediately. Look for O’Maury Sam-
uels and Jamoni Jones to split the load in some fashion and 
chew up yards. They will need to adjust to the passing game as 
well in order to give quarterback Weston Eget a safety dump if 
the receivers aren’t open or tight end Thomaz Whitford can’t 
break free. In the end, the Aggies are still looking for the pass-
ing game to control most of the plays early on in the season.

• Writtten by Ryan Knippel
             @SSN_CollegeFB

SUMMARY: If the Aggies grow to a three or four win team in 2022, that would be considered a 
success. Their schedule has 3 brutal road games at Minnesota, Wisconsin and Missouri. Buying into 
the new staff, culture and mindset from the jump will be crucial to any expected success they wish to 
have this upcoming season.

Heading into camp, fans have to be optimistic by the talent that transferred in, the high school 
recruits and the players that are staying from the previous season. There is talent on the roster and 
they have some decent depth at a couple positions, which will be huge come the later part of the 
year. This staff did very well considering the small window of recruiting they were given heading 
into their first signing class. They just need to make sure the talent and growth comes, as expecta-
tions will be high once they are on campus. 

Special teams appear to be a weak point as there are not many opportunities on the roster. As 
long as the kicking game creates a lot of touchbacks and makes more field goals and extra points 
than misses, it would be considered a win. Punting may have to be a strength unfortunately until the 
offense gets moving.

The 2022 season has to have a lot of excitement from the fans. New coaching staffs are always 
fun in the first few years and New Mexico State is still not that far removed from their last bowl 
game. It will be interesting to watch this new look team under Jerry Kill this season. 

DEFENSE: The defense can only get better from where they ended the 2021 season. The defense was 
ranked 127th of total defense, giving up 488.5 yards per game. Their schedule has some unfavorable 
matchups scattered throughout so the discipline and adjustment to the new scheme will have to 
come almost overnight. The Aggies will not be competitive at all if this doesn’t happen.

Defensive ends Donavan King and Lazarus Williams have to be forces in the trenches and get 
pressure in the backfield early and often. If these two cannot rack up sacks, tackles for loss and quar-
terback hurries, the defense will be in trouble. The experience is there and the upside is there too. It 
just has to come together quickly in this new scheme.

Look for linebacker Chris Ojoh to be his normal dominant self with tackles and pass coverage. 
He had a solid 2021 campaign and many believe he is poised for growth and can accumulate one 
hundred plus tackles in the year ahead. An upgraded and or improved defensive backfield will assist 
in this as well. Dumas and McCullough in the secondary will offer plenty of support, and also will 
make an impact by coming up to secure tackles in the box or if a ball carrier breaks outside. Like the 
defensive line though, they have to adjust to the scheme immediately and make their impacts on the 
game from the first play. 

A key way to lower their opponents attack is to drastically trim down what they give up per 
play. The Aggie defense last year gave up 7.36 yards per play which was dead last in the country. Key 
returners mixed with some potential heavy impact transfers should allow for this number to reduce 
substantially from where they ended the 2021 season.
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NOTRE DAME FIGHTING IRISH

9/3 at Ohio State
9/10 vs Marshall
9/17 vs Cal
9/24 at North Carolina
10/8 vs BYU (Las Vegas)
10/15 vs Stanford
10/22 vs UNLV
10/29 at Syracuse
11/5 vs Clemson
11/12 vs Navy (Baltimore)
11/19 vs Boston College
11/26 at USC

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 8

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Brandon Joseph: After the departure of Kyle 

Hamilton, the Irish need a new top guy at safety. 
Joseph was arguably the best player on the North-
western defense last season.

• K Blake Grupe: Jonathan Doerer is out after three 
seasons as the starting kicker. Grupe comes in with 
four years of experience at Arkansas State. 

• DL Chris Smith: Smith was solid in his three 
seasons at Harvard. He provides some good depth 
on the defensive line for Notre Dame.

Top Recruits:
• LB Jaylen Sneed: The top recruit in the 2022 class 

for the Irish, Sneed is a five star (247 Sports) line-
backer from South Carolina. Sneed is the number 
three ranked (247 Sports) linebacker recruit in the 
country. 

• LB Joshua Burnham: Burnham is a four star 
(247 Sports) linebacker from Michigan. He is the 
number two rated recruit (247 Sports) from the 
state of Michigan. 

• OL Aamil Wagner: Wagner is a four star (247 
Sports) offensive lineman from Ohio. He is the 
number 11 ranked (247 Sports) offensive lineman 
recruit in the country. 

Key Departures:
• S Kyle Hamilton: Hamilton was the heartbeat of 

the defense over the past two seasons. He will go 
down as one of the best safeties in the history of 
Notre Dame football.

• RB Kyren Williams: Williams is off to the NFL 
after two straight 1,000 yard seasons. He was a sure 
bet to gain solid yardage every time he touched the 
ball.

• QB Jack Coan: Coan struggled early in 2021, 
getting replaced at times by Tyler Buchner or Drew 
Pyne. He had a great second half of the season, and 
finished the season with 25 touchdowns and over 
3,000 yards.

Key Returning Players:
• TE Michael Mayer: The former five star recruit 

out of high school has lived up to his potential. He 
is arguably the best tight end in the country this 
season. 

• DE Isaiah Foskey: Foskey led the team in 2021 
with 11 sacks. He is easily one of the best defensive 
lineman in college football in 2022. 

• LB JD Bertrand: Bertrand was the leading tackler 
in 2021 with 102 tackles. He had 47 more tackles 
than the number two tackler on the team.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: South Bend, IN
• Enrollment: 8,624
• Founded: 1842
• Mascot: The Leprechaun

Stadium Facts
• Notre Dame Stadium
• Capacity: 77,622
• Built: 1930

Football Facts
• Record: 873-316-33
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 11

Projected Record: 9-3
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Marcus Freeman takes over for Brian Kelly at Notre Dame. 
Coach Freeman has been recruiting at a really high level. The 
future is bright in South Bend. This season might have some ups 
and downs though. Notre Dame will have an inexperienced, but 
talented quarterback in Tyler Buchner. Chris Tyree will be the top 
running back. Michael Mayer could be one of the top tight ends 
in the nation. Avery Davis will be the go to wide out. The offensive 
line will be good as well. Isaiah Foskey is a stud on the defensive 
line. JD Bertrand will lead the linebackers. Brandon Joseph was a 
key pickup from the portal at safety. This team will be solid, but it 
may take a few years for Coach Freeman to get his guys. A double 
digit win season would be a huge accomplishment.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame
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DE Isaiah Foskey

DT Jayson Ademilola

DT Howard Cross III

DE Rylie Mills

LB JD Bertrand

LB Jack Kiser

LB Bo Bauer

CB Cam Hart

CB Clarence Lewis

S Brandon Joseph

S Houston Griffith

Projected Defense

K Blake Grupe

P Jon Sot

KR Chris Tyree

PR Matt Salerno

Projected Special Teams

HC Marcus Freeman

OC Tommy Rees

DC Al Golden

Coaching Staff

QB Tyler Buchner

RB Chris Tyree

WR Braden Lenzy

WR Avery Davis

WR Lorenzo Styles

TE Michael Mayer

RT Blake Fisher

RG Josh Lugg

C Jarrett Patterson

LG Andrew Kristofic

LT Joe Alt

Projected Offense Hopes are high in South Bend, and there is a sense of excitement around this program that hasn’t 
been seen in over a decade. This past November, Brian Kelly shockingly left Notre Dame after 12 
seasons to become the head coach at LSU. But Kelly’s departure could be a blessing in disguise. On 
December 3rd, Marcus Freeman was promoted from defensive coordinator to head coach in what 
is considered to be one of the best head coaching hires from this past offseason. Confidence is at an 
all time high for Notre Dame. A large part of that is due to recruiting. As of August 5th, Notre Dame 
currently has the number one recruiting class in both 2023 and 2024. If Marcus Freeman is as good 
of a head coach as he is a recruiter, the Irish will be legitimate national title contenders.
OFFENSE: For the first time since 2017, the starting quarter-
back for Notre Dame will be pretty inexperienced heading into 
the season. In his first season with the Irish, Buchner threw 
for three touchdowns and three interceptions. He saw the 
majority of his playing time come in the game against Virginia 
Tech, when he threw for 113 yards and had one passing and 
one rushing touchdown. Buchner may be inexperienced, but 
recent history is on his side. Everett Golson led the Irish to the 
national championship game in his first year as the starter in 
2012. Brandon Wimbush went 9-3 in his first year as the starter 
in 2017. Ian Book led the Irish to the playoffs in his first year as 
the starter in 2018. Jack Coan went 10-2 last season in his first 
and only season as the starter. 

Kyren Williams has departed to the NFL, but the Irish rush-
ing game will still be in good hands this season. Chris Tyree was 
a four star recruit coming out of high school, and it was a huge 
deal when he made his decision to come to Notre Dame. Tyree 
has been solid but quiet in his first two years at Notre Dame, 
rushing for 496 yards in 2020 and 222 yards in 2021. The return 
game is where he has shined so far at Notre Dame, with 803 
yards and a touchdown while returning kickoffs in two seasons 
with the Irish. He will now get his chance to shine at running 
back, and he shouldn’t disappoint. 

It’s been two seasons since the Irish have had a solid and de-
fined top pass catcher (Chase Claypool in 2019), but that should 
change this season. Michael Mayer is back for his third year 
with the Irish, and he will be their number one guy this season. 
There isn’t much to say about Mayer that hasn’t already been 
said. He is one of, if not the best tight end in the country, and he 
has a good chance to win the John Mackey award this season, 
an award given to the best tight end in college football. Wide 
receiver is a different story. The top two returning receivers, 
Braden Lenzy and Avery Davis, have failed to record over 400 
receiving yards in any of their seasons at Notre Dame. The Irish 
will need more consistency out of both of these guys in 2022. 
Lorenzo Styles had 344 yards in his first season at Notre Dame, 
and he could be ready for a breakout year. 

Harry Hiestand is back as the offensive line coach. Hiestand 
coached the line from 2012 to 2017, creating stars out of guys 
like Quenton Nelson, Ronnie Stanley and Zack Martin. With 
Hiestand back, the Irish should have one of the best offensive 
lines in the country in 2022. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_NotreDame

SUMMARY: It’s a new era for Notre Dame football: the Freeman era. For years under Brian Kelly, No-
tre Dame would win all the games that they were supposed to, but when it came time to play against 
the “big boys” of college football, Notre Dame got embarrassed. There is a feeling that Notre Dame 
could have finally gotten over the hump with the hiring of Freeman, and that they will finally be able 
to compete with the best teams in college football. The Fiesta Bowl was a sneak peek of what the Irish 
could be able to achieve under Freeman. After only being head coach for about a month, Freeman 
and the Irish took the field in Glendale and jumped out to a 28-7 lead, before ultimately falling to 
Oklahoma State 37-35. Despite the loss, Notre Dame achieved something that was extremely rare un-
der Brian Kelly, and that’s being competitive against an elite team. Now with an entire offseason to get 
acclimated to the changes around this program, Notre Dame heads to Columbus to play Ohio State in 
week 1. Under Brian Kelly, Notre Dame probably gets embarrassed in this game, but if Freeman and 
the Irish can keep things close and maybe even beat Ohio State, the country will know that times have 
changed at Notre Dame. 

DEFENSE: The defense is led by Isaiah Foskey on the defensive line. Foskey had a great 2021 season 
with 11 sacks and six forced fumbles. Foskey could’ve been an NFL draft pick back in April, but he is 
returning for his fourth season and will be one of the best in the country at his position. Also return-
ing on the defensive line is Jayson Ademilola. Ademilola had 3.5 sacks and one forced fumble in 2021, 
and will be in his fifth season in 2022. This is one of the top defensive lines in the country. 

The linebacker corps returns the top tackler from 2021 in JD Bertrand. With 102 tackles, Ber-
trand was by far the leading tackler on the team. Bertrand is primed for another elite season in 2022. 
Bo Bauer is returning for his fifth season with the Irish, and Jack Kiser is also returning after two 
forced fumbles and two interceptions in 2021.

Kyle Hamilton is off to the NFL after three magnificent seasons with the Irish, and Brandon 
Joseph has been brought in to help keep things going at safety. Joseph was one of the top safeties in 
the Big Ten in 2021 with 79 tackles and three interceptions. Expect Joseph to be a gamechanger in the 
secondary this season. Cam Hart returns at cornerback after a breakout 2021 season where he had 
two interceptions and seven pass breakups. The Irish allowed 224 passing yards per game last season, 
but expect that number to go down in 2022. 
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UCONN HUSKIES

8/27 at Utah State
9/3 vs Central Connecticut St
9/10 vs Syracuse
9/17 at Michigan
9/24 at NC State
10/1 vs Fresno State
10/8 at FIU
10/15 at Ball State
10/29 vs Boston College
11/4 vs UMass
11/12 vs Liberty
11/19 at Army

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Ta’Quan Roberson: Second on Penn State’s 

depth chart last season, Roberson is a 5’11” mobile 
quarterback who can make plays in and out of 
the pocket. The New Jersey native owns a strong 
arm and keeps a defense honest with his deep ball 
accuracy. 

• LB Brandon Bouyer-Randle: A 6’2” 240 
pound linebacker from Battle Creek, Michigan, 
Bouyer-Randle attended Michigan State and most 
recently Texas Tech. At TTU, he was a starter 
before injuring himself in the 2021 season. With 
one remaining year of eligibility, his experience and 
leadership are added to a younger group. 

• OT Dayne Shor: A transfer from Alabama, Shor 
has the pedigree of a power five tackle. With Shor’s 
size, versatility and quickness, expect him to be 
equally comfortable with power run blocking and 
pass blocking.

Top Recruits:
• QB Zion Turner: A three star quarterback from 

St. Thomas Aquinas High in Fort Lauderdale, FL, 
Turner was heavily recruited by an array of power 
five schools. During his high school career, he 
won three straight state titles and posted a 37-2 
record as the school’s starting quarterback. During 
his three Acquinas seasons, Turner completed his 
passes at a 62.5 percent rate. 

• ATH Victor Rosa: The 5’11” 185 pound Gatorade 
Connecticut State Player of the Year is listed as an 
incoming athlete who has played both offense and 
defensive positions. An Edsall recruit from Bristol 
Central who remained when Mora was named 
head coach, Rosa is a versatile, multi-sport athlete. 

• OT Ben Murawski: Put the rankings away on this 
kid. This 6’6” 344 pound offensive tackle was rated 
as a two star, but really is an under the radar athlete 
from St. Thomas More School in Oakdale, CT.

Key Departures:
• DL Travis Jones: Jones was a force on the defensive 

line throughout the 2021 season and received na-
tional notoriety for it. He became a NFL household 
name at the 2022 Senior Bowl where he physically 
dominated better known power five offensive 
linemen. Later, at the NFL Draft combine, his stock 
went through the roof. He was drafted in the third 
round by the Baltimore Ravens and should be 
playing on Sundays going forward.  

• OL Ryan Van Denmark: Snubbed at the NFL 
Combine, the former UConn tackle was signed as 
an undrafted free agent by the Indianapolis Colts. 
At 6’6” 307 pounds, he earned the interest of sever-
al NFL teams but chose the Colts who had shown 
deep interest for several months after the season.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Tyler Phommachanh: A 5’10” quarterback 

from Avon Old Farms School in Connecticut, Tyler 
is a freshman redshirt who thrives in RPO sets. 
He was having an exciting, productive freshman 
season, keeping UConn close in two point losses 
to both Wyoming and Vanderbilt before a season 
ending injury. Speedy and athletic, he has a quick 
release and is a rapid decision maker in RPO 
schemes. He is elusive in the open field.

• WR Keelan Marion: The 6’0” sophomore receiver 
started all 12 games, leading the team in receiving 
yards with 474 on 28 catches, with five touchdowns. 
Marion will help anchor the receiving corp, a 
strength of this Husky team. 

• RB Nate Carter: The 5’9” 194 pound sophomore 
was a backfield mainstay in 2021, playing in all 12 
games. On the season, he totaled 578 rushing yards 
on 125 carries. Nate also had two touchdowns 
while making 19 receptions for 127 yards. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Storrs, CT
• Enrollment: 32,669
• Founded: 1881
• Mascot: Jonathan the Husky

Stadium Facts
• Rentschler Field
• Capacity: 42,704
• Built: 2003

Football Facts
• Record: 104-159-2
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 2
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo by UConn photoPhoto by UConn photo

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“There is no doubt that UConn football is off to a good start 
off the field in the Jim Mora era. The Huskies landed numerous 
players from the transfer portal to bolster the roster. Coach Mora 
is building the program the right way. Now, he needs to prove it on 
the field. The QB battle will be interesting to watch as UConn has 
a few different guys they could utilize. Both sides of the ball need 
to get better if they want to increase their win total from last year. 
Some names to watch for include Nate Carter, Nigel Fitzgerald and 
Jackson Mitchell. It’s going to take a while for UConn football to 
get back to national prominence, but a good start on the field is 
necessary.”

Photo by Hartford Business JournalPhoto by Hartford Business Journal

• Writtten by Michael Solomon
             @SSN_UConn
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DE Eric Watts

DT Dal’mont Gourdine

DT Marquayveon Evans

DE Sokoya McDuffie

LB Kevon Jones

LB Brandon Bouyer-Randle

LB Jackson Mitchell

CB Myles Bell

CB Kaleb Anthony

S Durante Jones

S Malik Dixon

Projected Defense

K Joe McFadden

P Joe McFadden

KR Brian Brewton

PR Keelan Marion

Projected Special Teams

HC Jim Mora

OC Nick Charlton

DC Lou Spanos

Coaching Staff

QB Ta’Quan Roberson

RB Nate Carter

WR Cam Ross

WR Keelan Marion

WR Nigel Fitzgerald

TE Brandon Niemenski

RT Christopher Fortin

RG Christian Haynes

C Jake Guidone

LG Noel Ofori-Nyadu

LT Valentin Senn

Projected Offense
Few, if any, FBS teams have restyled their look, feel and personnel quite like the Huskies. Jim 

Mora, the new Head Coach, brings a deep resume that includes top 10 finishes with UCLA, a NFL 
playoff run at Atlanta and a stint at Seattle. When his tenure finished at UCLA, he served several 
years as an ESPN College Analyst, looking at the college game through a different lens. Rested and 
recharged, he sought the UConn position seeing big growth opportunities in the changing college 
football environment. The one lone holdover from the ‘21 Huskies was interim coach Lou Spanos, 
who now serves as Defensive Coordinator. Spanos was DC at UCLA under Mora in 2012 and 2013. 
Mora chose Nick Charlton to be the offensive coordinator, the nation’s youngest head coach at 
Maine and named to the “35 under 35” by the Coaches Leadership Institute. He’s a rare northeastern 
coach with a passion for West Coast offensive principles.  

Looking to create a win now environment, Mora filled out an array of off field positions giving 
the program power five level resources with experienced personnel. As a result, leadership top to 
bottom has created energy not seen in Storrs since its Fiesta Bowl appearance in 2011. From culture 
to social media, there’s a charge running through Storrs about UConn Football, its future success 
and its potential for growth in the realigning environment.
OFFENSE: The quarterback room is pretty deep. Penn State 
transfer Ta’Quan Roberson, highly recruited freshman Zion 
Turner and former Oregon recruit Cale Millen are all com-
peting with last year’s starter Tyler Phommachanh. Together 
with a versatile and deep receiving corps and greater depth at 
running back, a fast paced RPO offense could be in play.   

With Roberson, Phommachanh and Millen competing 
for starting quarterback, freshman Zion Turner could be 
redshirting for the 2022 season. Nonetheless, the depth and 
athleticism that OC Nick Charlton has in his QB room is a 
welcome sight to an offense that has sputtered over the past 
couple years.

A clear strength of the team is its deep and diverse receiv-
ing group, which features big bodied Nigel Fitzgerald, a 6’3” 
Old Dominion transfer, and returners Keelan Marion, Kevens 
Clercius, Cam Ross and Aaron Turner.  Ross, who suffered 
a season ending injury, is speedy and looking for a stat filled 
bounce back season in the slot. 

At running back, expect returning Nate Carter and 
transfer Will Knight to share duties. Carter was the team’s top 
rusher last season as a freshman. Knight had 919 yards as a 
freshman at Delaware before transferring to a junior college. 
Brian Brewton, known for his 99 yard kickoff return against 
Clemson, should get time in the backfield as well.

The offensive line is young and has question marks. 
Charlton brought in experienced center Jake Guidine, a FCS 
All-American from Dartmouth. For the line to hold up, tackle 
Valentin Senn (Colorado) and guard Christian Haynes will 
be key cogs. Ryan Van Demark, the Huskies’ dominant and 
reliable left tackle, has graduated and needs to be replaced. He 
will be playing on Sundays with the Indianapolis Colts.

• Writtten by Michael Solomon
             @SSN_UConn

SUMMARY: The Huskies are a hot commodity on the recruiting trail. The transfer portal and high 
school recruiting for 2022 was strong and has continued into the 2023 class. While the staff was 
spread out nationally, they spent extra energy shoring up Connecticut and New England High 
School and Prep School relationships. Part of Jim Mora’s mission early on was to make UConn the 
football school of choice locally, and the in-roads produced: In ‘21, UConn delivered its largest 
“local-to-UConn” class in years.  

What those classes can deliver on the field will be watched closely, setting the stage for what 
Husky fans hope will be a football renaissance in only their second season with an independent 
schedule. Facing eight teams that were bowl eligible in 2021 makes the task more challenging, but 
the ‘22 schedule features highly winnable games, several of them in the second half of the season. 
UConn should start to see its recruiting gains pay major dividends in year two. The pieces are in 
place. Execution in the 4th quarter will prove to be the difference.   

DEFENSE: The defense is productive and stout thanks to several key returning players and a handful 
of transfers. The defensive front will be led by redshirt juniors Dal’mont Gourdine and Old Domin-
ion transfer Sokoya McDuffie. McDuffie will fill the very big shoes of Travis Jones, who was drafted 
by the NFL’s Ravens and was heralded as one of the nation’s most dominating nose tackles. Eric 
Watts will anchor the other end. The starters are strong, but depth is a question mark.    

The linebacking corps on paper appears exceptionally strong. Jackson Mitchell returns after his 
stellar 2021 sophomore season when was a national leader in tackles in ‘21. Kevon Jones returns 
to his natural outside linebacker position, which should help with the Huskies’ pass rush. Perhaps 
most intriguing are two transfers: Brandon Bouyer-Randle and Marquez Bembry. Bouyer-Randle, a 
transfer from Texas Tech and previously Michigan State, was a frequent starter and brings unusually 
deep experience and leadership. Bembry is a grad transfer from Kentucky

At the back end of the defense, UConn on paper is a mixed bag. Redshirt sophomore safety 
Malik Dixon had 58 tackles in 2021. He will be joined by sophomore Durante Jones, who had 59 
tackles. A less experienced corner group includes highly athletic Kaleb Anthony, Myles Bell and 
Durante Jones. 
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UMASS MINUTEMEN

9/3 at Tulane
9/10 at Toledo
9/17 vs Stony Brook
9/24 at Temple
10/1 at Eastern Michigan
10/8 vs Liberty
10/15 vs Buffalo
10/29 vs New Mexico State
11/4 at UConn
11/12 at Arkansas State
11/19 at Texas A&M
11/26 vs Army

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Tyler Rudolph: The former four star recruit 

played significant minutes for the Penn State Nitta-
ny Lions and will help lead the defense that is dying 
for some semblance of resistance.

• DE Marcus Bradley: The former three star defen-
sive end will be thrust into duty and brings some 
length and athleticism to a defensive front in dire 
need of some of those things. Bradley is a transfer 
from Vanderbilt.

• DE Marcus Cushnie: Along with Bradley, Cushnie 
was a highly rated recruit out of high school. Before 
transferring to Florida State, he starred at Alabama 
A&M. He will likely be a starter for the Minute-
men in 2022 as he is an immediate upgrade over 
anything already on the roster.

Top Recruits:
• LB Aaron Alexander: The top rated recruit for 

UMass in this cycle, the three star from Belleville, 
Michigan, has the size (6’1” 205 lbs) of a Will 
linebacker. He has the frame to fill out a little more 
and get some more bulk to compete for a role. He 
should see significant action on special teams and 
possibly work into the rotation at linebacker.

• DB Cornelius Wright: The 5’10” defensive back 
from Miami, FL was a three star recruit. He played 
at the highest level of football in Florida and adds 
some toughness to an otherwise depleted defensive 
backfield. He will have an opportunity to play at 
least on special teams as a freshman.

• QB Chase Brewster: As the number two ranked 
player from the state of New Hampshire, Brewster 
is 6’5” and weighs 195 pounds. He chose UMass 
over FIU, Syracuse, Temple and others. He has a big 
body and a big arm. He will have an opportunity to 
compete for a spot.  

Key Departures:
• OL Dalton Tomlinson: Any time you lose a three 

star lineman with experience, it is an issue. Tomlin-
son latched on with Western Carolina and looks to 
be a leader for the Catamounts in 2022.

• DL Taishan Holmes: Holmes started on the inte-
rior of the defensive line for the better part of two 
seasons. Winning starts on each line and losing a 
defensive lineman to a Big Ten school, Northwest-
ern, shows that the talent is there, but maybe not 
the development. 

• OL Willie Allen: As of July, Allen has not chosen a 
destination for his grad transfer season.  He played 
in just four games a season ago, but again, losing 
interior offensive linemen on a roster with minimal 
talent is huge, even if it provides depth.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Brady Olson: Bottom line, Olson needs to be 

better in 2022. With a completion percentage below 
50 percent, it all starts with him. He must get better 
with accuracy and get better quickly. There were 
some high points during the season, especially early 
in the year, and Olson can run a little bit. Hopefully. 
he will not be running for his life as they step up in 
competition as the season moves on.

• RB Ellis Merriweather: Merriweather is arguably 
the best football player on the roster. He can do 
it all, as he rushed for over 1,100 yards and also 
caught over 20 passes out of the backfield. He is 
going to need some help from his receiving core, 
but there is no doubt the 6’2” 225 pound running 
back will be the horse on offense.

• LB Gerrell Johnson: The sophomore was one of 
the lone bright spots on defense a season ago com-
piling 81 tackles with 3.5 tackles for loss and three 
forced fumbles and recoveries. Johnson is quickly 
becoming the leader on the defense, and with more 
maturity, the sky’s the limit for him.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Amherst, MA
• Enrollment: 28,635
• Founded: 1863
• Mascot: Sam The Minuteman

Stadium Facts
• McGuirk Alumni Stadium
• Capacity: 17,000
• Built: 1964

Football Facts
• Record: 575-609-51
• Conference: Independent
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 1-11
Photo via TwitterPhoto via Twitter

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“New Head Coach Don Brown comes in to a tough situation at 
UMass. The talent is nowhere near ready to compete for a bowl ap-
pearance. Brady Olson is back at quarterback, so there is some ex-
perience there. Ellis Merriweather is the best player on the offense 
at running back. Rico Arnold is a solid weapon at receiver. The 
offensive line will be average again this season. UMass needs to get 
the passing game going to match the run game with Merriweather. 
The defense was dead last in FBS last season. Gerrell Johnson is a 
bright spot at linebacker. Da’Shon Rice will accompany Johnson. 
The defensive line needs to improve a ton for Coach Brown, es-
pecially in the pass rush department. Josh Wallace is a solid piece 
at cornerback. It’s going to take a while for Don Brown to turn 
around this program. If UMass can post a crooked number of wins 
this season, it would be a step in the right direction.”

Photo by Jon CrispinPhoto by Jon Crispin

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_CollegeFB & @FromSluggo
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DE Hugo Klages

DT Billy Wooden

DT Devin Baldwin

DE Uchenna Ezewike

LB Da’Shon Ross

LB Gerrell Johnson

CB Josh Wallace

CB Noah Boykin

CB Te’Rai Powell

S Donte Lindsey

S Tyler Rudolph

Projected Defense

K Cameron Carson

P Cameron Carson

KR Jermaine Johnson Jr

PR Jermaine Johnson Jr

Projected Special Teams

HC Don Brown

OC Steve Casula

DC Keith Dudzinski

Coaching Staff

QB Brady Olson

RB Ellis Merriweather

WR Rico Arnold

WR Onuma Dieke

WR Jermaine Johnson Jr

TE Josiah Johnson

RT Jonny Hassard

RG Ethan Mottinger

C Joe Horn

LG Hunter Salmon

LT Max Longman

Projected Offense

Veteran College Coach Don Brown takes over the reins at UMass, the former FCS power, in an effort 
to get something going for the Minutemen. Since the move to FBS, it has been a struggle for them to 
get any wins. The schedule is a little lighter for them this season, and even with a roster devoid of top 
tier talent, there are winnable games for Brown in his first season.
OFFENSE: The great news for Minutemen fans across the 
country is that nine starters return on the offensive side of the 
ball. The bad news is that this offense only averaged 16 points 
per game while only gaining nearly 300 yards as well. To call 
the offense putrid would be a compliment. However, with 
another season brings more experience, and the thought of “it 
cannot get any worse.”  

Sophomore quarterback Brady Olson is back, after throw-
ing for 1,100+ yards and accounting for eight touchdowns, 
or one third of the offensive touchdowns for UMass. Olson is 
likely to get the starting nod at least to start the year, however 
redshirt sophomore Garrett Dzuro, sophomore Zamar Wise 
and incoming freshman Chase Brewster will all compete for 
the job in fall camp. No matter how it is broken down, the 
quarterback position needs to get better in 2022 for the Min-
utemen to compete at all.

The bright spot on the offensive side of the ball is running 
back Ellis Merriweather. The 1,000+ yard rusher returns and 
will be looked upon as brewing the true leader on the offense. 
The workhorse will be the focal point of the offense, and it will 
be paramount that Merriweather has a good year to open up 
the passing game for whomever is the signal caller.

At receiver, UMass returns leading receiver Rico Arnold. 
Arnold led the team with 18 catches and 255 yards. The 
receiver room has some experience returning albeit not a ton 
of output. Projected starters with Arnold are Jermaine Johnson 
and Onuma Dieke. 

The offensive line is anchored by left tackle Max Longman. 
The line was not the issue in 2021 as they were plenty good 
enough to block for a 1,000 yard rusher in Merriweather. They 
also were serviceable at pass protection as well. However, 
because of the lack of consistency of Olson, it overshadowed 
the otherwise solid play by the offensive line. Joe Horn, Hunter 
Salmon and Jonny Hasard are all back for 2022.

• Writtten by Casey Cregan
             @SSN_CollegeFB & @FromSluggo

SUMMARY: As stated when discussing the defensive side of the ball, it was difficult to find positives 
about a team that ended 2021 with one win. Head Coach Don Brown, on the back end of his career, 
is looking to start a special time for UMass. It will likely be a slow build and one that he may not be 
a part of when the program is turned around to respectability, but hats off to him for taking on this 
project program. 

The schedule truly has some winnable games on it, and UMass will likely not be blown out in 
many games outside of the annual SEC cupcake game in week 11 against Texas A&M. Games with 
Tulane, Eastern Michigan, Stony Brook, New Mexico State and UConn could all be games that the 
Minutemen turn into a victory. Last season was seemingly lost before it began with the schedule that 
they had. This year there is hope. And in this case hope means two to three wins being doable.

DEFENSE: There were 130 teams in the FBS last season, and the UMass defense finished 130th. Nat-
urally the easy thing to say is that they need to get better in order to up their win total from a season 
ago (1). While there are plenty of negatives to go around, thanks to the transfer portal, there are 
some immediate upgrades at some crucial positions. The cupboard is not completely bare for Don 
Brown and Coordinator Keith Dudzinski as they return their leading tackler in linebacker Gerrell 
Johnson who is only a sophomore, but arguably the leader of the defense. Barring injury, he is sure 
to add to his tackle numbers from 2021. 

On the defensive line, the anchor in the middle will be Billy Wooden at the nose tackle position. 
He added eight tackles for loss in 2021, but is going to need some help from his linemates on the 
outside. There are some unknowns at defensive end with the depth really being filled by way of the 
transfer portal and are a bit of a wait and see type of deal.

At linebacker, along with Gerrell Johnson, Da’Shon Rice is back. Rice was second on the team 
with 75 tackles. There is somewhat a lack of depth at the second level of the defense, but between 
Johnson and Rice, there is talent at the position.

It is difficult to find positives from a defense that gave up an average of 43 points per game to 
their opponents. That is also the case for the defensive backfield. There was a huge lack of a pass 
rush in 2021, but the defensive backs were picked on early and often. However, the leader of the 
secondary Josh Wallace is back and will do his part to lock down one side of the field. Donte Lindsey 
and Penn State transfer Tyler Rudolph will likely pair at safety and could be a true bright spot for the 
defense.
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Buffalo 7-1 10-3

2 Miami OH 5-3 6-6

3 Kent State 5-3 6-6

4 Ohio 2-6 3-9

5 Bowling Green 1-7 2-10

6 Akron 1-7 2-10

MAC Preview
Projected Standings

Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Northern Illinois 8-0 10-3

2 Toledo 6-2 8-4

3 Western Michigan 6-2 7-5

4 Central Michigan 5-3 7-5

5 Ball State 2-6 4-8

6 Eastern Michigan 0-8 2-10

East Division

West Division

Offensive Player 
of the Year
RB Sean Tyler,
Western Michigan

Defensive Player 
of the Year
OLB Jamal Hines,
Toledo

Freshman of the 
Year
ATH Devin Grant,
Buffalo

Player of the Year

RB Lew Nichols II,
Central Michigan

Coach of the Year

Maurice Linguist, 
Buffalo

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/8

AT
11/9

AT
11/2

AT
11/25

AT
11/15

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/17

AT
9/1

AT
9/24

AT
9/24

AT
9/2

OVER
Buffalo

NIU
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MAC Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Rocky Lombardi, Northern Illinois

RB Lew Nichols II, Central Michigan

RB Sean Tyler, Western Michigan

WR Hassan Beydoun, Eastern Michigan

WR Dante Cephas, Kent State

TE Christian Sims, Bowling Green

OT Nolan Potter, Northern Illinois

OG Sidy Sow, Eastern Michigan

C Rusty Feth, Miami OH

OG Dylan Deatherage, Western Michigan

OT Marques Cox, Northern Illinois

DEFENSE
DE Jamal Hines, Toledo

DT Desjuan Johnson, Toledo

DT Daymond Williams, Buffalo

DE Karl Brooks, Bowling Green

LB Darren Anders, Bowling Green

LB Bubba Arslanian, Akron

LB James Patterson, Buffalo

CB Davon Ferguson, Bowling Green

CB Amechi Uzodinma II, Ball State

S Jordan Anderson, Bowling Green

S CJ Brown, Northern Illinois

K John Richardson, Northern Illinois

P Luke Elzinga, Central Michigan

KR Trayvon Rudolph, Northern Illinois

PR Devin Maddox, Toledo

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 176.11

2.
Rating: 159.87

3.
Rating: 146.19

4.
Rating: 145.75

5.
Rating: 143.02

6.
Rating: 142.70

7.
Rating: 135.01

8.
Rating: 131.07

9.
Rating: 123.04

10.
Rating: 117.10

11.
Rating: 109.10

12.
Rating: 62.45

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Kent State
Northern Illinois
Buffalo
Miami OH
Western Michigan
Ball State
Toledo
Eastern Michigan
Ohio
Akron

Bowling Green

Central Michigan



AKRON ZIPS

9/1 vs St Francis PA
9/10 at Michigan State
9/17 at Tennessee
9/24 at Liberty
10/1 vs Bowling Green
10/8 at Ohio
10/15 vs Central Michigan
10/22 at Kent State
10/29 vs Miami OH
11/8 vs Eastern Michigan
11/19 at Buffalo
11/26 at Northern Illinois

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Cam Wiley: Wiley is transferring in from 

Minnesota, where in 12 games, he struggled to get 
significant touches. In the 2020 season, he gained 
179 yards rushing and added a touchdown. Wiley 
has the build to be a top end running back and has 
the speed to be a breakout back. 

• WR Alex Adams: Adams followed Coach Moor-
head to Akron, after initially being recruited by 
Moorhead while at Mississippi State. Adams essen-
tially saw no time on the field at LSU.

• WR Shocky Jacques-Louis: Jacques-Louis joins 
the Zips as a graduate transfer from Pittsburgh. 
Through 40 games at Pitt, he totaled 1,010 yards 
receiving with three touchdowns. Jacques-Louis is 
expected to compete for the starting position right 
away. 

Top Recruits:
• OL Ka’Marii Landers: Landers was a three star 

recruit (247 Sports) out of Dearborn, Michigan. At 
6’5” and 300 pounds, Landers had offers from Kent 
State, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Indiana and Kentucky. 
Look for Landers to fill in on the line this season.

• WR Bobby Golden: Golden measures up at 5’9”, 
so he will be in as a slot receiver in most systems. 
With Akron, Coach Moorhead plans to utilize him 
in any way he can be productive for the offense. 
Golden has shown great speed throughout his 
recruiting process and workouts.

• QB Dijon Jennings: As an all-state quarterback, 
Jennings was being targeted by quite a few pro-
grams. Buffalo and Kentucky highlighted the list 
along with other MAC schools. For his high school 
career, Jennings threw for over 4,300 yards and 50 
touchdowns. He also rushed for over 1,000 yards 
and ten touchdowns. 

Key Departures:
• QB Zach Gibson: After a productive season last 

year, Gibson left for Georgia Tech. Last season, 
Gibson threw for 1,262 yards and ten touchdowns 
with no interceptions through seven games. Gibson 
will be competing for the starting quarterback 
position for the Yellow Jackets this season.

• WR Konata Mumpfield: Mumpfield grabbed 63 
passes for 751 yards and eight touchdowns last 
season. He heads to Pitt in their depleted receivers 
room, where he will most likely be getting starting 
reps right away. Mumpfield was labeled as one of 
the potential breakout stars for this coming season 
by Pro Football Network.

• LB Michael Scott: One productive player lost on 
the defense is Michael Scott who heads to South 
Dakota. Last season, Scott tied for the team lead in 
sacks, with two. He also had 33 tackles, 3.5 tackles 
for loss and one recovered fumble.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Jeslord Boateng: After joining the Zips last 

season from Michigan State, he burst onto the 
MAC scene leading Akron in tackles and tackles for 
loss. Last year, Boateng tallied 79 tackles, 8.5 tackles 
for loss and two sacks. Boateng is a redshirt junior 
and will be looked at as the leader of this team.

• LB Bubba Arslanian: As a sixth year senior, Ars-
lanian is ready to learn a new system for the third 
time in his Akron career. After coming off injury 
that ended his season after game four, Arslanian 
has been working hard to return as the workhorse 
of the defense. Arslanian has prepared since being 
injured to regain his leadership role on this team.

• DB Charles Amankwaa: Last year’s leader in 
interceptions and passes defended is ready to 
improve on his totals. Amankwaa is the anchor of 
the Zips secondary and will look to dominate MAC 
passing games this season. Amankwaa has wonder-
ful measurements at corner and can match up well 
with all types of receivers. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Akron, OH
• Enrollment: 14,193
• Founded: 1870
• Mascot: Zippy

Stadium Facts
• InfoCision Stadium
• Capacity: 30,000
• Built: 2009

Football Facts
• Record: 153-257-3
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Moorhead has a lot of work to do at Akron. The Zips 
do have a bright future with the recruiting class that Moorhead 
brought in. As for this season, DJ Irons is back at quarterback. 
Shocky Jacques-Louis transfers in from Pitt. He’ll be the go to 
receiver for Irons and the Zips. The rushing attack was poor last 
year, but the Zips do have a deep backfield this year. They should 
improve in the run game. On defense, the pass rush really needs 
to improve. The run defense also needs to get a lot better. The 
strength of the defense is at linebacker with Bubba Arslanian and 
Jeslord Boateng leading the way. Charles Amankwaa is a solid 
player at cornerback. As a whole, the defense needs to get better. 
Akron is going to have another rough year, but the future is bright 
with Coach Moorhead at the helm.”

Photo by Akron AthleticsPhoto by Akron Athletics

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Akron
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DE Zach Morton

DT Bryce Wilson

DE Ryan McClain

LB Corey Thomas Jr

LB Bubba Arslanian

LB Jeslord Boateng

LB Julian Richardson

CB Chu Ogbonna

CB Charles Amankwaa

S Jaylen Kelly-Powell

S Ronald Jackson Jr

Projected Defense

K Corey Smigel

P Kyle Romenick

KR Tony Grimes Jr

PR Tony Grimes Jr

Projected Special Teams

HC Joe Moorhead

OC Billy Fessler/
David Gilbertson

DC Tim Tibesar

Coaching Staff

QB DJ Irons

RB Cam Wiley

WR Shocky Jacques-Louis

WR Jasaiah Gathings

WR Alex Adams

TE Tristian Brank

RT Max Banes

RG Jordan Daniels

C Alex Robarge

LG Nate Williams

LT Xavior Gray

Projected Offense

Head Coach Joe Moorhead comes into Akron for his first season at the helm for the Zips. Making 
his second stint at the head of a program, Coach Moorhead is welcoming in the top recruiting class 
in Akron history. After a disastrous season for the Zips last year, Coach Moorhead has a lot to sift 
through in getting Akron back into MAC championship competition. Look for lots of development 
as the season goes along. Next year, Akron could be back in the thick of the conference battles.
OFFENSE: Under completely new direction, the Zips bring in 
co-offensive coordinators in David Gilbertson, who has served 
on Oregon’s staff for the past five seasons, and Billy Fessler, who 
has been working as a graduate assistant on Ohio State’s staff. 
Coach Gilbertson has coaching in his blood. His father Keith 
was head coach of California, Washington and Idaho. Coach 
Gilbertson started out his coaching career at USF, working with 
every offensive position before joining the Ducks and working 
with tight ends. Coach Fessler was rated as one of the top 30 
coaches under the age of 30 by 247 Sports. Before working with 
the Buckeyes, he was on the Mississippi State staff with Coach 
Moorhead.

The quarterback position will fall into the lap of redshirt 
junior DJ Irons. After being banged up quite a bit, the ball is 
back in his hands, and so far through the spring, he has proven 
that he has what it takes to lead this team to a strong offensive 
output in 2022. He has to get familiar with his new offensive 
weapons to be truly successful this season, but he is putting in 
the work to build that chemistry.

Last year’s top rusher is back. Jonzell Norrils had 573 rush-
ing yards and three touchdowns and also grabbed 17 passes, 
153 yards and three touchdowns last season. He will have some 
competition with Cam Wiley coming in from Minnesota, who 
through spring practice has looked magnificent, showing great 
explosion and being able to contribute in both the run and 
pass game. What was a weakness last season is now a strength. 
Expect to see great contributions from both backs this season.

The receivers are mostly new. The top two targets are trans-
fers Alex Adams, from LSU, and Shocky Jacques-Louis, from 
Pitt. Jacques-Louis has proven he has what it takes to perform 
on the top levels in college football, and he looks to come in 
and help implement a new offensive style for the Zips. Adams 
hasn’t gotten the opportunities necessary to show what he can 
do on the field, but he has an incredibly high ceiling. Look for 
Adams to become the primary target as the season progresses. 
The lone returning receiving option from last season is the tight 
end Tristian Brank, who will look to continue to improve on his 
production in the blocking and passing game.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Akron

SUMMARY: Coach Moorhead inherited a mess of a program, but he is the right guy to right the ship 
for the Zips. He had an overall successful first stint as a head coach for Mississippi State, but didn’t 
fit the culture before being fired. He has made an immediate impact in the recruiting trail, bringing 
in Akron’s top class in school history. He will look to continue to bring in top talent and develop that 
talent to get the Zips another MAC Conference Championship.

DEFENSE: The Zips turn to an experienced defensive play caller in Coach Tim Tibesar. Coach Tibe-
sar began his career as a graduate assistant way back in 1997 with San Diego State, and through the 
years, he bounced from college to the NFL to the Canadian Football League, and he has settled back 
into the collegiate ranks once again. Coach Tibesar knows that he has his work cut out for him as he 
inherits a very poor defense, but does have some good leadership back in hopes to alleviate some of 
the growing pains.

The pass rush was all but non-existent last season with the team only recording 16 sacks. The 
defensive line is full of veterans, and they will need to step it up for the defense to be successful this 
season. Zach Morton and Ryan McClain will be the starting edge rushers, and the nose tackle posi-
tion could be any number of guys, but Bryce Wilson looks to be the guy who will get the first nod.

The strength of the team is at linebacker, highlighted by Jeslord Boateng and Bubba Arslanian. 
Arslanian’s season was derailed with injury last year, and he spent all offseason focusing on getting 
back on the field and developing his leadership. Under a new staff, he has stepped up and shown that 
he is ready to perform and command his defensive troops on the field. Boateng did an excellent job 
with the absence of Arslanian last season. He led the team in tackles and tied for the lead in sacks. 
The combination of the two on the interior of the linebacking crew will be the focus on how well this 
team communicates and performs this season. 

The secondary is right alongside the linebackers as a strength of the team. So many offenses in 
the MAC have started to transition to high passing offenses, and the defense must improve or get 
left behind. Charles Amankwaa is the focus on the corner. He led the team last season with three 
interceptions and nine passes defended. Should Amankwaa put up numbers like he did last season, 
do not be surprised to see him getting attention outside of Ohio for his skills. Jaylen Kelly-Powell is a 
threat at safety to be all over the field making plays. If the pass rush can improve, this secondary can 
come out looking like one of the best in the conference.
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BOWLING GREEN FALCONS

9/3 at UCLA
9/10 vs Eastern Kentucky
9/17 vs Marshall
9/24 at Mississippi State
10/1 at Akron
10/8 vs Buffalo
10/15 vs Miami OH
10/22 at Central Michigan
11/2 vs Western Michigan
11/9 vs Kent State
11/15 at Toledo
11/22 at Ohio

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• C Jakari Robinson: Robinson started 24 games 

at Cincinnati from 2018-2020. He transferred to 
Bowling Green this offseason from Memphis. 

• S Chris Bacon: Bacon had 105 tackles and 2 in-
terceptions in four seasons at Georgia State. Bacon 
will likely battle with sophomore Trent Simms to 
start at the safety position voided by the loss of Sy 
Dabney. 

• OL Cedric Dunbar II: He started 24 games at 
Jackson State, including 12 for the 2021 SWAC 
Championship team. Also to note, Kameren 
Stewart started 8 games at Coastal Carolina, which 
means the Falcons add a total of 55 career starts at 
the division one level through the transfer portal. 

Top Recruits:
• DL Davonte Miles: The three time All-State selec-

tion from River Rouge (MI) was a former Michigan 
commit and also received power 5 offers from 
Michigan State, Indiana and Kentucky. He also won 
MVP of the MHSFCA all-star game.

• WR Jalen Holly: Miles’ high school teammate, 
Jalen Holly, was a two sport athlete (basketball) 
at River Rouge. Holly also played cornerback and 
safety on gridiron.

• RB Jaylen Jennings: The elusive back from Har-
vest Prep (Canal Winchester, OH) produced over 
2,800 yards in the last two years, including 1,632 as 
a junior in 2020. Jennings had power 5 offers from 
Indiana and Purdue.

Key Departures:
• P Matt Naranjo: He was a three year starter who 

averaged a consistent 40.8 yards per punt, which 
included a career best 41.6 yards per punt in 2021. 
Naranjo was a semifinalist for the Campbell Trophy 
in 2020. 

• K Nate Needham: Needham was money in his 
final year, going 19 for 20 in 2021. An incredible 
improvement after an inconsistent career prior to 
that. The kicking game was a real strength for the 
Falcons in 2021and losing both specialists in the 
same year is never an ideal situation. 

• CB Devin Taylor: The Virginia Tech transfer start-
ed all 12 games in 2021 and made two interceptions 
while also breaking up six passes and blocking a 
kick. The tandem of Taylor and Ferguson was one 
of the best in the MAC and at the group of five 
level. 

Key Returning Players:
• S Jordan Anderson: The senior has been one of 

the best players on this defense since he stepped 
onto the field as a freshman in 2019. He led the 
defense with three interceptions in 2021, including 
one in the final minute to nail down the Minnesota 
win. He has made 133 tackles in his career, along 
with 15 passes deflected.

• CB Davon Ferguson: The Kansas transfer is a 
physical lockdown corner, who had 68 tackles, 
eight tackles for loss, two sacks and four passes 
deflected in just eight games last season. Despite 
missing those last four games, he’s still a preseason 
All-MAC selection in 2022. 

• WR Tyrone Broden: He is the best playmaker on 
the outside that BGSU has seen since 2015’s loaded 
receiving corps. Broden led the Falcons with 596 
receiving yards, 16.6 yards per catch and five touch-
down catches. His explosiveness was on full display 
against Buffalo and Akron, with 100+ yards and 
two touchdowns in each of those games.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Bowling Green, OH
• Enrollment: 19,000
• Founded: 1910
• Mascot: Freddie & Frieda Falcon

Stadium Facts
• Doyt L. Perry Stadium
• Capacity: 24,000
• Built: 1966

Football Facts
• Record: 550-413-52
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 12
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo via TwitterPhoto via Twitter

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Loeffler enters year 4 at Bowling Green and there is finally 
some hope. The defense is going to be one of the best in the 
MAC. Karl Brooks, Darren Anders, Davon Ferguson and Jordan 
Anderson are all very good players that will lead the defense. 
BGSU’s secondary will be solid as well. The offense needs to keep 
improving. Matt McDonald is a relaible QB. Terion Stewart is an 
underrated RB. The run game is a department where the Falcons 
needs to get better at. The offensive line also needs to get better. 
They will be boasted by some transfer portal pickups. This team 
is capable of reaching a bowl game. That should be the goal at 
Bowling Green now.”

Photo by BGSUPhoto by BGSU

• Writtten by Cory Karhoff
             @SSN_BGSU
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DE Karl Brooks

DT Walter Haire

DT Billie Roberts

DE Ali Saad

LB Darren Anders

LB DJ Taylor

LB Brock Horne

CB Davon Ferguson

CB Deshawn Jones Jr

S Jordan Anderson

S Chris Bacon

Projected Defense

K Jack Sauder

P Mason Lawler

KR Tae’Shaun Johnson

PR Tae’Shaun Johnson

Projected Special Teams

HC Scot Loeffler

OC Greg Nosal

DC Eric Lewis

Coaching Staff

QB Matt McDonald

RB Terion Stewart

WR Austin Osbourne

WR Tyrone Broden

WR Odieu Helaire

TE Christian Sims

RT Kameren Stewart

RG Cedric Dunbar II

C Jakari Robinson

LG Cade Zimmerly

LT Jeremiah Banks-Wall

Projected Offense

By almost every accountable measure, this team took a step forward in 2021. The season was clearly 
headlined by the $1.45 million dollar theft that was the upset in Minnesota. There was also the 
56-44 win at Buffalo when the offense put on 10.5 yard per play fireworks show. BGSU also had one 
score losses to both of the MAC Championship Game participants. As Loeffler heads into his fourth 
season, this is just might be the most exciting roster the Falcons have had since they won the MAC 
in 2015. Though it’s the fourth season, this is still only the third year of the rebuild in many ways. 
OFFENSE: Matt McDonald was quietly one of the most 
improved quarterbacks in the nation in 2021, boosting his 
completion percentage from 43.9 percent to 60.1 percent and 
tossing 12 touchdowns and seven interceptions. The depth 
at the position took a minor hit with Tucker Melton entering 
the portal, but Syracuse transfer Drew Gunther has separated 
himself as the backup.

Terion Stewart has still only gotten 107 carries in two 
seasons, but he continues to dazzle at 6.6 yards per carry for his 
career in an offense that only averaged 3.4 yards in 2021. Jaison 
Patterson and Taron Keith split carries behind him, while they 
also combined for 38 catches out of the backfield. 

Tyrone Broden is the true playmaker on the perimeter (594 
yards, 16.6 yards per catch and 5 touchdowns), while Washing-
ton transfer Austin Osbourne works underneath (64 catches 
and 546 yards). Alabama A&M transfer Odeiu Helaire could 
be the missing third option after reeling in 71 passes for 918 
yards last year. Redshirt freshman speedster Tae’Shaun Johnson 
and Jhaylin Embry are intriguing gadget players and Cavon 
Croom will see snaps as well. In what was a crowded tight end 
room heading into 2021, Christian Sims and rising sophomore 
Levi Gazarek emerged as the top two targets, combining for 51 
catches. Griffin Little and converted wideout Javonte Kinsey fill 
out the depth.

Jeremiah Banks-Wall returns at left tackle and sophomore 
Cade Zimmerly will certainly be somewhere on the interior, 
while the depth is bolstered by transfers Kameren Stewart 
(Coastal Carolina), Jakari Robinson (Memphis) and Cedric 
Dunbar (Jackson State).

Overall, the offensive numbers were similar between 2020 
and 2021 (326 yards per game and 5.2 yards per play in 2021 
compared to 318 yards per game and 4.9 yards per play in 
2020). The biggest growth was avoiding mistakes (2.2 turnovers 
per game down to just 1.4), which led to an increase from 11.4 
points per game to 21.4. Moving the ball consistently is the next 
step forward for this unit. At their best, the offense has shown 
the ability to hit the big play. Sustaining some longer drives will 
play complementary football to this very good defense. 

• Writtten by Cory Karhoff
             @SSN_BGSU

SUMMARY: The theme here has been progression, and the next step in the progression would be to 
qualify for a bowl game. Predicting records is mostly a fool’s errand in “#MACtion” because almost 
all of these games are both winnable and losable. The non-conference slate is similar, possibly a little 
bit more difficult. Marshall is projected to be one of the better group of five teams, UCLA and Mis-
sissippi State will be tough matchups and Eastern Kentucky is even a challenge. More consistency on 
offense is the most critical improvement necessary because the defense is further along the rebuild 
path at this moment.

DEFENSE: Eric Taylor’s group was one of the most improved defenses in the country in 2021. They 
ranked 2nd in the MAC in expected points added per play in 2021 (via cfb-graphs.com) and 14th 
in the nation in EPA per pass. The secondary is again one of the best at the group of five level again, 
with Davon Ferguson and Jordan Anderson returning. The losses of Devin Taylor and Sy Dabney 
can be supplemented by key portal additions like Chris Bacon and former Samford cornerback 
Jordan Oladukun, plus the emergence of sophomores Deshawn Jones and Trent Simms. 

Darren Anders (124 tackles) and Brock Horne (89 tackles) are back in the middle, with the ad-
dition of DJ Taylor from Wake Forest. Sixth year senior Taylor started eight games for former Falcon 
coach Dave Clawson at Wake, seven of which came back in 2018 as a redshirt freshman. Diego Neri 
and West Virginia transfer Bryce Brand provide depth at the position.

Up front is still the weakness of this defense, as they only slightly improved from giving up 310 
yards per game on the ground in the COVID year to 187 yards per game last year. Back to EPA, they 
went from 130th (dead last in the FBS) against the run to 112th. Karl Brooks is the biggest disruptor 
on the line with 12.5 tackles for loss and 7.5 sacks last season and 28 TFL and 17.5 sacks in his 
career. Walter Haire is a multi-year starter that produced 4.5 sacks on the interior, and Ali Saad is a 
Minnesota transfer that should see an increased role in his second year on campus.

Brooks, Anders, Ferguson and Anderson are all Preseason 1st-team All-MAC, according to Ath-
lon Sports. What this group achieved in their first year of a new system was incredibly impressive. 
The scary part is that one thing that usually wins above all else in this league is experience, and now, 
this group has plenty of it. 
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BUFFALO BULLS

9/3 at Maryland
9/10 vs Holy Cross
9/17 at Coastal Carolina
9/24 at Eastern Michigan
10/1 vs Miami OH
10/8 at Bowling Green
10/15 at UMass
10/22 vs Toledo
11/1 at Ohio
11/9 at Central Michigan
11/19 vs Akron
11/26 vs Kent State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Justin Marshall: Marshall’s rare combination 

of size, strength and his ability to high point the 
ball will have NFL scouts salivating. Marshall will 
be a threat to defenses regardless of down and 
distance all season long. 

• OL Nick Hartnett: Hartnett is transferring from 
VMI. He is a strong, athletic, versatile offensive 
lineman who literally lined up at every position 
across the line during his time at VMI. He will be 
the Bulls best offensive lineman the day he steps on 
campus. 

• QB Cole Snyder: Snyder is a transfer from Rutgers. 
Lack of opportunity led to his decision to transfer 
to a new home where he could receive his fair shake 
at being the starting quarterback for an FBS pro-
gram. Snyder can make plays with his feet and has a 
serviceable arm to go with great football sense. 

Top Recruits:
• CB Jayden Oliver: Oliver has exceptional size 

and ball skills that will make him a nightmare for 
opposing quarterbacks. Recruiting services had 
Oliver as one of the highest rated recruits in school 
history, and he showed flashes of why he earned 
such accolades in the spring game.

• WR Nikolas McMillan: The 6’1” 180 pound Buffa-
lo native played his final year of high school foot-
ball in the state of Maryland, garnering All-State 
honors.  He was heavily recruited by a number of 
FBS schools. Look for this freshman to make an 
immediate impact with the Bulls in 2022.

• ATH Devin Grant: Grant, a 6’3” 185 pound athlete 
is the second highest rated recruit out of high 
school that Buffalo has signed since recruiting 
services have been available. He has great size and 
athleticism and could potentially play on either side 
of the ball for Buffalo. 

Key Departures:
• RB Dylan McDuffie: McDuffie exploded onto 

the scene in 2021 by amassing 1,049 yards on the 
ground on 206 carries and 11 touchdowns. The 
Second Team All-MAC Running Back tested his 
luck several times in the portal this offseason before 
eventually reuniting with ex-Bulls Running Backs 
Coach Mike Daniels at Georgia Tech.

• RB Kevin Marks: Marks looked to be the premiere 
back for the Bulls heading into the season, but inju-
ries, and the ferocious running of Dylan McDuffie 
lead to Marks sputtering off in 2021. Despite having 
a down year, Marks proved himself worthy of a shot 
in the NFL as he finished his college career as one 
of the all time under the radar greats at Buffalo.

• QB Kyle Vantrease: Although never flashy, 
Vantrease was steadfast for Buffalo over the past 
four seasons. After missing the last third of the 
season due to injuries, Vantrease decided to enter 
the transfer portal and find a more suitable offense 
to fit his playing style.

Key Returning Players:
• DL Daymond Williams: After an All-American 

campaign at Hutch C.C., Williams made an imme-
diate impact during his first season with the Bulls 
in 2021, earning Second Team All-MAC honors. 
Look for Williams to be in the backfield almost 
every play in 2022 whether he’s lining up at interior 
or edge. 

• LB James Patterson: He is the emotional leader 
of the defense. Patterson will try to outdo his 2021 
First Team All-MAC performance and look to fol-
low in his twin brother Jaret’s footprints and make 
his own name in the NFL.

• WR Quian Williams: Quian was nearly unstoppa-
ble in the first part of the season, putting up video 
game statistics in his first season with the Bulls. 
A lack of weapons at the wideout position, and 
sputtering quarterback play led to Williams being 
double and triple covered as the season went on. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Amherst, NY
• Enrollment: 32,332
• Founded: 1846
• Mascot: Victor E. Bull

Stadium Facts
• UB Stadium
• Capacity: 25,013
• Built: 1993

Football Facts
• Record: 400-542-28
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-3
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Linguist is now in his second year at Buffalo, so some 
progress needs to be made. Last year, he was put into a tough situ-
ation. This season a bowl game is an attainable goal. Buffalo needs 
to improve on defense. James Patterson is a really good linebacker. 
The secondary will be better this year with all the transfer portal 
additions. Coach Linguist has definitely built this roster up to 
compete in the MAC this season. On offense, Buffalo needs a new 
QB. Linguist also brought in plenty of receiving options from the 
portal. Buffalo should have a nice balance of pass and run plays 
this year. Anything less than a bowl appearance would be a disap-
pointing season for the Bulls.”
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• Writtten by Boomer Brock
             @SSN_Buffalo
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DE Max Michel

DT George Wolo

DT Jaylon Bass

DE Daymond Williams

LB James Patterson

LB Shaun Dolac

LB Willie Hampton

CB Jayden Oliver

CB Elijah Blades

S Jahmin Muse

S Keyshawn Cobb

Projected Defense

K Alex McNulty

P  James Hook

KR Ron Cook Jr

PR Jamari Gassett

Projected Special Teams

HC Maurice Linguist

OC Shane Montgomery

DC Brandon Bailey

Coaching Staff

QB Cole Snyder

RB Mike Washington

WR Justin Marshall

WR Quian Williams

WR Jovany Ruiz

TE Trevor Borland

RT Caelen Shepard

RG Gabe Wallace

C Sidney Walker

LG Artese Gregory

LT Nick Hartnett

Projected Offense

Coach Maurice “Mo” Linguist took over an absolutely decimated Buffalo squad in an untraditionally 
late May hire in 2021. This left Coach Mo with not only the normal challenges that come with a first 
time head coaching job, but also with half of a roster, after previous coach Lance Leipold took a lot 
of players and staff with him. That being said, Mo still led Buffalo to a 4-4 start and looked set to 
make a bowl run before dropping their last four games of the season, including an overtime loss to 
eventual MAC Champion Northern Illinois.

OFFENSE: The woes continued for Buffalo as Coach Mo 
began his first offseason. Veteran quarterback Kyle Vantrease 
transferred to Georgia Southern, and star running back Dylan 
McDuffie left for Georgia Tech. In return, Buffalo had their 
highest rated recruiting class in program’s history and the top 
class in the MAC. Buffalo brought in Rutgers transfer QB Cole 
Snyder, who will battle Casey Case for the starting job under 
center.

Mo focused heavily on skill positions, bringing in receivers 
Justin Marshall (Louisville), Boobie Curry (Arizona) and Tre 
Hines (San Mateo).  Buffalo shored up the missing pieces 
of their offensive line by bringing in immediate help and 
projected starters Nick Hartnett (VMI), Artese Gregory (SIU), 
Sidney Walker (UConn) and Isaiah Wright (Rutgers), as well 
as returning mauler Gabe Wallace.  

Buffalo has historically been known for their running 
backs, and the loss of McDuffie will provide a stable of backs 
their time to shine. Mike Washington will look to be the lead 
horseman. Al-Jay Hendersen will be right in the mix as he 
showed his breakout potential in the spring game, scoring 
multiple touchdowns. Swiss Army Knife Ron Cook Jr. will 
provide help to a new quarterback by being a trusted outlet in 
the passing game. He will also look to improve on his all con-
ference return game. Look out for a change of pace back Tajay 
Ahmed to come in and make plays, as he always seems to do.

• Writtten by Boomer Brock
             @SSN_Buffalo

SUMMARY: Now that Coach Mo has had an entire offseason with his Bulls, the pieces are in place 
for this team to rebound from a 4-8 season. The Bulls do not have an easy road ahead of them to the 
MAC Championship, but look for them to make significant strides this season and be poised for a 
breakout year in 2023. Six wins is the goal and with the talent they’ve acquired and the new culture 
they have instilled, anything short of a bowl game in 2022 would be a huge disappointment for 
Buffalo. Look for their defense to keep them competitive in every single game this season. The real 
question will be if a rebuilt offensive line will be able to hold up and give a new quarterback time to 
deliver to their new weapons at wide receiver, and move the line of scrimmage to get the run game 
going in October and November when the cold weather hits. The offensive line will be the catalyst 
between another 4-8 season and an 8-4 season.

DEFENSE: The breakdown of the Bulls defense, the secondary in particular, last season led to the 
firing of their defensive coordinator. Coach Mo took a shot on up and coming DC Brandon Bailey. 
The first year DC came by way of Texas A&M, where he and Mo first crossed paths. This hire would 
lead one to believe that Coach Mo will be calling the shots in the defense this season.  

Mo hit the transfer portal hard this offseason, completely rebuilding his secondary as well as 
adding key pieces to the linebacker core and defensive line. Notable additions to the secondary 
are Jayden Olliver (NMMI), Tavian Mayo (Butler CC), Keyshawn Cobb (NEM CC), Iesa Jarmon 
(Cincinnati), Caleb Offord (Notre Dame), Elijah Blades (Florida), Solomon Brown (Minnesota) and 
Jahmin Muse (Boston College). 

These additions will take Buffalo from the bottom secondary in the FBS last season to the top of 
the MAC. Coach Mo used his enthusiasm for defensive backs along with his power five connec-
tions and has undeniably built a no fly zone in the Bulls defensive backfield. Look for the middle of 
the field to be protected by All-MAC Linebacker James Patterson and battering ram Shaun Dolac. 
Transfer Willie Hampton (WCU) will look to come in and contribute immediately as well.  

The real strength of the Bulls defense will be their defensive line. Led by NFL ready Daymond 
Williams, the Bulls will look to flex their muscles in the trenches all season long. Look for veterans 
Max Michel, Kyler Laing, C.J. Bazile, George Wolo and Daishon Folsom to wreak havoc on opposing 
offenses week in and week out. Newcomer Jaylon Bass (Hutch CC) is a physical specimen and will 
be next to unmovable in the middle of that defensive line. Keep an eye out for NC State transfer 
Ibrahim Kante to make noise in his first season with the Bulls as well.
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KENT STATE GOLDEN FLASHES

9/3 at Washington
9/10 at Oklahoma
9/17 vs LIU
9/24 at Georgia
10/1 vs Ohio
10/8 at Miami OH
10/15 at Toledo
10/22 vs Akron
11/1 vs Ball State
11/9 at Bowling Green
11/16 vs Eastern Michigan
11/26 at Buffalo

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DL A.J. Campbell: The Akron native suited up last 

season for UCLA, but only appeared in one game 
as a true freshman. Originally he was a three star 
recruit and the sixth best player in UCLA’s 2021 
recruiting class. 

• OL Kevin Toth Jr: Last season at Rutgers, Toth 
did not appear in any games and redshirted as a 
freshman. Toth will come in and get looks to start 
at right tackle for the Golden Flashes. He needs to 
develop his hands and feet to be able to stay on the 
field with some of the talent the MAC exhibits from 
edge rushers.

• DB Naijee Jones: Jones, through his five seasons 
with Rutgers, appeared in 26 games and tallied 38 
tackles and one interception. The reserve defensive 
back initially committed to Rutgers as a three star 
athlete (247 Sports), so he has the capability to get 
some receiver snaps in a pinch.

Top Recruits:
• OL Mason Mennell: Mennell is a monster on the 

interior of the offensive line. The three star lineman 
(247 Sports) had offers from Arizona State, Akron 
and Toledo before landing with the Golden Flashes. 
He will add much needed depth to a depleted of-
fensive line room. He should have time to develop 
behind veteran big men Sam Allan and Jack Bailey.

• WR Jameel Gardner: Gardner is the number 25 
recruit out of the state of Michigan and got a three 
star rating from 247 Sports. Gardner has great 
ability to separate with his speed and route running 
ability. He has great hands and should develop into 
the next great Kent State receiver.

• QB Devin Kargman: Kargman is a three star 
recruit (247 Sports) out of New Jersey. He threw 
over 7,500 yards and 77 touchdowns in his high 
school career. Kargman had offers from Maryland, 
Buffalo, FIU and UMass before deciding to head to 
Kent State.

Key Departures:
• QB Dustin Crum: Mr. Everything for the Golden 

Flashes at quarterback is gone. The offense rolled 
through Crum for the past few seasons. He finished 
his Kent State career with 7,420 passing yards and 
55 touchdowns.

• LB A.J. Musolino: After a breakout season his se-
nior year recording 92 tackles, one interception and 
one fumble recovery, Musolino has graduated. As 
the team’s second leading tackler, Musolino was a 
welcomed surprise last season, but finding another 
gem like him will be next to impossible.

• The offensive line: The Golden Flashes had five 
seniors listed on their roster who saw significant 
time last season: Bill Kuduk, Sam Allan, Jack Clem-
ent, Adam Gregoire and Nathan Monnin. Of those 
players Sam Allan was the only one who came back 
as a graduate senior. With the return of redshirt 
junior Jack Bailey, the offense will be a guessing 
game up until week one practices begin.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Dante Cephas: Cephas led the Golden Flashes 

in receiving last year, hauling in a whopping 82 
passes for 1,240 yards and nine touchdowns. He 
will be hoping to duplicate those numbers this 
season, but with a new quarterback in play full 
time, there may need to be some extra chemistry 
and timing work done.

• RB Marquez Cooper: Cooper is half of the Kent 
State running attack that is set to carry this offense 
in 2022. Last season, Cooper racked up 1,205 yards 
rushing with 11 touchdowns, and added 10 catches 
for 95 yards. He will pair up with Xavier Williams 
to be one of the best running back duos in the 
MAC this season.

• DL CJ West: West is set to have a breakout season 
for the Golden Flashes defense. Last season, he 
led the team in sacks with four, and added 43 total 
tackles and one recovered fumble. This season, he 
will be relied on more to lead the defensive front to 
apply pressure to MAC quarterbacks.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Kent, OH
• Enrollment: 29,295
• Founded: 1910
• Mascot: Flash

Stadium Facts
• Dix Stadium
• Capacity: 25,319
• Built: 1969

Football Facts
• Record: 220-439-5
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Lewis and Kent State had a great season last year. They 
lost a few key pieces including veteran quarterback Dustin Crum. 
This offense will still be explosive without him though. Collin 
Schlee will take Crum’s place. He still has star receiver Dante 
Cephus to go to. Ja’Shaun Poke and Raymond James will also be 
key receivers. Marquez Cooper is back at running back as well. 
The offensive line will be solid as they bring in a couple of power 
five transfers. This offense will put up a ton of points. However, the 
defense needs to get better. CJ West is the top defensive lineman 
for the Golden Flashes. The linebacker position lacks depth. The 
secondary will be strong with Montre Miller, Nico Bolden and 
Dean Clark. This offense will be among the best in the MAC. If the 
front six can perform well, the defense should improve. A bowl 
game is not out of the question.” 
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_KentState
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DE Sekou Diaby

DT CJ West

DE Zayin West

LB Matt Harmon

LB Marvin Pierre

LB Juan Wallace

CB Montre Miller

CB Capone Blue

S Nico Bolden

S Dean Clark

S CJ Holmes

Projected Defense

K Andrew Glass

P Josh Smith

KR Ja’Shaun Poke

PR Ja’Shaun Poke

Projected Special Teams

HC Sean Lewis

OC Andrew Sowder

DC Jeremiah Johnson

Coaching Staff

QB Collin Schlee

RB Marquez Cooper

WR Dante Cephas

WR Ja’Shaun Poke

WR Raymond James

TE Kris Leach

RT Kevin Toth Jr

RG Sam Allan

C Jack Bailey

LG Nolan Rumler

LT Marcellus Marshall

Projected Offense

After finishing first in the East last season, Kent State lost a lot of important pieces from the team 
and will have to find quality replacements to get back to a bowl game in 2022. Head Coach Sean 
Lewis has a 19-24 record through four seasons with the Golden Flashes, and he is hoping to take his 
record above .500 this season and add a bowl win for his program. The new FlashFast style of offense 
will have a new leader with Dustin Crum gone. Can Collin Schlee replace the production? Can the 
new transfers and younger players step up to fill the holes left in the offensive line? Can the defense 
get out of the MAC basement and allow the team to take the next step?
OFFENSE: Collin Schlee gets the call for the full time Mr. 
Everything role to try and do his best Dustin Crum imperson-
ation. Crum put up almost 4,000 yards from scrimmage last 
season, so expecting Schlee to come in and duplicate those 
numbers is a little far fetched. Last season, Schlee appeared 
in eight games and threw for 238 yards and one touchdown 
and ran for 127 yards and three touchdowns as well. Schlee 
will get all of the weapons back, but will have to work with the 
offensive line early on to try and duplicate the success of last 
year’s offense.

Last season’s run game in the backfield has returned, 
and they are ready to duplicate the combined 2,017 yards of 
production. Marquez Cooper and Xavier Williams hope to be 
recognized as the MAC’s top running back duo this fall. With 
a new offensive line trying to mesh at the beginning of the 
season, expect to see lots of east and west plays to take some of 
the pressure off.

The bulk of the receiving room production comes back. 
Dante Cephas raked in 82 catches for 1,240 yards along with 
nine touchdowns last year. Two receivers who will be expected 
to step up this season behind Cephas will be Ja’Shaun Poke 
and Devontez Walker. Walker is a redshirt sophomore who is 
poised for a breakout season in a heavier usage role this sea-
son. In season’s to come, he will replace Cephas as the primary 
receiver.

The returning strength of the offensive line is on the 
interior with Sam Allan and Jack Bailey. Both tackle positions 
and the left guard position will be up for grabs through the 
summer workouts. Expect to see a couple transfers be shoe-ins 
at right tackle, with Kevin Toth Jr from Rutgers, and at left 
guard, with Nolan Rumler from Michigan.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_KentState

SUMMARY: The expectations for the Golden Flashes are high after a successful season last year, with 
a defense that did everything they could to bring the team down. Coach Lewis seems to have turned 
the corner with getting this program to compete at the top of the MAC every year. This season will 
be the true test as they have a new signal caller and have to have a defense that steps up to provide 
quality support. Should Kent State have a successful season this year, they should start pulling 
recruits in from top programs, and may even hear murmurs around Coach Lewis being considered 
for larger programs.

DEFENSE: The defense was the weak point of the Golden Flashes last year. The downside is they lost 
one of their most productive players in A.J. Musolino who had 92 tackles, 10.5 tackles for loss, three 
sacks, one interception and one fumble recovery. The positive is the only way for this defense to go is 
up. After giving up the most first downs in the nation, there is hope that with experience the quality 
of the game play will get better.

Up front, CJ West will be the big plug in the middle of the line, and will be looked to as a defen-
sive leader in the front seven. West led the team with four sacks from the nose tackle spot, and he 
will be looking at his edge rushers to step up their performance this season. On the edges expect to 
see a rotation of seniors including Sekou Diaby, Zayin West, Antoine Cook and Saivon Taylor-Davis, 
along with junior Adin Huntington.

The linebacker position is thin, but just like the defensive line, it has lots of veteran players. Matt 
Harmon, Marvin Pierre, Juan Wallace and Khalib Johns are all seniors. The group combined for 108 
tackles and two sacks, so there needs to be an upgrade in their production for this defense to truly 
improve.

Last season’s defensive strength was the play of the defensive backs. Led by safeties Dean Clark, 
Nico Bolden and C.J. Holmes, the secondary will be relied on heavily once again to carry the defense 
to success. Dean Clark led the team, from the safety/linebacker role, in tackles last season with 116 
total, Bolden recorded 86 tackles, two interceptions and two forced fumbles, and Holmes recorded 
44 tackles of his own. On the edge, Motre Miller is going to be an all conference corner after he led 
the team with four interceptions last season. If the rest of the defense can step up, this secondary will 
be something truly special.
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MIAMI REDHAWKS

9/3 at Kentucky
9/10 vs Robert Morris
9/17 at Cincinnati
9/24 at Northwestern
10/1 at Buffalo
10/8 vs Kent State
10/15 at Bowling Green
10/22 vs Western Michigan
10/29 at Akron
11/8 vs Ohio
11/16 at Northern Illinois
11/22 vs Ball State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DL Corey Suttle: The class of 2019 three star 

recruit (247 Sports) originally committed to Iowa 
State. The 6’4” 245 pound defensive end has shown 
great physicality and violence during practice early 
on with the RedHawks. Suttle will come in as an 
immediate starter. 

• DB Michael Dowell: Dowell was a class of 2018 
three star commit to Michigan State (247 Sports). 
Dowell is the most decorated of the incoming 
transfers, appearing in 25 games for the Spartans 
recording 82 total tackles, 0.5 sacks and a fumble 
recovery for a touchdown. Dowell will come in and 
start at safety for the RedHawks right away.

• DB Nolan Johnson: The former three star recruit 
(247 Sports) spent the last three seasons as a part of 
East Carolina. Johnson recorded 71 tackles and two 
forced fumbles in 23 appearances for the Pirates. 
He will come in and line up at corner for the Red-
Hawks in the 2022 season.

Top Recruits:
• QB Joe Humphreys: Humphreys was a three star 

recruit (247 Sports) out of Owensboro, KY. While 
in high school, Humphreys was a dual threat quar-
terback and showed an upside as a passer. Coach 
Chuck Martin brings him in to be a backup in year 
one and learn the RedHawks offense.

• DL Malachi Clark: Clark was a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Roseville, MI. Clark was a 
tank for his high school, playing defensive tackle 
and plugging the middle of the line. At 6’2” and 
pushing 300 pounds, Clark has made it a goal to get 
himself into the weightroom to build his body.

• WR Javon Tracy: Tracy is the youngest of three 
brothers who are all playing Division 1 college 
football. Javon will come into Oxford officially as a 
three star athlete recruit (247 Sports). Most likely, 
he will be lining up in the slot or a pass catching 
running back. He can also get time on defense play-
ing defensive back or getting special teams snaps.

Key Departures:
• WR Jack Sorenson: After an amazing senior cam-

paign, Sorenson has moved on. In 2021, Sorenson 
recorded 76 catches for 1,406 yards and 10 touch-
downs. After going undrafted, Sorenson didn’t 
travel far from Oxford and landed as an undrafted 
free agent for the Cincinnati Bengals.

• LB Ivan Pace Jr: After Pace received the confer-
ence player of the year award last season for the 
MAC, he moved on to the high flying pace of the 
Cincinnati Bearcats. He was 10th in the nation in 
2021 in tackles with 125 total, adding to that four 
sacks, an interception and a forced fumble.

• DL Kameron Butler: The defensive end moves on 
to Virginia after two outstanding seasons for the 
RedHawks. Through 35 games, Butler recorded 120 
tackles and 16 sacks and earned All-Conference 
Honors.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Brett Gabbert: Through three seasons Gabbert 

has set himself apart from the other quarterbacks 
who have come and gone. Through 26 games, he 
has accumulated 5,443 yards and 41 touchdowns 
through the air. After losing his top receiver from 
last season, he has been working hard all offseason 
to develop a rhythm with his new top receivers.

• LB Matthew Salopek: Last season’s second 
leading tackler is back, and with the loss of the top 
defensive player from last year, the defense is now 
under his command. This season Salopek will tran-
sition to more of a safety/linebacker hybrid player. 
Expect to see him hawking all over the field making 
tackles and making plays on balls in the air.

• TE Jack Coldiron: After losing last year’s top re-
ceiver, there will be plenty of targets to go around. 
The player most ready for a breakout offensive 
season is Coldiron at tight end. The redshirt sopho-
more is looking to build off his first year as a starter, 
where he accumulated 293 yards receiving with one 
touchdown. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Oxford, OH
• Enrollment: 24,377
• Founded: 1809
• Mascot: Swoop

Stadium Facts
• Yager Stadium
• Capacity: 24,286
• Built: 1983

Football Facts
• Record: 368-290-15
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 10
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MACtion
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Miami lost a lot of key pieces from last year’s team. They still have 
the talent to be in contention for a conference title though. Brett 
Gabbert returns at QB. Jack Coldiron and Mac Hippenhammer 
provide solid options in the pass game. Matthew Salopek is a top 
LB in the MAC. There is a lot of uncertainty all over the defense. 
Players will have to step up and have breakout seasons if Miami 
wants to win the conference. If Coach Martin leads this team to 8+ 
wins, it will be a great coaching job.”
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DE Caiden Woullard

DT Austin Ertl

DT Anthony Collier

DE Corey Suttle

LB Camden Rogers

LB Ty Wise

LB Matthew Salopek

CB Nolan Johnson

CB John Saunders Jr

S Michael Dowell

S Ambe’ Caldwell

Projected Defense

K Graham Nicholson

P Dom Dzioban

KR Jalen Walker

PR Jalen Walker

Projected Special Teams

HC Chuck Martin

OC Eric Koehler

DC Bill Brechin

Coaching Staff

QB Brett Gabbert

RB Keyon Mozee

WR Mac Hippenhammer

WR Jalen Walker

WR Devon Dorsey

TE Jack Coldiron

RT Reid Holskey

RG Caleb Siech

C Rusty Feth

LG Caleb Shaffer

LT Sam Vaughan

Projected Offense
Head Coach Chuck Martin is coming off a fantastic offseason for the RedHawks. He welcomes 
in one of the best recruiting classes in program history and is primed for the freshmen to come 
in and contribute heavily right away. Now entering his ninth season in charge of the RedHawks, 
Coach Martin has not performed to the expectations set for him. Coach Martin previously was the 
offensive coordinator at Notre Dame, and before that was 74-7 with Grand Valley State, winning two 
NCAA Division II National Championships in the process. After receiving a contract extension be-
fore the 2020 season Coach Martin has to start getting the RedHawks to perform well and compete 
in the MAC.
OFFENSE: Offensive Coordinator Eric Koehler is entering his 
eighth season as play caller for the RedHawks. Coach Koehler 
has had great quarterback success while in Oxford, and Brett 
Gabbert is looking to give him another season of top quarter-
back play. Coach Koehler will have to develop some younger 
talent this season as a lot of production went out the door this 
offseason.

Returning quarterback Brett Gabbert is back and will need 
to continue working on timing with new receiving options this 
season. After losing 76 receptions from his top receiver Jack 
Sorenson, developing relationships with seniors Hippenham-
mer and Walker will be key to the passing game’s success. 
Gabbert has shown he can do exceptionally well in the offense 
and as long as he can stay healthy, there will be no doubts 
that Gabbert will be in the conversation as an All-Conference 
quarterback for the RedHawks.

Top running back Keyon Mozee is back and ready to 
take on more responsibility as a sophomore transfer. Last 
season wasn’t incredibly productive for him, but he had a very 
salvageable 557 yards with 4 touchdowns. With the loss of 
1,400 yards of offense at receiver there will be yards that have 
to be made up in the running game. Mozee is very undersized 
for a typical running back, at 5’7” and 182 pounds, but he has 
excellent vision on the field and will be asked to have more of a 
role in the passing game this season.

With the loss of the top offensive weapon last season 
there is a lot that needs to be made up in the pass game. The 
RedHawks will turn to top returning receivers Mac Hippen-
hammer, Jalen Walker and tight end Jack Coldiron. Hippen-
hammer was the top returning pass catcher so expect to see his 
number called early in the season as sophomore and freshman 
backups get developed into the RedHawk offense.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MACtion

SUMMARY: Coach Martin has his work cut out for him after losing the majority of his defensive 
production and top receiving option from last season. But bringing in the RedHawks best recruiting 
class in school history, we could see some names go from recruit to key contributor quite fast. Best 
case scenario this season Miami is a top 4 team in the MAC primarily powered by quarterback Brett 
Gabbert and his receiving threats this season.

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator Bill Brechin begins his fourth season orchestrating the defense 
for the RedHawks with lots of work to do. The loss of every productive edge rusher, their leading 
tackler and the top safety duo in the league will be tough to bounce back from. There is no shortage 
of work to be done for the RedHawk defense.

The defensive line is full of question marks. Austin Ertl and Anthony Collier on the interior are 
the only known providers of defensive production for Miami. They welcome in transfer Corey Suttle 
from Iowa State, who never really got the chance to show his talents against Big 12 opponents. After 
that, there is three star (247 Sports) defensive tackle Malachi Clark and edge rusher Joshua Lukusa 
that will be in the rotation. Aside from those names there hasn’t been a true stand out option as to 
who will be generating a pass rush for the RedHawks this season.

At linebacker, there is more of the same uncertainty, the leading tackler that returned, Matthew 
Salopek, will be playing a hybrid linebacker/safety role. They welcome in Ty Wise from Indiana, who 
is unproven, and they bring back reserve backup Dominic Nardone. Salopek will certainly see plenty 
of playing time, with plenty of opportunity to duplicate his 112 tackle 2021 campaign, but he will be 
expected to be a do it all defender.

Losing the top duo of safeties for a long time in the league leaves a huge void. The RedHawks 
will have to fill that void and they hope that top transfer Michael Dowell from Michigan State can 
help with that issue. They do get last season’s leading interception man back, John Saunders Jr, but 
he only appeared in 7 games, so he will still be developing as the season progresses. He is joined by 
Nolan Johnson, the transfer from East Carolina, who will be plugged in right away and expected to 
be a top corner in the MAC this season.
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OHIO BOBCATS

9/3 vs FAU
9/10 at Penn State
9/17 at Iowa State
9/24 vs Fordham
10/1 at Kent State
10/8 vs Akron
10/15 at Western Michigan
10/22 vs Northern Illinois
11/1 vs Buffalo
11/8 at Miami OH
11/15 at Ball State
11/22 vs Bowling Green

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR August Pitre: Pitre joins the Bobcats from 

Rice after appearing in 18 games for the Owls. 
While at Rice, Pitre caught 49 passes for 641 yards 
and six touchdowns. He will come in right away 
and be competing for the top receiver position. 

• DL Dontay Hunter II: Hunter was a three star (247 
Sports) commit to Purdue who never got the op-
portunity to make his mark in the Big Ten. Hunter 
moves closer to home and will be competing to get 
into the rotation for play time for the Bobcats. 

• QB Parker Navarro: The three star (247 Sports) 
takes the chance to battle for the starting job in 
Athens instead of trying to get a chance with UCF. 
Navarro was touted for his pro style passing skill.

Top Recruits:
• WR Rodney Harris II: Harris comes in from Cin-

cinnati Princeton as a three star (247 Sports) wide 
receiver prospect. Measuring in at 6’3” and 200 
pounds, he has the size to be a big time receiver. 
Throughout his high school career, he exhibited 
great speed. 

• RB Dontierre Fisher: Thanks to a thin running 
backs room, Fisher will come in and have the ca-
pability to contribute to the offense right away. The 
three star (247 Sports) running back is smaller in 
size, but has the power to get through the tackles. 
In high school, Fisher was a two way player and 
showed off his tackling ability at linebacker.

• DB Mekah Ryder: Ryder was a three star (247 
Sports) corner out of McKinney, TX. At 6’1”, he 
has the size and length of a typical corner. On tape, 
he’s shown great ability to locate the ball and make 
plays. Look for him to learn behind the veteran 
leadership of the defensive backs room.

Key Departures:
• RB De’Montre Tuggle: Tuggle has moved on to 

the NFL. He signed a free agent contract with the 
Chicago Bears this offseason. Tuggle finished his 
Bobcats career with 1,851 yards rushing, 24 rushing 
touchdowns, 283 yards receiving and three receiv-
ing touchdowns in 27 games. Last season, Tuggle 
was the Bobcats focal point on offense.

• WR Isiah Cox: Cox has moved south to join Ala-
bama A&M. Cox had 1,476 yards receiving and ten 
touchdowns at Ohio. He added 99 yards rushing 
and one touchdown. Last season, Cox was the lead-
er in touchdown receptions for the Bobcats.

• DL Will Evans: Evans led the Bobcats last season 
in total sacks with 4.5. Through 47 games with the 
Bobcats, Evans totaled 112 total tackles, 27 tackles 
for loss, nine sacks, two forced fumbles and two 
fumble recoveries. He has graduated and is pursu-
ing options in the NFL.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Bryce Houston: Last season’s leader of the 

defense and leading tackler is back and ready to 
redeem the team’s poor performance. He will be 
relied on heavily along with battery-mate Cannon 
Blauser to make plays all over the field for the 
defense this season. 

• LB Cannon Blauser: Blauser led the team in 
tackles for loss last season, and the Bobcats will 
need him to keep up his ability to get through the 
line. Last season, the defense was a let down for the 
team, and with new coaching staff calling the de-
fensive plays, Blauser could be utilized in different 
positions to exploit his ability to disrupt plays in 
the backfield. 

• DT Kylen McCracken: McCracken has the best 
chance to be the difference maker on the defensive 
line. If McCracken can continue his improvement 
this season, the run stop and pass rush game will 
look completely different and open up gaps for the 
linebackers to disrupt plays. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Athens, OH
• Enrollment: 28,270
• Founded: 1804
• Mascot: Rufus

Stadium Facts
• Peden Stadium
• Capacity: 27,000
• Built: 1929

Football Facts
• Record: 293-373-9
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 3
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
Photo by Ohio UniversityPhoto by Ohio University

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Albin has some work to do in Athens, Ohio. The offense 
lost two key pieces in De’Montre Tuggle and Isiah Cox. Kurtis 
Rourke is back at quarterback though. O’Shaan Allison is the 
running back to watch ahead of the season. The receiving room 
is relatively inexperienced. The pass game will be good if Rourke 
can find his go to guys at the receiver position. The defense needs 
to improve as well. The defense has a lot of veterans back. Kylen 
McCracken will lead the defensive line. At linebacker, they will be 
led by Cannon Blauser and Bryce Houston. The secondary really 
needs to improve though. Tariq Black is the guy to watch in the 
defensive backfield. Ohio is going to struggle this year. A bowl 
game would be a huge accomplishment.” 

Photo by Ohio AthleticsPhoto by Ohio Athletics

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MACtion
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DE Bryce Stai

DT Kylen McCracken

DT Rodney Mathews

DE Bryce Dugan

LB Bryce Houston

LB Cannon Blauser

LB Jeremiah Wood

CB Justin Birchette

CB Roman Parodie

S Tariq Drake

S Alvin Floyd

Projected Defense

K Tristian Vandenberg

P Jonah Wieland

KR Tyler Walton

PR Tyler Walton

Projected Special Teams

HC Tim Albin

OC Scott Isphording

DC Spence Nowinsky

Coaching Staff

QB Kurtis Rourke

RB O’Shaan Allison

WR James Bostic

WR Tyler Walton

WR August Pitre

TE Alec Burton

RT Jay Amburgey

RG Christophe Atkinson

C Parker Titsworth

LG Kurt Danneker

LT Joseph Habinowski

Projected Offense
Last season was a disaster compared to the preseason expectations. First year Head Coach Tim 
Albin took over for longtime coach Frank Solich, who built a stable program that was always being 
talked about as a MAC contender. With so much talent returning on the team, there is no excuse for 
a quick rebound after a down season last year.
OFFENSE: Coach Scott Isphording is back for his tenth season 
with the Bobcats, second as the offensive play caller. Isphording 
has lots of experience coaching good Bobcat offenses, but last 
year, the game breaking plays just weren’t coming through. This 
season he has another offseason with Kurtis Rourke, so the 
chemistry in the playbook should improve, and he has a strong 
line back to allow the offense to make the plays it needs to.

Kurtis Rourke is the returning starting quarterback and is 
expected to continue his starting job this season. Rourke has 
shown great accuracy when throwing the ball. He has a 65.9 
completion percentage and also showed that he can get out 
and run the ball when the offense needs to make a play. The 
coaching staff brought in transfer Parker Navarro from UCF, 
who should push Rourke in offseason workouts, but is not 
expected to compete for starts. Also, three star recruit (247 
Sports) Callum Wither comes in to start learning the system in 
hopes he will take over as the starting quarterback once Rourke 
has moved on from Ohio.

The running game is in a bit of disarray as leading rusher 
De’Montre Tuggle is gone. Veteran running back O’Shaan 
Allison is the only person in the backfield with measurable 
contribution at the collegiate level. Last season, Allison rushed 
for 317 yards on 82 touches. The Bobcats do have three star 
running back (247 Sports) Dontierre Fisher coming in to add 
some talent in the backfield. The success of the backfield truly 
depends on how well the offensive line performs and will rely 
on the decision making of Kurtis Rourke at the quarterback 
position.

The majority of the receiving room that played little factor 
in last season’s outcome is gone. The lone high contributing re-
ceiver is Tyler Walton, who caught 32 passes for 380 yards and 
two touchdowns. After that, the returning receivers Miles Cross 
and James Bostic contributed for less than 130 yards receiving 
last season. The transfer portal gives the Bobcats option one in 
August Pitre from Rice, who in 17 games for the Owls racked 
up 641 yards receiving and six touchdowns. The tight end 
position will be a shuffle to see who can contribute the most 
to the offensive success. Senior Alec Burton will get first looks 
during the battles.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MACtion

SUMMARY: After 16 seasons, Frank Solich is gone. His offensive coordinator assumed the role of 
continuing the program’s success, but last year saw production just drop out of the bottom. Now 
Coach Albin has the chance to recover after a full season being the man in charge. There is lots of re-
turning production on the defense, and with new defensive coordinator Coach Nowinsky, the hope 
is he can bring his success into inspiring the veteran players. This team has a lot of talent and should 
have been competing for the MAC Championship last season. Expect a turnaround this season, but 
they won’t be back in the conversation until the coaching staff gets the team back on the right path 
for success.

DEFENSE: New Defensive Coordinator Spence Nowinsky comes over from Miami (OH) to try to 
revitalize the Bobcats defense. Last season, he coached one of the top linebackers in the country in 
Ivan Pace, who was littered with postseason awards for his play. Coach Nowinsky has a great record 
of quality defenses and will have his work cut out in shaping up the Bobcats back into the constant 
team floating towards the top of the MAC standings.

The good news about the defense is there are a lot of veteran returning players. The bad news 
is those players are not big playmakers. The defensive line is thin, but should be highlighted by the 
man in the middle Kylen McCracken. If McCracken can be disruptive in the pass game and put 
occasional pressure on the quarterback, this defense could light up. McCraken is surrounded by 
seniors Bryce Stai, Bryce Dugan and Michael Taylor who will be rotating in and out on both sides. 
Newcomer Dontay Hunter is looking to make some noise in the MAC after leaving Purdue. Look for 
him to push for playing time as he gets used to the playbook on a shortened offseason.

The strength of the defense, and perhaps the lone playmakers of the defense, are senior line-
backers Bryce Houston and Cannon Blauser. Last season, the combo combined for 190 tackles, 18 
tackles for loss, four sacks and one fumble recovery. Expect the pair to be one of the best linebacking 
duos in MAC and in college football. The third linebacker spot will most likely be filled by Jeremiah 
Wood, who has had a good spring, but only appeared in 5 games last season.

The secondary leaves much to be desired. Tariq Drake is back at safety and will look to duplicate 
last season’s strong performance with 48 tackles and three interceptions. A bright spot with some 
room to develop is Roman Parodie who has shown signs of being a quality corner in the conference. 
Last season, he recorded 23 tackles, one sack and two interceptions. In the other positions, there is a 
lot of veteran experience, but they have to step up and be productive for the Bobcats to get back on 
top of the MAC.
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BALL STATE CARDINALS

9/1 at Tennessee
9/10 vs Western Michigan
9/17 vs Murray State
9/24 at Georgia Southern
10/1 vs Northern Illinois
10/8 at Central Michigan
10/15 vs UConn
10/22 vs Eastern Michigan
11/1 at Kent State
11/8 at Toledo
11/15 vs Ohio
11/22 at Miami OH

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Jaquan Amos: Amos played one season at Iowa 

State, appearing in three games and totaling two 
tackles. He also appeared in 33 games at Villanova 
where he had 149 tackles, defended 25 passes and 
had 8 interceptions. 

• WR Amir-Abdur Rahman: Rahman appeared in 
36 games for the Commodores, totaling 44 catches 
for 632 yards and 3 touchdowns. Rahman has 2 
seasons of eligibility left and should be able to step 
right in and compete for immediate playing time.

• DL Kyle King: King played two seasons at Mich-
igan State where he appeared in seven games. He 
compiled 4 tackles and defended 3 passes. King will 
shed weight and return to his normal defensive end 
position after playing on the interior at Michigan 
State. 

Top Recruits:
• QB Kaden Cobb: Cobb was Ball State’s highest 

rated recruit ever. Ball State already has talented 
quarterbacks in Kiael Kelly and Collin Blazek on 
the depth chart so look for Cobb to redshirt this 
year.

• DL Dakari Frazier: Frazier had offers from most 
of the MAC. Frazier has an outside shot at seeing 
some playing time this year on the defensive line.

• WR Cameron Pickett: His film is very impressive, 
and if there is one freshman who might see the field 
this year, it could be Pickett.

Key Departures:
• WR Chevy Brenson: After originally committing 

to Illinois, Benson was a big time get for the Cardi-
nals. As a true freshman he saw early playing time 
and caught two passes. He then suffered a season 
ending knee injury. Benson recently transferred to 
Tennessee State.

• WR Jalen McGaughy: This transfer shocked the 
BSU faithful. McGaughy seemed to be a lock to 
start this year. During his redshirt freshman season 
he caught 5 passes, 3 of which went for touch-
downs. The former Card ended up transferring to 
conference foe Central Michigan.

• RB Tye Evans: Tye Evans showed flashes of being 
a great back for Ball State, but sadly could never 
stay healthy. After Carson Steele emerged last year, 
Evans decided to hit the portal and transferred to 
Toledo. If healthy, Evans, who runs like a wrecking 
ball, could add great depth for the Rockets

Key Returning Players:
• WR Jayshon Jackson: After transferring to Ball 

State from Cincinnati, Jackson led the team in 
receiving yards last year with 824 yards. With Justin 
Hall departing, Jackson’s role will only grow. Look 
for him to go way over 1,000 yards this year. Ball 
State will likely have him lined up all over the place 
and getting him the ball will be a top priority.

• RB Carson Steele: Steele burst onto the scene last 
year, eventually earning the starting role. Steele 
appeared in all 12 games rushing for 762 yards 
and 6 touchdowns. This earned him a spot on the 
All-MAC Freshman team. With better line play 
this year, look for Steele to be an All-MAC running 
back contender.

• CB AJ Uzodinma II: One of the best corners in the 
MAC, multiple time All-MAC player Uzodinma is 
a team captain this year and will be looked upon 
to be a vocal leader on and off the field. During his 
career, he has amassed 125 tackles and 7 intercep-
tions. As it stands right now, AJ is a projected late 
round NFL Draft pick.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Muncie, IN
• Enrollment: 20,000
• Founded: 1918
• Mascot: Charlie Cardinal

Stadium Facts
• Scheumann Stadium
• Capacity: 22,500
• Built: 1967

Football Facts
• Record: 433-388-32
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
Photo by Daily NewsPhoto by Daily News

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Neu loses a lot of key pieces from last season. On offense, 
Ball State needs a new QB. John Paddock will likely take the job. 
Carson Steele is a solid piece at RB. Yo’Heinz Tyler will be the 
main weapon at WR. The offensive line will be the x-factor for the 
Ball State offense. Some names to watch on defense include AJ 
Uzodinma II, Tavion Woodward and Clayton Coll. Uzodinma will 
be playing on Sundays in the near future. He is that good. Both 
sides of the ball need to improve if Ball State wants to compete for 
a MAC title. A bowl appearance should be the benchmark for the 
Cardinals.”

Photo by Ball State AthleticsPhoto by Ball State Athletics

• Writtten by Rob Calhoun
             @SSN_BallState
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DE Tavion Woodward

DT Josh Tarango

DT Kyron Mims

DE Jack Sape

LB Clayton Coll

LB Brandon Martin

LB Cole Pierce

CB AJ Uzodinma II

CB Nic Jones

S Malcolm Lee

S Jordan Riley-Scott

Projected Defense

K Lucas Borrow

P Lucas Borrow

KR Jayshon Jackson

PR Qian Magwood

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Neu

OC Kevin Lynch

DC Tyler Stockton

Coaching Staff

QB John Paddock

RB Carson Steele

WR Jayshon Jackson

WR Yo’Heinz Tyler

WR Amir-Abdur Rahman

TE Brady Hunt

RT Damon Kaylor

RG Joe Boggs

C Ethan Crowe

LG Jaylen Turner

LT Corey Stewart

Projected Offense

When Ball State takes the field against Tennessee on September 1, 2022,  it will do so with some 
unanswered questions. Gone from the lineup is Drew Plitt, Justin Hall, Bryce Cosby and a slew of 
other super seniors. The goal remains the same: compete for a MAC Championship and go to a 3rd 
straight bowl, which is something this program has never done. To do this, new faces must step up 
and veterans must return to play larger roles.

OFFENSE: On offense, John Paddock steps in as the starting 
quarterback. Paddock has been around, but has yet to see sig-
nificant action. His play will go a long way in determining the 
success of the Cards. If Paddock struggles early, the fans will 
be clamoring to see one of the young guns. Kiael Kelly is one 
of the most athletic players on the team and should be ready 
to go. Cards also have grayshirt quarterback Collin Blazek, a 
strong-armed QB who saw some reps in the spring game.

At wide receiver, it is Jayshon Jackson’s time to shine. After 
an 800 yard season last year, look for Jackson to go well over 
1,000 yards this season. On the other side, Yo’Heinz Tyler 
is back to give the Cardinals a dangerous one-two punch. 
Ball State brings in Vanderbilt transfer receiver Amir-Abdur 
Rahman who should see playing time. Some other names to 
watch who might emerge this season are Qian Magwood and 
Justin Campbell. 

At running back, Carson Steele returns after an impressive 
freshman season. Veterans Will Jones and Donny Marcus 
round out the backfield. Watch out for redshirt freshman Rico 
Barfield to emerge this year. 

The play of the offensive line will also have a huge role in 
determining how Ball State’s season goes this year. Last year, 
the line was ravaged by injury and could never find any consis-
tency. If healthy, look for both the pass game and the run game 
to significantly improve this year.

• Writtten by Rob Calhoun
             @SSN_BallState

SUMMARY: When previewing this season, the first thing that stands out is that the schedule makers 
did not do Ball State any favors this year. They open at Tennessee and then jump straight into a 
conference game against Western Michigan in week 2. They also play three of their final four games 
on the road. If Ball State wants to contend for a MAC Championship and return to a bowl game 
for the third straight season, then the team and staff must answer three questions: Is John Paddock 
the guy? Can the offensive line remain healthy and consistent? Will the defensive line be able to 
pressure the opposing quarterback? If the Cards answer yes to the above questions, then they can be 
in contention for a MAC title. If the answer is no to any of them, then Cardinal fans may be in for a 
painful season. 

DEFENSE: On defense, Ball State loses 500 career tackles at safety with Bryce Cosby and Brett 
Anderson both moving on. Malcolm Lee emerged last year and seems like a lock to take one of those 
safety positions. The other spot is still up for grabs, but will come down to sophomore Jordan Ri-
ley-Scott or incoming transfer Jaquan Amos, who hits like a missile. At cornerback, All-MAC player 
AJ Uzodinma will get the start while Nic Jones takes the other side. Look for senior Tyler ‘Red’ Potts 
to play a role at the nickel position. 

Clayton Coll leads the linebackers, but a huge wildcard in all of this will be the health of Bran-
don Martin. If Martin is able to return to MAC Player of The Year form, then the linebacker position 
becomes a significant strength. 

On the defensive line, emerging star Tavion Woodard returns to anchor the line. Ball State also 
brings in Michigan State transfer Kyle King who saw time at Michigan State as a true freshman. 
Ball State has moved King back to his more natural defensive end position. If this works, the Wood-
ard-King tandem could be a nightmare for opposing quarterbacks. Ball State will still need guys to 
step up in applying consistent pressure to the opposing quarterback which was a real weakness for 
the Cardinals last year.
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CENTRAL MICHIGAN CHIPPEWAS

9/1 at Oklahoma State
9/10 vs South Alabama
9/17 vs Bucknell
9/24 at Penn State
10/1 at Toledo
10/8 vs Ball State
10/15 at Akron
10/22 vs Bowling Green
11/2 at Northern Illinois
11/9 vs Buffalo
11/16 vs Western Michigan
11/25 at Eastern Michigan

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Carlos Carriere: After having to step up for 

the Maryland receiving core in 2021, Carriere 
knew it was time to find a new home. Carrierre put 
up pretty good numbers with 316 yards and five 
touchdowns, when he was able to touch the field. 
The departure of Kalil Pimpleton should give Carri-
ere an opportunity to shine next season.

Top Recruits:
• QB Bert Emanuel Jr: Out of Missouri City, Texas, 

Emanuel is ranked 861st according to 247 Sports 
and has wheels that are nonstop. In high school, 
Emanuel was projected to be very good as his dad 
was a former receiver at Rice, but he lived up to the 
hype and won 6A-Texas District MVP.

• LB Jordan Kwiatkowski: Coming from Sterling 
Heights, Michigan, Kwiatkowski was destined to 
stay home. Kwiatkowski had brought in All-State 
honors and broke his school tackling record. 
Kwiatkowski had eyes on CMU for a while as they 
offered him in 2020 and stuck out with a long 
process, which later led to a commitment from him 
in 2021.

• DL Kade Kostus: Kostus, a 6’3’’ 245 pound mon-
ster out of Rockford, MI, is a speedster off the ball 
and a bulldozer to any lineman he lines up against. 
He has flashes of amazing speed in him.

Key Departures:
• LB Troy Brown: In 2021, Brown took a huge leap 

as he was the third leading tackler on the Chippe-
was squad. Brown was a three time All-MAC first 
team and racked up 203 tackles. When injured in 
2021, it was seen that younger guys like Kyle Moret-
ti had stepped up which led to Brown’s departure 
to Ole Miss.

• S Devonni Reed: Reed was one of the pivotal 
pieces to this defense as he brought in 72 tackles 
and two interceptions in 2021. Reed announced he 
had entered the portal after the bowl win against 
Washington State, and he transferred to South 
Carolina.

• OT Bernhard Raimann: Being at CMU for two 
seasons, Bernhard knew it was time for change as 
he made the drastic move from tight end to right 
tackle. In the one year Raimann was at right tackle, 
he only allowed 1 sack. Raimann was selected 77th 
to the Indianapolis Colts.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Daniel Richardson: Richardson came in at 

week four and excelled all season. Richardson is 
now looking to step up this season and possibly be-
come the best quarterback in the MAC. With a lot 
of weapons this season and a running back room 
that is very strong, this offense led by Richardson 
has something to prove.

• WR Dallas Dixon: With Kalil Pimpleton now 
gone, this gives Dixon the opportunity to go out 
and make a huge leap for this offense. Last season, 
Dixon was the second leading receiver for CMU. 
With Dixon being the main target, he could take 
some big strides.

• LB Kyle Moretti: After the injury of Troy Brown 
last season, Moretti stepped in and became an 
immediate impact to the defense. This season will 
be huge for Moretti as more NFL scouts will be 
looking at him to excel this season and be the main 
guy.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Mount Pleasant, MI
• Enrollment: 15,465
• Founded: 1892
• Mascot: N/A

Stadium Facts
• Kelly/Shorts Stadium
• Capacity: 30,255
• Built: 1972

Football Facts
• Record: 293-240-11
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 7
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
Photo via FacebookPhoto via Facebook

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach McElwain has done a solid job so far at Central Michi-
gan. He brings back his two best offensive players in QB Daniel 
Richardson and RB Lew Nichols. Both guys will be among the best 
in the MAC at their positions. Dallas Dixon is another name to 
watch out wide. The offensive line will also be among the best in 
the MAC. This offense will be really good this season. The defense 
will need to replace a few key guys on that side of the ball. Thomas 
Incoom is a solid piece on the defensive line. Kyle Moretti and 
Justin Whiteside are a solid linebacking duo. Donte Kent is a good 
corner. The defense does need to improve. Coach McElwain has 
himself a great offense and an average defense this season. CMU is 
a team that’s included in a cluster of teams that will be atop of the 
MAC this season.”

Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_CMU
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DE Fred Stokes

NT Jacques Bristol

DT Robi Stewart

DE Thomas Incoom

LB Kyle Moretti

LB Justin Whiteside

CB Elijah Rikard

CB Donte Kent

CB Rolliann Sturkey

S Trey Jones

S Caleb Spann

Projected Defense

K Marshall Meeder

P Luke Elzinga

KR Marion Lukes

PR Alec Ward

Projected Special Teams

HC Jim McElwain

OC Robb Akey

DC Paul Petrino

Coaching Staff

QB Daniel Richardson

RB Lew Nichols III

WR Dallas Dixon

WR Alec Ward

WR Kenny Brewer III

TE Joel Wilson

RT Deiyantei Powell-Woods

RG Cade Klimczak

C Jamezz Kimbrough

LG Tyden Ferris

LT Davis Heinzen

Projected Offense

A single point away last season and the Chips would’ve been playing in the MAC Championship 
Game. This season is about reloading as CMU is bringing in some old, and new, faces to finally bring 
them back on top of the MAC.
OFFENSE: Last season was one of the most productive seasons 
to be seen by a Central Michigan offense since the days of An-
tonio Brown and Dan Lefevour in 2009 when the Chippewas 
last made the MAC Championship game. Daniel Richardson 
looks to return in a big way for this offense this season since he 
solidified himself as the starter last season in only his redshirt 
freshman season. This leaves the quarterback position in very 
good hands as the offense will look right to Richardson or 
the other man in the backfield, Lew Nichols. Just a few weeks 
ago, Kobe Lewis, who was projected as the starter, transferred 
to Purdue. Last season, Lewis ended up not seeing the field 
due to injury which gave the way for Lew Nichols to breakout 
as a star for the offense last season. With having a backfield 
consisting of Richardson and Nichols, helped almost bring this 
team a MAC Championship last season, but with an offseason 
to develop, this duo could be one of the best in the MAC.

The receiving core this season will be the biggest question 
for the Chips offense with the losses of Kalil Pimpleton and 
JaCorey Sullivan. Two major bright sides to those losses is the 
return of Dallas Dixon and Joel Wilson at tight end. They will 
have the keys to steer this receiving core into the right direc-
tion. This season will be huge for a lot of younger guys like 
sophomore Alec Ward, who could see a lot of time this season 
taking a much bigger role for this offense.

With most of the offensive line returning from last year’s 
team, there is no doubt this could be one of the best and 
experienced units the Chips could possibly ask for. Jamezz 
Kimbrough and Deiyantei Powell-Woods will be the two 
biggest names to keep an eye on as they’re the clear cut 
upperclassmen. They will hold the bearing of keeping the line 
together and making sure Daniel Richardson and Lew Nichols 
have enough time in that backfield. Don’t be shocked to see 
this unit as one of the most electric offensive lines in the MAC 
this fall.

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_CMU

SUMMARY: After coming home with a Sun Bowl win in 2021, the Chips still felt hungry for more 
after falling short of making the MAC Championship. Coach McElwain is ready to change that and 
bring home their first MAC title in over 10 seasons. Having leaders like Daniel Richardson and Lew 
Nichols back on this team is huge, and this team has all the right strengths to compete for a champi-
onship. The defense will have the most eyes on them with a lot of key departures. It’ll be interesting 
to see how they reload. Coach McElwain, in just his fourth season, is ready to bring the Chips back 
to title town and make Mount Pleasant a staple name in the MAC for years to come.

DEFENSE: The Chippewas defense will be full of young faces. However, the defensive line does re-
turn some familiar faces. This line will be led by seniors Thomas Incoom and Robi Stewart as they’re 
ready to take over this defense. Going to the more younger side of the line, the Chips have Fred 
Stokes and Jacques Bristol who also return. They can’t wait to see more time on the field and show 
that this team has the perfect opportunity to win the MAC.

Loss is what hit hard for the linebacking core with the third leading tackler in Troy Brown 
transferring to Ole Miss and the up and coming George Douglas leaving for Southern Illinois. 
Kyle Moretti is back. Moretti felt coming back to CMU was a big part in his development and felt 
his place with Coach Petrino’s defense could excel him to new heights. Moretti’s partner in crime 
looks to be Justin Whiteside, who saw only two starts in 13 games he played. With the departure of 
Douglas and Brown, he feels it’s time to become the perfect partner for Kyle Moretti and create a 
solid linebacker tandem. 

The secondary has all new faces. Some losses include Devonni Reed transferring to South 
Carolina, Gage Kreski heading to the New York Giants and Alonzo McCoy who graduated. One 
bright spot that saw the field last season was Donte Kent, who was the fourth leading tackler last 
season. He will be given the full reins of leading this secondary for the future. Beside Kent at the 
other cornerback position will be Rolliann Sturkey, who saw limited time last season but gets the 
opportunity to show what he can produce this season for the Chippewas. At the safety position, the 
spots will be aligned with Caleb Spann and Trey Jones. This spring was huge for the both of them 
and their development.
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EASTERN MICHIGAN EAGLES

9/2 vs Eastern Kentucky
9/10 at Louisiana
9/17 at Arizona State
9/24 vs Buffalo
10/1 vs UMass
10/8 at Western Michigan
10/15 vs Northern Illinois
10/22 at Ball State
10/29 vs Toledo
11/8 at Akron
11/16 at Kent State
11/25 vs Central Michigan

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Chase Kline: Kline comes over from Michigan 

State after four seasons in East Lansing. He totaled 
52 tackles, two tackles for loss, 1.5 sacks and two 
forced fumbles with MSU. Kline had his best sea-
son in the shortened 2020 season.

• QB Taylor Powell: Powell comes to Eastern 
Michigan after playing for Troy in the 2021 season. 
Prior to this, he was a quarterback for the Missouri 
Tigers. For his career, Powell has completed 160 
passes on 265 attempts for 1,682 yards, eight 
touchdowns, and eight interceptions. He brings a 
lot of knowledge and experience to the QB room 
for the Eagles.

• LB Joe Sparacio: Sparacio comes to the Eagles 
by way of Boston College. He should add a lot of 
depth for Eastern Michigan’s linebacker corps after 
totaling 62 tackles, 8.5 tackles for loss, 2.5 sacks and 
one interception in his career.

Top Recruits:
• DE Maliek Bogard: Maliek Bogard is the Eagles 

highest rated recruit according to 247 Sports. The 
Eagles defensive line returns several contributors 
from 2021, but expect Bogard to get in on some 
defensive packages this fall.

• OL Josh Anderson: Josh Anderson joins a deep 
group of offensive linemen, as the Eagles return 
nearly all of their starters from a year ago. He will 
likely be used in a reserve role for the Eagles in ‘22, 
but expect him to build up to that starting role in 
the coming years.

• RB Elijah Jackson-Anderson: Elijah Jackson-An-
derson joins a talented group of returning running 
backs in 2022, but look for him to compete for a 
larger role with the Eagles. He is a talented player 
who could be used in critical situations for the 
Eagles.

Key Departures:
• QB Ben Bryant: Bryant was the main catalyst for 

the Eagles offense. A three year player for Cincin-
nati, Bryant came to Eastern Michigan in 2021, 
only to return to Cincinnati for his final season. 
Last season, Bryant completed 279 passes on 408 
attempts for 3,121 yards, 14 touchdowns and seven 
interceptions.

• RB Jawon Hamilton: Hamilton was a reliable 
running back for the Eagles, taking 101 carries 
for 631 yards and four touchdowns. Averaging 6.2 
yards per carry helped the Eagles keep the chains 
moving. 

• LB Terry Myrick: Myrick played all five years for 
the Eagles and logged impressive stats in his career. 
He totaled 260 tackles, 17.0 tackles for loss, five 
sacks and three fumble recoveries. He was a force 
for an Eagles defense that will need to step up in 
a major way if they hope to contend for the MAC 
in 2022.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Samson Evans: Evans will be a force for the 

Eagles in 2022. He only rushed 83 times for 316 
yards in 2021, but he tallied 13 touchdowns, and 
will be an impact player this year as he continues to 
grow as a solid running back.

• DL Jose Ramirez: Ramirez is one of the top defen-
sive players for the Eagles this season. The Eagles 
need improvements across the board defensively, 
but Ramirez can be one of those sparks for the 
defense to step up. In just two years, Ramirez has 
tallied 89 tackles, 13.5 tackles for loss and 8.5 sacks.

• LB Tariq Speights: Speights is another great 
impact player for the Eagles defense who can help 
create that spark for them in 2022. Speights has 
logged 155 career tackles, four tackles for loss and 
one sack and can take another big step forward in 
year four. His veteran presence should help rally 
the Eagles defensive units in their race for MAC 
title contention.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Ypsilanti, MI
• Enrollment: 16,300
• Founded: 1849
• Mascot: Swoop

Stadium Facts
• Rynearson Stadium
• Capacity: 30,200
• Built: 1969

Football Facts
• Record: 431-530-47
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 10
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Eastern Michigan is a tough place to win. Coach Creighton has 
done an incredible job at EMU. They are going to have another 
really good offense. Taylor Powell comes in at quarterback from 
Troy. Samson Evans will increase his production at running back. 
EMU has a really good veteran receiving corps as well. The same 
could be said for the offensive line. There isn’t much turnover on 
offense. The defense does need to improve. Jose Ramirez is the 
best player on the defense. He can rush the passer well and can 
drop back in coverage. Linebacker Tariq Speights led the team 
in tackles last year. Blake Bogan will lead the secondary from the 
safety position. If EMU wants a shot at the MAC title, they need to 
improve defensively. If they don’t, it could be another .500 record 
for the Eagles.”

Photo by EMU AthleticsPhoto by EMU Athletics

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSN_EMU
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DE Aaron Hamilton

DT Jordan Crawford

DT Alex Merritt

LB Jose Ramirez

LB Tariq Speights

LB EJ Williams

CB Kempton Shine

CB Corry Thomas Jr

S Blake Bogan

S Russell Vaden IV

S Brandon Benson

Projected Defense

K Jesus Gomez

P Blake Ochsendorf

KR Hassan Beydoun

PR Dylan Drummond

Projected Special Teams

HC Chris Creighton

OC Sean Coughlin/
Brandon Blaney

DC Neal Neathery

Coaching Staff

QB Taylor Powell

RB Samson Evans

WR Tanner Knue

WR Dylan Drummond

WR Hassan Beydoun

TE Gunnar Oakes

RT Brian Dooley

RG Alex Howie

C Richard Bates Jr

LG Sidy Sow

LT Marcellus Johnson

Projected Offense

Eastern Michigan looks to take a step forward this year after going 7-6 in 2021. The Eagles capped 
their season with a trip to the LendingTree Bowl where they were rocked by the Liberty Flames by 
a score of 56 to 20. The Eagles will need many adjustments on the defensive side of the ball, and 
they need someone who can step up at quarterback to avoid such a fate in 2022. The offense should 
have another productive year with most of the players who played last year returning in 2022. If the 
defense can improve, then the Eagles should be in the running for the MAC title by season’s end.

OFFENSE: The offense returns a great deal of production in 
2022. The quarterback room looks solid, even after the de-
parture of Ben Bryant. Look for a new face to lead the Eagles 
this season. Taylor Powell (Troy transfer) should be leading 
this team from the QB spot. He threw for just over 1,200 yards 
last season with Troy. Powell also saw time with the Missouri 
Tigers in 2018 and 2019, so he is an experienced player.

Also leading this offense will be returning running back 
Samson Evans and newcomer Elijah Jackson-Anderson, who 
will provide a productive backfield. Evans put up 13 touch-
downs last year, and Anderson should be used throughout the 
season as a second option at running back. 

Eastern Michigan brings back all of their top receivers 
including Hassan Beydoun, Dylan Drummond and Tanner 
Knue, as well as tight end Gunner Oakes. Quarterback Taylor 
Powell has the weapons to put up a lot of points. Hassan 
Beydoun will be his go to target as he had over 1,000 yards 
receiving in the 2021 season. 

The Eagles return nearly all of their starting offensive line-
men. The offensive line has a pair of veteran tackles in Brian 
Dooley (6’7” 302 lbs) and Marcellus Johnson (6’4” 308 lbs). At 
the guard position, the Eagles have seniors Sidy Sow (6’5” 326 
lbs) and Alex Howie (6’4” 307 lbs). The center position should 
be in the care of senior Richard Bates Jr. (6’3” 285 lbs). This is 
an accomplished unit that will be the primary reason for the 
Eagle’s success in 2022.

Expect this Eagles offense to be among the best in the 
MAC. If they can score points in the MAC, they will be able to 
win some games.

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSN_EMU

SUMMARY: Even with a new quarterback in place, the Eagles offense should be able to put up the 
kind of points to win games. The bigger question lies with how will the defense step up in 2022 to 
allow the team to contend for a conference title and a good bowl game. Anything better than how 
the defense performed last season could see the Eagles win eight or more games this year. They can 
contend with anyone else in the MAC and should be a formidable opponent. Head coach Chris 
Creighton has the Eagles on the right track and has overseen steady improvement over the last few 
seasons. The Eagles are playing better, recruiting better and have seen a rise in attendance over the 
last few years. Look for the Eagles to take that next step forward in 2022.

DEFENSE: The defense will need to improve greatly this season if the Eagles want to contend for 
the MAC Title. Last season, the defense gave up 30 points per game, 200 rushing yards per game 
and 237 passing yards per game. They need to improve in each of those categories if they want to 
compete against some of the high powered MAC offenses.

The defense returns key players across the board like defensive lineman Jose Ramirez, linebacker 
Tariq Speights, defensive back Kempton Shine and defensive back Blake Bogan. The defense will 
likely improve this year with key additions on the defensive front seven. Michigan State transfer 
Chase Kline and Boston College transfer Joe Sparacio should provide great depth to the linebackers. 
One of the Eagles top recruits, Maliek Bogard, will be a great addition to the defensive line as well. 

EMU should have an improved pass rush after only having 24 sacks as a team in 2021. The 
aforementioned Jose Ramirez will play a big part in that from the outside linebacker/edge rusher 
position. Ramirez is a very versatile player as he can cover against the pass. 

Tariq Speights is a tackling machine at linebacker. He posted 90 tackles from that position last 
season, which led the team. 

The defense as a whole was weak in 2021 and as a result, gave up 437 yards per game. Look for 
this defense to tighten up in 2022.
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NORTHERN ILLINOIS HUSKIES

9/1 vs Eastern Illinois
9/10 at Tulsa
9/17 vs Vanderbilt
9/24 at Kentucky
10/1 at Ball State
10/8 vs Toledo
10/15 at Eastern Michigan
10/22 at Ohio
11/2 vs Central Michigan
11/9 at Western Michigan
11/16 vs Miami OH
11/26 vs Akron

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DE Izayah Green-May: After four years at a 

rock-solid Wisconsin program, Green-May pos-
sesses length (6’6” with expansive arms), and the 
ability to get in the backfield, and should do well 
against MAC competition.

• WR Shemar Thornton: Though injuries have 
sidelined him lately, he was FIUs leading receiver 
in 2019, and has averaged 14 yards per catch in his 
career.

• QB Justin Lynch: The younger brother of former 
NIU great (and 2013 Heisman finalist) Jordan 
Lynch has some big shoes to fill: not only his broth-
er’s, but Rocky Lombardi’s eventually, too. But this 
Lynch is just as athletic and has that winner’s DNA.

Top Recruits:
• RB Jaiden Credle: Credle is an impact recruit out 

of Georgia. Credle gets north quickly and has a 
great second-gear, running for over 2,000 yards and 
27 touchdowns his senior season. Coach Hammock 
knows running backs and should have a good one 
here.

• DB Trey Porter: Porter was recruited as an athlete. 
Porter will most likely play safety for the Huskies. 
He’s a two-time All-State selection with good 
hands, better feet and sharp vision that make him a 
player to get on the field.

• LB Jake Gassaway: Gassaway is an outside line-
backer that made a living in opposing backfields. 
His numbers got better each year (79 tackles, 48 
solo, 16 tackles for loss and 3 sacks), even with 
teams starting to game plan against him.

Key Departures:
• RB Jay Ducker: A big loss for the Huskies, as 

Ducker ran for over 100 yards in seven of eight 
games where he ran the ball 13 times or more. The 
Huskies’ top rusher takes 1,184 yards with him to 
the AAC.

• C Brayden Patton: A 2nd team All-MAC per-
former and multi-year starter, Patton leaves a hole 
in the middle of that line. Fortunately, the four 
others that flanked him are back.

• WR Tyrice Richie: Richie had 44 catches in nine 
games for NIU last year, before being lost for the 
season to injury. The good news is that the Huskies 
still won three of their last four MAC games with-
out him, so his loss doesn’t seem as detrimental.

Key Returning Players:
• WR/KR Trayvon Rudolph: Not only did Rudolph 

haul in a team high 49 receptions for over 17 yards 
per catch, he also averaged 25 yards per kickoff re-
turn (including a 100-yard TD) and was 10th in the 
FBS in total offense. He’ll be the guy on this offense 
that all MAC defensive coordinators will want to 
neutralize most.

• S CJ Brown: Brown was NIU’s only 1st team 
All-MAC player, despite winning the conference. 
Brown got honors after posting 109 tackles and 
helping lock down the back end of that defense. He 
gets a lot of help as the Huskies return practically 
everyone around him. 

• QB Rocky Lombardi: After transferring from 
Michigan State, where he beat rival Michigan 
and 8th ranked Northwestern, Lombardi came to 
DeKalb and helped guide an offense that finished 
fifth in total yards and won the conference title. As 
a former high school wrestler, he has heart, soul 
and grit, and he puts the Huskies in a good position 
to repeat.  
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Campus Facts
• Location: DeKalb, IL
• Enrollment: 16,234
• Founded: 1895
• Mascot: Victor E. Husky

Stadium Facts
• Huskie Stadium
• Capacity: 24,000
• Built: 1965

Football Facts
• Record: 303-318-4
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 6
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 10-3
Photo by Doug MurrayPhoto by Doug Murray

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Hammock did a great job last year leading the Huskies 
to a MAC title. This conference is very wide open. NIU is not a 
heavy favorite to repeat nor should they. Coach Hammock has 
some things to fix especially on defense. They need to be better all 
around if they want to repeat as conference champions. NIU does 
have some offensive pieces at the skill positions including Rocky 
Lombardi and Trayvon Rudolph. The offense should be great again 
this season. NIU performed well over expectations last season, but 
don’t take that out of perspective. If they win 8 games this year, 
that would be a success for the Huskies.”

• Writtten by Tim Chapman
             @SSN_MACtion & @ChappyCFB
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DE Raishein Thomas

NT James Ester

DT Demond Taylor

DE Michael Kennedy

LB Kyle Pugh

LB Nick Rattin

LB Jaden Dolphin

CB Jordan Gandy

CB Javaughn Byrd

S CJ Brown

S Devin Lafayette

Projected Defense

K John Richardson

P Tom Foley

KR Trayvon Rudolph

PR Cole Tucker

Projected Special Teams

HC Thomas Hammock

OC Eric Eidsness

DC Derrick Jackson

Coaching Staff

QB Rocky Lombardi

RB Harrison Waylee

WR Trayvon Rudolph

WR Cole Tucker

WR Shemar Thornton

TE Miles Joiner

RT Nolan Potter

RG Logan Zschernitz

C Pete Nygra

LG JJ Lippe

LT Marques Cox

Projected Offense

Coming into 2021, Northern Illinois was coming off an 0-6 COVID season, where they lost by an 
average margin of victory of 14 points. They received the lowest number of media votes in the MAC 
West and the team above them had double what the Huskies garnered. But let’s not forget, NIU’s 
mantra is doing things “The Hard Way.” They did exactly that, going 6-2 in the MAC, en route to a 
championship, winning five games as an underdog. What kind of encore will the Huskies perform 
in 2022?
OFFENSE: NIU was very good at a few things on offense last 
year: moving the ball, protecting the backfield and scoring 
in the red zone. The Huskies finished in the top 15 nationally 
in those respective categories and they return a very good 
portion of that productivity. Though they lost leading rusher 
Jay Ducker, Harrison Waylee and Antario Brown each rushed 
for over 500 yards and averaged over 5.6 yards per carry. 
Waylee was their leading rusher in 2020 and led the way until 
an injury in week five sidelined him for the season, creating 
opportunity for Ducker and Brown. 

They also bring back four of five starters from the 2021 
offensive line, which was the best in the MAC. Guard Logan 
Zschernitz and tackle Logan Potter headline that group, while 
tackle Marques Cox also earned conference honors. The focus 
will be on how soon new starting center Pete Nygra can be-
come a player among this group. He was the top player at his 
position in the state of Indiana, so expectations are that he’ll fit 
in just nicely.

Despite the gritty play of seasoned veteran Rocky Lom-
bardi, the passing game will need to step up their game this 
season, with so many teams likely stacking the box to stop the 
run. Lombardi, himself, can run it (5 yards per carry), but his 
sub 60% completion percentage and 8 interceptions need to 
be cleaned up. He’ll do well to go to wideout Trayvon Rudolph 
as often as he can. He’s a homerun threat who averaged 17.5 
yards per catch with seven touchdowns and over 14 yards per 
carry on sweeps, including a score. Cole Tucker and Messiah 
Travis are good compliments, and if FIU transfer Shemar 
Thornton can get back to his 2019 form, when he led his team 
in receiving, the aerial attack looks to be improved.

• Writtten by Tim Chapman
             @SSN_MACtion & @ChappyCFB

SUMMARY: The Huskies won nine games and a conference title with a pretty good offense and a 
struggling defense. Not much was lost on either side of the ball, so it should be logically assumed 
that they would get better this year, right? Well, they just might. 

Raising the passing game to complement Waylee and Brown in the run game, and possibly add 
to their 32 points per game scoring average, could make for one of the more explosive offenses in the 
group of five. The line is one of the best in the conference, so don’t expect any significant drop off in 
overall offensive production.

If the Huskies can raise their game, defensively, and give the offense some time to rest and play 
with pleasure, and not from pressure, this could be yet another MAC West title year for a program 
that has won eight since 2010. Their biggest challenges look to be Toledo and CMU, both of whom 
NIU gets in DeKalb.

DEFENSE: As strong as NIU was on offense, it was their defense that made Huskie fans sweat. The 
stop-squad was almost a complete polar opposite of their offense. While they were top 35 in many 
offensive categories, they were bottom 35 in nearly all defensive categories. They were extremely 
bad in their scoring defense (34 points per game). They gave up 26 or more points in nine of their 
fourteen games, giving up a lot of big play scores. They allowed an average of 452 yards per game, 
only caused eleven turnovers and hardly created any havoc or pressure in opposing backfields. With 
all of this, it was very surprising to see NIU win as many games as they did. 

Still, the athletic talent exists, especially in the back end. Safety CJ Brown earned 1st team 
All-MAC honors last year, and cornerbacks Jordan Gandy and Javaughn Byrd combined for 13 
pass breakups, while safety Jordan Hansen added five more. They get Devin Lafayette back from an 
injury that put him out for the season in week 1, so the Huskies go about seven deep with consid-
erable game experience, when cornerback Eric Rogers and Youngstown State transfer safety Jordan 
White are added in.

At linebacker, Nick Rattin made 72 tackles, along with six tackles for loss and six hurries, clean-
ing things up inside. They get Nick Pugh’s productivity back from injury, and Jaden Dolphin and 
Daverin Rayner both play like safeties, giving them flexibility on the outside.

Up front is where NIU could make the biggest leap. They had awful sacks and tackles for loss 
numbers last season, but defensive end Rashein Thomas has potential. Nose tackle James Ester 
was 3rd team All-MAC, while defensive tackles Devonte O’Malley (four sacks, three hurries) and 
Demond Taylor (two tackles for loss and two passses batted down) can be disruptive, but they need 
help. Perhaps it will come from Wisconsin transfer Izayah Green-May. Physical play in the trenches 
was lacking, and it was something the coaching staff addressed this offseason.
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TOLEDO ROCKETS

9/1 vs LIU
9/10 vs UMass
9/17 at Ohio State
9/24 at San Diego State
10/1 vs Central Michigan
10/8 at Northern Illinois
10/15 vs Kent State
10/22 at Buffalo
10/29 at Eastern Michigan
11/8 vs Ball State
11/15 vs Bowling Green
11/25 at Western Michigan

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DE Deshawn Holt: Holt comes to Toledo after 

playing the past two seasons at Maryland. Holt will 
still have an additional three seasons of eligibility 
remaining. Originally rated as a three star recruit 
out of high school by 247 Sports, Holt brings 
excitement and high potential to this already solid 
Rocket defense.

• RB Peny Boone: Boone is transferring to Toledo 
after also spending two seasons at Maryland. He 
too will have three years of eligibility remaining. 
Boone has faced a very high level of competition in 
his college career, so he should translate nicely.

• LB Rourke Freeburg: Freeburg comes to Toledo 
after playing four productive seasons at the Uni-
versity of Arizona. Freeburg, who has one year of 
eligibility remaining, played in 32 games during 
his career with the Wildcats. The Rockets will need 
Freeburg to return to his veteran form once again. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Derell Bedingfield Jr: He was a three star 

prospect according to 247 Sports. As a senior, he 
was named first team All-Ohio with 94 tackles and 
eight sacks. Bedingfield’s sideline to sideline field 
coverage ability has many people excited for his 
arrival.

• WR Eric Holley III: Holley earned a ton of recog-
nition after a terrific senior season of high school. 
Holly grabbed 45 catches for 815 yards and 15 
touchdowns. The Rockets would love to groom 
Holley for the long haul, breaking a recent trend of 
wide receiver transfers.

• DT Malachi Davis: Davis is another three star 
prospect according to 247 Sports. Davis registered 
49 tackles, 15 tackles for loss and returned a fumble 
for a touchdown as a senior last season. Davis is 
still growing and is a complete steal for the Rockets. 
Look for Davis to be a future anchor for years to 
come. 

Key Departures:
• RB Bryant Koback: Koback leaves the Rockets for 

the Minnesota Vikings of the NFL. Koback was one 
of the most productive running backs in Toledo 
history, finishing his career ranked second all time 
in rushing touchdowns with 45 and fourth in rush-
ing yards with 4,026.

• WR Matt Landers: Landers was originally a Geor-
gia Bulldog before joining the Rockets last season. 
Landers was the second most productive receiver 
a year ago and will be missed.  Landers takes his 
immense talent and top end speed to Arkansas. 

• CB Justin Clark: Clark, who is a rare seventh year 
senior, was a member of Toledo’s 2016 recruiting 
class. Clark leaves for the Badgers as he enters 
his final college season. Wisconsin gets a talented 
defensive back in Clark, who was a key ingredient 
of the Rockets defense.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Dequan Finn: Finn is back to lead the Toledo 

offense. Finn is a productive and dynamic leader. 
His pocket presence and ability to make plays will 
once again be the most crucial part for the Rockets 
to be successful.

• LB Jamal Hines: Hines brings his experience and 
leadership back to Toledo. Hines will be asked 
to harass opposing quarterbacks. Hines can also 
impose his will at times, completely neutralizing 
the run game.

• RB Micah Kelly: He will be called upon in a big 
way this season. Kelly, who was a role player behind 
Koback, most likely will be the featured back going 
into this season. Kelly can be a burner at times. 
Reading his blocks will be key.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Toledo, OH
• Enrollment: 20,500
• Founded: 1872
• Mascot: Rocky & Rocksy

Stadium Facts
• Glass Bowl Stadium
• Capacity: 26,248
• Built: 1937

Football Facts
• Record: 402-275-8
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Jason Candle and Toledo haven’t won the MAC since 
2017. That is not ideal for Toledo football standards. This team 
has the best roster in the MAC. On offense, Dequan Finn is back 
to lead the offense at quarterback. Bryant Koback is gone, but the 
offensive line is good enough the still have a strong run game with 
Micah Kelly and Jacquez Stuart. Devin Maddox and Jerjuan New-
ton are two solid receivers. On defense, Toledo will be good again. 
The Rockets only play with two down linemen, Judge Culpepper 
and Cavon Butler, so the linebackers will play a big role. Jamal 
Hines and Desjuan Johnson will lead that unit. Maxen Hook and 
Nate Bauer make a good safety duo in the secondary. This team 
has the talent to win the conference. Anything less would be a 
disappointment.” 
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• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_Toledo
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DL Judge Culpepper

DL Cavon Butler

LB Jamal Hines

LB Dyontae Johnson

LB Jackson Barrow

LB Desjuan Johnson

CB Quinyon Mitchell

CB Chris McDonald

CB Zachary Ford

S Maxen Hook

S Nate Bauer

Projected Defense

K Thomas Cluckey

P Thomas Cluckey

KR Jacquez Stuart

PR Devin Maddox

Projected Special Teams

HC Jason Candle

OC Robert Weiner/
Mike Hallett

DC Vince Kehres

Coaching Staff

QB Dequan Finn

RB Micah Kelly

WR Jerjuan Newton

WR Devin Maddox

WR DeMeer Blankumsee

TE Jamal Turner

RT Mitchell Berg

RG Nick Rosi

C Tyler Long

LG Vinny Sciury

LT Michael Bergen

Projected Offense

This upcoming season will be an exceptionally critical one for Toledo and coach Jason Candle. The 
Rockets haven’t won the MAC West in five years and are just 24-20 over the last four years. That is 
not acceptable for Toledo football standards. Toledo has all the pieces in place for a run at the con-
ference title this fall. Quarterback Dequan Finn leads an electric offense, and the Rockets have the 
MAC’s top defense with eight starters back. The schedule is formidable at times, but once again this 
program looks to build off of last year. 
OFFENSE: Toledo led the conference in scoring (33.4 points 
per game) and again is stacked on that side of the ball. They 
are led by dynamic sophomore quarterback Dequan Finn, who 
threw for 18 touchdowns through the air and produced nine 
more on the ground last season, with only two interceptions. 
Finn appears to be the class of the MAC. he could turn out to 
be one of best quarterbacks in quite some time for the Rockets. 

As mentioned previously, All-MAC running back Bryant 
Koback opted to depart for the NFL, making Micah Kelly and 
Jacquez Stuart next in line to share the bulk of the carries. The 
receiver group is led by junior Devin Maddox, who caught 41 
passes for 567 yards and four touchdowns in 2021. Maddox 
also doubles as one of the top punt returners in the confer-
ence. Jerjuan Newton should continue to develop into a clutch 
target. Tight end Jamal Turner will once again be involved as a 
blocker and an outlet receiver.

Toledo’s offensive line is anchored by four returning 
starters, led by senior tackle Mitchell Berg and junior center 
Tyler Long. Long and Berg helped Toledo average close to 200 
rushing yards per game last season. Sophomore guard Nick 
Rosi, an All-MAC performer in 2019, returns after missing last 
season due to injury. Junior tackle Lavel Dumont made seven 
starts a year ago, while sophomore Vinny Sciury made six 
starts at guard. The Rocket’s veteran offensive line could be the 
key to an explosive scoring potential once again. 

This offense has all the weapons and tools to be among the 
best in the conference. There is no excuse, barring injury, for 
the Rockets to not have one of the top scoring offenses in the 
MAC.

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_Toledo

SUMMARY: Jason Candle’s record as head coach is a robust 45–27 entering his seventh full season, 
after posting a 7-6 mark a year ago. Toledo has had the MAC’s number one rated recruiting class 
in five of the past six years, and has not won a league or division title since 2017. The spotlight is 
shining bright this season on Candle, who should have plenty of talent on this roster to bring Toledo 
back to the top of the MAC. 

DEFENSE: Last season, the Rockets defense ranked first in the MAC in points allowed per game 
(21.8) and was second in total defense (349.7 yards allowed per game). This season, Toledo could 
exceed that production. The Rockets return five All-MAC players to this already stacked defense. 

Up front, the Rockets defensive line is led by former MAC Defensive Player of the Year defensive 
lineman Desjuan Johnson, who last season accounted for 70 tackles, 12.5 tackles for loss and 4.5 
sacks. Judge Culpepper came in last year from Penn State and will be ready to build off a solid sea-
son in 2021 on the defensive line.

At outside linebacker, three time All-MAC Jamal Hines leads a talented group. Hines had 88 
tackles, 15.0 tackles for loss and ten sacks a year ago, and he joins Dyontae Johnson, who had 86 
tackles and eight tackles for loss, as anchors at the linebacker position. As long as Jackson Barrow 
can handle the work in the middle after his 42 tackle season, this will be the best linebacking corps 
in the MAC without a doubt.

In the defensive backfield, sophomore safety Maxen Hook and junior Nate Bauer are back with 
their All-MAC honors from a year ago. Hook had 95 tackles as a freshman, while Bauer had 55 
tackles and 6.5 tackles for loss. The corners are expected to be sophomore Quinyon Mitchell, who 
started every game a year ago, along with junior Chris McDonald. This secondary will be supported 
by another young and talented member in defensive back Zach Ford. 
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WESTERN MICHIGAN BRONCOS

9/2 at Michigan State
9/10 at Ball State
9/17 vs Pitt
9/24 at San Jose State
10/1 vs New Hampshire
10/8 vs Eastern Michigan
10/15 vs Ohio
10/22 at Miami OH
11/2 at Bowling Green
11/9 vs Northern Illinois
11/16 at Central Michigan
11/25 vs Toledo

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OT Eleasah Anderson: The left tackle prospect is 

a grad transfer from Sam Houston State. With the 
graduation of Wesley French, the Broncos have a 
need at the position.  

• QB Stone Hollenbach: Hollenbach is transferring 
from Alabama with 3 years of eligibility remain-
ing. Hollenbach participated in spring practice, 
competing to fill the void left by the departure of 
Kaleb Eleby. He will be a valuable addition to the 
QB room whether he starts or not.

• WR Jehlani Galloway: With the departure of Skyy 
Moore, Jaylen Hall and Bryce Nunnelly there is a 
hole at WR. Galloway should come right in and 
contribute. 

Top Recruits:
• DE Tag Bonnema: Bonnema is a  6’4”, 228 lb, 3 

star recruit (Rivals) from Zeeland, MI. He will 
join his brother Boone who plays Linebacker for 
the Broncos. Both he and his brother should be 
stalwarts on the defense for years.

• RB Jamal Hailey: Hailey is a 5’11”, 180 lb, 3 star 
recruit (247sports) from Berrien Springs, MI. He is 
an all state track star and will bring explosiveness 
to the Bronco backfield. He was clocked at 4.41 last 
summer.

• DB Saveon Brown: Brown is a 6’0”, 190 lb, 3 
star recruit (247sports) from Phoenix, IL. He is a 
dynamic athlete and could play as a true freshman 
in the defensive backfield.

Key Departures:
• QB Kaleb Eleby: Eleby leaves WMU for the NFL 

after a celebrated career as one of the best Quar-
terbacks in school history. He signed a free agent 
tryout contract with the Seattle Seahawks.

• WR Skyy Moore: Moore continued the WMU 
tradition of sending receivers to the NFL. He was 
drafted in the 2nd round by the Kansas City Chiefs, 
and he was one of the best receivers in the draft 
class.

• DE Ali Fayad: Ali was the MAC defensive player 
of the year in 2021. Fayad finished 4th in all of 
the FBS with 13 sacks. Fayad is in camp with the 
Philadelphia Eagles.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Sean Tyler: Tyler led the team with 1150 yards 

on 178 carries. Tyler also had a 29.3 kick return 
average with 2 TDs. In the Quick Lane Bowl, he 
returned a kickoff 100 yards and gained 146 yards 
on the ground, earning game MVP honors.

• LB Zaire Barnes: The 6’1”, 225 lb senior lineback-
er had 45 solo and 68 total tackles along with 2.5 
sacks, 7 tackles for loss and 3 fumble recoveries in 
2021. Barnes missed the 2020 season with injury.

• LB Corvin Moment: The 6’0”, 250 lb senior line-
backer had 51 solo and 68 total tackles along with 
3.0 sacks, 12.5 tackles for loss and 3 passes defensed 
in 2021. Moment started 11 of 12 games.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Kalamazoo, MI
• Enrollment: 16,554
• Founded: 1903
• Mascot: Buster Bronco

Stadium Facts
• Waldo Stadium
• Capacity: 30,200
• Built: 1939

Football Facts
• Record: 349-313-7
• Conference: MAC
• Conference Championships: 3
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
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• Writtten by Kevin Lawson
             @SSN_WMU

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Lester is under pressure to win his first MAC title. He did 
lose a lot of key pieces from last season. The offense may take bit 
to find their footing, especially in the pass game. Sean Tyler will 
be heavily leaned on this season. The defense will be great again. 
Dorian Jackson, Delano Ware and Corvin Moment are players to 
watch. WMU should compete for a MAC title this season. Any-
thing under 7 wins would be a disappointment for Coach Lester 
and Western Michigan.”
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DE Andre Carter

DT Hozey Haji-Badri

DT Braden Fisk

DE Marshawn Kneeland

LB Zaire Barnes

LB Corvin Moment

LB Ryan Selig

CB DaShon Bussell

CB Dorian Jackson

S Delano Ware

S Bricen Garner

Projected Defense

K Thiago Kapps

P Nik Mihalic

KR Sean Tyler

PR Sean Tyler

Projected Special Teams

HC Tim Lester

OC Jeff Thorne

DC Lou Esposito

Coaching Staff

QB Jack Salopek

RB Sean Tyler

WR Corey Crooms

WR Anthony Sambucci

WR Jehlani Galloway

TE Austin Hence

RT Jack Sherwin

RG Addison West

C Jacob Gideon

LG Trevor Campbell

LT Dylan Deatherage

Projected Offense
The 2021 version of the Western Michigan Broncos provided exhilarating moments, a Quick Lane 
Bowl victory, the second bowl win in school history and a 44-41 win at ACC champ Pittsburgh. 
There were also some not so great moments that included losses to rivals Central Michigan, Ball 
State, Toledo, and Eastern Michigan. The team hopes to ride the momentum of the bowl win to 
get Coach Tim Lester his first MAC championship after just missing out in 2019 and 2020. Lester 
received a contract extension in the offseason as well. New OC Jeff Thorne will add creativity to the 
offense, he is already receiving rave reviews for his installations during the spring. 
OFFENSE: Any conversation regarding the 2022 Western 
Michigan offense has to begin with how do you replace 
Quarterback Kaleb Eleby and Wide Receiver Skyy Moore? 
Sophomore Jack Salopek looked fully capable under center 
during spring practice. Alabama transfer Stone Hollenbach, 
dual-threat Mareyohn Hrabowski, and 3-star (247sports) 
incoming freshman Treyson Bourguet are waiting in the wings 
for their opportunity. 

The running back room is fully loaded with the electric 
Sean Tyler, 2nd team all-MAC, and touchdown maker Ladar-
ius Jefferson both returning. Keep your eye on sophomore 
Zahir Abdus Salaam. He looks like a star in waiting.

The offensive line is replacing three starters including first 
team all-MAC selection Mike Caliendo. Adding grad transfer 
Eleasah Anderson at left tackle will help. Dylan Deatherage 
and Jacob Gideon both return. Trevor Campbell appears ready 
to man the left guard position and the athletic Jack Sherwin 
should get the first crack at right tackle. Addison West received 
valuable snaps in 2021 as did Adam Vandervest who had 
offseason shoulder surgery but should be ready for fall camp. 
These guys need to maintain a clean pocket for the new signal 
caller and pave the way for a dominant ground game.

Corey Crooms steps into the WR1 role. He’s a proven vet-
eran, but now he will have the pressure coverage being rolled 
to his side and defensive coordinators game planning for him. 

Anthony Sambucci had a nice spring and appears ready 
for a prominent role opposite Crooms. Keep your eye on the 
incoming transfers Jehlani Galloway and AJ Abbott. If either 
can come in and immediately contribute, the offense could 
take off. Kevin Mack, Henry Wilson and Malique Dieudunne 
all received valuable reps in spring camp and will be expected 
to step in when needed.

The tight end position is headed by Austin Hence, a grad 
transfer from Mercyhurst. The physical Owen Olson is another 
transfer who should see the field this fall. Both Mitch Bartol 
and Kaden Morris had good spring performances and will vie 
for playing time as well. 

• Writtten by Kevin Lawson
             @SSN_WMU

SUMMARY: In an era of elite offenses and spreading the ball all over the field, Western Michigan 
may have to rely on their running game and strong defense until the passing game can find its 
footing. A trip to East Lansing and a visit from Pitt highlight the non conference schedule. In MAC 
play, Western gets conference champ NIU at home as well as Toledo, but they have to go to rival 
Central Michigan and the always tough Ball State Cardinals. Even though they are breaking in a new 
quarterback, anything short of a trip to Ford Field to play in the MAC championship game will feel 
like a disappointment with so many experienced upperclassmen and as much talent as anyone in the 
conference.

DEFENSE: The top defense in the MAC in 2021 should be even better this year. Three starters are 
returning from injury and reinforcements are coming from the transfer portal to offset the losses of 
all-MAC performers Ali Fayad (1st team) and Ralph Holley (2nd team). The defense should carry 
the team early on while the offense finds its footing. 

Defensive end Andre Carter and Marshawn Kneeland will be counted on to provide pressure on 
the quarterback from the outside following Fayad’s departure. Both have shown flashes but will need 
to bring it on an every game basis. Big things are expected from DEs Tyson Lee and Elijah Hawk. 
Both were productive during spring ball. On the inside, Braden Fisk will once again be an anchor. 
There are lots of options to replace Holley at the other DT in the form of transfers Hozey Haji-Badri 
(East Carolina), Kenny Givens (Iowa Central), Warren Dabney (VMI) and Bryce Austin (Purdue). 

All three starting linebackers return, they are the heartbeat of the defense. Touted as one of the 
best leaders ever at WMU by HC Tim Lester, senior Corvin Moment is big and physical and he 
should leap into stardom in 2022. The steady Zaire Barnes tied Moment for the lead in total tackles 
(68). Ryan Selig (63 tackles and 4.5 sacks) is a great athlete and also a special teams standout. There 
is also great depth here with spring standout Boone Bonnema as well as Quinton Cannon and 
Harrison Taylor ready to step in.

There is plenty of experience in the secondary as well. The 2nd team all-MAC corner Dorian 
Jackson is back. He should be back to 100% after having offseason surgery. DaShon Bussell is back at 
the other cornerback position, returning from a season ending injury. Anthony Romphf is a transfer 
from Purdue and will push both and/or play nickel. The safeties are talented and experienced as well. 
Delano Ware is an enforcer from the strong safety position, and 1st team all-MAC free safety Bricen 
Garner is back after an injury-plagued 2021. If this quintet can stay healthy, Coach Lester may finally 
get that elusive MAC championship.
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Boise State 7-1 11-2

2 Utah State 5-3 7-5

3 Air Force 5-3 8-4

4 Colorado State 5-3 7-5

5 Wyoming 3-5 4-8

6 New Mexico 0-8 2-10

Mountain West Preview
Projected Standings

Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Fresno State 7-1 10-3

2 San Diego State 7-1 10-2

3 Hawaii 4-4 7-6

4 San Jose State 3-5 6-6

5 UNLV 2-6 3-9

6 Nevada 0-8 3-9

Mountain Division

West Division

Offensive Player 
of the Year
WR Jalen Cropper,
Fresno State

Defensive Player 
of the Year
S JL Skinner,
Boise State

Freshman of the 
Year
RB Lucky Sutton,
San Diego State

Player of the Year

QB Jake Haener,
Fresno State

Coach of the Year

Andy Avalos,
Boise State

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/29

AT
10/8

AT
11/25

AT
9/30

AT
10/22

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/17

AT
9/17

AT
9/3
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9/29

AT
11/5

OVER
Boise State

Fresno State
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Mountain West Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Jake Haener, Fresno State

RB Brad Roberts, Air Force

RB Jordan Mims, Fresno State

WR Jalen Cropper, Fresno State

WR Jesse Matthews, San Diego State

TE Kyle Patterson, Air Force

OT John Ojukwu, Boise State

OG Aaron Frost, Utah State

C Alama Uluave, San Diego State

OG Quazzel White, Utah State

OT Alfred Edwards III, Utah State

DEFENSE
DE Viliami Fehoko, San Jose State

DT Dom Peterson, Nevada

DT Jonah Tavai, San Diego State

DE David Perales, Fresno State

LB Caden McDonald, San Diego State

LB Kyle Harmon, San Jose State

LB Easton Gibbs, Wyoming

CB Evan Williams, Fresno State

CB Nehemiah Shelton, San Jose State

S Patrick McMorris, San Diego State

S JL Skinner, Boise State

K Jonah Dalmas, Boise State

P Aaron Rodriguez, New Mexico

KR Jordan Byrd, San Diego State

PR Jordan Byrd, San Diego State

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 184.29

2.
Rating: 183.22

3.
Rating: 173.13

4.
Rating: 171.50

5.
Rating: 170.01

6.
Rating: 168.43

7.
Rating: 145.71

8.
Rating: 138.29

9.
Rating: 129.00

10.
Rating: 119.84

11.
Rating: 111.54

12.
Rating: 109.18

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

San Diego State
Boise State
UNLV
Utah State
Air Force
Hawaii
Colorado State
Fresno State
Nevada
New Mexico

San Jose State

Wyoming



AIR FORCE FALCONS

9/3 vs Northern Iowa
9/10 vs Colorado
9/16 at Wyoming
9/23 vs Nevada
10/1 vs Navy
10/8 at Utah State
10/15 at UNLV
10/22 vs Boise State
11/5 vs Army (Arlington)
11/12 vs New Mexico
11/19 vs Colorado State
11/26 at San Diego State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• Air Force did not have any transfer portal 

acquisitions in the 2022 class.

Top Recruits:
• DE Jack Curtis: The 6’3”, 230 pound defensive end 

from Dallas holds a .8530 ranking from 247Sports, 
making him the third highest signee in program 
history in the dozen or so years the site has ar-
chived its rankings.

• LB Cooper Roy: Roy’s .8477 rating places him No. 
5 all-time for the Falcons on 247Sports. Roy, at 6’3”, 
220 pounds, obliterated Missouri’s all time sack 
record with 59.  The old record was 42. He had 26 
as a junior, then 25 more as a senior despite playing 
two fewer games.

• RB Kade Frew: Frew is a running back out of 
Bolles School in Jacksonville, Florida, which has 
produced recent Falcon defenders Kyle Johnson 
and Jordan Jackson as well as New England Patriots 
Quarterback Mac Jones. Frew, 5’8”, 180 pounds, ran 
for 2,500 yards in fewer than two full seasons.

Key Departures:
• DE Jordan Jackson: Jackson was a centerpiece of 

the Air Force defense for the past four years. He 
was drafted in the sixth round by the New Orleans 
Saints. His ability to play multiple defensive line 
positions will be difficult to replace.

• WR Brandon Lewis: Lewis was a difference maker 
in 2021. Brandon was a threat to score whenever he 
touched the ball. He averaged 8.5 yards per carry 
and 29.5 yards per reception and is currently on the 
Tennessee Titans roster. 

• CB Tre Bugg III: Bugg had a spectacular career 
marked by consistent tackling and big plays. Bugg 
finished his Falcon tenure with 125 tackles and 
5 picks. Bugg was a captain and the leader of the 
defensive backfield. 

Key Returning Players:
• FB Brad Roberts: Roberts is a huge part of what 

Air Force does offensively. His 1,356 yards led the 
Mountain West Conference last season, along with 
13 touchdowns on a robust 299 carries, for a 4.5 
yards per carry average. Listed at 5’11” and 205 
pounds, Roberts goes into his senior year closing 
in on 2,000 yards rushing for his Falcon Career 
(1,817).

• QB Haaziq Daniels: Daniels enters his senior 
year as the starter for the third consecutive season. 
Daniels is a magician at times for the Falcons 
offense. Last season, Daniels had the longest 
touchdown run and throw in the 65 year history of 
the program. 

• FS Trey Taylor: As a sophomore last season, Taylor 
arrived on the scene after missing the first three 
games of the season to illness. Even after the late 
start Taylor finished the season as the Falcons 
leader in tackles (62). 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Colorado Springs, CO
• Enrollment: 4,304
• Founded: 1954
• Mascot: Nova the Falcon

Stadium Facts
• Falcon Stadium
• Capacity: 46,692
• Built: 1962

Football Facts
• Record: 408-333-12
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 3
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Calhoun is one of the most consistent coaches in all of 
College Football. Air Force football has an identity and he sticks 
to it. It’s going to get more difficult to get talent at Air Force with 
the portal and NIL becoming big factors in roster building. That 
doesn’t change the fact that Coach Calhoun has a good team 
this year. Major offensive contributors from last year are back 
in Haaziq Daniels and Brad Roberts. The offensive line is good 
as well. The defense will be rock solid. Trey Taylor is a name 
to watch at safety. Vince Sanford can get after the QB from the 
linebacker position. Air Force will compete with Army for the 
Commander-In-Cheif ’s Trophy this year. An 8 win season would 
be welcomed anytime in Colorado Springs.”

Photo by Air Force AcademyPhoto by Air Force Academy

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_AirForce
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DE Chris Herrera Jr

NG Kalawiai’a Pescaia

DT Jayden Thiergood

LB Alec Mock

LB TD Blackmon

LB Camby Goff

LB Vince Sanford

CB Eian Castonguay

CB Mike Mack II

S Trey Taylor

S Jalen Mergerson

Projected Defense

K Mathew Dapore

P Carson Bay

KR Dane Kinamon

PR Dane Kinamon

Projected Special Teams

HC Troy Calhoun

OC Mike Thiessen

DC Brian Knorr

Coaching Staff

QB Haaziq Daniels

RB Brad Roberts

TB DeAndre Hughes

WR David Cormier

WR Wyatt Wilson

TE Kyle Patterson

RT Everett Smalley

RG Isaac Cochran

C Thor Paglialong

LG Wesley Ndago

LT Kaleb Holcomb

Projected Offense
The 2022 Air Force Football Falcons look to build on recent success (21-5 in their last two full 
seasons). The Falcons return 72 percent of their bowl winning roster that had 10 wins. Air Force will 
have a very experienced offensive line (returning 4 of 5 starters) on a triple option attack that led the 
entire nation in rushing (328 yards per game). Air Force also returns several members from their 
fourth ranked defense. The schedule seems very favorable with seven home games, including teams 
like Northern Iowa, Colorado, Boise State and military rival Navy. The Fighting Falcons have just 
four road games, with Utah State and San Diego State being the most difficult along with a neutral 
site game vs Army in Arlington, Texas. 
OFFENSE: Haaziq Daniels brings confidence and knowledge of 
this truly complex triple option attack. Daniels ability and talent 
are undeniable, as he looks to limit ill timed turnovers and stay 
healthy in 2022.

The quarterback room is full of talent, but lacks some 
experience behind Daniels. Jensen Jones appears to be set at 
the back up position. Jones looked solid during the spring. His 
knowledge of the play book and work ethic were obvious. Two 
time Mountain West Conference 200 meter champion Zach 
Larrier is still in the mix at QB. Expect him and his 8.8 yards 
per carry to be in the rotation at tailback as well. The Falcons 
ability to get Larrier touches could be a key to offensive success. 
Ben Brittain and Cannon Turner will compete for depth.

The Falcons are once again loaded with an abundance of of-
fensive weapons. Brad Roberts looks to finish his Falcon career 
as one of the most productive rushers ever. Behind star fullback 
Roberts is Emmanuel Michel (almost 6 yards per carry in ‘21) 
along with bruising battering ram Omar Fattah and Jet Harris. 
At tailback, DeAndre Hughes returns with his 8+ yards per car-
ry average. John Lee Eldridge and Zach Larrier are very much 
wildcards at the top end of the rotation. Eldridge has top end 
speed, a physical style of play and impressive moves. Larrier is a 
flat out burner who should get multiple opportunities to make 
plays. Owen Burk and Conner Carey will provide depth. Look 
for Ben Jefferson and Dane Kinamon to get a lot of touches, 
along with Larrier here as well, both rushing and receiving from 
the Slot position. Air Force uses Kinamon like a Swiss Army 
Knife. Jefferson might be the best blocker in this group. Wide 
Receivers Wyatt Wilson and David Cormier will block first and 
catch balls to keep the defense on their toes. Cormier is just 
waiting for a breakout season. Wilson will surprise people with 
his quick feet and ability. 

Once again the offensive line takes center stage for this 
triple option attack. The line should be rock solid with junior 
tackles Everett Smalley and Kaleb Holcomb. Smalley will be the 
lightest on this line and also the most active, leading the charge 
down field. Holcomb is an old school throwback lineman with a 
lunch pail mentality as he imposes his will on opponents. Isaac 
Cochran is very much an NFL prospect going into his senior 
year. Thor Paglialong and Wesley Ndago look to start as well. 
At tight end position, Kyle Patterson returns from injury after 
being a top target the previous two seasons. Caleb Rillos will be 
used for his blocking and ability to stretch the field. 

• Writtten by Rick Baum 
             @SSN_AirForce

SUMMARY: The 2022 Air Force Football season has immense potential. The over/under for total 
wins is at eight and a half. That in itself screams of opportunity. Troy Calhoun can once again 
achieve double digit wins this season, but even more importantly to this fan base would be acquiring 
the Commander-in-Chief ’s Trophy for the 21st time along the way.

DEFENSE: The defensive line turns to senior Christopher Herrera Jr to lead this group. Herrera 
has been a key member of this line since the 11 win 2019 squad, his ability to turn plays back to his 
teammates has always been underappreciated. Herrera led all Falcon defensive linemen in tackles a 
year ago. This group also includes starters Kalawiai’a Pescaia and Jayden Thiergood, who will be key 
to stopping the run and providing pressure on the opposing QB. Pescaia is a boulder in the middle 
with extreme gap plugging ability. The depth at this position is still something of a question mark. 

The Linebacker position looks to the strength of this defense. Mountain West All-Conference 
linebacker Vince Sanford returns for his senior year after leading the team in sacks (9.5) and tackles 
for loss (17). Alec Mock and TD Blackmon will attempt to keep up their consistent play.  Mock is a 
cerebral player with bone jarring tackling capability. Relative newcomer and athletic “Super Freak” 
Bo Richter could be a huge surprise for the Falcons. Additional depth starts with the immensely 
talented Jonathan Youngblood, Nasir Rashid, Matt Malloy and Jace Waters.

The defensive backfield will be led by Trey Taylor at safety. Taylor, the cousin of NFL Hall of 
Famer Ed Reed, looks like a generational type talent. Jalen Mergerson looks to be alongside Taylor 
at the other safety position. Mergerson is coming off an injury in their bowl win, but will be ready. 
Camby Goff returns at the “Spur” position, which is a hybrid Linebacker/Defensive Back depending 
on the coverage. Mike Mack II is expected to start at one cornerback spot. His size and cover skills 
fit nicely on this defense. Eian Castonguay and Zion Kelly will see time at the other corner spot. 
Kelly has seen solid action at times. Casty was a starter late in the season with incredible potential. 
Expect to see Mason Bugg, Jayden Goodwin, Nate Polk, Colby Raphiel and converted QB Jake Smith 
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BOISE STATE BRONCOS

9/3 at Oregon State
9/9 at New Mexico
9/17 vs UT Martin
9/23 at UTEP
9/30 vs San Diego State
10/8 vs Fresno State
10/22 at Air Force
10/29 vs Colorado State
11/5 vs BYU
11/12 at Nevada
11/19 at Wyoming
11/25 vs Utah State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OL Cade Beresford: This is a key pick up for the 

Broncos as the offensive line was the unit that 
struggled the most last season, giving up 26 sacks. 
With Beresford transferring from Washington 
State, his experience with Pac 12 defenses should 
make him a day one starter and a strong anchor for 
the Bronco offense. 

• LB George Tarlas: A transfer from Weber State, 
Tarlas was a three time All-Big Sky linebacker for 
the Wildcats. While he might not be a day one 
starter, if injury were to happen, he can easily step 
up and provide reliable, experienced play for the 
Broncos. 

• QB Sam Vidlak: Vidlak transferred over to Boise 
State from Oregon State. Last season was Vidlak’s 
only season at Oregon State. With a quick study of 
Vidlak’s film, he is a natural pocket passer who can 
fit the ball in tight pockets.

Top Recruits:
• RB Ashton Jeanty: Jeanty is exactly the type of re-

cruit Boise State looks to get every recruiting cycle: 
a diamond in the rough. Even though Jeanty was 
rated as a four star and finished his senior season 
with nearly 2,000 yards rushing and 31 rushing 
touchdowns, he only received two power five offers 
from Kansas and Cal. 

• LB Dishawn Misa: Dishawn Misa was the highest 
rated recruit signed in the 2022 class for the Bron-
cos. The linebacker position has been a struggling 
point in the Bronco defense for the past few seasons 
and there is hope that Misa can quickly fill that gap 
and be an immediate starter. 

• LB Jayden Virgin: Virgin was the third highest 
rated recruit in the 2022 class. Overall, Virgin is 
a fantastic pick up for the Broncos and with his 
potential, he could crack the starting line up and be 
an excellent backer for the Broncos. 

Key Departures:
• WR Khalil Shakir: Shakir was the most dynamic 

and explosive player for the Broncos last season, 
racking up 1,117 receiving yards and nine receiving 
touchdowns. He is easily the biggest hole the Bron-
cos have to fill this upcoming season. 

• RB Andrew Van Buren: Van Buren was the bruiser 
back for the Bronco offense last season, only 
gaining 218 yards rushing, but leading the team 
in rushing touchdowns at nine. Van Buren never 
being able to secure RB1 over George Holani is 
what eventually led to him entering the portal and 
landing at Portland State. 

• QB Jack Sears: Sears had his chance to shine as 
a starter during the 2020 season. He played well 
against Air Force, but got injured against BYU, 
and  Sears was never given another chance to start. 
Sears hit the transfer portal and has not found a 
new home. 

Key Returning Players:
• RB George Holani: He’s a fast, powerful and agile 

running back, and he is the best playmaker the 
Broncos have on roster this coming season. Holani 
has fully recovered from his injuries last season and 
is primed for what Bronco fans hope is his second 
breakout season. 

• QB Hank Bachmeier: Last season was a lackluster 
performance for the veteran starter. This is the first 
season that he will have offensive coordinator con-
tinuity from the previous season. Also, Holani is 
back to anchor the backfield and his offensive line 
is looking stronger than it has the past few years. 

• OL Kekaniokoa Holomalia-Gonzalez: Holoma-
lia-Gonzalez is the starting center for Boise State 
and was sorely missed during the 2021 season. He 
missed the entirety of last season due to injury and 
this hole at the center position led to four different 
starting combinations. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Boise, ID
• Enrollment: 25,829
• Founded: 1932
• Mascot: Buster Bronco

Stadium Facts
• Albertsons Stadium
• Capacity: 36,387
• Built: 1970

Football Facts
• Record: 472-175-2
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 20
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 11-2
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Seven wins is not the norm in Boise. Coach Avalos needs to have 
a bounce back season, especially on offense. The offense was bad 
for Boise State standards last season. Some of that falls on OC Tim 
Plough as well. The offensive line needs to be better to give QB 
Hank Bachmeier more time and RB George Holani more running 
lanes. The defense will be solid again, especially in the secondary. 
JL Skinner is a future NFL Draft pick. He’s the best player on this 
team. Tyreque Jones is another solid piece in the secondary. Coach 
Avalos needs to get to at least 9 wins. If Boise doesn’t compete for 
a conference championship and doesn’t show an improvement 
record wise, Avalos could be on the hot seat.” 
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• Writtten by Karter Davis
             @SSN_BoiseState
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DE Isaiah Bagnah

DT Jackson Cravens

DT Scott Matlock

DE Demitri Washington

LB Ezekiel Noa

LB Brandon Hawkins

BCB Caleb Biggers

FCB Tyric LeBeauf

BS JL Skinner

FS Tyreque Jones

NB Kaonohi Kaniho

Projected Defense

K Jonah Dalmas

P Gavin Wale

KR Stefan Cobbs

PR Stefan Cobbs

Projected Special Teams

HC Andy Avalos

OC Tim Plough

DC Spencer Danielson

Coaching Staff

QB Hank Bachmeier

RB George Holani

WR Stefan Cobbs

WR Davis Koetter

WR Latrell Caples

TE Riley Smith

RT Cade Beresford

RG Ben Dooley

C Kekaniokoa Holomalia-Gonzalez

LG Will Farrar

LT John Ojukwu

Projected Offense

This is Andy Avalos’ second year as the head man for Boise State and expectations are high, even 
with a disappointing record of 7-5 during the 2021 campaign. The hype train is rolling in Boise due 
to Jeremiah Dickey and his captivating #WhatsNext campaign, leading to the athletic department 
gaining millions of dollars from fan donations and gifts from Lyle Smith Society donors. These 
donations and the releasing of an extravagant athletic village vision has Bronco fans expecting more 
of everything. More donations, a more aggressive athletic department, but most importantly, more 
wins from Avalos’ football team. Are the Broncos primed to meet these expectations? The answer is 
not as clear as some might think. 

OFFENSE: The Boise State offense struggled on a historic level, 
putting out their lowest points per game average in over a 
decade. The dysfunction of the offense goes beyond statistics, 
as it was painfully obvious that throughout the season, Tim 
Plough’s offense was stagnant, severely dysfunctional and 
overall just not well put together. 

With a year of experience under Plough’s belt, there is 
hope that the offense has been tweaked and will be much more 
productive this coming season. Starting at the quarterback 
position, multi-year starter Hank Bachmeier is back. Behind 
Bachmeier sits a lot of potential, but also a lot of inexperience 
as Taylen Green is the only other QB who has played a snap as 
a Bronco. Running back is going to be led by George Holani 
with Ashton Jeanty playing a supporting role, but the amount 
of play time being split between the two is yet to be deter-
mined. 

Wide receiver is a huge question mark for the Broncos, but 
there are a few returning starters that could make the transi-
tion from the departing Khalil Shakir easier than some fans 
think. Stefan Cobbs, Davis Koetter and Latrell Caples need to 
be a tri-headed monster to work towards making up for Khalil 
Shakir’s absence. The biggest question mark for the Bronco 
offense is the offensive line. The O-line is the most experienced 
offensive unit coming into this season, but that experience 
does not erase the painful memories of Bachmeier running for 
his life in the backfield, or any running back getting stuffed for 
no gain. 

The biggest focus for the Bronco offense is the offensive 
line, if the experience they have can not translate to play on 
the field, it is going to be another frustrating season for Plough 
and the offense. If the line can live up to its potential, Plough’s 
hot seat can cool down a bit and the Broncos can get back to 
their high scoring offense. 

• Writtten by Karter Davis
             @SSN_BoiseState

SUMMARY: The Broncos come into this season with a lot of positives that could lead to some 
immediate on field success, but also a lot of questions that could lead to disaster and some potential 
firings within the coaching ranks. On the positive end of the spectrum, this team has multiple start-
ers returning on both sides of the ball, a more experienced coaching staff who can learn from last 
year and a fan base itching to return to the top of the Mountain West.

On the other hand, concerns over the competency of the offense, lack of overall coach expe-
rience and the running problems with injury lead to this season having a very unknown outlook, 
something Boise State fans are not used to. With ghosts of last year’s failures looming over the pro-
gram and the possibility of another unsuccessful season making Avalos’ seat uncomfortably warm, 
all signs point towards the Broncos requiring a bounce back season and a push for the Mountain 
West Championship or some drastic changes being made by Athletic Director Jeramiah Dickey. 

DEFENSE: The Broncos will play great defense this year. During the 2020 season, the Bronco defense 
only forced 5 turnovers, 3 interceptions and 2 fumbles. With a switch within the coaching ranks, the 
defense made a complete 180 degree turn during the 2021 season, and the defensive philosophies 
of Andy Avalos and Spencer Danielson led the 2021 defense to 13 interceptions, 16 fumbles and 
absolute dominance on the football field. 

The 2022 Boise State defense is the much more experienced side of the ball and is going to be the 
strength of this team. Every level of the ball has experience and athletic starters. Starting with the 
defensive line, Scott Matlock and former Utah transfer Jackson Cravens are set to clog the middle 
of the offensive line, and assist the weakest part of the defense: the linebackers behind them. Ezekiel 
Noa and Brandon Hawkins are two experienced linebackers and should know the college game 
very well, but the concerns over their overall athletic ability does point to them being the weak link 
in this defense. However, with the strong starters on the defensive line and the future draft picks 
behind them, these two backers should be good enough to keep opposing offenses in check and not 
allow big plays to sneak past them. 

The biggest strength of this defense is the secondary, specifically with its two hard hitting safe-
ties, JL Skinner and Tyreque Jones. The Broncos were lucky that both safeties stuck around and did 
not sneak off to the draft last year. With experienced cornerbacks Caleb Biggers and Tyric LeBeauf 
helping on the outside, the secondary is the cherry on top of this well oiled machine of a defense. 
Overall, Bronco fans are not too worried about the defense letting up many points. 
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COLORADO STATE RAMS

9/3 at Michigan
9/10 vs Middle Tennessee
9/17 at Washington State
9/24 vs Sacramento State
10/8 at Nevada
10/15 vs Utah State
10/22 vs Hawaii
10/29 at Boise State
11/5 at San Jose State
11/12 vs Wyoming
11/19 at Air Force
11/26 vs New Mexico

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Chigozie Anusiem: Anusiem is a 6’2”, 170 lb 

safety who transferred from California. He was rat-
ed a three star prospect (247 Sports) out of Sonora 
H.S. in La Habra, CA. He had a total of 40 tackles 
and seven pass breakups during his time at Cal. 

• DL CJ Onyechi: Onyechi is a 6’1”, 245 lb defensive 
lineman who transferred from Rutgers. He was a 
three star athlete (247 Sports) out of West Orange 
H.S. in West Orange, NJ. He spent five seasons 
with the Scarlet Knights with a career total of 74.5 
tackles, 12.5 tackles for loss and five sacks. 

• WR Melquan Stovall: Stovall is a 5’8”, 190 lb wide 
receiver who transferred from Nevada. He was 
a three star prospect (247 Sports) from Junipero 
Serra H.S. In Lancaster, CA. He had 108 catches 
for 1,064 yards and one touchdown in his career at 
Nevada. 

Top Recruits:
• ATH Mekhi Fox: Fox is a 6’1”, 190 lb three star 

recruit (247 Sports) out of Pasadena, CA. He had 
140 catches for 2,304 yards and 30 touchdowns in 
his high school career. Fox turned down power 5 
offers for Coach Norvell and CSU.

• QB Jackson Stratton: Stratton is a 6’4”, 205 lb 
three star recruit (247 Sports) out of La Jolla, CA. 
He had a 60% completion rate, passed for 4,469 
yards, 52 touchdowns and 19 interceptions in high 
school. 

• LB Marshon Oxley: Oxley is a 6’3”, 215 lb three 
star recruit (247 Sports) out of Inglewood, CA. He 
was named first team all conference with 60 tackles 
and 20 sacks in high school last year. 

Key Departures:
• TE Trey McBride: The Mackey Award winner (top 

Tight Ends) in 2021 was selected in the second 
round of the 2022 NFL Draft by the Arizona Cardi-
nals. McBride was Colorado State’s leading receiver 
last season. 

• DL Manny Jones: Jones finished his final season 
with 39 tackles, 6 tackles for loss, and 2.5 sacks. He 
signed with the Arizona Cardinals as an undrafted 
free agent. Jones will be missed along the Rams 
defensive line.

• QB Todd Centeio: The 6’1”, 220 lb dual-threat 
quarterback completed 60% of his passes for 2,958 
yards, 15 touchdowns and 10 interceptions as the 
Rams starter last year. Someone will have to step up 
at the QB position to replace Centeio.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Ty McCullouch: McCullouch is back for his 

senior season as he looks to improve from last year. 
In 2021, he played in all 12 games with 24 catches 
for 415 yards and a touchdown.

• LB Cam’Ron Carter: The fifth year senior led the 
team with 101 tackles last season. The Georgia na-
tive also had six sacks and one interception in 2021. 

• RB A’Jon Vivens: The redshirt senior will be the 
featured ball carrier this year. The 5’11”, 200 lb run-
ning back had 90 carries for 324 yards in 2021.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Fort Collins, CO
• Enrollment: 26,600
• Founded: 1870
• Mascot: Cam the Ram

Stadium Facts
• Canvas Stadium
• Capacity: 41,000
• Built: 2017

Football Facts
• Record: 532-600-33
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 15
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5Photo by Travis HollandPhoto by Travis Holland
Photo by Aaron TerryPhoto by Aaron Terry

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_ColoradoSt
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Norvell has already improved the roster at Colorado State 
without even coaching a game. He brough over a lot of talent from 
Nevada. The Rams have a solid receiving group which will thrive 
in the Air Raid system. The defense is more experienced and 
should improve a lot this season. There is a bright future in Fort 
Collins with Coach Norvell taking over. Just reaching a bowl game 
this season will be a big improvement from the previous few years 
at CSU.”
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DE CJ Onyechi

DT Devin Phillips

DT Grady Kelly

DE Mohamed Kamara

LB Cam’Ron Carter

LB Dequan Jackson

CB Chigozie Anusiem

CB D’Andre Greely

NB Tywan Francis

S Henry Blackburn

S Angel King

Projected Defense

K Cayden Camper

P Paddy Turner

KR Melquan Stovall

PR Melquan Stovall

Projected Special Teams

HC Jay Norvell

AHC Matt Mumme

DC Freddie Banks

Coaching Staff

QB Clay Millen

RB A’Jon Vivens

WR Tory Horton

WR Ty McCullough

WR Melquan Stovall

TE Tanner Arkin

RT Dontae Keys

RG Gray Davis

C Jacob Gardner

LG Dante Bivens

LT Brian Crespo-Jaquez

Projected Offense

Colorado State first year ahead Coach Jay Norvell brings the familiar Air Raid to the thin air of 
Fort Collins. He also brings excitement for Rams fans after the previous regime went 4-12 in a two 
year span. 

Norvell brought the majority of his coaching staff from Nevada, as well as several Wolf Pack 
players via the transfer portal and committed recruits from there. With familiar faces on the roster, 
will Norvell and the Rams be able to succeed with the high powered offense in year one?

OFFENSE: For a team that averaged 415 yards per game in 
2021, the bar has been raised for Jay Norvell and the Colorado 
State offense to bring that average up.

It seems the early favorite for the quarterback position is 
Clay Millen. The redshirt freshman impressed the staff during 
spring ball to secure the QB1 spot. Millen’s time at Nevada 
certainly gives him an edge as far as knowing Coach Norvell’s 
offense. Another redshirt freshman, Giles Pooler was the sur-
prise in spring camp that would put him behind Millen. Both 
are young and have not had a college start in their careers. 

In the mix to replace last year’s leading rusher David 
Bailey, A’Jon Vivens is shifty and can burst through the hole or 
in the open. Vivens was the third leading rusher in 2021 and 
looks ready to take most of the carries this year. Also keep an 
eye out for newcomer Avery Morrow who has some experi-
ence from Nevada.

The receiving core will have some explosive playmakers 
with a mix of returning players that can thrive from this of-
fense, and they also have some transfers that know the offense 
well. Look for Tory Horton, Dante Wright, Ty McCullogh and 
Melquan Stovall to put up big numbers. The tight end Tanner 
Arkin will look to step up and take over for the departing Trey 
McBride. 

There will be a new look on the offensive line with many 
transfers filling those spots. The center Jacob Gardner has ex-
perience and can be the anchoring piece of the puzzle. Depth 
could also be an issue in this group. 

• Writtten Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_ColoradoSt

SUMMARY: This might be one of the toughest season openers for Colorado State ever as the Rams 
play against Michigan in Ann Arbor on September 3rd. The other road games will not be easy as 
well with the Rams traveling to Washington State, Boise State and Air Force. Yes, new head coach 
Jay Norvell won’t have to wait long to face his former team Nevada in Reno in October. The toughest 
home games in 2022 will be against Utah State and Wyoming, while the rest of the home slate the 
Rams should be favored. 

While Rams fans hope to watch a fun explosive offense, they may have to wait for the wins to 
come. There are some favorable matchups that can see the Rams reach bowl eligibility, which is an 
improvement from 3-9 last season. 

DEFENSE: This will be Freddie Banks first job as a FBS defensive coordinator. Banks helped 
Montana State reach their first FCS title game since 1984. His defense just allowed an average of 15 
points per game making them ranked 6th in the nation in scoring defense. 

It all starts in the front as Mohamed Kamara and CJ Onyechi will be the top edge rushers. Ka-
mara had 37 total tackles (23 solo) and 7.5 sacks last season. In the middle, look for defensive tackle 
Devin Phillips to be a difference maker as well as Grady Kelly. Phillips had 33 total tackles (14 solo) 
and 2.5 sacks last year. 

The leader of this defense will be linebacker Dequan Jackson. Jackson had 81 total tackles (34 
solo), 8.5 tackles for loss and one sack in 2021 for the Rams. Look for Jackson and Cam’Ron Carter 
to play most of the snaps if Freddie Banks uses a 4-2-5 set. This group’s depth might be in question 
depending on injuries from spring ball. 

The secondary will have its fair share of transfers with Angel King (Nevada) and Chigozie 
Anusiem (California). Both of them will bring immediate FBS playing experience for the Rams. 
D’Andre Greely should be in the mix to start at cornerback as well. Greely spent one season at City 
College of San Francisco where he recorded 10 interceptions two of them returned for touchdowns. 
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NEW MEXICO LOBOS

9/3 vs Maine
9/10 vs Boise State
9/17 vs UTEP
9/24 at LSU
10/1 at UNLV
10/8 vs Wyoming
10/15 at New Mexico State
10/22 vs Fresno State
11/5 at Utah State
11/12 at Air Force
11/19 vs San Diego State
11/26 at Colorado State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Miles Kendrick: Kendrick transfers over from 

Kansas after he played for four seasons with the 
Jayhawks. He threw for 853 yards, nine touchdowns 
and six interceptions in his Kansas career.

• WR Geordan Porter: Porter transfers in from Ar-
izona State. He didn’t see a ton of playing time with 
the Sun Devils. Porter totaled 250 receiving yards 
during his time with ASU.

• OL Marshall Gill: Gill transfers in from VMI. He 
spent four seasons with the Keydets, and he was 
one of their top offensive lineman. Gill was named 
All-SoCon first team by the media and coaches in 
the 2021 spring season.

Top Recruits:
• S Christian Ellis: Ellis is a three star recruit (247 

Sports) out of Jacksonville, Florida. He is super ath-
letic. Ellis also played running back in high school.

• DL David Rowaiye: Rowaiye is a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
He turned down an offer from the Baylor Bears to 
come to New Mexico.

• S Adari Haulcy: Haulcy is another three star safety 
(247 Sports) out of Missouri City, Texas. He was a 
very accomplished high school player as he was a 
first-team all-district selection as a junior. 

Key Departures:
• RB Aaron Dumas: Dumas was the go to running 

back as a true freshman last season for the Lobos. 
He totaled 658 rushing yards and two rushing 
touchdowns on 136 carries. Dumas transferred to 
Washington this offseason.

• OG Cade Briggs: Briggs was a super reliable 
interior offensive lineman for the Lobos. He played 
for New Mexico for four seasons before entering 
the transfer portal this offseason. Briggs is now at 
Texas Tech. 

• DE Joey Noble: Noble was a stud defensive end for 
New Mexico. He totaled 137 tackles, 26.5 tackles 
for loss and 11.5 sacks in three seasons with the 
Lobos. Noble is now trying his luck in the NFL.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Isaiah Chavez: Isaiah Chavez is back to man 

the quarterback spot for the Lobos. He is a dual 
threat with five total touchdowns and only one 
interception in his New Mexico career. Look for 
Chavez to have a breakout season.

• TE Trace Bruckler: Bruckler is a versatile tight end 
that can line up as a wide receiver as well. He had 
15 receptions, 194 receiving yards and three receiv-
ing touchdowns last season. Expect those numbers 
to increase this season. 

• S Jerrick Reed II: Reed is a stud on defense. He led 
the team in tackles last season with 88. Reed also 
had six passes defended. He has potential and will 
definitely have the opportunity to play on Sundays.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Albuquerque, NM
• Enrollment: 27,353
• Founded: 1889
• Mascot: Louie & Lucy

Stadium Facts
• University Stadium
• Capacity: 39,224
• Built: 1960

Football Facts
• Record: 493-623-31
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Danny Gonzales has a lot of work to do at New Mexico. 
The offense needs major improvements. This season, they have two 
quarterbacks to choose from. Miles Kendrick is a Kansas transfer 
and Isaiah Chavez is a dual threat option. Trace Bruckler is a solid 
tight end. The leading receiver from last season, Luke Wysong, is 
back. The offensive line definitely needs to get better. The defense 
is average. Jerrick Reed at safety is the best player on that side of 
the ball. Jake Saltonstall will be the leader along the defensive line. 
Ronald Wilson is also a solid piece in the secondary. It’s going to 
take a while for New Mexico to get back to competing for a confer-
ence title. Four wins this season would be an accomplishment.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @SSN_NewMexico
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DE Jake Saltonstall

DT Bryce Santana

DT Omar Darane

DE Jaden Phillips

LB Dion Hunter

LB Ray Leutele

LB Syaire Riley

CB Ronald Wilson

CB Donte Martin

S Tavian Combs

S Jerrick Reed II

Projected Defense

K George Steinkamp

P Aaron Rodriguez

KR Luke Wysong

PR Luke Wysong

Projected Special Teams

HC Danny Gonzales

OC Derek Warehime

DC Rocky Long

Coaching Staff

QB Isaiah Chavez

RB Nathaniel Jones

WR Jace Taylor

WR Keyonta Lanier

WR Luke Wysong

TE Trace Bruckler

RT Greg Brown II

RG Shancco Matautia

C Radson Jang

LG Isaak Gutierrez

LT Isaiah Sillemon

Projected Offense

Coach Danny Gonzales had a massive rebuild in store for a program that failed to win more than 
three games for three years after going 9-4 in 2016. The Lobos started out 2-0 in 2021, and then, 
the offense fell off the cliff. The final ten games didn’t see the offense score more than 17 points per 
game and only hit 14 points twice. This year’s team has enough new pieces to potentially be better on 
offense, and the defense, which is Gonzales’ forte, will return eight starters and should be a factor. 

OFFENSE: Gaining 235 yards per game is bad. Scoring 12 
points per game is even worse. The Lobos offense will have to 
take drastic steps in 2022 to avoid being this bad again. The 
offense lost a lot to the transfer portal, with leading rusher 
Aaron Dumas (658 rushing yards) leaving for Washington and 
Bobby Cole off to parts unknown. The run game will be put on 
Nathaniel Jones, who didn’t play a snap last year. 

The Lobos also lost left tackle Cade Briggs to Texas Tech. 
Briggs was a major factor in run blocking for Aaron Dumas 
last season. This offensive line needs to get better at run block-
ing and pass protecting.

Miles Kendrick transfers from Kansas, and brings Big 12 
experience to a dismal quarterback room. If he can get the ball 
into a receivers hand though, they should be able to put up 
some yards. Kendrick and the dual threat Isaiah Chavez will 
likely battle it out for the starting quarterback position. 

Leading wide receiver Luke Wysong is back after amassing 
224 yards last season. Whoever plays quarterback needs to get 
the ball to Wysong and the rest of the skill players. Being the 
leading receiver with only 228 yards is not a good sign for the 
offense. Tight end Trace Bruckler and Arizona State transfer 
Geordan Porter should add much needed deep threats to the 
mix. Wysong, Porter and Bruckler will be the main targets in 
the passing game this season. 

This offense needs to get significantly better. It’s as simple 
as that. If they don’t put more points on the board this season, 
New Mexico is going to be in trouble again.

• Writtten by Jonathan House
             @SSN_NewMexico

SUMMARY: The offense won’t be that bad again. It might not be great, but it’ll be functional. It’ll 
take a few upsets to reach bowl eligibility on the season. The Lobos will have to beat Maine, UTEP 
and New Mexico State to open the season. If they take care of Wyoming again, there are four wins. 
However, the final five matchups will feature point spreads that will be heavily against New Mexico: 
at Utah State, Air Force and Colorado State. Then, add the home games with Fresno State and San 
Diego State, and it will be tough to reach six wins. Three wins should be a given, but four to five wins 
would be a step in the right direction. 

DEFENSE: In 2021, the defense did what it could without help from the offense. They finished 
fourth in the Mountain West total defense category. They allowed 54 points in the fourth quarter of 
games, while scoring 50 points in the second half. 

Ronald Wilson anchors the defense from the corner position after having a 54-stop season last 
year, along with junior college transfer Jerrick Reed who had 89. Reed is arguably the best player on 
the defense. He has a good chance to play in the NFL in the near future. Four starters are expected 
back in the defensive backfield. 

The linebacking corps didn’t live up to their potential in 2021, but they have plenty of experience 
in Syaire Riley, Cody Moon and Ray Leutele back. Riley, Moon and Leutele all combined for 125 
tackles last season. At least there is some continuity in the middle of the field. 

The defensive front will likely take a step back after losing defensive end Joey Noble to the NFL. 
The projected starting defensive line only accounted for a combined four sacks last season. Jake 
Saltonstall led that charge with 2.5. The pass rush needs to improve significantly for the Lobos.
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UTAH STATE AGGIES

8/27 vs UConn
9/3 at Alabama
9/10 vs Weber State
9/24 vs UNLV
9/29 at BYU
10/8 vs Air Force
10/15 at Colorado State
10/22 at Wyoming
11/5 vs New Mexico
11/12 at Hawaii
11/19 vs San Jose State
11/25 at Boise State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Levi Williams: Williams was one of the more 

underrated transfer portal pickups nationally. He 
played significant snaps for Wyoming, posting 
990 passing yards, 482 rushing yards and 14 total 
touchdowns. Williams will battle for the starting 
quarterback spot.

• OT Cade Parrish: Parrish appeared in one game 
for BYU before entering the portal. He is listed at 
6’5” and 295 pounds. He won’t be an immediate 
starter for the Aggies, but Parrish adds to the depth 
on the offensive line.

• WR Xavier Williams: He recorded three receptions 
for 24 yards in his two seasons with Alabama. 
Williams was a four star recruit out of high school. 
Expect to see him featured a lot in the USU passing 
game. 

Top Recruits:
• IOL Weylin Lapuaho: Lapuaho is an interior 

offensive lineman out of South Jordan, Utah. He 
turned down offers from New Mexico, UNLV and 
Utah to commit to the Aggies. He stands at 6’4” 
and weighs 295 pounds.

• OT James Aloisio: Aloisio is an offensive tackle 
out of Timpview High School in Provo, Utah. He 
declined an offer from Nebraska to commit to 
Blake Anderson and the Aggies. 

• LB Maximus Fonoti-Maikui: Fonoti-Maikui was 
the top linebacker recruit in Utah State’s 2022 class. 
He’s out of Northridge High School in Layton, 
Utah. Utah State was his only offer.

Key Departures:
• QB Andrew Peasley: Peasley entered the portal 

and took his talents to Wyoming. He recorded 830 
passing yards, 515 rushing yards, seven touch-
downs and five interceptions in his USU career. 
The Aggies have a deep quarterback room, so this 
departure shouldn’t affect them too much. 

• CB Zahodri Jackson: Jackson had 25 tackles and 
three passes defended last season for the Aggies. 
He entered the portal and will be playing at North 
Texas this season. 

• CB Cam Lampkin: Lampkin is another corner that 
entered the portal. He had 43 tackles and six passes 
defended in the 2021 season. Lampkin leaving for 
Washington State is a big loss for the secondary.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Logan Bonner: Bonner returns to likely com-

mand the starting quarterback role. He is a veteran 
QB, who played for Coach Anderson at Arkansas 
State and Utah State. Bonner threw for 3,628 yards, 
36 touchdowns and 12 interceptions in 2021.

• RB Calvin Tyler Jr.: Tyler transferred from Oregon 
State to Utah State ahead of the 2021 season. He 
burst onto the scene in Logan, recording 884 rush-
ing yards last season. Expect more of the same from 
Tyler this season. 

• CB Ajani Carter: Ajani is a dynamic athlete at the 
cornerback position. Carter posted 45 tackles, three 
tackles for loss, two sacks and three interceptions 
in the 2021 season. He is one of the best defensive 
players on this Utah State squad.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Logan, UT
• Enrollment: 28,118
• Founded: 1888
• Mascot: Big Blue

Stadium Facts
• Maverik Stadium
• Capacity: 25,100
• Built: 1969

Football Facts
• Record: 570-555-31
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
Photo by USUPhoto by USU

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“It was a dream start to the Blake Anderson tenure last season as 
the Aggies won the conference title. They have the talent to do it 
again this season. Utah State has a few capable QBs that can lead 
the offense. Calvin Tyler is back at RB. The Aggies do need to im-
prove running the football. Some of that falls on the offensive line 
as well. WR Xavier Williams was a solid pickup from the portal. 
Utah State lost a few guys on defense, but this still should be a 
solid unit. AJ Vongphachanh is back at LB. Ajani Carter is a name 
to watch in the secondary. Coach Anderson has a team capable 
of winning the conference title. Even if they take a step back and 
don’t reach double digit wins, this program has a bright future 
under Coach Anderson.”

Photo by USU AthleticsPhoto by USU Athletics

• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @SSN_UtahState
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DE Byron Vaughns

DT Poukesi Vakauta

NT Hale Motu’apuaka

DE Daniel Grzesiak

LB AJ Vongphachanh

LB MJ Tafisi

STR Kaleo Neves

CB Ajani Carter

CB Michael Anyanwu

S Hunter Reynolds

S Gurvan Hall Jr

Projected Defense

K Connor Coles

P Stephen Kotsanlee

KR Terrell Vaughn

PR NyNy Davis

Projected Special Teams

HC Blake Anderson

OC Anthony Tucker

DC Ephraim Banda

Coaching Staff

QB Logan Bonner

RB Calvin Tyler Jr

WR Brian Cobbs

WR Justin McGriff

WR Xavier Williams

TE Broc Lane

RT Jacob South

RG Quazzel White

C Chandler Dolphin

LG Jackson Owens

LT Alfred Edwards

Projected Offense

Last year, head coach Blake Anderson instilled an energy in this team that wasn’t seen in Gary An-
dersen’s second tenure. The Aggies won the Mountain West Championship last season and finished 
11-3. Coach Anderson and the Aggies are looking for an encore season. They will be one of the 
favorites in the conference heading into the season, but it will be difficult to replicate what they did 
last season due to some key departures. 

OFFENSE: Utah State lost their main wide receiver Deven 
Thompkins to the NFL. They do bring in former four star wide 
receiver Xavier Williams from Alabama. Williams played in 
11 career games, including six in 2020. The 6’1” 190 pounder 
caught three passes for 24 receiving yards in 2020. This height 
difference between Thompkins and Williams will help the 
Aggies’ quarterbacks not having to worry about fitting the ball 
in tight spaces. 

The offensive line needs to do a better job blocking, so 
that the running game can get moving, and the offense can be 
more balanced. Luckily, the line has plenty of returning experi-
ence with players like Alfred Edwards III, Chandler Dolphin, 
Quazzel White and Jacob South.

There will be a three way competition for the starting 
quarterback position. Wyoming transfer Levi Williams, Logan 
Bonner and Cooper Legas will all battle it out in fall camp. 
Legas threw for 171 yards and two touchdowns in the LA Bowl 
win over Oregon State. Both Williams and Bonner have one 
year of eligibility remaining. Williams started for Wyoming 
last season. Bonner started for Utah State last season, and he 
also played for Coach Anderson at Arkansas State.

At running back, Calvin Tyler Jr is back as the main run-
ning back. With an improved and more experienced offensive 
line, Tyler should rack up the yardage this season. Utah State 
needs to improve the running game.

• Writtten by Cory McMahon
             @SSN_UtahState

SUMMARY: Blake Anderson is only in his second season, but there is no reason to believe Anderson 
isn’t going to have success after a great first season. There are always parts in the season that can 
be considered successful, even if success happens off the field. Blake Anderson will look to use this 
season as a stepping stone. He has established a winning culture in just one season. They do have 
some tough non-conference games against Alabama and in-state rival BYU. The Mountain West 
schedule isn’t much easier as they travel to Boise State, Colorado State, Wyoming and Hawaii. The 
Aggies host San Jose State and Air Force as well. This team is definitely capable of making a bowl 
game and many expect seven to eight wins this season. Last season the media expected a maximum 
of six wins, but Utah State exceeded that and then some. There is no reason why they can’t do the 
same thing this season.

DEFENSE: Utah State loses several key players on defense such as Shaq Bond and Justin Rice. The 
defense is what helped the Aggies win the Mountain West Championship last season.

Utah State must focus on stopping the run as that has killed recent teams. That all starts with the 
push up front. Defensive end Marcus Moore will lead the inexperienced defensive line, which will 
include James Hansen and Jaylin Bannerman among others. 

At linebacker, AJ Vongphachanh returns to lead the unit. He had 55 tackles, seven tackles for 
loss and two sacks last season. MJ Tafisi comes in from Washington and is expected to step into a 
starting role for Utah State. Kaleo Neves is a name to watch out for. He will be asked to step up this 
season.

Gurvan Hall Jr (transfer from Miami FL) will have a huge impact on Utah State’s defense as 
they lost a lot of depth due to graduation and the NFL draft. Hall has been a consistent contributor 
for the Hurricanes for three seasons, playing in a majority of games. Ephraim Banda, Utah State’s 
defensive coordinator, used to be Hall’s safeties coach and was co-defensive coordinator at Miami 
two seasons ago. Other key contributors in the secondary include Ajani Carter, Michael Anyanwu 
and Hunter Reynolds. 
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WYOMING COWBOYS

8/27 at Illinois
9/3 vs Tulsa
9/10 vs Northern Colorado
9/17 vs Air Force
9/24 at BYU
10/1 vs San Jose State
10/8 at New Mexico
10/22 vs Utah State
10/29 at Hawaii
11/12 at Colorado State
11/19 vs Boise State
11/26 at Fresno State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DE Keelan Cox: Just after the end of the Cowboys 

spring game, defensive end Keelan Cox committed 
to Wyoming. He has four years of eligibility left. 
The defensive end brings a pass rushing ability, and 
the valuable experience of being coached by Nick 
Saban at Alabama.

• CB JaKorey Hawkins: The former Ole Miss 
defensive back comes to Wyoming after appearing 
in two games for the Rebels in 2021. The native 
from Montgomery, Alabama appeared in 26 games 
for Ole Miss and earned just six starts at the corner 
spot, all coming during the 2020 campaign.

• LB Cole DeMarzo: The 6’4” linebacker will now 
call Laramie home. DeMarzo played ball for the 
former Wyoming defensive coordinator which 
may have aided the decision to transfer to play ball 
for the Cowboys. He looks to showcase off his 4.5 
40 yard dash speed this season for the Wyoming 
Cowboys.

Top Recruits:
• IOL Deshawn Woods: An Omaha native and four 

star recruit Deshawn Woods comes to Laramie as 
the number 14 ranked offensive guard in the nation 
and the top recruit from the Cornhusker State 
by Rivals. Woods played in the Under Armour 
All-America game in Orlando, FL. 

• S Koa McIntyre: McIntyre is a 6’0” freshman from 
Fremont, Nebraska. He is the number 12 overall 
recruit from the state of Nebraska according to 247 
Sports. His athleticism and skill led him to play 
both sides of the ball during high school. Koa led 
the Knights of Bergan High to the State Title and a 
13-0 season.

• WR Caleb Merritt: The speedster is rated a three 
star recruit and the 19th overall recruit out of 
Missouri by 247Sports. The 5’11” wide receiver 
grabbed seven touchdowns and 36 receptions for 
536 yards. While playing for his father at John 
Burroughs High School, he returned two kicks for 
touchdowns. 

Key Departures:
• WR Isaiah Neyor: After a breakout year, Isaiah 

Neyor departed through the portal to Texas. The 
now Longhorn led the team with 12 touchdowns 
in 2021 and was a sought after transfer among 
power five schools. The 6’3”, 210 pounder from Fort 
Worth, Texas chose the Longhorns in a Twitter an-
nouncement after initially committing to Tennessee 
in the offseason. 

• QB Levi Williams: Hours after assisting Wyoming 
to victory against Kent State in the Famous Idaho 
Potato Bowl, Williams took to social media plat-
forms to thank the Wyoming faithful and announce 
his move to Logan, Utah to join Utah State.

• LB Chad Muma: Last year’s middle linebacker 
Chad Muma was selected in the 2022 NFL draft 
and will play his rookie season for the Jacksonville 
Jaguars. Muma led the Cowboys in tackles and 
served as a captain for the 2021 squad.  

Key Returning Players:
• RB Titus Swen: The junior from Fort Worth, Texas 

had a memorable season running the ball for the 
Cowboys. He recorded 785 yards on 132 rushes. 
He’s going to be a key piece of this offense again 
this season. 

• DT Jordan Bertagnole: The sophomore is a major 
part of the Pokes defense. The tackle brings expe-
rience back to the team, having played in all 13 of 
last year’s games. Bertagnole completed 2021 with 
20 solo tackles and 38 total tackles. He matched his 
career high of eight solo tackles against Air Force.

• LB Easton Gibbs: The Pokes top returning tackler 
is Easton Gibbs. The sophomore linebacker from 
Temecula, California ranked second last season 
with 90 tackles behind the Jacksonville Jaguars 
draft pick Chad Muma. Gibbs is a constant threat 
having played in all 13 games last season.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Laramie, WY
• Enrollment: 11,829
• Founded: 1886
• Mascot: Pistol Pete

Stadium Facts
• War Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 29,181
• Built: 1950

Football Facts
• Record: 552-588-28
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 14
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Wyoming lost a lot of their top talent to other schools. The of-
fense did pick up Utah State transfer quarterback Andrew Peasley 
who should slide right in. Running back Titus Swen will have 
another solid season. The receiving corps is largely unproven. The 
passing game needs to improve as a whole. The offensive line is 
part of that as well. The defense will always be solid at Wyoming. 
Jordan Bertagnole is a name to watch at tackle. Keelan Cox will 
play a role at defensive end. Easton Gibbs is the best player on this 
defense at linebacker. Wyoming is hoping for improvements on 
this side of the ball. The Cowboys won’t challenge for a conference 
title, but anything less than a bowl appearance would be bad.”
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• Writtten by Charles Lallatin
             @SSN_WYO
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DE Keelan Cox

DT Jordan Bertagnole

DT Cole Godbout

DE Sebastian Harsh

LB Easton Gibbs

LB Cole DeMarzo

LB Shae Suinoa

CB Jakori Hawkins

CB Cam Stone

S Derron Harrel

S Keyonte Glinton

Projected Defense

K John Hoyland

P Ralph Fawaz

KR Joshua Cobbs

PR Joshua Cobbs

Projected Special Teams

HC Craig Bohl

OC Tim Polasek

DC Jay Sawyel

Coaching Staff

QB Andrew Peasley

RB Titus Swen

WR Joshua Cobbs

WR Wyatt Weiland

WR Tyreece Grant

TE Treyton Welch

RT Frank Crum

RG Nofoafia Tulafono

C Zach Watts

LG Eric Abojei

LT Rudy Stofer

Projected Offense

“You know, we have the ability to be pretty good,” the ninth year head coach of the Cowboys, 
Craig Bohl, said at the Mountain West media day in Las Vegas. The Cowboys of the University 
of Wyoming were picked to finish fifth in the Mountain Division in this year’s preseason media 
rankings after being ranked second in the same poll last season. Movement causes that change. 
The transfer portal swallowed numerous players. There will be a lot of new faces competing for 
Wyoming this season. These reasons together create a sense of uncertainty, urgency and underdog. 
Easton Gibbs, the sophomore linebacker, told 7220sports.com “I don’t care really about what any of 
the stuff says, it just adds a chip to the shoulder.” 

The Cowboys have the third youngest roster in FBS football. A tally of 15 players are now part of 
other rosters by the power of the portal. All of the change could bring nothing but confidence and 
optimism to the man at the helm of the Wyoming program. The Pokes have been here before. The 
last time they were picked to be last was in 2016 when they had Josh Allen under center. So how 
does Craig Bohl rally the troops to play beyond the expectations and bring a smile to the Cowboy 
faithful?

OFFENSE: With the two last starting quarterbacks now taking 
snaps at different programs, it brings the question of who will 
play quarterback for the Cowboys. In comes Andrew Peasley 
from Utah State. Peasley led the Aggies to a 11-7 record in 
the games he played in his career for Utah State. He will have 
to perform well to maintain the probable label of starter as 
Wyoming has now six quarterbacks on the roster. 

The running back position is a vital piece to the Wyoming 
offensive scheme. The program’s second all time leading rush-
er, Xazavian Valladay, dashed to Arizona State, creating a hole 
to be filled by Titus Swen. Pounding the ball forward is some-
thing that Titus Swen is familiar with, having played in the 13 
games last season and leading the team with seven rushing 
touchdowns. Expect Swen to be one of the top running backs 
in the Mountain West. 

A struggle for Wyoming in the recent seasons has been the 
passing game. Not having the receivers or possibly the quarter-
backs to deliver the pass has hurt the Cowboys. Wyoming gets 
a restart for the passing game this upcoming season with new 
quarterbacks and some new faces to the receiving core. Some 
names to watch for out wide include Wyatt Weiland, Joshua 
Cobbs, Tyreece Grant and tight end Treyton Welch. 

• Writtten by Charles Lallatin
             @SSN_WYO

SUMMARY: With the limited experience and talent that the Wyoming Cowboy football team has for 
the 2022 season, it could result in a season that will not want to be all remembered. Analyzing the 
schedule shows that this very well could be a long season for the Cowboys. Some important games 
are at home, and it will bring decent sized crowds to War Memorial Stadium. The predicted overall 
record for the Cowboys this fall would be 4-8, good enough for a fifth place finish in the Mountain 
division of the Mountain West.

DEFENSE: Over the last few seasons, the defense brought many exciting plays to the crowds of Cow-
boy supporters. With newcomers from the portal to the defensive side of the team, one can expect 
similar exhilarating and explosive plays.

Having learned from two linebackers that have found themselves on NFL rosters creates for a 
skillset that is worthy of a leader like Easton Gibbs. Gibbs will likely lead the team in tackles this 
season, barring injury. Cole DeMarza is another valuable piece at linebacker. He comes to Laramie 
from Michigan State, so he has some good experience being in a Big Ten locker room.

Wyoming also has some nice pieces along the defensive line. Defensive tackle Jordan Bertagnole 
could draw some double teams on the interior of the line of scrimmage. That will open up opportu-
nities for defensive ends Keelan Cox (Alabama transfer) and Sebastian Harsh to get in the backfield.

Look for Ole Miss transfer cornerback JaKorey Hawkins to play a big role in the secondary as he 
brings SEC experience. Keyonte Glinton is another name to watch for at the safety position. 

A challenge for the Wyoming defense this fall would be getting their opponents off the field and 
not allowing third down conversions. Quickly getting off the field will be beneficial for the Pokes 
this season. 
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FRESNO STATE BULLDOGS

9/1 vs Cal Poly
9/10 vs Oregon State
9/17 at USC
10/1 at UConn
10/8 at Boise State
10/15 vs San Jose State
10/22 at New Mexico
10/29 vs San Diego State
11/5 vs Hawaii
11/12 at UNLV
11/19 at Nevada
11/26 vs Wyoming

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Raymond Scott: Scott is a 6’2”, 235 lb lineback-

er who transferred from USC. He was a four-star 
recruit (247Sports). Last season, he played three 
games for the Trojans recording 27 tackles (12 solo 
tackles).

• WR Nikko Remigio: Remigio is a 5’10”, 190 lb 
wide receiver who transferred in from Cal. Last 
season, he had 37 receptions for 242 yards and two 
touchdowns for the Golden Bears. This will be his 
final season of eligibility. 

• DT Joshua Pakola: He is a 6’3”, 265 lb defensive 
tackle from Mountain View, CA. Pakola is a trans-
fer from Stanford. He is a former four-star athlete 
(247Sports) out of St. Francis H.S., and he has three 
years of eligibility left. 

Top Recruits:
• WR Jalen Moss: Moss is a three star recruit (247 

Sports) from Menlo Park, CA. Last year he had 58 
catches for 1,127 yards and 15 touchdowns at the 
wide receiver position.

• QB Joshua Wood: Wood is a three star athlete 
(247 Sports) who was the 2021 Washington State 
Gatorade H.S. Player of the Year. In his senior sea-
son, he threw for 2,228 yards and 31 touchdowns 
for Graham-Kapowsin High School.

• DL Jacob Holmes: Holmes is a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) from Chandler, AZ. In his varsity 
career he had a total of 144 tackles (66 solo tackles), 
eight sacks and forced two fumbles on the defensive 
line.

Key Departures:
• RB Ronnie Rivers: Rivers finished his career as the 

schools all time leader in touchdowns (52), second 
in carries (672), third in rushing yards (3,417) and 
fourth in all-purpose yards (5,208).

• DT Kevin Atkins: Atkins was a sixth year senior 
and played in all 13 games last year. He finished the 
season with 41 tackles (13 for loss), seven sacks and 
two recovered fumbles for the Bulldogs. 

• CB DaRon Bland: Bland made a huge impact in 
his short time at Fresno. He played in 13 games and 
started nine. He totaled 45 tackles, two intercep-
tions and one forced fumble. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Jake Haener: The Second Team All-Mountain 

West and Davey O’Brien Award Semifinalist will 
use his Super Senior year to lead the Bulldogs once 
again. Haener is one of the best quarterbacks not 
only in the group of 5, but in the whole country.

• WR Jalen Cropper: Cropper was a member of the 
Second Team All-Mountain West as well. He played 
in all 13 games and was the Bulldogs’ leading 
receiver in all categories last season. 

• RB Jordan Mims: Mims will use his Super Senior 
year in 2022 after appearing in all 13 games last 
year as the second leading back for Fresno State. 
He adds to an already loaded offensive side of the 
football.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Fresno, CA
• Enrollment: 22,600
• Founded: 1911
• Mascot: TimeOut

Stadium Facts
• Bulldog Stadium
• Capacity: 40,727
• Built: 1980

Football Facts
• Record: 630-436-28
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 28
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-3
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• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_FresnoState
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Fresno State will have one of the very best offenses in the country. 
Jake Haener can sling it anywhere. Jalen Cropper led the team in 
receiving last season. Jordan Mims is a reliable back. The offensive 
line is seasoned. This offense is scary good. The defense is solid as 
well, especially against the run. David Perales is a name to watch 
on the defensive line for the Bulldogs. Despite a ‘new’ head coach 
in Jeff Tedford, the Bulldogs will be among the very best in the 
group of 5.”
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DE David Perales

DT Evan Bennett

DT Leonard Payne Jr.

DE Isaiah Johnson

LB Malachi Langley

LB Levelle Bailey

CB Cale Sanders Jr.

CB Bralyn Lux

S Elijah Gates

S Justin Houston

S Evan Williams

Projected Defense

K Abraham Montano

P Carson King

KR Jordan Mims

PR Zane Pope

Projected Special Teams

HC Jeff Tedford

OC Kirby Moore

DC Kevin Coyle

Coaching Staff

QB Jake Haener

RB Jordan Mims

WR Ty Jones

WR Josh Kelly

WR Jalen Cropper

TE Raymond Pauwels Jr.

RT Daniel Taumalolo

RG Moses Vavao

C Bula Schmidt

LG Braylen Nelson

LT Dontae Bull

Projected Offense

This will be Jeff Tedford’s second stint as the head coach for his alma mater. He comes back after 
stepping away in 2019 for health reasons. It could be the perfect timing as he inherits a bunch of 
talent that can take the Bulldogs to a conference title. 

2021 was a great season in itself, with 10 wins to show for it. However, the Bulldogs know there 
were several games that if it wasn’t for turnovers the win total could have been higher. For example, 
giving the ball up six times against Hawai’i and three against Oregon made all the difference in those 
close losses. Now, Tedford knows his team needs to cut those turnovers in order to keep the momen-
tum going into this season, and it all starts with his star quarterback. 

OFFENSE: Jake Haener returns to Fresno after planning to 
transfer to Washington to be with the former Bulldog head 
coach Kalen DeBoer. But knowing that Coach Tedford is 
coaching again and all the talent he has around him, it was a 
no brainer he wanted to finish his college career in the Valley. 
Haener started all 13 games last year with 4,096 passing 
yards, a 67 percent completion rate, 33 touchdowns and nine 
interceptions. 

Jordan Mims looks like the favorite to replace star running 
back Ronnie Rivers. Mims played in all 13 games and was 
the second leading rusher with 127 carries for 710 yards and 
six touchdowns. Sophomore Malik Sherrod should get some 
carries as well.

Jalen Cropper will be Haener’s number one target as he 
was the team leader in receptions, with 85 for 899 yards and 11 
touchdowns. Alongside Cropper, Ty Jones and Josh Kelly will 
get a bunch of playing time and contribute substantially. The 
offensive line is an experienced group with Daniel Taumalolo, 
Dontae Bull, Bula Schmidt and Moses Vavao playing in all 13 
games for the Bulldogs last season.

Overall the offense was outstanding all season ranking 1st 
in the Mountain West in total offense and second in scoring. 
With offensive coordinator Kirby Moore, who was the wide 
receivers coach before, running the same offense, there should 
be a similar output of high numbers and scoring. 

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_FresnoState

SUMMARY: This might be the Bulldogs best chance in recent years to win the Mountain West and 
possibly go to a New Year’s Six bowl game. There will be a few hurdles for them to overcome to get 
there. 

Playing at USC will not be an easy task, but if the offense does what it does and the defense can 
create some turnovers, it could be just like the UCLA game last year with an upset win on the road. 

Two more games that could affect a possible perfect season are at Boise State and at home to San 
Diego State. Playing at Boise is always tough but playing against this 2022 Boise State team early in 
the conference season will answer many questions about how good these Bulldogs truly are. San 
Diego State’s defense has always been tough to score on for many years. The Aztecs are always a for-
midable foe in the Mountain West, and that’s a must win game because SDSU is in Fresno’s division. 

If Fresno State wins the Mountain West and has at most 1 loss, they might have a chance to go to 
a New Years Six/BCS bowl for the first time ever. 

DEFENSE: The defense was the rock last season as they held their opponents to an average of 347 
yards per game and 21 points per game. The run defense will be a strength again this year as they 
will put pressure on opposing teams all game long. 

On the defensive line, senior David Perales will be a force on the edge as well as senior Isaiah 
Johnson, who should step into a bigger role this season. Perales had 45 tackles (21 solo), 13.5 tackles 
for loss, seven sacks and three forced fumbles in the 2021 season. 

Fresno State utilizes a 4-2-5 defense, so linebackers don’t play a huge role for the Bulldogs. 
Despite that, they are happy that Malachi Langley and Levelle Bailey are both back to lock down the 
middle. They combined for 116 tackles last season. Look for USC transfer Raymond Scott to be in 
the mix for playing time at linebacker. 

Safety Evan Williams should have another productive season like last year as he was the leader 
for the Bulldogs in tackles with 93 (60 solo). Cale Saunders and Bralyn Lux should be lockdown 
corners in 2022 for the Bulldogs. Saunders appeared in all 13 games as a true freshman and had 20 
tackles (18 solo). Hawai’i transfer Cam Lockridge will also compete for the starting job at corner. 
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HAWAII RAINBOW WARRIORS

8/27 vs Vanderbilt
9/3 vs Western Kentucky
9/10 at Michigan
9/17 vs Duquesne
9/24 at New Mexico State
10/8 at San Diego State
10/15 vs Nevada
10/22 at Colorado State
10/29 vs Wyoming
11/5 at Fresno State
11/12 vs Utah State
11/19 vs UNLV
11/26 at San Jose State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Wynden Ho’ohuli: The 6’3”, 225-pound 

inside linebacker transferred in from Nebraska. 
Ho’ohuli was a four star recruit and the number 
one prospect (247Sports) from Hawai’i coming out 
of Mililani H.S. He did not play in any games for 
Nebraska in 2021.

• DE Mataio Soli: The 6’4”, 245-pound edge rusher 
transferred in from Arkansas. The former four star 
recruit (247Sports) out of Douglasville, GA played 
in 12 games as a freshman with 19 tackles (9 solo) 
in 2019. In 2020, as a sophomore, he played in nine 
games with five tackles. In 2021, he played in three 
games with six tackles. 

• DB Jojo Forest: The 5’11”, 175-pound cornerback 
transferred from Oregon State. He was a three star 
prospect (247Sports) from Mission Viejo H.S. in 
Orange, CA. He played in 10 games as a freshman 
and recorded 25 tackles (18 solo).

Top Recruits:
• LB Malaki Te’o: As a three-star recruit (247Sports) 

from Laie, HI, he played for the nationally ranked 
Mater Dei High School in Santa Ana, CA. Te’o was 
selected as a first team all league and all-county his 
senior year. 

• OL Junior Taase: Taase is a three star prospect 
(247Sports) originally from Melbourne, Australia. 
He played his prep career at Aquinas High School 
in San Bernardino, CA and helped the Falcons to a 
CIF-SS Division championship as a senior. 

• LB Noah Kema: He came from nationally ranked 
JC Snow College where he was a preseason first 
team All-American by Rivals in 2021. He was also 
on ESPN’s JUCO Top 50 list. Before that, he went to 
Independence High School in Kansas.

Key Departures:
• QB Chevan Cordeiro: He transferred to San 

Jose State. Cordeiro spent four years and started 
23 games with the Rainbow Warriors. In 2021, 
Cordeiro threw for 2,793 yds with 17 TDs, and also 
rushed for 342 yds and 3 TDs. 

• RB Calvin Turner Jr.: Turner was one of the most 
dynamic playmakers in Hawai’i history. While in 
the wildcat, Turner rushed for 316 yards and eight 
TDs. But, his main production was at the slot with 
73 receptions for 876 yards and four TDs. 

• S Khoury Bethley: He transferred to Arizona 
State. As a captain of the defense, Bethley was 
everywhere on the field with 99 tackles (72 solo), 
four sacks and five interceptions in 2021. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Brayden Schager: Starting three games last 

year as a true freshman to replace an injured Cord-
eiro, Schager helped lead the ‘Bows to a 27-24 win 
over nationally ranked Fresno State in his starting 
debut. He completed 60.1% of his passes in a total 
of six games. 

• RB Dedrick Parson: He had a team high 113 
carries and was second in rushing with 618 yards 
in 2021. Also, he was second on the team in all 
purpose yards with 941. Parson had eight rushing 
TDs and one receiving TD. 

• LB Penei Pavihi: He had 47 total tackles (28 solo) 
and a sack in 2021. This year Pavihi should be a 
leader in the defense and have an All-Mountain 
West type of year if he stays healthy. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Honolulu, HI
• Enrollment: 18,000
• Founded: 1907

Stadium Facts
• Clarence TC Ching Com-

plex
• Capacity: 9,000
• Built: 2015

Football Facts
• Record: 576-474-25
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-6
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• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_Hawaii

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Hawaii has a new staff led by Timmy Chang. His main job this 
year is to establish a good culture. He’s done a good job so far. 
Historically, Hawaii has been known for their high flying, fast 
paced offense. Coach Chang needs to re-establish that. Hawaii did 
lose a number of key contributors on both sides of the ball due 
to the coaching situation. Hawaii needs to improve defensively 
as well. It’s going to take some time for Coach Chang to get this 
roster up to what it needs to be. A bowl appearance would be a 
mild surprise this season.”
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DE Mataio Soli

DT Blessman Ta’ala

DT John Tuitupou

DE Jonah Kahahawai-Welch

LB Isaiah Tufaga

LB Penei Pavihi

LB Wynden Ho’ohuli

DB Ty Marsh

DB Virdel Edwards II

DB Hugh Nelson II

DB Jalen Perdue

Projected Defense

K Matthew Shipley

P Matthew Shipley

KR Jalen Perdue

PR Dior Scott

Projected Special Teams

HC Timmy Chang

OC Ian Shoemaker

DC Jacob Yoro

Coaching Staff

QB Brayden Schager

RB Dedrick Parson

WR Zion Bowens

WR Jonah Panoke

WR Tomatoa Mokiao-Atimalala

TE Jordan Murray

RT Micah Vanterpool

RG Solo Vaipulu

C Maurice Ta’ala

LG Eliki Tanuvasa

LT Ilm Manning

Projected Offense

Welcome to the “Braddahhood”, as 2022 marks the beginning of the Timmy Chang era in Ma-
noa. Last year the Rainbow Warriors finished the season 6-7 backing into the Hawai’i Bowl which 
ended up canceled due to too many UH players out with COVID and an amass of players transfer-
ring before the bowl game. 

Allegations of mistreatment and harassment from then head coach Todd Graham led to national 
attention from a twitter space in which some players shared their grievance towards Graham. That 
later led to his resignation. 

Now the healing process is done and the excitement is back on campus in Manoa as Chang will 
reinstall the local culture back into the program. His main focus for recruiting is to bring the best 
talent from the West Coast and keep the best local talent at home. 

OFFENSE: Part of the excitement is seeing what a Timmy 
Chang Run-n-Shoot and the Ian Shoemaker (OC) fast paced 
RPO hybrid offense will look like. Play calling all season long 
was the biggest complaint last year, but with Shoemaker’s 
experience from the FCS offensive juggernaut Eastern Wash-
ington, there should be hope this team will have better game 
plans this season. EWU averaged 44 points per game and 557 
yards in total offense. This could be the offense UH fans were 
waiting to see since last year’s production wasn’t as advertised. 
In 2021, Hawai’i averaged 28.7 and 405 yards of total offense. 

Looking as the favorite to take over as QB1 is sophomore 
Brayden Schager who was 2-1 as a starter his freshmen season 
last year. He is very accurate and has great touch on the deep 
balls. 

Senior star running back Dedrick Parson should be carry-
ing most of the load and also catch passes out of the backfield. 
Redshirt freshman Jordan Johnson and senior Dior Scott 
might get some playing time as a back and at slot. 

The strength this season should be the experienced offen-
sive line with 4 of 5 starters returning. Look for seniors Solo 
Vaipulu, Eliki Tanuvasa, Ilm Manning and Micah Vanterpool 
to protect Schager and make holes for Parson. 

The receiving core has some deep threat weapons in 
senior Zion Bowens, junior Jonah Panoke and junior Tamatoa 
Mokiao-Atimalala but will need to seek transfers for more 
depth. Missouri State transfer senior Jordan Murray should be 
a threat as this offense will include a tight end. 

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_Hawaii

SUMMARY: As Hawai’i fans look forward to the 2022 season, there should also be some tempered 
expectations for the program. Will an exciting high powered, high scoring offense like the Run-n-
Shoot 2.0 bring fans back to the stands and fill the Ching Complex? 

The ‘Bows season home opener against Vanderbilt and also the following home game against 
Western Kentucky will no doubt be a measuring stick in how well this team can be this year. The 
conference road games will be tough facing San Diego State in their brand new stadium and a hos-
tile Bulldog Stadium in Fresno. 

The Rainbow Warriors can surprise the national pundits and finish the season with a bowl 
appearance. However, with all the newcomers, new coaches, new schemes it would be more realistic 
that for year one with Timmy Chang as the Head Coach, UH could struggle.

DEFENSE: It will be Jacob Yoro’s first year as defensive coordinator, and he hopes to bring a multi-
ple coverage defense and also an attacking, hard hitting defense that Hawai’i fans will be nostalgic 
about. The biggest improvement needed is scoring defense as UH gave up an average of 31 points 
per game which ranks them 100th out of 130.

The D-line will need to add more depth from the portal. The Arkansas transfer Mataio Soli will 
make an instant impact as an edge rusher, which was much needed from last season. Blessman 
Ta’ala with his improved strength will move some linemen through the middle and get to the QB. 

The linebacking core is stacked with senior Isaiah Tufaga, freshman Wynden Ho’ohuli and 
senior Penei Pavihi. Pavihi is the leading returner with 28 solo tackles, 4.5 for loss and one sack in 
2021.

There will be several ballhawks to look out for this season like sophomore DB Ty Marsh and 
senior DB Hugh Nelson II, who will be a disturbance in the secondary. 
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NEVADA WOLF PACK

8/27 at New Mexico State
9/3 vs Texas State
9/10 vs Incarnate Word
9/17 at Iowa
9/24 at Air Force
10/8 vs Colorado State
10/15 at Hawaii
10/22 vs San Diego State
10/29 at San Jose State
11/12 vs Boise State
11/19 vs Fresno State
11/26 at UNLV

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• CB Darion Green-Warren: Green-Warren, a 6’0’’ 

175 lb cornerback, transfers in from Michigan. 
He is a former four star athlete (247 Sports) out of 
Narbonne High School in Harbor City, CA. He did 
not play in any games in 2020 and 2021 while at 
Michigan. 

• QB Shane Illingworth: Illingworth, a 6’6” 230 
lb quarterback, transfers in after being a two year 
backup for Oklahoma State. Last year in eight 
games, he completed 57% of his passes, threw for 
939 yards, seven touchdowns and two intercep-
tions. 

• OL Joey Capra: Capra, a 6-foot-4, 300lb offensive 
lineman transfers in from San Diego State. During 
the past two seasons, he played in a total of eight 
games mostly at right guard. He was on the Moun-
tain West All-Academic team in 2020. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Chris Smalley: He is a 6’5” 190 lb linebacker 

that was rated a three star recruit by 247 Sports. 
He only played one game in his senior year due 
to a season ending injury at Douglas High School 
in Minden, NV. He was an All-Sierra League first 
team selection in 2019 and 2020. 

• WR Elijah Barclay: Barclay is a 6’2” 175 lb wide 
receiver out of San Juan Hills High School in Santa 
Ana, CA. Barclay was rated a three star recruit by 
247 Sports. Barclay appeared in eight games as a 
senior and made 24 receptions for 392 yards and 
five touchdowns. 

• QB AJ Bianco: Bianco is a 6’4” 220 lb quarterback 
from St. Louis Schools in Honolulu, HI. He was 
rated a three star recruit by 247 Sports. As a dual 
threat QB, Bianco had a great senior season, com-
piling a 68% completion rate, throwing for 2,660 
yards, 15 touchdowns and eight interceptions. He 
also rushed for 490 yards and 11 touchdowns. 

Key Departures:
• QB Carson Strong: Strong entered the 2022 NFL 

draft after having a great career at Nevada. Last 
season, he completed 70% of his passes and threw 
for 4,175 yards with 36 touchdowns and eight 
interceptions. 

• WR Romeo Doubs: Doubs headed out from 
Nevada for the NFL, but left his mark there as the 
leading receiver in 2021. He caught 80 passes for 
1,109 yards and 11 touchdowns. Doubs was one of 
the best receivers in Nevada football history.

• TE Cole Turner: Turner was one of the best tight 
ends in the Mountain West and even one of the 
top tight ends in the country. Last year he had 62 
receptions for 677 yards and ten touchdowns, and 
he is now a Washington Commander in the NFL. 

Key Returning Players:
• RB Toa Taua: Taua returns as a fifth year senior for 

the Wolf Pack. Last year, he was the leading rusher 
with 150 carries for 732 yards and six touchdowns. 
He appeared in all 13 games in 2021 surpassing the 
100 yard rushing mark twice. 

• DE Dom Peterson: Peterson will come back 
to Nevada as a fifth year senior. Last season the 
defensive end played in all 13 games and recorded 
40 tackles, ten for loss and 5.5 sacks. He also forced 
and recovered a fumble and hurried the quarter-
back six times. 

• QB Nate Cox: Cox was the backup to Strong but 
appears to be in the lead to take over the QB1 
position. He became the tallest starting quarterback 
in FBS history at 6’9” during the 2021 Quick Lane 
Bowl. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Reno, NV
• Enrollment: 16,800
• Founded: 1874
• Mascot: Wolfie Jr

Stadium Facts
• Mackey Stadium
• Capacity: 27,000
• Built: 1966

Football Facts
• Record: 568-498-33
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 14
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_Nevada
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“There is no doubt that new head coach Ken Wilson was put in 
a tough spot. A lot of key contributors left for the NFL and Colora-
do State to follow previous head coach Jay Norvell. There is still 
a few pieces still in place like Toa Taua and Dom Peterson. Both 
will be All-Mountain West performers at RB and DL respectively. 
It’s going to be a rough year for the Pack after the turnover. Coach 
Wilson has his work cut out for him in years to come.”
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DE Dom Peterson

DT Christopher Love

DT William Green Jr

DE Braylon Garcia

LB Naki Mateialona

LB Maurice Wilmer

CB Isaiah Essissima

CB Bentlee Sanders

CB Darion Green-Warrren

S JoJuan Claiborne

S Tyson Williams

Projected Defense

K Brandon Talton

P Matt Freem

KR Jamaal Bell

PR Jamaal Bell

Projected Special Teams

HC Ken Wilson

OC Derek Sage

DC Kwame Agyeman/
Mike Bethea

Coaching Staff

QB Nate Cox

RB Toa Taua

WR Jamaal Bell

WR BJ Casteel

WR Spencer Curtis

TE Cooper Shults

RT Aaron Frost

RG Jacob Nunez

C Joey Capra

LG Zac Welch

LT Grant Starck

Projected Offense

During the offseason, Nevada had about 20 players transfer out of Reno. Also, six high school 
recruits who previously committed to the Wolf Pack decommitted and went elsewhere since the de-
parture of former Head Coach Jay Norvell, who now coaches at Mountain West foe Colorado State. 

Now, Nevada football will usher in a new era under Head Coach Ken Wilson, who was previous-
ly an assistant coach for the Wolf Pack for 19 years. With a new era comes a new offense. It’ll be a bit 
balanced with run-pass-option concepts similar to what Oregon uses. 

Wilson is a defensive guy and will use the talent they had last year to build upon a defense that 
was 13th in the country in total team sacks with 41. Is there any hope that Wilson and the Wolf Pack 
can improve on a better than average 8-5 season in year one or should fans have patience while this 
program sets a new foundation for long term success? 
OFFENSE: The quarterback competition is heating up with 
last year’s backup Nate Cox and transfer Shane Illingworth 
battling it out to be QB1. Cox seems to be in the lead as he was 
learning the system and participating in spring camp. Look 
for true freshmen AJ Bianco to bring depth in the quarterback 
room. 

Senior running back Toa Taua will once again be called 
to carry the team. Taua will have to share some carries with 
senior Devonte Lee, who rushed 85 times for 331 yards and 
five touchdowns last season. Redshirt sophomore Cross Patton 
can also find some playing time as he is familiar with the new 
offense coming from Oregon. 

One of the bigger question marks in this new offense is the 
offensive line. Aaron Frost is the lone starter returning from 
last year. Center Joey Capra can make an instant impact as well 
as last year’s reserves Zac Welch and Jacob Nunez. 

The receiving core is depleted with most of the starters 
transferring or headed to the NFL like Romeo Doubs and tight 
end Cole Turner. Arizona transfer BJ Castell and Utah State 
transfer Tyrese Mack should have the experience needed to 
start. Oregon transfer Cooper Shults can finally show his skills 
at tight end and make a name for himself at Nevada. Most of 
this group is uncertain.

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_Nevada

SUMMARY: Looking at the non-conference schedule, Nevada fans should seem fairly confident the 
Wolf Pack can start the season 3-0 before heading to Iowa City to play the Big Ten’s Iowa Hawkeyes. 
As they enter the Mountain West slate, it will get much harder and more unpredictable. 

Having Air Force on the road will not be pretty with the heavy run game they will have to de-
fend, and then they host a familiar face in Jay Norvell’s Colorado State Rams. Flying to Honolulu to 
battle against another familiar face in new Hawai’i Head Coach Timmy Chang will also be tough.

The good news is Nevada will play their biggest conference games at home. The bad news is that 
those games consist of San Diego State, Boise State and Fresno State, who are arguably the top three 
teams in the Mountain West. 

Rebuilding the roster for Head Coach Ken Wilson was a struggle but with the incoming transfers 
and freshmen he brought in coming together, it could be a recipe for wins. The overall 2022 schedule 
gives hope that the Wolfpack can come away with six victories to reach another bowl game. 

DEFENSE: This will be co-defensive coordinators Kwame Agyeman and Mike Bethea first stint at 
the position in the FBS. Agyeman served the previous seven years on the defense coaching staff at 
Oregon while Bethea was a defensive coordinator at NAIA Ottawa University in Arizona. 

The Wolf Pack return only four starters on defense from last year, but they may possibly have the 
best defensive player in the Mountain West in defensive lineman Dom Peterson. Last season Nevada 
was ranked 102nd in run defense but look for senior Breylon Garcia to contribute on the other end 
while redshirt seniors Christopher Lee and William Green Jr. will seal the interior. 

The linebacking core might be the weakest spot on defense as their best LB Daiyon Henley trans-
ferred to Washington State. Josiah Bradley and Naki Mateialona should step up at the position, and 
newcomers Marcel Walker and Jonathon Thomas will compete for playing time. 

The secondary for the Wolfpack might be the most experienced out of the whole defense. 
Seniors Tyson Williams and JoJuan Claiborne return as newcomers. Isaiah Essissima from Wake 
Forest and Bentley Sanders from South Florida will make an immediate impact right away as well.
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SAN DIEGO STATE AZTECS

9/3 vs Arizona
9/10 vs Idaho State
9/17 at Utah
9/24 vs Toledo
10/1 at Boise State
10/8 vs Hawaii
10/22 at Nevada
10/29 at Fresno State
11/5 vs UNLV
11/12 vs San Jose State
11/19 at New Mexico
11/26 vs Air Force

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Braxton Burmeister: He transfers to the 

Aztecs from Virginia Tech. Burmeister, a 6’1”, 200 
lb quarterback, started 20 games and threw for 
3,020 yards, 19 touchdowns and 11 interceptions 
as a Hokie. 

• RB Kenan Christon: Christon, a 5’10”, 185 lb 
running back, transfers to the Aztecs from USC. He 
had 68 carries for 373 yards and two touchdowns 
and also 11 receptions for 126 yards and three 
touchdowns as a true freshman in 2019. He did not 
play in 2021. 

• LB Cooper McDonald: McDonald, a 6’3”, 245 lb 
linebacker transfers to the Aztecs from Washing-
ton. He played in all 12 games last year with 25 
tackles (18 solo) and one sack for the Huskies. 

Top Recruits:
• WR Hassan Mahasin: Mahasin, a 5’10”, 185 lb 

wide receiver out of San Mateo, CA was a four star 
athlete (247 Sports). He played in four games last 
year before getting injured. He had 23 catches for 
418 yards and seven touchdowns. 

• WR Jacoby Kelly: The 6’3”, 195 lb wide receiver 
from Loyola H.S. in Los Angeles, CA was a three-
star recruit (247 Sports). Kelly was a first team all 
league selection last year. He also played basketball 
and track in high school. 

• S Josh Hunter: The 5’9”, 175 lb safety is from 
powerhouse Mater Dei H.S. in Santa Ana, CA. He 
was a three-star recruit. As a senior he recorded 55 
tackles (42 solo) and three interceptions. 

Key Departures:
• DE Cameron Thomas: Thomas recorded 71 tack-

les, 16 for loss and 11.5 sacks in 2021. He was also 
named second team AP All American and Moun-
tain West Defensive Player of the Year in 2021. 

• P Matt Araiza: Araiza was known as the “Punt 
God”. He set a NCAA record by averaging 51.2 
yards per punt. Last year, he was named the Ray 
Guy award winner for the nation’s top punter and 
was also a first team AP All American and Moun-
tain West Special Teams Player of the Year. 

• RB Greg Bell: Bell was the team leader in rushing 
with 245 carries for 1,091 yards and nine touch-
downs. He was named to the second team All 
Mountain West last season. 

Key Returning Players:
• DL Jonah Tavai: Tavai had an outstanding 2021 

season and looks to have another solid season on 
the defensive line. In 2021, he had 47 total tackles 
(23 solo) and 8.5 sacks. 

• WR Jesse Matthews: Matthews, the former walk-
on, showed he was and still is the star wide receiver 
for the Aztecs. Last season, he had 57 catches for 
642 yards and nine touchdowns. Matthews also 
had a career game against UNLV by getting three 
touchdowns. 

• DE Keshawn Banks: Banks played in all 14 games 
last season at defensive end with 35 total tackles (16 
solo), 11 tackles for loss and five sacks. As a pass 
rusher, he also had 59 total pressures, 33 quarter-
back hurries and 19 QB hits. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: San Diego, CA
• Enrollment: 31,000
• Founded: 1897
• Mascot: Montezuma

Stadium Facts
• Snapdragon Stadium
• Capacity: 35,000
• Built: 2022

Football Facts
• Record: 566-426-32
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 21 
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-2
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• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_CollegeFB
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Hoke had a great season last year. There is a lot of hype for 
SDSU this year as they can actually play in San Diego instead of 
Carson for home games. Braxton Burmeister provides experi-
ence at QB. The run game will be good with Chance Bell. Jesse 
Matthews is a solid wideout. SDSU is pretty stacked on defense. 
The Tavai brothers and McDonald brothers are all reliable players. 
SDSU will continue to be among the best in the nation against the 
run. The pass defense will improve as they have plenty of returning 
experience. The Aztecs will compete for a conference title.”
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DE Jonah Tavai

DT Justus Tavai

DE Keshawn Banks

LB Cooper McDonald

LB Caden McDonald

LB Michael Shawcroft

CB Dezjhon Malone

CB Noah Avinger

S CJ Baskerville

S Cedarious Barfield

S Patrick McMorris

Projected Defense

K Jack Browning

P Jack Browning

KR Jordan Byrd

PR Jordan Byrd

Projected Special Teams

HC Brady Hoke

OC Jeff Hecklinski

DC Kurt Mattix

Coaching Staff

QB Braxton Burmeister

RB Chance Bell

WR Tyrell Shavers

WR Jesse Matthews

WR TJ Sullivan

TE Mark Redman

RT Brandon Crenshaw-Dickson

RG Ross Ulugalu-Maseuli

C Alama Uluave

LG Cade Bennett

LT Jonathan Harrison

Projected Offense

When you think of San Diego State football you think of two things: An outstanding running game 
and a championship defense. This year should be no different as the Aztecs look to reach the title 
game again but this time take home the hardware. 

Brady Hoke will enter his fifth season as the Aztecs’ head coach. He hopes the championship 
mindset will be transitioned from the temporary far away home of Dignity Health Sports Park to the 
brand new Snapdragon Stadium on the SDSU Mission Valley campus in San Diego. 

The Aztecs bring back six starters on defense but only return three starters on offense. With all 
the transfers coming in on both sides of the ball, will they be able to get their chemistry early to 
make a run at the Mountain West title game and possibly host it?

OFFENSE: The one position that baffles Aztecs fans for years 
and even foes is at quarterback. Why is it so hard to land a 
decent three to even a four star quarterback to beautiful San 
Diego. This might be the year that at least in the short term 
they have that quarterback in senior Braxton Burmeister. The 
former Virginia Tech and Oregon transfer who spent two years 
behind Justin Herbert. He can make all the throws needed to 
bring the Aztecs offense to a whole new level. 

Burmeister will have some weapons at wide receiver in 
senior Jesse Matthews and Tyrell Shavers. Shavers has four 
years of SEC experience from Mississippi State and Alabama. 
The tight end group also has some talent as Mark Redmon has 
experience from his two years at Washington. 

Chance Bell’s time is now as the main running back for 
San Diego State. The Aztecs averaged 174 yards rushing which 
was third best in the Mountain West and 56th in the country. 
They also had 26 rushing touchdowns, which was second be-
hind Air Force. If the Aztecs want to establish a more powerful 
running game, they will need to be physical up front.

The offensive line has some question marks and could be 
the weak spot in the offense. The senior center Alama Uluave 
looks to anchor the line with returning linemen Brandon 
Clenshaw-Dickson. There are some new faces like Cade Ben-
nett who transfers in from Oklahoma State.

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_CollegeFB

SUMMARY: There is a lot of buzz surrounding this team on the Mesa, and looking at the schedule, 
the Aztecs could finally break through the glass ceiling that is the New Years Six bowl. 

However, it will come down to three road games on the 2022 schedule and it starts with the 
contest against nationally ranked Utah. If playing at Rice-Eccles Stadium isn’t hard enough, they 
will play a potential team that could make a run at a College Football Playoff berth. The second road 
game is at Boise State. The Broncos seem to be the top team in the Mountain Division; it could also 
be tough to beat them twice if both make the title game in December. The last tough road game will 
be at Fresno State. This game will determine who will represent the West Division. 

It is a great possibility the Aztecs will run the table in the Mountain West and host the Cham-
pionship game at their brand new stadium. It’s also a great probability the Aztecs will have back to 
back 10+ win seasons. 

DEFENSE: The pride and strength of the Aztecs is the defense, and to no surprise, the team looks 
to bring their elite level of talent to the field again this year. The nation’s third best run defense last 
year, holding opponents to an average of just 80 yards per game, will look to do the same this year.

Senior defensive end Jonah Tavai invites his brother, senior Justus Tavai, on the edge to stop the 
run and keep the pressure up with the other defensive end, senior Keshawn Banks. The trio will 
stifle anyone coming to the line of scrimmage in this 3-3-5 set defense.

In the next line of defense comes another pair of brothers. Former Washington linebacker 
and junior Cooper McDonald will play alongside his older brother senior Caden McDonald, with 
returning senior linebacker Michael Shawcroft. This is a veteran group of linebackers for SDSU.

This could be one of the most talented secondaries the Aztecs had in quite awhile. Senior safety 
Patrick McMorris led the team last year in tackles (90) and interceptions (4). Fellow returning se-
nior safety Cedarious Barfield and sophomore CJ Baskerville have the experience from last season 
to build upon and the cornerbacks Dezjhon Malone and Noah Avinger will see some playing time 
at field warrior. 
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SAN JOSE STATE SPARTANS

9/3 vs Portland State
9/10 at Auburn
9/24 vs Western Michigan
10/1 at Wyoming
10/7 vs UNLV
10/15 at Fresno State
10/22 at New Mexico State
10/29 vs Nevada
11/5 vs Colorado State
11/12 at San Diego State
11/19 at Utah State
11/26 vs Hawaii

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Chevan Cordeiro: The junior transferred in 

from the University of Hawai’i. He has 20 FBS 
starts with 6,167 passing yards and 45 passing 
touchdowns in his career.

• S Chase Williams: The senior transferred in from 
USC. Last year, he appeared in 11 games with 48 
tackles, 2.5 tackles for loss and one sack. He was a 
four star recruit (247Sports) from Roosevelt H.S. in 
Corona, CA.

• WR Elijah Cooks: He is a grad transfer from Neva-
da, and Cooks has one year of eligibility left to play. 
He appeared in 39 FBS games in his career with 115 
receptions for 1,478 yards and 18 touchdowns. 

Top Recruits:
• RB Jakob Galloway: Galloway is a 5’11”, 225 lb 

three star recruit (247Sports) from Banning H.S. 
in Carson,CA. He rushed for 2,957 yards and 41 
touchdowns in his high school career. He also re-
ceived all-state honors as a sophomore and junior.

• DL Jairus Satele: He is a 6’1”, 285 lb three star 
athlete (247Sports) from St. John Bosco H.S. in 
Carson,CA. Satele was named First team All-CIF 
(Southern Section I) as a senior with 84 tackles, 4.5 
sacks and 13.5 tackles for loss.

• OL Uluakinofo Taliauli: He is a 6’3”, 260 lb three 
star recruit (247Sports) from St. Francis H.S. in 
Millbrae,CA. Taliauli was named West Catholic 
Athletic League Co-Offensive lineman of the year 
in 2021. He can definitely help fill some holes in the 
SJSU offensive line.

Key Departures:
• QB Nick Starkel: Starkel was a team captain and 

played in seven games last year. He had a 51.6 com-
pletion percentage and passed for nine touchdowns 
and seven interceptions. Starkel’s shoes are going to 
be hard to fill this season. 

• OL Jack Snyder: He was a second team All-Moun-
tain West last year. Snyder holds the Spartans 
record for most starts at 52 and most games played 
at 57.

• TE Derrick Deese Jr.: Deese was an Honorable 
Mention All-Mountain West last year. He led the 
Spartans in 2021 with four touchdowns, 46 catches 
and 723 receiving yards. The Spartans will need a 
new red zone target to go to. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Nick Nash: Nash appeared in 11 games in 

2021. He completed 53.6% of his passes with 971 
yards and six passing touchdowns to three inter-
ceptions. Nash has been battling Hawaii transfer 
Chevan Cordeiro for the starting job.

• LB Kyle Harmon: He was the leader in tackles with 
133 in the 2021 season. Harmon was tied for ninth 
in the MW with 72 solo tackles and was selected 
First Team All-Mountain West in 2020 and 2021.

• DL Cade Hall: He finished last year with 40 total 
tackles, 23 solo tackles and four sacks. Hall was the 
Mountain West Defensive Player of the Year in the 
shortened 2020 season. He is a big time piece for 
the Spartans defense.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: San Jose, CA
• Enrollment: 27,500
• Founded: 1857
• Mascot: Sammy Spartan

Stadium Facts
• CEFCU Stadium
• Capacity: 21,500
• Built: 1933

Football Facts
• Record: 499-521-38
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 17
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6 
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• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_SJSU

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Brennan needs a bounce back season. Both sides of the 
ball need to improve. The offensive line is a question mark as 
they had a number of starters depart. The offense does have a few 
weapons in Justin Lockhart and Isaiah Hamilton, but nobody 
compares to Derrick Deese Jr, who departed for the NFL. The 
defense underperformed last season based on the talent they have. 
Expect a bounce back season. Kyle Harmon and Cade Hall are just 
two names to watch. The offense will likely take a step back so the 
defense needs to carry this team to a bowl game.”
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DE Viliami Fehoko

DT Lando Grey

DE Cade Hall

LB Matthew Tago

LB Kyle Harmon

LB Jordan Cobb

LB Ali’i Matau

CB Kenyon Reed

CB Ryan Nixon

S Tre Jenkins

S Tre White

Projected Defense

K Taren Schive

P Travis Benham

KR Shamar Garrett

PR Shamar Garrett

Projected Special Teams

HC Brent Brennan

OC Kevin McGiven

DC Derrick Odom

Coaching Staff

QB Chevan Cordeiro

RB Shamar Garrett

WR Elijah Cooks

WR Justin Lockhart

WR Isaiah Hamilton

TE Dominick Mazotti

RT Jaime Navarro

RG Tyler Stevens

C Tyler Ostrom

LG Anthony Pardue

LT James McNorton

Projected Offense

There are a lot of rumblings going on at Spartan Stadium lately. It’s not the fans but bulldozers 
and other construction equipment making way for a new Spartan Athletic Center set to open in 
2023. 

After winning the conference title in 2020, the Spartans had a down year, going 5-7 and missing 
a bowl game last season. But you can not discount Head Coach Brent Brennan’s rah-rah approach 
for San Jose State to climb back to the top of the mountain. This will be Brennan’s sixth season with 
the Spartans, one of the longest tenures as head coach since the late Dick Tomey era. 

Brennan does have a solid roster to work with.
“We’ve got the first time we’ve had a new QB and that battle in two years since Nick Starkel was 

here,” Brennan said at spring practice “We’ve got some new faces at receiver. There’s a lot of people 
getting a lot of reps, and then you also have the veterans - Cade (Hall), Junior (Fehoko), Kyle Har-
mon back on defense doing their thing. It’s just fun to be out here.” (247Sports)

OFFENSE: The quarterback room will be very interesting as 
one former MW starter in Chevan Cordeiro will compete 
against the semi-incumbent Nick Nash for QB1. Cordeiro was 
injured midseason for Hawai’i last year but ended his last game 
on a high note against Wyoming on the road. Nash played in 
all 12 games last year for the Spartans and was versatile with 
his legs being second on the team in rushing yards (385).

Whoever will be the starting quarterback will certainly 
have a fair share of weapons on the outside with Isaiah Ham-
ilton, Justin Lockhart and transfer Elijah Cooks. Hamilton 
should be getting more looks this year as he only had 27 
catches for 377 yards and one touchdown. Lockhart at Nevada 
last year caught 67 passes for 744 yards and four touchdowns. 
Cooks, who had a shortened 2021 season due to injury at Ne-
vada, will use his last year with the Spartans in full Megatron 
mode. 

The offensive line might be the question mark this season 
as they will have to replace three starters from an experienced 
line. Look for Washington State transfer James McNorton to 
make an impact right away. They will need to give some time 
for Cordeiro as well as create holes for RB Shamar Garrett 
and Kairee Robinson. Robinson had 280 rushing yards, 159 
receiving yards and two touchdowns in 2021. 

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_SJSU

SUMMARY: From an inspiring spring game and with fall camp coming soon, the Spartans look to 
mesh together on all sides of the ball. Building bonds wasn’t easy during the pandemic but hopefully 
in 2022 the coaches and players will have a season with a bit of normalcy. 

There is a lot to look forward to come September 3rd with the home season opener against 
Portland State. It will be the second meeting between the two schools dating back to 2016 when the 
Spartans cruised to a 66-35 home victory. 

The road schedule will be tough going to Auburn, Wyoming, Fresno State, San Diego State and 
Utah State. It is also worth noting that the Spartans will have two back-to-back road games this 
season. They will have October dates at Fresno State and New Mexico State and also November dates 
at San Diego State and Utah State. 

Despite the tough schedule, with the talent they have on the team look for the Spartans to im-
prove from last year and go bowling. 
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DEFENSE: Derrick Odom’s defense will be a force in the Mountain West this season with great talent 
all over the field. Last season the Spartan defense gave up an average of 26.5 points per game taking 
them 68th in the country. That number should drop in 2022. 

The defensive ends will be a nightmare for opposing offenses with Viliami Fehoko and Cade 
Hall coming at them. Hall, with his NFL type frame, will use this season to boost up his draft stock. 
Fehoko was a first team all-MWC last year with 10.5 tackles for loss, seven sacks and three forced 
fumbles. 

The leading tackler from last season Kyle Harmon will be sideline to sideline making plays for 
the Spartans and racking up the tackle total once again. He could again make the first team MW for 
the third straight year. 

Veterans Tre Jenkins and Kenyon Reed will help carry the secondary while Ryan Nixon will 
look to gain more playing time at cornerback. Jenkins had a career high 11 tackles last year against 
Colorado State and was second on the team in tackles (72).
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UNLV REBELS

9/3 vs Idaho State
9/10 at Cal
9/17 vs North Texas
9/24 at Utah State
10/1 vs New Mexico
10/8 at San Jose State
10/15 vs Air Force
10/22 at Notre Dame
11/5 at San Diego State
11/12 vs Fresno State
11/19 at Hawaii
11/26 vs Nevada

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Harrison Bailey: Bailey is a 6’5” and 225 lb 

sophomore transfer from Tennessee. Bailey played 
in only seven games in two years for the Vols. He 
was rated a four star (247 Sports) pro style quarter-
back coming out of high school.,

• RB Aidan Robbins: Robbins, a 6’2” and 220 lb 
running back, transfers in from Louisville. He 
played in four games last year for the Cardinals. 
The former three star athlete (247 Sports) will have 
three years of eligibility left. 

• LB Jordan Eubanks: Eubanks is a 6’2” and 220 
lb freshmen transfer from Florida State. He was 
a former three star recruit and was rated the 41st 
outside linebacker in the nation (247 Sports).

Top Recruits:
• WR Randy Masters: Masters is a 6’1” 175 lb wide 

receiver from Yates High School in Houston, TX. 
Masters was rated three stars and the highest high 
school receiver recruit to go to UNLV by 247 
Sports. He had over 16 offers, many by Power 5 
schools, and chose to play for the Rebels. 

• QB Jayden Maiava: Maiava is a 6’4” 205 lb quar-
terback from Liberty High School in Henderson, 
NV. Maiava was rated three stars and is considered 
the highest high school quarterback recruit in 
Rebel history (247 Sports). He chose UNLV over 
schools like Auburn, Tennessee and Louisville. 

• LB Tanner Salisbury: Salisbury is a 6’1” 200 lb 
inside linebacker from Mater Dei and San Ramon 
Valley High School in California. Salisbury was rat-
ed a three star prospect by 247 Sports. He was also 
rated the 81st best prospect from California and the 
104th best linebacker prospect in the nation.

Key Departures:
• RB Charles Williams: Williams led the Rebels 

on offense with 254 carries for 1,261 yards and 15 
touchdowns. The “Chuck Wagon” leaves UNLV as 
the all-time rushing leader with 4,201 yards.

• LB Jacoby Windmon: Windmon transfers to 
Michigan State after a stellar season as the leading 
tackler with 118, which was also third best in the 
Mountain West and 13th in the FBS. He was recog-
nized on the 2021 Second team All-Mountain West 
as a linebacker. 

• WR Steve Jenkins: Jenkins decided to enter the 
transfer portal this spring. He was the leading 
receiver for the Rebels with 46 receptions for 694 
yards and four touchdowns. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Cameron Friel: Friel returns after appearing in 

nine games for the Rebels in 2021. He completed 
62% of his passes and threw for 1,608 yards with six 
touchdowns and 11 interceptions. 

• WR Kyle Williams: Williams was the second 
leading receiver for the Rebels with 42 catches for 
601 yards and two touchdowns. He was a freshman 
All-American and Mountain West Freshman of the 
Year in 2020. 

• LB Austin Ajiake: Ajiake returns as the second 
leading tackler as a linebacker for UNLV. He had 74 
total tackles (43 solo) in 2021. The senior veteran 
will be the leader at middle linebacker this season. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Las Vegas, NV
• Enrollment: 25,900
• Founded: 1957
• Mascot: N/A

Stadium Facts
• Allegiant Stadium
• Capacity: 65,000
• Built: 2020

Football Facts
• Record: 243-362-4
• Conference: Mountain West
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
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• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_CollegeFB
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Arroyo’s team improved every single game. If they keep 
that up, don’t be shocked to see the Rebels creep up to 4 wins. 
Harrison Bailey is coming in from Tennessee at QB. Kyle Williams 
is a talented playmaker at WR. The offensive line returns 4 starters, 
but they were terrible last year. That is a big concern for UNLV. On 
defense, Adam Plant is a solid piece. They did lose their leading 
tackler from a year ago. The defense needs to improve a lot as well. 
There are still a lot of major concerns that Coach Arroyo needs to 
address, but with time UNLV will keep getting better.”
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DE Naki Fahina

DT Anthony Sagapolutele

DE Eliel Ehimare

LB Adam Plant Jr

LB Austin Ajiake

LB Kyle Beaudry

LB Brennan Scott

CB Jerrae Williams

CB Nohl Williams

S Phillip Hill

S Bryce Jackson

Projected Defense

K Daniel Gutierrez

P Evan Silva

KR Nohl Williams

PR Nohl Williams

Projected Special Teams

HC Marcus Arroyo

OC Nick Holz

DC Keith Heyward

Coaching Staff

QB Harrison Bailey

RB Chad Magyar

WR Kilinahe Mendiola-Jensen

WR Marcus Phillips Jr

WR Kyle Williams

TE Kaleo Ballungay

RT Tiger Shanks

RG Amani Trigg-Wright

C Leif Fautanu

LG Will Bonkavich

LT Daviyon McDaniel

Projected Offense

After a disappointing 2021 campaign for Head Coach Marcus Arroyo, 2022 seems like the breakout 
season that he and the Rebels have been waiting for. It feels there were several close games last year 
that could have gotten UNLV more than two wins and out of the cellar of the West Division. As 
Arroyo enters his third season with the Rebels, he knows that grabbing transfers to make an impact 
now is crucial for his tenure there. The Rebels look to improve on their offensive stats as most of 
them are ranked over 100 out of 131. 

OFFENSE: The quarterback competition is starting to heat up 
as last year’s starter Cameron Friel and Doug Brumfield are 
neck and neck for the top spot. There might be however a new 
horse in the race as Tennessee transfer Harrison Bailey makes 
a case in spring camp to be QB1. Bailey brings some SEC 
experience to the table which could be a big help, especially 
in tough road environments like at Utah State and at Notre 
Dame.

Whoever ends up the starter at quarterback will have a 
bunch of talented receivers to throw to. Kyle Williams, one of 
the few returning starters on offense will lead the receiving 
core along with Marcus Phillips Jr. Williams, in his first two 
years, had 77 catches for 1,027 yards with four touchdowns 
and averaged 13 yards per catch. Michigan State transfer Ricky 
White might be an impact player to look out for right away. 

One of the biggest question marks is who will replace 
the all-time Rebel rushing leader Charles Williams. Backup 
Chad Magyar should get the nod at starting running back, but 
Louisville transfer Aidan Robbins and Courtney Reese will 
compete for playing time too. All three backs combined for 
under 100 yards total last season. Robbins brings size at 6’3” 
230 lbs and will be hard to tackle. While in contrast, Reese is 
5’8” 155 lbs and is considered a speedy back. 

The offensive line seems like the most veteran part of the 
offense as four starters Daviyon McDaniel, Tiger Shanks, 
Amani Trigg-Wright and Leif Fautanu return from last year. 
Will Bonkavich and Preston Nichols will compete for the open 
left guard spot. The line will hopefully improve from 2021 after 
being ranked near the bottom of the FBS at 120th for sacks 
allowed with 40. 

• Writtten by Brandon Tamanaha
             @SSN_CollegeFB

SUMMARY: There are a lot of positive factors for UNLV to be at the top of the Mountain West: a 
beautiful NFL stadium to play their home games in, an upgraded football facility that rivals some 
power five schools and of course the city where there are many things to do and see. While all those 
things don’t automatically lead to wins it will certainly bring some talent there to change it to a 
winning culture.

The 2022 schedule seems somewhat favorable for the Rebels in the early non-conference part 
when they host Idaho State. It should not be a repeat of the Eastern Washington debacle last year. It 
will get much tougher as they head on the road to face Cal and start the Mountain West season at 
Utah State. 

The other daunting road matchups will be going to South Bend to play Notre Dame and then 
head to San Diego to play the Aztecs. At least they will have a bye week in between those two road 
trips. The home games to look out for are Air Force, Fresno State and rival Nevada. The Rebels look 
to bring back home the Fremont Cannon and paint it red again. 

While looking through the schedule Rebels fans hope they can see UNLV possibly double their 
wins from 2021, but will that keep Head Coach Marcus Arroyo around for another year? 

DEFENSE: First year UNLV defensive coordinator Keith Hayward brings years of Pac-12 coaching 
experience to Las Vegas. He will have seven starters return from the defensive side that was ranked 
88th in total defense giving up an average of 408.4 yards per game. They were 107th in scoring 
defense with 32.8 points per game. Having said all that, look for the Rebels to improve on those 
numbers in 2022.

The defensive line is led by seniors Naki Fahina and Eliel Ehimare. Both Fahina and Ehimare 
will be on the edges while sophomore Anthony Sagapolutele will get to start at defensive tackle. 
Ehimare had 27 total tackles, 11 solo, four for loss and half a sack in 11 games last season. 

Last year’s leading tackler Jacoby Windmon transferred to Michigan State and now senior Austin 
Ajiake will be called upon to lead the Rebels in the linebacker spot. Ajiake last year had 74 total 
tackles (43 solo) and one tackle for loss. Sophomore Brennon Scott will also be one of the anchors in 
that group. Scott appeared in ten games last season with 35 total tackles, 23 solo, ten tackles for loss 
and four sacks. 

The secondary group might be the most experienced and the most with depth as junior Nohl 
Williams will be the lockdown guy at cornerback. Last year, Williams had 33 total tackles (27 solo) 
and one interception. Look for senior transfer Jerrae Williams to get some playing time at corner-
back. Seniors Bryce Jackson and Phillip Hill are solid players at the safety position. Hill had 46 total 
tackles (33 solo) and three interceptions for the Rebels in 2021. 
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Utah 9-0 13-0

2 USC 8-1 11-2

3 Oregon 8-1 10-2

4 Washington 7-2 9-3

5 UCLA 6-3 9-3

6 Stanford 4-5 5-7

7 Oregon State 3-6 4-8

8 Washington State 3-6 5-7

9 Colorado 2-7 2-10

10 Arizona State 2-7 4-8

11 Cal 1-8 3-9

12 Arizona 1-8 2-10

Pac 12 Preview
Projected Standings

Offensive Player 
of the Year
QB Caleb Williams,
USC

Defensive Player 
of the Year
LB Noah Sewell,
Oregon

Freshman of the 
Year
EDGE David Bailey,
Stanford

Player of the Year

WR Jordan Addison,
USC

Coach of the Year

Kyle Whittingham,
Utah

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
11/19

AT
10/15

AT
11/19

AT
10/8

AT
11/25

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

VS
9/3

AT
9/3

AT
11/26

AT
9/17

AT
9/17

OVER
Utah

USC
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Pac 12 Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Caleb Williams, USC

RB Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

RB Travis Dye, USC

WR Jordan Addison, USC

WR Mario Williams, USC

TE Brant Kuithe, Utah

OT Andrew Vorhees, USC

OG Braeden Daniels, Utah

C Brett Neilon, USC

OG Jake Levengood, Oregon State

OT TJ Bass, Oregon

DEFENSE
DE Ron Stone, Washington State

DT Brandon Dorlus, Oregon

DT Tuli Letuligasenoa, Washington

DE Korey Foreman, USC

LB Cam Bright, Washington

LB Noah Sewell, Oregon

LB Zion Tupuola-Fetui, Washington

CB Clark Phillips III, Utah

CB Armani Marsh, Washington State

S Calen Bullock, USC

S Cole Bishop, Utah

K Dean Janikowski, Washington State

P Kyle Ostendorp, Arizona

KR Kazmeir Allen, UCLA

PR DJ Taylor, Arizona State

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 276.67

2.
Rating: 258.10

3.
Rating: 231.72

4.
Rating: 230.08

5.
Rating: 228.32

6.
Rating: 217.35

7.
Rating: 198.93

8.
Rating: 194.95

9.
Rating: 193.94

10.
Rating: 191.46

11.
Rating: 187.98

12.
Rating: 181.17

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

UCLA
Oregon
Arizona State
USC
Oregon State
Utah
Washington State
Washington
Colorado
Stanford

Arizona

Cal



ARIZONA WILDCATS

9/3 at San Diego State
9/10 vs Mississippi State
9/17 vs North Dakota State
9/24 at Cal
10/1 vs Colorado
10/8 vs Oregon
10/15 at Washington
10/29 vs USC
11/5 at Utah
11/12 at UCLA
11/19 vs Washington State
11/25 vs Arizona State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Jayden de Laura: The redshirt sophomore 

left Washington State to join the Wildcats this fall. 
Jayden led the Cougars to a 7-6 record last season, 
throwing for 2,798 yards and 23 touchdowns. The 
addition of de Laura is a drastic upgrade from what 
the Wildcats have seen recently.

• WR Jacob Cowing: One of the top transfer recruits 
in the transfer portal this past offseason chose to 
move back home instead of entertaining offers from 
bigger name programs. After absolutely exploding 
onto the scene last season with 1354 receiving yards 
and 7 touchdowns, Arizona is ecstatic that Cowing 
chose to join the Wildcats.

• LB/DL Hunter Echols: The former four star recruit 
(247 Sports) lands in Arizona from Southern Cal-
ifornia. The grad transfer had 52 tackles and one 
fumble recovery during his time with the Trojans.

Top Recruits:
• WR Tetairoa McMillan: McMillan comes in as the 

highest rated recruit in program history. The wide 
receiver out of Servite High School in Anaheim 
joins his former high school teammates tight end 
Keyan Burnett and quarterback Noah Fifita. Expect 
to see Tetairoa competing right away and catching 
balls opposite transfer newcomer Jacob Cowing.

• TE Keyan Burnett: Right behind Tetairoa McMil-
lan is his teammate and fellow four star recruit (247 
Sports) Keyan Burnett. Burnett is a legacy Wildcat 
as his father played for Arizona in the 90s. Burnett 
previously committed to USC before decommitting 
last summer. Burnett is a large pass catching tight 
end that was the 7th overall tight end in this year’s 
class. 

• DB Ephesians Prysock: Prysock joins an overall 
young cornerbacks room, which will give him the 
opportunity to get quality playing time right away. 
The Wildcats run out a lot of defensive backs, so 
the four star recruit (247 Sports) will need to be 
ready to go. Key Departures:

• WR Stanley Berryhill III: Last year’s leading 
receiver went to test the professional waters. In 
2021, Berryhill came down with 83 grabs for 744 
yards and a touchdown, and also ran the ball for 
121 yards. Most knew he was Arizona’s best chance 
to have a Wildcat selected in the 2022 NFL Draft. 
Unfortunately he was not selected, but later signed 
a rookie free agent deal with the Atlanta Falcons.

• LB Anthony Pandy: Last year’s leading tackler 
for the Wildcat defense has moved onto the pros. 
Pandy is getting his opportunity to make the roster 
for the Arizona Cardinals for his rookie campaign. 
Pandy finished his Wildcat career with 212 tackles, 
4 sacks, 4 interceptions and a touchdown.

• DL Mohamed Diallo: After transferring in last 
offseason, Diallo was second on the team in sacks, 
with 4, and led the team in tackles for loss, with 8.5. 
Diallo went undrafted in the 2022 NFL Draft. He is 
one of the top undrafted free agent pass rushers left 
on the market.

Key Returning Players:
• DL Kyon Barrs: After having surgery in the offsea-

son that kept Kyon out of Spring Practices, he re-
turns looking to improve very impressive numbers 
from 2021. Last season Kyon recorded 33 tackles, 8 
for loss and 5 sacks in only 10 games. 

• DB Christian Young: As the leading tackler re-
turning from last season’s team, Young moves back 
into a more traditional safety role after being the 
“Viper” last season. Along with returning starting 
junior safety Jaxen Turner, the Wildcats have a 
strong veteran presence leading their secondary. 
Young will be the tempo setter for the youth in the 
secondary.

• DB Christian Roland-Wallace: Lining up across 
from some strong wide receivers has increased 
Christian’s cover skill. With a new defensive 
scheme, Christian and the defense has improved 
greatly through spring practice. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Tucson, AZ
• Enrollment: 49,471
• Founded: 1885
• Mascot: Wilbur & Wilma

Stadium Facts
• Arizona Stadium
• Capacity: 50,782
• Built: 1929

Football Facts
• Record: 491-446-23
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 6
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo by Arizona AthleticsPhoto by Arizona Athletics

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Zona
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Fisch and his program are on the rise. Coach Fisch has 
been active in the portal and on the trail this offseason. He’s 
definitely upgraded his roster by adding Jayden de Laura, Jacob 
Cowing and Hunter Echols. Arizona can only go up after last sea-
son. Penalties and turnovers were a big issue last year. If they can 
improve those, Arizona could get to 2 or 3 wins. There is still some 
holes in this roster all over the field. Expect Arizona to improve 
drastically on the field this year, but don’t expect the win total to 
shoot up because there is still a lot of work to do in Tucson.”
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DE Jalen Harris

DT Kyon Barrs

DT Paris Shand

DE Hunter Echols

LB Anthony Solomon

LB Jerry Roberts

CB Treydan Stukes

CB Christian Roland-Wallace

CB DJ Warnell Jr

S Christian Young

S Jaxen Turner

Projected Defense

K Tyler Loop

P Kyle Ostendorp

KR Jai-Ayviauynn Celestine

PR Jacob Cowing

Projected Special Teams

HC Jedd Fisch

OC Brennan Carroll

DC Johnny Nansen

Coaching Staff

QB Jayden de Laura

RB Michael Wiley

WR Dorian Singer

WR Jacob Cowing

WR Tetairoa McMillan

TE Alex Lines

RT Paiton Fears

RG Josh Donovan

C Josh Baker

LG Jonah Savaiinaea

LT Jordan Morgan

Projected Offense
Head Coach Jedd Fisch returns for his second season as the Wildcats coach. With all the talent com-
ing in, many would believe that Arizona is on the right track to get back to their winning ways in 
the Pac-12. Last season, CBS Sports ranked Coach Fisch as the 2nd worst head coach in their Power 
Conference Coaches Rankings. Arizona was decimated by transfers since the beginning of the 2021 
season, having 26 leaving the program. Coach Fisch can’t really get worse than what happened last 
season. The goal this season is to be better than last season and develop the talent from this strong 
2022 class for the Wildcats.
OFFENSE: Second season Offensive Coordinator Brennan Car-
roll, son of longtime USC Coach and current NFL Coach Pete 
Carroll, made it a priority to improve the talent on the team. 

The quarterbacks room is full and they welcome back 3 
players who contributed last season: redshirt junior Jordan Mc-
Cloud, redshirt sophomore Gunner Cruz and last year’s leader 
in passing, sophomore Will Plumer. Add to that incoming 
transfer and Pac-12 Freshman of the Year Jayden de Laura and 
the QB room is solid. The likely favorite to land the starting job 
is the transfer de Laura, after he threw for more than 2,700 yards 
and 23 touchdowns. Look for Coach Fisch and Coach Carroll to 
make a decision on who the starter will be early in fall practices.

The running backs room is a mix of middle of the road 
talent. Every contributing rusher from last season has returned 
and they welcome two freshmen into the fold. Of all the running 
backs returning, they combined for 66 receptions, so do not be 
surprised to see these guys working into the receiver’s positions. 
Michael Wiley should get first nod in the backfield as he had the 
most rushing attempts and receptions last season.

After losing the top pass catcher from last year’s squad, 
Coach Fisch went out and brought talent in to make this the 
most exciting and most improved room for the Wildcats. Jacob 
Cowing exploded onto the scene last year at UTEP recording 
over 1,300 yard receiving. He will be the number one option 
starting the season. They also added a stable of talented fresh-
men with four star recruit Tertairoa McMillan and three star 
recruits AJ Jones and Kevin Green (247 Sports). Add to that the 
returning talent with Jamarye Joiner, coming off surgery, Dorian 
Singer and Ma’jon Wright. 

Tight ends apparently weren’t a thing in last year’s gameplan, 
tallying only 16 catches. There is nowhere to go but up. Keyan 
Burnett will be the name to watch all season long as he develops 
into the college game, after putting up wide receiver like num-
bers in high school. 

The offensive line returns a good portion of those who 
composed the line from last season. While it’s great to bring 
back players that have chemistry together, last year’s line left 
much to be desired. The most interesting name of the line will 
be incoming freshman Jonah Savaiinaea. At 6’4” and 337 lbs, he 
has shown excellent footwork and agility so far since being in 
Tucson.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Zona

SUMMARY: Head Coach Jedd Fisch looks to shake off the negative national spotlight by bringing in 
fresh new talent via the transfer portal and incoming freshmen. After a very disappointing season 
in 2021, there is nowhere for Coach Fisch to go but up. With a new defensive scheme and a stable of 
young talent, expect to see Arizona get out of the cellar of the Pac 12 in 2022.

DEFENSE: New Defensive Coordinator Johnny Nansen arrives with the Wildcats after coaching 
the UCLA defensive line for the past two seasons and coaching a number of positions at USC from 
2014 to 2019. Coach Nansen will bring a change of alignment in the defense, which should give the 
opportunity for the safeties to make more plays on the ball in 2022.

The strength of the defense will be on the defensive line. Returning starter and defensive leader 
Jalen Harris will be detrimental in implementing and executing Coach Nansen’s new defense. Harris 
will wear the number 1 jersey as leader of the defense. The defense also welcomes back junior Kyon 
Barrs, who in 10 games last season recorded 33 tackles and 5 sacks. Expect to see Barrs improve on 
last year’s numbers as he has some legitimate playmakers around him now.

The linebacking core is going to be a new look in regards to the new formations. The only re-
turning player with significant playing time last season is redshirt senior Jerry Roberts, who will get 
the nod along with junior transfer Anthony Solomon from Michigan. There are a slew of freshmen 
coming in that will be contributing for the linebackers so expect to see many faces shuffling in and 
out all season long.

The defensive backs will be the veterans of the group as they will line up senior Christian Young 
and junior Jaxen Turner at safety and junior Christian Roland-Wallace at corner. The new look 
defense will call for five defensive backs on the field for the majority of their plays so expect to hear 
some new and younger names throughout the season. Returning sophomore Treydan Stukes will get 
the nod to line up opposite Christian Roland-Wallace and sophomore transfer DJ Warnell will most 
likely be the fifth back to get starting playing time.
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ARIZONA STATE SUN DEVILS

9/1 vs Northern Arizona
9/10 at Oklahoma State
9/17 vs Eastern Michigan
9/24 vs Utah
10/1 at USC
10/8 vs Washington
10/22 at Stanford
10/29 at Colorado
11/5 vs UCLA
11/12 at Washington State
11/19 vs Oregon State
11/25 at Arizona

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Emory Jones: Jones joins the Sun Devils after 

transferring in from Florida. Jones had 2,734 yards 
and 19 touchdowns through the air and 759 yards 
and four touchdowns on the ground. Jones should 
be the starter this season.

• WR Cam Johnson: Johnson joins the Sun Devils 
from Vanderbilt. Johnson had 1,233 yards and ten 
touchdowns during his time with the Commo-
dores. The coaches are hoping he has a great season 
and hope he makes a massive impact. 

• RB Xazavian Valladay: Valladay comes in after 
a very successful stint at Wyoming. Valladay has 
led the Cowboys in rushing in three consecutive 
seasons. Valladay should be a great plug and play 
option for a backfield that struggled to find consis-
tency in 2021.

Top Recruits:
• RB Tevin White: White, a four star recruit (247 

Sports) joins the Sun Devils after a great high 
school career. White chose the Sun Devils over 
schools like Duke, Georgia and Penn State. 

• QB Bennett Meredith: Meredith, a three star 
prospect, joins the Sun Devils over schools like 
Appalachian State, Maryland and Northwestern. 

• DL Robby Harrison: Harrison, a three star 
prospect out of Greenwood, SC, committed to the 
Sun Devils over schools like Cincinnati, Indiana, 
Liberty and Michigan. Harrison can potentially see 
the field this season. 

Key Departures:
• QB Jayden Daniels: Daniels threw for 2,380 yards 

and 10 touchdowns last season but he decided it 
was time for a change and he transferred to LSU. 

• RB Rachaad White: White had 182 carries for 
1,006 yards and 15 touchdowns last season. White 
ended up getting drafted in the third round by the 
Buccaneers. 

• CB Jack Jones: Jones was a great secondary mem-
ber over his time with Arizona State. He ended up 
getting drafted in the fourth round by the Patriots. 

Key Returning Players:
• LB Merlin Robertson: Having Robertson back is a 

major boost on the Sun Devils defense. Robert-
son had 64 tackles and three interceptions. The 
coaching staff is hoping Robertson matches the 
production of past years this season. 

• LB Kyle Soelle: Soelle, a four year starter, has been 
the leader for the Sun Devils defense. He led the 
team with 84 tackles last year and looks to lead 
what should be a sneaky good unit in the Pac 12.

• DE Anthonie Cooper: Cooper may be the most 
underrated player on this ASU defense. He im-
proved every week last year and played the second 
most snaps on the defensive line. Another offseason 
to continue to improve should lead to a breakout 
season.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Tempe, AZ
• Enrollment: 74,878
• Founded: 1885
• Mascot: Sparky

Stadium Facts
• Sun Devil Stadium
• Capacity: 53,599 
• Built: 1958

Football Facts
• Record: 629-409-24
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 17
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Herm Edwards and the Sun Devils are in a tough situa-
tion. Coach Edwards is on the hot seat and the NCAA has been all 
over this program. They still do have some talent, but can they gel 
with the culture in question? Emory Jones comes in at quarter-
back from Florida. Xazavian Valladay comes in at running back 
from Wyoming. The receiving corps is good with Cam Johnson, 
Andre Johnson and Bryan Thompson. The offensive line is a bit 
inexperienced though. On defense, depth is a concern. Up front, 
Michael Matus is back and Nesta Jade Silvera is a solid piece. Mer-
lin Robertson is maybe the best player on this team at linebacker. 
Safety Khoury Bethley was a nice pickup from Hawaii. This team 
has the talent to win some games. Culture and coaching is the 
main concern. This team could win anywhere between three and 
nine games.”

Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

• Writtten by Ian McKinney
             @SSN_SunDevils
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DE Travez Moore

DT BJ Green

DT Nesta Jade Silvera

DE Michael Matus

LB Merlin Robertson

LB Kyle Soelle

LB Caleb McCullough

CB Keon Markham

CB Timarcus Davis

S KeJuan Markham

S Khoury Bethley

Projected Defense

K Carter Brown

P Eddie Czaplicki

KR DJ Taylor

PR Cam Johnson

Projected Special Teams

HC Herm Edwards

OC Glenn Thomas

DC Donnie Henderson

Coaching Staff

QB Emory Jones

RB Xazavian Valladay

WR Cam Johnson

WR Andre Johnson

WR Bryan Thompson

TE Jalin Conyers

RT Des Holmes

RG LaDarius Henderson

C Ben Scott

LG Chris Martinez

LT Isaia Glass

Projected Offense

A turbulent offseason marked by transfer portal exits and NCAA investigations leaves the Sun Dev-
ils at a crossroads heading into 2022. Despite a somewhat disappointing season, Arizona State still 
finished a respectable 8-5. This season will be crucial not only for the future of fifth year Head Coach 
Herm Edwards, but the future of the program as a whole.
OFFENSE: Last year’s starting quarterback Jayden Daniels left 
this offseason to find greener pastures via the transfer portal. 
ASU went into the portal and found themselves a replace-
ment. Emory Jones comes in from Florida after being benched 
midway through last year. Jones is a true dual threat and should 
help make the offense more dynamic. If Jones can become 
a more measured passer, it could spell trouble for opposing 
defenses. 

Running back Rachaad White is off to the NFL after a fan-
tastic season when he accounted for roughly 30 percent of the 
Devils’ total scrimmage yards. However, the Devils look set to 
replace him with an exciting running back tandem. ASU picked 
up grad transfer Xazavian Valladay and redshirt sophomore 
Daniyel Ngata to create a very versatile and strong one two 
punch for the 2022 campaign.

To put it gently, wide receiver was a mess last year for ASU, 
as they really struggled to find a consistent top target. That 
said, there’s just too much talent in this room to expect a repeat 
performance. Bryan Thompson looked to be a solid option after 
transfering from Utah. The word out of camp has been that An-
dre Johnson has been a great deep threat. Add in Cam Johnson, 
a transfer who was one of the lone bright spots on an otherwise 
lowly Vanderbilt squad, and this is certainly a group that could 
surprise people this season.

Arizona State really hasn’t had a top flight tight end since 
Zach Miller left in 2006. But if team whispers out of spring 
are correct, that could change in the near future. redshirt 
sophomore Jalin Coyers and redshirt junior Messiah Swinson 
look to battle it out for the tight end spot throughout fall camp. 
Conyers is a very fluid athlete with good size at 6’4”. Swinson 
comes into Tempe after an injury filled four years at Missou-
ri, but has all the tools to succeed. At 6’8”, 255 pounds and if 
Swinson can stay on the field, he could prove to be a matchup 
nightmare for Pac 12 defenses. 

Offensive Line Coach Dave Christensen has done a really 
solid job up front over his three year career in the desert. This 
year, ASU looks to replace three starters at center, left guard and 
left tackle. Despite losing more than half of last year’s starters, 
don’t expect a big step back this year. Christensen got four solid 
options out of the portal. Guard Chris Martinez (San Diego 
State), left tackle Emmit Bohle (Northern State), right tackle 
Des Holmes (Penn State) and right tackle Joey Ramos (Iowa 
State) should be quality replacements, and should push for 
starting jobs. 

• Writtten by Ian McKinney
             @SSN_SunDevils

SUMMARY: This year could be a very odd one for Sun Devil fans. With the threat of NCAA 
sanctions looming, the key for the Devils is going to be if Coach Edwards can keep the locker room 
together. This team is absolutely talented enough to make a bowl game if they play up to their full 
potential. However, if transfer portal exits, hot seat talk and a lack of time for the roster to gel catch 
up with them, it could prove to be a long season in the desert.

DEFENSE: Transfer portal exits will really hurt ASU’s depth on the defensive line this year. That said, 
there is still a lot of talent up front. Defensive end Michael Matus was third on the team in tackles 
for loss a year ago. Former LSU transfer Travez Moore returns from injury and looks to pair with 
fellow transfer Nesta Jade Silvera (Miami) and sophomore Omar Norman Lott to make one of the 
better defensive fronts in the Pac 12.

An experienced linebacker room looks to be the focal point for new Defensive Coordinator 
Donnie Henderson. Senior Merlin Robertson has come into camp both leaner and stronger as he 
looks to wrap up his fantastic Sun Devil career. Kyle Soelle has taken a leadership role on the defense 
and looks to keep form after leading the team in tackles last year. The third linebacker spot is expect-
ed to be filled by Kyle’s brother, Connor. While this may not be the deepest group on the roster, the 
duo of Robertson and Soelle is solid.

All four starters in the defensive backfield left the program after 2021. Corner Timarcus Davis is 
the most experienced Sun Devil. Whispers out of camp have redshirt junior Keon Markham slotted 
to start at the other corner spot. As for the safeties, senior Kejuan Markham and Khoury Bethley 
look to fill in. Overall, the secondary is the achilles heel of the Sun Devil defense. However, if this 
unit can even play average, it can make life a lot easier for the front seven.
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CAL GOLDEN BEARS

9/3 vs UC Davis
9/10 vs UNLV
9/17 at Notre Dame
9/24 vs Arizona
10/1 at Washington State
10/15 at Colorado
10/22 vs Washington
10/29 vs Oregon
11/5 at USC
11/12 at Oregon State
11/19 vs Stanford
11/25 vs UCLA

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DE Xavier Carlton: Carlton is a redshirt soph-

omore edge rusher transfer from Utah. He adds 
more depth to what will likely be the strength of 
Cal this year. He will adapt quickly and become a 
key piece on the D-Line. 

• QB Jack Plummer: Plummer is a redshirt junior 
quarterback transfer from Purdue. Plummer will 
have the most games under his belt as he was an 
off and on starter for Purdue the last 2 seasons. 
Plummer is a smart QB that can run when needed 
and put the ball where it needs to be. If the wide re-
ceivers give him help, he could be in for a big year.

• LB Jackson Sirmon: Sirmon is a redshirt junior 
linebacker transfer from Washington. He is a big 
get for Cal as their depth was low and inexpe-
rienced at the linebacking position. In 2021, he 
received honorable mention All-Pac-12 honors. 
Jackson is a tackling machine.

Top Recruits:
• RB Jaydn Ott: A 4-Star (247sports) out of Norco, 

CA with elite speed and shifty moves makes him 
tough to bring down. Ott is a home run threat ev-
erytime he touches the ball. He has shown flashes 
of being dynamic in the passing games as well.

• OT Trent Ramsey: As a 3-Star (247sports) out of 
Tampa, he is a mountain of a man coming in at 
6’4” 275 pounds. Ramsey is a physical blocker that 
continuously makes holes for the running backs. 
He always seems to put the defenders into the 
ground as he finishes them off.

• DL Nathan Burrell: He is a 3-Star (247sports) out 
of Bellflower, CA. Burrell is a blitzer in 4 stance 
and standing up position. He is a mismatch with 
speed on the outside. He patiently waits until the 
play comes to him then bursts after the ball. Burrell 
uses hands and timing well to bat down balls at 
the line.

Key Departures:
• QB Chase Garbers: The starting QB from last year 

leaving for the NFL will be a huge blow.  He will be 
missed as his stock continued to rise the longer he 
played. He showed flashes last year, and if he came 
back for one more year, it would have been special.

• WR Nikko Remigio: His role as a punt and kick 
returner will be missed as he was experiencing 
some success last year. His big play ability is some-
thing Cal has been missing for a few years and it is 
a shame the transfer portal took away a guy with 
speed and experience. 

• S Elijah Hicks: Hicks was a lock down safety that 
declared for the draft. He was a big part of the de-
fense last year getting 3 INT and 4 forced fumbles. 
He also contributed 72 total tackles making him a 
ball hawk. His experience will be missed with this 
young and inexperienced secondary.

Key Returning Players:
• S Daniel Scott: The redshirt senior safety decided 

to come back and it will be huge for the secondary. 
The experience will be needed as he has played 37 
games, accumulated 122 total tackles and 3 INTs. 
He helps what can be seen as a younger secondary 
by coming back for one more year. 

• DL Brett Johnson: The redshirt junior defensive 
lineman returns from a season ending injury last 
year. He adds on to the fantastic amount of talent 
at the D Line giving them another impact player. 
Johnson will be making an immediate impact on 
the line as his presence was missed.

• WR Jeremiah Hunter: The redshirt junior 
receiver carved a nice niche last year and is looking 
to improve on it. He will be one of the more ex-
perienced receivers on the team and likely a go-to 
target with his play making ability. Last year, he 
caught 21 passes and averaged 18.5 yards per catch 
in 9 games.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Berkeley, CA
• Enrollment: 45,057
• Founded: 1868
• Mascot: Oski the Bear

Stadium Facts
• California Memorial 

Stadium
• Capacity: 63,000
• Built: 1923

Football Facts
• Record: 585-528-31
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 3-9
• Writtten by Bradley C.
             @SSN_California
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Wilcox has a lot of pressure on him to win football games 
this season. He needs a big rebound year to take his name off of 
the hot seat. This team has the talent to make a bowl game. They 
lost a lot of close games last year and the offense was average at 
best. Cal has a new QB coming in. Jeremiah Hunter is a solid WR. 
The offensive line needs to improve in pass protection. Cal has 
some solid pieces on defense. Jackson Sirmon is a talented LB. 
Daniel Scott is a stud at safety. The offense and defense both need 
to be more consistent this year. A bowl appearance is definitely a 
possibility for Coach Wilcox. Anything less will be a disappoint-
ment.”

Photo by Darren Yamashita/Photo by Darren Yamashita/
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DE Ethan Saunders

DT Jaedon Roberts

DT Brett Johnson

DE Xavier Carlton

LB Braxten Croteau

LB Jackson Sirmon

LB Orin Patu

CB Collin Gamble

CB Isaiah Young

S Daniel Scott

S Raymond Woodie III

Projected Defense

K Dario Longhetto

P Jamieson Sheahan

KR Jeremiah Hunter

PR Justin Baker

Projected Special Teams

HC Justin Wilcox

OC Bill Musgrave

DC Peter Sirmon

Coaching Staff

QB Jack Plummer

RB Damien Moore

WR Jeremiah Hunter

WR Mason Starling

WR Marvin Anderson

TE Keleki Latu

RT Brayden Rohme

RG Brian Driscoll

C Matthew Cindric

LG Everett Johnson

LT Ben Coleman

Projected Offense
There is a different feeling with Cal this year as the season is starting to ramp up. The offense will 
need to be sharp to compliment how much talent and depth the defense will have this year. Last 
year every running back averaged 5 or more yards per carry. With the offensive line returning and 
Purdue transfer Jack Plummer coming in, it gives Cal a nice one-two punch. A huge question is how 
will the wide receiver play be this year as most of them are young but very talented. If the defense 
can stay healthy and the front 7 can live up to the expectations, expect a top 25 defense this year. 

OFFENSE: After their slow start in the beginning, they seemed 
to have a groove near the end winning 4 out of their last 6 
games. It seems like whenever Chase Garbers was having a big 
game it never translated to wins but when his passing yards 
were lower and the rushing yards balanced out the offense, 
that’s when Cal started getting on a roll.

The starting quarterback position seems to be going down 
to the wire with Jack Plummer and Kai Millner. Coach Wilcox 
did not name a starter this spring as it seems like the norm 
with the risk of people transferring out. Plummer already has 
experience playing in a pro style offense so his learning curve 
will not be as drastic. This battle will go into fall and likely will 
not be decided until the Notre Dame game. Both quarterbacks 
will have the opportunity to command the offense in the Cal 
Davis and UNLV game. 

The running back position will be a strength for the 
Golden Bears as almost the same group of guys are back. 
4-star (247sports) Jaydn Ott has been impressive in spring 
with his speed and dynamic playmaking ability. Expect him to 
be in a thick rotation of solid backs including Damien Moore, 
DeCarlos Brooks and Chris Street. The wide receiver position 
has been generating a lot of noise this spring. Jeremiah Hunter, 
Monroe Young and Mavin Anderson are believed to headline 
the receiving core as of now but there are some of the redshirt 
freshmen coming for their starting spot real soon.

Speaking of making good catches, the tight ends have also 
been generating a lot of buzz out of camp this year. Keleki 
Latu, Nick Alftin and Elijah Mojarro have been generating 
buzz for their excellent work ethic during the offseason. The 
coaches have praised their ability to not just catch the ball and 
make plays, but to also block when needed. 

The offensive line should be deep and experienced this 
year. They had their issues last year but it all seemed to click 
for them once they got the running game going down the 
stretch. Pass protection has been what they are working on the 
most during this offseason.

• Writtten by Bradley C.
             @SSN_California

SUMMARY: Cal can turn some heads this year in the Pac-12. Inconsistent offense and special teams 
plagued them last year and went from what could’ve been an 8 to 9 win season to a 5 win season. 
With the QB battle heating up, an experienced offensive line, talented running backs and an exciting 
amount of talent in the receiver position, this could be a team to watch. They have leadership in a lot 
of key positions to help the youth movement that is taking place at Cal. 

Competing for a Pac-12 title is not out of the realm of possibility if their QB play can be solved 
before the Notre Dame game. The way they ran the ball last year will be key this year. They will need 
the running backs to be a factor to take the pressure off of the passing game at least until it is proven.

Defensively, Cal will be very solid. But just like the offense, there is a lot of leadership and expe-
rience in the key positions. The special teams will be another area of this team to pay close attention 
to. There were too many missed opportunities last year, it absolutely cost them games. 

Some games of note will be Notre Dame, Oregon, USC and Stanford. The time is now for the 
offense to bail out Cal’s solid defense. The Pac-12 will need to keep an eye out for this team. Cal has 
a favorable schedule drawing Oregon, Stanford, UCLA and Washington at home. If they can take 
advantage of their home field advantage the Pac-12 could get interesting.

DEFENSE: The defense brings back 4 starters from last year, which isn’t entirely encouraging but Cal 
has built depth in the trenches which will help benefit them this year. This defense started gaining 
momentum at the end of the season as the offense moved the ball a little better.

Their defensive line should be the strength of this team with Brett Johnson coming back after 
missing all of last year. The addition of Xavier Carlton was a big get out of the transfer portal as he 
was a highly sought after recruit a few years back for Cal. Expect the front line to generate a lot of 
pressure with how experienced and deep they are. At linebacker, bringing in Jackson Sirmon gives 
them another experienced Pac-12 ready linebacker to go along with Braxten Croteau and UCLA 
transfer hybrid OLB/DL Osdua Isibor.

Finally the secondary, with Elijah Hick leaving for the draft, the Golden Bears will be without a 
lockdown corner. Expect this position to improve with the deep defensive line depth and expe-
rienced linebacker spots. Even though they are young, they have proven to be talented, long and 
quick. Look for Isaiah Young and Collin Gamble to lead the way and become the leaders of the 
secondary.

Though this is a younger group, they do have some experienced leaders in each position hopeful-
ly making the transition easier. There is a lot of talent on this side of the ball that will develop as the 
season goes on. We will see if Coach Sirmon can replicate the end of the year defense from last year 
again.
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COLORADO BUFFALOES

9/2 vs TCU
9/10 at Air Force
9/17 at Minnesota
9/24 vs UCLA
10/1 at Arizona
10/15 vs Cal
10/22 at Oregon State
10/29 vs Arizona State
11/5 vs Oregon
11/11 at USC
11/19 at Washington
11/26 vs Utah

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OT Tommy Brown: Brown will fill a huge void 

on the offensive line after transferring in from 
Alabama. He didn’t get much time at Alabama, but 
that will all change in Boulder.

• WR RJ Sneed: Sneed comes into a receiving room 
that has been wide open due to the transfer portal. 
Sneed was a great receiver at Baylor, and he looks to 
get more touches this season. Sneed has the oppor-
tunity at Colorado to be the go to target. 

• QB Maddox Kopp: Kopp was a great pickup for 
the Buffs as he brings depth to a young quarterback 
room with Brendon Lewis and JT Shrout. Kopp 
didn’t get to see the field in his freshman year, but 
with the QB room being mostly sophomores, Kopp 
could definitely see the field this season.

Top Recruits:
• S Dylan Dixson: Dixson played both receiver and 

safety in high school. He posted great numbers 
with 257 tackles, 6 sacks and 8 interceptions. He 
may not experience a lot of playing time this sea-
son, but learning under Isaiah Lewis will be good 
for his development. 

• LB Aubrey Smith: As a three star linebacker out of 
Georgia, Smith held offers from Alabama, Baylor 
among others. Smith helped bring home three State 
Championships and was a tackling machine with 
418 tackles. 

• QB Owen McCown: McCown played high school 
ball in North Carolina for two years before moving 
to Texas for his final two years. He is amazing 
on his feet as he rushed for 678 yards. His arm is 
nothing to be slept on as he passed for 4,576 yards 
and 45 touchdowns. 

Key Departures:
• WR Brenden Rice: Rice was the second leading 

receiver last season as a freshman, and he will be 
a tremendous loss to this offense. Rice ended up 
transferring to Pac 12 opponent USC. The Buffs 
take on USC on November 11th.

• RB Jarek Broussard: Broussard is another big 
loss for this offense as he led the team in rushing 
and gave the Buffs a really good run game in 2021. 
Broussard transferred to Michigan State to replace 
their star running back Kenneth Walker III.

• LB Carson Wells: Wells was one of the best, if not 
the best, pass rushers in 2021 for CU. He had 5.5 
sacks and 51 tackles, being a staple on this defense. 
Wells declared for the 2022 NFL Draft and was 
picked up as an undrafted free agent by the Cincin-
nati Bengals.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Brendon Lewis: Lewis struggled in his fresh-

man season. However, Lewis is the favorite to land 
the starting job. He’s been showing flashes in spring 
practices, and the QB battle will come down to how 
he performs in fall camp. At minimum, Lewis will 
provide depth.

• TE Brady Russell: After being the leading receiver 
for Buffalo in 2021, Russell decided he had unfin-
ished business in Boulder and wanted to return for 
his senior season. Russell was not NFL ready yet 
due to the injuries.

• S Isaiah Lewis: Lewis is coming into this season 
hungry with another season to lead this defense. 
Lewis will have a golden opportunity at his helm 
being the captain and hardest hitter on the defense.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Boulder, CO
• Enrollment: 33,246
• Founded: 1876
• Mascot: Ralphie

Stadium Facts
• Folsom Field
• Capacity: 50,183
• Built: 1924

Football Facts
• Record: 714-517-36
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 24
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 2-10
Photo by Tony HarmanPhoto by Tony Harman

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This is a pivotal year for Coach Dorrell. After a let down 2021 
season, this team needs a bounce back. However, the roster is not 
where it needs to be to contend for a conference championship. 
There is a QB battle to be solved. Who is capable of leading this 
offense? All around, CU needs to improve a ton on offense. The 
run game will be alright, but the pass game is the main concern. 
On defense, this unit should improve with some returning expe-
rience. Terrance Lang, Quinn Perry and Isaiah Lewis will lead the 
defense this season. The schedule is really tough for CU standards. 
It would be a great season if they make a bowl. However, a more 
realistic expectation is that Colorado will match their win total 
from last season.”

Photo by CU AthleticsPhoto by CU Athletics

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_Colorado
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DE Terrance Lang

NT Jalen Sami

DT Na’im Rodman

DE Guy Thomas

LB Robert Barnes

LB Quinn Perry

LB Devin Grant

CB Nikko Reed

CB Nigel Bethel Jr

S Trevor Woods

S Isaiah Lewis

Projected Defense

K Cole Becker

P Ashton Logan

KR RJ Sneed

PR RJ Sneed

Projected Special Teams

HC Karl Dorrell

OC Mike Sanford

DC Chris Wilson

Coaching Staff

QB JT Shrout

RB Alex Fontenot

WR RJ Sneed

WR Montana Lemonious-Craig

WR Chase Penry

TE Brady Russell

RT Tommy Brown

RG Casey Roddick

C Noah Fenske

LG Austin Johnson

LT Frank Fillip

Projected Offense

Last year, in Coach Dorrell’s second season as the Buffs head coach, expectations were not high as 
the team wasn’t where it needed to be. However, there were many bright spots to look forward to. As 
for this third season, Coach Dorell’s staff is pretty much finalized, and they are bringing in his own 
recruiting classes.

OFFENSE: This offense will be an interesting question on this 
team this season as there have been many players departing 
from the program for the transfer portal or NFL. The quarter-
back position is one of the big questions on this offense. The 
front runner for the spot looks like it will be JT Shrout. On the 
other hand, CU has Brendon Lewis, who showed flashes of po-
tential last season, but with the return of Shrout it’ll be a battle 
this whole offseason to see who will take the mantle week one 
against Northern Colorado.

Another big void that will have to be filled will be at 
running back. Jarek Broussard transferred to Michigan State 
to play for former Colorado head coach Mel Tucker. This will 
give the spotlight to redshirt senior Alex Fontenot, as he will 
look to fill the footsteps that Broussard left last season. 

The receiving core this season will be without one of 
their best receivers from last season as Brenden Rice chose to 
transfer to USC. This opens a hole in the receiving room for 
someone to step up. Baylor transfer RJ Sneed could be a guy 
to watch out for. Some familiar faces return with the likes of 
Daniel Arias and Chase Penry. They both look to take more vi-
tal roles in the offense this season. For Penry, this is the season 
for him to break out as he is only a sophomore. For the tight 
end position, Brady Russell returns for his fifth season. He’ll be 
a top tight end in the Pac 12.

The offensive line is one of the more experienced units in 
recent seasons. Bringing in Alabama transfer Tommy Brown 
was the first step in putting this unit together. On the right 
side of the line, Frank Fillip and Casey Roddick return. As for 
center, it looks like returning transfer Noah Fenske will keep 
his spot. 

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_Colorado

SUMMARY: A lot of people have low expectations for the Buffs this season. If the Buffs can’t at least 
match or improve their win total from last season, Coach Dorrell could be placed on the hot seat. 
The schedule is quite difficult for Pac 12 standards. The Buffs play 11 power five opponents. Their 
only non-power five opponent is at Air Force. That is not a guaranteed win. Fans will know what 
Colorado is capable of right out the gate. 

DEFENSE: The defense will be a bright spot this season for the Buffs as they have returning experi-
ence. On the outside of the defensive line is senior Terrance Lang, who looks to take a big step for 
the defense. On the other side, the Buffs have Guy Thomas. Thomas saw decent time on the field last 
season, but with a great offseason, he feels he can excel and prove to be a great piece for the line. For 
the tackle positions, they consist of returning juniors Na’im Rodman and Jalen Sami.

When going over the linebacking core, things get interesting with Carson Wells entering the 
NFL and Nate Landman graduating. This will give full reigns to Quinn Perry to lead this defense. 
Perry looks to take the lead Wells had last season. He will be alongside Robert Barnes, who also 
didn’t see a whole lot of time on the field, but he erupted during spring. Looking on the outside, the 
Buffs brought in West Virginia transfer Josh Chandler-Semedo, who looks to bring a different type 
of energy to the Pac 12. Chandler-Semedo was a huge transfer portal pickup for Colorado.

Transitioning to the secondary, this will be one of the youngest units in all of the country, which 
includes three redshirt freshmen. One freshman the coaching staff is high on is Nikko Reed. Reed 
has impressed coaches a lot during spring, and he had a very good spring game. On the other side 
is Kaylin Moore, who rarely stepped onto the field, but now gets the spotlight to do big things for 
the Buffs. Rounding out the freshman will be Trevor Woods at free safety. The star of this defense is 
senior Isaiah Lewis. Lewis can be a leader on this team as he is one of the top safeties in the confer-
ence.
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OREGON DUCKS

9/3 vs Georgia (Atlanta)
9/10 vs Eastern Washington
9/17 vs BYU
9/24 at Washington State
10/1 vs Stanford
10/8 at Arizona
10/22 vs UCLA
10/29 at Cal
11/5 at Colorado
11/12 vs Washington
11/19 vs Utah
11/25 at Oregon State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 14

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Bo Nix: Nix transferred to Oregon from 

Auburn for his senior season. He has had an up 
and down career and was replaced in a few games 
last year before a season ending injury. He is also 
reuniting with his former offensive coordinator 
Kenny Dillingham. He will be competing with Ty 
Thompson for the starting job, but is expected to 
win it. 

• DB Christian Gonzalez: Gonzalez comes to 
Oregon by way of Colorado. He has started in every 
game of his collegiate career. He led the defensive 
backs at CU in tackles and pass break ups last year. 
He was Honorable Mention All-Pac 12.

• WR Chase Cota: Cota transferred to Oregon from 
UCLA to finish his career. He was 2nd on UCLA 
with yards per reception at 15.9 yards per catch. 
Cota is legacy at Oregon being his NFL playing 
Dad played there as well.

Top Recruits:
• OT Josh Conerly Jr: At 6’5” 283 pounds, Conerly 

was the number one offensive tackle in the country. 
He will help bolster a very good offensive line. He 
was clearly Lanning’s biggest recruiting win of the 
last cycle, pulling him away from Washington and 
USC. 

• CB Jalil Tucker: The 6’0” 180 pound cornerback is 
one of the fastest players in the country. He ran a 
sub 11 second 100 meter as a freshman. As one of 
the best players from California, he will definitely 
help out a thin defensive backs room.

• CB Jahlil Florence: Just like Tucker, the 6’1.5” 180 
pound cornerback is very fast. He posted a sub 11 
second 100 meter as a junior. Him and Tucker were 
teammates in high school, which should help with 
communication and each other’s growth.

Key Departures:
• DE Kayvon Thibodeaux: He was drafted fifth 

overall by the New York Giants. Kayvon finished 
seventh all time in program history with 19 sacks. 
He was Oregon’s first defensive lineman All-Amer-
ican since Deforest Buckner. Kayvon will definitely 
be missed in Eugene. 

• S Verone McKinley: McKinley went undrafted, 
but was signed by the Miami Dolphins shortly after 
the draft concluded. He tied the FBS lead with six 
interceptions and was a consensus All-American. 
Nicknamed “The General”, he was the clear leader 
of the secondary.

• RBs CJ Verdell & Travis Dye: The running back 
room is still very talented, but it will lose most of 
the experience as Verdell signed with the Indianap-
olis Colts and Dye transferred to USC. CJ’s running 
helped Oregon beat Ohio State for the first time, 
and Dye was an offensive leader after CJ went down 
with injuries. 

Key Returning Players:
• LB Noah Sewell: Sewell is arguably the best 

linebacker in college football. The All-American led 
the team in tackles with 114, which was first among 
freshmen as well. If he decides to leave after this 
season, he would be a projected top 10 pick in the 
NFL Draft.

• DL Brandon Dorlus: Dorlus broke out in his 
sophomore season, securing 1st team All-Pac 12 by 
the Coaches, AP and PFF. He led all Pac 12 interior 
defensive linemen and ranked 23rd nationally with 
an 82.3 pass rushing grade from PFF. 

• Offensive Line: The entire offensive line returns 
which is huge. Aumavae-Laulu, Walk, Forsyth, Bass 
and Jones struggled in 2021 as they were together 
for the first full year. The experience together 
should help them grow in strides.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Eugene, OR
• Enrollment: 18,045
• Founded: 1876
• Mascot: The Duck

Stadium Facts
• Autzen Stadium
• Capacity: 54,000
• Built: 1967

Football Facts
• Record: 682-505-46
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-2
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Oregon had a lot of turnover this offseason. A lot of key players 
are gone. A lot of last year’s coaching staff is also gone. New Head 
Coach Dan Lanning comes in, and he will instill a defensive men-
tality in this team. Noah Sewell leads that defense. He’s one of the 
top linebackers in the country. DL Brandon Dorlus should have 
another great season in the trenches. The secondary needs players 
to step up after many key guys left campus. On offense, Bo Nix will 
likely start at QB. Byron Cardwell will likely be the top back after 
the top two backs last year left. The receiving room also has plenty 
of new faces. The good thing for Oregon is that most of their start-
ers on the offensive line and defensive line return. They should be 
good in the trenches. The Ducks are good enough to contend for a 
conference title, but a playoff spot may be a few years away.”

Photo via TicketmasterPhoto via Ticketmaster

• Writtten by Dustin Wooten
             @SSN_Oregon
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DE Brandon Dorlus

DT Keyon Ware-Hudson

DT Popo Aumavae

DE Bradyn Swinson

LB Justin Flowe

LB Noah Sewell

LB Mase Funa

CB Christian Gonzalez

CB Dontae Manning

S Bryan Addison

S Trikweze Bridges

Projected Defense

K Camden Lewis

P Tom Snee

KR Seven McGee

PR Kris Hutson

Projected Special Teams

HC Dan Lanning

OC Kenny Dillingham

DC Tosh Lupoi

Coaching Staff

QB Bo Nix

RB Byron Cardwell

WR Troy Franklin

WR Dont’e Thornton

WR Seven McGee

TE Cam McCormick

RT Mala Aumavae-Laulu

RG Ryan Walk

C Alex Forsyth

LG TJ Bass

LT Steven Jones

Projected Offense

Oregon will look a lot different this year. They will be a little unpredictable as the whole coaching 
staff was replaced after Mario Cristobal’s departure to Miami. First time Head Coach Dan Lanning 
will try and build upon the success of the former staff. Lanning was previously the defensive coordi-
nator at Georgia from 2019 to 2021. He has done an excellent job in recruiting and fans eagerly wait 
to see if it translates on the field.

OFFENSE: The offense has a new coordinator in Kenny 
Dillingham, who is coming in from Florida State. Dillingham 
promises to bring a dynamic and explosive offense. He has 
shown that he can build a scheme around the players on the 
field rather than try and make the players fit his scheme. 

The Ducks will also have a new quarterback leading the 
offense. Bo Nix and Ty Thompson are battling it out for the 
starting job, but most believe Nix will win the job. Nix had his 
best year at the collegiate level under Dillingham when they 
were both at Auburn in 2019. Both Dillingham and Nix hope 
that they can repeat their success from three years ago.

The offense lost a few key pieces this offseason at skill 
positions in running backs CJ Verdell and Travis Dye and wide 
receivers Johnny Johnson and Devon Williams. Those players 
leave a huge void that needs to be filled sooner rather than 
later. Byron Cardwell will try to take the reins left by Verdell 
and Dye at running back. Cardwell had 417 rushing yards and 
three rushing touchdowns last season for the Ducks. The re-
ceiving group is arguably more talented now, but they do lack 
experience. Troy Franklin, Dont’e Thornton and Seven McGee 
are three players that will get a decent amount of playing time 
out wide.

The whole offensive line returns which should be a huge 
boost for Dillingham and whichever quarterback gets the nod. 
The continuity and consistency on the offensive line will be 
huge for this whole offense. Duck fans are excited to see a new 
innovative offense. Time will tell if Dillingham can deliver.

• Writtten by Dustin Wooten
             @SSN_Oregon

SUMMARY: The Ducks have lost a lot with players and coaches leaving, but have also gained a ton 
of talent and innovation with the new transfers, recruits and coaches. Oregon will be very hard to 
predict this season, but they have the potential to be a playoff contender. The players and coaches 
will also be reeling from the sudden loss of Spencer Webb. Webb suffered a tragic accident July 
13. The Ducks will have to overcome on and off the field issues to come together and have the best 
season they can. 

The schedule isn’t easy as they play Georgia and BYU in non-conference play. Luckily, Oregon 
avoids USC in the regular season, but playing Utah at home won’t be easy. The Ducks definitely have 
a strong enough schedule to make a playoff run if they have a great record.

DEFENSE: Just like offense, the defense has a new coordinator in Tosh Lupoi. Tosh has experience 
in the Pac 12, SEC and NFL. He and Lanning coached together at Alabama and are very comfortable 
with each other, so the defense is in really good hands. 

The defense lost two key leaders this offseason in Kayvon Thibodeaux and Verone McKinley. 
Linebacker Noah Sewell will lead this very talented defense as one of the best linebackers in the 
country. Fans are hoping to see Justin Flowe to stay healthy and join this great linebacker core along 
with Mase Funa and Sewell. 

The defensive line brings back everyone except Thibodeaux. Oregon’s line play, on both offense 
and defense, will be very good this year. Experience can go a long way in the trenches.

The defensive back room suffered a ton of attrition with the departures of Verone McKinley, 
Mykael Wright, Jaylon Davies and DJ James. They did bring in Christian Gonzalez from Colorado 
via the transfer portal. Overall, the secondary is still a very talented bunch. 

Lanning and Lupoi will try to duplicate the success they had together at Alabama. If they can get 
close, this defense will be one of the best in college football. 
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OREGON STATE BEAVERS

9/3 vs Boise State
9/10 at Fresno State
9/17 vs Montana St (Portland)
9/24 vs USC
10/1 at Utah
10/8 at Stanford
10/15 vs Washington State
10/22 vs Colorado
11/4 at Washington
11/12 vs Cal
11/19 at Arizona State
11/26 vs Oregon

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Jamious Griffin: He is a former four star 

recruit (247 Sports) out of Georgia Tech. During 
his time at Georgia Tech he recorded 91 rushing at-
tempts, 377 yards and two touchdowns in 21 career 
games. He is a shifty playmaker that has breakaway 
speed. He uses his feet well to juke defenders and 
has an explosive change of direction. Griffin will 
carry the load of running back this year with the 
lack of depth at that position and the departure to 
the NFL of BJ Baylor.

Top Recruits:
• EDGE Mathias Malaki-Donaldson: The three star 

recruit (247 Sports) out of West Lake Village, CA 
was the top recruit for the Beavers this cycle. His 
speed is nothing to mess around with. He can burst 
into the backfield with aggression.

• LB Melvin Jordan IV: He was a three star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Clearwater, FL. He has great 
close out speed to capture quarterbacks and run-
ning backs in the backfield. He delivers a nice pop 
to his hits that can set the tone of the defense. He 
has good feet to play in coverage, but his strength is 
in the back field causing havoc. 

• RB Damien Martinez: As a three star (247 Sports) 
out of Lewisville, TX, Martinez is a shifty running 
back that can get yards in bunches. He is a dual 
threat back showing the ability to get it done on the 
passing game as well as the running game. He has a 
swagger to his run making him a difficult player to 
bring down.

Key Departures:
• RB BJ Baylor: Baylor was the go to player for the 

Beavers last year. He was a reliable running back 
that averaged a hair under six yards per carry. 
Baylor averaged 102 yards per game and found the 
end zone 13 times last year. He will be competing 
in camp for a Green Bay Packers roster spot.

• ILB Avery Roberts: Roberts anchored the defense 
last year accumulating 128 total tackles, 9.5 tackles 
for a loss and 2.5 sacks. He flew all over the field 
seemingly making every tackle for the Beavers. His 
leadership and physical play will be missed.

• WR Trevon Bradford: He was the most reliable 
target in the passing game last season. Bradford 
finished the season with 631 yards and five touch-
downs on 42 receptions. He was also signed as an 
undrafted free agent to the Los Angeles Chargers. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Chance Nolan: Nolan will be taking control 

of the Beavers offense for another year. He had a 
very solid year last year throwing for 2,677 yards, 
19 touchdowns and a QBR of 148.29. Without 
Bradford and Baylor, he will be needing to up his 
game to another level for the Beavers to have a 
successful season.

• WR Tre’Shaun Harrison: Harrison will be looking 
to take a huge step this year as he had the second 
most yards and receptions on the team last season. 
He accumulated 29 receptions, 401 yards and three 
touchdowns. Without Baylor, the Beavers will 
likely be more passing friendly so Harrison should 
benefit from that the most.

• OLB Riley Sharp: Sharp was second on the team 
in sacks and third on the team in tackles for losses. 
He will need to be more disruptive than ever with 
Roberts gone. Expect a productive season as he 
is looking to anchor down the disruptive Beavers 
defense.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Corvallis, OR
• Enrollment: 34,108
• Founded: 1868
• Mascot: Benny Beaver

Stadium Facts
• Reser Stadium
• Capacity: 43,363
• Built: 1953

Football Facts
• Record: 474-582-36
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 5
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Smith has done a pretty good job at Oregon State. It’s a 
hard place to win, but a bowl game is definitely in the realm of 
possibility. They do need to replace a few key guys. BJ Baylor at 
RB is gone. Jamious Griffin is a name to watch for at that position. 
Chance Nolan is a veteran QB. This offense relies on the run game 
a lot. On defense, the secondary will be solid, but they have an 
unproven linebacking group. The Beavers are going to fighting 
for that 4th spot in the conference behind the likes of USC, Utah 
and Oregon. Look for them to compete with Washington, UCLA, 
Stanford and a few others. A bowl appearance would be consid-
ered a success for Coach Smith.”

• Writtten by Bradley C.
             @SSN_Pac12
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DE Isaac Hodgins

DT Thomas Sio

DT Cody Anderson

DE Simon Sandberg

LB Riley Sharp

LB Omar Speights

LB Kyrei Fisher

CB Jaydon Grant

CB Kitan Oladapo

S Rejzohn Wright

S Austin Alex

Projected Defense

K Everett Hayes

P Luke Loecher

KR Jesiah Irish

PR Luke Musgrave

Projected Special Teams

HC Johnathan Smith

OC Brian Lindgren

DC Trent Bray

Coaching Staff

QB Chance Nolan

RB Jamious Griffin

WR Tre’Shaun Harrison

WR Tyjon Lindsey

WR Anthony Gould

TE Luke Musgrave

RT Taliese Fuaga

RG Brandon Kipper

C Jake Levengood

LG Marco Brewer

LT Tommy Spencer

Projected Offense

Last year Oregon State was a very difficult team to understand with their good wins and then ques-
tionable losses. The offense is looking to be as balanced this year as it was last year. Chance Nolan 
will have the green light when it comes to passing as the Beavers will go as far as he takes them. The 
defense was average last year but their strength was in the trenches. As they have lost key pieces 
from the defense, they are still looking to have a strong front seven.

OFFENSE: Some key pieces departed last year in the running 
game as well as the receiving game. Chance Nolan will have 
an opportunity to be the guy this year as the offensive line is 
looking to be a strength for this team. Nolan will be looking to 
build off of last year and continue to make big plays to confuse 
the defense as he can air it out or can tuck it and surprise 
defenses with his good speed. 

Tre’Shaun Harrison and Tyjon Lindsey will lead the way 
for this offense in the receiving game as they will be the go to 
targets this year. Though young, the athletic abilities for the 
wide receivers room will surprise people this year. The Beavers 
are bringing back a ton of unproven players but the potential 
with this group will be seen if the offense runs a more passing 
friendly playbook. The wide receivers will be able to show off 
their abilities more as Oregon State is looking to be a more 
balanced team across the board. Bolden had a very impressive 
spring and he will make a push for starting reps. 

Jamious Griffin will need to carry this team’s running 
game. The former four star recruit out of Georgia Tech shows 
shifty moves and breaks through holes with ease. Damien 
Martinez will be another name to look out for as he had an 
excellent spring and will compete for the starting role this fall. 
The offensive line is losing 2 lineman from last year but are 
replacing them with 2 experienced players. They did a great 
job last year both in the run and passing game and we expect 
the same this year. 

• Writtten by Bradley C.
             @SSN_Pac12

SUMMARY: Overall, this Oregon State team seems to be a mixed bag of unproven young talents to 
veterans that need to step up and be leaders. Chance Nolan is looking to have a stellar season as he 
is hoping to find a new go to receiver. The offense will lean on the running game to start the season 
and they will see how far that can take them until Nolan has his wide receiver. The bright side for 
the Beavers is that the offensive line should be able to pull the weight early. This offense was in the 
bottom half of the Pac 12 last season, but they will surprise people and have a middle to the pack or 
upper portion of the Pac 12 in offense. Unfortunately for the Beavers they start off the season with a 
rough schedule against group of five powers in Boise State and Fresno State, then they have USC and 
Utah. If they want to have a good season, they will need to split those games as the second half of 
their schedule is easier until they play Oregon. The offense and defense will need to grow up fast as 
their only virtual lock win should be Montana State. 

The defense will be stout especially in the trenches. The front lines on both sides of the ball will 
have to play perfectly for the Beavers to get 7 wins. Strover, Hodgens and Chatfield will be looking 
to step up and lead the Beavers to a top defense this year. But the season’s tone will be set on how 
they survive the first 5 weeks. If they can survive with a winning record, they should be able to roll 
through the end portion of their schedule.

DEFENSE: The exit of Avery Roberts and Andrzej Hughes-Murray hurt, but this team is still surpris-
ingly deep on the line. This defense plays a grind it out game and excels at being physical on the line. 
Isaac Hodgins and Simon Sandberg look to lead the line and be a disruptive unit like last year. The 
Beavers were aggressive and beat down on many opponents last year and it will be the same this 
year. 

The linebackers are looking to be a new group this season after a disappointing last season. Riley 
Sharp, Omar Speights, Kyrei Fisher, Cory Stover, John McCartan and Andrew Chatfield stuck out 
during spring practice as they brought more of a physical presence as well as continuously getting 
pressure in the back field. Oregon State needs a few of those guys to step up. Look for a more disci-
plined group in the passing and rushing game this season.

The secondary also gets back a ton of experience. With a new secondary coach, the schematics 
are expected to be better. Kitan Oladapo and Jaden Robinson will be leading this young, but experi-
enced group next year. Spring practice painted a picture that the coverage of one on one was better 
than last year. They are bringing back all six of their starters from last season so this group is the one 
to watch for improvement. This defense will be tough to beat once the secondary and the front seven 
click.
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STANFORD CARDINAL

9/3 vs Colgate
9/10 vs USC
9/24 at Washington
10/1 at Oregon
10/8 vs Oregon State
10/15 at Notre Dame
10/22 vs Arizona State
10/29 at UCLA
11/5 vs Washington State
11/12 at Utah
11/19 at Cal
11/26 vs BYU

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DB Patrick Fields: After helping Oklahoma beat 

Oregon in last year’s Alamo Bowl and being named 
the Defensive MVP of the game, Fields has decided 
to join Stanford as a graduate transfer. In four 
seasons for the Sooners, Fields recorded 201 total 
tackles, two sacks, three interceptions and one fum-
ble recovery. Fields will be pursuing his Master’s 
Degree in Management Science and Engineering 
at Stanford.

Top Recruits:
• DL David Bailey: Bailey was the first player left 

off of 247 Sports’ five star recruits list for the 2022 
recruiting class. He was a unanimous four star recruit 
(247 Sports) for the Cardinal with the ability to get 
after the quarterback from the linebacker or edge po-
sitions. Bailey has the measurables that defensive line 
coaches drool over. Bailey is the best player to enroll 
as a freshman at Stanford in quite some time.

• DL Ernest Cooper IV: Cooper was a four star recruit 
(247 Sports) that is ready to swat down anything 
within arms reach on the edges. Cooper has been 
highly sought after as he was recruited from almost 
every powerhouse school across the country. Cooper 
has been touted for his off the field character as well.

• OL Fisher Anderson: Anderson was a four star 
recruit (247 Sports) and is a monster in stature, 
standing at 6’7” and weighing in at 270 lbs. He will 
be developing to be a cornerstone for the Cardinal 
offensive line in years to come.

Key Departures:
• RB Austin Jones: Last season’s top offensive 

weapon made a surprising transfer to Pac 12 rival 
USC. After accumulating 645 total yards of offense 
on 139 touches and scoring three touchdowns, the 
Cardinal will have to find a way to replace the top 
running back from the past two seasons.

• DL Thomas Booker: After appearing in 41 games 
for the Cardinal, Booker was drafted in the 5th 
round of the NFL Draft by the Houston Texans. 
The former two time member of the All-Pac 12 
defensive line graduated with 159 total tackles, 9.5 
sacks, one interception, two fumble recoveries and 
a forced fumble.

• RB Nathaniel Peat: Following top running back 
Austin Jones, Peat leaves for a midwest landing spot 
in Missouri. Peat was the second leading rusher 
behind Jones the past two seasons. Peat’s biggest 
claim was the big rushing touchdown against USC 
to highlight the upset of the 14th ranked Trojans.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Tanner McKee: McKee took a beating behind 

a very poor offensive line last season. Although he 
still recorded good passing yards, he only chalked 
up 15 passing touchdowns and four rushing touch-
downs. McKee is high on NFL Draft charts for the 
upcoming 2023 draft.

• RB E.J. Smith: The son of the NFL Hall of Famer 
Emmitt Smith will be expected to fill a huge hole 
left in the running back’s room. After getting 207 
total yards of offense with a touchdown in the 
2021 season, he has shown great promise with his 
increased role in this year’s spring practices. 

• DB Kyu Blu Kelly: The Cardinal lock down corner 
is back for a final season and ready to rebound on 
what had been “down seasons” for his standards. 
Last year he defended 12 passes and recorded two 
interceptions as well as forcing and recovering a 
fumble. Kelly will look to lock down half of the 
field for the Cardinal.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Stanford, CA
• Enrollment: 17,246
• Founded: 1885
• Mascot: Stanford Tree

Stadium Facts
• Stanford Stadium
• Capacity: 50,424
• Built: 1921

Football Facts
• Record: 590-461-34
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 14
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 5-7
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Stanford

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“There is no doubt that Coach Shaw has one of the tougher power 
5 jobs in America. That being said, it’s going to be difficult for 
Stanford to compete year in and year out in the new reality of 
college football (portal, NIL, etc.). Coach Shaw does have himself 
a NFL quality QB in Tanner McKee. Expect EJ Smith to have a 
breakout year at RB. Same with David Bailey on the D-line. The 
secondary will be solid for Stanford as well. They do need to im-
prove a lot on both sides of the ball. The defense last year was bad, 
especially late in the year. The whole team looked like they gave up 
in the last few games. Shaw is a great coach, but things seem to be 
going downhill at Stanford.”
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DE David Bailey

DT Tobin Phillips

DT Anthony Franklin

DE Stephen Herron

LB Ricky Miezan

LB Levani Damuni

CB Ethan Bonner

CB Kyu Blu Kelly

CB Jimmy Wyrick

S Kendall Williamson

S Jonathan McGill

Projected Defense

K Joshua Karty

P Ryan Sanborn

KR Casey Filkins

PR Casey Filkins

Projected Special Teams

HC David Shaw

OC Tavita Pritchard

DC Lance Anderson

Coaching Staff

QB Tanner McKee

RB EJ Smith

WR Michael Wilson

WR Brycen Tremayne

WR Elijah Higgins

TE Benjamin Yurosek

RT Myles Hinton

RG Branson Bragg

C Drake Nugent

LG Barrett Miller

LT Walter Rouse

Projected Offense
Now entering his 11th season as the Head Coach, David Shaw looks to get back to dominant 
Cardinal football. After three seasons of 4 wins or less, Shaw’s time may be coming to an end as the 
Head Coach. But overall, Shaw has a 93-45 record since being promoted to replace Jim Harbaugh. 
He has some leash left to get things corrected and back to winning ways in the Pac 12. This season’s 
recruiting class welcomes one of the top recruits, David Bailey, since landing current quarterback 
Tanner McKee in 2018. Stanford faces its typical tough schedule as they travel to Notre Dame and 
welcome in BYU for non-conference games. This year’s Pac 12 schedule will be tougher as teams like 
Washington and USC have both gotten significantly better from last season, along with the typical 
strong Oregon and Utah teams.
OFFENSE: Offensive Coordinator Tavita Pritchard is entering 
his 5th season as the play caller for the Cardinal. After a few 
down years from the offense, Coach Pritchard is looking to get 
his quarterback ready to go with returning receiving options, a 
top back taking on more responsibility and a stronger veteran 
offensive line than in years past.

Junior quarterback Tanner McKee is looking to have a 
strong rebound season after running for his life most of last 
season. Behind pretty poor line play, McKee took 17 sacks last 
season while only throwing 15 touchdowns. People are high 
on McKee. Pro Football Focus has him rated as the third best 
quarterback option in this draft, behind CJ Stroud and Bryce 
Young. With returning receiving options and a new running 
back in the backfield, McKee is hopeful he will have plenty of 
time to connect with all of his weapons this season.

With the loss of the top two backs from the past two 
seasons, the Cardinal were left in a bad position on what to do 
at running back. Luckily E.J. Smith is ready for the increased 
workload. E.J. knows what it takes to be one of the best there 
is. E.J. has shown some flash this spring on the ground and 
through the air, and he is prime for a breakout season in the 
Cardinal backfield.

All of the top pass catching options at tight end and receiver 
have returned, highlighted by junior tight end Benjamin Yuro-
sek. Last season Yurosek led the team in receiving yards with 
658 total. The starting receiving options are all seniors, and Eli-
jah Higgins, last year’s top pass catcher, is ready to improve on 
his strong 2021 season. Junior John Humphreys looks to con-
tinue growing his game, assuming he can stay healthy. Expect 
to hear his name frequently this season. This group as a whole 
has had major injury issues, so if the core can stay healthy it 
will make the Cardinal offense better by just being present.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Stanford

SUMMARY: After an all time low season for Coach Shaw and the Cardinal, there is nowhere for 
them to go but up. Stanford finished 2nd to last in the Pac 12 and their offense and defense ranked 
close to 100th in almost every category last season. Stanford has done exceptionally well since Coach 
Shaw took over the program, and they will have to get back to the basics of finding quality recruits 
who fit the Stanford model to fix the issues they have had the past few seasons. 

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator Lance Anderson is ready for a revamped defense in his 9th sea-
son in charge. After allowing almost 400 yards per game to opponents, Coach Anderson knows he 
has to get this defense striking hard and making plays. 

The defensive line will be key for the defense’s success this season. The line will have new faces 
on the edges in freshman David Bailey and Ernest Cooper IV, who are both highly touted and big 
impact players. Bailey is the top recruit for Stanford since the current quarterback came in as a four 
star recruit. Bailey is already being talked about in NFL draft buzz once, so he will have a big hype to 
live up to. 

With Stanford often changing defensive formations, it’s uncertain how many linebackers will be 
on the field. Previously Stanford had run a 3-4, but during the spring there were lots of 4-3 and 2-4-5 
formations. So do not be alarmed if there are edge guys lining up at outside backer or in the three 
technique. But the returning leading tacklers from last season’s linebacker core are the primary in-
terior guys: Levani Damuni and Ricky Miezan. Damuni had 85 tackles and two sacks, while Miezan 
had 67 tackles, half a sack and a fumble recovery.

The strength of the defense lies in the veteran laiden secondary room. The senior corner Kyu 
Blu Kelly is a true lock down corner and looks to be one of the best corners in the Pac 12. He was 
expected to make the move to the NFL at the beginning of his sophomore season, but after a down 
year, he decided to come back and finish out his collegiate career as a Cardinal. The Cardinal 
secondary also welcomes in transfer Patrick Fields from Oklahoma, who recorded 201 tackles, two 
sacks and three interceptions with the Sooners. The former Sooner defensive captain is ready to 
come in and be a strong leader for the Cardinal defense this 2022 season.
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UCLA BRUINS

9/3 vs Bowling Green
9/10 vs Alabama State
9/17 vs South Alabama
9/24 at Colorado
9/30 vs Washington
10/8 vs Utah
10/22 at Oregon
10/29 vs Stanford
11/5 at Arizona State
11/12 vs Arizona
11/19 vs USC
11/25 at Cal

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Darius Muasau: The linebacker corps will have 

some gaps to fill after a couple of key departures. 
Muasau has recorded over 100 tackles in each of 
the last two seasons at Hawaii. 

• WR Jake Bobo: Bobo was the top receiver for 
Duke last season. He comes in to help a receiving 
corps that lost their top two targets from 2021. 

• DL Gabriel Murphy: Murphy had 7.5 sacks and 
two forced fumbles at North Texas in 2021. He 
should start right away for the Bruins.

Top Recruits:
• S Kamari Ramsey: The top rated recruit in the 

2022 class for UCLA, Ramsey is a four star (247 
Sports) safety from California. He is the 11th 
ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
California. 

• TE Jack Pedersen: Pedersen is a four star (247 
Sports) tight end from California. He is the eighth 
ranked (247 Sports) tight end in the country. 

• WR Jadyn Marshall: Marshall is a four star (247 
Sports) wide receiver from California. He is the 
12th ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
California. 

Key Departures:
• TE Greg Dulcich: Dulcich was one of the best tight 

ends in the country in 2021. He was second on 
the team with 42 receptions for 725 yards and five 
touchdowns in 2021. 

• WR Kyle Philips: Philips was the leading receiver 
for the Bruins in 2021. He recorded 59 receptions 
for 739 yards and ten touchdowns last season. 

• DB Qwuantrezz Knight: Knight led the defense in 
2021 with 66 tackles and six tackles for loss. Knight 
has six years of experience at the college level, and 
he was one of the most experienced players on the 
UCLA defense last season. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Dorian Thompson-Robinson: Thomp-

son-Robinson returns as one of the most experi-
enced quarterbacks in the country. He has thrown 
for over 1,000 yards in each of his four seasons at 
UCLA. 

• RB Zach Charbonnet: Charbonnet had a breakout 
2021 season with 1,137 yards and 13 touchdowns. 
He will be one of the best running backs in the 
Pac-12 this season. 

• S Stephan Blaylock: Blaylock will be returning for 
his fifth season at UCLA. He was the fifth leading 
tackler on the team with 53 tackles in 2021. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Los Angeles, CA
• Enrollment: 44,947
• Founded: 1919
• Mascot: Joe Bruin

Stadium Facts
• Rose Bowl
• Capacity: 88,565
• Built: 1922

Football Facts
• Record: 598-400-31
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 17
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 9-3
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“UCLA is considered a sleeper team in the Pac 12 this season by 
many people. All the focus in the conference is on Utah, Oregon 
and USC, so it wouldn’t shock me if UCLA sneaks up on those 
teams. They have a good offense with Dorian Thompson-Robinson 
back at quarterback and Zach Charbonnet back at running back. 
They have a solid receiving corps with Jake Bobo, Kam Brown 
and Kazmeir Allen. The offensive line is great at run blocking. The 
defense needs to get better though. Safety Stephan Blaylock is the 
leader on that side of the ball. Hawaii transfer Darius Muasau is 
a name to watch for at linebacker. If UCLA is going to upset one 
of the top teams in the conference, the defense needs to be better. 
Overall, another eight win season would be welcomed in Los 
Angeles.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_UCLA
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DE Gabriel Murphy

DT Jay Toia

DT Gary Smith III

DE Bo Calvert

LB Kain Medrano

LB Darius Muasau

LB JonJon Vaughns

CB Devin Kirkwood

CB John Humphrey

S Stephan Blaylock

S Mo Osling III

Projected Defense

K Nicholas Barr-Mira

P Chase Barry

KR Kazmeir Allen

PR Jake Bobo

Projected Special Teams

HC Chip Kelly

OC Chip Kelly

DC Bill McGovern

Coaching Staff

QB Dorian Thompson-Robinson

RB Zach Charbonnet

WR Jake Bobo

WR Kazmeir Allen

WR Kam Brown

TE Michael Ezeike

RT Tyler Manoa

RG Jon Gaines II

C Duke Clemens

LG Atonio Mafi

LT Raiqwon O’Neal

Projected Offense
Heading into 2021, Chip Kelly’s seat was starting to get warm, as the Bruins had three losing seasons 
in his first three years. Kelly and the Bruins delivered in 2021 with an 8-4 record, their best record 
since 2014. Hopes and expectations are now a lot higher heading into 2022 than they were heading 
into 2021, but the Bruins look ready to deliver again. There have been big losses on both sides of the 
ball, as the top two tacklers are gone on the defense, and the top two targets are gone on the offense. 
UCLA still returns many key players from 2021, and they were very active in the transfer portal and 
picked up many players that should start right away. With returning players like Dorian Thomp-
son-Robinson and big transfers such as Darius Muasau, look for another solid season for UCLA.
OFFENSE: UCLA will have one of the most experienced 
quarterbacks in the country with Dorian Thompson-Robin-
son. Over his four seasons at UCLA, Thompson-Robinson 
has thrown for 7,541 yards and 61 touchdowns, and ran for 
1,181 yards and 16 touchdowns. Heading into his fifth season, 
Thompson-Robinson looks primed for his best season yet. 
The passing game takes a hit after the departure of the top two 
targets from 2021, but with Thompson-Robinson leading the 
charge, the passing game will be just as good, if not better than 
it was in 2021.

With Greg Dulcich and Kyle Philips both departing to the 
NFL, UCLA went to the transfer portal to look for some help 
in the passing game, and they got Jake Bobo from Duke. Bobo 
was the top receiver at Duke last season with 74 receptions 
for 794 yards and one touchdown. Bobo also has four years of 
experience at Duke, and has recorded over 100 receiving yards 
in each of his four seasons at the college level. The top returning 
receiver from 2021 is Kazmeir Allen. Allen will be returning 
for his fifth season after recording 17 catches for 255 yards and 
four touchdowns in 2021. Kam Brown is also returning for his 
second season at UCLA. Neither Allen or Brown have made 
a big impact in the receiving game at UCLA, but that could 
change this season as they will both play larger roles on the 
offense in 2021. 

UCLA will have arguably the best running back in the 
Pac-12 in Zach Charbonnet. After two seasons at Michigan, 
Charbonnet decided to transfer to UCLA in the 2021 offseason. 
Prior to the 2021 season, many expected Brittan Brown to be 
the top running back for the Bruins in the upcoming season, 
but Charbonnet surprised everyone by running for 1,137 yards 
and 13 touchdowns, and being by far the top rusher on the 
team. Charbonnet also played a big role in the passing game, 
catching 24 passes for 197 yards. 

The offensive line played a big role in the success of the 
running game last season, and they should be solid again in 
2022. Seniors Jon Gaines II and Duke Clemens will both be 
returning, and UCLA has also brought in Raiqwon O’Neal from 
Rutgers to step into a starting role. Sam Marrazzo will also be 
returning after suffering a season ending injury early in the 
2021 season.

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_UCLA

SUMMARY: It took longer than expected, but Chip Kelly is finally started to get things going at 
UCLA. The Bruins went 8-4 in 2021, the first winning record in Chip Kelly’s tenure, and they should 
be able to keep things going in 2022. The return of Dorian Thompson-Robinson is huge. That much 
experience at the quarterback position is always a good thing. The defense lost some key pieces 
from 2021, but UCLA hit it out of the park in the transfer portal on the defensive side of the ball. 
Expect the defense to be solid this season, just like they were in 2021. UCLA could easily start the 
season 5-0 before hitting the toughest part of their Pac-12 schedule in October. Games against Utah, 
Oregon and USC will be the toughest ones, but every other game on the schedule is very winnable 
for UCLA. 

DEFENSE: The run defense for UCLA was one of the best in the country in 2021, ranking 23rd 
in the country and giving up only 124 yards per game. This year, the defensive line loses Otito 
Ogbonnia, who recorded 30 tackles and two sacks in 2021, but this will still be a very good group in 
2022. The top returning defensive lineman will be Bo Calvert. Last season, Calvert was seventh on 
the team with 38 tackles, and he also led the team with four sacks. Gabriel Murphy comes in with 
three seasons at North Texas behind him. Murphy recorded 53 tackles and 7.5 sacks in 2021, and he 
should start right away at UCLA. Gary Smith III has also been brought in after two seasons at Duke. 

The linebacker corps has lost some key pieces from 2021, most notably Jordan Genmark Heath, 
who was the second leading tackler on the defense last season. Coming in to keep things going at 
linebacker is Darius Muasau from Hawaii. Muasau has recorded over 100 tackles in each of the last 
two seasons at Hawaii, earning a reputation for being one of the best linebackers in the Mountain 
West. Muasau also recorded seven sacks and five forced fumbles in 2021. Kain Medrano and JonJon 
Vaughns are also returning after combining for 43 tackles in 2021.

The secondary will be led by Stephan Blaylock at safety. Blaylock has recorded 203 tackles over 
his four seasons at UCLA, and has also started 31 consecutive games. Joining him at safety is Mo 
Osling III, who is returning for his sixth season. The cornerback spot is led by Devin Kirkwood, who 
had 23 tackles, one forced fumble and one interception in his first season with the Bruins in 2021.
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USC TROJANS

9/3 vs Rice
9/10 at Stanford
9/17 vs Fresno State
9/24 at Oregon State
10/1 vs Arizona State
10/8 vs Washington State
10/15 at Utah
10/29 at Arizona
11/5 vs Cal
11/11 vs Colorado
11/19 at UCLA
11/26 vs Notre Dame

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 20

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Caleb Williams: A 1.000 rating by 247Sports in the 

transfer portal only tells half of the story when it comes 
to Caleb Williams’ importance. Williams has previous 
knowledge in Lincoln Riley’s offensive game plan and has 
showcased his leadership in helping others get up to speed 
during spring practices. 

• LB Shane Lee: One of the most underlooked and 
underrated signings in the transfer portal by any team, 
Shane Lee, has brought a special energy, physicality and 
excitement to the USC defense. During his freshman year 
at Alabama, Lee was thrust into the starting role due to in-
juries and had 86 total tackles, 4.5 sacks, 2 forced fumbles 
and 1 interception. 

• WR Jordan Addison: Jordan Addison will continue the 
elite wide receiver tradition that has been built up at USC 
over the past years. Addison comes in from Pitt where he 
won the Biletnikoff Award for being the nation’s best wide 
receiver. He will be a huge weapon for this Trojans offense.

Top Recruits:
• CB Domani Jackson: The top recruit (247Sports and 

ESPN) in the state of California stayed home, which was a 
huge win to keep top talent from leaving the state. A stud at 
corner with elite track speed, Jackson is coming off of a leg 
injury that sidelined him for most of his senior season, but 
if healthy, Domani has the ability to start day one.

• RB Raleek Brown: One of the first recruits to follow 
Lincoln Riley back home to USC, Brown might be the most 
electric player in this class at 5’8”. Brown could definitely 
see some rotational snaps, but with Travis Dye and Austin 
Jones being more experienced veterans, Brown will take a 
backseat this year while taking on a bigger role in years to 
come.

• WR CJ Williams: CJ Williams is the most underrated 
freshman recruit, and he showed everyone his playmaking 
ability during the All-American Bowl. Williams seems like 
a hard worker and will probably earn the trust of Riley. He 
could see some valuable snaps this year, especially with the 
offense looking to utilize up to 8 receivers.Key Departures:

• WR Drake London: Drake London’s injury towards 
the end of the season gave USC fans a sneak peak of 
what life would be like without the star receiver. As 
one of the top receivers in the draft, his production 
will be hard to fill, but a flurry of transfer portal 
receivers plus 4 star (247Sports) CJ Williams should 
be able to make up some of those numbers.

• DE Drake Jackson: Jackson has flashed moments 
of elite talent and game-changing abilities at the 
edge position in his three years at USC. A pair of 
sophomore linebackers, Raejson Davis and transfer 
Romello Height should work to replace the produc-
tion USC is losing.

• QB Jaxson Dart: Jaxson Dart was the lone bright 
spot for USC fans last season and he was expected 
to be the starting QB this year until Lincoln Riley 
arrived. Dart transferred to Ole Miss to be with 
former USC coach Lane Kiffin and should have 
plenty of success in the SEC next year, while Caleb 
Williams and Miller Moss should have no problem 
filling in for Dart this year.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Gary Bryant Jr.: One of the players who gets the 

least amount of attention is Gary Bryant Jr. Bryant 
should lead USC as WR1 and as one of USC’s two 
kick returners, with Raleek Brown as the other one.

• OG Andrew Vorhees: One of the best interior line-
man in the game is returning for his sixth and final 
year at USC. He is looking to anchor a rapidly im-
proving offensive line. Vorhees will compete for the 
Outland Trophy and will be blocking for Heisman 
favorite Caleb Williams.

• LB Korey Foreman: Korey Foreman was limited by 
injuries last year and this affected his game-changing 
abilities. With an offseason to get ready, he can have 
a profound impact on the game as the former num-
ber 2 (247Sports) player in his recruiting class.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Los Angeles, CA
• Enrollment: 20,000
• Founded: 1880
• Mascot: Tommy Trojan & 

Traveler

Stadium Facts
• Los Angeles Memorial 

Coliseum
• Capacity: 77,500
• Built: 1923

Football Facts
• Record: 758-319-40
• Conference: Pac-12
• Conference Championships: 39
• National Championships: 9

Projected Record: 11-2
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• Writtten by Ari Goldberg
             @SSN_USC

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“USC had one of the best offseasons in the country. They hired 
Lincoln Riley at head coach and he added great player after great 
player in the portal. For the first time in a few years, USC football 
will be exciting to watch. Caleb Williams is an electric QB. He will 
have Jordan Addison and Mario Williams to throw to. Travis Dye 
is an underrated pickup at RB. Depth in the trenches on both sides 
of the ball is a concern for Coach Riley. The secondary will be the 
best unit on the defense. USC deserves all the hype they are receiv-
ing. They have a super talented roster and if they all can click, USC 
can contend for a Pac 12 title.”
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DE Tuli Tuipulotu

DT Brandon Pili

DE Nick Figueroa

LB Korey Foreman

LB Shane Lee

LB Ralen Goforth

LB Romello Height

CB Mekhi Blackmon

CB Calen Bullock

S Xavion Alford

S Max Williams

Projected Defense

K Alex Stadthaus

P Will Rose

KR Gary Bryant

PR Raleek Brown

Projected Special Teams

HC Lincoln Riley

OC Josh Henson

DC Alex Grinch

Coaching Staff

QB Caleb Williams

RB Travis Dye

WR Gary Bryant

WR Brenden Rice

WR Jordan Addison

TE Lake McRee

RT Courtland Ford

RG Andrew Vorhees

C Brett Neilon

LG Justin Dedich

LT Bobby Haskins

Projected Offense
Coming off of one of the most disappointing seasons in recent memory, USC is looking for a clean 
slate. With the revolving door of the transfer portal, USC has brought in many key contributors 
while parting ways with those who were stuck in the Clay Helton era. As Darwin Barlow (RB, R-Jr) 
and Miller Moss (QB, R-Fr) have detailed through interviews, the culture and attitude at USC has 
dramatically shifted. But as USC fans are overtly excited about the future, they must not get ahead 
of themselves as there is still a lot of work to do before USC gets back to traditional USC football. 
As USC works to get back to their traditional success, they must now also prepare for the Big Ten 
weather and style of play as they will be playing harder schedules in harsher weather.

• Writtten by Ari Goldberg
             @SSN_USC

SUMMARY: In Riley’s first season, USC has a pretty favorable schedule with the only expected 
ranked games to be Notre Dame and Utah. The end of the season might be the toughest portion 
of the schedule with UCLA and Notre Dame back-to-back weeks but there is potential for USC to 
go anywhere between 9-3 and 12-0. As usual, USC has an early meeting with Stanford in Palo Alto 
and with a well coached team, they could pose an early hindrance. Following Stanford, USC has a 
relatively easy stretch of games including Fresno State, Oregon State, Arizona State and Washington 
State. USC then has to travel to Utah, which is never a fun place to be the visiting team, and then 
gets a midseason bye. Following the bye, USC has an Arizona team on the rise, followed by Cal and 
Colorado. The season then ends with the two week gauntlet of UCLA at the Rose Bowl and Notre 
Dame at home. 

A lot of this season depends on how much improvement the coaching staff can make on 
the players. We will see if this coaching staff can make halftime adjustments to extend leads and 
capitalize on mistakes. Ultimately, this season rides on the player’s dedication to learning the new 
playbooks and embracing the culture shift that is in full swing at USC.

OFFENSE: Lincoln Riley brings a new exciting dimension to 
the offense that was lacking with the last offensive coordinator. 
Long gone are the days of bubble screens and settling for field 
goals in the red zone.

Starting off with what USC has in the backfield, the QB 
position is locked and loaded. Caleb Williams and Miller Moss 
are two exceptional quarterbacks and whoever wins the start-
ing job will thrive in the new offense. Standing next to them 
are the running backs, a position group that has been revital-
ized through the transfer portal. Both Travis Dye and Austin 
Jones have the ability to carry the load of the running game, 
and with star freshman Raleek Brown and his game-changing 
abilities, USC fans are going to see a lot more production from 
this group than in recent years.

Next is arguably the most important position group on the 
field: the offensive line. USC has some question marks at the 
offensive line position but received major news with the return 
of Andrew Vorhees and Brett Neilon who will shore up the 
interior of the offensive line. At the tackle position it is still to 
be seen who will win the starting spots but there is full trust 
in Josh Henson to pick the best players: Cortland Ford and 
Bobby Haskins are a few to watch for. The tight end position 
is one position that is stacked more than a team could ever 
need, even after the loss of Michael Trigg. With players like 
Malcolm Epps, Jude Wolfe, Ethan Rae and Lake McRee, every 
need from a tight end is covered as there is a good balance of 
blockers and receivers in the group.

Finally, the group that a lot of people are excited to watch 
are the wide receivers. This year USC plans to use up to eight 
receivers, rotating them in and keeping them fresh. From the 
returners (Gary Bryant, Kyle Ford and Tahj Washington), 
to the transfers (Brenden Rice, Mario Williams and Terrell 
Bynum) and to the recruit (CJ Williams), USC is absolutely 
stacked at wideout. The addition of Biletnikoff Award Winner 
Jordan Addison to an already stacked group makes this WR 
unit top 2, only behind Ohio State.
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DEFENSE: Alex Grinch’s defenses have always been quick and fast to the ball, another aspect that 
was lacking in previous years. USC certainly has the talent to play elite defense and it’s up to Grinch, 
along with Donte Williams, Roy Manning, Brian Odom and Shaun Nua to mold this defense into a 
Pac-12 championship caliber team.

The front seven, which in the past, was a glaring weakness every week. With increasing depth 
and talent at the D-line, this will be something to watch for this season. This position group has 
plenty of talented veterans and should improve a lot, especially under the direction of an elite coach 
like Shaun Nua. The linebackers are another position that stands to improve considerably. High-
lighted by the new found strength in the middle, the combo of Shane Lee and Ralen Goforth should 
provide the defense with two strong anchors that will help with run support and pass coverage. The 
edge linebackers are a bit of a question mark with Korey Foreman recovering from an injury and a 
new transfer in Romello Height. They have all the potential to be the best edge rushing duo in the 
Pac-12 next year.

The secondary lost a lot of talent to the draft last year with three corners and one safety going to 
the draft, but again the transfer portal has helped USC reload much quicker than before. With Max 
Williams returning from injury and a few incoming transfers, USC has an insane amount of depth. 
The secondary is one of the youngest groups on the team, so they might be one place to look for 
question marks and lots of rotation during games.



UTAH UTES

9/3 at Florida
9/10 vs Southern Utah
9/17 vs San Diego State
9/24 at Arizona State
10/1 vs Oregon State
10/8 at UCLA
10/15 vs USC
10/27 at Washington State
11/5 vs Arizona
11/12 vs Stanford
11/19 at Oregon
11/26 at Colorado

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 4

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Mohamoud Diabate: Diabate comes to the 

Utes after departing Florida. Originally a four star 
recruit, Diabate played three seasons at Florida 
with 17 starts in 37 games. Diabate recorded 170 
tackles in his career as a Gator. In 2021, he led the 
Gator defense with 89 tackles. Diabate brings an 
extremely controlled and physical presence to Utah.

• S Clayton Isbell: Isbell is a dynamic and expe-
rienced talent in the defensive secondary and a 
perfect fit for this defense. Isbell was one of the 
most productive safeties ever at Illinois State. In 
three seasons, Isbell totaled over 100 tackles and a 
couple of interceptions.  

• LB Gabe Reid: Reid was a big contributor for Stan-
ford. Last season, he finished with 62 tackles, which 
was the fourth most on the team. One of Reid’s 
biggest frustrations was consistent losses to Utah. 
The Utes added Reid as a veteran Pac 12 player and 
leader to bolster this group. 

Top Recruits:
• WR Sidney Mbanasor: At 6’5”, 200 pounds, 

Mbanasor flipped from Texas Tech the day before 
December’s early signing period opened, and he 
officially signed on National Signing Day with the 
Utes. Mbanasor has played tight end but will play 
wide receiver at the collegiate level.

• ATH Tao Johnson: He is considered one of the 
top recruits in the 2022 class from Idaho. Johnson 
selected Utah over offers from Washington State, 
Virginia and UNLV, among others. Johnson has 
extensive experience on both sides of the ball with 
his great speed.

• LB Lander Barton: Barton is the younger brother 
of former Utes Jackson and Cody Barton. Lander 
Barton may have been the most prized recruit on 
the board. Barton chose the Utes over offers from 
several schools including Michigan, Iowa, Oregon, 
Texas and Arizona State.

Key Departures:
• LB Devin Lloyd: Lloyd was one of the top line-

backers in Utah history. He had his best season this 
past year for the Utes, finishing with 110 tackles, 
22 tackles for loss and seven sacks. Lloyd was a 
two time Butkus Award finalist and a consensus 
All-American a year ago. Lloyd was a first round 
selection by the Jacksonville Jaguars. 

• WR Britain Covey: Covey played in 47 career 
games for the Utes. Covey caught 184 passes 
for 2,011 yards and 11 touchdowns. Covey also 
accounted for five touchdowns in the return game. 
Covey was voted as an All-American returner and 
signed a deal with the Philadelphia Eagles. 

• LB Nephi Sewell: Sewell played in 13 games last 
season and finished the year second on the team 
with 89 tackles. Sewell was also a 2021 Associated 
Press Pac 12 All-Conference First Team member. 
Sewell, who was a consistent talent and locker 
room leader, takes his intensity to the Saints. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Cameron Rising: Rising finished last season 

completing 64 percent of his passes for 2,493 yards, 
20 touchdowns and only five interceptions. Rising 
also rushed for 499 yards and six scores. Rising’s 
biggest personal performance came in a 42-26 
victory at USC, enabling the Utes’ first win over the 
Trojans in Los Angeles in 105 years. 

• CB Clark Phillips III: He finished last season with 
63 tackles, accounting for third most on the team. 
Phillips dominated at times a year ago, showing 
true shutdown corner ability. This season, look for 
Phillips to take that next leap forward. 

• RB Tavion Thomas: Thomas exploded as the 
top back for the Utes during last season. Thomas 
finished the season with 1,108 rushing yards and 
21 rushing touchdowns. Thomas is a massive 240 
pound battering ram with unequaled short yardage 
ability. If Thomas doesn’t get banged up, look for 
another career year.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Salt Lake City, UT
• Enrollment: 34,000
• Founded: 1850
• Mascot: Swoop

Stadium Facts
• Rice-Eccles Stadium
• Capacity: 51,444
• Built: 1998

Football Facts
• Record: 670-450-30
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 25
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 13-0
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Kyle Whittingham has done an incredible job at Utah. He has 
another really good team this season. They return Cam Rising at 
quarterback. He exploded on to the scene last year. Tavion Thomas 
is back at running back. Brant Kuithe is a valuable weapon at 
tight end. Dalton Kincaid is also back at tight end. This offensive 
line will be among the best in the conference as well. The defense 
has to replace some key contributors, but Coach Whittingham 
always has a great defense. That is Utah’s identity. Junior Tafuna 
is a unit at defensive tackle. Van Fillinger will contribute a ton at 
defensive end. Mohamoud Diabate will be expected to fill the void 
at linebacker. Clark Phillips III is a lockdown corner. Utah is a 
solid team. They will dominate the line of scrimmage. They have a 
lot of continuity which makes them a favorite in the Pac 12. If they 
can win the conference, they will have a realistic shot at making 
the playoff.”
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• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_Utah
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DE Jonah Elliss

DT Junior Tafuna

DT Aliki Vimahi

DE Van Fillinger

LB Karene Reid

LB Mohamoud Diabate

LB Lander Barton

CB JaTravis Broughton

CB Clark Phillips III

FS RJ Hubert

S Cole Bishop

Projected Defense

K Jason Redding

P Mike Williams

KR Clark Phillips III

PR Devaughn Vele

Projected Special Teams

HC Kyle Whittingham

OC Andy Ludwig

DC Morgan Scalley

Coaching Staff

QB Cameron Rising

RB Tavion Thomas

WR Devaughn Vele

WR Solomon Enis

WR Jaylen Dixon

TE Brant Kuithe

RT Jalen Kump

RG Keaton Bills

C Paul Maile

LG Sataoa Laumea

LT Braeden Daniels

Projected Offense

The final game last season for the University of Utah football team was in the Rose Bowl, capping 
an epic year for Kyle Whittingham’s Utes. Winners of a third Pac 12 South title in four seasons, the 
Utes finally got over the hump, winning the Pac 12 championship along the way. Last season’s double 
digit win campaign is in the past, but with many of the principal characters from that run returning 
in 2022, there is a healthy dose of optimism that Utah can accomplish those feats again, if not even 
more.
OFFENSE: The University of Utah offense averaged over 400 
yards and 36 points per contest a season ago. This year, the 
Utes will look to be even better than their Pac 12 Champion-
ship team in 2021.

At quarterback, Cameron Rising exploded on the scene 
and led the Utes to a Pac 12 title and a competitive showing 
in the Rose Bowl. Dalton Kincaid, who accounted for eight 
touchdown receptions, is at one tight end spot. Rising’s favor-
ite receiver Brant Kuithe is back at the other tight end spot. 
The wideouts are fairly young, but highly talented. They will be 
led by sophomore Devaughn Vele, who averaged over 17 yards 
per catch last season.

Tavion Thomas was an absolute difference maker for the 
Utes a year ago. Thomas imposed his will consistently in 2021, 
especially around the goal line rushing for 1,108 yards and 21 
scores. This massive 6’2”, 238 pound power back has proven 
he can be the workhorse in this well balanced attack. Micah 
Bernard also returns with his six plus yards per carry average 
and will be ready to contribute as well.

This offensive line is highly experienced to say the least. 
Returning to the line are three bonafide starters and two 
All-American candidates on the left side in Braden Daniels 
at tackle and Sataoa Laumea at guard. This line was fourth in 
the nation a year ago in protecting the quarterback and still 
rushed for well over 200 yards per game. Look for this line 
to be the center of everything the offense accomplishes this 
season.

• Writtten by Rick Baum
             @SSN_Utah

SUMMARY: How much momentum can Utah keep from last year’s fantastic run to a Pac-12 cham-
pionship and the Rose Bowl? There might be some massive parts missing, but 15 starters and both 
kickers are expected to be back. The system keeps on working under head coach Kyle Whittingham, 
and no one will out physical this bunch on the lines. This team will have great line play, great coach-
ing, players who fit and lots of experience. The schedule is tough, but it’s not unmanageable. This 
team has a realistic shot at the Pac 12 title and a playoff appearance.

DEFENSE: The run defense was amazing last season, and the pass rush was among the best in the 
nation and tops in the Pac 12. Utah brings a whole lot of talent back from that really good defense 
last year.

However, heart and soul linebacker Devin Lloyd and running mate Nephi Sewell are almost ir-
replaceable. Florida transfer Mohamoud Diabate is going to give it a try for Lloyd in the middle. He 
made 170 tackles and 5.5 sacks for the Gators in three seasons. Other contributors include Karene 
Reid and Lander Barton.

The pass rush will come from several new spots, but it’s sophomore Van Fillinger who has to 
shine at one end. He’s the leading returning pass rusher with 5.5 sacks, but it was Lloyd and former 
end Mike Tafua who spent most of their time living behind the line. The Utes need players to step up 
and fill that void. Look for Jonah Elliss to do that.

As always, Utah has terrific big tackles to work with. 6’3”, 297 pound sophomore Junior Tafuna 
will be the main man. Former BYU Cougar Devin Kaufusi will play a bigger role after coming up 
with 13 stops last season.

The Utes have a superstar corner in Clark Phillips. He made 62 tackles, two sacks and 13 broken 
up passes last season. Safety Cole Bishop is coming off a 55 stop season. On the way to work in the 
mix at safety is Clayton Isbell, a star on the FCS level at Illinois State, who finished with 62 tackles 
and three picks last season.
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WASHINGTON HUSKIES

9/3 vs Kent State
9/10 vs Portland State
9/17 vs Michigan State
9/24 vs Stanford
9/30 at UCLA
10/8 at Arizona State
10/15 vs Arizona
10/22 at Cal
11/4 vs Oregon State
11/12 at Oregon
11/19 vs Colorado
11/26 at Washington State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Michael Penix Jr: Penix has been plagued by 

injury. Originally committing to Florida and deal-
ing with torn ACLs, then chest injury and shoulder 
injury after transferring to Indiana, Penix Jr now 
hopes health finds him in Seattle this season. 

• RB Aaron Dumas: The New Mexico transfer is a 
former four star recruit (247 Sports) and was the 
Lobos leading rusher from last season. With 658 
rushing yards on 136 carries last season, he will 
come in and be the bell cow in the Huskies offense. 

• LB Cam Bright: Bright was the Pitt team captain 
and he leaves the Panthers after a successful four 
seasons. While playing for Pitt, Bright accrued 177 
total tackles, 9.5 sacks, 3 fumble recoveries and a 
defensive touchdown. 

Top Recruits:
• TE Ryan Otton: Otton was a four star recruit (247 

Sports) out of Olympia. At 6’6” and 224 lbs, Otton 
was receiving offers from almost every other Pac 
12 school. Although tight end is a deep position 
for the Huskies, Ryan will be competing for reps as 
soon as he gets familiar with the Huskies offense.

• OL Parker Brailsford: Listed at 6’2” and 275 lbs, 
the interior lineman will come in and look to battle 
for the center position right away. Through spring 
practices, he has been seen pushing tires larger 
than himself up the field. If this is an example of 
his strength he could be leapfrogging some of the 
veteran guards before the season is up.

• LB Lance Holtzclaw: The three star linebacker 
(247 Sports) originally committed to Head Coach 
Jimmy Lake, but after sitting down with the new 
coaching staff, he decided to honor his original 
commitment and still become a Dawg. The Huskies 
will likely use him as a hybrid backer.

Key Departures:
• DB Kyler Gordon: The Huskies top corner from 

last season was drafted in the second round by the 
Chicago Bears after recording 45 tackles, 2 inter-
ceptions, 7 passes defended and a forced fumble. 
The former 4 star recruit (247 Sports) quickly 
found his own in Seattle.

• DB Trent McDuffie: McDuffie played opposite of 
Kyler Gordon for their tenure in Seattle. McDuf-
fie was often not targeted which led to Gordon 
standing out more last season. The former four 
star recruit and top 15 corner in the nation (247 
Sports) was taken in the first round by the Kansas 
City Chiefs. 

• LB Jackson Sirmon: The Huskies leading tackler 
from 2021 transfers out to Pac 12 foe Cal. The 
former four star recruit (247 Sports) joins his 
father, Cal Defensive Coordinator Peter Sirmon, to 
give the Bears a new look in 2022. He will be a plug 
and play tackling machine for the Bears in the 2022 
campaign.

Key Returning Players:
• OL Jaxson Kirkland: After throwing his name 

in the hat for the 2022 NFL Draft, Jaxson returns 
to Washington to go through recovery in the 
offseason and raise his draft stock for the 2023 
NFL Draft. The highly decorated tackle has little to 
prove, other than the strength of his injured ankle.

• DL Zion Tupuola-Fetui: Recovering from a rup-
tured Achilles in 2021 spring ball, Zion will look 
to play a full Pac-12 season and skyrocket his 2023 
NFL Draft stock. In 2020, Zion played in 3 games 
and recorded an impressive 13 tackles, 7 for loss, 7 
sacks and forced 3 fumbles. Zion’s athletic ability 
intrigues NFL Scouts as he has the amazing ability 
to shed blockers and find the ball quickly. 

• DL Kuao Peihopa: He will leap into the starting 
role in the center of the line. The redshirt freshman 
has an uncanny ability to pick up the game with 
little effort. He will completely clog the interior 
of the line and will be a huge centerpiece in the 
Huskies defense.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Seattle, WA
• Enrollment: 49,025
• Founded: 1861
• Mascot: Dubs & Harry

Stadium Facts
• Husky Stadium
• Capacity: 70,083
• Built: 1920

Football Facts
• Record: 647-432-32
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 19
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 9-3
Photo by UW AthleticsPhoto by UW Athletics Photo by UW AthleticsPhoto by UW Athletics

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UWashington

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“New Washington head coach Kalen DeBoer is looking for a big 
bounce back season. Step one is to improve the offense. It starts 
at QB where Michael Penix comes in from Indiana. The tight end 
group is a solid unit for Penix to target. The offensive line will 
improve with Jaxson Kirkland returning. To put it simply, Wash-
ington needs to be better on offense. Just over 21 points per game 
won’t cut it. The defense will be solid though. Zion Tupuola-Fetui, 
Cam Bright, Edefuan Ulofoshio and many others will contribute 
this year. Washington should have one of the top defenses in the 
conference. Anything less than a bowl game would be disappoint-
ing for Coach DeBoer’s first year.”
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DE Zion Tupuola-Fetui

DT Tuli Letuligasenoa

DT Kuao Peihopa

DE Bralen Trice

LB Carson Bruener

LB Cam Bright

LB Dominique Hampton

CB Mishael Powell

CB Jordan Perryman

S Alex Cook

S Asa Turner

Projected Defense

K Peyton Henry

P Kevin Ryan

KR Giles Jackson

PR Giles Jackson

Projected Special Teams

HC Kalen DeBoer

OC Ryan Grubb

DC William Inge

Coaching Staff

QB Michael Penix Jr

RB Aaron Dumas

WR Ja’Lynn Polk

WR Rome Odunze

WR Jalen McMillan

TE Devin Culp

RT Troy Fautanu

RG Victor Curne

C Corey Luciano

LG Nate Kalepo

LT Jaxson Kirkland

Projected Offense New Head Coach Kalen DeBoer joins Washington after two seasons at Fresno State, where he led the 
Bulldogs to a 12-6 record. DeBoer brings in an almost completely new staff, most importantly a new 
Strength and Conditioning coach in Ron McKeefery and Director of Recruiting in Spencer Henkle. 
McKeefery will look to reshape a program that at times was questioned on their physical preparedness, 
and push the Huskies back to their physical winning ways. Henkle has been selling this program like 
a television infomercial trying to land as many top players to the program in such a short time. As 
Coach DeBoer gets dug into the program and winning ways return, expect to see Washington back on 
top of the polls and battling with Oregon, USC and Utah for Pac 12 dominance.
OFFENSE: Offensive Coordinator Ryan Grubb has the full sup-
port of Head Coach Kalen DeBoer after the two came together 
from Fresno State. Coach Grubb has nowhere to go but up after 
an incredibly disappointing season from the Washington offense 
last season.

Task number one for Coach Grubb is to determine the 
starting quarterback. Last year’s starter, Dylan Morris, returns 
after throwing for 2,458 and 14 touchdowns. However, Indiana 
transfer Michael Penix Jr is expected to win the starting position. 
Penix threw for 4,197 yards and 29 touchdowns and added 165 
yards rushing and 6 touchdowns while at Indiana. Also return-
ing is Sam Huard, who appeared in 4 games last season.

Aaron Dumas walks into the starting role for the Huskies 
after transferring in from New Mexico. Dumas was offered by 
Fresno State after committing to New Mexico, so now he can 
finally join Coach DeBoer and try to improve on a successful 
season last year for the Lobos. He prides himself on his ability to 
find the openings in the line and blow them up for big yardage 
gains. 

The wide receivers room welcomes back two top talents with 
Rome Odunze and Jalen McMillan. These two will definitely be 
pushing each other all season long as they learn the new offense 
and potentially have a new quarterback throwing to them in the 
2022 season.

The tight end room is incredibly deep. Devin Culp will be 
listed as the starter, but look for newly added freshman Ryan 
Otton to quickly jump into competition for the sole tight end 
position in Coach DeBoer’s offense. The Huskies offense will see 
many 3 wide receiver and 1 tight end sets, so playing time for 
this log jammed position will be incredibly tight.

The offensive line will be anchored by the returning, highly 
decorated left tackle Jaxson Kirkland. He will have his backup 
from last season Troy Fautanu anchoring the right tackle posi-
tion until Kirkland goes pro next season, then he will slide back 
over to the left side. Corey Luciano will hold down center duties. 
That leaves a whole lot of experienced and deserving players to 
fight for the two guard positions. 

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_UWashington

SUMMARY: Coach DeBoer inherited a mess after last season, but somehow there is tons of talent 
hidden in this roster, and with a new coaching staff, DeBoer will look to hit the ground running. If 
DeBoer can uncover the talent hidden in the trainwreck of last season, expect to see many Huskies 
having their name called in the 2023 NFL Draft.

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator and Associate Head Coach William Inge followed Coach DeBoer 
from Fresno State to Washington. Coach Inge will be blessed with tons of talent up front and will 
have to find a way to replace two departing NFL corners from last season’s team.

One thing Coach Inge will not have to worry about is the defensive line, highlighted by Zion 
Tupuola-Fetui. He will hope to stay healthy and be the outstanding backfield disruptor he can be. He 
will line up alongside Kuao Peihopa and Tuli Letuligasenoa. This trio should be tearing up Pac 12 
offensive lines all season long should they stay healthy.

After losing the leading tackler and defensive leader last season, the Huskies will try to make up 
for the lost production by bringing in two seniors in Cam Bright, who will jump into the leadership 
role right away, and Kris Moll from UAB, who will likely be competing with the returning Dominique 
Hampton for snaps. Carson Bruener will be the third linebacker as he returns after a very productive 
70 tackles, 1.5 sacks, 1 interception and 2 forced fumbles in the 2021 campaign. One player to keep 
an eye on is Edefuan Ulofoshio, who was limited in 2020 because of the pandemic and had an injury 
plagued 2021 season. If he can stay healthy Washington could have one of the best linebackers in the 
nation on the field.

How do you make up for losing two top corners to the first two rounds of the NFL draft? Coach 
Inge will hope Mishael Powell can lock down one side while transfer Jordan Perryman will hold down 
the opposite receiver. Over the top the Huskies are blessed with the returning Alex Cook and Asa 
Turner. Cook, being a 6th year senior, will command the defense and look to inspire the secondary all 
season long. This will be the area the Huskies look for the most improvement after losing the most in 
the offseason.
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WASHINGTON STATE COUGARS

9/3 vs Idaho
9/10 at Wisconsin
9/17 vs Colorado State
9/24 vs Oregon
10/1 vs Cal
10/8 at USC
10/15 at Oregon State
10/27 vs Utah
11/5 at Stanford
11/12 vs Arizona State
11/19 at Arizona
11/26 vs Washington

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Cameron Ward: Cameron Ward is a transfer 

from Incarnate Word (FCS). He had an outstanding 
season in 2021, winning the Jerry Rice award and 
the Southland Offensive Player of the Year award as 
a freshman.

• DB Jordan Lee: Jordan Lee was one of the more 
sought after defensive recruits during the 2021 
transfer portal cycle. In 2021, he made 66 tackles 
and forced three fumbles for the Nevada Wolf Pack. 

• LB Daiyan Henley: Daiyan Henley is a very talent-
ed linebacker also out of Nevada. Last year, he had 
59 tackles and four interceptions. Henley should 
see a lot of playing time this season.

Top Recruits:
• S Sam Lockett: A junior college transfer from the 

CCSF Rams, Lockett played in all 13 games in the 
Rams undefeated season. Lockett recorded 38 total 
tackles, 31 solo tackles, 2.5 tackles for loss, one 
forced fumble, three interceptions and three pass 
breakups.

• TE Andre Dollar: Dollar attended Mustang High 
School in Oklahoma. As a senior, he was named 
to 6AI-2 All-District First Team and Co-Tight 
End of the Year in the Central Oklahoma Athletic 
Conference. 

• LB Taariq Al-Uqdah: Al-Uqdah attended Ingle-
wood High School in California. He was named 
Ocean League Player of the Year, was selected to 
play in the All-American Bowl and was rated a 
three star prospect by 247Sports.com. He was also 
rated as the number 17 inside linebacker prospect 
in the country by ESPN.com.

Key Departures:
• OT Abraham Lucas: After being one of the best 

offensive tackles in the Pac 12, tallying up four 
pancakes against Oregon State and three pancakes 
against USC in 2021, and having the best grade out 
of all Wazzu offensive linemen, Abraham Lucas was 
the 72nd overall pick in the 2022 NFL Draft.

• CB Jaylen Watson: Jaylen Watson achieved an All-
Pac 12 honorable mention after totalling 13 tackles, 
two pass breakups and one forced fumble in three 
games in the shortened 2020 season. Iin 2021, he 
repeated this feat of All Pac-12 honorable mention. 
Watson was drafted by the Kansas City Chiefs in 
round seven of the 2022 draft.

• OL Cade Beresford: Cade Beresford started nine 
games in 2021. Beresford transferred to Boise State 
in the offseason likely due to an expected downtick 
in playing time in 2022.

Key Returning Players:
• DE Ron Stone: Stone has one year of eligibility left. 

Last year, he was named to the Bronko Nagurski 
Award Watch List (Defensive Player of the Year) 
and was also named to the Preseason All-Pac 12 
First Team.

• WR De’Zhaun Stribling: Stribling has three years 
of eligibility left. Last year as a freshman, he was 
awarded the 2021 All-Pac 12 Honorable Mention 
and led Pac 12 freshmen in receptions, receiving 
yards and receiving touchdowns.

• CB Armani Marsh: Armani Marsh has one year of 
eligibility left. Last year, Armani was named All-Pac 
12 Conference Honorable Mention. He totaled 70 
tackles (3rd on WSU), 5.5 tackles for loss, a team 
leading three interceptions, four pass breakups and 
two forced fumbles. Armani was also named Pac 12 
Defensive Player of the Week after his performance 
on November 29th.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Pullman, WA
• Enrollment: 29,686
• Founded: 1890
• Mascot: Butch T. Cougar

Stadium Facts
• Martin Stadium
• Capacity: 32,952
• Built: 1972

Football Facts
• Record: 564-569-45
• Conference: Pac 12
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Washington State is considered by many to be a sleeper team in 
the Pac 12. The offense can certainly scare some teams. Cameron 
Ward is a stud quarterback coming in from Incarnate Word. Nakai 
Watson is back at running back. De’Zhaun Stribling is one of the 
top receivers in the conference. He leads a solid receiving unit. The 
offensive line will be good as well, despite losing a key piece. The 
offense will put up points. The defense does need to improve. Ron 
Stone Jr leads a defensive line that needs to get to the quarterback 
more. Daiyan Henley was a nice pickup from Nevada at lineback-
er. The secondary will be good with Armani Marsh and Jordan 
Lee leading that group. The offense is scary good, but the defense 
needs to step up if WSU wants to be a sleeper team. A bowl game 
is a realistic expectation for sure.”
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• Writtten by Ry
             @SSN_WSU
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DE Brennan Jackson

DT Antonio Pule

DT Christian Meija

DE Ron Stone Jr

LB Daiyan Henley

LB Travion Brown

LB Kyle Thornton

CB Armani Marsh

CB Derrick Langford

S Jordan Lee

S Sam Lockett

Projected Defense

K Dean Janikowski

P Nick Haberer

KR Lincoln Victor

PR Robert Ferrel

Projected Special Teams

HC Jake Dickert

OC Eric Morris

DC Brian Ward

Coaching Staff

QB Cameron Ward

RB Nakia Watson

WR De’Zhaun Stribling

WR Donovan Ollie

WR Zeriah Beason

TE Andre Dollar

RT Grant Stephens

RG Ma’ake Fifita

C Konner Gomness

LG Rodrick Tialavea

LT Jarrett Kingston

Projected Offense

Washington State has made drastic improvements this offseason, particularly with the addition of 
quarterback Cameron Ward from Incarnate Word. Washington State is a Pac 12 sleeper according to 
some experts. While everyone the Pac 12 buzz surrounds USC and Utah, Jake Dickert is building on 
the Leach and Rolovich foundations in Pullman.
OFFENSE: Jake Lockert has already made strides in upgrad-
ing the Cougars offense, especially with his new playbook. 
The Coug-Raid, Washington State’s variation of the Air Raid, 
utilizes motions, tight ends, edge receivers and the RPO 
game. This new offense couldn’t have come at a better time. 
Cameron Ward, a four Star transfer from Incarnate Word, has 
already begun working with the playbook. Ward’s elite passing 
combined with Nakia Watson’s rushing is something most 
teams will struggle to defend. The RPO will be very dangerous 
for every opponent of WSU. Cameron Ward is a quarterback 
that NFL Scouts should be watching intently after boasting 47 
touchdown passes in 2021 along with a season high of seven 
touchdowns and 610 yards passing against sixth ranked SLU in 
week nine of the 2021 Season. 

Washington State also boasts an above average offensive 
line that was top 50 in sack rate at 5.7 percent last season, but 
that won’t be enough should the Cougs want to contend for 
the conference title. If they want to replicate the success of a 
comparable offense, e.g. that Western Kentucky had with Bai-
ley Zappe, they need to cut their sack rate in half. WKU had a 
2.2 percent sack rate which ranked them at number one in the 
country. Wazzu may not be able to find that same success but 
given the grueling defenses in the Pac 12, they will be wise to 
protect their prize QB at all costs.

Improvements can be made in Washington State’s backfield 
more than anywhere else on offense. The backfield is adequate 
given their style of offense, but don’t expect any ground and 
pound from Wazzu this year. On the other side, their receiving 
corp looks to be one of the most promising in the Pac 12. This 
receiving corp will complement Cameron Ward nicely. Last 
year, six receivers averaged over ten yards per catch. 

Washington State will have one of the most prolific offens-
es in the entire Pac 12 this season and will hope to improve 
upon their 2021 performance. Thanks to the addition of Ward, 
expect Wazzu to remain in contention long into the fall. 

• Writtten by Ry
             @SSN_WSU

SUMMARY: Jake Dickert has taken a program that was sputtering after Leach’s and Rolovich’s 
departures and turned it into something of great potential. The greatest improvements have come in 
the offense with their promising quarterback transfer and revamped Air Raid offense. However, the 
team has also made great improvements on the defensive front pulling off a great performance in 
the spring game. Washington State isn’t a top 25 team yet, but they have put themselves in a position 
to notch the necessary wins to achieve it. The Cougs are a puddle of oil. All they need is a match to 
get a fire started and Cameron Ward appears to be just that. As of now, Wazzu looks to be a solid 
bowl team with an upside of nine wins so don’t be surprised to see Wazzu appear in the polls this 
season. The teams they could have trouble with are the most physically imposing on the schedule: 
Wisconsin, Oregon and Utah. Washington State should have a good chance at upsetting USC this 
year thanks to the new regime as well as Lincoln Riley’s historically underperforming defense. The 
rest of Wazzu’s schedule should be a cakewalk but, this is college football after all, so anything can 
happen in the Pac 12.

DEFENSE: Washington State has also shown dramatic improvement on the defensive side of the ball. 
During 2021, Washington State raked in an abundance of three star defensive recruits resulting in 
much improved form over prior seasons. The spring game has shown that this is one of the Cougs 
better defenses in recent years. 

The defensive front looks strong but could still use improvement. The edge rushers shined in 
the spring game. RJ Stone and Brennan Jackson, the starting defensive ends for WSU, combined for 
ten sacks, one interception, one forced fumble and two fumble recoveries last year. Moving inwards, 
WSU has a rotation at defensive tackle featuring veterans such as Amir Mujahid, Antonio Pule, 
Ahmir Crowder and Christian Mejia. None of these DTs has ever recorded more than two sacks. 
Hopefully, that will change as they develop and mature throughout camp. The only new face to this 
D-Line is Nusi Malani, the 6’6”, 275 pound transfer out of Virginia with three years of eligibility left. 
That size and length should come in handy.

The secondary is beginning to form but needs more improvement. Starting with the headliner 
of the secondary, Armani Marsh will be guaranteed to start at nickel. He is the most reliable of all 
defensive backs on the team and was named Pac 12 All-Conference Honorable Mention last season. 
Derrick Langford, the 6’3” senior who had two interceptions and forced three fumbles last year, 
looks to be next year’s CB2 of Washington State. For CB3, WSU will likely rotate between Chau 
Smith-Wade, Kaleb Ford-Dement and Chris Jackson. They have a solid lineup of cornerbacks, but 
it could be a question mark for the future as there are a lot of juniors and seniors. Jordan Lee has 
locked in his spot at strong safety, ranking first in the country for fumbles recovered with five and 
ranked fifth in fumbles forced with four. Tanner Moku, the walk-on sophomore, will likely be the 
backup strong safety. There is a competition between Sam Lockett, Adrian Shepherd, Jaden Hicks, 
and Hunter Escoria for free safety. All of these guys are talented, but Sam Lockett will likely come 
away with the starting role. 
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Georgia 8-0 12-1

2 Kentucky 6-2 10-2

3 Tennessee 4-4 8-4

4 Florida 4-4 7-5

5 South Carolina 2-6 5-7

6 Missouri 1-7 4-8

7 Vanderbilt 0-8 2-10

SEC Preview
Projected Standings

Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Alabama 8-0 13-0

2 Texas A&M 7-1 11-1

3 Arkansas 6-2 10-2

4 LSU 4-4 8-4

5 Ole Miss 4-4 8-4

6 Mississippi State 1-7 5-7

7 Auburn 1-7 5-7

East Division

West Division

Offensive Player 
of the Year
QB Bryce Young,
Alabama

Defensive Player 
of the Year
LB Dallas Turner,
Alabama

Freshman of the 
Year
WR Luther Burden III,
Missouri

Player of the Year

LB Will Anderson Jr,
Alabama

Coach of the Year

Sam Pittman,
Arkansas

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/8

AT
10/15

AT
10/1

AT
11/12

AT
11/19

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

VS
9/3

AT
9/10

AT
9/17

AT
11/26

AT
9/3OVER

Alabama

Georgia
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SEC Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Bryce Young, Alabama

RB Zach Evans, Ole Miss

RB Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

WR Kayshon Boutte, LSU

WR Jermaine Burton, Alabama

TE Brock Bowers, Georgia

OT Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, Florida

C Ricky Stromberg, Arkansas

OG Emil Ekiyor Jr, Alabama

OT Broderick Jones, Georgia

DEFENSE
DE Nolan Smith, Georgia

DT Jalen Carter, Georgia

DT Colby Wooden, Auburn

DE Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

LB Bumper Pool, Arkansas

LB Troy Brown, Ole Miss

LB Henry To’oTo’o, Alabama

CB Eli Ricks, Alabama

CB Cam Smith, South Carolina

S Christopher Smith, Georgia

S Jordan Battle, Alabama

K Harrison Mevis, Missouri

P Nik Constantinou, Texas A&M

KR Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

PR Ainias Smith, Texas A&M

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 333.02

2.
Rating: 326.98

3.
Rating: 316.77

4.
Rating: 280.92

5.
Rating: 257.40

6.
Rating: 251.54

7.
Rating: 248.36

8.
Rating: 246.39

9.
Rating: 237.87

10.
Rating: 237.52

11.
Rating: 234.50

12.
Rating: 234.09

13.
Rating: 221.33

14.
Rating: 209.61

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Kentucky
Ole Miss
LSU
Tennessee
Georgia
Florida
Missouri
South Carolina
Vanderbilt
Arkansas

Auburn

Alabama

Texas A&M
Mississippi State



FLORIDA GATORS

9/3 vs Utah
9/10 vs Kentucky
9/17 vs USF
9/24 at Tennessee
10/1 vs Eastern Washington
10/8 vs Missouri
10/15 vs LSU
10/29 vs Georgia (Jacksonville)
11/5 at Texas A&M
11/12 vs South Carolina
11/19 at Vanderbilt
11/25 at Florida State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Montrell Johnson: After one season at Louisi-

ana, Johnson has moved east with his head coach. 
Last season, Johnson ran for 838 yards with twelve 
touchdowns and earned the accolade Sun Belt 
Freshman of the Year. 

• DB Jalen Kimber: Battling for a spot on Georgia 
became tiresome for Kimber and he made the jump 
to where he could get a true opportunity to shine. 
He has great length at the corner position, and if 
he can stay healthy, he will be a huge contributor to 
the Gators success.

• OL O’Cyrus Torrence: After three seasons with 
Coach Napier in Louisiana, Torrence has made the 
move with his coach to Gainesville. He will be the 
newcomer on this Gator line but should be a strong 
leader for the offensive unit this season.

Top Recruits:
• DB Kamari Wilson: Wilson was a four star safety 

recruit (247 Sports) who enrolled early with the 
Gators, so he could pick up the new defensive 
schemes and contribute right away. Although 
Wilson is buried on the depth chart currently, do 
not be surprised to see his name pop up in the box 
scores as the season moves on. 

• LB Shemar James: The four star linebacker (247 
Sports) was one of the top at his position in this 
recruiting class. James made the decision to join the 
Gators over Alabama and Georgia. James will step 
in and be right in the mix for snaps.

• K Trey Smack: While there are definitely higher 
rated prospects in the recruiting class, few will be 
as pivotal to the Gators this season. Smack will 
come in and have an immediate contribution to the 
team’s success in 2022. 

Key Departures:
• QB Emory Jones: After leading the Gator offense 

last season, Jones has moved to Arizona to join 
the Sun Devils. The quarterback appeared in 13 
games last season and threw for 2,734 yards and 19 
touchdowns. He also rushed for 759 yards and two 
touchdowns.

• DB Kaiir Elam: The Gators top corner from last 
year has moved onto the NFL and joins the Buffalo 
Bills via a first round draft pick. Elam was a very 
physical back and matched up well against receivers 
because of his size and length. 

• LB Mohamoud Diabate: Diabate heads west after 
three strong seasons with the Gators, recording 170 
tackles, 5.5 sacks, one interception and three forced 
fumbles. The quarterback of the defense will bring 
a strong presence to the Utah defense this season.

Key Returning Players:
• DL Gervon Dexter: The former five star recruit 

(247 Sports) burst onto the scene in a big way last 
season. He recorded 50 tackles and 2.5 sacks in his 
second season for the Gators. 

• DB Jason Marshall Jr: Another five star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Florida had a very promising 
freshman season last year. After appearing in 12 
games, he recorded 23 tackles and one interception. 
He is primed to fill the position left by Kaiir Elam, 
and he has shown great promise to become the next 
lockdown corner to come out of the SEC. 

• DL Brenton Cox Jr: The leading sack getter from 
last season is back. He will look to work on his pass 
rushing specialty this season under a new coaching 
directive. If new defensive coordinator Patrick 
Toney can wrangle in the focus from Cox, he could 
be one of the top edge rushers on NFL Draft boards 
next season.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Gainesville, FL
• Enrollment: 56,567
• Founded: 1853
• Mascot: Albert & Alberta

Stadium Facts
• Ben Hill Griffin Stadium
• Capacity: 88,548
• Built: 1939

Football Facts
• Record: 722-422-37
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 9
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 7-5
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Florida is a mystery team this season. Coach Napier hasn’t had 
the easiest of offseasons, but he has yet to coach a game for the 
Gators. Anthony Richardson will take over at QB. He has a ton 
of potential. Montrell Johnson and Justin Shorter are skill players 
to watch for. The offensive line should be solid this season. The 
defense will be Florida’s strength this season. Ventrell Miller and 
Amari Burney are a really good LB duo. The Gators have solid 
pieces in the secondary and on the defensive line as well. They do 
need some other players to step up for some departing key players. 
This team will be unpredictable. They could struggle, but they also 
have the talent to win 8 or 9 games. Only time will tell.”

Photo by Matt PendletonPhoto by Matt Pendleton

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Gators
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DE Princely Umanmielen

DT Jalen Lee

DT Gervon Dexter

DE Brenton Cox Jr

LB Ventrell Miller

LB Amari Burney

CB Avery Helm

CB Jason Marshall Jr

CB Tre’Vez Johnson

S Trey Dean III

S Rashad Torrence II

Projected Defense

K Trey Smack

P Jeremy Crawshaw

KR Ja’Markis Weston

PR Ja’Markis Weston

Projected Special Teams

HC Billy Napier

OC Rob Sale

DC Sean Spencer/
Patrick Toney

Coaching Staff

QB Anthony Richardson

RB Montrell Johnson

WR Justin Shorter

WR Xzavier Henderson

WR Trent Whittemore

TE Keon Zipperer

RT Michael Tarquin

RG O’Cyrus Torrence

C Kingsley Eguakun

LG Ethan White

LT Richard Gouraige

Projected Offense

New Head Coach Billy Napier has already ruffled feathers before even coaching a game for the 
Gators. Amidst the issues with recruiting under previous leadership, Coach Napier came in and 
downplayed the significance of recruiting top talent to Gainesville. Coach Napier went to the extent 
of posting an open letter to Gator fans calling the “passion” of the fanbase to be toned down because 
it was coming across as anger. After time under Dabo Swinney, Nick Saban and being a head coach 
at Louisiana, it seems Coach Napier is starting his Florida tenure fighting an uphill battle. The 
best thing that can happen for Coach Napier and the staff at Florida is to get on the field and play 
football.
OFFENSE: In his limited time last season, Anthony Richard-
son showed promising signs of being able to lead the Gators. 
Richardson threw for 8.3 yards per attempt on 38 completions 
and six touchdowns. He also rushed for 401 yards and three 
touchdowns. Richardson has spent the offseason learning the 
play book with new offensive coordinator Rob Sale and feels 
confident in his ability to shoulder more of the workload this 
season. With the majority of the running game gone, expect to 
see a lot of pass first options when it comes to critical plays to 
start the season.

After losing the bulk of last year’s running game, Coach 
Napier had to turn to bringing in a familiar face from Louisiana 
in transfer running back Montrell Johnson. Johnson is familiar 
with Coach Napier’s desire to run the ball, but with incoming 
offensive coordinator Rob Sale from calling the shots at the NFL 
level last season, there could be a change in style to better match 
the pass first game dominating the college scene. Johnson will 
be accompanied by veteran backs Nay’Quan Wright, who was 
expected to get starting reps until being hurt in the spring and 
former five star recruit (247 Sports) Lorenzo Lingard.

The receiving group has a lot of questions behind it. Justin 
Shorter will be the top target back for the Gators, but he only 
caught 41 passes last season for 550 yards and three touch-
downs. Xzavier Henderson caught 26 passes for 277 yards and 
two touchdowns. Last year’s top receiver Jacob Copeland left 
for Maryland via the transfer portal. The tight end position has 
been nonexistent for the Gators the past few seasons. 

The strength of this offense will be its line play. Coach 
Napier has brought in two offensive line coaches to ensure that 
there is drastic improvement on that level. In previous seasons, 
people have questioned the physicality and game vision of the 
Gators line. To make certain Coach Napier gets through to his 
guys he has brought in long time Ragin’ Cajun lineman O’Cyrus 
Torrence to help with the progression. Starting seniors Richard 
Gouraige and Ethan White are on the left side. There will be 
plenty of veteran presence and it’s time for them to execute.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Gators

SUMMARY: Improvement. That is the word that fans are looking for in the 2022 Gators. Under new 
direction, there will be a learning curve of course, but as we often see in Gainesville, mediocrity isn’t 
tolerated, and failure isn’t accepted. Coach Napier will have to get over the rough start to his tenure 
and show that the play on the field will answer any questions fans may have during his tenure. Look 
for the Gators to be a run first and defense driven team when Coach Napier gets his roots dug in. 
Gators will not be battling for one of the top positions in the SEC East this season, but do not look 
for them to be cellar dwellers.

DEFENSE: The most talented players lie on the defense. The problem is the defense has gone from 
terrible in 2020 to average in 2021, and there isn’t much depth past the high end talent. Starting on 
the line are the two faces that should lead the majority of the defensive noise with Gervon Dexter 
and Brenton Cox Jr. After those two names Jalen Lee will get first team reps at the nose tackle 
position, but they will have some good young talent right behind him in the rotation. Opposite side 
of Cox will be an unknown cycle. They will get experience with Princely Umanmielen starting. But, 
behind him is good, inexperienced talent with redshirt freshmen Tyreak Sapp and Justus Boone. 
Expect to see these names pop up more frequently as the season progresses.

A pair of super seniors lead the linebacking core. Ventrell Miller is in his sixth season coming off 
a shoulder injury last season. Add Amari Burney who is in his fifth season, and he will be expected 
to fill the void left by transferring linebacker Mohamoud Diabate. There is lots of experience in 
the linebackers room, so do not expect this to be a downfall for the Gators, even without last year’s 
leading tackler.

The most talented room in the building is the secondary. Jason Marshall Jr is developing into 
a lockdown corner, and he is receiving comparisons to Patrick Peterson in his sophomore season. 
Last year’s second leading tackler Trey Dean III is back and ready to continue ball-hawking all over 
the field. With so much talent in this room they need to be consistent in making plays. SEC teams 
should utilize the run game when they face the Gators because of the play making ability of this 
secondary.
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GEORGIA BULLDOGS

9/3 vs Oregon (Atlanta)
9/10 vs Samford
9/17 at South Carolina
9/24 vs Kent State
10/1 at Missouri
10/8 vs Auburn
10/15 vs Vanderbilt
10/29 vs Florida (Jacksonville)
11/5 vs Tennessee
11/12 at Mississippi State
11/19 at Kentucky
11/26 vs Georgia Tech

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 3

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• Georgia did not have any transfer portal 

acquisitions in the 2022 class.

Top Recruits:
• DL Mykel Williams: The highest rated recruit in 

the 2022 class for Georgia, Williams is a five star 
(247 Sports) defensive lineman from Georgia. He 
is the second ranked (247 Sports) defensive line 
recruit in the country. 

• ATH Malaki Starks: Starks is a five star (247 
Sports) athlete from Georgia. He is the top ranked 
(247 Sports) athlete in the country.

• EDGE Marvin Jones Jr.: Jones is a five star (247 
Sports) edge from Florida. He is the number three 
ranked (247 Sports) edge recruit in the country.

Key Departures:
• LB Nakobe Dean: The 2021 Butkus Award winner 

is out after three seasons at Georgia. Dean recorded 
72 tackles, six sacks and two interceptions for 
Georgia last season.

• DT Jordan Davis: At 6’6” and 340 pounds, Davis 
was a force on the defensive line for Georgia 
last season. He was also a veteran leader for this 
defense.

• S Lewis Cine: Cine led the Bulldogs with 73 tackles 
and nine pass breakups last season. Cine was a first 
round NFL draft pick to the Minnesota Vikings 
back in April.

Key Returning Players:
• DT Jalen Carter: Carter will be one of the top 

defensive lineman in the country in 2022. He 
recorded 37 tackles, 30 quarterback hits and three 
sacks last season. 

• TE Brock Bowers: Bowers was the top target in the 
passing game last season with 56 catches for 882 
yards and 13 touchdowns. He should once again be 
the top target in 2022.

• QB Stetson Bennett: Bennett didn’t have any jaw 
dropping stats in 2021, but he was good enough to 
help lead the Bulldogs to their first national cham-
pionship since 1980. He threw for 2,862 yards and 
29 touchdowns last season. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Athens, GA
• Enrollment: 37,606
• Founded: 1785
• Mascot: Uga

Stadium Facts
• Sanford Stadium
• Capacity: 92,746
• Built: 1929

Football Facts
• Record: 827-405-50
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 12-1
Photo by Todd Kirkland/Getty ImagesPhoto by Todd Kirkland/Getty Images

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Georgia has a legit shot to win the national championship again 
this season. The offense is going to be asked to carry a heavier load 
due to the defense losing a lot of pieces. Stetson Bennett is back at 
quarterback. Kenny McIntosh is a reliable running back. Adonai 
Mitchell, Ladd McConkey and Kearis Jackson are all solid receiv-
ers. The offensive line will be good. UGA also has the best tight 
end room in the country with Brock Bowers, Darnell Washington 
and Arik Gilbert. The defense needs new faces to step up. Mykel 
Williams and Jalen Carter will be animals along the defensive line. 
Nolan Smith is a stud as well. He can rush the passer from the sec-
ond level. Cornerback Kelee Ringo is a name to watch along with 
safety Christopher Smith. UGA should be able to run through 
their division yet again. They will be fighting for a playoff spot and 
a national title this season.”

Photo by UGAPhoto by UGA

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_UGA
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DE Mykel Williams

DT Zion Louge

DT Jalen Carter

LB Nolan Smith

LB Trezmen Marshall

LB Jamon Dumas-Johnson

STR William Poole

CB Kelee Ringo

CB Kamari Lassiter

S Christopher Smith

S Dan Jackson

Projected Defense

K Jack Podlesny

P Brett Thorson

KR Kenny McIntosh

PR Kearis Jackson

Projected Special Teams

HC Kirby Smart

OC Todd Monken

DC Glenn Schumann/
Will Muschamp

Coaching Staff

QB Stetson Bennett

RB Kenny McIntosh

WR Adonai Mitchell

WR Ladd McConkey

WR Kearis Jackson

TE Brock Bowers

RT Warren McClendon

RG Warren Ericson

C Sedrick Van Pran

LG Xavier Truss

LT Broderick Jones

Projected Offense

Led by an all-time great defense, the Georgia Bulldogs ended a 41 year drought and won their first 
national championship since 1980 last season. But the time for celebration has come to an end, and 
now the time to defend it has arrived. The defense loses a number of big pieces from that outstand-
ing 2021 unit, but they will still be very good this season thanks to a couple of big returns and years 
of great recruiting. The offense was solid last season, and while Georgia loses their top two running 
backs from 2021, the starting quarterback and top three targets from 2021 will all be returning, so 
the offense will be even better this season. 
OFFENSE: Stetson Bennett will be back for his third season in 
the starting quarterback role. Bennett wasn’t the starter at the 
beginning of 2021, but he stepped in early in the season after JT 
Daniels was injured, and kept the starting role for the rest of the 
season. Bennett wasn’t the best quarterback in the country, or 
even in the SEC, but he got the job done in the regular season 
and had outstanding performances in both playoff games. He 
threw for 2,862 yards and 29 touchdowns last season, and he 
looks ready to have an even better season in 2022.

The receiving game loses Jermaine Burton, who had 497 
receiving yards and five touchdowns last season, but Georgia 
should still improve this season in this area of the offense. 
Brock Bowers returns as arguably the best tight end in the SEC. 
Bowers had an outstanding freshman season in 2021, leading 
the team with 56 receptions for 882 yards and 13 touchdowns. 
Bowers looks primed for an even better season in 2022. Ladd 
McConkey and Adonai Mitchell will also be returning after 
combining for 873 yards and nine touchdowns in 2021. 

The top two running backs from 2021, Zamir White and 
James Cook, have both departed. Kenny McIntosh looks to get 
the starting role after running for 328 yards and three touch-
downs last season. Kendall Milton could also see some playing 
time after rushing for 264 yards and one touchdown in 2021. 
Georgia has a history of producing great running backs, so 
expect big things out of this area of the offense this season. 

The offensive line will be returning three of five starters 
from 2021. Led by guys like Sedrick Van Pran and Broderick 
Jones, Georgia will have one of the best offensive lines in the 
SEC this season. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_UGA

SUMMARY: Georgia has lost quite a few big pieces from their 2021 national championship team, 
but they plan to reload instead of rebuild this season, on the defensive side of the ball at least. The 
offense won’t have to worry about rebuilding or reloading in 2022, as they return their starting 
quarterback and top three targets from 2021. The offense should go from good to great in 2022. The 
defense is where Georgia plans on reloading. The 2021 Georgia defense had five players selected in 
the first round of the NFL draft this past April, and seven players selected over the entire draft. It will 
be hard to keep up the record-breaking performance from the 2021 defense, but Georgia will still 
have one of the top defenses in the SEC this season. The season opener against Oregon will likely 
set the tone for the season. With a dominant performance against Oregon in week 1, Georgia has a 
good chance of going 12-0 and meeting Alabama in the SEC Championship once again. No matter 
what, Georgia will be right in the middle of the national title race again in 2022. 

DEFENSE: The 2021 Georgia defense was one of the best in college football history, and played a 
major role in leading the Bulldogs to their first national title since 1980. A ton of playmakers from 
that 2021 defense have now departed to the NFL, but Georgia will still have a very good defense this 
season.

The defensive line is led by Jalen Carter. In his second season with the Bulldogs, Carter recorded 
37 tackles, three sacks and 30 quarterback hits. Carter looks primed to be one of the best defensive 
lineman in college football in 2022. The newcomer Mykel Williams should also start on the defen-
sive line. Williams was the top rated recruit in the 2022 class for Georgia, and he looks to make an 
immediate impact.

The linebacker corps returns Nolan Smith. Smith is the top returning tackler on the defense 
after recording 56 tackles in 2021, and he also recorded 5.5 tackles and 27 quarterback hits in 2021. 
Jamon Dumas-Johnson is returning after two sacks and an interception last season, and Robert Beal 
Jr. should also see plenty of playing time after leading the team with 6.5 sacks in 2021. Despite the 
losses, this will still be one of the top linebacker corps in the SEC. 

Georgia will have arguably the best secondary in the SEC this season. Kelee Ringo at cornerback 
will be the leader of the secondary. Ringo had a great freshman season in 2021 with 34 tackles, two 
interceptions and eight pass breakups. Christopher Smith is the top guy at safety.  Smith 
will be returning for his fifth season after recording 34 tackles and three interceptions in 2021. Dan 
Jackson is also back after a freshman season where he recorded 40 tackles. At the star position will 
be William Poole. Poole is back for his fourth season with the Bulldogs.
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KENTUCKY WILDCATS

9/3 vs Miami OH
9/10 at Florida
9/17 vs Youngstown State
9/24 vs Northern Illinois
10/1 at Ole Miss
10/8 vs South Carolina
10/15 vs Mississippi State
10/29 at Tennessee
11/5 at Missouri
11/12 vs Vanderbilt
11/19 vs Georgia
11/26 vs Louisville

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 23

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• CB Keidron Smith: Smith transfers in from Ole 

Miss. The 2022 season is his final season of eligibil-
ity, but he fills a big need as Kentucky’s secondary 
was not the best. He had 223 total tackles, 21 
deflections, five forced fumbles, five interceptions, 
eight tackles for loss and one sack during his time 
with the Rebels. 

• DL Darrion Henry-Young: Henry-Young, the 
transfer from Ohio State, hopes to fill the hole left 
by Josh Paschal, who is headed to the NFL. Expect 
him to make a massive impact instantly. 

• WR Tayvion Robinson: The Virginia Tech transfer 
is expected to make a similar impact as Wan’Dale 
Robinson did when he transferred to Kentucky. 
Robinson had 1,555 receiving yards and nine 
touchdowns while with the Hokies. 

Top Recruits:
• OT Kiyaunta Goodwin: Goodwin was a five 

star recruit (247 Sports) out of Charlestown, IN. 
Goodwin ended up choosing the Cats over Ohio 
State, Michigan State, and Alabama. Due to the fact 
that offensive tackle is a question mark this year, 
Goodwin could see significant snaps this season.

• WR Barion Brown: Brown was a four star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Nashville, TN. Brown chose the 
Cats over Alabama and TCU. This pickup was great 
for the Cats because he could be a contributor this 
season at wideout.

• CB Alex Afari: Afari was a four star recruit (247 
Sports) out of West Chester, OH. While Kentucky 
had so many great recruits, Afari is on this list 
because the secondary is not the best, and he will 
make a massive impact. 

Key Departures:
• WR Wan’Dale Robinson: Robinson went to the 

NFL after a great season with the Cats. He had 104 
receptions for 1,334 yards and seven touchdowns. 
He was drafted in the second round by the New 
York Giants. 

• DL Josh Paschal: Paschal had the best story of 
anyone in the draft this year. Paschal had a total of 
137 tackles (35.5 for loss), 13 sacks, three forced 
fumbles and an interception during his Kentucky 
career. Paschal will go down as a fan favorite. 

• OT Darian Kinnard: Kinnard was looked at as the 
best offensive tackle in the country according to 
many people and media outlets like PFF. Kinnard 
was drafted by the Chiefs. Mahomes will definitely 
get more protection with Kinnard. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Will Levis: Levis is arguably one of the best 

quarterbacks in the country. Levis threw 2,826 
yards and 24 touchdowns on a 66 completion 
percentage last season. Some outlets are projecting 
Levis to be one of the top QBs taken in the 2023 
NFL Draft.

• RB Chris Rodriguez: Rodriguez is arguably one 
of the best running backs in the country. He had 
225 carries for 1,379 yards and 9 touchdowns in the 
2021 season. SEC defenses will be on notice again 
this season. 

• LB DeAndre Square: Square returns for another 
year as Kentucky’s leader on defense. He had 40 
tackles, three sacks, a forced fumble and an inter-
ception last season for the Cats.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Lexington, KY
• Enrollment: 30,743
• Founded: 1865
• Mascot: Scratch

Stadium Facts
• Kroger Field
• Capacity: 61,000
• Built: 1973

Football Facts
• Record: 583-579
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-2
Photo via Bleacher Photo via Bleacher 
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• Writtten by Britt Strong
             @SSN_Kentucky

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Expectations in Lexington are higher then they’ve ever been. 
Coach Stoops is an underrated coach and he’s got a good team 
this year. Will Levis is among the top QBs in the nation. Chris 
Rodriguez is a great asset at RB. Tayvion Robinson looks prime to 
replace Wan’Dale Robinson. The O-line has a few question marks 
after 3 starters left. Over on defense, Kentucky will be among the 
best in the SEC. DeAndre Square is a stud LB. Octavious Oxen-
dine is a beast on the D-line. The secondary is loaded with depth. 
There are no glaring weaknesses on this roster. Turnover margin 
does need to improve though. Kentucky has all the tools to have 
another 10+ win season. 
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DE Tre’vonn Rybka

DT Justin Rogers

DT Octavious Oxendine

DE Darrion Henry-Young

LB Jordan Wright

LB Jacquez Jones

LB DeAndre Square

CB Carrington Valentine

CB Keidron Smith

S Tyrell Ajian

S Jalen Geiger

Projected Defense

K Matt Ruffolo

P Colin Goodfellow

KR Tayvion Robinson

PR Tayvion Robinson

Projected Special Teams

HC Mark Stoops

OC Rich Scangarello

DC Brad White

Coaching Staff

QB Will Levis

RB Chris Rodriguez Jr

WR Tayvion Robinson

WR DeMarcus Harris

WR Dane Key

TE Keaton Upshaw

RT Deondre Buford

RG Kenneth Horsey

C Eli Cox

LG Tashawn Manning

LT Jeremy Flax

Projected Offense

Kentucky is back for another season after having a 10 win campaign, ending with a Citrus Bowl win 
against Iowa. Kentucky did lose Offensive Coordinator Liam Coen back to the Rams. However, they 
hired Rich Scangarello from the 49ers. It will be interesting to see if the changeover affects the Cats.

OFFENSE: Will Levis returns back to Kentucky after thinking 
about declaring for the draft. Levis has the chance to be a Top 
5 pick in the 2023 NFL Draft. Scangarello will probably have a 
similar offensive style as Coen, so there shouldn’t be too big of 
an adjustment for Levis and company. Deuce Hogan and Beau 
Allen will be the backups for Levis this season. 

Chris Rodriguez comes back hoping for another 1,000 
yard rushing season, with the chance to prove to be one of the 
best running backs in school history. The backups are JuThan 
McClain, Kavosiey Smoke, Ramon Jefferson and La’Vell 
Wright. They all will probably get reps throughout the season 
but Rodriguez will be the main back to lead the rushing attack. 

The wide receiver room is looking real good. Kentucky 
adds Virginia Tech transfer Tayvion Robinson to be the re-
placement for Wan’Dale Robinson. The Cats also added some 
talented freshmen like Dane Key, Barion Brown, Jordan An-
thony, Ja’Kobi Albert and Brandon White. They all will make 
an impact to start their college careers. This room has depth 
with players like DeMarcus Harris, Dekel Crowdus and Clevan 
Thomas as they will all make a massive impact. 

The tight end group has Keaton Upshaw and Brendon 
Bates. Upshaw did not play last season because he was injured. 
Expect Upshaw to get more snaps then Bates. The Cats did lose 
Justin Rigg to the NFL, so Upshaw and Bates have shoes to fill. 

The offensive line took the most hits because Darian Kin-
nard, Luke Fortner and Dare Rosenthal all departed Lexing-
ton. The Cats return Eli Cox and Kenneth Horsey, who were 
both significant contributors last year. The Cats added many 
offensive lineman like Tashawn Manning (Auburn), Kiyaunta 
Goodwin, Grant Bingham and Nikolas Hall. The Cats will see 
two new starters at the offensive tackle positions. 

• Writtten by Britt Strong
             @SSN_Kentucky

SUMMARY: The Cats are hoping for a run to Atlanta for the SEC Championship but cannot slip up 
against a team they should beat. The schedule is pretty favorable considering they avoid Alabama, 
Arkansas and Texas A&M from the SEC west. All four of their non conference games are at home, 
including Louisville at the end of the season. If Kentucky wants to make a run to Atlanta, the game 
against Georgia on November 19th could be a do or die type situation. Either way, Kentucky fans 
should be excited about this squad.

DEFENSE: The defensive line loses Josh Paschal to the NFL, but returns many players that will make 
an impact. Names to watch for are Octavious Oxendine, Justin Rogers, Darrion Henry-Young and 
Tre’vonn Rybka. Oxendine was a beast last year until he got hurt and was out for the rest of the sea-
son. Rogers will make the jump and become the beast everyone thought he would. The future of the 
defensive line is looking great with the class of 2022. Adding players like Tyreese Fearbry, Tomiya 
Durojaiye, Deone Walker and Quentel Jones certainly adds depth to the unit.

The linebacker core is still the strength of this defense. The Cats return DeAndre Square, Jacquez 
Jones, J.J. Weaver, Jordan Wright and Trevin Wallace in the linebacking group. Square will be the 
leader of this rock solid, hard hitting defense. This will be the unit to watch for NFL scouts because 
there are at least three players that are ready to make an impact for the Cats and possibly on Sun-
days.

The secondary has had the most improvement out of any position. The Cats had six players join 
the team this offseason: Keidron Smith (Ole Miss), Jordan Robinson (Livingstone), Zion Childress 
(Texas State), Andre Stewart, Elijah Reed and Alex Afari. All six will make an impact. Carrington 
Valentine, Joel Williams, Jalen Geiger, Tyrell Ajian and Andru Phillips will be the likely starters. 
A player to watch out for is Jordan Lovett. Vito Tisdale is not going to play this year because of an 
injury suffered in spring practice.
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MISSOURI TIGERS

9/1 vs Louisiana Tech
9/10 at Kansas State
9/17 vs Abilene Christian
9/24 at Auburn
10/1 vs Georgia
10/8 at Florida
10/22 vs Vanderbilt
10/29 at South Carolina
11/5 vs Kentucky
11/12 at Tennessee
11/19 vs New Mexico State
11/25 vs Arkansas

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Nathaniel Peat: Peat is a Columbia native, 

having graduated from Rock Bridge High School 
before deciding to commit to Stanford. Peat was an 
All-Pac 12 honorable mention each of the past two 
years, as well as receiving all-Pac 12 special teams 
accolades. 

• LB Ty’Ron Hopper: Hopper emerged as a key 
contributor on the Florida Gator defense last year, 
posting a career high in tackles, sacks and pass 
deflections. Hopper followed his brother Tyrone, a 
North Carolina transfer, by transferring to Mizzou 
this season. 

• QB Jack Abraham: Former Southern Miss quar-
terback Jack Abraham was tasked with replacing 
Nick Mullens, the statistically greatest quarterback 
in program history. He was then able to parlay that 
to a job with Mississippi State. Abraham has now 
jumped ship to Columbia and will compete for 
starting reps this fall.

Top Recruits:
• WR Luther Burden: The top ranked offensive 

recruit in the nation, East St. Louis’ Luther Burden 
shunned Georgia and Oklahoma to come to Co-
lumbia in the fall. Burden was electric in both the 
spring game and the All-American Bowl. Burden 
is arguably the greatest recruit in the history of the 
program and has genuine Heisman potential.

• QB Sam Horn: Horn had an illustrious career in 
Georgia’s toughest high school football division. 
Horn is almost certainly seen as the quarterback of 
the future, though not being on campus for spring 
practices makes it uncertain if he will play in 2021. 

• DE DJ Wesolak: Wesolak, a Boonville native, chose 
Missouri over SEC foes Florida and LSU. Wesolak 
is a really strong and athletic defensive end, who 
excelled at rushing the quarterback in high school. 
Coaches rave about Wesolak’s motor, and his speed 
allows him to contain mobile quarterbacks better 
than most defensive ends across the nation.

Key Departures:
• RB Tyler Badie: Badie set the single season rushing 

record for the Missouri Tigers, edging out Devin 
West’s 1998 campaign, with 1,604 yards in 2021. 
He was also fantastic in the passing game for the 
Tigers last year, tallying 28 receptions for over 300 
yards. Badie was selected in the sixth round by the 
Baltimore Ravens.

• QB Connor Bazelak: It was a very up and down 
tenure in Columbia for Connor Bazelak, who left 
Columbia to join Indiana. Bazelak was the starting 
quarterback for a majority of the season for the 
Tigers in 2021, before an injury and then eventual 
benching led Bazelak to transfer.

• CB Akayleb Evans: Evans, who played at Mizzou 
last year after four seasons at Tulsa, was drafted in 
the fourth round by the Minnesota Vikings. Evans 
played a crucial role last year, starting 11 games for 
the Tigers and effectively defending some of the 
SEC’s top offensive weapons.

Key Returning Players:
• CB Kris Abrams-Draine: Mizzou hasn’t had a first 

round pick since Charles Harris in 2017, and Kris 
Abrams-Draine may be the guy to break that this 
upcoming spring. Abrams-Draine has some of the 
best ball skills in the nation, tallying three intercep-
tions last season

• QB Brady Cook: Cook started in the bowl game 
loss to Army last year, despite playing relatively 
well. Cook earned the trust of head coach Eliah 
Drinkwitz towards the end of last season, and is 
likely the leader in the clubhouse to start games 
this season. Cook is athletic and will likely have 
a handful of rushing touchdowns this year to go 
along with big play ability through the air.

• K Harrison Mevis: Mevis is a bit of a cult hero in 
Columbia, but the “thicker kicker” is more than 
just his signature burger downtown; he’s also a 
really good kicker. Mevis finished as the first team 
All-American kicker last season, going 23 for 25 on 
field goals and 41 for 41 on PATs. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Columbia, MO
• Enrollment: 29,866
• Founded: 1839
• Mascot: Truman

Stadium Facts
• Faurot Field
• Capacity: 62,621
• Built: 1926

Football Facts
• Record: 696-579-52
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 15
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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• Writtten by Tyler Kading
             @SSN_Mizzou
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Drinkwitz had a solid year on the trail and he needs to 
bring that momentum to the field. Missouri is going to have a 
tough season after a number of key players departed. Mizzou has 
a QB battle. They have a solid array of offensive weapons with 
RB Nathaniel Peat, K Harrison Mevis and freshman WR Luther 
Burden. The defense is the main question mark for the Tigers. Kris 
Abrams-Draine is arguably the best player on that side of the ball. 
The defense does lack depth so limiting injuries is crucial. Another 
bowl game is attainable for this squad. Anything over 7 wins 
would be a great season.”
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DE Trajan Jeffcoat

DT Jayden Jernigan

DT Darius Robinson

DE Isaiah McGuire

LB Ty’Ron Hopper

LB Chad Bailey

LB Devin Nicholson

CB Kris Abrams-Draine

CB Ennis Rakestraw

S Martez Manuel

S Jaylon Carlies

Projected Defense

K Harrison Mevis

P Jack Stonehouse

KR Kris Abrams-Draine

PR Kris Abrams-Draine

Projected Special Teams

HC Eliah Drinkwitz

OC Marcus Johnson

DC Blake Baker

Coaching Staff

QB Brady Cook

RB Nathaniel Peat

WR Luther Burden

WR Dominic Lovett

WR Tauskie Dove

TE Tyler Stephens

RT Hyrin White

RG Connor Wood

C Connor Tollison

LG Xavier Delgado

LT Javon Foster

Projected Offense

Year three under coach Eliah Drinkwitz trends to be the most consequential yet in his young career. 
The recruiting trail treated Missouri right, with five star wide receiver Luther Burden headlining 
what ESPN ranks as the program’s best ever recruiting class. Drinkwitz has undeniably brought 
energy to a program which was in a bit of stagnation prior to his arrival.
OFFENSE: There are still lots of question marks regarding 
the offense for the Tigers this year, starting at the quarter-
back position. Both Tyler Macon and Brady Cook saw some 
reps following the injury and then subsequent benching of 
then-starter Connor Bazelak towards the end of last year. 
Bazelak is now an Indiana Hoosier, but Macon and Cook are 
joined by Sam Horn, one of the most prestigious quarterbacks 
in the history of Georgia high school football. All three of 
those names, along with Southern Miss and Mississippi State 
transfer Jack Abraham, will all presumably have a shot at the 
starting gig this season, though Cook, who started the Armed 
Forces Bowl against Army last season, probably is the leader in 
the clubhouse. 

Stanford transfer and Columbia native Nathaniel Peat is 
coming home to presumably be the workhorse running back, 
though junior running back Elijah Young definitely had the 
trust of coach Drinkwitz towards the end of last season and 
should also get his fair share of touches, even if they come 
in the receiving game. While there isn’t a true 1-b receiver to 
Luther Burden, the receiving room is very deep and extremely 
athletic. Expect Chance Luper and Mookie Cooper to have 
some big plays downfield this year, while Barrett Banister 
returns for his sixth season as a primary slot receiver with 
fantastic hands. Senior Tauskie Dove, who had 578 yards last 
season, will probably start outside along with Burden. 

Left tackle Javon Foster will lead one of the nation’s most 
experienced offensive lines, with center Connor Tollison being 
the only projected starter not to be a senior. Foster, along with 
right tackle Hyrin White and left guard Xavier Delgado return 
from last year, while Montana State graduate transfer Connor 
Wood joins Tollison on the offensive line.

• Writtten by Tyler Kading
             @SSN_Mizzou

SUMMARY: Missouri is going to be a good football team. However, the SEC is filled with lots of 
good football teams. No one is going to mistake the Tigers for the Georgia Bulldogs, but they are 
also well clear of being Vanderbilt. In an SEC East full of teams with massive upside but massive 
question marks, Missouri is likely to have a level of continuity that some teams they will play cannot 
quite match. That doesn’t always translate into wins on the gridiron, but Missouri should be able to, 
at bare minimum, be competitive in all of their SEC games this year. While a bowl win is far from 
a guarantee any year in the SEC, failing to reach a bowl game with the benefit of a relatively weak 
non-conference schedule would be a big blow to a program which has a lot of true positive momen-
tum right now.

DEFENSE: Within the first two weeks last year, Mizzou fans were calling for the firing of defen-
sive coordinator Steve Wilks. After turning around the defense towards the end of last season and 
winning back the support of most fans, Wilks left for the pro ranks, taking a job with the Carolina 
Panthers. He will be replaced by Blake Baker, the former LSU defensive coordinator who was origi-
nally hired to be Wilks’s right hand man in Columbia. 

One of the most veteran defensive units in college football, this defense will likely go as far as 
their secondary can take them, as a veteran unit is highlighted by potential first round pick Kris 
Abrams-Draine. Opposite Abrams-Draine will be Ennis Rakestraw, a redshirt sophomore who has 
shown a lot of promise so far in his young college career. Martez Manuel, a senior, will quarterback 
the unit from the safety position. 

Devin Nicholson and Chad Bailey will be joined in the linebacker room by former four star 
recruit Ty’Ron Hopper, who transferred to Columbia along with his brother Tyrone. Only Hopper 
and defensive lineman Jayden Jernigan, an Oklahoma State transfer, project to start for the Mizzou 
defense despite not being on the Mizzou roster last season. The defensive line will have three other 
familiar names to the Faurot Field faithful, with Isaiah McGuire and Trajan Jeffcoat returning a 
combined 9.5 sacks from last season. Darius Robinson, who was really good in an injury plagued 
year last season, also returns for the Mizzou defensive line that has four star Missouri product DJ 
Wesolak waiting in the wings.

There are no projected starters for the Missouri defense with fewer than two years of collegiate 
experience, which should help a unit which is on its third defensive coordinator in as many years. 
However, no one will mistake this unit for depth, and should injury problems bug the Tigers, there 
is a chance a very solid unit on paper is anything but that on the gridiron.
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SOUTH CAROLINA GAMECOCKS

9/3 vs Georgia State
9/10 at Arkansas
9/17 vs Georgia
9/24 vs Charlotte
10/1 vs South Carolina State
10/8 at Kentucky
10/22 vs Texas A&M
10/29 vs Missouri
11/5 at Vanderbilt
11/12 at Florida
11/19 vs Tennessee
11/26 at Clemson

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Spencer Rattler: Rattler transfers in from 

Oklahoma. There is no doubt that the former five 
star recruit (247 Sports) has talent, but his mental 
game was a question last season. Rattler will for 
sure be the starting quarterback for USC.

• WR Antwane Wells Jr: Wells was a nice pickup 
from James Madison. He was a First Team All-CAA 
receiver last season. Wells will certainly add to the 
receiving corps in Columbia.

• TE Austin Stogner: Stogner also was previously 
at Oklahoma before transferring to USC. He had a 
solid year in 2020, catching 26 passes for 422 yards 
and three touchdowns. Stogner will be one of the 
top tight ends on this team. 

Top Recruits:
• S Peyton Williams: Williams is a three star (247 

Sports) safety out of Rockwall, Texas. He also 
competed in track in high school. Williams turned 
down offers from many other power five programs. 

• S Anthony Rose: Rose is a four star safety (247 
Sports) from Miami, Florida. He had plenty of oth-
er high level offers from LSU, Michigan, Penn State, 
Tennessee, Texas A&M and many others.

• LB Donovan Westmoreland: He is a four star 
linebacker (247 Sports) out of Griffin, Georgia. 
Westmoreland lined up at defensive end and out-
side linebacker in high school, so he is a versatile 
player.

Key Departures:
• DL Kingsley Enagbare: Losing Enagbare is a huge 

blow for the defensive line. He had 15 sacks and 24 
tackles for loss in his South Carolina career. Enag-
bare is now on the Green Bay Packers.

• DL Aaron Sterling: Sterling is another big loss 
along the defensive line. He was a veteran having 
played for five seasons at USC. Sterling’s best 
season came in 2019, when he had six sacks and 10 
tackles for loss. 

• RB Kevin Harris: Harris was the leading rusher 
for the Gamecocks last season. He had 660 rushing 
yards last year, but had 1,138 rushing yards and 15 
touchdowns in 2020. Harris was drafted by the New 
England Patriots.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Juju McDowell: McDowell didn’t get a ton of 

carries last season, but he made the most of his 
opportunities. He ran for 248 rushing yards, two 
touchdowns and had 4.8 yards per carry. 

• RB MarShawn Lloyd: Lloyd also returns at 
running back. He had a very similar stat line to Mc-
Dowell last year. McDowell and Lloyd are expected 
to be a solid running back duo.

• DL Jordan Burch: Burch is expected to have a 
breakout type season along the defensive line. He 
only had 26 tackles and 2.5 tackles for loss last 
season, but those numbers are expected to increase 
this year.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Columbia, SC
• Enrollment: 27,053
• Founded: 1801
• Mascot: Cocky

Stadium Facts
• Williams-Brice Stadium
• Capacity: 80,250
• Built: 1934

Football Facts
• Record: 662-600-44
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“South Carolina has a bright future under Shane Beamer. As for 
this season, they have a tough schedule, but they are capable of 
winning a lot of games. Quarterback Spencer Rattler transfers in 
from Oklahoma. USC has a deep running back room. Josh Vann 
and Antwane Wells are two solid receivers. The line of scrimmage 
play does need to improve. Same thing with the defensive line after 
some key departures. Jordan Strachan will be a solid player this 
year. The rush defense needs to improve as well. Devonni Reed 
from Central Michigan is another transfer to watch out for. Even 
if South Carolina only wins six games, that will be a success. This 
schedule is brutal.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb
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DE Jordan Burch

DT Zacch Pickens

DT Alex Huntley

DE Jordan Strachan

LB Sherrod Greene

LB Brad Johnson

NB Cam Smith

CB Darius Rush

CB Marcellas Dial

SS RJ Roderick

FS Devonni Reed

Projected Defense

K Mitch Jeter

P Kai Kroeger

KR Juju McDowell

PR Josh Vann

Projected Special Teams

HC Shane Beamer

OC Marcus Satterfield

DC Clayton White

Coaching Staff

QB Spencer Rattler

RB MarShawn Lloyd

WR Josh Vann

WR Antwane Wells Jr

WR Dakereon Joyner

TE Jaheim Bell

RT Dylan Wonnum

RG Jovaughn Gwyn

C Eric Douglas

LG Vershon Lee

LT Jaylen Nichols

Projected Offense

Shane Beamer’s first season was a promising one after going 7-6, including a bowl win against 
North Carolina and some big time wins against Auburn and Florida. After underperforming for the 
last couple of seasons in the SEC, things are looking up for a program that feels rejuvenated, now 
entering Beamer’s second season at the helm. With the addition of top quarterback Spencer Rattler 
through the transfer portal and many other good transfers, the ceiling is high for this program in the 
upcoming season.
OFFENSE: Last year’s offense was met with constant quar-
terback movement as a bunch of guys stepped in. However, 
this season, Beamer was able to land Spencer Rattler from the 
transfer portal, who should give them a sense of consistency at 
the quarterback position. Last year at Oklahoma, Rattler had 
Heisman hopes but was benched in the middle of the season 
due to a high number of turnovers. But, in the SEC, with a 
new set of coaches and playmakers, he will look to reestablish 
himself as one of the top quarterbacks in the country. 

The offensive line mostly returns, but they were not very 
good last season. The hope is that they can build on last season 
with another season of play. Eric Douglas is the leader of this 
offensive line from the center position. 

While, last year, they struggled running the ball, only 
averaging 3.5 yards per carry, the bread and butter running 
plays for them last year was inside zone, and especially power. 
Allowing the athletic guards to pull, combined with combo 
blocking and utilizing the fullback as an extra blocker, gave 
them good plays as they look to build upon the experience set 
by the line. Also, the playmakers are underrated, including 
wide receiver Josh Vann, running back MarShawn Lloyd and 
tight end Jaheim Bell. Depth wise, the playmakers are far more 
deeper this year than last year, including Oklahoma transfer 
tight end Austin Stogner, who will look to continue his con-
nection with Rattler. 

Even if these playmakers have great seasons, the offense 
will go as far as Rattler takes them. Beamer really loves run-
ning his offense from Gun Doubles, whether it was Offset or 
Flex, which is where the running back is offset next to the QB. 
This allows for inside zone and power to work more efficiently, 
along with the shorter throws that Beamer went to most.

• Writtten by Matt Topolewski
             @SSN_Gamecocks

SUMMARY: Expectations are much higher for Beamer’s program this upcoming season with the 
main addition being quarterback Spencer Rattler. This is probably the most hyped season since the 
Jadeveon Clowney led 2013 team. Every unit outside of the offensive and defensive lines are really 
good, so obviously that has to improve for them to even stand a chance, because South Carolina has 
a top 10 hardest schedule in the country, since they will have to face at least six to seven top 25 teams 
this year. The game that should be circled for South Carolina fans is Arkansas on the road. If they 
can win that game, then they should be able to at least get seven wins. The games they will likely lose 
are to Georgia, Clemson and Texas A&M. The games they will likely win are Georgia State, Char-
lotte, South Carolina State, Missouri and Vanderbilt. Therefore, this season will come down to how 
many of the following teams they can beat: Arkansas, Kentucky, Florida and Tennessee.

DEFENSE: South Carolina led the SEC in takeaways last season and had one of the best pass defens-
es in the SEC. They only allowed one opponent to throw more than 300 yards, which was Georgia, 
the eventual national champions. They are looking to build upon that with a secondary that returns 
most of its players, including Cam Smith, Darius Rush and R.J Roderick. While cornerback one 
and strong safety are pretty much set, it will be interesting who wins the job for the other corner-
back positions. It could be Rush or it could be either Marcellas Dial or David Spaulding. Add in the 
transfers in the secondary that Beamer was able to get, and the secondary should be one of the top 
units on the team. 

On the opposite end, South Carolina’s run defense was really bad last season. They surrendered 
five to six yards per rush and 200 rushing yards per game. They also lost some defensive ends, but 
returned a lot of their interior defensive line and linebackers unit. Jordan Burch is the main returner, 
as he is one of the best players on this defense. Also, Zacch Pickens, Jordan Strachan and Tonka 
Hemingway return to hopefully make the defensive line unit a strength this year. 

NC State transfer linebacker Terrell Dawkins will look to be the top pass rushing option for a 
team that lost Kingsley Enagbare. The base defense looks to be a 4-3 and the defensive tackles are in 
a three technique (outside shoulder of the guard) and one technique (outside shoulder of the center 
opposite the other tackle), depending on the strong side. Sometimes though, the nose tackle will line 
up in a zero technique (man up on the center), which allows for better penetration of the run for the 
linebackers to fill the gaps. The defensive ends usually are in a five technique (outside shoulder of 
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TENNESSEE VOLUNTEERS

9/3 vs Ball State
9/10 at Pitt
9/17 vs Akron
9/24 vs Florida
10/8 at LSU
10/15 vs Alabama
10/22 vs UT Martin
10/29 vs Kentucky
11/5 at Georgia
11/12 vs Missouri
11/19 at South Carolina
11/26 vs Vanderbilt

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Bru McCoy: McCoy, a former five star and 

highly touted wide receiver prospect comes over 
from USC. McCoy should slot in opposite of Ced-
ric Tillman, poised to stretch the field and provide 
another target for Hendon Hooker. 

• DB Dee Williams: The Vols landed three strong 
transfers (Williams, Andre Turrentine & Wesley 
Walker), with all hoping to provide valuable depth 
at a needed position. Williams comes in, perhaps, 
with the most upside leading the NJCAA in inter-
ceptions and second in pass breakups. 

• OL Jeremiah Crawford: The battle between Craw-
ford and Mincey will be down to the wire as both 
have played 10 games in the SEC. Crawford gets 
the edge, however, as he allowed no sacks and had 
no penalties in 135 snaps, while also being more 
familiar with the system. 

Top Recruits:
• DL Tyre West: West, a 280 pound defensive line-

man out of the state of Georgia, was a huge late pry 
away from his home state team. West was a highly 
touted recruit that has already drawn rave reviews. 

• EDGE James Pearce: Pearce, a 220 pound edge 
rusher and the number one player in the state of 
North Carolina, received high four star and even 
five star rankings out of high school. Pearce brings 
a determination and versatility that will earn him 
early playing time. 

• RB Justin Williams-Thomas: He is another pry 
away from an SEC rival school in Auburn. Wil-
liams-Thomas is a highly touted four star running 
back, who will look to provide valuable depth and 
possibly more for the Vols. One look at the Georgia 
native shows his muscular build and strength, mak-
ing him look more like a college graduate rather 
than a high school one. 

Key Departures:
• OL Cade Mays: Mays, who was drafted by the 

Carolina Panthers in the 6th round, provided 
versatility and experience for the young offensive 
line in 2021. 

• WR Velus Jones Jr.: Jones, who was drafted by the 
Chicago Bears in the 3rd round, provided the Vols 
with an electrifying open-field game filled with 
speed and missed tackles. Jones Jr. also played a 
vital role in the return game. 

• CB Alontae Taylor: Perhaps the biggest loss will be 
a captain and leader, who just so happened to be at 
a huge position of need. Taylor was drafted by the 
New Orleans Saints in the 2nd round. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Hendon Hooker: Hooker is a former Virginia 

Tech transfer and current senior. Hooker had 31 
touchdowns and almost 3,000 yards passing in 
2021. What is also impressive is that Hooker did 
that in 11.5 games while also rushing for 620 yards 
and only throwing three interceptions. 

• WR Cedric Tillman: The unquestioned leader 
of the weapons room, Tillman will look to enter 
the all time great wide receivers list at Tennessee. 
With a repeat of 2021, Tillman would be top five in 
almost every receiving category. 

• LB Jeremy Banks: The running back converted 
into a lineman test has proved worthy for the Vols. 
Not only has Banks led the team in tackles, but 
his rough-edged physical and vocal presence has 
proved key for the Vols defense. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Knoxville, TN
• Enrollment: 53,983
• Founded: 1794
• Mascot: Smokey

Stadium Facts
• Neyland Stadium
• Capacity: 101,915
• Built: 1921

Football Facts
• Record: 831-390-51
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 16
• National Championships: 6

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Heupel’s offense will give SEC defenses fits once again this 
season. Hendon Hooker thrived in Heupel’s system last year. He 
is one of the best returning QBs in the country. Cedric Tillman 
headlines a solid receiving group for Hooker to throw to. The 
defense is the main question. The pass rush needs to improve. 
If the defense can’t rush the passer, they will be bad once again. 
Jeremy Banks is a solid piece at LB at least. Tennessee will likely 
compete for 2nd place in the SEC east this year behind Georgia. 
An 8 win season would be considered a success in Coach Heupel’s 
2nd season in charge.”

Photo by toburkPhoto by toburk

• Writtten by Adam McCracken
             @SSN_Tennessee
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DE Tyler Baron

DT LaTrell Bumphus

NT Omari Thomas

LEO Byron Young

MIKE Aaron Beasley

WILL Jeremy Banks

CB Warren Burrell

CB Kamal Hadden

STAR Brandon Turnage

S Trevon Flowers

S Jaylen McCollough

Projected Defense

K Chase McGrath

P Paxton Brooks

KR Jimmy Holiday

PR Jalin Hyatt

Projected Special Teams

HC Josh Heupel

OC Alex Golesh

DC Tim Banks

Coaching Staff

QB Hendon Hooker

RB Jabari Small

WR Cedric Tillman

WR Bru McCoy

WR Jalin Hyatt

TE Princeton Fant

RT Darnell Wright

RG Javontez Spraggins

C Cooper Mays

LG Jerome Carvin

LT Jeremiah Crawford

Projected Offense

Outside of a few departures, the Tennessee Vols 2022 squad will feature many familiar faces with a 
dabble of new freshmen and transfers to fill in the gaps. Josh Heupel enters his second year as head 
coach of the Vols, after taking over a trainwreck situation fueled by NCAA infractions and failed 
expectations. The Vols will look to continue breaking offensive records while getting deeper and 
more developed on the defensive side of the football. 
OFFENSE: In 2021, the Vols averaged 39 points per game, fu-
eled by the excellent play of Hendon Hooker. Hooker, a former 
Virginia Tech transfer and current senior, will look to build off 
of his 31 touchdown season after coming in against Pittsburgh 
for starting quarterback Joe Milton. With a full offseason to 
study the offense, Hooker could soar up the charts in UT 
quarterback history, while also sniffing the Heisman race if the 
team can put together a surprise season. 

Cedric Tillman returns as the unquestioned weapons 
leader, racking up 64 catches for 1,081 yards and 12 touch-
downs last season. The ability to stretch the field and a wide 
catch radius has Tillman leading the charge as the best draft 
prospect the Vols have. 

The offensive line returns four of the five starters, but lost 
key lineman Cade Mays to the NFL draft. An interesting battle 
to watch will be at one of the tackle positions between trans-
fers Jeremiah Crawford and Gerald Mincey.

The key to this offense will be linked to many areas. Who 
steps up behind Tillman? Will Jalin Hyatt (21 catches, 226 
yards & 2 touchdowns), transfer Bru McCoy, Jimmy Calloway 
or Ramel Keyton step up to face the void left by Velus Jones Jr. 
and Jevonta Payton? Will tight ends Jacob Warren or Prince-
ton Fant provide more steady play at the position? Who steps 
up behind Jabari Small at running back? Will Jaylen Wright 
become even more of a factor, or will freshman Justin-Wil-
liams Thomas push for playing time that leads to effective 
backup production? Health is another big factor. Though the 
Vols have slowly built up depth, there are still depth holes on 
the O-Line as well as at the other positions. Does Joe Milton 
at quarterback take a few victories away from a Hooker-led 
team? Do the freshman lineman step up and fill in admirably? 
If Small goes down, can Wright and Williams-Thomas do 
enough to keep the defenses guessing?

• Writtten by Adam McCracken
             @SSN_Tennessee

SUMMARY: The 2022 Vols should be an improvement from 2021 in almost every facet. If the 
offense continues to roll, the team should have absolutely no problem winning 7+ games this season. 
If the defense steps up, the Vols could potentially leave 2022 with 8 or 9 wins. The key will be to lock 
up the games they should win, continue the recent victories vs. Kentucky and South Carolina and 
steal a few from Florida, Pittsburgh, LSU and Kentucky. If the Vols win two of those, they would 
finish 8-4 with the other losses coming from Georgia and Alabama. 

DEFENSE: Though the Vols defense improved this year with a program record 102 tackles for loss, 
the passing defense was atrocious at times. Losing Alontae Taylor will really hurt this defense, but 
the hope is that the full offseason, without COVID restrictions, can help the young defense develop. 

Tyler Baron and Byron Young return to anchor a defensive line that needs a pass rush. Young 
led the team with 5.5 sacks last season and looks to be even better this season. The loss of Matthew 
Butler will hurt, but the Vols got more out of Omari Thomas down the stretch. LaTrell Bumphus is 
healthy, and the trio of four star defensive linemen in Tyre West, James Pearce and Joshua Josephs 
have already been making waves in the weight room and on the practice field.

The linebacker position is headlined by Jeremy Banks, who led the team with 128 tackles last 
year. With a healthy season of Texas transfer Juwan Mitchell, coupled with the development of Aar-
on Beasley and Solon Page, the Vols linebacker depth should be much better, and it helps that the 
Vols play a 4-2-5 with only 2 linebackers.

The secondary is what needs the most improvement from last season, but the Vols return expe-
rienced safeties Trevon Flowers and Jaylen McCollough. Christian Charles should factor in a lot as 
well. The cornerback position is the scariest for the Vols as it was carved up at times last year. The 
Vols do return Warren Burrell, Brandon Turnage, Kamal Hadden and De’Shawn Rucker. The Vols 
also added three transfers in junior college Desmond “Dee” Williams, Andre Turrentine and Wesley 
Walker. The depth is there, but the talent needs to be there on the field for this team to have success. 
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VANDERBILT COMMODORES

8/27 at Hawaii
9/3 vs Elon
9/10 vs Wake Forest
9/17 at Northern Illinois
9/24 at Alabama
10/8 vs Ole Miss
10/15 at Georgia
10/22 at Missouri
11/5 vs South Carolina
11/12 at Kentucky
11/19 vs Florida
11/26 vs Tennessee

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• DB Jeremy Lucien: Lucien appeared in 24 games 

over his last four years at UConn. In those games 
he recorded 57 tackles, an interception and a fum-
ble recovery. He joins the Commodores secondary 
and will be an instant starter after the loss of quality 
secondary help this offseason. 

• OL Jacob Brammer: He brings experience to the 
line after Vandy lost significant talent this offseason 
at that position group. During his three years at 
North Texas, Brammer was voted to the All-CU-
SA second team in 2020 and was an honorable 
mention in 2021. 

• LB Kane Patterson: Patterson leaves Clemson 
with two years of eligibility remaining. He chose 
to come to Vanderbilt after his younger brother 
Langston committed for the 2022 class. After 
appearing in 19 games over three years spent at 
Clemson, Kane recorded 30 tackles, three tackles 
for loss, one sack and a fumble recovery. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Daniel Martin: Martin committed to Vander-

bilt during this past season’s U.S. Army All-Amer-
ican game. The four star recruit (247 Sports) chose 
the Commodores over Kentucky, Oregon and 
Florida State. Martin is the top recruit for the Com-
modore’s 2022 class, but he joins one of the deepest 
positions for them at linebacker. 

• WR Jayden McGowan: The three star (247 Sports) 
South Carolina state champion in the 100m sprint 
has chosen his sole power 5 offer with Vander-
bilt. McGowan is incredibly small for what you’d 
normally expect from a power 5 wide receiver, but 
Coach Lea has plans to utilize the fastest man from 
the state of South Carolina.

• DB Ja’dais Richard: Richard had previously 
committed to TCU, but after a coaching change he 
reopened his recruitment and chose Vanderbilt. 
Richard elevated his star rating to a four star (247 
Sports) during his senior season in high school. 

Key Departures:
• OL Tyler Steen: Steen was one of the top players in 

the transfer portal this offseason. After starting one 
season at right tackle and two at left tackle, Steen’s 
stock rose greatly. He chose Alabama over LSU as 
his new destination.

• LB Alston Orji: Orji leaves after four years with the 
Commodores. He also leaves his brother who will 
be starting for the Vanderbilt linebacking crew this 
season. Orji was plagued by injury during his time 
in Nashville. He transferred to Campbell with two 
more years of eligibility remaining.

• DB Deshaun Jerkins: He chose to pursue a gradu-
ate transfer option and landed at Ole Miss with two 
years of eligibility remaining. Jerkins was a three 
year starter for the Commodores. He recorded 42 
tackles, three interceptions and a fumble recovery 
last season.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Anfernee Orji: Orji is back for his senior 

season and ready to play spoiler with the Vanderbilt 
defense. After a 92 tackle campaign last season, 
Orji is ready to add to his NFL Draft resume. Play-
ing weak side linebacker, Orji has been working on 
his coverage skills this offseason.

• RB Re’Mahn Davis: Davis returns after an injury 
season in 2021 and is ready to give the Com-
modores offense a dual threat weapon. Davis 
has shown great quickness to get down the field 
and gives Vanderbilt a passing option out of the 
backfield. 

• WR Will Sheppard: After bursting onto the scene 
in 2021, Sheppard is ready for more touches after 
the loss of top receivers from last year’s team. Last 
season he totaled 43 receptions for 577 yards and 
four touchdowns. Sheppard is hoping that with 
more opportunity he can continue the growth into 
one of the top wide receivers in the SEC. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Nashville, TN
• Enrollment: 13,796
• Founded: 1873
• Mascot: Mr. Commodore

Stadium Facts
• Vanderbilt Stadium
• Capacity: 40,550
• Built: 1922

Football Facts
• Record: 550-624-43
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Vanderbilt

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Vandy is always a tough place to win. Unfortunately for Coach 
Lea, the roster just isn’t good enough to compete in the SEC. Van-
dy was ranked 118th in total offense and total defense last season. 
Both numbers need to improve drastically. Coach Lea has a QB 
battle to figure out. Hopefully either Mike Wright or Ken Seals 
can have a breakout season. Some solid players include Re’Mahn 
Davis and Anfernee Orji. It’s going to be another long season for 
Vanderbilt fans. An improvement in the win column, even by just 
1 game, will be a success for Coach Lea.”

Photo by Vanderbilt AthleticsPhoto by Vanderbilt AthleticsPictured: Anfernee Orji & Ethan BarrPictured: Anfernee Orji & Ethan Barr
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DE Nate Clifton

DT Daevion Davis

DT Malik Langham

STAR Elijah McAllister

MIKE Kane Patterson

WILL Anfernee Orji

ANC Michael Owusu

CB Jeremy Lucien

CB Jaylen Mahoney

S Chase Lloyd

S Maxwell Worship

Projected Defense

K Joseph Bulovas

P Matt Hayball

KR James Ziglor III

PR Devin Boddie Jr

Projected Special Teams

HC Clark Lea

OC Joey Lynch

DC Nick Howell

Coaching Staff

QB Mike Wright

RB Re’Mahn Davis

WR Will Sheppard

WR Logan Kyle

WR Devin Boddie Jr

TE Ben Bresnahan

RT Bradley Ashmore

RG Delfin Xavier Castillo

C Julian Hernandez

LG Ben Cox

LT Gunnar Hansen

Projected Offense
Vanderbilt has been the cellar dweller of the SEC since former coach James Franklin left for Penn 
State. With second year Head Coach Clark Lea at the helm, he continues to work on the transforma-
tion from afterthought to spoiler. The Commodores never have an easy schedule with the caliber of 
SEC opponents they match up with. This season, they will start out on the road facing geographical 
obstacles when they visit Hawaii. They’ll welcome Elon and Wake Forest to Nashville, before finish-
ing the non conference schedule facing Northern Illinois. Coach Lea has set a “10 year plan” in place 
for the Commodores and will hope to continue developing talent as they try to improve on the 2-10 
record from last season.
OFFENSE: The offense has a new man at the reins. Offensive 
Coordinator Joey Lynch takes over full responsibilty of offensive 
play calling. Last season he was the quarterbacks coach and pass-
ing game coordinator. Coach Lynch and Coach Lea will continue 
to work on developing the offensive talent this year.

Question marks surround who is going to be the starter 
for the Commodores at quarterback this season. Mike Wright, 
who appeared in 10 games last season, showed that he could 
effectively keep the ball moving for the offense. Meanwhile, last 
season’s starter, Ken Seals is back from a finger injury as looks to 
rebound back to his true freshman year in 2020, where he threw 
for 1,928 yards and 12 touchdowns. Wright has the mobility 
to give the offense a weapon in the backfield with an arm, and 
Seals has the better pocket presence. Keep an eye on incoming 
freshman AJ Swann to get some snaps under center as he is the 
Vanderbilt quarterback of the future.

After an injury lost the 2021 season for Re’Mahn Davis, he 
is back and healthy ready to continue running the ball for the 
Commodores. Only appearing in three games last season, he was 
showing promise with 211 yards rushing on 44 touches and a 
touchdown. Returning running backs who tried to make up for 
the loss of Davis last season are Rocko Griffin and Patrick Smith. 
New freshman addition Maurice Edwards, shows some promise 
and should only see the field this season if there is injury.

Will Sheppard is back for the Commodores, and that’s it for 
last season’s starting receivers. Devin Boddie Jr played a limited 
role last season and ended up with 29 grabs for 263 yards and 
a touchdown. He will be vaulted into a starting role and will 
be opposite Sheppard all season. After those two there are no 
proven receivers. 

The offensive line took the biggest shot in the offseason by 
losing tackle Tyler Steen to Alabama. For the first season in any 
season these lineman have been in Nashville they aren’t learning 
a new blocking scheme, with the return of lineman coach AJ 
Blazek. The line this season is anchored by Julian Hernandez at 
center and Bradley Ashmore at tackle.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Vanderbilt

SUMMARY: Coach Lea has his work cut out for him in year two. Multiple four star recruits (247 
Sports) for the first time since the 2018 class is a great improvement to start off. While the product 
on the field may not change the outcome of the games this season, you will see an improved product 
that will be more challenging then the Vanderbilt teams of the past. Coach Lea has his road map, the 
support of the athletic department and the fans. The next action item is to start pulling upsets in the 
SEC.

DEFENSE: New Defensive Coordinator Nick Howell comes over from Virginia where he was the 
defensive backs coach, as well as the coordinator. He brings with him 15 years of coaching at the 
Division 1 level. Howell runs a 4-3 defense, which is pretty traditional for Vanderbilt

There are a lot of returning players on the defense. The front line of defense will be full of seniors 
highlighted by Malik Langham and Daevion Davis, both coming back from injuries in the 2021 
season. Elijah McAllister is making the transition to an edge rusher/linebacker hybrid, so expect his 
size to be an issue in getting to the quarterback this season.

Leaders of the Vanderbilt defense reside in a very veteran filled linebackers room. Returning 
senior leader Anfernee Orji is the Commodores top player coming into the season. Last year he led 
the team in total tackles and tackles for loss. Orji has his sights set on the NFL, and he has the best 
shot of any Commodore to get there in next year’s NFL Draft. The Commodores also welcome in 
Kane Patterson, from Clemson, who brings a winning mindset and culture into the Vanderbilt lock-
er room. The name to keep an eye on this year is Ethan Barr. He isn’t listed as the starter currently, 
but he was second on the team last season with 85 tackles, and he also recorded three interceptions.

The youngest room for the Commodores is the secondary room, welcoming back only two 
seniors and one junior from last year’s team. The graduate transfer from UConn, Jeremy Lucien, 
will come in right away as one of two starting corners. He will have senior Jaylen Mahoney playing 
opposite him. There are a slew of freshmen  that are coming in for the future of the defense. Ja’Dais 
Richard, Trudell Berry and Savion Riley will be the names to keep an eye on as the year progresses.
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ALABAMA CRIMSON TIDE

9/3 vs Utah State
9/10 at Texas
9/17 vs UL Monroe
9/24 vs Vanderbilt
10/1 at Arkansas
10/8 vs Texas A&M
10/15 at Tennessee
10/22 vs Mississippi State
11/5 at LSU
11/12 at Ole Miss
11/19 vs Austin Peay
11/26 vs Auburn

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 1

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Jahmyr Gibbs: Gibbs is likely to win the 

starting job over some already extremely talented 
backs, and for good reason. The former Georgia 
Tech back is classified as an all-purpose back and is 
the true definition of the term, averaging 6.8 yards 
per scrimmage touch last season. 

• CB Eli Ricks: All-American Eli Ricks is bringing 
some elite traits to the Alabama secondary. At con-
ference rival LSU, Ricks put up 31 tackles, five picks 
and six pass breakups. Due to a shoulder injury in 
2021, expect Alabama staff to slowly work Ricks 
into the starting lineup. 

• WR Jermaine Burton: The former Georgia Bull-
dog is bringing route running aggressiveness and a 
spectacular catch radius to Alabama in 2022. Last 
season, Burton put up a stunning 19.1 yards per 
reception with the Bulldogs and can be expected to 
perform similarly now having a Heisman quarter-
back to catch from.

Top Recruits:
• EDGE Jeremiah Alexander: The top player in the 

state of Alabama, Thompson High School product 
Jeremiah Alexander offers top-notch physicality 
and aggressiveness that makes him an excellent 
edge rusher. In 2020, he helped lead Thompson to a 
14-0 season to win the Alabama 7A championship.

• QB Ty Simpson: Ty Simpson is a pocket passer 
with some serious moves. He’s an instinctual quar-
terback, always keeping open the option to dart out 
of trouble with his legs and get the ball out quickly 
if he needs to. As a passer, there isn’t a throw on the 
field he can’t make.

• WR Aaron Anderson: Aaron Anderson is more 
than just another fan favorite wide receiver recruit. 
The top player in the state of Louisiana in 2022 
is the definition of big play ability. He could be 
expected to dominate the slot position at Alabama 
soon, even getting in as early as sometime this 
season.

Key Departures:
• OT Evan Neal: A 3 year starter at Alabama, Neal 

played a gigantic role in the Tide’s success in 2021, 
being selected as a permanent team captain. With 
a question filled offensive line group, Alabama will 
miss having the 6’7” 350 pound All-American titan 
at the tackle position in 2022.

• WR Jameson Williams: Jameson Williams has 
absolute game-breaking quickness that was able to 
take the top off of a defense. After finishing last sea-
son with 1,572 yards and 15 receiving touchdowns, 
Nick Saban knew the loss of Williams would 
present a gap that the Tide would have to fill with 
speedy wideouts like transfer Tyler Harrell.

• LB Christian Harris: In a defensive scheme that 
many have said to be complex, experience is gold at 
the interior linebacker position. Harris offered this 
experience after his performance as the starting will 
linebacker in 2020, before going on to record 79 
tackles and 5.5 sacks in the 2021 campaign.

Key Returning Players:
• OLB Will Anderson Jr: Anderson has become 

more than just one of the most dominant pass 
rushers in Alabama football history; he’s become 
the spokesperson for the mentality that Nick Saban 
tries to instill in all of his players. Alabama fans are 
ecstatic that the cyborg-like pass rusher is returning 
to finish the job.

• QB Bryce Young: It’s fair to say that Bryce Young 
did a pretty good job as a first year starter. Winning 
the Heisman, being crowned champion of the SEC 
and taking his team to a national championship are 
all outstanding accomplishments, but for Bryce, 
“last season was a failure.” The gunslinger with 
ice in his veins returns in 2022 with a whole cast 
of new weapons and a year of starting experience 
under his belt.

• DB Jordan Battle: Jordan Battle opted to return to 
the Tide in 2022 even with the option of entering 
the NFL Draft. His presence will be felt severely this 
year as the brains of the backside of the defense. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Tuscaloosa, AL
• Enrollment: 38,320
• Founded: 1820
• Mascot: Big Al

Stadium Facts
• Bryant-Denny Stadium
• Capacity: 101,821
• Built: 1929

Football Facts
• Record: 942-333-43
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 33
• National Championships: 18

Projected Record: 13-0
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This Alabama team is loaded. They might have one of the best 
teams on paper in College Football history. They bring back the 
best player on offense and defense from last season in Bryce Young 
and Will Anderson. Not to mention, Dallas Turner who is going 
to be a beast rushing the QB. Jahmyr Gibbs, Eli Ricks, Tyler Steen, 
Jordan Battle, Jermaine Burton, Tyler Harrell, Kool-Aid McKinstry 
and Henry To’oTo’o will all be studs. There are no glaring weakness 
on this team. Throw in the revenge factor as well. After losing to 
Georgia in the Championship Game, Coach Saban’s team will be 
motivated. This team is my favorite to take home the National 
Championship in 2022.”
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• Writtten by Austin Killough
             @SSN_Alabama
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DL Byron Young

DL DJ Dale

DL Justin Eboigbe

LB Dallas Turner

LB Will Anderson Jr

LB Henry To’oTo’o

LB Jaylen Moody

CB Eli Ricks

CB Kool-Aid McKinstry

S Jordan Battle

STAR Brian Branch

Projected Defense

K Will Reichard

P James Burnip

KR Jahmyr Gibbs

PR JoJo Earle

Projected Special Teams

HC Nick Saban

OC Bill O’Brien

DC Pete Golding

Coaching Staff

QB Bryce Young

RB Jahmyr Gibbs

WR Jermaine Burton

WR Ja’Corey Brooks

WR Tyler Harrell

TE Cameron Latu

RT JC Latham

RG Emil Ekiyor Jr

C Seth McLaughlin

LG Javion Cohen

LT Tyler Steen

Projected Offense
Nick Saban’s Alabama football squad reloads and returns in 2022 after a brutal national champion-
ship loss to the Georgia Bulldogs to cap off last year’s impressive, yet less than perfect campaign. They 
are led by returning quarterback Bryce Young and linebacker Will Anderson Jr., who many analysts 
believe are two players in a 3 way race to become the first overall pick in the 2023 NFL Draft. 
OFFENSE: Offensive coordinator Bill O’Brien returns to the 
booth this season for the Crimson Tide. Under O’Brien, Ala-
bama produced their first ever Heisman winning quarterback 
and were 2nd in FBS in total offense as well as passing touch-
downs in 2021. The Tide will look to repeat, if not improve upon 
that same production in 2022 with an influx of offensive weap-
ons. Former Georgia wide receiver Jermaine Burton is gunning 
for the WR1 role, while Alabama is looking to fellow incoming 
transfer Tyler Harrell of Louisville to become their next big time 
speed threat. The real bread and butter of the 2022 Crimson 
Tide offense could stem from the production of former Georgia 
Tech running back Jahmyr Gibbs, a speed demon running back 
with receiving abilities that draw comparisons to Alvin Kamara. 
Additionally, true freshman RB Jamarion Miller is looking to add 
a level of quickness to the backfield as well. Former Vanderbilt 
offensive lineman Tyler Steen will look to become the anchor of 
a developing offensive line as an experienced 5th year senior in 
the SEC. Expect true freshman wide receivers Aaron Anderson, 
Shazz Preston and Isaiah Bond to be battling for a spot at the top 
of the wideout depth chart as well.

Alabama has many important offensive pieces returning 
from last season. Of course, the Heisman winning signal caller 
Bryce Young will be returning to command the 2022 offense, but 
don’t expect the quarterback to do as much overall gunsling-
ing as he did in 2021. With the return of running backs Jase 
McClellan, Roydell Williams and Trey Sanders, the Tide may 
kick off 2022 opting for a heavier run approach in comparison to 
last season. When accounting for the addition of transfer Jahmyr 
Gibbs, the Crimson Tide may have one of the best three headed 
monsters at the running back position to lean on. Notable re-
turning wideouts include Ja’Corey Brooks and Christian Leary.

All that stands in the way for Alabama’s 2022 offense are 
question marks surrounding the offensive line. With the addition 
of transfer Tyler Steen, some of that pressure along the left side 
has been relieved, but the right tackle competition, led by JC 
Latham, is expected to persist. However, with a now healthy and 
relatively stacked running back room, along with an influx of 
experience and speed at receiver, O’Brien and Alabama might be 
able to sweep those question marks under the rug this season.

• Writtten by Austin Killough
             @SSN_Alabama

SUMMARY: The Crimson Tide lost a lot to the NFL Draft and the transfer portal in the offseason. 
But, they also had some historic gains and returned some critical pieces that can, no doubt, take them 
to where they were at the end of last season and beyond. Bryce Young and Will Anderson aren’t going 
anywhere, and will return as the faces of the 2022 Alabama football squad cementing their legacy 
as statistically some of the greatest to don the Crimson and White. With a stellar recruiting class, 
exciting transfer additions and some of the best players in the nation returning in 2022, this Alabama 
squad has been definitively reloaded to take another shot at the College Football Playoff National 
Championship.

DEFENSE: The 2022 Alabama defense will be led by none other than Will Anderson Jr., whom many 
consider to be the best college football player in the nation. After a 17.5 sacks and 34.5 tackles in last 
year’s campaign, Anderson is looking to double down on his production as not just the defensive 
captain, but a primary face of the program. His counterpart on the opposite end, Dallas Turner, 
returns after a solid 8.5 sack season in which he practically lived in the opposing backfield. Junior 
pass rusher Chris Braswell brings his power rushing abilities back to the squad again in a year that is 
expected to be his breakout season. The Tide’s pass rushing room is as good as ever.

Defensive line players like DJ Dale, Tim Smith and Jamil Burroughs are returning to add some 
interior push to the rush, while an experienced Byron Young is back to send heat at end. Freshman 
Jaheim Oatis is another dominant force in the interior that could see some playing time this season. 
Henry To’oTo’o and Jaylen Moody are the interior linebacker duo, with 4 year starter To’oTo’o return-
ing as the lead defensive signal caller. Some newer faces such as redshirt freshman Deontae Lawson 
are expected to make a push at linebacker this season as well. 

The Alabama secondary gets an influx of experience in 2022 with the highly anticipated return 
of safety Jordan Battle and SEC transfer cornerback Eli Ricks from LSU. Ricks, a veteran and one 
of the nation’s top corners, is heavily in the mix for a starting corner spot in 2022, providing some 
experience to younger players like Kool-Aid McKinstry and Terrion Arnold. Expect Ricks, Kool-
Aid and especially Khyree Jackson to all get their fair share of starts in this year’s campaign. Brian 
Branch and Malachi Moore return as the ball hawking duo at the star position, which may turn out 
to be a long lasting battle now that fan favorite Malachi Moore has gotten some time to recover from 
injury. 
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ARKANSAS RAZORBACKS

9/3 vs Cincinnati
9/10 vs South Carolina
9/17 vs Missouri State
9/24 vs Texas A&M (Arlington)
10/1 vs Alabama
10/8 at Mississippi State
10/15 at BYU
10/29 at Auburn
11/5 vs Liberty
11/12 vs LSU
11/19 vs Ole Miss
11/25 at Missouri

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 17

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Jadon Haselwood: A huge grab for the Hogs, 

Haselwood was the top rated receiver in the 2019 
class (247 Sports). Through 25 games at Oklahoma, 
Haselwood brought in 62 catches for 736 yards and 
seven touchdowns. He will come in and be fighting 
for the starting reps left by Treylon Burks.

• DB Latavious Brini: Brini is a big boost for the 
secondary. The starter on the National Champion-
ship team for most of last season decided to head 
west and join the Hogs. Through his time with the 
Bulldogs he had 50 tackles and an interception.

• DB Dwight McGlothern: Another strong addition 
for the Hogs secondary is McGlothern, a former 
four star recruit (247 Sports) from LSU. Through 
limited time early on at LSU, McGlothern recorded 
41 tackles and one interception returned for a 
touchdown. McGlothern will come in and be bat-
tling for starting reps opposite LaDarrius Bishop.

Top Recruits:
• WR Samuel Mbake: Mbake is a four star receiver 

(247 Sports) with a very large build, measuring at 
6’3” and 205 pounds. With his size, he should make 
an easy transition into Pittman’s offense. Look for 
him to get deep ball and jump ball packages to start 
the season, and he could develop into a more physi-
cal and crucial role as the season progresses.

• OL Patrick Kutas: Kutas is a versatile big man who 
played both ways in high school. He will join the 
Hogs as an interior offensive lineman prospect. 
Kutas is very large and has shown great footwork 
and hand skill, so as he learns the collegiate game, 
he will be a strong anchor on this offensive line.

• DB Jaylen Lewis: Lewis comes in as a three star 
defensive back (247 Sports). He looks to slot into 
the cornerbacks position for the Hogs. Lewis was a 
two way player in high school. With his versatility, 
he will be able to line up on the outside and in the 
slot to add a valuable piece to the Hogs defense.

Key Departures:
• WR Treylon Burks: After 32 games with the Hogs, 

Burks declared for the NFL Draft and was selected 
18th overall by the Tennessee Titans. Burks record-
ed 146 catches for 2,399 yards and 18 touchdowns 
as well as 222 yards rushing and one touchdown. 

• DL Tre Williams: The graduate transfer is gone 
after leading the team in sacks last season. Williams 
appeared in 45 games through four seasons at 
Missouri and one with the Hogs. He totaled 111 
tackles, 14.5 sacks and two forced fumbles in his 
college career. Williams went undrafted and joined 
the USFL with the Michigan Panthers.

• DL John Ridgeway: Another graduate transfer 
is off to the professional leagues. Ridgeway was 
selected in the fifth round by the Dallas Cowboys. 
During his short stay with the Hogs, Ridgeway 
recorded 39 tackles and two sacks.

Key Returning Players:
• QB KJ Jefferson: Arkansas has an outside candi-

date for the Heisman this year. Jefferson threw for 
2,676 yards and 21 touchdowns and ran for another 
664 yards and six touchdowns. With a stout offen-
sive line and weapons familiar with the offense, this 
could be a breakout season for KJ.

• LB Bumper Pool: Pool is the leader of this team as 
he enters his final season in Fayetteville. Last sea-
son, he recorded 125 tackles and 7.5 tackles for loss. 
This season, he has tons of experience surrounding 
him and some key transfer additions to make this 
one of the best defenses Arkansas has had in quite 
some time.

• DB Jalen Catalon: Catalon comes in healthy after 
an injury shortened season last year. Catalon has 
great ability on the field. He has incredible speed 
and has a knack for making big plays on this de-
fense. With the additions on the defense, he should 
be able to use his ball hawking skills to make some 
big game changing plays for the Hogs this season.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Fayetteville, AR
• Enrollment: 27,558
• Founded: 1871
• Mascot: Big Red

Stadium Facts
• Razorback Stadium
• Capacity: 76,212
• Built: 1938

Football Facts
• Record: 695-502-37
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 14
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 10-2
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Arkansas has a really good team. Coach Pittman has changed the 
culture for the better at Arkansas. They will have a stout defense. 
The offense will be solid as well. KJ Jefferson is one of the top 
quarterbacks in the SEC. Raheim Sanders will have a great season 
at running back. Wide receiver Jadon Haselwood will look to 
replace Treylon Burks. The defensive line could improve at rushing 
the passer. The linebacking corps will be scary good with Bumper 
Pool and Drew Sanders leading the charge. The secondary will 
improve as well with Dwight McGlothern, Jalen Catalon, Myles 
Slusher and others. This defense was better than the stats showed 
last season. They will be really good again. This team can win ten 
games. However, the schedule is really tough. Anything over eight 
wins would be a successful season.”
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Arkansas
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DE Eric Gregory

DT Isaiah Nichols

DE Zach Williams

LB Bumper Pool

LB Drew Sanders

LB LaDarrius Bishop

CB Hudson Clark

CB Dwight McGlothern

S Jalen Catalon

S Myles Slusher

S Latavious Brini

Projected Defense

K Cam Little

P Reid Bauer

KR AJ Green

PR Bryce Stephens

Projected Special Teams

HC Sam Pittman

OC Kendal Briles

DC Barry Odom

Coaching Staff

QB KJ Jefferson

RB Raheim Sanders

WR Jadon Haselwood

WR Ketron Jackson Jr

WR Warren Thompson

TE Trey Knox

RT Dalton Wagner

RG Beaux Limmer

C Ricky Stromberg

LG Brady Latham

LT Luke Jones

Projected Offense

Head Coach Sam Pittman got the Razorbacks back to contenders in the west last season. Finishing 
the year with nine wins and seeing the progression made under the leadership group is promising 
for fans in Fayetteville. The window for Pittman and his star quarterback is coming to a close this 
season. Can the Hogs turn this veteran team into a true contender this season and upset Alabama 
for a trip to the College Football Playoff?
OFFENSE: The offense has exploded under offensive coordi-
nator Kendal Briles’ leadership. He will have to rework some 
receiving pieces and do some work with the offensive line, but 
this offense is poised to be one of the best in the SEC. Should 
Arkansas duplicate last season’s success, do not be surprised 
to see Kendal Briles leave Fayetteville for a head coaching 
opportunity in a power five conference.

KJ Jefferson is back and has big stats on his mind. Last 
season, he led the offense to places they haven’t seen in quite 
some time in Fayetteville. This season he has a new running 
back, new top receiving options and a shuffled offensive line, 
but the goal is to get to double digit wins. Some are viewing 
Jefferson as one of the top quarterbacks in the conference and 
a dark horse Heisman candidate. As Jefferson goes, this offense 
and team will go. Does Jefferson need to be a Heisman candi-
date for this team to succeed? Probably not, but if he does, this 
team will be battling for a spot in the playoff. 

The rush game was dominated by Jefferson last season, 
but to have a better balanced offense, he needs to be able to hit 
receivers and make fewer plays with his feet. The rushing game 
will be dominated this season by Raheim “Rocket” Sanders. 
Sanders will have the benefit of lining up behind a strength-
ened interior of the offensive line. Should the Hogs have some 
option packages for him to get out in space, he could be the 
top running back in the SEC.

The receiving room will look different minus Treylon 
Burks, and two other top receivers. The top returning receiver 
is Warren Thompson who had 304 yards on 19 catches and 
two touchdowns. The newcomer, Jadon Haselwood, looks to 
be the featured player and will try and copy the stats of Burks 
from last season. The former top wide receiver recruit transfers 
in from Oklahoma and should fit in well with what the Hogs 
do at the receiver position.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Arkansas

SUMMARY: This may be the make or break year for the Razorbacks. After this season, the entire 
team may look quite different. The possibility that someone finally picks off one of the coordinators 
is very likely. They’ll most likely have a change at quarterback, assuming Jefferson has a stellar year 
and heads to the NFL. The core of the offensive line will likely be going to the NFL. They will have 
a new look defense with a lot of veterans moving on. The running back position may need a new 
bellcow, and the receiver room will need to be overhauled. For Pittman and the Razorbacks, this is 
the put up or shut up year, and things are looking like it will be a put up year for Arkansas.

DEFENSE: The defense has been strong under defensive coordinator Barry Odom, who joined Pit-
tman after he was fired from Missouri as the head coach. Odom’s success at Arkansas has him back 
in the talks for head coaching jobs, and it doesn’t look like the defense is poised for a down year, so 
expect to hear those talks again next offseason.

The weakness of last year’s team was a lack of pass rush. The returning sack leader from last 
season is defensive end Zach Williams, who recorded 3.5 sacks. There is experience on the line, 
but it has to play better. To challenge that veteran play, the Hogs have brought in some transfers in 
Landon Jackson and Jordan Domineck, who will be in rotation to try and conjure up more pressure 
this season.

It feels like the linebacking group has been led by Bumper Pool for ten seasons now. He is back, 
for his final season, with the Razorbacks, and he is looking to cap off quite the SEC career. Through 
40 games Pool has recorded 349 tackles, with 125 of those tackles coming last season. To help Pool 
this season, the Hogs welcome in junior transfer Drew Sanders from Alabama.

The secondary has talent, and the coaching staff has been pushing those talented players to be 
more physical this season. The safeties lead the group with Jalen Catalon and Myles Slusher, who 
should stand out in the conference this season. Transfers coming in will be a big boost to their 
ability to bump and run, with Dwight McGlothern at corner and Latavious Brini at safety. Also look 
to see a pair of freshmen develop and get more playing time as the season moves along with corner 
Jaylen Lewis and safety Anthony Brown.
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AUBURN TIGERS

9/3 vs Mercer
9/10 vs San Jose State
9/17 vs Penn State
9/24 vs Missouri
10/1 vs LSU
10/8 at Georgia
10/15 at Ole Miss
10/29 vs Arkansas
11/5 at Mississippi State
11/12 vs Texas A&M
11/19 vs Western Kentucky
11/26 at Alabama

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Zach Calzada: After the departure of Bo Nix, 

Auburn needs a new starting quarterback. Calzada 
was the starter for Texas A&M last season, and he 
led the Aggies to a 8-4 record. 

• DT Jayson Jones: Jones recorded 19 tackles and 
1.5 sacks in his one season at Oregon. Auburn will 
be counting on Jones to turn into a playmaker on 
the defensive line. 

• S Craig McDonald: McDonald comes in after re-
cording 41 tackles and two interceptions last season 
at Iowa State. He will help a secondary that has lost 
some key pieces from 2021. 

Top Recruits:
• LB Robert Woodyard: The highest rated recruit in 

the 2022 class for Auburn, Woodyard is a four star 
(247 Sports) linebacker from Alabama. Woodyard 
is the eighth ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the 
state of Alabama.

• CB JaDarian Rhym: Rhym is a four star (247 
Sports) cornerback from Georgia. He is the 20th 
ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
Georgia.

• CB Austin Ausberry: Ausberry is a four star (247 
Sports) cornerback from Louisiana. He is the 
13th ranked recruit (247 Sports) from the state of 
Louisiana. 

Key Departures:
• QB Bo Nix: Auburn loses their starting quarterback 

of three years with the departure of Nix to Oregon. 
Nix threw for 7,251 yards and 39 touchdowns in his 
three seasons with the Tigers.

• LB Zakoby McClain: Auburn’s leading tackler over 
the last two seasons is off to the NFL. McClain had 
cemented himself as one of the best linebackers in 
the country at Auburn.

• CB Roger McCreary: McCreary was one of the 
best cornerbacks in the SEC over his last three 
seasons at Auburn. Last season, McCreary led the 
team with 14 pass breakups and tied for the team 
lead with two interceptions.  

Key Returning Players:
• RB Tank Bigsby: Bigsby will be one of the best 

running backs in the country in 2022. In his two 
seasons at Auburn, Bigsby has amassed 1,933 yards 
and 15 touchdowns on the ground.

• DE Derick Hall: Last season, Hall led the team with 
nine sacks, and he also recorded 52 tackles. Hall 
will be returning for his fourth season at Auburn.

• DE Colby Wooden: Wooden is the top returning 
tackler after recording 61 tackles in 2021. Wooden 
was also third on the team with five sacks. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Auburn, AL
• Enrollment: 27,287
• Founded: 1856
• Mascot: Aubie

Stadium Facts
• Jordan-Hare Stadium
• Capacity: 87,451
• Built: 1939

Football Facts
• Record: 762-447-43
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 5-7
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“This is a do or die year for Head Coach Bryan Harsin after the 
off the field issues. The problem is that the roster isn’t up to the 
standards of Auburn football. We don’t even know if they have 
a capable quarterback to lead them to a winning season. Tank 
Bigsby is a stud at running back though. Outside of Bigsby, players 
will need to step up all around the field. The defense should be 
solid though. Colby Wooden and Derick Hall are good players 
on the defensive line. Pass rush will be key though. Owen Pappoe 
is the best player on this defense from the linebacker spot. The 
secondary is largely unproven after Roger McCreary departed. 
Auburn has a tough schedule. If Coach Harsin wants to stay, seven 
wins is probably going to be the minimum amount for him to stay 
as the head coach.”
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• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_WarEagle
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DE Colby Wooden

DT Jayson Jones

DT Marcus Harris

DE Derick Hall

LB Owen Pappoe

LB Wesley Steiner

CB Nehemiah Pritchett

CB Jaylin Simpson

NB Donovan Kaufman

S Zion Puckett

S Craig McDonald

Projected Defense

K Anders Carlson

P Oscar Chapman

KR Nehemiah Pritchett

PR Donovan Kaufman

Projected Special Teams

HC Bryan Harsin

OC Eric Kiesau

DC Jeff Schmedding

Coaching Staff

QB Zach Calzada

RB Tank Bigsby

WR Shedrick Jackson

WR Ja’Varrius Johnson

WR Malcolm Johnson Jr

TE John Samuel Shenker

RT Austin Troxell

RG Keiondre Jones

C Nick Brahms

LG Brandon Council

LT Kilian Zierer

Projected Offense
It’s been a rough start for Bryan Harsin at Auburn. 2021 started off great, but Auburn ended the 
season on a five game losing streak, and finished with their first losing record since 2012. The season 
was followed by plenty of controversy in the offseason, which has already made Harsin’s seat warm 
in just his second season at Auburn. Now, the starting quarterback and many of the top defensive 
players from 2021 are gone, and Auburn will also have first year coordinators for the second year in 
a row. With all of the offseason changes, Auburn will have to rely on a few returning stars to carry 
the team in 2022. Tank Bigsby will lead the offense, and he will also be one of the top running backs 
in the country. The defense is led by arguably the best defensive line in the SEC. There are also a cou-
ple of big transfers coming in, such as Zach Calzada and Jayson Jones, that Auburn will be counting 
on to have an immediate impact.
OFFENSE: Bo Nix is off to Oregon after three years as the 
starting quarterback at Auburn. The offseason competition for 
the starting role is between Zach Calzada and T.J. Finley, but 
it looks like Calzada will get the starting role. Calzada was the 
starting quarterback at Texas A&M last season, when he led the 
Aggies to an 8-4 record and a win over number one Alabama. 
Calzada and Nix had very similar numbers in 2021, but the loss 
of experience could be an issue. Nix will be heading to Oregon 
with three years of starting experience, while Calzada has just 
one year of starting experience heading into this season. 

Two of the top three receivers from 2021 are gone, but John 
Samuel Shenker is returning at tight end and could be the top 
target in 2022. Shenker broke the school record for tight end 
receiving yards with 413 yards in 2021, and he could break his 
own record this season. Shenker didn’t have any touchdowns 
last season, but that should change in 2022. The top returning 
receiver is Shedrick Jackson. Jackson was the number two 
receiver on the team in 2021 with 40 receptions for 527 yards 
and one touchdown. Ja’Varrius Johnson and Malcolm Johnson 
Jr. are both unproven and will be expected to play larger roles in 
the offense this season.

The offense should revolve around Tank Bigsby at running 
back. With 15 touchdowns and nearly 2,000 career yards, Bigsby 
has become one of the best running backs in the country over 
his two seasons at Auburn. Jarquez Hunter is also returning 
after 593 yards and three touchdowns on the ground in his first 
season at Auburn. Bigsby and Hunter make up one of the better 
running back duos in the SEC. 

The offensive line will play a big role in the success of the 
running game this season. Led by Nick Brahms in the middle, 
the offensive line will return four of its five starters from 2021. 
The offensive line struggled a bit with protecting the quarter-
back in 2021, giving up 22 sacks, but that should change now 
that the line is more experienced. 

• Writtten by Brendan Ryan
             @SSN_WarEagle

SUMMARY: It was a disappointing 2021 season for Bryan Harsin and Auburn, and it’s gonna take 
a lot of luck for things to get better in 2022. Auburn has some of the best players in the country 
on both sides of the ball in Tank Bigsby and Derick Hall, but there are a ton of question marks 
surrounding the rest of the team. Zach Calzada is the likely starter at quarterback, and it will be in-
teresting to see if he can play at the same level that he did in 2021. The passing game loses two of it’s 
top three targets from 2021, and will need someone to step up and fill the gap left by the departures. 
The defensive line should be great, and the linebacker corps should be solid but the secondary could 
struggle after two big departures from 2021. The schedule does Auburn no favors, with road games 
against Georgia and Alabama, and home games against Penn State and Texas A&M. Auburn showed 
just how good they can be under Harsin in a four overtime loss to Alabama late last season. If Harsin 
can get more performances like that out of Auburn, they could be a surprisingly good team in 2022. 

DEFENSE: Auburn had the number 29 run defense in the country last season, giving up just 128 
yards per game, but that number could get even better this season. Derick Hall is returning for his 
fourth season on the defensive line after leading the team with nine sacks and recording 52 tackles 
in 2021. Hall will be one of the best defensive lineman in the SEC this season. Colby Wooden is also 
returning on the defensive line. Wooden is the top returning tackler on the defense with 61 tackles 
in 2021, and he also recorded five sacks and 3.5 tackles for loss in 2021. Hall and Wooden are one of 
the best defensive line duos in the country. Auburn has also brought in Jayson Jones from Oregon, 
who has the potential to be a gamechanger on the defensive line. Eku Leota should also see plenty of 
playing time after recording seven sacks in 2021. 

The linebacker corps takes a big hit with the losses of Zakoby McClain and Chandler Wooten, 
the top two tacklers on the 2021 defense. Owen Pappoe will be returning after struggling with 
injuries and only playing in five games in 2021. In 2020, Pappoe recorded 93 tackles and four sacks. 
Pappoe should return to his 2020 form and be the top linebacker if he can stay healthy. Wesley Stein-
er will also be returning for his third season at Auburn. 

The secondary will also take a big hit with the losses of Roger McCreary and Smoke Monday. 
The cornerback spot features Nehemiah Pritchett and Jaylin Simpson, who combined for 54 tackles 
and two interceptions in 2021. D.J. James from Oregon could also see some playing time at corner-
back. At safety is Zion Puckett, who was number seven on the team with 48 tackles in 2021, and 
Craig McDonald, the Iowa State transfer who had 41 tackles and two interceptions for the Cyclones 
in 2021. Donovan Kaufman will play the nickelback role after recording three forced fumbles and 
an interception in 2021. The Auburn secondary could take a step back in 2022 after losing so much 
experience from the 2021 secondary. 
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LSU TIGERS

9/4 vs Florida State (NOLA)
9/10 vs Southern
9/17 vs Mississippi State
9/24 vs New Mexico
10/1 at Auburn
10/8 vs Tennessee
10/15 at Florida
10/22 vs Ole Miss
11/5 vs Alabama
11/12 at Arkansas
11/19 vs UAB
11/26 at Texas A&M

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Jayden Daniels: After leaving Arizona State, 

Daniels is ready to take the next step in the SEC. 
From upsetting Oregon to leading ASU to a bowl 
game in 2020, Daniels put up some very good num-
bers, throwing for 6,025 yards and 32 touchdowns 
during his time at ASU.

• LB Kolbe Fields: After one season at South Car-
olina, Fields is looking to make a huge impact on 
the defense this season. He really likes what Coach 
Kelly is bringing to the table and is excited for what 
he can do for this team.

• CB Jarrick Bernard: Being a starter for 2 seasons 
at Oklahoma State, Bernard played a part in 
making their defense one of the best in the nation, 
and he proved himself to be a solid corner. Bernard 
looks to shine at LSU and show NFL scouts that he 
has what it takes to play at the next level.

Top Recruits:
• LB Harold Perkins: As the eighth ranked player 

according to 247 Sports, Perkins is the perfect 
replacement for Damone Clark this upcoming sea-
son. Coach Kelly really likes what Perkins can bring 
and hopes he can be a four year starter.

• OT Will Campbell: Being the fourth best offensive 
tackle in the country according to 247 Sports, 
Campbell is a monster in pass protection and can 
climb to the next level with ease. The frame and 
height of Campbell caught Coach Kelly’s attention. 

• QB Walker Howard: A two time state champion 
in high school, Howard has an amazing arm and 
can sling the ball to almost anywhere on the field, 
which can be huge for the passing game. This 
year will be very pivotal for Howard as he gets the 
chance to learn under many QBs. 

Key Departures:
• CB Eli Ricks: Ricks ended up opting out of the 2021 

season for getting shoulder surgery, so fans weren’t 
able to witness a lot of time with him on the field. 
When he was playing, his speed and length took 
off for him and really glammed flashes of being a 
possible star. Ricks ended up entering the transfer 
portal, and he landed at Alabama.

• OG Ed Ingram: In 2019, Ingram came back from 
taking a leave of absence in 2018 and took a huge 
role on the offensive line. Being a four year starter 
at LSU, Ingram was ready to take his talents to the 
next step and was drafted to the NFL.

• LB Damone Clark: Last season, Clark was the 
second leading tackler in the nation and first in 
the SEC, which really solidified himself as a NFL 
prospect. Clark was selected with the 176th pick by 
the Dallas Cowboys.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Mike Jones Jr: Jones is coming off a great sea-

son for the Tigers in 2021, after transferring from 
Clemson in the summer before. Jones is great on 
his feet and has a versatile game. He will be looking 
to take a bigger role for the team.

• S Jay Ward: Ward returning for his fourth year 
is huge for this secondary. Ward looks to solidify 
himself as one of the best LSU safeties of all time. 
He’s somebody to watch out for on Sundays.

• WR Kayshon Boutte: Boutte is projected to be 
one of the best receivers in the nation next season. 
After being sidelined due to injury six games into 
last season, Boutte is looking to take that next step 
in becoming the next great LSU receiver if he stays 
healthy. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Baton Rouge, LA
• Enrollment: 35,914
• Founded: 1820
• Mascot: Mike the Tiger

Stadium Facts
• Tiger Stadium
• Capacity: 102,321
• Built: 1924

Football Facts
• Record: 793-414-47
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 12
• National Championships: 5

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by LSU AthleticsPhoto by LSU Athletics

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Just because it’s a first year staff at LSU, doesn’t mean they’ll 
struggle. This team has talent and is fully capable of getting to 8 or 
9 wins. Coach Brian Kelly is one of the best in the business. He’s 
got a QB battle to figure out. All the different QBs have different 
skill sets, so expect the offense to be flexible based on what QB is 
playing. Kayshon Boutte is an elite WR. The run game does need 
to get a lot better. The defense has some great players as well. Ali 
Gaye and BJ Ojulari lead a solid defensive line. The secondary will 
be really good as well. Joe Foucha, Mekhi Garner and Jay Ward 
are all excellent players. LSU needs to find its identity, and it could 
come on defense. The schedule is tough, but LSU has the talent to 
win a lot of games.”

Photo by LSU AthleticsPhoto by LSU Athletics

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_LSU
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DE BJ Ojulari

DT Maason Smith

DT Jaquelin Roy

DE Ali Gaye

LB Greg Penn III

LB Mike Jones Jr

CB Jarrick Bernard-Converse

CB Greg Brooks Jr

CB Mekhi Garner

S Joe Foucha

S Jay Ward

Projected Defense

K Ezekeal Mata

P Peyton Todd

KR Armoni Goodwin

PR Malik Nabers

Projected Special Teams

HC Brian Kelly

OC Mike Denbrock

DC Matt House

Coaching Staff

QB Myles Brennan

RB Noah Cain

WR Kayshon Boutte

WR Jack Bech

WR Malik Nabers

TE Jack Mashburn

RT Cameron Wire

RG Garrett Dellinger

C Charles Turner

LG Tre’Mond Shorts

LT Will Campbell

Projected Offense

Last season was a big disappointment for all of Tiger Nation with the lackluster season going 6-7 
and losing the Texas Bowl to Kansas State. Everything changed when LSU hit a home run hire when 
they brought in Notre Dame Head Coach Brian Kelly. Kelly is looking to bring another National 
Championship to Baton Rouge in the near future.
OFFENSE: Going into next season, this offense will undergo 
some transformation, especially at the quarterback position. 
Max Johnson was the starter last season, but he entered the 
transfer portal and ended up going to Texas A&M. Myles 
Brennan stays as he feels what Kelly is bringing to the Tigers 
is special, and he couldn’t miss out on the opportunity. The 
Tigers also landed a top Pac 12 transfer in Jayden Daniels out of 
Arizona State. Another name to watch for is Garrett Nussmeier 
in this race.

The running back room will be interesting with the gain 
of Noah Cain, transferring in from Penn State, and the loss of 
Corey Kiner to Cincinnati. Returning will be senior John Emo-
ry Jr, who looks to take that next step into producing big plays 
for the Tigers offense. It’s possible that the Tigers could have a 
one-two punch with Noah Cain and John Emory Jr. It’ll be very 
interesting what Coach Denbrock can draw up with the speed 
that Cain brings and the power that Emory has.

At receiver, Kayshon Boutte is looked at to be a possible 
Heisman candidate going into this season. Boutte is regarded 
as one of the best receivers in the nation. Malik Nabers and 
Jack Bech will likely be the other starting receivers. Last season, 
Nabers showed many flashes of what he could do, but this off-
season has been vital for his development. With the help of the 
new coaching staff, be ready to see a lot of spectacular catches 
by Nabers this season. Bech will be put into a big position in 
just his sophomore season. Expect to see him a lot this season. 
Rounding out the receiving core is Jack Mashburn at tight 
end. Mashburn only saw limited time last season, but with the 
new offense that Coach Kelly brings to LSU, he feels this is the 
perfect system for him to excel.

There are a lot of new and younger faces to the offensive 
line. At center, Charles Turner returns with a new identity as he 
feels it’s time to take the next step in being a leader for this line. 
The guard positions consist of two new transfers in Tre’Mond 
Shorts out of East Tennessee State and Miles Frazier from FIU. 
Ending at the tackle positions, the Tigers have freshman Will 
Campbell and redshirt senior Cameron Wire. Campbell will 
take some time to adjust to the new offense, but with the help of 
Wire, he will be mentored by one of the best tackles in the SEC. 

• Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_LSU

SUMMARY: Coach Kelly is excited for the opportunity ahead after doing big things with Notre 
Dame. He feels he can bring LSU back to winning national championships again. This season, don’t 
expect the Tigers to come out guns blazing. Coach Kelly did pick up major transfers like Jayden 
Daniels from Arizona State and most of the secondary are all new transfers. A lot of Tigers fans 
should be excited with the history that Kelly has. The Tigers should be a top team soon again, but 
this year will be a dog fight in the SEC.

DEFENSE: The defense for the Tigers this season will consist of a lot of transfers that Coach Kelly 
felt could provide a big leap for this squad. Starting at defensive line, LSU returns All-SEC player Ali 
Gaye. Gaye can break out to be an All-American type player for the Tigers. BJ Ojulari is one of the 
top tacklers last season. He’s back to provide some continuity on the line. Maason Smith and Jaque-
lin Roy, who exploded during spring, will look to have a significant impact this season.

This linebacking core has some of the best pieces in the nation this season, with returns from 
Mike Jones Jr and Micah Baskerville. Jones is coming back to have a breakthrough season as he 
wants to implement a new style with this new system. As for Greg Penn III, he is another solid 
piece that could get the starting nod in this 4-2-5 system. Don’t count out Micah Baskerville, having 
played significant time last season. Baskerville will be in the regular rotation. 

The depth this season in the secondary is incredible. Picking up transfers Mehki Garner, Joe 
Foucha, Sevyn Banks, Greg Brooks Jr and Jarrick Bernard-Converse was huge. Garner, Brooks Jr 
and Bernard-Converse can be vital pieces as the starting corners. Sevyn Banks will see the field a fair 
amount with having a lot of experience at Ohio State. At safety, Jay Ward was one of the best tacklers 
on the team last season. He’s ready to prove he can play at the next level for NFL teams. On the other 
side is Joe Foucha, who was a great player for Arkansas, and had an amazing spring for LSU.  
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MISSISSIPPI STATE BULLDOGS

9/3 vs Memphis
9/10 at Arizona
9/17 at LSU
9/24 vs Bowling Green
10/1 vs Texas A&M
10/8 vs Arkansas
10/15 at Kentucky
10/22 at Alabama
11/5 vs Auburn
11/12 vs Georgia
11/19 vs East Tennessee State
11/24 at Ole Miss

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OL Percy Lewis: Lewis is a JUCO transfer from 

Mississippi Gulf Coast. During spring practices, 
Lewis has been competing with returning senior 
Kwatrivous Johnson to fill the void left by Charles 
Cross. Lewis, a sophomore, will expect to play him-
self into the next top offensive lineman draft pick to 
come out of Mississippi State.

• CB Marcus Banks: Banks is a transfer from Ala-
bama who got stuck in the log jam of talent at the 
corner position for the Crimson Tide. Last season 
he recorded 6 tackles and 1 interception in limited 
appearances. He will be coming in and lining up 
the majority of plays.

• S Jordan Morant: Morant is a transfer from 
Michigan. The former four star recruit (247Sports) 
was surpassed by fellow classmates, after recovering 
from a knee injury, for the starting position in Ann 
Arbor. This addition to the Bulldogs defense will 
give them a big safety to plug the run game up.

Top Recruits:
• QB Braedyn Locke: Locke is a three star recruit 

(247 Sports) out of Rockwall, TX. He will look to 
continue his high school success in Starkville. Brae-
dyn’s career high school stats finished last year at 
11,182 yards passing, 63% completion percentage, 
128 touchdowns and 28 interceptions. 

• DL Jacarius Clayton: Clayton is a four star recruit 
(247 Sports) out of Tupelo, MS. At 6’6” and 275 lbs, 
he shows promise to develop into another quality 
defensive trench dog in Starkville. In high school, 
he could fill holes anywhere on the line. 

• DL Trevion Williams: Williams is a four star 
recruit (247 Sports) out of Crystal Springs, MS. In 
high school, Trevion was a multi-sport athlete, and 
while suiting up on the gridiron, he played quarter-
back, linebacker and defensive lineman. With his 
athletic ability the Bulldogs will expect to see him 
develop into a dangerous edge rusher.

Key Departures:
• OT Charles Cross: Cross became a dominant pass 

protector in 2021, allowing only 2 sacks and 16 
pressures on 719 passing attempts. Cross joins the 
Seahawks as their highest pick since 2010, when 
they drafted LT Russell Okung out of Oklahoma 
State.

• CB Martin Emerson Jr: Emerson was originally 
expected to come back to Starkville, but he opted 
out of the bowl game to prepare for the NFL draft. 
The Browns took a chance with his size and length 
to let him learn from one of the best corners in the 
league in Denzel Ward.

• WR Makai Polk: Polk was a shock to leave 
Starkville to most. Coming off a record breaking 
season with 105 receptions, 1046 yards and 9 
touchdowns; Makai decided to roll the dice and 
put his name in the NFL draft. He ended up going 
undrafted and signing on with Baltimore.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Will Rogers III: Rogers threw for 4,739 yards, 

36 touchdowns and 9 interceptions in 2021. 
He is looking to turn this offense up with more 
experience and lots of returning offensive partners. 
Rogers could be a dark horse Heisman candidate if 
this offense clicks like many people are expecting 
it could.

• RBs Jo’quavious Marks & Dillon Johnson: The 
tandem of junior running backs look to play a big 
part in Mississippi State’s offensive attack. With 
a slew of receivers in the mix this could be an 
opportunity for many two back formations for the 
pair to try and duplicate their 1,300+ yards from 
scrimmage in the 2021 campaign.

• LBs Jett Johnson & Nathaniel Watson: The red-
shirt senior leaders come back to try and duplicate 
the success they had last season by dominating 
opposing running games. With some added depth 
on the line and on the outside, the core of the 
defense looks to bring the unit to levels State hasn’t 
seen in a while.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Starkville, MS
• Enrollment: 23,086
• Founded: 1878
• Mascot: Bully

Stadium Facts
• Davis Wade Stadium
• Capacity: 61,337
• Built: 1914

Football Facts
• Record: 572-586-36
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 5-7
Photo via theheisman-Photo via theheisman-
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Leach has brought attention to the Mississippi State 
program in his tenure. With his Air Raid scheme, The Bulldogs 
can beat anyone. They can also lose to anyone. Mississippi State 
needs to be more consistent this season. Will Rogers is back at QB. 
He might be the most underrated QB in the nation. He has plenty 
of weapons around him as well. The concern on offense is in the 
trenches. The defense will be solid again. Emmanuel Forbes is a 
player to watch at CB. Jett Johnson & Nathaniel Watson should 
also have good seasons at LB. Anything but a bowl appearance 
would be disappointing for Mississippi State.”
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DE Jordan Davis

DT Nathan Pickering

DE Randy Charlton

LB Tyrus Wheat

LB Nathaniel Watson

LB Jett Johnson

CB Decamerion Richardson

CB Emmanuel Forbes

S Jackie Matthews

S Jalen Green

S Collin Duncan

Projected Defense

K Massimo Biscardi

P Archer Trafford

KR Lideatrick Griffin

PR Jaden Walley

Projected Special Teams

HC Mike Leach

OC Steve Spurrier Jr/
Mason Miller

DC Zach Arnett

Coaching Staff

QB Will Rogers III

RB Jo’quavious Marks

WR Jaden Walley

WR Austin Williams

WR Lideatrick Griffin

WR Antonio Harmon

RT Kameron Jones

RG Cole Smith

C LaQuinston Sharp

LG Nick Jones

LT Kwatrivous Johnson

Projected Offense

The Mississippi State Bulldogs are headed back into the raging fires of the SEC West, coming off a 
7-6 season finishing with a disappointing loss in the Liberty Bowl to Texas Tech. This season the 
Bulldogs draw Kentucky and Georgia from the SEC East, which most are projecting to be competing 
for the SEC East title this season. They also welcome Memphis, who are expecting to compete for 
the AAC title, and they travel to Tucson to pair up with Arizona from the Pac 12. There are high 
hopes in Starkville that Coach Leach can pull some timely upsets to have the Bulldogs representing 
the West in the SEC Title game this season.

OFFENSE: Welcome to Starkville, home of the Mike Leach 
“Air Raid” Offense.

Will Rogers will look to break records this season behind a 
rebuilt line and returning a good core of offensive skill players. 
In the 2021 campaign, Will finished third in total passing 
yards finishing behind Bryce Young (Alabama), the Heisman 
winner and Bailey Zappe (Western Kentucky). Two records 
within reach for Will this season will be total passing yards for 
and total passing touchdowns. If Will can throw for at least 
2,662 yards and 24 touchdowns, he will pass Dak Prescott in 
both categories.

The tandem at running back will be interesting to set the 
tone for the offense. Jo’quavious Marks and Dillon Johnson 
return for the Bulldogs after they combined for over 1,300 
yards in last year’s offense. Coach Leach will look to the junior 
running backs to help in the blocking schemes while the offen-
sive line gets their legs under them.

Jaden Walley will be the returning leading receiver from 
last year’s offense. He tallied over 600 yards and 5 touchdowns 
behind Makai Polk’s huge offensive season. Expect him to be 
featured heavily to start the season. The up and comer in the 
offense this year could be sophomore receiver Rara Thomas. 
He came on late in the season to finish with 18 receptions, 252 
yards and 5 touchdowns. Although with Coach Leach, there 
could be a receiver at the bottom of the depth chart that will 
surprise everyone and lead the team this season.

The concern for this season will be the offensive line. The 
loss of Charles Cross to the NFL draft will be a huge hole to fill 
along with starting right tackle Scott Lashley, who graduated. 
With two new tackles and some returning from injury on the 
interior, it will be interesting to see how well the big boys line 
up to stabilize the pocket for Rogers and the “Air Raid”.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_MissState

SUMMARY: Mississippi State returns a large portion of critical positions, and with so much expe-
rience, the expectations in Starkville are high with hopes of being in the conversation of SEC West 
Champions and representing the SEC in the College Football Playoff. Will Rogers looks to be a dark 
horse in the Heisman Race behind other SEC QBs Bryce Young (Alabama), Will Levis (Kentucky), 
KJ Jefferson (Arkansas) and Hendon Hooker (Tennessee). The Bulldogs will have plenty of oppor-
tunities to shake things up the season in the SEC and across the College Football stage, starting the 
season with a challenging Memphis from the AAC. They’ll host Texas A&M, Arkansas and Georgia, 
and travel to Kentucky and Alabama. All of those teams will be tough challenges for State. Mike 
Leach, entering his 3rd season at the helm for the Mississippi State program, hopes to have a solid 
season.

DEFENSE: The Bulldog defense is looking to improve on their defensive stability from last season. 
The Bulldogs return two of their three starting linebackers from 2021: Jett Johnson and Nathaniel 
Watson. They combined for 70 tackles, 12 tackles for loss, 5 sacks and 1 interception in 2021.

Returning in the trenches for the Bulldogs is a majority of their production from last year as well 
as Jordan Davis, returning from a torn ACL. Cameron Young is the returning tackles leader from 
the defensive line, he will look to duplicate his production with improved expectation from last 
year’s campaign. Look for lots of rotations to start the season giving plenty of guys to exhibit their 
skills before they settle in hoping to find more of the defensive line Bulldogs to go from Starkville to 
Sundays.

In the secondary, the Bulldogs bring back junior corner Emmanuel Forbes, who led the sec-
ondary last year with 3 interceptions. With the loss of Martin Emerson, Forbes will be expected to 
improve on what was a big season from him last year. The safety room will be full of senior leader-
ship as the Bulldogs return all three starters from last year: Jalen Green, Collin Duncan and Shawn 
Preston. With the addition of Jordan Morant and Jackie Matthews via the transfer portal, there is 
plenty of talent over the top to give Forbes and the corners some help.

The Bulldogs will continue to feature the Spread Defense (3 lineman, 3 linebackers and 5 
secondary) under 3rd year Defensive Coordinator Zach Arnett. Stopping the SEC’s high powered 
offenses through the air will be top priority for Coach Arnett as he continues to try and strengthen 
his resume going into next season’s coaching carousel throughout College Football.
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OLE MISS REBELS

9/3 vs Troy
9/10 vs Central Arkansas
9/17 at Georgia Tech
9/24 vs Tulsa
10/1 vs Kentucky
10/8 at Vanderbilt
10/15 vs Auburn
10/22 at LSU
10/29 at Texas A&M
11/12 vs Alabama
11/19 at Arkansas
11/24 vs Mississippi State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 19

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Zach Evans: Evans was a former five star 

recruit (247 Sports) and was considered by many 
the top transfer target of the offseason. In 15 games 
for TCU, Evans totaled 1,063 yards and nine touch-
downs rushing. He joins the Rebels behind a strong 
offensive line.

• QB Jaxson Dart: Dart was a highly coveted four 
star recruit (247 Sports) out of Utah that commit-
ted to USC. After one season, Dart decided it was 
time to find a new home and landed in Oxford. 

• TE Michael Trigg: Trigg was a four star recruit 
(247 Sports) that chose to attend USC last year with 
Jaxson Dart. Trigg has tons of hype surrounding 
him. He has the size, skill and ability to be one 
of the best receiving options from the tight end 
position this season.

Top Recruits:
• DL Jaron Willis: Willis is expected to be the top 

contributing freshman of this class for Ole Miss. 
He was a four star defensive end (247 Sports) who 
measured out at 6’2” and 235 pounds. He is an ath-
letic monster who has shown great explosiveness 
throughout his high school career. 

• DB Taylor Groves: Groves has a chance to come 
in and compete with the group of defensive back 
transfers for playing time right away. Groves was 
a four star two way recruit (247 Sports). Kiffin is 
expecting him to see time mainly at safety. 

• DL Zxavian Harris: Harris is a monster in the mid-
dle listed at 6’8” and 335 pounds. He is the ideal 
run stopper who can stand tall and swat down low 
passes. Harris decided on Ole Miss over Georgia. 
The past few years of Harris’ high school campaign 
he put up 110 tackles, 23 tackles for loss, 12.5 sacks 
and two forced fumbles. 

Key Departures:
• DL Sam Wiliams: The backfield disruptor is off to 

the NFL to join the Dallas Cowboys. Last season, 
he totaled a team leading 12.5 sacks and 15 tackles 
for loss. Williams was a second team All-American 
and first team All-SEC.

• QB Matt Corral: After 37 games suiting up for the 
Rebels, Corral has moved onto the NFL with the 
Carolina Panthers. Corral racked up quite the stat 
line under Kiffin’s leadership at Ole Miss: 8,287 
yards passing and 57 passing touchdowns. 

• LB Chance Campbell: After joining Ole Miss last 
season from Maryland, Campbell doubled his col-
legiate tackle total by totaling 109 on the season. He 
also added six sacks and 12.5 tackles for loss, which 
brought his career totals to 216 tackles, 22.5 tackles 
for loss and 7.5 sacks. 

Key Returning Players:
• OL Nick Broeker: Broeker is already receiving 

preseason praise and being projected as one of 
the top offensive lineman coming off the board in 
next year’s NFL Draft. The past two seasons he has 
started at left tackle. This year he will start at the 
left guard position.

• DL Cedric Johnson: Johnson is the returning 
strength of the front seven for the defense. Last 
season, he had a career high 6.5 sacks. He will be 
responsible for assuming the role left by Sam Wil-
liams, who racked up 12.5 sacks last season. 

• DB AJ Finley: Two of the top four tacklers from 
last season are gone, so that leaves Finley to 
continue the tackling success. Last season, Finley 
recorded 90 tackles, three interceptions, one forced 
fumble and one defensive touchdown.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Oxford, MS
• Enrollment: 18,668
• Founded: 1844
• Mascot: Tony the Landshark

Stadium Facts
• Vaught-Hemingway 

Stadium
• Capacity: 64,038
• Built: 1915

Football Facts
• Record: 631-517-34
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 6
• National Championships: 1

Projected Record: 8-4
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Kiffin and Rebels lost a lot of valuable pieces from last 
year, but they also hit the transfer portal hard. On offense, they 
landed QB Jaxson Dart, RB Zach Evans, WR Jaylon Robinson, TE 
Michael Trigg and others out of the portal. Jonathan Mingo is a 
receiver to watch out for in addition. The offense could take some 
time to get clicking, but the talent is there. The defense still needs 
to improve, despite a ten win season last year. Cedric Johnson and 
AJ Finley are two guys that need to step up to replace the key con-
tributors from last season. Ole Miss is capable of reaching double 
digit wins, but this team needs to gel right away. It’s going to be a 
boom or bust type of season for the Rebels.”
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• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_OleMiss
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DE Tavius Robinson

DT KD Hill

DE Cedric Johnson

LB Troy Brown

LB Ashanti Cistrunk

CB Deantre Prince

CB Miles Battle

CB Tysheem Johnson

S AJ Finley

S Otis Reese

S Isheem Young

Projected Defense

K Jonathan Cruz

P Fraser Masin

KR Dannis Jackson

PR Jonathan Mingo

Projected Special Teams

HC Lane Kiffin

OC Charlie Weis Jr/
John David Baker

DC Maurice Crum/
Chris Partridge

Coaching Staff

QB Jaxson Dart

RB Zach Evans

WR Jonathan Mingo

WR Dannis Jackson

WR Jaylon Robinson

TE Michael Trigg

RT Mason Brooks

RG Eli Acker

C Caleb Warren

LG Nick Broeker

LT Jeremy James

Projected Offense

Head Coach Lane Kiffin is entering his third season for Ole Miss, and the effects of his offensive 
ability are starting to show year round for fans of the Rebels. This offseason Ole Miss lost a large part 
of their production from last season, so Kiffin had to hit the transfer portal hard. The Rebels had one 
of the top transfer classes, according to 247 Sports, and they will lean heavily on those transfers to 
duplicate last season’s success. Kiffin will have to keep up the recruiting success and make key addi-
tions through the transfer portal if he wants to get the Rebels to the top of the SEC West. The next 
goal for Kiffin and Ole Miss is to get to 11 wins. Last season, they fell just short of that mark with a 
loss to Baylor in the Sugar Bowl.
OFFENSE: Although Coach Kiffin hasn’t officially announced 
Jaxson Dart as the starting quarterback for the Rebels this sea-
son, he is projected by most to be a top 20 quarterback in the 
collegiate ranks this season. However, until a decision is made, 
there is a battle in Oxford. Luke Altmyer and Kinkead Dent 
are back from last season and will compete for the starting 
position throughout the summer and fall camps.

The running back room is completely revamped. After los-
ing top running backs Jerrion Ealy, Snoop Conner and Henry 
Parrish Jr, Coach Kiffin had no choice but to hit the transfer 
portal for the next lead back for the Rebels. They welcome in 
transfers Zach Evans (TCU) and Ulysses Bentley IV (SMU) to 
be a twin-headed monster out of the backfield. Evans will be 
the primary back and get tons of work in the Kiffin offense, but 
Bentley has shown plenty of capability of being the lead back, 
averaging almost six yards a touch while at SMU.

The Rebels lost their top three receiving options from 
last year. The remaining top receiver from last year’s team is 
Jonathan Mingo. Once again, Coach Kiffin had to address this 
issue in the transfer portal by bringing in Jaylon Robinson 
(UCF), Malik Heath (Mississippi State) and Jordan Watkins 
(Louisville). Also, adding to the receiving core is tight end Mi-
chael Trigg from USC. Bringing in three top options from top 
offensive programs will be a good landing spot for the Rebels 
offense, but finding chemistry and timing will be key for the 
entire offense during the fall camp.

The returning core of the offensive line will be the only 
thing to recognize from last season’s success. Nick Broeker, 
who will move to guard this season, is back. Projected start-
ing center Caleb Warren has dominated the interior of the 
offensive line, and he will look to keep that going this season. 
They also welcome in right tackle Mason Brooks from Western 
Kentucky.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_OleMiss

SUMMARY: Coach Kiffin focused heavily on hitting the transfer market while poking fun at the 
Jimbo Fisher and Nick Saban drama, regarding name image and likeness deals, this offseason. Coach 
Kiffin continues to show that he has what it takes to bring in top talent wherever he is, and for the 
most part, he has had success everywhere he goes. The 2022 season for the Rebels has a target of 
getting eleven wins and winning their bowl game.

DEFENSE: The defense showed great improvements from 2020 to 2021 by changing the formation 
around to more of a 3-2-6 look. With the change in defense, it puts a great deal of stress on the pass 
rush and the defensive backs ability to make plays. This season will be no different as Coach Kiffin 
went out and found the targets in the transfer portal, as well as incoming freshmen, to build on the 
improving defense from last season.

Although the defensive line lost its best talent from last season, edge rusher Cedric Johnson has 
set his targets to what Cam Williams did last season. Look for added pressure from KD Hill on the 
interior to wreak havoc so the outside rushers can do their job and get after the quarterback. Incom-
ing freshmen talents Jaron Willis and Zxavian Harris have to make a major impact this season on 
the line as well. With the depth on the line this season, expect good rotations all season long.

After losing leading tackler Chance Campbell last season, Ashanti Cistrunk will look to move in 
a more vital role for the defense. Adding to the linebackers, incoming transfer Troy Brown will play 
a significant role this season. These two will need to be versatile pieces in the defense as they will be 
expected to cover tons of ground in the new look defense for the Rebels this season.

The meat of the defense is in the secondary. With six men on the field for most plays, the safeties 
will be expected to cram the box and make tackles while being able to drop back and make plays on 
the ball. Top tacklers from last season are gone, and that leaves AJ Finley and Otis Reese to continue 
their production. Finley led the team in interceptions last season and will be the play caller in the 
secondary this season. They also brought in Isheem Young from Iowa State to fill out the starting 
rotation. If the secondary can keep SEC receivers locked down, look for big play making shots from 
the safeties and the defensive line this season.
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TEXAS A&M AGGIES

9/3 vs Sam Houston State
9/10 vs Appalachian State
9/17 vs Miami
9/24 vs Arkansas (Arlington)
10/1 at Mississippi State
10/8 at Alabama
10/22 at South Carolina
10/29 vs Ole Miss
11/5 vs Florida
11/12 at Auburn
11/19 vs UMass
11/26 vs LSU

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: 5

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Max Johnson: He started all 12 games for 

the LSU Tigers in 2021, throwing 27 touchdowns 
and six interceptions. Johnson led the Tigers to a 
6-6 record and a Texas Bowl berth before entering 
the portal. His accuracy is top notch, and he has 
excellent odds to win the starting job for the 2022 
season.

• DL Micaiah Overton: Overton transfers over 
from the Hugh Freeze led Liberty Flames. He only 
recorded one tackle during his time with Liberty, so 
don’t expect Overton to see the field a lot at Texas 
A&M. 

Top Recruits:
• QB Conner Weigman: Coming in as the number 

two quarterback in the 247 Sports Composite 
rankings, Jimbo Fisher is very high on this pickup. 
Citing his blazing speed, insane arm talent and 
impressive intangibles, Fisher believes Weigman 
was “the best guy in the country” in the 2022 class. 
Weigman has the ability to win perhaps the most 
heated QB battle in the country as a true freshman.

• WR Evan Stewart: Perhaps the most SEC ready 
recruit out of the whole bunch, Evan Stewart 
is primed to make an immediate impact for an 
offense that has admittedly under utilized wide 
receivers. 

• DL Walter Nolen: The Aggies pulled in a massive 
haul on the defensive line in the class of 2022, with 
eight recruits heading to College Station. The 6’4” 
325 pound Walter Nolen is likely the greatest pros-
pect out of the bunch, as he is the highest ranked 
recruit to ever sign with the Aggies (per 247 Sports 
Composite). Nolen has an excellent opportunity to 
be a major contributor immediately. Key Departures:

• LB Aaron Hansford: With the second highest 
tackles on the team in 2021, the Aggies will have 
a lot of production to replace at a thin linebacker 
position. Though Hansford went undrafted, his 
presence will certainly be missed, as he was a 
dependable linebacker and team captain.

• OL Kenyon Green: A true jack of all trades, Ken-
yon Green saw playing time at every single offen-
sive line position while at A&M. Green’s flexibility 
allowed the Aggies to remain stout up front, despite 
preseason injuries to a couple offensive linemen in 
the 2021 preseason. While the offensive line returns 
the other four starters from last year, Green’s ab-
sence is definitely a noticeable one.

• DL Demarvin Leal: The Aggies lost a stud 
defensive lineman in Demarvin Leal to the draft 
this year. With 12.5 tackles for loss and 8.5 sacks 
last season, he was a consensus All-American. The 
incoming recruiting class definitely made strides to 
shore up the defensive line.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Devon Achane: With the departure of top run-

ning back prospect Isaiah Spiller, Achane has big 
shoes to fill. He seems up for the task, however, as 
he led the SEC in rushing yards per attempt in 2021 
(7.0) and ran a 10.12 second 100 meter dash in the 
spring. Achane is a possible Heisman candidate.

• S Antonio Johnson: The Aggies defensive back-
field looks to be one of the best position groups 
on the team, and Johnson is the headliner of that 
group. Coming off a season in which he allowed 
only one touchdown in coverage and led the team 
in tackles, Antonio Johnson is a preseason favorite 
to win the Thorpe Award.

• LB Edgerrin Cooper: While the defensive backs 
may be the strongest position group, the lineback-
ers may be the thinnest. With little margin for 
error, returning starter Edgerrin Cooper needs to 
have a statement year for new Defensive Coordina-
tor DJ Durkin.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: College Station, TX
• Enrollment: 73,284
• Founded: 1876
• Mascot: Reveille

Stadium Facts
• Kyle Field
• Capacity: 102,733
• Built: 1927

Football Facts
• Record: 744-478-44
• Conference: SEC
• Conference Championships: 18
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 11-1
Photo by TAMUPhoto by TAMU

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Texas A&M has the talent to compete for a national champion-
ship. Their main concern heading into the season is quarterback 
play. If Texas A&M can get good QB play from Max Johnson 
or someone else, they can challenge the best of the best. Devon 
Achane is a quick back and one of the best in the nation. Evan 
Stewart and Ainias Smith are two guys to watch at wide receiver. 
The offensive line will be solid as well. On defense, there are some 
unknown names, but the Aggies are talented. Edgerrin Cooper 
is a guy to watch for at the linebacker position. The secondary 
is stacked with guys like Antonio Johnson and Tyreek Chappell. 
This defense is not the problem. Consistent QB play could lead 
Texas A&M to new heights. Pressure is building in College Station. 
Anything less than ten wins is a failure.”

Photo by Christy RadecicPhoto by Christy Radecic

• Writtten by Cade Harris, Liam McCarthy & Wyatt Spivey
             @SSN_TAMU
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DE Fadil Diggs

DT Shemar Turner

NT McKinley Jackson

DE Tunmise Adeleye

LB Andrew White

LB Edgerrin Cooper

CB Jaylon Jones

CB Tyreek Chappell

S Demani Richardson

S Jardin Gilbert

NB Antonio Johnson

Projected Defense

K Caden Davis

P Nik Constantinou

KR Devon Achane

PR Ainias Smith

Projected Special Teams

HC Jimbo Fisher

OC Darrrell Dickey

DC DJ Durkin

Coaching Staff

QB Max Johnson

RB Devon Achane

WR Ainias Smith

WR Muhsin Muhammad III

WR Evan Stewart

TE Max Wright

RT Reuben Fatheree

RG Layden Robinson

C Bryce Foster

LG Jordan Spasojevic-Moko

LT Trey Zuhn

Projected Offense

Coming off a disappointing 8-4 season marred by injuries and inconsistent quarterback play, the 
2022 football season is a very intriguing one for the Aggies. There are a lot of questions surrounding 
this football team, but if Jimbo Fisher and company can get them answered, Texas A&M will be 
able to compete with anyone this season. It’s not quite yet boom or bust for the Aggies, but there’s 
definitely some pressure on the Aggies to see some notable progress after a disappointing finish to 
the 2021 season.

OFFENSE: Texas A&M brought in two very talented signal 
callers in the offseason. One via the transfer portal in Max 
Johnson, and the other via Cypress Bridgeland High School 
(TX) in Conner Weigman. After a full spring in Aggieland, it’s 
clear Weigman could turn into the quarterback of the future, 
but it is doubtful he starts against Sam Houston State in week 
one. The favorite to win that starting job is LSU transfer Max 
Johnson. Haynes King is another name to watch for in the 
quarterback room.

Whoever wins the quarterback battle will have a plethora 
of lethal targets at his disposal, though. The Aggies return sea-
soned veteran Ainias Smith, and they brought in Evan Stewart 
in their record breaking 2022 recruiting class. 

The offensive line also looks to be a strong group this 
season, as they return four starters. Expectant first year starter 
Jordan Spasojevic-Moko out of the land down under looks to 
hit the ground running. 

The Maroon Goons will lead the way for proven speedster 
Devon Achane. The power back role will likely be by commit-
tee with Amari Daniels, Earnest Crownover and LJ Johnson all 
possibly seeing significant playing time.

The 2022 Texas A&M offense could be the most talented of 
Jimbo Fisher’s tenure in Aggieland thus far. With more consis-
tent quarterback play, explosive options on the outside and a 
dangerous runner in the backfield, expect Fisher to be willing 
to open the playbook far wider than he was last season. 

• Writtten by Cade Harris, Liam McCarthy & Wyatt Spivey
             @SSN_TAMU

SUMMARY: Chalk up past season’s shortcomings to injuries at key positions (2021), difficult sched-
ules (2018, 2019) and players from the Kevin Sumlin era. This season, Jimbo Fisher has three legit 
options at quarterback, a favorable out of conference schedule and every single scholarship player on 
the roster has been recruited under his tenure. A&M fans are expecting results and for good reason. 
If the Aggies perform at the level at which they are capable, they should expect to play on New Year’s 
Day at a minimum. Anything less should be considered a failure this season.

DEFENSE: The greatest recruiting class of all time was headlined by eight star studded defensive 
lineman. While they may be a young group, the defensive line is loaded, and with the most recent 
defensive line class, they should be able to rotate fresh guys all four quarters.

Returning all but one member from last year’s campaign, the defensive backs look to improve 
on their impressive run in 2021 where they allowed just 13 passing touchdowns. With another year 
under guys like Tyreek Chappell’s belts, opposing quarterbacks will have to pick their targets wisely.

The weakest position group on the defensive side of the ball is the linebackers. With Aaron 
Hansford leaving for the NFL, the Aggies will have to replace the man who boasted the second most 
solo tackles last season. Edgerrin Cooper has proven himself as a solid contributor, and Andrew 
White has seen some solid playing time, but will need to step up for the Aggies to be able to compete 
for the SEC crown.

First year Texas A&M Defensive Coordinator and former Ole Miss DC DJ Durkin will have a 
lot of eyes on him to see if he can keep up the level of production from the now Duke Head Coach 
Mike Elko tenure. If he can’t, it will not be due to a lack of talent.
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Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Coastal Carolina 8-0 12-1

2 Marshall 7-1 10-2

3 Appalachian State 6-2 8-4

4 James Madison 4-4 6-5

5 Georgia State 3-5 4-8

6 Old Dominion 3-5 3-9

7 Georgia Southern 1-7 3-9

Sun Belt Preview
Projected Standings

Rank Team Conference Record Overall Record

1 Louisiana 7-1 10-3

2 Southern Miss 6-2 7-5

3 Arkansas State 4-4 6-6

4 Troy 3-5 4-8

5 South Alabama 3-5 4-8

6 UL Monroe 1-7 2-10

7 Texas State 0-8 1-11

East Division

West Division

Offensive Player 
of the Year
QB Grayson McCall,
Coastal Carolina

Defensive Player 
of the Year
CB Darrell Luter Jr,
South Alabama

Freshman of the 
Year
WR De’Andre Coleman,
Coastal Carolina

Player of the Year

LB Carlton Martial, 
Troy

Coach of the Year

Jamey Chadwell, 
Coastal Carolina

Preseason 
Award 
Winners

Top 5 Conference Games
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Top 5 Non- Conference Games

AT
10/29

AT
11/3

AT
11/12

AT
10/12

AT
11/26

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

AT
9/3

AT
9/10

AT
11/19

AT
11/19

AT
11/5OVER

Coastal

Louisiana
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Sun Belt Preview
Preseason First Team All-Conference

OFFENSE
QB Grayson McCall, Coastal Carolina

RB Rasheen Ali, Marshall

RB Camerun Peoples, App State

WR Ali Jennings, Old Dominion

WR Kris Thornton, James Madison

TE Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

OT Willie Lampkin, Coastal Carolina

OG Khalil Crowder, Georgia Southern

C Malik Sumter, Georgia State

OG AJ Gillie, Louisiana

OT Austin Stidham, Troy

DEFENSE
DE Zi’Yon Hill, Louisiana

DT Will Choloh, Troy

DT Caleb Thomas, UL Monroe

DE Koby Cumberlander, Marshall

LB Carlton Martial, Troy

LB Abraham Beauplan, Marshall

LB Nick Hampton, App State

CB Darrell Luter Jr, South Alabama

CB Steven Jones, App State

S Antavious Lane, Georgia State

S Keith Gallmon, South Alabama

K Calum Sutherland, UL Monroe

P Rhys Byrns, Louisiana

KR Camron Harrell, Southern Miss

PR Johnnie Lang, Arkansas State

SPECIAL TEAMS

Uniform Rankings

2022 Recruiting Rankings

1.
Rating: 176.35

2.
Rating: 173.18

3.
Rating: 168.82

4.
Rating: 161.45

5.
Rating: 154.23

6.
Rating: 149.55

7.
Rating: 126.92

8.
Rating: 123.76

9.
Rating: 120.94

10.
Rating: 119.82

11.
Rating: 101.48

12.
Rating: 76.11

13.
Rating: 65.34

14.
Rating: 21.94

Ratings according to 
247Sports & include 
transfer portal

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Marshall
Coastal Carolina
Old Dominion
Appalachian State
Georgia State
Arkansas State
James Madison
Southern Miss
UL Monroe
Louisiana

Troy

South Alabama

Texas State
Georgia Southern



APP STATE MOUNTAINEERS

9/3 vs North Carolina
9/10 at Texas A&M
9/17 vs Troy
9/24 vs James Madison
10/1 vs The Citadel
10/8 at Texas State
10/19 vs Georgia State
10/29 vs Robert Morris
11/3 at Coastal Carolina
11/12 at Marshall
11/19 vs Old Dominion
11/26 at Georgia Southern

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Tyler Page: Page is a transfer from SMU. Page 

will add experience and depth to a group that 
lost its top three players at the position. Page was 
a Campbell Trophy Semifinalist and was second 
on the team in receptions. He registered 12 punt 
returns for 182 yards with a 15.2 yard average. That 
was 4th in FBS.

• OL Bucky Williams: Williams is a transfer Austin 
Peay. He will add depth to the Interior Offensive 
Line. He allowed one sack and four QB pressures 
on 457 snaps in OVC play. Williams played guard 
and tackle at Austin Peay.  

• RB Ahmani Marshall: The App State backfield is 
loaded with talent and now it has added another 
thumper. The transfer from Wake Forest has the 
talent and upside to be a key part of the rotation.

Top Recruits:
• CB Omari Philyaw: He broke up four passes and 

had 27 tackles as part of a deep secondary that 
helped Hough H.S. go 14-1 and reached the 4-A 
state semifinal during his senior season.  Philyaw 
was part of a dominant defense that allowed less 
than 20 points in all 14 wins.

• DL Santana Hopper: He helped lead Shelby H.S. 
to two state titles and a 33-5 record over his final 
three seasons. As a senior, in 13 games for a 15-1 
state championship team, he totaled 84 tackles, 15.5 
sacks, 38 tackles for loss, three blocked punts and 
two forced fumbles. 

• DE Donovan Spellman: He finished with 148 
tackles, 33.5 sacks, 43 tackles for loss and 52 quar-
terback hurries in the last two seasons at Clayton 
H.S. As a senior, he had 73 tackles, 15 sacks, 17 
tackles for loss, one interception, one defensive 
touchdown and 36 quarterback hurries.

Key Departures:
• LB D’Marco Jackson: Jackson was the only FBS 

player with more than 200 tackles and 25 tackles 
for loss in the 2020 and 2021 seasons combined. 
He was also the only FBS player in the 2000s with a 
season (2021) that included at least 120 tackles, 19 
tackles for loss, six sacks and six passes defended 
in the same season. He played in 53 career games 
with 32 starts.

• DB Shaun Jolly: Jolly earned First-team All-Sun 
Belt honors in each of his last three seasons.  In 
three seasons as a starting cornerback, he totaled 
six interceptions, 25 passes defended, 112 tackles, 
6.5 tackles for loss and two forced fumbles.

• WR Corey Sutton: Sutton finished his career 
among the App State leaders in touchdown recep-
tions (No. 3 with 24), receiving yards (No. 6 with 
2,278) and receptions (tied for No. 8 with 146). He 
earned All-Sun Belt honors in all three seasons he 
played in games for the Mountaineers, with a first-
team selection in 2021.

Key Returning Players:
• ILB Trey Cobb: Cobb was a full-time starter in 

2020 and 2021 after making eight starts in 2019. 
He has played in 53 career games and totaled 
228 tackles with 18.0 tackles for loss.  He was the 
only FBS player in 2021 with at least 75 tackles, 
5.5 tackles for loss, three interceptions and seven 
passes defended.

• RB Nate Noel: In first two seasons, he totaled 
1,636 rushing yards on 281 attempts (5.8 average). 
In 2021, he gave App State a 1,000 yard back for the 
10th straight season (second longest streak among 
current FBS programs). He was All-Sun Belt first 
team after leading the league with 1,126 yards in 
2021.

• RB Camerun Peoples: In 27 career games with 9 
starts, he has 2,237 rushing yards, 28 touchdowns 
and 6.3 yards per carry. He finished the 2021 
season as the 13th leading rusher in school history 
and has eighth most rushing touchdowns in school 
history. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Boone, NC
• Enrollment: 20,641
• Founded: 1899
• Mascot: Yosef

Stadium Facts
• Kidd Brewer Stadium
• Capacity: 30,000
• Built: 1962

Football Facts
• Record: 648-346-28
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 22 
• National Championships: 3

Projected Record: 8-4
Photo by App State AthleticsPhoto by App State Athletics Photo by App State AthleticsPhoto by App State Athletics

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_AppState

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“App State has a really good squad coming back. Chase Brice 
finally found his footing as a college QB last year. Both Nate Noel 
and Camerun Peoples return at RB. The offensive line is solid. The 
only minor concern on offense is at WR, where there is a lot of 
unproven talent. The defense will once again be really good. Trey 
Cobb & Brendan Harrington live in the backfield. App State will 
be good against the run. Steven Jones Jr is back to lead the second-
ary. There are no glaring concerns on offense or defense. App State 
will be among the best in the conference and can get to 10 wins.”

Photo by App State AthleticsPhoto by App State AthleticsPictured: Trey CobbPictured: Trey Cobb
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DE Deshawn McKnight

DT Jordon Earle

DE Hansky Paillant

OLB Nick Hampton

ILB Tyler Byrd

ILB Trey Cobb

OLB Brendan Harrington

CB Steven Jones Jr.

CB Milan Tucker

S Ryan Huff

S Nick Ross

Projected Defense

K Michael Hughes

P Clayton Howell

KR Milan Tucker

PR Milan Tucker

Projected Special Teams

HC Shawn Clark

OC Kevin Barbay

DC Dale Jones

Coaching Staff

QB Chase Brice

RB Nate Noel

WR Christian Wells

WR Christan Horn

WR Dashaun Davis

TE Henry Pearson

RT Cooper Hodges

RG Isaiah Helms

C Troy Everett

LG Damion Daley

LT Anderson Hardy

Projected Offense

The 2021 season wasn’t the Sun Belt championship season or the bowl game win that the Appala-
chian Nation is accustomed too. App State will be faced with a tough non-conference and confer-
ence schedule. The expansion of the Sun-Belt conference will be challenging, but it is expected to be 
a smooth transition. Shawn Clark and his staff have been able to keep the pipeline of talent coming 
to Boone and there is also enough talent coming back to expect even more consistency. Expectations 
for the Mountaineers are high; returning talent is poised to lead the program to another conference 
title and a bowl game appearance. 

OFFENSE: App State runs a pro-style scheme with good bal-
ance and efficiency.  Last season, the offense finished second in 
the Sun Belt in total offense and scoring. With a new play-call-
er in Kevin Barbay, who inherits a strong offensive line, he 
needs to identify a new playmaker at wide receiver. The top 
three receivers for the Mountaineers last season were Thomas 
Hennington, Corey Sutton and Malik Williams. All three have 
moved on from Boone. App State will have to find production 
elsewhere with their departures. Christian Wells, Christan 
Horn and Deshaun Davis are the next men up. SMU transfer 
Tyler Page and 2020 Virginia Tech transfer Jacoby Pinckney 
will add experience and depth. 

Chase Brice is a veteran quarterback who has settled into 
the job and is working behind the best offensive line in the Sun 
Belt. Brice threw for 3,337 yards and 27 touchdowns, and he is 
one of the Sun Belt’s top returning signal callers after directing 
a productive group at 34.5 points per game and 6.3 yards per 
snap last fall. Baer Hunter is gone, but everyone else is back 
from the group that was great in pass protection and almost as 
strong in the run game. 

Speaking of the run game, the elite running back trio of 
Camerun Peoples, Nate Noel and Dietrich Harrington will 
be problematic for opposing defenses. Adding Wake Forest 
running back Ahmani Marshall, another thumper, is going to 
keep opposing teams’ Defensive Coordinators up late at night 
trying to stop or slow down this now four headed running 
attack. This offense is outstanding and it is full of talent that 
can be just as good as last year or even better.  

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_AppState

SUMMARY: The 2021 season opens with North Carolina coming to Kidd Brewer Stadium and a 
road trip against Texas A&M. A 1-1 record after the first two weeks would be a good start to the 
season as they head into the start of conference games. Games against Robert Morris and The 
Citadel are going to be layups, but the problem is the Sun Belt is better than it was last year with 
the additions of James Madison, Marshall and Old Dominion in the East and Southern Mississippi 
in the West. Away games against Coastal Carolina and Marshall in back-to-back weeks, and then 
ending the season at Georgia Southern could be landmines in the App State schedule. 

The offense should be outstanding again this season and if the defense replaces what was lost in a 
hurry there is a chance that App State can buzzsaw its way through most of the conference schedule, 
and then come with one or two key road wins they should be right in the mix for the Sun Belt title 
mix.
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DEFENSE: This defense has been killer over the last few years and should be solid again this year. 
The 2021 season marked the eighth consecutive year App State ranked inside the top four of the Sun 
Belt in yards per play allowed, and this group gave up just 22.1 points a game over 15 contests. The 
key thing is that a ton of talent has to be replaced who contributed to that production over the last 
few years. But, one good thing is that there is a strong track record of this defense, and it suggests 
the transition time will be minimal. 

Also in 2021, App State was among the best in the nation at generating tackles for loss, and they 
also led the Sun Belt in run defense until they ran into WKU in the Boca Raton Bowl. Second lead-
ing tackler Trey Cobb is back at his inside linebacker spot, along with Nick Hampton and Brendan 
Harrington on the outside. Who will step up at the other ILB position? Just like the offense, the 
defense has the belief of the next man up mentality and Tyler Byrd is the next man up at ILB. Cobb, 
Hampton and Harrington lead the next wave of stars on defense.

Jordan Earle is back at the nose tackle position but App State has to replace both defensive ends 
positions. Earle may have to be dominant and draw some double teams early on because the defen-
sive end position is uncertain.

The secondary lost top corner Shaun Jolly, but Steven Jones is back at the other corner spot for 
another season. Jones could be in for an All-Sun Belt type of season. Milan Tucker, who stepped in 
when Jolly was injured last season, is stepping back in the other corner position. Both safeties, Nick 
Ross and Ryan Huff, are back to solidify the secondary.  



COASTAL CAROLINA CHANTICLEERS

9/3 vs Army
9/10 vs Gardner-Webb
9/17 vs Buffalo
9/22 at Georgia State
10/1 vs Georgia Southern
10/8 at UL Monroe
10/15 vs Old Dominion
10/29 at Marshall
11/3 vs Appalachian State
11/12 vs Southern Miss
11/19 at Virginia
11/26 at James Madison

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB Jahmar Brown: After being shuffled around 

at South Carolina, Brown decided it was time for a 
change of scenery. Playing only ten games for the 
Gamecocks, six at linebacker and four at defensive 
back, Brown recorded 23 total tackles, one sack, 
and one forced fumble.

• WR Sam Pinckney: Pinckney had plenty of op-
tions after graduating from Georgia State. Through 
33 games for the Panthers, Pinckney totaled 113 
catches for 1668 yards and 13 touchdowns. 

• LB Adrian Hope: Hope is a FCS transfer from 
Furman. After a stellar freshman season when he 
recorded 15 sacks, Hope came back to reality as he 
finished with a total of 35.5 sacks, 133 tackles and 
six forced fumbles through 41 games. 

Top Recruits:
• WR De’Andre Coleman: The three star wideout 

(247 Sports) had offers from Florida State, Mary-
land, Penn State, South Carolina, Virginia and West 
Virginia. Coleman could get some quality snaps 
as the season progresses and he picks up the triple 
option playbook.

• DB Matthew McDoom: McDoom was a three star 
athlete recruit (247 Sports) who gained recognition 
for his play as a defensive back. Holding offers from 
Cincinnati, Maryland, Penn State, Purdue and 
UCF, he finally landed on joining the Chanticleers. 
With McDoom’s versatility, expect to see his name 
being called this season.

• QB Bryce Archie: Archie is the heir apparent after 
McCall leaves the Chants. The three star recruit 
(247 Sports) chose to play for Coastal Carolina over 
Michigan, UConn, Pitt and UCF just to name a few. 

Key Departures:
• RB Shermari Jones: Last season’s top rusher has 

moved on to the NFL. Last season, Jones totaled 
1,068 yards from scrimmage on 162 touches and 
had 13 touchdowns. After going undrafted, Jones 
signed on with the Cincinnati Bengals.

• WR Jaivon Heiligh: The top receiver is also gone. 
After going undrafted, he joined former teammate 
Shermari Jones in Cincinnati. Heiligh brought in 66 
catches for 1,128 yards and seven touchdowns last 
season. He has been an integral part in Coastal’s 
success over the past 3 seasons.

• TE Isaiah Likely: One of two players drafted from 
CCU last year was Isaiah Likely, who was taken in 
the fourth round by the Baltimore Ravens. A key 
versatile weapon in the Chants offense the past few 
seasons, he will be greatly missed. After 42 games 
for Coastal, he totaled 133 catches for 2,050 yards 
and 27 touchdowns.

Key Returning Players:
• QB Grayson McCall: He is one of the top quarter-

backs in all of college football. He is the true direc-
tor of the offense and is incredibly efficient with his 
playmaking ability. With returning running threats 
and new receiving options, McCall had a little bit of 
extra work to put in this offseason. 

• RB Braydon Bennett: Bennett is in line for a 
breakout season as the lead back. After averaging 
9.5 yards a touch in a limited role last season, he 
is hoping to keep up the same production with an 
increased responsibility lining up beside McCall in 
the triple option.

• DL Josaiah Stewart: Last season’s defensive sack 
leader is back and will be one of the veteran leaders 
as a sophomore this season. He led the conference 
in sacks and finished number six in the nation for 
total solo sacks. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Conway, SC
• Enrollment: 10,484
• Founded: 1954
• Mascot: Chauncey

Stadium Facts
• Brooks Stadium
• Capacity: 20,000
• Built: 2003

Football Facts
• Record: 35-26
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 1
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 12-1
Photo by Charles BarnerPhoto by Charles Barner

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Chadwell has himself a solid team once again. They should 
contend for a Sun Belt title this season. Grayson McCall is one of 
the best QBs in the country. He has all new receivers to throw to 
though. WR Sam Pinckney was a solid portal pickup from Georgia 
State. CCU will run the ball this year with Braydon Bennett. The 
defense doesn’t return a lot of experience, but they are talented. CB 
D’Jordan Strong is the most experienced out of the bunch. DE Jo-
saiah Stewart is a name to watch on the defensive line. With all the 
departures from last season, new guys need to step up for Coach 
Chadwell. If nobody fills those roles left by previous players, CCU 
could only reach 8 wins. However, this team is capable of winning 
the conference.”

Photo by Courtney RowlesPhoto by Courtney Rowles

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Coastal

Photo by Timothy T LudwigPhoto by Timothy T LudwigPictured: Grayson McCallPictured: Grayson McCall
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DE Josaiah Stewart

DT Jerrod Clark

DT Kennedy Roberts

LB Adrian Hope

LB JT Killen

LB Shane Bruce

LB Jahmar Brown

CB D’Jordan Strong

CB Lance Boykin

S Dre Pinckney

S Tobias Fletcher

Projected Defense

K Liam Gray

P Evan Crenshaw

KR Manny Stokes Jr

PR Jacob Proche

Projected Special Teams

HC Jamey Chadwell

OC Newland Isaac/
Willy Korn

DC Chad Staggs

Coaching Staff

QB Grayson McCall

RB Braydon Bennett

WR Tyson Mobley

WR Sam Pinckney

WR Jared Brown

TE Xavier Gravette

RT Antwine Loper

RG Willie Moise

C Willie Lampkin

LG Tyler Wagner

LT Donnell Wilson

Projected Offense

Head Coach Jamey Chadwell has had a spectacular three seasons for Coastal Carolina. As he enters 
a highly anticipated fourth season, He will hope to improve on the 11-1 and 11-2 seasons he has had 
the past two seasons. His offense is revamped and ready to go behind third year play caller Grayson 
McCall, who is already getting preseason hype as one of the top quarterbacks for the 2022 season. 
As the Sun Belt welcomes in four new teams, the conference schedule will be tougher than in past 
seasons. Then add non-conference games against Army, Buffalo and Virginia and this will be the 
toughest schedule Coach Chadwell has faced.
OFFENSE: The Chanticleer offensive play calling is split up 
between Coach Newland Isaac and Coach Willy Korn. Both 
coaches were named co-offensive coordinators before the 2020 
season, and big things came from those appointments. Coach 
Korn focuses on the receiving game and Coach Isaac focuses on 
the running game, which, for the Chants, is incredibly tough as 
they primarily run a hybrid triple option offense. But, of course 
everything is easier with Grayson McCall at the helm for the 
offense.

Grayson McCall is back ready to build on his outstanding 
collegiate career. This season he will have to put in some extra 
work with receivers in the offseason, as they don’t return anyone 
with over ten receptions from 2021. McCall is already flying all 
over the top boards for the NFL draft. McCall has shown that 
he can lead a team and will look to cement it this season as he 
pushes to be the center piece for an NFL franchise.

The top two rushers in average are back this season, but the 
loss of bell cow Shermari Jones will be hard to replace. Braydon 
Bennett will be the primary back, and he gives the offense a 
more versatile back. But, in the triple option the Chants like 
to run, there will be plenty of opportunity for Reese White to 
get his own touches. The run game will be the strength behind 
McCall, and they will see plenty of action as the season begins.

Coastal doesn’t return a single receiver with more than six 
catches from last season. Tyson Mobley had six catches and two 
touchdowns last season and will be lined up opposite incoming 
transfer Sam Pinckney from Georgia State, who grabbed 113 
passes for 1,668 yards through his 33 games. Xavier Gravette 
will be the man getting first reps at tight end, who will look to 
replace the security blanket Isaiah Likely from last season. Jared 
Brown is a redshirt freshman who will be the new option in the 
offense. Keep an eye on him to come in and be a key contribu-
tor in the offense this season.

The offensive line is blessed by the return of junior Willie 
Lampkin and senior Antwine Loper. The line should be a 
strength of the offense as they aim to protect their all star 
quarterback. Sophomore Tyler Wagner and Willie Moise will 
look to become anchors around Lampkin in the middle of the 
line and give the run game the edge they need to go over the top 
this season.

• Writtten by Jaron Ruth
             @SSN_Coastal

SUMMARY: Coach Chadwell and the Coastal fan base are expecting big things from the team this 
season. After two 11 win seasons and one of the top quarterbacks in the nation, the Chants know 
this is their season to show Coastal is for real and will be around for a while. Look for a strong 
Heisman-like performance from Grayson McCall all season long. As this team faces tougher 
opponents all season long, they will have to play up to the competition and dominate like this team 
should do.

DEFENSE: Defensive Coordinator Chad Staggs has his work cut out for him as the defense lost nine 
starters from a season ago. He has some key contributors in the front seven back though, which 
will give him a bit of time to get the rest of the newcomers ready for their new responsibilities this 
offseason.

The defensive line has the only returning starters in Josaiah Stewart and Jerrod Clark. Stewart 
coming off a stellar true freshman season will look to increase his leadership role and attempt to 
keep his numbers as strong as they were last season, but against some tougher competition in 2022. 
Jerrod Clark should be a key part in keeping opposing run games to a minimum. After recording 
33 tackles, 3.5 for a loss and 1.5 sacks, he needs to improve a bit in his statistical contributions. The 
defensive line will be the least of the concerns on this side of the ball this season.

Most of the transfer depth has come in at linebacker. Jahmar Brown and Adrian Hope will slot 
in immediately to start for the Chants defense. Adrian Hope had a good career at the FCS level and 
will hope his game can translate well over to the step up in competition. Hope will be the hybrid 
backer/edge that defenses often employ now. Jahmar Brown comes in from South Carolina where he 
was often bounced around position wise. He will come in and be prepared to contribute heavily for 
Coastal.

The secondary will be led by D’Jordan Strong, who is a two-time first team All-Sun Belt corner. 
In 2020, Strong had five interceptions which put him in the top five nationally for interceptions. He 
welcomes back super senior Lance Boykin, who led the team last season with three interceptions. 
The two will look to contribute more this season as there is a mostly new secondary crew. 
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GEORGIA SOUTHERN EAGLES

9/3 vs Morgan State
9/10 at Nebraska
9/17 at UAB
9/24 vs Ball State
10/1 at Coastal Carolina
10/8 at Georgia State
10/15 vs James Madison
10/22 at Old Dominion
11/5 vs South Alabama
11/10 at Louisiana
11/19 vs Marshall
11/26 vs Appalachian State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Kyle Vantrease: Vantrease, a transfer from the 

University of Buffalo, played in 10 games last year 
for the Bulls. He compiled nearly 1,900 passing 
yards, eight passing touchdowns and added three 
rushing touchdowns as well. The fans in Statesboro 
are excited to see what he can do. 

• DL Kristian Varner: Varner, a 6’4” 300 pound 
transfer from the University of North Carolina, will 
provide immediate size and experience up front. 
He played in six games for the Tar Heels last year. 
He was a three star prospect out of high school.

• WR Jeremy Singleton: Singleton, a speedy trans-
fer from the University of Houston, will provide 
the receiving group with an experienced leader. He 
caught 28 passes for 485 yards and five touch-
downs last year for the Cougars. He should provide 
Vantrease with a reliable target downfield.

Top Recruits:
• RB Terrence Gibbs: Gibbs, a four star recruit (247 

Sports) out of Winter Park, FL, held multiple power 
five offers during his high school career, but dealt 
with an ACL tear in 2020 and has not played since. 
He is the highest rated freshman recruit in the 
history of Georgia Southern Football according to 
247Sports. 

• QB Zak Rozsman: Rozsman had offers from the 
likes of Georgia Tech and Vanderbilt, but opted to 
sign with Clay Helton and the Georgia Southern 
Eagles. He is a 6’3” 200 pound quarterback from 
Walton High School in Marietta, Georgia. He is 
a consensus three star recruit and should provide 
depth in a very crowded QB room.

• DL Da’Shawn Davis: Davis is a 6’2” 270 pound 
defensive lineman from Cornelius, North Carolina. 
He signed with the Eagles after receiving offers 
from Akron, Boston College, East Carolina, Geor-
gia State, UL Monroe and Middle Tennessee. Look 
for him to be a rotational player.

Key Departures:
• DB Darrell Baker Jr: Baker Jr. was an All-Sun Belt 

performer while playing for the Eagles. He will 
be difficult to replace, but with Derrick Canteen 
coming back, there is still a reliable leader in the 
secondary.

• LB Eldrick Robinson II: Robinson was a Third 
Team All-Sun Belt performer as a freshman. He 
racked up 74 tackles last year playing linebacker for 
the Eagles. In the offseason, he entered his name 
into the transfer portal and has since enrolled at 
Wake Forest.

• OL Aaron Dowdell: Dowdell made multiple 
All-Sun Belt teams as an offensive lineman for the 
Eagles. He provided experience and leadership for 
the group. He will be tough to replace, but Khalil 
Crowder and Logan Langemeier should provide 
some of the same leadership in 2022.

Key Returning Players:
• CB Derrick Canteen: Canteen will make his return 

to the gridiron in 2022 after being sidelined with a 
torn pectoral muscle for the last ten games of 2021. 
He will provide experience and leadership in the 
secondary and for the defense as a whole. He will 
look to live up to the hype of his 2020 season in 
which he had 6 interceptions. 

• DE Dillon Springer: Springer has played in 40 
games for the Eagles and will show the younger 
guys exactly how to work and play. He plays like 
his hair is on fire and is all over the field. In 2021, 
Springer had 7.5 tackles for loss and 3.5 sacks. 
He will play a crucial role in transitioning to Will 
Harris’ system.

• LB Todd Bradley-Glenn: Bradley-Glenn is return-
ing from a torn bicep. When healthy, he is a force 
to be reckoned with. He is a veteran leader and the 
locker room leader and knows the Georgia South-
ern culture better than anyone on the roster. 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Statesboro, GA
• Enrollment: 27,000
• Founded: 1906
• Mascot: GUS 

Stadium Facts
• Paulson Stadium
• Capacity: 25,000
• Built: 1984

Football Facts
• Record: 337-159
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 11
• National Championships: 6 (FCS)

Projected Record: 3-9
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• Writtten by Logan Colburn
             @SSN_GASouthern

• Writtten by Adam Babb
             @SSN_GASouthern

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Helton was a great hire by Georgia Southern. However, it 
will take some time to get away from the triple option into a more 
modern scheme. Kyle Vantrease was a solid portal pickup at QB. 
JD King is a valuable asset at RB along with Jalen White. Khaleb 
Hood is good at WR and in the return game. On defense, Derrick 
Canteen, Todd Bradley-Glenn and Dillon Springer will be names 
to watch out for. It’s going to take some time for Coach Helton to 
right the ship in Statesboro. A bowl game would be a huge accom-
plishment in Year 1 under the new staff.”

Photo by GS AthleticsPhoto by GS AthleticsPictured: Derrick CanteenPictured: Derrick Canteen
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DE Dillon Springer

DT Kristian Varner

DE Justin Ellis

LB Todd Bradley-Glenn

LB Reid Dedman

LB Marques Watson-Trent

LB Quin Williams

CB Derrick Canteen

CB Tyler Bride

S Anthony Wilson

S Tyrell Davis

Projected Defense

K Alex Raynor

P Anthony Beck II

KR Khaleb Hood

PR Khaleb Hood

Projected Special Teams

HC Clay Helton

OC Bryan Ellis

DC Will Harris

Coaching Staff

QB Kyle Vantrease

RB Jalen White

WR Amare Jones

WR Khaleb Hood

WR Jeremy Singleton

TE Beau Johnson

RT Caleb Kelly

RG Khalil Crowder

C Logan Langemeier

LG Aaron Pyron

LT Brian Miller

Projected Offense

Excitement in Statesboro, Georgia is at an all time high as the Eagles new head coach, Clay Helton, 
comes to town to get things turned around. After a disappointing 1-3 start in 2021, Chad Lunsford 
was relieved of his duties leading the Georgia Southern Eagles Football Team. The team skidded to 
a 3-9 overall record under Interim Coach Kevin Whitley. Helton looks to re-brand the Eagles as an 
innovative, physical and winning team. He knows the expectations at Georgia Southern are high and 
he welcomes the challenge they present.
OFFENSE: In previous years, the offense at Georgia Southern 
University has typically been some form of the option, but as 
fans watched the Blue-White Spring Game, it became obvious 
that is not the case now. With Bryan Ellis at the helm, look for 
the Eagles offense to look much different than previous years. 

With Buffalo transfer quarterback Kyle Vantrease expected 
to start under center and skill position talent like Khaleb Hood, 
Jeremy Singleton, Jalen White, Gerald Green and Beau Johnson, 
look for the Eagles to drop back to pass often. The success of 
this group will likely depend on how quickly the offensive line 
group can learn a new scheme. Coach Richard Owens will look 
to upperclassmen like Logan Langemeier and Khalil Crowder to 
lead this group. In addition, look for other experienced players 
like Brian Miller and Caleb Kelly to make an impact up front.

In one extremely crowded position group, a couple players 
were forced to change positions. Former QBs turned receivers 
Sam Kenerson and Alex Bowen will provide some athleticism 
to a group that has been traditionally used for run blocking by 
Georgia Southern in the past. Both Kenerson and Bowen were 
recruited by former Head Coach Chad Lunsford’s staff to play 
QB for the Eagles, but with the likes of Kyle Vantrease, Connor 
Cigelske, Zak Rozsman, David Dallas and Colton Fitzgerald 
all in the QB room, the writing was on the wall. Do not be 
surprised to see one or two more of these guys switch positions 
before the season is over.

Georgia Southern’s offensive line has plenty of experience up 
front to go along with a talented group of skill players. The Ea-
gles coaching staff did a great job of utilizing the transfer portal 
to get players to Helton and Ellis’ system such as Kyle Vantrease 
and Jeremy Singleton. This roster has the weapons and depth 
to light up the scoreboard if they can learn the new scheme and 
stay healthy.

• Writtten by Logan Colburn & Adam Babb
             @SSN_GASouthern

SUMMARY: Fans of Georgia Southern University always have high expectations for the Eagles foot-
ball team, and that is no different going into 2022. With Clay Helton, a former Pac 12 Coach of the 
Year, at the helm, expectations are higher than ever. After going 3-9 last year, the fanbase is craving 
immediate success. The transfer portal has allowed Helton and his assistants to bring in some great 
talent from across the country like Kyle Vantrease, Jeremy Singleton and Kristian Varner to fill some 
voids in the roster and to align with the new offensive and defensive schemes. Looking at the sched-
ule, bowl eligibility is on the horizon for the Eagles, but do not be surprised if Helton guides the new 
look Eagles to a winning season.

DEFENSE: Under first year Defensive Coordinator Will Harris, the defensive group will look to 
utilize a great group of athletes to shut down opponents. The defense will line up in a variety of for-
mations to keep playmakers all over the field. Look for corner Derrick Canteen and linebacker Todd 
Bradley-Glenn to provide leadership on the defensive side of the ball as they return from injuries in 
2022. This group has three players who were honored as Athlon Preseason All-Sun Belt Conference 
players: CB Derrick Canteen, safety Anthony Wilson and defensive lineman Justin Ellis.

Coach Aaron Schwanz’ linebacker group is loaded with experience and talent which will allow 
the implementation of different schemes and tactics to keep the Sun Belt’s explosive offensives at bay. 
University of North Carolina transfer DL Kristian Varner should play a key role in plugging gaps in 
the middle to allow the athletic linebackers such as Marques Watson-Trent, Quin Williams, Todd 
Bradley-Glenn and Reid Dedman to run free. 

Another player that should make a big impact is defensive back Najee Thompson. Najee is one of 
the best athletes in the Sun Belt Conference as shown by his ability to play multiple positions as well 
as serve as a special teams ace. The fan favorite will provide Georgia Southern with depth in the de-
fensive backfield as well as provide plenty of energy for special teams. Fans are hopeful to see a new 
face, DB Ashton Whitner, get some meaningful snaps as well. As one of the higher rated recruits in 
the FBS era, there will be big expectations for the freshman from Greenville, SC. 

Defense has not been the Eagles strong suit since moving up to the FBS, but with a great group 
of athletes in place and a fresh scheme being brought in by Harris and his assistants, fans of the 
Eagles will be surprised if this group shuts down some great teams. Shifting to a primarily three 
linemen look up front should allow for better matchups with the spread offenses of the Sun Belt 
Conference. 
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GEORGIA STATE PANTHERS

9/3 at South Carolina
9/10 vs North Carolina
9/17 vs Charlotte
9/22 vs Coastal Carolina
10/1 at Army
10/8 vs Georgia Southern
10/19 at Appalachian State
10/29 vs Old Dominion
11/5 at Southern Miss
11/12 vs UL Monroe
11/19 at James Madison
11/26 at Marshall

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• S Cody Jones: Jones made two starts for UMass as 

a true freshman back in 2020 and recorded his first 
career tackle against Georgia Southern. Last season, 
he ended up starting six games and recorded 43 
tackles and 2 pass breakups. Jones, from Georgia, 
looks to add depth to an already deep safety corps 
of the Panthers. 

• QB Steven Krajewski: Krajewski, a transfer from 
UConn, is another kid from the south who tried his 
luck playing college ball up north. Krajewski may 
not see much playing time this season, barring in-
jury, due to the clearcut starter in Darren Grainger. 
Don’t be surprised to see some packages thrown in 
to showcase Krajewski’s skill set. 

• OT Bryson Broadway: Broadway is a transfer 
from Eastern Illinois. Don’t let the small school 
fool you, this guy is still a baller. Broadway is 6’4” 
and 270 pounds, and most people around the team 
expect him to compete for some playing time this 

Top Recruits:
• DL Carlos Fletcher: Fletcher is someone that 

could end up having an immediate impact for the 
Panthers. Fletcher is one of the higher rated players 
incoming for the Panthers, and with the raw ability 
he’s shown in the spring, he could end up having 
some serious playing time this season.  

• CB Izaiah Guy: Guy was a dual threat player in 
high school, playing both sides of the ball. For the 
Panthers, he will be playing cornerback and try to 
help add some depth to the already deep Panthers 
secondary. Guy was named to the All-County team 
his senior season. 

• RB KZ Adams: Adams’ size has always been used 
against him, but after leading the entire nation in 
rushing last season with 3,343 yards, his ability 
should never be used against him. Adams is en-
joying his time in Atlanta so far, “Getting to know 
the RBs room has been awesome. All the guys have 
welcomed me with open arms” said Adams.

Key Departures:
• OT Shamarious Gilmore: Shamarious will be 

tough to replace. He is one of two players in FBS 
history to be named All-Sun Belt five times. That 
kind of production, along with the leadership he 
provided in the locker room, is going to be near 
impossible to replace.

• TE Roger Carter: Carter was a staple in the Pan-
thers passing attack the last three seasons as he was 
selected All-Sun Belt each season. Carter’s produc-
tion and leadership will undoubtedly be missed as 
he chases his NFL dreams with the Rams. 

• WR Sam Pinckney: Pinckney transferred to Coast-
al Carolina. Pickney didn’t have the production he 
had in 2020 as he did last season, which could have 
contributed to his decision. The Panthers will still 
have a deep receiving corps next season and Pick-
ney very well could be trying to raise his draft stock 
by getting more reps at Coastal Carolina. 

Key Returning Players:
• QB Darren Grainger: Grainger could be one of 

the more underrated players in the entire Sun Belt. 
Grainger will have some competition this offseason 
for the starting role, but expect to see Grainger as 
the starter. Quite simply, as Darren goes, the team 
goes. “Our main goal this year is winning a Sun 
Belt Championship.” Grainger said. 

• C Malik Sumter: Sumter took over as the starting 
center for the Panthers back in 2018 and hasn’t 
looked back since. Sumter has been an anchor 
in the middle of the offensive line being named 
All-Sun Belt the last three seasons. His teammates 
selected him as a team captain last year.

• OLB Jamil Muhammad: Muhammad is a player 
who could end up being a little sneaky this season. 
He led the Panthers with six sacks last season, with 
five over the last four games, and yet he has not 
even reached his full potential. When reached out 
for a quote on the upcoming season this is all Jamil 
had to say, “We’re coming.” 
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Campus Facts
• Location: Atlanta, GA
• Enrollment: 52,814
• Founded: 1913
• Mascot: Pounce

Stadium Facts
• Center Parc Stadium
• Capacity: 24,333
• Built: 1996

Football Facts
• Record: 50-92
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Elliott has another solid team this season. On offense, 
Darren Grainger is back at QB. He’ll be one of the top QBs in the 
conference this season. GSU has a good 1-2 punch at RB with 
Tucker Gregg and Jamyest Williams. The receiving core is still de-
cent even with Sam Pinckney’s departure. The GSU offensive line 
will be really good this year with Malik Sumter leading the push 
up front. Defensively, GSU needs to get better, and it starts on the 
line. Thomas Gore is talented on the interior. Watch out for him 
this season. Blake Carroll is a solid piece at linebacker. GSU has a 
good secondary with Antavious Lane and Jalen Tate. The Panthers 
will have another good offense. The defense is the question mark. 
Another bowl game should be the goal, but GSU has an outside 
shot at winning the conference.”

Photo via FacebookPhoto via Facebook

• Writtten by Mac Cummings
             @SSN_GSU
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DE Javon Denis

NT Thomas Gore

DE Tre Moore

OLB Jacorey Crawford

ILB Blake Carroll

ILB Jordan Veneziale

OLB Jamil Muhammad

CB Quavian White

CB Jaylon Jones

S Antavious Lane

S Jalen Tate

Projected Defense

K Michael Hayes

P Michael Hayes

KR Quavian White

PR Quavian White

Projected Special Teams

HC Sean Elliott

OC Trent McKnight

DC Nate Fuqua

Coaching Staff

QB Darren Grainger

RB Tucker Gregg

WR Jamari Thrash

WR Ja’Cyais Credle

WR Terrance Dixon

TE Aubry Payne

RT Jonathan Bass

RG Pat Bartlett

C Malik Sumter

LG Trey Bonner

LT Travis Glover

Projected Offense It’s hard to say if the excitement around the Georgia State football team has ever been higher. Georgia 
State started playing football at the FBS level back in 2013. So, the history with this program just isn’t 
there. That’s okay, because that’s what the Panthers are currently building. The Panthers return 18 of 
the 22 starters from last season, who are all hungry to prove themselves. The Panthers may experience 
a tough start to this season due to the rigorous schedule, just like last year. But, this Panthers squad 
is hungry and ready to bring home a conference championship. Expect big things for this team this 
season and for them to continue to grow the brand of Georgia State Football. 
OFFENSE: Georgia State’s offense will be under the helm of first 
year coordinator Trent McKnight. Panther fans should expect a 
run first approach, but expect to still see plenty of fireworks.

This team’s success will lie on the shoulders of the quarterback 
Darren Grainger. Grainger took over for Quad Brown last season 
after the Panthers started 0-2 and put up 13.5 points over those 
two games. It took him a few games to catch his stride, but once 
he did, there was no looking back. Grainger will be an interest-
ing player because his ceiling is an all-conference type of player. 
Grainger will look to continue his success from the end of last 
season into this one.

Although Grainger is a stud, the main focus of the Georgia 
State offense will be on the power and speed combination of 
running backs Tucker Gregg and Jamyest Williams. Rightfully so, 
as these two guys were both All-Sun Belt last season. Gregg has 
the chance to set school rushing records this season. Gregg runs 
with aggression and sneaky speed. Williams joined the Panthers 
two seasons ago after shining at defensive back at South Carolina. 
After joining the Panthers, he quickly etched out a prominent role 
in the rushing game averaging 5.7 yards a carry in 2020 and 6.8 
yards per carry in 2021. 

As far as the Panthers receiving corps, there’s a three headed 
monster with Terrance Dixon, Ja’Cyais Credle and Jamari Thrash. 
Thrash was the team’s leading receiver last year and should expect 
to be the same this season. Credle’s size will replace the size 
mismatch the Panthers had with Sam Pickney and this could lead 
to him to have a huge season. At tight end the Panthers will lose 
Carter but keep Aubry Payne. Payne will be looking to add anoth-
er all-conference nod after another big year in 2022. 

The Panthers will be spoiled at the offensive line yet again this 
season, returning four of five starters. 

I recently sat down with the leader of the offensive line, Malik 
Sumter, to discuss the confidence within the team and how they 
plan to replace Shamarious Gilmore. He stated, “Our team goal is 
to bring a Sun Belt Championship to Georgia State. We’ve accom-
plished a lot of things in a short time and the only thing missing is 
a Sun Belt Championship.” Sumter continued, “Personally, I think 
we’re having a heck of an offseason with a lot of guys returning, 
and expect the best season since I’ve been here at GSU… Of 
course when you lose a five year starter, you take a good hit, but 
fortunately, we have four returning lineman that have been playing 
together for a while and young guys who are prepared to step right 
in to fill that hole.”

• Writtten by Mac Cummings
             @SSN_GSU

SUMMARY: The Panther Family should expect 2022 to be yet another building block for a young and 
promising football program. The out of conference schedule, combined with the additional Sun Belt 
schools, will prove to be a test week in and week out for GSU. Inside of that locker room in Center Parc 
Stadium is a completely different mindset though. These guys are ready to prove some people wrong, 
but that’s what Georgia State football has had to do for the past ten years. 

DEFENSE: Several returning starters combined with young talent ready to prove itself should bode well 
for Georgia State this season. Even with the usual tough schedule, this unit is going to get after the ball 
and should be fun to watch throughout the entire season. 

Up front is where the Panthers will lose the most experience, but they do have the PFF Highest 
Graded Interior Defensive Lineman returning in Thomas Gore. Gore will look to lead an inexperienced 
group into 2022 and continue to set school records like the defensive lines the past couple of years. 

This linebacking corps may not just be the best individual unit on the Panthers this season, it may 
be the best linebacking corps the school has ever seen. It returns two all-conference players in Jordan 
Veneziale and Blake Carroll and includes the freak himself, Jamil Muhammad. All three of these guys 
will be in the discussion for all-conference yet again and may even be in All-American discussions. 

I recently spoke with Carroll about their expectations for this season and he said, “I just want to 
say that we are ready for every battle ahead of us and aren’t looking at any of our games thinking we’re 
going to lose. Only expecting to win.” 

The secondary for the Panthers is another deep, experienced unit and is highlighted by cornerback 
Quavian White and safety Antavious Lane. Lane is an absolute stud after being named first team All-
Sun Belt last year and will likely find himself on an NFL roster in the future. White is also the team’s 
return specialist. He’s second in school history with seven interceptions and will look to hold the sole 
spot at the top after the conclusion of this season. The Panthers also added a lot of talent in the second-
ary with their recruiting for 2022. 

GSU added four players to the secondary with this recruiting class with the most notable players 
being Izaiah Guy and D’Icey Hopkins. Guy is ready to work and earn his playing time. When reached 
out for his thoughts on hard work, this is what he provided, “Perseverance is the hard work you do after 
you get tired of doing the hard work you already did.” 
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JAMES MADISON DUKES

9/3 vs Middle Tennessee
9/10 vs Norfolk State
9/24 at Appalachian State
10/1 vs Texas State
10/8 at Arkansas State
10/15 at Georgia Southern
10/22 vs Marshall
11/5 at Louisville
11/12 at Old Dominion
11/19 vs Georgia State
11/26 vs Coastal Carolina

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Todd Centeio: With Cole Johnson gradu-

ating along with other veteran talent on offense, 
it was crucial that JMU bring in an experienced 
quarterback with an inside track on the starting 
job. In Todd Centeio, Curt Cignetti has filled that 
need. Centeio was the starter for Colorado State 
last season, throwing just shy of 3,000 yards and 
running for another 400. 

• OL Andrew Adair: Adair joins the Dukes after 
playing in 9 games as a true freshman at Liberty. He 
adds depth to the offensive line and should push to 
start immediately. 

• DE Jamare Edwards: Edwards joins JMU after 5 
seasons with new Sun Belt conference mate Mar-
shall. He was a two time C-USA All-Conference 
performer and is on the East-West Shrine watch 
list. 

Top Recruits:
• QB Alonza Barnett III: Barnett looked to be a steal 

when the Dukes secured his commitment prior to 
the 2021 season. He finished his career in Whitsett, 
North Carolina with a prolific senior season. 
Alonza enrolled at JMU in January and looked very 
good during the spring season. 

• OT Joseph Simmons: Here comes another 6’6” 
offensive lineman for James Madison. Simmons 
should be able to develop in the program before 
seeing the field, but he looks like a good pickup. 

• DE Amar Thomas: Thomas is part of the Wise 
High School (Upper Marlboro, Maryland) pipeline 
that brought current star Isaac Ukwu and former 
star John Daka to Harrisonburg. Like Ukwu and 
Daka, Thomas looks to be a great edge rusher who 
will be difficult to keep away from the QB. 

Key Departures:
• LB Diamonte Tucker-Dorsey: Tucker-Dors-

ey worked his way through the JMU program 
developing into the Dukes field general last year. 
He put his name in the portal late in the year and 
ultimately decided to transfer to Texas. 

• WR Antwane Wells Jr.: Wells Jr was a difference 
maker from the time he landed on campus. Blessed 
with great size and quickness, he was a threat to 
take it to the house at any time. He transferred to 
South Carolina, where he should be on track to be 
an early round NFL Draft pick. 

• CB Wesley McCormick: McCormick was a solid 
cover corner, who was injured last season. Now 
healthy and in his final season, he decided to trans-
fer to West Virginia. 

Key Returning Players:
• WR Kris Thornton: Thornton, who started his 

career at VMI, has been a very solid wide receiver 
for JMU. Thornton is a tough cover over the middle 
and his quickness can lead to impressive yards after 
the catch. JMU will rely on Thornton again to help 
set the tone in the passing game. 

• OL Nick Kidwell: Among a young offensive line, 
Kidwell stood out last season at right tackle and 
blossomed into an All-American. Blessed with 
great size at 6’6” and 315 pounds, he should anchor 
the line yet again. 

• DE Isaac Ukwu: Ukwu is the leading returnee on 
the defensive line. After an injury sidelined him for 
all of the 2019 and 2020 seasons, Ukwu returned 
healthy last season and realized his great potential. 
Isaac was a big factor for the Dukes with nine sacks, 
five QB hurries and two forced fumbles. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Harrisonburg, VA
• Enrollment: 21,594
• Founded: 1908
• Mascot: Duke Dog

Stadium Facts
• Bridgeforth Stadium
• Capacity: 24,877
• Built: 1975

Football Facts
• Record: 351-220-4
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 10
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 6-5
Photo via TwitterPhoto via Twitter

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“James Madison is transitioning from FCS to FBS. However, they 
still have a decent squad. Don’t expect the win total to be super 
low because they are jumping into the Sun Belt. Coach Cignetti 
has a solid roster. Isaac Ukwu and Que Reid are solid pieces from 
a very good defense last year. Expect the defense to still be good, 
despite moving to FBS. The offense has some solid pieces includ-
ing Kris Thornton and Percy Agyei-Obese, who should both be 
among the best in the conference at their respective positions. The 
main takeaway from this team on paper is that they can compete 
in the Sun Belt. They won’t be able to go to a bowl game this year 
due to the transition, but don’t be surprised if JMU has a winning 
record.”

Photo by JMU AthleticsPhoto by JMU Athletics

• Writtten by Randy 
             @SSN_JMU
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DE Jamare Edwards

NG Tony Thurston

DE Isaac Ukwu

DE Jalen Green

LB Jailin Walker

LB Taurus Jones

NB Chris Chukwuneke

CB Jordan Swann

CB Xavier Cokley

S Que Reid

S Sam Kidd

Projected Defense

K Camden Wise

P Sam Clark

KR Solomon Vanhorse

PR Jordan Swann

Projected Special Teams

HC Curt Cignetti

OC Mike Shanahan

DC Bryant Haines

Coaching Staff

QB Todd Centeio

RB Percy Agyei-Obese

WR Kris Thornton

WR Reggie Brown

WR Terrance Greene Jr

TE Drew Painter

RT Nick Kidwell

RG Cole Potts

C Tanner Morris

LG Tyshawn Wyatt

LT Andrew Adair

Projected Offense

James Madison University celebrated their 50th year of football in grand style last year, announc-
ing a much anticipated move to the Football Bowl Subdivision. JMU and the Sun Belt fast tracked 
the transition and the Dukes will play a full FBS schedule right out of the gate. They should hit the 
ground running as part of an enhanced Sun Belt, arguably the toughest group of five football league 
in the country. 
OFFENSE: While the Dukes lost some key personnel on 
offense, they should have no trouble moving the ball down the 
field. After injuries and personnel dictated a pass heavy attack 
last year, look for Cignetti’s Dukes to return to an offense that 
favors the run and time of possession.

The young JMU offensive line, anchored by Nick Kidwell, 
is ready for the FBS and received valuable reps last season. 
This is a large offensive line that can open up holes for JMU’s 
quarterbacks and running backs, and they can pass protect. 

The Dukes boast a stable of running backs to spread 
out the workload and keep guys fresh all year. Super senior 
bellcow Percy Ageye-Obese and explosive Kaelon Black are 
back healthy. Battering ram Latrele Palmer softens up defenses 
early, then punishes them late. Solomon Vanhorse has proven 
to be a weapon in the passing game out of the backfield. 

Curt Cignetti recruited an experienced transfer quarter-
back in Todd Centeio (Colorado State via Temple) to lead the 
offense. Look for JMU to employ more dual threat action with 
Centeio, and possibly with packages for either backup Billy 
Adkins or true freshman Alonza Barrett III. 

Unfortunately, all-world receiver Antwane Wells Jr. 
transferred to South Carolina, but the Dukes have some wide 
receivers back to give Todd Centeio viable options in the 
passing game. Kris Thornton is a reliable 1000+ yard receiver 
in the slot, and look for Reggie Brown and Devin Ravenel to 
step forward on the outside as downfield threats. Transfers 
Troy Lewis (ECU) and Terrance Greene Jr. (Monmouth) could 
be big contributors.

Historically, JMU has used their tight end sparingly for 
the occasional third down and goal situation, but they mostly 
run block. In Drew Painter and Noah Turner, the Dukes have 
two experienced tight ends to fill that role. Cooper Thunell 
(Marshall) was brought aboard as well. 

• Writtten by Randy
             @SSN_JMU

SUMMARY: James Madison and their fans witnessed all of the planning and hard work come to 
fruition this offseason, when their dream regional FBS conference materialized in the form of the 
Sun Belt. The players and fans should enjoy the higher level of competition and renewed rivalries 
right away. Not to mention that the early returns in terms of exposure, recruiting and fundraising 
have been phenomenal. The momentum in Harrisonburg and across the country for JMU football is 
very real and should continue to be evident on the field with an exciting football team. 

For the last few years, JMU has played like a top 75 program nationally, albeit as part of the FCS 
division. While the step up to FBS will create immediate challenges in terms of competition and 
schedule, the Dukes are up to the task. This is a top notch football program with a winning culture 
that expects to compete in the tough Sun Belt Eastern Division right away and anything less will be a 
major disappointment. 

While they can’t be bowl eligible this season, expect a record worthy of a bowl invite and an FBS 
trajectory moving forward similar to what new conference mates Marshall and Appalachian State 
experienced. 

DEFENSE: The hallmark of JMU’s success the last 5+ years has been a stout defense. Their depth will 
be tested with the move up to FBS. The Duke’s identity on defense is that they are tough up front, 
fast at linebacker and rangy in the secondary. Defensive Coordinator Corey Hetherman left for a 
position with Rutgers, so Bryant Haines will step in to lead the unit. By all accounts, Haines looks to 
stay with the 4-2-5 defense that the Dukes have run the last few years. 

Isaac Ukwu is the most disruptive player upfront and likely to draw special attention. Jamare Ed-
wards should be a force on the line in his final season after transferring from Marshall. Jalen Green 
looks ready to take a big step forward. Tony Thurston and James Carpenter split time at nose tackle 
and are rugged and reliable options. Jamree Kromah (Rutgers) adds depth to a rotation that includes 
Antonio Colclough, Jordan Funk and Abi Nwabuoku-Okonji. 

The loss of Diamonte Tucker-Dorsey to Texas stings, but it is next man up in a historically dy-
namic and deep position group at James Madison. Taurus Jones and Jailin Walker leveling up should 
make up for Tucker-Dorsey’s departure. Fellow Virginians Mateo Jackson and Skylar Walker are 
very capable of covering sideline to sideline as well. Julio Ayamel is another talented returnee and 
JMU is very high on true freshman Trent Hendrick. 

The secondary will be a key unit to watch this season. With Wesley McCormick transferring 
to West Virginia, JMU will start two new corners on the outside. The staff brought in some young 
talent in Nehki Meredith from NC State and Antoine Booth from Michigan State to compete with 
Xavier Cokley, Jordan Swann and veteran transfer Devyn Coles (Norfolk State). Booth is a legacy at 
JMU. His father Tony was an All-American and is in the JMU Sports Hall of Fame. Antoine redshirt-
ed his freshman year at Michigan State, but should compete for reps right away at JMU. 

At safety, a veteran of the Sun Belt, transfer Jatius Reimonenq from Arkansas State, fortifies an 
already strong group, featuring Sam Kidd, Chris Chukwuneke, Que Reid and Josh Sarratt, giving 
JMU the flexibility to even move a safety to one of the open corner spots. Chukwuneke is the guy to 
watch in the secondary, as he really has a nose for the ball. 
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MARSHALL THUNDERING HERD

9/3 vs Norfolk State
9/10 at Notre Dame
9/17 at Bowling Green
9/24 at Troy
10/1 vs Gardner-Webb
10/12 vs Louisiana
10/22 at James Madison
10/29 vs Coastal Carolina
11/5 at Old Dominion
11/12 vs Appalachian State
11/19 at Georgia Southern
11/26 vs Georgia State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• RB Khalan Laborn: Laborn joins the Herd after 

spending multiple years at Florida State. In 2019, 
he averaged nearly five yards per carry, but that 
was the last season he played. Still even with that 
concern, this is a major pickup for Marshall.  

• QB Henry Colombi: Colombi comes to Marshall 
after being Texas Tech’s starter last season to start 
the season. He threw for 1,291 yards, five touch-
downs and five interceptions. Cutting down on 
those picks and staying healthy will be key for him.

• DT Isaiah Gibson: Gibson appeared in 16 games in 
two years at Kentucky and brings much needed size 
to the Herd defensive line. He stands at 6’3” and 
weighs 320 pounds. The Herd added a number of 
transfers on the defensive line. 

Top Recruits:
• S Dainsus Miller: Miller comes to the Herd after 

receiving a ton of interest while in high school. 
This young man held 26 offers from the likes of 
Alabama, Georgia, LSU and Auburn to name a few. 
He may start right away in Huntington.

• QB Chase Harrison: The three star, pro style 
quarterback held 10 offers and chose the Herd over 
Louisville and a lot of MAC programs.

• TE Sean Sallis: Sallis was originally committed to 
UConn but flipped after the coaching change and 
his visit to Marshall. He held 15 offers from varying 
programs but most noticeably Georgia Tech, Mary-
land and Minnesota to name a few. 

Key Departures:
• QB Grant Wells: Marshall loses their multi year 

starting quarterback which will hurt. Wells threw 
for 3,532 yards and 16 touchdowns last season. The 
Herd will not miss the interceptions as he threw 22 
over his two seasons.

• RB Knowledge McDaniel: The backfield behind 
star Rasheen Ali is a bit thin so losing McDaniel 
hurts from a depth perspective. His production 
wasn’t always huge, but his yards per carry were. He 
had over seven yards per carry over two seasons. 

• DB Keylin Roach: Roach was not a huge pro-
duction guy during his time at Marshall, but his 
versatility in the secondary and on special teams 
will be missed. 

Key Returning Players:
• RB Rasheen Ali: One of the nation’s top running 

backs is back. He had 1,401 rushing yards and tied 
for the NCAA FBS lead with 23 touchdowns last 
season. The redshirt freshman was a star in year 
one.

• LB Abraham Beauplan: The leading tackler from 
last season is back after a 110 tackle year. Beauplan 
was also a First Team All-CUSA performer last 
season. 

• WR Corey Gammage: Another productive player 
for the Herd, Gammage had 78 receptions, 878 
yards and two touchdowns last season. He was also 
a third team All-CUSA member. 

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Huntington, WV
• Enrollment: 13,321
• Founded: 1837
• Mascot: Marco

Stadium Facts
• Joan C. Edwards Stadium
• Capacity: 38,016
• Built: 1991

Football Facts
• Record: 614-559-47
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 13
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 10-2
Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Marshall could experience a bit of a learning curve moving to the 
Sun Belt. However, they do have the talent to compete. Quarter-
back Henry Colombi comes in. He has power five experience. 
Rasheen Ali is one of the best running backs in the group of five. 
Corey Gammage will be the go to receiver. The defense should im-
prove. Defensive end Koby Cumberlander is an underrated player. 
Eli Neal and Abraham Beauplan will be a decent linebacking duo. 
The secondary is still a question mark. Marshall does have a favor-
able schedule as they host most of their toughest games. An eight 
or nine win season would be a success, but they can challenge for 
the Sun Belt title.”

Photo via WikipediaPhoto via Wikipedia

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_Herd & @TNTCollegeFoot1
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DE Elijah Alston

DT Anthony Watts

DT Isaiah Gibson

DE Koby Cumberlander

LB Eli Neal

LB Abraham Beauplan

LB Charlie Gray

CB Steven Gilmore

CB Micah Abraham

S Isiah Norman

S Andre Sam

Projected Defense

K Kenyon Bower

P John McConnell

KR Talik Keaton

PR Talik Keaton

Projected Special Teams

HC Charles Huff

OC Clint Tricket

DC Lance Guidry

Coaching Staff

QB Henry Colombi

RB Rasheen Ali

WR Corey Gammage

WR Talik Keaton

WR Bryan Robinson

TE Devin Miller

RT Kendrick Sartor

RG Trent Holler

C Logan Osburn

LG Dalton Tucker

LT Cedrice Paillant

Projected Offense

Marshall is used to winning big no matter what level they are playing on. As a new member 
of the Sun Belt Conference, the fan base expects nothing less than to compete and even win the 
Sun Belt and East Division in year one. It will not be easy with the likes of rival Appalachian State, 
Coastal Carolina and Georgia State all in the East. The great part for the Herd, is they host all three 
of those schools, along with west favorite Louisiana, in Huntington this season. 

With stud running back Rasheen Ali back, and his FBS leading 23 rushing touchdowns in 2021, 
the sky could be the limit for this electric offense. The defense has added a plethora of transfers. 
Head Coach Charlie Huff and company expect big things this season.  
OFFENSE: Much of the focus heading into this season has been 
focused on the quarterback position. Losing Grant Wells to 
the transfer portal and Virginia Tech does hurt, as he threw for 
over 3,500 yards last season. However, his 22 interceptions over 
two years is something that will not be missed. In steps Henry 
Colombi, who comes to Marshall after being Texas Tech’s starter 
last season. He threw for 1,291 yards, five touchdowns and five 
interceptions. Cutting down on those picks and staying healthy 
will be keys for him. He can handle his own in this offense.

Another focus this offseason has been the offensive line, 
who must replace three five-year starters and must replace 
a fourth starter who left via the transfer portal. Right tackle 
Kendrick Sartor is the constant piece of the group as the lone 
returning starter. One huge addition is Rutgers transfer Cedrice 
Paillant, who can play multiple positions on the line, as can East 
Carolina transfer Trent Holler. This is huge for a team trying to 
mix and match pieces on this unit. 

Marshall possesses one of the nations best running backs in 
Rasheen Ali. Ali rushed for 1,401 yards and tied the NCAA FBS 
lead with 23 rushing touchdowns. Ali is also a solid option out 
of the backfield as a pass catcher. This could play a bigger role 
in Offensive Coordinator Clint Trickett’s offense. Depth is a bit 
of a concern at this position, and Marshall added Florida State 
transfer Khalan Laborn, who was productive during his time 
at FSU, but he hasn’t played since the 2019 season so there are 
concerns there. 

The receiving corps has some nice weapons in Corey Gam-
mage and Talik Keaton. Gammage was an All-CUSA member 
after having 78 receptions, 878 yards and two touchdowns 
last season. Jayden Harrison emerged in the spring and could 
produce this season. Florida State transfer Bryan Roninson is a 
much needed added weapon for this unit. Colombi has plenty 
of weapons to take advantage of in this offense. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_Herd & @TNTCollegeFoot1

SUMMARY: Marshall certainly has the pieces to contend for a Sun Belt title this season. Also, host-
ing East foes Appalachian State, Coastal Carolina, Georgia State and West favorite Louisiana is big. 
However, there is a significant competition jump from Conference USA to the Sun Belt as there is 
much more balance. Marshall needs a ton of transfers to gel, and if they do so, there is no doubt that 
Marshall can contend in the Sun Belt.

DEFENSE: Last season, Marshall head coach Charles Huff liked the tenacity of this group and 
praised them for it. However, the interior of the defensive line did struggle in some key games 
down the stretch. To help fix this issue, Huff and company added three power five interior defensive 
lineman: Kentucky’s Isaiah Gibson, Miami’s Quentin Williams, and Purdue’s Anthony Watts. Those 
three join a nice trio of returning pass rushers in Koby Cumberlander, Owen Porter and Elijah 
Alston. The defensive line is now one of Marshall’s strongest positions.

Marshall also returns linebackers Eli Neal and Abraham Beauplan. These two provide great lead-
ership and combined for more than 200 tackles last season. Senior Charlie Gray should join them as 
the third starter. 

The biggest question for the defense is the secondary. The safety position lost a lot of production 
and added FCS transfers Andre Sam (McNeese) and Isaiah Norman (Austin Peay). Also true fresh-
man safety Darius Miller is one of the top recruits in program history and held 26 offers, including 
Alabama, Georgia and LSU among others. He will definitely have a role on this defense. Another 
addition at safety is Florida State transfer Jadarius Green-McKnight. Look out for him. Cornerback 
Steven Gilmore returns and gives the Herd a lockdown corner. 
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OLD DOMINION MONARCHS

9/2 vs Virginia Tech
9/10 at East Carolina
9/17 at Virginia
9/24 vs Arkansas State
10/1 vs Liberty
10/15 at Coastal Carolina
10/22 vs Georgia Southern
10/29 at Georgia State
11/5 vs Marshall
11/12 vs James Madison
11/19 at Appalachian State
11/26 at South Alabama

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Marquez Bell: The Cincinnati redshirt fresh-

man transfer comes to ODU after just playing in 
three games last season for the Bearcats. Bell can 
stretch the field and has the possibility to make 
many plays for the ODU offense. He has too much 
upside to not be a factor in his first season at ODU.

• S Shawn Asbury II: The Boston College transfer 
played in seven games in 2021 and recorded five 
tackles and two pass breakups. Asbury was a two 
time all-state, region and district selection and 
helped North Stafford to back-to-back regional 
championships in high school.

• QB Brendon Clark: The Notre Dame transfer 
played in four games during his time with the 
Fighting Irish, completing 2 of 4 passes for 29 yards 
and a touchdown. Clark was the 21st ranked pro 
style quarterback by 247Sports out of high school. 

Top Recruits:
• WR Ahmarian Granger: Granger was a three star 

recruit (247 Sports) from Norfolk, VA. He recorded 
1,264 total yards and 15 touchdowns playing wide 
receiver and quarterback. 

• OL Ryan Nolan: Nolan was a three star recruit 
(247 Sports). He was ranked as the number 41 
recruit in Virginia and the 93rd ranked interior 
lineman in the country. 

• LB Jude Buchanan: Buchanan was named the 
2021 Mid-Atlantic Prep League Defensive Player of 
the Year. He was named first-team All-State in New 
Jersey twice. His father played for Tom Osborne at 
Nebraska and professionally in the CFL.

Key Departures:
• DL Sokoya McDuffie: McDuffie played in 13 

games registering 28 tackles, four sacks and 6.5 
tackles for loss. McDuffie decided it was time for a 
new challenge and transferred to UConn.

• LB Jordan Young: He graduated as a four year 
starter, who had 350 career tackles breaking the 
previous mark of 340 held by Craig Wilkins. He 
tied the ODU record for career starts with 48. He 
signed as an undrafted free agent with the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers.

• CB Roger Cray: Cray transferred to WKU after 
having a great 2021 season. He was a 2021 Con-
ference USA Honorable Mention. Cray started all 
games at cornerback. Cray led Conference USA 
and was tied for 11th in the country with 1.2 passes 
defended per game.

Key Returning Players:
• TE Zack Kuntz: Kuntz followed head coach Ricky 

Rahne from Penn State to ODU. Kuntz had three 
catches for 24 yards while at Penn State. Last year, 
he came up with 73 catches for 692 yards and five 
touchdowns. That led to a First Team All-Confer-
ence USA selection.

• WR Ali Jennings III: The 6’2”, 200 pounder had 26 
catches for 240 yards and two touchdowns in his 
first two years as West Virginia. He then transferred 
to ODU in 2021 and had 62 catches for 1,066 yards 
and five touchdowns. Jennings was an All-Confer-
ence USA Honorable Mention.

• S R’Tarriun Johnson: The 5’11”, 200 pounder had 
91 tackles, two interceptions, six pass breakups 
and 3.5 tackles for loss last season. Johnson was an 
All-Conference USA Honorable Mention.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Norfolk, VA
• Enrollment: 24,286
• Founded: 1930
• Mascot: Big Blue

Stadium Facts
• SB Ballard Stadium
• Capacity: 22,480
• Built: 1936

Football Facts
• Record: 125-99-4
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 3-9
Photo by Ray Carlin/Photo by Ray Carlin/
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Old Dominion needs to get better if they want to get back to a 
bowl game. Part of that is attributed to the move to the Sun Belt, 
which is going to be a tough group of five conference. ODU has 
some solid pieces on offense like Ali Jennings III, Zack Kuntz and 
Blake Watson. Kuntz is a mismatch for everyone in the conference 
at tight end. Expect to see a fairly balanced offense. The defense 
was really good against the run last year. Expect more of the same 
due to returning production. Alonzo Ford and Amorie Morrison 
are two guys to watch out for on the line. The pass defense does 
need to improve if they want to be a factor in the conference. A 
realistic goal for Coach Rahne is another bowl appearance in their 
first year in the Sun Belt.”
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• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_ODU
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DE Amorie Morrison

DT Alonzo Ford Jr

DT Tyre Bibby

DE Marcus Haynes

LB Ryan Henry

LB Jason Henderson

CB Tre Hawkins III

CB LaMareon James

S Tahj Ra-El

S R’Tarriun Johnson

S Terry Jones

Projected Defense

K Ethan Sanchez

P Ethan Duane

KR LaMareon James

PR Isiah Paige

Projected Special Teams

HC Ricky Rahne

OC Dave Patenaude

DC Blake Seiler

Coaching Staff

QB Hayden Wolff

RB Blake Watson

WR Ali Jennings III

WR Jordan Bly

WR Isiah Paige

TE Zack Kuntz

RT Nick Saldiveri

RG Leroy Thomas

C Xavier Black

LG Tyran Hunt

LT Khadere Kounta

Projected Offense

It has been wild for Old Dominion since joining the FBS in 2013. ODU started its first season 
with an 8-4 record mostly against FCS teams, but one of the four losses came against North Caroli-
na, in which ODU gave up 80 points in that game. In 2016, ODU had a ten win season and went to a 
bowl game, then went into a downward spiral for three years, before missing the 2020 season due to 
COVID. This year, they join a new conference switching from Conference USA to the Sun Belt.

ODU has had four straight losing seasons but in 2021 finished 6-7 under first year head coach 
Ricky Rahne. Rahne was at Penn State and knows how to get an offense going. The talent base was 
worked on and built up thanks to the year off. They have 17 starters back and have one of the most 
experienced teams in the Sun Belt.

This will be one of the more interesting teams in the new expanded Sun Belt. ODU has the 
upside to be a surprise team in the conference this season, but the schedule is tough and the overall 
depth is just okay.

OFFENSE: The offense starts with new coordinator Dave 
Patenaude. Head Coach Ricky Rahne blends offensive schemes 
into an up-tempo attack that looks to push the pace and put 
pressure on opposing defenses, while also having the check at 
the line element to avoid negative plays.  

Patenaude looks to returning quarterback Hayden Wolff to 
lead an offense that can take some deep shots, but will primar-
ily work to get the playmakers the ball in space and aim for a 
50-50 run-pass balance.

ODU will need more pass catchers to emerge and con-
tribute along with wide receiver Ali Jennings and tight end 
Zack Kuntz. Kuntz is one of the top tight ends at the group 
of five level. He should get some looks from NFL scouts for 
the upcoming 2023 NFL Draft. Jennings had over 1,000 yards 
receiving last year as the go-to guy for Hayden Wolff. Receivers 
Jordan Bly, Isaiah Page, Aaron Moore and tight end Donta 
Anthony are possibilities, as is the Cincinnati transfer wide 
receiver Marquez Bell.

The Monarchs return a veteran offensive line, with four 
full time starters returning and redshirt sophomore Xavier 
Black stepping in at center. Expect the offensive line to keep 
improving throughout the season. The backfield duo of 1,112 
yard rusher Blake Watson and Elijah Davis also return. Davis 
and Watson will be one of the best running back duos in the 
Sun Belt Conference. 

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_ODU

SUMMARY: In 2022 Old Dominion makes the jump to the Sun Belt Conference, which will mean 
more games against regional rivals. The Monarchs open the season against Virginia Tech in Norfolk 
and travel to Virginia in week 3. They also play at East Carolina in non-conference play. ODU will 
need to start playing at a high level early in the season to avoid another slow start against quality 
opponents. It’s going to be hard to reach another bowl game due to the tougher schedule this season 
in the Sun Belt. The Monarchs have to play at Coastal Carolina, Marshall and at Appalachian State in 
conference play. That isn’t an easy schedule for group of five standards. The attitude heading into the 
year is sink or swim for the Monarchs in the strong Sun Belt.

DEFENSE: The defense was forced to play a lot of young and inexperienced defensive lineman in the 
2021 season. But this season, it should pay off as players like defensive tackle Alonzo Ford and de-
fensive end Amoire Morrison gained valuable experience in the trenches. Last season, Ford recorded 
41 tackles and 3.5 tackles for loss. Morrison had 33 tackles, five tackles for loss and 3.5 sacks. Watch 
for those two players in the trenches this season. Expect Old Dominion to be really good against the 
run this season.

A replacement must be found for star linebacker Jordan Young, who was a four year starter that 
had 350 career tackles. Coaches have confidence in Ryan Henry and Jason Henderson, as well as 
back up Steven Williams, a converted quarterback. Old Dominion plays a 4-2-5 defense, so line-
backers don’t play a huge role in this unit. 

The questions for the 4-2-5 scheme that Monarchs run comes from the secondary. When spring 
ball ended, there was not a clear starter at the second cornerback position. LaMareon James, Dami-
on Charity and JeCareon Lathan are candidates to line up opposite Tre Hawkins III. The Monarchs 
need to improve in the secondary to sure up the pass defense. 
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ARKANSAS STATE RED WOLVES

9/3 vs Grambling State
9/10 at Ohio State
9/17 at Memphis
9/24 at Old Dominion
10/1 vs UL Monroe
10/8 vs James Madison
10/15 at Southern Miss
10/22 at Louisiana
10/29 vs South Alabama
11/12 vs UMass
11/19 at Texas State
11/26 vs Troy

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• LB King Mwikuta: Linebacker King Mwikuta joins 

the Red Wolves after spending the last three sea-
sons with Alabama. It would appear playing time 
played a big role in Mwikuta’s decision to transfer, 
but it also proves Butch Jones’ Alabama ties are still 
there. 

• RB Ja’Quez Cross: Arkansas native Ja’Quez Cross 
returns to the “Natural State” after one season with 
Purdue. It may seem like the running back room 
is a little crowded this season, but Cross’ arrival 
makes a ton of sense due to the future outlook of 
the unit.

• S Eddie Smith: If there was ever a player the Red 
Wolves hope can morph into what recruits thought 
he would originally be, it’s this guy. He’s been clas-
sified as a guy that Butch Jones can’t wait to play on 
the back end, so there’s definitely some high hopes 
from the coaching staff. 

Top Recruits:
• CB Ahmad Robinson: Talk about a guy who could 

make an instant impact. Robinson has burst on to 
the scene at Arkansas State impressing coaches and 
fellow teammates with his physicality. Robinson is 
sure to see playing time in his freshman season. 

• QB Jaxon Dailey: Dailey has shown up and 
showed out since his arrival in Jonesboro. He had a 
heck of a spring game when he went 23 for 35 with 
183 yards and three touchdowns. After all the quar-
terback drama in 2021, Dailey could see the field.

• RB Mike Sharpe II: After struggling to run the 
football in 2021, this staff really put their stamp 
on filling up the running back room with different 
kinds of rushers. Sharpe is a do it all back. He’s also 
a winner that enters his collegiate career with two 
high school state championships. 

Key Departures:
• WR Corey Rucker: Rucker’s departure shocked the 

city of Jonesboro as it was one of the late offseason 
transfers. Rucker led the Red Wolves with 816 yards 
and nine touchdowns last season. He will play for 
South Carolina this fall.

• QB Layne Hatcher: It definitely felt like Hatcher 
gave the Red Wolves offense a fighting chance 
regardless of how many games they lost last season. 
However, it always seemed like Butch Jones had a 
different vision at the quarterback position. It was 
not a shock for anyone to see Hatcher transfer to 
Texas State.

• OL Andre Harris Jr: Arkansas State lost an ab-
solute anchor on the left side of the offensive line 
as Harris left for Duke. Harris had 12 starts at left 
tackle and 32 starts at left guard over the last four 
years.

Key Returning Players:
• LB Kivon Bennett: Bennett is coming off a big 

season for the Red Wolves. Bennett led the A-State 
defense with eight sacks last season and has 
emerged as their leader on that side of the ball. 
Now the senior will be switching  positions as he 
moved from edge rusher to linebacker. 

• WR Te’Vailance Hunt: Hunt will enter the season 
as the new top receiver. The senior compiled 758 
yards & six touchdowns last season, but the door 
is open for him to have an even better season this 
year as he’s sure to see a higher volume of targets. 

• QB James Blackman: The biggest storyline com-
ing into this season will be Butch Jones running it 
back with James Blackman. We’ve seen the best and 
worst of Blackman through one season. Blackman 
threw eight touchdowns and four interceptions in 
six games last season. The hope is that the senior 
comes back more poised.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Jonesboro, AR
• Enrollment: 14,085
• Founded: 1909
• Mascot: Howl & Scarlet

Stadium Facts
• Centennial Bank Stadium
• Capacity: 30,382
• Built: 1974

Football Facts
• Record: 487-509-37
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 12
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 6-6
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Butch Jones and Arkansas State need a bounce back sea-
son. A-State did hit the transfer portal hard. They picked up some 
good pieces that instantly improve this roster. James Blackman is 
back at QB. Johnnie Lang Jr and Te’Vailance Hunt lead the charge 
at the skill positions. The offense should be solid again this season. 
The defense needs major improvements. The linebacking unit is 
good with Kivon Bennett and King Mwikuta. The defensive line 
needs some players to step up. The secondary needs to get better. 
Names to watch in the secondary include Leon Jones and Trevian 
Thomas. If the Red Wolves can improve a lot on defense, this team 
can make a bowl game in Butch Jones’ second season. If defensive 
woes continue, it could be another bad season.”
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• Writtten by Justin Tribble
             @SSN_ArkansasSt
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DE Thurman Geathers

DT John Mincey

DT TW Ayers

DE Dennard Flowers

LB Kivon Bennett

LB Cam Jeffery

LB King Mwikuta

CB Samy Johnson

CB Leon Jones

S Eddie Smith

S Trevian Thomas

Projected Defense

K Aidan Ellison

P Ryan Hanson

KR Johnnie Lang

PR Johnnie Lang

Projected Special Teams

HC Butch Jones

OC Keith Heckendorf

DC Rob Harley

Coaching Staff

QB James Blackman

RB Johnnie Lang Jr

WR Jeff Foreman

WR Te’Vailance Hunt

WR Reagan Ealy

TE Seydou Traore

RT Robert Holmes

RG Christian Hoz

C Makilan Thomas

LG Ethan Miner

LT Noah Smith

Projected Offense

The Red Wolves have to put 2021 and the first year of the Butch Jones experience in the rear view 
mirror. The fans knew the recruiting wasn’t left in a good place when Blake Anderson departed. It 
showed over and over again last season. To make matters worse, a great deal of the talent on that 
2021 team is now gone via the transfer portal. So what’s a second year coach supposed to do? Coach 
Jones and his staff showed up and worked their tail off. Arkansas State finished with the number one 
2022 recruiting class in the Sun Belt. They also added eight transfers, and at least half of those guys 
should make an impact in week one. Arkansas State has a bright future ahead of them under Butch 
Jones. 
OFFENSE: Quarterback James Blackman returns as the most 
important factor in this Red Wolves offense. Coming off a year 
where he was benched five games into the season and only 
led the team to 1 win, he’ll need to show the staff and the fans 
some growth over the offseason if he hopes to stay on the field.

One thing Coach Jones knows he’ll have to bring to the 
2022 season is an improved rushing attack. Johnnie Lang Jr. 
and newcomers Ja’Quez Cross and Mike Sharpe II will try to 
set the tone in the Arkansas State backfield. The leading rusher 
for this team last year was only able to put up 448 yards on 107 
attempts. That number will have to be much improved for the 
Red Wolves running attack to be successful in 2022. 

When it comes to the receiving corps, Arkansas State has 
become somewhat of a hot bed as far as receiving numbers at 
the collegiate level are concerned. Names like Jeff Foreman, 
Te’Vailance Hunt & Reagan Ealy will be doing the work on the 
outside this season. Two of those guys had 50+ catches in 2021 
and they’ll both have more this season. 

One of the more fascinating position groups the Red 
Wolves come into the season with is at tight end. Seydou 
Traore carries a whole lot of hype into his second season. He’s 
a player this staff absolutely loved during the 2021 recruiting 
process, and they believe that hype is about to start transition-
ing to the turf. Now, they’ve added another tight end who’s 
getting about the same kind of love. Miller McCrumby out of 
Mount Pleasant, Texas has entered the fold, and he showed 
some great flashes through the spring. For the first time in 
a long time, the Red Wolves seem to have two tight ends 
that could set up more success in the passing game and the 
running game. 

• Writtten by Justin Tribble
             @SSN_ArkansasSt

SUMMARY: This just feels like it’s going to be a much improved football team coming into 2022. The 
team seems full of guys that are putting the work in. The staff is really committed to getting the ship 
going in the right direction under Coach Jones’ leadership. This team is hungry to compete. They 
should be competitive in every game they play this year, outside of Ohio State. The returning guys 
are eager to erase the misery of last season. Fans are going to rally around the players brought in 
during the offseason. It’s almost going to feel like a new era in Jonesboro.

DEFENSE: To say the Red Wolves entered the offseason with a lot of work to do on the defensive 
side of the ball is probably the understatement of the century. The Arkansas State defense comes off 
a year where they were ranked 130th in rush defense and 94th in passing defense. Remember that 
number one recruiting class in the conference? Yeah, eight of those guys were on the defensive side 
of the football. The program also added six transfers on defense as well. 

Kivon Bennett was one of the true bright spots playing on the edge for Arkansas State last 
season. However, his role will be even more daunting in 2022 as he switches to linebacker. It would 
seem Defensive Coordinator Rob Harley’s hope will be for him to be even more effective as a down-
hill blitzer and gap container. One of the more interesting notes of these defensive additions is how 
most of them are linebacker/edge rushers. Predicting the depth chart at those positions at this point 
in the offseason is almost impossible. 

The secondary is where the most improvement will occur this season. Leon Jones and Samy 
Johnson feel like the corners that will start outside this season, but keep your eye on Ahmad 
Robinson. This freshman has burst onto the scene and into the scheme during his freshman spring 
workouts. Coverage corners are a beautiful thing, but to find one that can cover and doesn’t mind 
to come up and get nasty in the tackling game is rare. Robinson’s future is bright at Arkansas State. 
Safety is another position that seems to have some real competition brewing. Trevian Thomas and 
Justin Parks, who both played exceptionally well on special teams last year, seem to be carving out 
a role in the Red Wolves secondary. A name that should be mentioned in this safety group is Eddie 
Smith. Smith is a transfer from Illinois, who originally transferred from Alabama. Again, most of his 
playing time has come on special teams as well, but Coach Jones has mentioned that he’d like to see 
Smith on the back end of this defense in the fall. 
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LOUISIANA RAGIN CAJUNS

9/3 vs Southeastern Louisiana
9/10 vs Eastern Michigan
9/17 at Rice
9/24 at UL Monroe
10/1 vs South Alabama
10/12 at Marshall
10/22 vs Arkansas State
10/27 at Southern Miss
11/5 vs Troy
11/10 vs Georgia Southern
11/19 at Florida State
11/26 at Texas State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• OL James Ohonba: To combat losses on offense, 

Louisiana picked up Michigan State offensive line-
man and redshirt junior James Ohonba from the 
transfer portal. Ohonba was a top five prospective 
guard nationally out of high school. Last season, 
Ohonba played in all 13 games at MSU and saw 
action on 68 special teams snaps and 11 offensive 
snaps. The 6’3”, 318 pound lineman will add expe-
rience and depth to an offensive line that lost two 
players to the transfer portal in the offseason.

Top Recruits:
• CB Lorenzell Dubose: A three star recruit out 

of Monroe, LA, Dubose comes in at 6’0” and 175 
pounds. He was heavily recruited out of high 
school, receiving offers from multiple schools like 
Arkansas, Ole Miss and Mississippi State. 

• LB Kailep Edwards: A three-star recruit out of 
Edgard, LA, Edwards comes in at 6’0” and 221 
pounds. He received offers from schools like Arizo-
na State, Colorado and Houston out of high school.

• QB Zeon Chriss: A three star recruit out of 
Baton Rouge, LA, Chriss comes in at 6’1” and 195 
pounds. He received offers from schools like Army, 
Appalachian State, Air Force and Memphis. 

Key Departures:
• QB Levi Lewis: A veteran player of the program, 

Lewis started for the Cajuns through three seasons 
and completed his career with the most passing 
touchdowns and second most passing yards in 
program history. In his final season with UL, Lewis 
threw for 2,917 yards and 20 touchdowns with a 
60.4 completion percentage. He also rushed for an 
impressive 343 yards and 5 touchdowns.

• OL O’Cyrus Torrence: Named to the 2021 Sun Belt 
First Team Offense, Torrence started in all but two 
games last season. He entered the transfer portal 
in the offseason and will be joining former head 
coach Billy Napier at the University of Florida this 
upcoming season.

• LB Lorenzo McCaskill: McCaskill led the defense 
in tackles last season at 84 and was credited with 
40 solo tackles. He entered the transfer portal in 
the offseason and has recently committed to the 
University of Kansas with one year of eligibility 
remaining. 

Key Returning Players:
• DL Zi’Yon Hill: Hill is a redshirt senior and 

All-Conference defensive lineman. Zi’Yon Hill re-
turns after a spectacular 2021 season. He started 12 
games last season and was credited with 59 tackles 
and 6.5 sacks.

• LB Kris Moncrief:  Returning for the Cajuns is 
senior linebacker Kris Moncrief. He appeared in 
all 14 games last season and was credited with 31 
tackles and two sacks.

• CB Eric Garror: A senior and Second Team All-
Sun Belt Conference cornerback, Garror produced 
23 tackles, one tackle for a loss and two picks last 
season. He is a valuable piece to this secondary.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Lafayette, LA
• Enrollment: 19,291
• Founded: 1898
• Mascot: Cayenne (retired)

Stadium Facts
• Cajun Field
• Capacity: 41,426
• Built: 1970

Football Facts
• Record: 260-301-5
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 4
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 10-3
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Desormeaux comes in for Billy Napier this year. It’s a clean 
slate for Louisiana due to all the changes. Levi Lewis gone at QB, 
Napier is gone as the head coach and he brought a lot of talent 
with him to Florida. The offense this season is going to be the 
question mark. Chris Smith needs to step up at RB. Other guys 
need to step up at offensive line also. The one certainty is that Lou-
isiana has a good receiving room headlined by Peter LeBlanc and 
Dontae Fleming. The defense will be good. They return some great 
pieces from the very good 2021 team including Zi’Yon Hill, Eric 
Garror, Bralen Trahan and many others. The defensive unit will 
be one of the best in the conference. Coach Desormeaux has some 
talent, but a double digit win season will be difficult in year 1, but 
not impossible. Anything over 7 or 8 wins will be a success.”
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• Writtten by Julien Purpura
             @SSN_Louisiana
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DE Andre Jones

DT Zi’Yon Hill

DT Mason Narcisse

DE Kendall Wilkerson

LB Kris Moncrief

LB Jourdan Quibodeaux

LB Tyler Guidry

CB Eric Garror

CB Jayrin Wilson

S Bralen Trahan

S Kam Pedescleaux

Projected Defense

K Kenneth Almendares

P Rhys Byrns

KR Chris Smith

PR Eric Garror

Projected Special Teams

HC Michael Desormeaux

OC Tim Leger

DC LaMar Morgan

Coaching Staff

QB Chandler Fields

RB Chris Smith

WR Michael Jefferson

WR Dontae Fleming

WR Peter LeBlanc

TE Johnny Lumpkin

RT Carlos Rubio

RG David Hudson

C Landon Burton

LG AJ Gillie

LT Nathan Thomas

Projected Offense

Louisiana comes off a historic 2021 season. The Cajuns went undefeated in conference play, de-
feating Appalachian State in the Sun Belt Championship and topping it off with a bowl win against 
future conference opponent Marshall. The Cajuns also finished the season ranked No. 16 in the AP 
Top 25 and the only team in the state of Louisiana to be ranked at all.

With so much success, comes change though, as the Cajuns lose a sizable amount of production, 
as well as their head coach, Billy Napier, to Florida. Most notable coaching exits with Napier include 
defensive coordinator Patrick Toney and strength and conditioning coach Mark Hocke. 

Former Louisiana quarterback and assistant coach, Michael Desormeaux will take over as head 
coach. With him, former UL safety and assistant coach LaMar Morgan will take over as defensive 
coordinator. Longtime UL assistant coach Tim Leger will take on offensive coordinator duties along 
with recruiting coordinator and wide receivers coach. Louisiana also adds former LSU fullback and 
Tennessee Titan Connor Neighbors as the new strength and conditioning coach. Neighbors’ resume 
includes coaching experience at FAU, Alabama and LSU.

OFFENSE: Louisiana sustained most of its offseason losses 
on offense. The Cajuns look to replace starters at several key 
positions, including quarterback, offensive line, running back 
and wide receiver. Top candidates at quarterback include 
redshirt junior and backup Chandler Fields, as well as redshirt 
junior and Fresno State transfer Ben Wooldridge. Fields comes 
in at 5’10” and 198 pounds. Fields appeared in eight games 
last season, passing for 106 yards and 1 touchdown with a 69.2 
completion percentage. Wooldridge comes in at 6’4” and 218 
pounds. As a sophomore at Fresno State, Wooldridge threw 
for 117 yards with a 50 completion percentage through two 
games. 

After losing two running backs in Montrell Johnson and 
Emani Bailey to the transfer portal, UL is expected to heavily 
utilize redshirt junior Chris Smith at running back. Smith led 
the team in rushing yards last season, totaling 855 yards for 
8 touchdowns. Louisiana suffers another blow at the position 
in redshirt freshman Kendrell Williams, who will be out this 
season due to injury. Louisiana could also look to utilize soph-
omore Terrence Williams at the position. Williams made seven 
appearances as a freshman, totaling 32 yards on eight carries. 

At wide receiver, Louisiana returns several seasoned 
players including Dontae Fleming, Peter LeBlanc and Michael 
Jefferson. All three receivers saw playing time last season, 
totalling 1,220 receiving yards for 7 touchdowns combined.

• Writtten by Julien Purpura
             @SSN_Louisiana

SUMMARY: The Ragin’ Cajuns enter the 2022 season with the longest active win streak in the coun-
try and a lot to prove. With first year head coach, Michael Desormeaux, at the helm and the cultural 
foundation in place, this program could achieve long term success and dominance in the Sun Belt.

Despite so much change within the program, UL has a deep roster and returns many key players. 
It is completely reasonable to foresee Louisiana winning a minimum of eight games this season. The 
Western division is still the weaker of the two in the Sun Belt, which could benefit the Cajuns in 
reaching another championship game. However, the biggest question remains to be answered: will 
Louisiana be able to pick up where they left off last season, or will the program take a step back in 
2022?

DEFENSE: Louisiana returns most of its defensive veterans, including redshirt senior and All-Con-
ference defensive lineman Zi’Yon Hill. Also returning is senior linebacker Kris Moncrief and 
redshirt senior linebacker Jourdan Quibodeaux. Finally, redshirt senior defensive end Andre Jones 
is also back. Quibodeaux played in 13 games last season and was credited with 13 tackles, 3.5 tackles 
for a loss and 1.5 sacks. Jones started in all 14 games and was credited with 60 tackles, 9.5 tackles 
for a loss and six sacks. At defensive line, UL is expected to also utilize sophomore Mason Narcisse. 
Narcisse contributed 16 tackles, 1.5 tackles for a loss and one sack as a freshman. Junior linebacker 
Tyler Guidry will also be returning and is expected to see more playing time. Guidry is credited with 
14 tackles and one for a loss in 13 appearances last season. 

At cornerback, the Cajuns return senior Eric Garror. Redshirt senior Jayrin Wilson is also 
expected to play a larger role at the cornerback position. Wilson was credited with 11 tackles in eight 
games last season, as well as a forced fumble. 

At safety, UL returns redshirt senior Bralen Trahan and redshirt junior Kam Pedescleaux. Pedes-
cleaux had eight starts and 12 total appearances last season and was credited with 51 tackles and 30 
solo tackles. He also had an interception and fumble recovery last season.
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SOUTH ALABAMA JAGUARS

9/3 vs Nicholls State
9/10 at Central Michigan
9/17 at UCLA
9/24 vs Louisiana Tech
10/1 at Louisiana
10/15 vs UL Monroe
10/20 vs Troy
10/29 at Arkansas State
11/5 at Georgia Southern
11/12 vs Texas State
11/19 at Southern Miss
11/26 vs Old Dominion

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• TE DJ Thomas: The Ole Miss transfer, who demon-

strated his talent as a pass catcher in spring drills, 
will help offset the loss of Jalen Tolbert as a receiv-
ing and scoring threat. He saw action in six contests 
in 2020. He played 29 total snaps with 16 on special 
teams and 13 on the offensive side of that ball.

• RB La’Damian Webb: The Florida State/Jones Col-
lege transfer was named first team All-Mississippi 
Association of Community Colleges Conference 
(MACCC) after leading the National Junior College 
Athletic Association with just under 140 yards 
rushing per game. He carried the ball 221 times for 
1,399 yards and 14 touchdowns, which ranked fifth 
in the country.

• OG Dontae Lucas: The Florida State transfer ap-
peared in two games for the Seminoles in 2021. He 
played in eight games with seven starts at left guard 
in 2020. In 2019, he appeared in 11 games with sev-
en starts. He was named Second Team Freshman 
All-America by The Athletic in 2019.

Top Recruits:
• DL RJ Moss: Moss was a three star recruit from 

Biloxi High School in Biloxi, MS. He played in the 
2021 Alabama-Mississippi All-Star Game which 
shows how talented he is.

• LB Chrystyile Caldwell: Caldwell was a three star 
recruit from Elba High Schol in Elba, AL. He was a 
first team all-state selection in 2021. He played on 
the south team in the 63rd AHSAA North/South 
All-Star Football Classic and was credited with six 
tackles in that game. He also recorded 218 tackles 
in high school.

• CB Marquise Robinson: Robinson was a three 
star recruit from Southwest Mississippi Commu-
nity College in Summit, MS. He was considered 
among the top 10 cornerbacks in the country 
coming out of junior college. In his only season at 
Southwest Mississippi C.C., he was credited with 
23 total tackles, one interception and two passes 
defended.    

Key Departures:
• WR Jalen Tolbert: He was drafted by the Dallas 

Cowboys in the third round. Tolbert was first team 
All-Sun Belt in 2021. He was ranked third in yards 
per game and sixth in receiving yards nationally 
after catching 82 passes for 1,474 yards and eight 
touchdowns last season. He was 2021 Sun Belt 
Offensive Player of the Year.  Tolbert led the Jags in 
receiving yards in all 12 contests in 2021, posting 
the most all-purpose yards by a wide receiver since 
the program’s inception in 2009, while breaking his 
own school records for catches and receiving yards. 

• QB Jake Bentley: Bentley appeared in ten games 
and started all ten of them. He threw for 2,476 
yards, 17 touchdowns and 8 interceptions last year 
for the Jags.

Key Returning Players:
• CB Darrell Luter Jr: You can flip a coin between 

Darrell Luter and Keith Gallmon, as the team’s top 
player. Luter is the team’s best cover corner coming 
off a First Team All-Sun Belt season. He had 21 
tackles, four interceptions, ten pass break ups and 
two tackles for loss.  

• S Keith Gallmon Jr: The 5’9” 210 pounder had 
204 tackles, three interceptions, 16 pass break ups, 
5.5 tackles for loss, two fumble recoveries and two 
forced fumbles in four seasons with USA so far. He 
was Second Team All-Sun Belt in 2021.

• WR Jalen Wayne: The 6’2” 203 pounder had 94 
catches for 1,163 yards at 12.5 yards per catch and 
five touchdowns last season. He looks to replace the 
production of NFL draftee Jalen Tolbert.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Mobile, AL
• Enrollment: 15,093
• Founded: 1963
• Mascot: South Paw

Stadium Facts
• Hancock Whitney Stadium
• Capacity: 25,450
• Built: 2020

Football Facts
• Record: 66-83
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 0
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Wommack has some work to do at South Alabama. The 
offense should be solid once again with Desmond Trotter coming 
back at QB. Jalen Wayne is a guy to watch for at wide receiver 
after Jalen Tolbert left for the NFL. This is going to be a pass heavy 
offense, but South Alabama needs to get the run game going with 
La’Damian Webb. South Alabama is going to be really strong in 
the secondary. Darrell Luter Jr and Keith Gallmon Jr are both 
studs at cornerback and safety respectively. They will be some of 
the best players in this conference at their positions. Quentin Wil-
fawn will lead the linebackers. That’s a unit that will improve this 
season. Expect to see a rotation of guys in the front six. This team 
has potential, but they won’t contend for a conference title. A bowl 
appearance would be a success for Coach Wommack.”
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• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_SouthBama
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BAN Jamie Sheriff

DT Zeke Champman

NT Wy’Kevious Thomas

WOL CJ Rias

MIKE Quentin Wilfawn

STNG James Miller

CB Darrell Luter Jr

CB Jamar Richardson

S Yam Banks

S Keith Gallmon Jr

ROV CJ Thompson

Projected Defense

K Diego Guajardo

P Jack Brooks

KR Caullin Lacy

PR Caullin Lacy

Projected Special Teams

HC Kane Wommack

OC Major Applewhite

DC Corey Batoon

Coaching Staff

QB Desmond Trotter

RB La’Damian Webb

WR Allen Dailey Jr

WR Jalen Wayne

WR Caullin Lacy

TE DJ Thomas

RT Antawn Lewis

RG Dontae Lucas

C James Jackson

LG Trey Simpson

LT Josh McCulloch

Projected Offense

South Alabama has not had a winning season since moving up to the FBS level even though they 
have been to two bowl games. Head coach Kane Wommack is only 35 and is best known for his tal-
ent as a defensive coach and as a coordinator at South Alabama and Indiana. He has put his players 
in a place to produce some big results when everything settles in the Sun Belt. Wommack has made 
excellent additions through the transfer portal, got a good coaching staff in place and the team is 
loaded with as much starting experience as any team in the conference.

OFFENSE: The Jags enter the 2022 season with questions 
on offense. Will Carter Bradley or Desmond Trotter be the 
take charge quarterback that this team needs at this crucial 
position? Will D.J. Thomas, who is a pass catching tight end, 
be able to offset the loss of the Sun Belt Offensive Player of the 
Year Jalen Tolbert? Will the offensive line be consistent and 
physical?

Injuries were a big problem last season especially on the 
offensive line and several players missed work during spring 
ball, leaving the questions open. Look for the newcomers to be 
part of the plan come the fall as Coach Wommack promised to 
be active in the transfer portal for help and depth on the lines 
and other positions of need.

The running back room starts with Junior College transfer 
La’Damian Webb, who rushed for 1,399 yards and 14 touch-
downs at Jones College in Mississippi. Webb and Demean 
Bivins give South Alabama a good one-two punch at the 
running back position. Freshman signee Brandon McReynolds 
may be in the mix as well.

Jalen Wayne is back at receiver, along Caullin Lacy, and the 
return of Allen Dailey Jr, who had a strong spring. Also, add 
in Ole Miss tight end transfer D.J. Thomas who will be a key 
piece on this offense. 

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_SouthBama

SUMMARY: South Alabama should improve in the 2022 season with a chance to pick up a bowl 
invitation. Looking at the conference schedule, outside of Louisiana (13-1), the remaining seven 
teams had a combined losing record of 27-58 last season. This season, Appalachian State and Coastal 
Carolina are not on the schedule. The defense is going to be the strength of this 2022 team as it has 
the talent and depth. If the offense can come through, especially on the offensive line and quarter-
back play, then South Alabama has a chance to do some good things.

DEFENSE: The front seven has depth and talent. The linebacker position made a lot of strides in 
the spring with Quentin Wilfawn leading this group again this season. Wilfawn will be joined by 
Indiana transfer James Miller who was all over the field making plays for the Hoosiers defense last 
season. Add in C.J. Rias, Trey Kiser and Ke’Shun Brown to that unit and it has the potential to be a 
real solid group that knows how to find the football.

In the front, Jaime Sheriff is back after injuries. He will be joined by Wy’Kevious Thomas, Gi’Na-
rious Johnson, Brock Higdon, Zeke Chapman, Ed Smith and a few others in Defensive Coordinator 
Corey Batoon’s 4-2-5 scheme.

In the secondary, Keith Gallmon and Darrell Luter Jr. will be leading the charge and both are 
all-conference caliber, with Luter being one of the top cornerbacks and Gallmon being one of the 
top safeties. Then, add in Ole Miss transferJamar Richardson to join returning starter Yam Banks 
and this secondary has talent and strength. If this positional group can create turnovers, then the 
sky’s the limit.
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SOUTHERN MISS GOLDEN EAGLES

9/3 vs Liberty
9/10 at Miami
9/17 vs Northwestern State
9/24 at Tulane
10/8 at Troy
10/15 vs Arkansas State
10/22 at Texas State
10/27 vs Louisiana
11/5 vs Georgia State
11/12 at Coastal Carolina
11/19 vs South Alabama
11/26 at UL Monroe

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• WR Latreal Jones: The 6’2” 195 pound Pearl River 

Community College transfer is rated as the number 
one junior college wide receiver and a three star 
recruit by 247 Sports. He had 19 catches in 8 games 
last season.

• DT Quentin Bivens: The 6’3” 305 pound Ole Miss 
transfer posted ten tackles in 7 games with one pass 
breakup for the Rebels in 2021. Expect him to see 
some time this season.

• DE Jordyn Mahaffey: The 6’3” 250 pound Jones 
College transfer compiled 19 total tackles with 
1.5 tackles for loss. He earned one forced fumble 
against Hinds Community College as well.

Top Recruits:
• OT Klabron Pollard: The three star recruit from 

Oak Grove High School in Hattiesburg MS helped 
lead Oak Grove to four straight Class 6A South 
State Championship Games, winning that state 
title in 2020. He was a member of the 2021 Clarion 
Ledger All-State team. He was tabbed as a first 
team all-state twice.

• DL Demeco Roland: The three star recruit from 
Hutchinson Community College in Hutchin-
son, KS appeared in 22 games in three years for 
Hutchinson. He totaled 39 tackles in that span, 16 
of which were solo. He averaged just under two 
tackles per game during his junior college career.

• IOL Wil Saxton: The three star recruit from Benton 
Academy in Benton, MS played as an offensive and 
defensive lineman. He helped Benton Academy to 
an 8-3 record in 2021. He was named a 2021 3A 
All-MAIS selection as an offensive lineman.

Key Departures:
• DL Eriq Kitchen: He had 28 tackles, 12 being solo, 

3.5 sacks and one fumble recovery in 2021. He had 
a career total of 79 tackles, seven sacks and two 
fumble recoveries.

• OL Khalique Washington: He appeared in 34 
games over 3 years, starting 29 of them. He ap-
peared and started all 11 contests as redshirt senior 
in 2021 at right tackle.

• DL DaShawn Crawford: Crawford appeared in 
nine of 11 games in 2021. He had 17 tackles, 2 solo, 
11 assisted and 1.5 sacks. He transferred from Vir-
ginia Tech where played the 2019 and 2020 season.

Key Returning Players:
• RB Frank Gore Jr: The 5’8” 195 pound running 

back has had 300 carries, 1,509 yards and 7 touch-
downs in his Southern Miss career. He’s also had 29 
catches for 252 yards and 1 touchdown. Gore is one 
of the top backs in the conference.

• LB Hayes Maples: The 6’2’’ 228 pound linebacker 
earned second team All-Conference USA honors in 
2020 with a team high 91 tackles. He also grabbed 
Honorable Mention All-Conference USA in 2021 
with 60 stops.

• S Malik Shorts: The 6’0” 202 pound safety had 
191 tackles, four interceptions, 14 pass breakups 
and five tackles for loss in three seasons. He was 
an Honorable Mention All-Conference USA last 
season.
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Campus Facts
• Location: Hattiesburg, MS
• Enrollment: 14,606
• Founded: 1910
• Mascot: Seymour

Stadium Facts
• M.M. Roberts Stadium
• Capacity: 36,000
• Built: 1932

Football Facts
• Record: 607-447-27
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 8
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 7-5
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Hall took over a rough situation at Southern Miss. There 
was a serious lack of talent. The quarterback room was so bad 
that 6 different players attempted over 10 passes. Ty Keyes is back 
and hopes to provide stability at quarterback. RB Frank Gore Jr 
is the guy to watch for on offense. Jason Brownlee will be the go 
to receiver. The offensive line really needs to improve if Southern 
Miss wants to do anything on offense this season. The offense 
as a whole needs to improve. On defense, Southern Miss brings 
back experience at the linebacker position with Hayes Maples and 
Santrell Latham returning. The secondary should be solid with 
Malik Shorts leading that group from the safety spot. The defense 
will be good, but the questions lie on offense. If the offense can just 
be average, Southern Miss can make a bowl.”
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• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSNSouthernMiss
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DE Brodarius Lewis

DT Josh Ratcliff

DE Dominic Quewon

LB Josh Carr Jr

LB Hayes Maples

LB Santrell Latham

CB Natrone Brooks

CB Eric Scott Jr

CB Camron Harrell

S Jay Stanley

S Malik Shorts

Projected Defense

K Briggs Bourgeois

P Mason Hunt

KR Camron Harrell

PR Nattrone Brooks

Projected Special Teams

HC Will Hall

OC Sam Gregg

DC Austin Armstrong

Coaching Staff

QB Ty Keyes

RB Frank Gore Jr

WR Jason Brownlee

WR Jakarius Caston

WR Latreal Jones

TE Cole Cavallo

RT Paul Gainer Jr

RG John Bolding

C Briason Mays

LG Gerquan Scott

LT Tykeem Doss

Projected Offense

 Southern Miss has been through weird ups and downs in football and it is nothing new. For years 
they have been a solid program in Conference USA, went to bowl games every year, enjoyed win-
ning seasons as a norm and won a few conference championships, taking it 2011. Coach Will Hall 
ended the 2021 season with two wins, and now he has started gaining some momentum. Southern 
Miss is in a new conference going from Conference USA to the Sun Belt. They have one of the most 
experienced teams in the league with a loaded defense with a ton of depth, transfers and experience 
on the offense.

OFFENSE: A very painful eight game losing streak and a 
revolving door at the quarterback position gave way to new 
excitement with the creation of the super back position. Frank 
Gore Jr. and other skill position players took every snap at 
quarterback and ended the season with two back-to-back 
victories. 

A quarterback is back in redshirt freshman Ty Keyes as he 
will get another crack at leading the offense. Keyes is athletic, 
rushing for 56 yards against Grambling State and 41 against 
Alabama before a lower body injury ended his season. Just 
with four games and three passing touchdowns to his name, 
Keyes was named before spring ball even began.

His development will be dependent on the offensive line. 
This unit was last nationally in opposition sack yards (360) and 
tackles for loss allowed (105). Help is coming with the addition 
of the high school ranks, transfer portal and a new position 
coach, which has given Hall confidence in the front five.

The skill players are there to compete in the Sun Belt. Gore 
rushed for 801 yards against teams that loaded the box against 
him each down. Receiver Jason Brownlee hauled in eight pass-
es, with seven of them being thrown by a walk-on quarterback.

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSNSouthern Miss

SUMMARY: Southern Miss is roughly 20 scholarship players deeper this year and are moving to a 
new home in the Sun Belt West division. The Golden Eagles are treading in the right direction on 
roster strength. It helps that every team in the division is rebuilding or undergoing some sort of ma-
jor change. Going to a bowl game is not out of the question, but it will require a giant step forward 
from the quarterback play and the offensive line.

DEFENSE: The Golden Eagles defense was much better than the numbers indicated in 2021.  The 
defense allowed a Conference USA best 2.8 offensive touchdowns per game, but short drives caused 
by the ineffectiveness of the offense and several scores by the opposing defense, hung this unit out to 
dry on numerous occasions.  

The team will return all three of the starting linebackers. Hayes Maples and Santrell Latham 
combined for 103 stops last season, and edge rusher Josh Carr Jr. led the team in tackles for loss 
(nine) and sacks (4.5). The Southern Miss linebacking unit should be very reliable this year.

The front of this 3-3-5 scheme did not create much disruption, but four transfer portal additions 
on the defensive line were brought in to bolster the size and depth. Some names to watch for on this 
defensive line include Brodarius Lewis, Josh Ratcliff and Dominic Quewon. 

The backend is where defensive coordinator Austin Armstrong’s unit shines. Led by safety Malik 
Shorts, this unit is among the best in the Sun Belt. Shorts led the team with 89 tackles and added 
seven pass breakups and two interceptions. Natrone Brooks broke up eight passes and picked one off 
as the top cornerback for the Golden Eagles.
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TEXAS STATE BOBCATS

9/3 at Nevada
9/10 vs FIU
9/17 at Baylor
9/24 vs Houston Baptist
10/1 at James Madison
10/8 vs Appalachian State
10/15 at Troy
10/22 vs Southern Miss
11/5 at UL Monroe
11/12 at South Alabama
11/19 vs Arkansas State
11/26 vs Louisiana

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• QB Layne Hatcher: Hatcher, the former Arkansas 

State and Alabama quarterback, has passed for 
7,427 career passing yards over 32 career starts. 
Hatcher was the Sun Belt Conference Freshman of 
the Year in 2019 for Arkansas State.

• DL Myron Warren: Warren, the former Texas de-
fensive lineman, was a four star star recruit coming 
out of high school in Louisiana. Warren played in 
three games and had three tackles a season ago. 

• DL Nelson Mbanasor: Mbanasor was a three star 
defensive lineman coming out of high school in 
Texas. He spent five seasons at Texas Tech before 
transferring. Last season, he had 11 tackles in nine 
games. 

Top Recruits:
• CB AJ Edwards: Edwards was rated as a three 

star defensive back per 247 Sports. His other FBS 
offers included Southern Miss and UTEP. Edwards 
previously played ball at Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community College.

• RB Josh Berry: Berry was a NJCAA All-America 
honorable mention in 2021 for Blinn College. 
He was rated as a three star running back by 247 
Sports. His other offers included South Alabama, 
Akron, UMass and Sam Houston State.

• OL David Hensley: Hensley was rated as a two star 
offensive lineman by 247 Sports. Texas State was his 
only FBS offer. Hensley played his high school ball 
at Birdville High School in North Richland Hills, 
Texas.

Key Departures:
• S Zion Childress: Childress played quarterback 

in high school, but was recruited as a defensive 
back by Texas State where he excelled. Last season, 
Childress accumulated 74 tackles, one interception 
and two forced fumbles.

• QB Brady McBride: McBride started the past two 
seasons at Texas State with moderate success. He 
has the ability to make big plays, but question-
able decision making got him in trouble at times. 
McBride passed for 3,520 career passing yards, 29 
touchdowns and 18 interceptions in his Texas State 
career.

• DL Caeveon Patton: Patton, before being signed 
as an undrafted free agent by the Indianapolis 
Colts, excelled at Texas State. Patton had 179 career 
tackles for the Bobcats.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Marcell Barbee: Barbee was named All-Sun 

Belt Third Team by PFF in 2021 and All-Sun Belt 
Third Team by the coaches in 2020. He’s accumu-
lated 15 touchdown receptions over the last two 
seasons.

• CB Jarron Morris: Morris only played in two 
games in 2021 due to injury. Morris was named 
All-Sun Belt Second Team by the coaches and 
media in 2020. Also, Morris was named All-Sun 
Belt Honorable Mention by the coaches and media 
in 2019. In 2020, Morris had 69 tackles and four 
interceptions. 

• RB Calvin Hill: In 2021, Hill started all 12 games 
and rushed for 714 yards at 5.6 yards per carry. In 
2020, Hill was named PFF All-Sun Belt Third-
Team, rushing for 528 yards at just over five yards 
per carry. Hill has eight rushing touchdowns over 
the last two seasons.
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Campus Facts
• Location: San Marcos, TX
• Enrollment: 38,077
• Founded: 1899
• Mascot: Boko the Bobcat

Stadium Facts
• Bobcat Stadium
• Capacity: 30,000
• Built: 1981

Football Facts
• Record: 522-486-25
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 14
• National Championships: 2

Projected Record: 1-11
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“It’s now or never for Coach Spavital. There needs to be results 
on the field otherwise, he could be fired. Texas State did pickup a 
good amount of transfers that will contribute this season. Layne 
Hatcher will likely start at quarterback. Calvin Hill and Lincoln 
Pare make for a solid running back room. Marcell Barbee is one 
of the top receivers in the conference. The offensive line does need 
to get better if they want to make a bowl game. On defense, the 
Bobcats need significant improvements. Nico Ezidore is a threat at 
defensive end. Sione Tupou leads a veteran linebacking unit. The 
secondary will be solid with Jarron Morris and DeJordan Mask. 
Texas State needs to keep getting better. A bowl game is not out of 
the question. If improvements don’t happen, Coach Spavital will 
be under a lot of pressure in 2023.”

Photo by Texas State AthleticsPhoto by Texas State Athletics

• Writtten by Joshua Grothues
             @SSN_TexasState
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DE Nico Ezidore

NT Gjemar Daniels

DT Myron Warren

OLB Jordan Revels

LB London Harris

LB Sione Tupou

CB Jarron Morris

CB Kordell Rodgers

FS Kevin Anderson

SS Tory Spears

NB DeJordan Mask

Projected Defense

K Seth Keller

P Seamus O’Kelly

KR Lincoln Pare

PR Rontavius Groves

Projected Special Teams

HC Jake Spavital

OC N/A

DC Zac Spavital

Coaching Staff

QB Layne Hatcher

RB Calvin Hill

WR Marcell Barbee

WR Javen Banks

WR Ashtyn Hawkins

TE Jackson Lanam

RT Richard West

RG Kyle Hergel

C Russell Baker

LG Evan Lovell

LT Dalton Cooper

Projected Offense 2021 wasn’t the year Bobcat nation hoped for, but it was a step in the right direction. Texas State fin-
ished the year 4-8. That was their best record since finishing 7-5 in 2014. For the second consecutive 
recruiting cycle, Texas State has taken a bold approach in recruiting. Per 247 Sports, the Bobcats 
signed only two players out of high school compared to eighteen transfers. While there is reason for 
optimism, fourth year head coach Jake Spavital has yet to produce a winning record. This could be a 
make or break year for Spavital.
OFFENSE: Texas State needs consistency from the quarterback 
position if they want to play in a bowl game in 2022. With for-
mer starting quarterback Brady McBride now gone, the Bobcats 
brought in former Arkansas State QB Layne Hatcher. Hatcher 
has passed for over 7,000 yards in his career and led Arkansas 
State to a bowl game. However, it’s not a foregone conclusion 
that Hatcher will start. He has competition from former NC 
State and Elite 11 QB Ty Evans who performed well in the 
spring game.

The running back group might be Texas State’s strongest 
group. Leading the way is sophomore Calvin Hill, who started 
all 12 games a season ago and rushed for a team high 714 yards 
and averaging 5.6 yards per carry. Also, junior Jahmyl Jeter is 
returning after leading Texas State with eight rushing touch-
downs a year ago. Moreover, Texas State brought in Arkansas 
State sophomore transfer Lincoln Pare. Pare played in all 12 
games last year as a freshman for Arkansas State and rushed for 
over 400 yards.

The wide receiver group will once again be spearheaded by 
senior Marcell Barbee, who has 15 receiving touchdowns over 
the last two seasons. Also, starting senior \Javen Banks returns. 
Banks caught 36 passes for 548 yards and five touchdowns a 
year ago. Look for sophomore Ashtyn Hawkins to become a full 
time starter. Hawkins played in 11 of 12 games and started the 
last two a year ago. Texas State also brought in junior Demar-
cus Gregory from South Florida via the transfer portal along 
with sophomore Charles Brown from Montana and freshman 
Ahmirr Robinson from Rutgers. 

The tight end position is up for grabs. The front runner 
is junior Jackson Lanam who started eight games last season. 
However, Texas State could use more production at the tight end 
position. Don’t be shocked if someone else emerges.

Offensive line has been the Achilles heel for Texas State for 
a very long time. Last season, they showed some life, anchored 
by All-Sun Belt sophomore Dalton Cooper and All-Sun Belt 
honorable mention junior Kyle Hergel. Senior Russell Baker, 
who started at right tackle last season, will likely move to center 
this season. Look for newcomers junior Evan Lovell, a transfer 
from Rhode Island, and senior Richard West, a transfer from 
Texas A&M-Commerce, to challenge for starting positions on 
the offensive line. 

• Writtten by Joshua Grothues
             @SSN_TexasState

SUMMARY: Head Coach Jake Spavital inherited a mess, but it’s now year four and Spavital has his 
guys in place. He’s spent the last two recruiting cycles recruiting players almost exclusively from the 
transfer portal. If he can’t get it done this year, it’s safe to say, he’ll be entering 2023 on the hot seat at 
the very least. If Layne Hatcher gets the pass protection he needs to be successful, the Bobcats have 
the talent at wide receiver and running back to make some noise on the offensive side of the ball. 
The defense will need key transfers up front Myron Warren, Nelson Mbanasor and Levi Bell to step 
up if the defense is to be adequate enough for Texas State to have its first winning season since 2014.

DEFENSE: Texas State’s defense was bad once again under Defensive Coordinator Zac Spavital. The 
Bobcats ranked 103rd in total defense, 101st in rushing defense and 98th in passing defense. On top 
of that, they lost their stud defensive back Zion Childress to Kentucky via the transfer portal and 
defensive lineman Caeveon Patton to the NFL. 

On the bright side, Texas State All-Sun Belt junior cornerback Jarron Morris returns after 
missing all but two games a season ago to injury. Joining him in the secondary will be junior nickel 
DeJordan Mask, who started 10 games last season, junior safety Kevin Anderson, who will see a 
increased role in part due to the departure of Zion Childress, junior safety Tory Spears, who had 38 
tackles a season ago, and senior corner Kordell Rodgers, who started eight games and led Texas State 
in pass breakups last season. Look for junior corner Chris Mills and newcomer sophomore corner 
AJ Edwards via Mississippi Gulf Coast to challenge Kordell Rodgers for a starting position.

The Texas State linebacker group will be led by seventh year senior Sione Tupou and junior Jor-
dan Revels. Last year, Tupou had 76 tackles, second highest on the team. Revels is moving to outside 
linebacker from the defensive end position where he was named All-Sun Belt Honorable Mention 
for his performance last season. Look for senior London Harris, sophomore Issiah Nixon and Loui-
siana Tech transfer sophomore Ben Bell to compete for a starting position as well.

Senior defensive end Nico Ezidore will lead the way up front for Texas State. Ezidore has 16 
tackles for loss over the past two seasons. However, most of those tackles for loss came in 2020 when 
Ezidore was named Third Team All-Sun Belt. The Bobcats will need him to step up in a big way 
with Caeveon Patton now in the NFL. Texas State hit the transfer portal to get him some help on the 
defensive line. Expect Texas transfer sophomore Myron Warren, Texas Tech transfer senior Nelson 
Mbanasor and Louisiana Tech transfer junior Levi Bell to compete for starting roles. Texas State also 
brings back senior Gjemar Daniels and junior Samuel Obiang.
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TROY TROJANS

9/3 at Ole Miss
9/10 vs Alabama A&M
9/17 at Appalachian State
9/24 vs Marshall
10/1 at Western Kentucky
10/8 vs Southern Miss
10/15 vs Texas State
10/20 at South Alabama
11/5 at Louisiana
11/12 vs Army
11/19 vs UL Monroe
11/26 at Arkansas State

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• TE Michael Vice: The 6’4” 252 pound Samford 

transfer was the second leading receiver last season 
for Samford with 44 catches, 518 yards and four 
touchdowns. He had four catches for 94 yards and 
one touchdown against Florida.

• OL Jeremiah Frazier: The 6’3” 305 pound Ten-
nessee State transfer started all 11 games at TSU 
and was named to the OVC Newcomer Team last 
year. He was instrumental in the Tigers gaining 
over 1,000 yards on the ground, converting 27 of 36 
red zone attempts and 53 third down conversions 
in 2021.

• WR RaJae Johnson: The 6’4” 215 pound UAB 
transfer started nine games for the Blazers in 2021 
and helped lead UAB to a 9-4 record, including a 
victory over BYU in the Independence Bowl. He 
was UAB’s third leading receiver with 23 catches, 
394 yards and one touchdown.

Top Recruits:
• QB Tucker Kilcrease: The 6’1” 186 pound three 

star recruit from Brantley High School in Brantley, 
Ala. helped led Brantley to a 12-1 overall record 
and the Alabama 1A-1 region title. He played in 
just six games as a pair of injuries derailed his 
senior season. He completed 44 out of 76 passes for 
838 yards, 10 touchdowns and one interception. 

• LB Blake Matthews: The 6’3” 200 pound three 
star recruit from Breman High School in Breman, 
Ga recorded 138 tackles, three pass break ups, two 
forced fumbles, one interception and one fumble 
recovery last season. Offensively, he totaled 1,450 
all purpose yards and 15 total touchdowns. 

• OL Matthew Johnson: The 6’5” 285 pound three 
star recruit from Marbury High School in Marbury, 
Ala was named one of the top 10 offensive lineman 
to watch entering 2021 by the Montgomery Adver-
tiser. He had 38 pancake blocks as a junior to earn 
all-metro and all-county honors.  

Key Departures:
• WR Luke Whittemore: The deep threat from last 

season has graduated. In 2021, he had 22 catches 
for 357 yards with an average of 16.2 yards per 
catch and one touchdown. For his career, he had 75 
catches, 1,163 yards and five touchdowns.

• C Dylan Bradshaw: He played in 55 games with 
35 starts in his college career. In 2020, he allowed 
one sack, zero hits, 10 hurries and 11 pressures in 
513 blocking situations. He was called for just one 
penalty in the 2021 season. 

• DT Elgin Griffin: Griffin played in 32 games and 
had 34 tackles with 18 being solo. He also had five 
tackles for losses for 32 yards and three sacks for 
30 yards. 

Key Returning Players:
• LB Carlton Martial: Martial has been one of the 

best defensive players in the Sun Belt over the last 
few years. He is a four time First Team All-Sun Belt. 
He is all over the field with 442 career tackles, ten 
sacks, 47 tackles for loss, five interceptions, 12 pass 
breakups, seven forced fumbles and two fumble 
recoveries.

• OT Austin Stidham: He took over the starting 
spot on the line in 2019 and earned Honorable 
Mention All-Sun Belt honors. He will settle in at 
left tackle. He’s now a two time First Team All-Sun 
Belt blocker.

• LB Javon Solomon: Solomon had 83 tackles, 12.5 
sacks, 24 tackles for loss, one interception, three 
pass breakups, two forced fumbles and two fumble 
recoveries in three seasons with Troy. He was a 
2020 Honorable Mention All-Sun Belt and 2021 
First Team All-Sun Belt.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Troy, AL
• Enrollment: 18,086
• Founded: 1887
• Mascot: T-Roy

Stadium Facts
• Veterans Memorial Stadium
• Capacity: 30,470
• Built: 1950

Football Facts
• Record: 554-424-28
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 21
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 4-8
Photo by Chip DillardPhoto by Chip Dillard

Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Sumrall is the new head coach at Troy. He is a great 
recruiter and should fit well at Troy. This year’s team returns QB 
Gunnar Watson and RB Kimani Vidal. Watson and Vidal will be 
the focal point of this offense. Tez Johnson is the go to receiver for 
Watson. The offensive line has room to improve. Defensively, the 
Trojans return one of the best linebackers in the nation in Carlton 
Martial. He is a tackling machine. Him and Javon Solomon are an 
elite duo at linebacker. The secondary for Troy should be good as 
well with Dell Pettus leading the way at safety. A name to watch on 
the defensive line is Will Choloh. Troy has talent, but it may take 
Coach Sumrall a few years to get rolling. This team is capable of 
making a bowl game.” 

Photo by Troy UniversityPhoto by Troy University

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_Troy
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DE Antonio Showers

DT Will Choloh

DT Luis Medina

DE Javon Solomon

LB KJ Robertson

LB Carlton Martial

CB Elijah Culp

CB Reddy Steward

S TJ Harris

S Dell Pettus

S Craig Slocum

Projected Defense

K Brooks Buce

P Luke Magliozzi

KR Markeis Colvin

PR Tez Johnson

Projected Special Teams

HC Jon Sumrall

OC Joe Craddock

DC Shiel Wood

Coaching Staff

QB Gunnar Watson

RB Kimani Vidal

WR Deshon Stoudemire

WR Tez Johnson

WR Jabre Barber

TE Deyunkrea Lewis

RT Grant Betts

RG Jake Andrews

C Logan Self

LG Deandre Butler

LT Austin Stidham

Projected Offense

There are several good teams in the Sun Belt this year, and there is no reason for Troy not to be in 
the mix. New Head Coach Jon Sumrall and his knowledge of Troy will be big for recruiting. Sumrall 
was an assistant for three years in the mid 2010s at Troy. On offense, Troy returns ten starters. Troy 
also has one of the most star-studded defenses in the Sun Belt with the league’s best pass rush. Now, 
Sumrall and his new staff have to get this team to a bowl game.

OFFENSE: Gunnar Watson is the frontrunner to be the 
starting quarterback entering the 2022 season after passing 
for 1,613 yards and eight touchdowns a year ago. Redshirt 
freshman Quayde Hawkins is also knocking on the door after 
a strong spring.

Kimani Vidal returns to pace the rushing attack after he 
ran for a team leading 701 yards and five scores last season. 
Vidal is a powerful runner who has a knack for gaining yards 
after contact, and he also doubles into a quality receiver. 
Jamontez Woods (240 yards and six touchdowns last season), 
veteran DK Billingsley, Charles Strong and redshirt freshman 
Jarris Williams will also vie for touches.

The shifty Tez Johnson headlines the receiving corps after 
he brought in 67 catches, 736 yards and four touchdowns last 
year. Deshon Stoudemire and Jabre Barber are leading candi-
dates for breakout seasons after finishing third and fourth on 
the team in receptions in 2021.

Sumrall wants the tight ends to be more involved in the 
offense. Deyunkrea Lewis and Samford transfer Michael Vice 
will get their chance to shine if that is the case.

Veterans Austin Stidham and Jake Andrews are the leaders 
on the offensive line that returns four starters, but needs to 
improve on their run blocking. Andrews has experience at 
center and could fill in the vacancy there.

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_Troy

SUMMARY: Good football teams begin with good play in the trenches and good quar-
terback play. If the Trojans get better at grinding yards out on the ground, it would only 
aid a salty defense that is loaded with athleticism, which could possibly lead to more 
wins.

DEFENSE: The tackling machine Carlton Martial headlines an athletic Troy defense that 
makes plays behind the line of scrimmage and can get to the quarterback. In 2021, the 
Trojans ranked 10th nationally in tackles for loss (90) and 12th in sacks per game (3.17).

Martial, an All-American, had 127 tackles, including 10 for loss, and two sacks while 
patrolling the heart of the Troy defense. Martial is flanked by KJ Robertson, who had 65 
tackles and tied for the team lead in interceptions with two. Jayden McDonald is also a 
key contributor.

On the defensive line, Troy is led by experienced and disruptive defensive tackle Will 
Choloh. Louis Medina, A.J. Pierce and Shakel Brown are key contributors on the line as 
well.

Hybrid end/outside linebackers Javon Solomon and Richard Jibunor are terrors 
of the edge and supply the bulk of the team’s pass rush from the bandit position. The 
pair combined for 27 tackles for loss and 19 sacks last season and were all-conference 
selections.

Junior Reddy Steward was an all-conference selection last season and is the team’s 
best corner. Elijah Cupp is not that far behind. Veterans TJ Harris and Dell Pettus are 
active playmakers at the safety positions. Markeis Colvin and Craig Slocum both had 
great springs and are in line for extended playing time this fall.
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UL MONROE WARHAWKS

9/3 at Texas
9/10 vs Nicholls State
9/17 at Alabama
9/24 vs Louisiana
10/1 at Arkansas State
10/8 vs Coastal Carolina
10/15 at South Alabama
10/22 at Army
11/5 vs Texas State
11/12 at Georgia State
11/19 at Troy
11/26 vs Southern Miss

2022 Schedule Preseason Rank: NR

Key Portal Acquisitions:
• C Zarian McGill: McGill was a two year starter for 

Jones Community College and earned all-confer-
ence recognition. His play in the spring put him on 
top of the depth chart going into the fall.

• WR Tyrone Howell: The Kansas State transfer 
played one season and had at least one catch in six 
games. He had seven receptions for 98 yards with 
an average of 14 yards per catch and will add much 
needed depth in the receiving core.

• CB Deuce Mayberry: The Kansas transfer played 
two seasons with the Jayhawks. He had 22 total 
tackles with 11 solo and 11 assisted. Mayberry also 
notched two fumble recoveries and three passes 
defended.

Top Recruits:
• OL Tellek Lockette: He was a three star recruit 

from St. Thomas Aquinas in Fort Lauderdale, FL. 
He was ranked among the nation’s top 10 centers 
by ESPN. He should bolster the offensive line in an 
increasingly tough conference.

• S Tristan Driggers: The three star recruit from 
Kilgore Junior College in Kilgore, TX was ranked 
among the nation’s top 10 junior college safeties, 
according to ESPN. He was a two-time All-So-
thwestern Junior College Football Conference 
honorable mention. He led team in tackles for loss 
and pass breakups last season. 

• DE Bralen Taylor: The three star recruit from But-
ler Community College in El Dorado, KS earned 
All-Conference honorable mention as a sopho-
more. He appeared in seven games in 2021 and 
produced 15 tackles and eight tackles for loss.

Key Departures:
• QB Rhett Rodriguez: The grad transfer from 

Arizona and son of former ULM Offensive Coor-
dinator Rich Rodriguez, attempted 137 passes for 
70 completions and 799 yards (5.8 yards per pass). 
He had a completion percentage of 51.1 with four 
touchdowns and three interceptions. He played in 
only seven games due to injury.

• C Garrett Hirsch: Hirsch started 12 games at 
center in 2021. He played in 10 games in 2020 with 
starts in the last four games at center. He ranks 
fourth on the team with 484 snaps.

Key Returning Players:
• WR Boogie Knight: The 5’10” 193 pound former 

Akron Zip stepped in and became an All-Sun Belt 
performer and the team’s leading receiver, catching 
45 passes for 588 yards and three touchdowns in 
2021.

• LB Zack Woodard: The 6’1” 237 pound linebacker 
had 89 tackles, 3.5 sacks, 9 tackles for loss, one 
interception, and three pass breakups last season.

• S Jabari Johnson: The 6’0” 200 pound safety has 
178 tackles, two interceptions, four pass breakups, 
one sack and four tackles for loss throughout his 
ULM career.

2021 Offensive Production 2021 Defensive Production
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Campus Facts
• Location: Monroe, LA
• Enrollment: 8,854
• Founded: 1931
• Mascot: Ace the Warhawk

Stadium Facts
• Malone Stadium
• Capacity: 27,617
• Built: 1978

Football Facts
• Record: 319-446-8
• Conference: Sun Belt
• Conference Championships: 5
• National Championships: 0

Projected Record: 2-10
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Brendan’s Take
• Writtten by Brendan Moore
             @bmoorecfb

“Coach Terry Bowden took over a rough situation. He did a good 
job last year as ULM won four games. The talent is not where it 
needs to be if ULM wants to compete for a conference title. It will 
probably be another tough season. Chandler Rogers will be the 
QB. His main target will be Boogie Knight at wideout. Knight will 
be the top skill player on this team. ULM returns three starters 
on the offensive line. The defense needs to get a lot better. Zack 
Woodard and Quae Drake are a solid linebacking duo. Caleb 
Thomas and Quincy Ledet Jr will man the defensive line. Jabari 
Johnson is a guy to watch for in the secondary. Overall, this team 
doesn’t have enough talent. If they get to four wins again this sea-
son, it might even be considered a success for Coach Bowden.”

Photo by ULM AthleticsPhoto by ULM Athletics

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_ULM
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DE Brandon Nettles

DT Caleb Thomas

DT Quincy Ledet Jr

DE Seth Mason

LB Carl Glass Jr

LB Zack Woodard

LB Quae Drake

CB Kevin Jones

CB Lu Tillery

S Jabari Johnson

S Tre Odom

Projected Defense

K Calum Sutherland

P Devyn McCormick

KR Boogie Knight

PR Boogie Knight

Projected Special Teams

HC Terry Bowden

OC Matt Kubik

DC Vic Koenning

Coaching Staff

QB Chandler Rogers

RB Andrew Henry

WR Zach Jackson

WR Will Derrick

WR Boogie Knight

TE Zach Rasmussen

RT Keydrell Lewis

RG Brennen Taunton

C Zarian McGill

LG Peyton Dunn

LT Victor Cutler

Projected Offense

There was a moment when the unthinkable was going to happen. No one was expecting anyone 
coming off an 0-10 season and not having a winning season since 2012, to have a sudden change. 
That was what happened. ULM looked like they were going bowling in Terry Bowden’s first season at 
the helm. The Warhawks finished 4-8 after starting 4-3. Now there are just enough veterans to make 
a push for reaching six wins, even though it may take something miraculous to happen against an 
even tougher schedule.

OFFENSE: With quarterback Rhett Rodriguez leaving the 
program after his father and offensive coordinator Rich Rodri-
guez took the head coaching position at Jacksonville State, the 
Warhawks could be looking at a two quarterback system with 
sophomore Chandler Rogers and junior Jiya Wright sharing 
the position. After starting six games when Rodriquez was 
hurt last season, Rogers passed for 1,311 yards, completed 
62.6 percent of his 179 attempts with only three interceptions 
against nine touchdowns thrown. Wright played in four games 
and completed half of his 20 attempts for 164 yards.

ULM is set at the running back position with the return 
of leading rusher Andrew Henry (485 yards). Malik Jackson 
entered the transfer portal briefly, but withdrew his name and 
figures to be a threat as a slot receiver as well.

Leading receiver Boogie Knight (45 catches, 588 yards, 3 
touchdowns) is back along with Jared Sparks (30 catches, 336 
yards), Zach Johnson (25 catches, 301 yards) and Jevin Frett 
(12 catches, 218 yards). Kansas State transfer Tyrone Howell 
looks to play a prominent role in the rotation at receiver as 
well.

On the frontline, left tackle Willie Tyler transferred to 
Rutgers, but the Warhawks still have three returning starters. 
Victor Cutler started at three different positions last year and 
enters fall camp in Tyler’s position. Keydrell Lewis (11 starts) 
and Peyton Dunn (10 starts) are also returning starters, and 
newcomer Zarian McGill impressed at center in spring camp.

• Writtten by Shane V.
             @SSN_ULM

SUMMARY: The Warhawks showed significant progress with four wins in Coach Bowden’s first 
season, following an 0-10 mark in Matt Viator’s final season in 2020. A new offensive and defensive 
coordinator for the third year in a row will continue to force more time consuming adjustments. 
This program has a bright future with Coach Bowden at the helm. There will be some rough patches 
this season, but improvement is vital. If this team can show some improvement throughout the year, 
it will set them up for big things in the future.

DEFENSE: The Warhawks ranked ninth among Sun Belt defenses in 2021, surrendering 33.5 points 
per game and 442.8 yards per game. Coach Terry Bowden brought in the well-traveled Vic Koen-
ning to take over the defense. Koenning’s stops in his long career have included Clemson, North 
Carolina, West Virginia amongst others. He intends to create more negative plays this season. Three 
of the top four tacklers return from 2021, led by linebackers Zack Woodard (89 stops including 3.5 
sacks) and Quae Drake (56 tackles).

Jabari Johnson is moving from boundary safety to the “Star” position, which is a hybrid safety/
linebacker. He will share that position with senior Jordyn Riley.

Nose guard Caleb Thomas and Quincy Ledet Jr. are returning starters up front. Thomas had 
27 tackles with 2.5 sacks and Ledet had 28 tackles with one sack. Seth Mason started five of his 11 
appearances, but coming out of spring ball, he is behind junior Anthony Campbell at defensive end.

Josh Newton is gone from this defensive backfield. He transferred to TCU in the Big 12. Some 
names to watch in this secondary include Kevin Jones, Lu Tillery, Jabari Johnson and Tre Odom. 
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2022 FCS Preview
2021 Recap

• National Champion: North Dakota State
• HBCU National Champion: South Carolina St
• Eddie Robinson Award Winner: Deion Sanders
• Walter Payton Award Winner: Eric Barriere
• Buck Buchanan Award Winner: Isaiah Land
• Jerry Rice Award Winner: Shedeur Sanders
• Big Sky Champion: Sacramento State
• Big South Champion: Kennesaw State
• CAA Champion: Villanova & James Madison
• Ivy League Champion: Dartmouth & Princeton
• MEAC Champion: South Carolina State
• MVFC Champion: North Dakota State
• NEC Champion: Sacred Heart
• OVC Champion: UT Martin
• Patriot League Champion: Holy Cross
• Pioneer Champion: Davidson & San Diego
• SoCon Champion: East Tennessee State
• Southland Champion: Incarnate Word
• SWAC Champion: Jackson State

The first full football season since the 
COVID-19 Pandemic gripped the United States 
did not disappoint. Many FCS teams that rewarded 
players an additional year of eligibility took full 
advantage. In all, there were 12 FCS over FBS wins, 
and even more close calls. The extra eligibility from 
the Pandemic should once again be a factor in 2022, 
allowing many teams to play at their best. 

The conclusion of the 2021 FCS season was 
capped with North Dakota State winning their 
ninth Championship in eleven years, South Caroli-
na State shocking the seemingly invincible Jackson 
State Tigers in the Celebration Bowl, the FCS going 
into full realignment mode and NIL deals trickling 
into the ranks of the FCS.

The 2022 season promises to be one of the best 
ever in the FCS, if the chaos of the offseason has 
anything to say about it. The effects of conference 
realignment and player transfers has made a large 
impact on the upcoming year. Look for more FCS 
over FBS upsets, non-traditional FCS powers to 
rise in the ranks and even a possible changing of 
the guard at who the next FCS National Champion 
could be.

The Conference Carousel Is In Full Swing
• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

Many FCS teams jumped on the Carousel and went on a ride to new 
conferences following the 2021 season. 

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

The Big South was the most heavily impacted conference 
from this round of conference realignment. The conference saw 
departures by Kennesaw State and North 
Alabama to the Atlantic Sun following the 
2021 season. Shortly after, Monmouth and 
Hampton announced their intentions to 
depart the Big South to the Colonial Athletic 
Association for the 2022 season. North 
Carolina A&T also announced they would 
be departing the Big South for the Colonial 
Athletic Association as well, beginning in the 
2023 season. The Big South made a move by 
inviting Bryant from the Northeast Conference to keep confer-
ence membership at six teams. Beginning in 2023, the Big South 
and Ohio Valley Conference announced 
they will begin a partnership to ensure the 
stability of both conferences. 

Other key changes in the FCS for the 
coming years are the departures of James 
Madison from the Colonial Athletic As-
sociation to the Sun Belt (FBS), as well as 
Jacksonville State and Sam Houston State. 
Jacksonville State will depart the Atlantic Sun 
in 2023 and join Conference USA and Sam 
Houston State will leave the Southland Conference in 2023 and 
also join Conference USA.

These may not be the last changes that happen in the FCS, as 

change is a constant at this level. FBS members Georgia South-
ern, Appalachian State, Coastal Carolina, Liberty, Georgia State, 

UMass, Texas State and Western Kentucky 
are teams that were all once FCS members.

Conference realignment has its positives 
and negatives. For a conference like the 
ASUN, adding teams that geographically 
make sense can positively impact the whole 
conference. It makes scheduling easier, cuts 
travel costs and allows the conference to 
expect years of growth. For a conference like 
the Big South, however, the burden is that 

much heavier in those areas. To protect its auto-bid to the FCS 
playoffs, the conference added Bryant University, a team that 

geographically does not fit in being from 
Rhode Island. Last year, they added Robert 
Morris out of Pennsylvania. The Conference 
also announced its plans to ally itself with 
the Ohio Valley Conference. While the move 
keeps the conference afloat, travel expendi-
tures stand to grow. With teams as far out as 
Missouri and Illinois, travel costs for a school 
like Charleston Southern will be astronom-
ical in a year they have to go to those states 

two to four times for away games. All in all, it is tough to call 
conference realignment all good or all bad. It truly depends on 
the conference in question.

Top FCS vs FBS Games
• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

Murray State at Ball State 9/17
Murray State is just the kind of team that can march into Ball 
State and come away with a win. Ball State is the kind of team to 
let an FCS team walk away with a win too. The Cardinals should 
definitely not overlook the racers when they come to town in 
September.

This matchup has upset written all over it. Arizona has struggled 
greatly the last couple years, so they are not safe versus the FCS. 
This is the kind of game that The Bison could come into and 
absolutely dominate the Wildcats from start to finish.

North Dakota State at Arizona 9/17

Last September, Big South member Charleston Southern came 
into Dowdy-Ficklen, and nearly escaped with a win. This year, 
fellow Big South member Campbell marches into Dowdy-Fick-
len with a strong core of players on both sides of the ball and 
they hauled in an FBS level recruiting class. The potential for an 
upset is there.

Another matchup that should have an upset alert attached to 
it is when the Stony Brook Seawolves come to play UMASS. 
UMASS is the kind of team that could easily drop  this game. 
Stony Brook is a solid FCS program and will go toe-to-toe with 
the Minutemen.

The Chattanooga Mocs are a good FCS football team and the 
Illinois Fighting Illini are an okay Big Ten team. This game does 
not necessarily stand out as an upset watch, but the Mocs are the 
kind of team to hang around and make it a good game.

An old rivalry is renewed on the first of October when The 
Citadel Bulldogs travel to play the Appalachian State Moun-
taineers. Hailing from the Southern Conference, The Citadel 
has frustrated a lot of FBS teams over the years, most recently 
beating Georgia Tech in 2019 and South Carolina in 2015. 
Appalachian State is a great program out of the Sun Belt, and 
while they should win this one, look for the Citadel to keep it 
interesting the majority of the game. Appalachian State is also a 
former member of the Southern Conference.

Campbell at East Carolina 9/17 Stony Brook at UMass 9/17

Chattanooga at Illinois 9/22 The Citadel at Appalachian State 10/1

SSN Preseason Top 10
1
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North Dakota State
Montana State
Montana
Sam Houston State
South Dakota State
Kennesaw State
Missouri State
Villanova
Sacramento State
Southern Illinois
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Conference Outlook
Kennesaw State QB Xavier Shepherd: Shepherd is the reign-
ing Big South Player of the Year. A guy who can literally do it all, 
Shepherd promises to be one of the most entertaining QBs in all 
the FCS in 2022. Shepherd is the key to Kennesaw State making a 
run at the FCS title this year.
Eastern Kentucky LB Matthew Jackson: A Phil Steele ASUN 
Defensive Player of the Year and first team selection, Jackson 
is back at it again in 2022. Expect him to put up big numbers in leading the Colonels’ 
defense this year. He posted 102 tackles in 2021.
Austin Peay WR Drae McCray: As a freshman, McCray hauled in 53 catches for 867 
yards and 8 touchdowns for the Governors in 2021. He led the team in receptions, yards 
and receiving touchdowns.

Top 3 Players Top 3 TeamsASUN
Kennesaw State is new to the Atlantic 
Sun this year and Jacksonville State is 
about to depart, but that should not 
distract from how good this game will 
be. Kennesaw State is 3-0 against the 
Gamecocks, but with them moving to 
the FBS at the conclusion of 2022, the 
Gamecocks will be looking to make one 
last run of the Atlantic Sun before they 
leave. This game has big conference title 
implications.

Montana State RB Isaiah Ifanse: Having rushed for 1,623 
yards and 10 touchdowns in 2021, Ifanse should be the preseason 
and postseason offensive player of the year for the Big Sky in 
2022. Ifanse is an instrumental player to the Bobcats and will be 
difficult to stop all season long. 
Montana LB Patrick O’Connell: He was a Big Sky Conference 
1st team selection in 2021. Posting 105 tackles, 22 tackles for loss 
and 14 sacks, O’Connell should be circled on the rest of the Big 
Sky’s priority list on who to watch out for. 
Sacramento State WR Pierre Williams: Pierre had a strong campaign in 2021. He was 
a Big Sky first team selection after hauling in 50 catches for 764 yards and 4 touchdowns. 
He will be a key part of the Hornets offense in 2022.

Top 3 Players
1. Montana State: The runner up in the FCS national cham-
pionship game looks to make a run once again in 2022. This is 
a team that is solid on both sides of the ball and should be able 
to make that run.
2. Sacramento State: The 2021 Big Sky champions look to 
repeat in 2022 and have the pieces necessary to do just that. 
Competition will be stiff though as the Big Sky has many 
capable teams who are looking to do the same.
3. Montana: The Grizzlies are one of the most consistent FCS 
teams and look poised to make a run in just about every sea-
son. They could just as easily make a run for the Big Sky title 
in 2022. Look for Montana to be a top team in the conference.

Top 3 TeamsBIG SKY
The defending Big Sky Champions host 
the Montana Grizzlies in a nation-
ally televised game on October 1st 
on ESPN2. Montana is an incredible 
football team in the FCS, but so is 
Sacramento State. Expect this game to 
have all the bells and whistles and for 
it to go a long way in deciding the Big 
Sky 2022 Conference Champion.

Campbell DL Brevin Allen: The reigning Big South Defensive 
Player of the Year is back for the Fighting Camels. Allen is a force 
to be reckoned with. In 2021, Allen posted 44 total tackles, 17.5 
tackles for loss and 9.5 sacks. Expect to see big numbers from 
Allen again this year.
Gardner-Webb RB Narii Gaither: Gaither is back for the Run-
nin’ Bulldogs in 2022. In 2021, Gaither was the catalyst for the 
offense, rushing for 977 yards and 7 touchdowns. He also caught 
43 passes for 375 yards and had 5 touchdowns to go along with it. He is a dynamic player. 
Charleston Southern LB Garrett Sayegh: Garrett was an All-Conference 1st team 
selection following the 2021 season. He posted 96 total tackles, 9.0 tackles for Loss, 2.0 
sacks, 2 interceptions and 3 forced fumbles. Sayegh should lead a stout CSU defense.

Top 3 Players
1. Campbell: The Camels return a great core of players on 
both sides of the ball in 2022 and just hauled in the number 
one recruiting class in the FCS. They will be in the running for 
a first place finish in 2022. 
2. North Carolina A&T: The Aggies return a stout defensive 
unit in 2022, but have several holes to fill on offense. There is 
no doubt that they have the players there, it is only a matter of 
finding out who. 
3. Charleston Southern: The Buccaneers have a stout de-
fense in 2022. This defense will play a pivotal role in how suc-
cessful the Buccaneers are this season. They have some holes 
to fill on offense, but they do return a lot of valuable pieces.

Top 3 TeamsBIG SOUTH
Charleston Southern and Campbell 
both have the opportunity to grab 
control of the conference early in con-
ference play. The Big South Champion 
gets an automatic bid to the FCS. The 
conference feels wide open in 2022 
with the departures of Kennesaw State 
and Monmouth, but look for these two 
teams to be sitting at or near the top at 
the conclusion of the season.

Stony Brook RB Ty’son Lawton: Lawton was a power house for 
Stony Brook in 2021. Last season saw him go off for 216 carries, 
1,088 yards, and 10 touchdowns. He will drive the Stony Brook 
offense once again this season and put up some big numbers.
Monmouth QB Tony Muskett: Muskett hit the ground running 
from his first ever collegiate game. He is a strong-armed QB. Ex-
pect him to drive the Monmouth offense en route to a potential 
playoff bid. In 2021, he completed 65% of his passes for 2,651 
yards, 25 touchdowns and just 6 interceptions.
Elon DB Cole Coleman: Coleman was a lock down corner for the Phoenix in 2021. He is 
back again this year after posting 71 tackles. He was an all-conference 1st team selection 
and should prove exactly why again this season.

Top 3 Players
1. Villanova: Villanova is the defending 2021 CAA Cham-
pions and are looking to repeat in 2022. Anticipate a strong 
showing from the Wildcats in their efforts to do just that.
2. Monmouth: Monmouth is a newcomer to the CAA in 
2022, but will be gunning for the title. They should be in the 
conversation as a permanent threat in the conference and 
fellow conference members would be unwise to overlook 
them in any way.
3. Rhode Island: Rhode Island will be a threat to aim for 
a title in 2022. They did not fare well against Villanova last 
year and will be looking for redemption in 2022. Do not be 
surprised to see them in the mix this season.

Top 3 TeamsCAA
This will be the premiere game in the 
Colonial Athletic Association in 2022. 
Defending CAA Champion Villanova 
plays host to former Big South Power 
Monmouth in an early season con-
ference tilt. Expect this game to have 
a long term impact on who wins the 
CAA in 2022 and carries with it heavy 
playoff implications.

Dartmouth QB Nick Howard: Howard has an impressive 
ability as a QB. Howard rushed 125 times for 787 yards and 15 
touchdowns in 2021. He completed 11 of 18 passes for 126 yards 
last year as well. He was heavily used in the run-heavy offense of 
the Big Green last season and figures to factor in again this year.
Harvard RB Aaron Shampklin: After carrying the ball 148 
times last year for 835 yards and 11 touchdowns, Shampklin 
earned 1st team all-conference honors for the Pilgrims. He 
returns in 2022 expecting to put up big numbers in 2022.
Cornell LB Jake Stebbins: A 1st team all-conference selection in 2021, Stebbins returns 
in 2022 looking to build on his success. Last year, he posted 96 tackles, 10 tackles for loss, 
3 sacks and a forced fumble.

Top 3 Players
1. Princeton: Princeton continues to be one of the top teams 
of the Ivy League. They should find plenty of success in 2022.
2. Dartmouth: Dartmouth is a competitive team and turned 
in a 9-1 campaign in 2021. Look for them to finish in similar 
fashion in 2022.
3. Harvard: Harvard had a solid year in 2021 and is eyeing a 
shot at an Ivy League title. They should be expected to be in 
the mix for the title this year as well.

Top 3 TeamsIVY LEAGUE
One of the oldest rivalries in college 
football, dating all the way back to 
1873, should once again be a great one 
for the Ivy League. Last season saw 
Princeton take a 35-20 decision as they 
continue to climb as a formidable FCS 
level foe. Look for plenty of excitement 
in this one.

1. Kennesaw State: KSU is new to the ASUN this year, but 
will be in immediate contention for the ASUN title and an 
FCS playoff bid. The Owls are stout on both sides of the ball 
and can move the ball at will. The defense will give heavy 
opposition to nearly every offense it faces in 2022.
2. Jacksonville State: They had flashes in 2021, even knock-
ing off Florida State. The Gamecocks fell short of expectations, 
but expect them to rebound greatly in their last season of FCS 
play. They return a balanced offense and defense.
3. Eastern Kentucky: Eastern Kentucky should once again 
have a productive season in 2022. They return a core of play-
ers on both sides of the ball.

Best Game: Kenn St at J’Ville St 10/1
Photo by KSU AthleticsPhoto by KSU Athletics

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

Best Game: Montana at Sac St 10/1

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

Photo by Richie MelbyPhoto by Richie Melby
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Best Game: CSU at Campbell10/8

Photo by APPhoto by AP

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

Best Game: Monmouth at Nova 9/24

Photo by Villanova AthleticsPhoto by Villanova Athletics

Best Game: Yale at Princeton 11/12

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo
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South Carolina State LB BJ Davis: Davis returns in 2022 after 
posting 76 tackles, 8.5 tackles for loss, 2.0 sacks, 5 pass break ups 
and 2 forced fumbles in 2021. He is a great linebacker and looks 
to lead the bulldogs to success this season.
Norfolk State QB Juwan Carter: Carter, a 1st team all-confer-
ence selection for the MEAC, completed 61% of his passes last 
year for 2,511 yards, 21 touchdowns and just 5 interceptions. He 
also showed his versatility as a scrambler. Look for him to lead 
the Spartans this season.
North Carolina Central LB Noah Rainbow-Douglas: Rainbow-Douglas was an abso-
lute unit for the Eagles in 2021. He was a 1st team all-conference selection after posting 
88 tackles, 8 tackles for loss, 2 sacks and a forced fumble. He should be a force again.

Top 3 Players
1. South Carolina State: The Bulldogs won the MEAC and 
the Celebration bowl in 2021. They are the team to beat until 
proven otherwise. They should be pretty successful in 2022.
2. North Carolina Central: The Eagles finished in second 
place in the MEAC right behind South Carolina State last 
year. They should once again be competitive as they seek the 
conference title.
3. Norfolk State: The Spartans stayed competitive enough 
last year to finish with a 6-5 record. They have some pieces 
back next year to potentially finish in the top half of the 
conference.

Top 3 TeamsMEAC
The Eagles finished second last year 
in the MEAC, with their only loss in 
conference play coming to the South 
Carolina State Bulldogs. This game has 
revenge written all over it. It will also 
likely decide who wins the MEAC in 
2022.

Missouri State QB Jason Shelley: The MVFC offensive player 
of the year is back for the Bears again in 2022. In 2021, he 
completed 59% of his passes for 3,088 yards, 20 touchdowns and 
just 6 interceptions. He also rushed for 398 yards and 10 touch-
downs. He should post big numbers again this year.
Youngstown State RB Jaleel McLaughlin: The all-conference 
first team selection returns in 2022 after posting 291 carries for 
1,714 yards and 16 touchdowns last season. He also caught 18 
passes for 171 yards for the Penguins. He will be a catalyst for the offense this year.
North Dakota State OL Cody Mauch: Mauch was an all-conference first team selection 
in 2021. He has excellent size at 6’6”, 303 pounds. Mauch is likely a 2023 NFL Draft pick 
but will be instrumental to the Bison offense in the meantime in 2022.

Top 3 Players
1. North Dakota State: The defending national champions 
look primed to once again make a run in 2022. They are 
the best team in the FCS, until proven otherwise. They play 
Pac-12 member Arizona this year too, in a game that screams 
upset alert.
2. South Dakota State: Following closely behind the Bison 
are the South Dakota State Jackrabbits. This is another formi-
dable FCS team. Look for them to give the Bison all they can 
handle when the two teams meet on October 15th.
3. Missouri State: Missouri State finished 2nd in the confer-
ence last year, right behind the Bison. They return offensive 
player of the year, QB Jason Shelley, as well as other pieces.

Top 3 TeamsMISSOURI VALLEY

Who did not see this pick coming? This 
matchup has been the standard of the 
Missouri Valley Football Conference 
for many years. It will likely continue to 
be the standard for years to come. It has 
been a great rivalry game for several 
years.

Saint Francis PA DL Donnell Brown: Brown put up big 
numbers in 2021 for just being a freshman. He posted 46 tackles, 
8 tackles for loss, 5 sacks and had 6 Quarterback hurries. He 
should take a big leap in his production in 2022.
Duquesne QB Darius Perrantes: As a freshman in 2021, 
Perrantes completed 60% of his passes, for 1,620 yards, 17 touch-
downs and 7 interceptions. He also had 2 rushing scores. He is 
back to lead the Dukes in 2022.
Sacred Heart LB Deandre Byrd: Byrd produced solid numbers in 2021. He posted 59 
tackles, 4 tackles for loss, 0.5 sacks and an interception. Look for him to be productive in 
2022 and lead the Sacred Heart defense.

Top 3 Players
1. Sacred Heart: As the defending conference champions, 
Sacred Heart was an easy pick for the number one team in the 
NEC. They are the favorite to repeat as conference champions 
in 2022.
2. Duquesne: Duquesne is a consistent FCS team and is 
always a threat to win the conference, having won the title 
a couple of times in recent memory. They should be in the 
running again this year.
3. Saint Francis PA: Saint Francis should be competitive in 
the NEC in 2022. They gave Sacred Heart a huge scare last 
November, where they nearly won. SHU won that game 14-13 
in a defensive battle. SFU will have a chip on their shoulder.

Top 3 TeamsNEC
Sacred Heart is the defending confer-
ence champion and Duquesne finished 
in second last year. Both of the teams 
will be looking to win that conference 
crown and earn their bid to the FCS 
Playoffs. This game has big time impli-
cations in the conference title race.

Southeast Missouri RB Geno Hess: Hess, a 1st team all-con-
ference selection, returns in 2022 looking to make a huge impact 
for his team. He rushed 203 times last year for 1,116 yards and 
14 touchdowns.
Murray State WR LaMartez Brooks: Brooks looks poised 
to have a breakout year for the Racers this fall. He was a solid 
performer for the team last year, catching 33 passes for 447 yards 
and a touchdown
UT Martin S Deven Sims: Sims played to an exceptional level in 2021, posting 80 tack-
les, 5.5 tackles for loss and 1 interception. The 1st team All-Conference selection returns 
in 2022 looking to have a big year.

Top 3 Players
1. UT Martin: UT Martin was the OVC champion in 2021. 
Having the majority of their impact players back, the Sky-
hawks should be in the running for the conference title again.
2. Murray State: Murray State are now in their final season 
with the Ohio Valley Conference. They will begin competing 
in the Missouri Valley Football Conference in 2023. Expect 
them to make one last run at the OVC before they go.
3. Southeast Missouri: Southeast Missouri is a program 
looking to step up in the OVC. After handing UT Martin their 
only conference loss a season ago, one would expect them to 
build off that momentum in 2022.

Top 3 TeamsOVC
Like most FCS Conferences, the OVC 
Champion earns an automatic bid 
to the FCS Playoffs. UT-Martin at 
Murray State should go a long way in 
deciding who gets that bid. The OVC is 
a competitive conference though, but 
this game looks to be one of the best 
matchups in this conference in 2022.

Fordham QB Tim Demorat: The Patriot League Offensive Play-
er of the Year returns for the Rams in 2022 after completing 60% 
of his passes, for 3,214 yards, 31 touchdowns and 9 interceptions 
in 2021. He should once again have a productive year.
Holy Cross LB Jacob Dobbs: Dobbs was the Patriot League 
Defensive Player of the Year after putting up some monster sta-
tistics. 2021 saw him post 112 tackles, 15 tackles for loss, 8 sacks 
and 3 pass breakups.
Colgate QB Michael Brescia: The Patriot League Rookie of the Year also returns in 
what promises to be an exciting season for the Raiders. As a freshman, Brescia completed 
50 of 88 passes for 2 touchdowns and 3 interceptions. He also rushed 114 times for 634 
yards and 9 touchdowns. Brescia should be leading the Raiders to more success in 2022.

Top 3 Players
1. Holy Cross: After going 6-0 in conference play and 1-1 in 
the playoffs last year, Holy Cross looks to aim even higher this 
year. They easily dispatched the next best team in the Patriot 
League last year, beating the Colgate Raiders 42-10.
2. Colgate: Colgate missed out on the Patriot League’s auto-
matic playoff bid last year, and going 5-6 kept them out of a 
potential at-large bid as well. They will be hungry for success 
this year in what is shaping up to be a better team for them.
3. Fordham: Fordham returns the Patriot Leagues top Quar-
terback in 2022 in a year that should see them take a big step 
forward. The Rams could definitely be a contender for the title 
this season.

Top 3 TeamsPATRIOT LEAGUE
Holy Cross went undefeated in 2021 
on their way to winning the Patriot 
League. They then proceeded to win 
their first round FCS Playoff game 
against Sacred Heart. Colgate finished 
2nd last year, losing badly to Holy 
Cross, missing out on a playoff bid. 
Look for fireworks to fly in this match-
up which sees Colgate playing host in 
late September

Conference Outlook
Best Game: NCCU at SC State 10/22

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo
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Best Game: SDSU at NDSU 10/15
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Best Game: SHU at Duquesne 11/5
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Best Game: UTM at Murray St 10/8
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Best Game: H Cross at Colgate 9/24
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Dayton RB Jake Chisholm: Jake Chisholm returns for a final 
year as a graduate student a year after finishing 2nd in the FCS 
in all purpose yards per game with 163.9. Chisholm is the work 
horse for this offense and does not look ready to slow down.
Davidson DL Jonathan Hammond: Hammond led the confer-
ence in tackles for loss in 2021 and was part of the all-conference 
team. If Hammond and the Wildcat defense can slow down 
opponents, then the offense will find a way to win games.
San Diego WR Vance Jefferson: Vance Jefferson looks to build off a more than promis-
ing freshman season for the Toreros. The talent is clearly there and he has a good chance 
to take over in the Pioneer League, where the first team all conference talent ahead of 
him has graduated or transferred.

Top 3 Players
1. Davidson: Reigning Pioneer League Champion Davidson 
looks to repeat in 2022. They are one of the most complete 
non-scholarship football teams and are 16-5 in conference 
play since 2019.
2. San Diego: San Diego is a great Pioneer league team. They 
struggle out of conference though, like other Pioneer league 
schools. However, they should be in the conference race and 
have the potential to come out on top.
3. Morehead State: Morehead State is another team looking 
to be a threat in the Pioneer League this fall. They are a quality 
team for the non-scholarship conference, so they will likely 
finish somewhere in the top 3.

Top 3 TeamsPIONEER LEAGUE

With the Pioneer League home to 
schools all across the map there are 
very few geographical rivalries. The 
game to look forward to for 2022 is 
Davidson at San Diego on November 
12th. The top two teams from 2021 
square off in the second to last week of 
the regular season this year.

Chattanooga OL McClendon Curtis: Curtis is a hometown 
guy coming back for his extra COVID year to hold down the 
Mocs in the trenches. At 6’7” 340 lbs, Curtis could end up fol-
lowing Cole Strange as a NFL draft pick.
VMI LB Stone Snyder: Stone Snyder comes into the 2022 sea-
son claiming the other half of the prior year’s SoCon Defensive 
Player of the year award. One of the nation’s top linebackers 
accumulated 120 total tackles with 11 being for loss.
Chattanooga DT Devonnsha Maxwell: The 3 time All-SoCon, 2 time All-American, 
and 2021 Co-SoCon Defensive Player of the Year Devonnsha Maxwell is at the top of 
the list for defensive players in the FCS. In 11 games, Maxwell totalled 12 sacks and 15.5 
tackles for loss. 

Top 3 Players
1. East Tennessee State: It is simple, to win the SoCon, you 
will more than likely have to beat the reigning champions. A 
main core returns, but with a new head coach and missing 
their All-American Running Back Quay Holmes the Bucs will 
have to fight the entire way to repeat. 
2. Chattanooga: This team is hungry and home to one of the 
best defensive units in the entire FCS. Last season the Mocs 
went 5-3 in conference, only losing by a total of 10 points. If 
the offense can heat up, this team is a potential monster. 
3. Mercer: Mercer is another SoCon team on the precipice of 
something special. After going 6-2 in the fall, the bears return 
a bulk of their impact players.  

Top 3 TeamsSOCON
While The Citadel at VMI in a season 
closing 77th edition of the Military 
Classic of the South would be a good 
pick, the game to watch will be the 
Chattanooga Mocs at East Tennessee 
State. This could very well be the decid-
ing game for the SoCon Automatic Bid 
as a buzzy sleeper pick in Chattanooga 
heads to the defending champions 
house on October 1st. 

Southeastern Louisiana DB Zy Alexander: Zy Alexander took 
home numerous awards and honors last season including first 
team All-Southland and second team FCS All-American. The tall 
defensive back was a turnover machine snagging 6 interceptions 
in 2021.
Incarnate Word WR Taylor Grimes: Taylor Grimes stats in 
2021 speak for themselves. 87 receptions for 1,145 yards and 
16 touchdowns is as good as you can hope for out of any wide 
receiver. 
Nicholls State RB Collin Guggenheim: In 2021, Guggenheim finished in 9th in Jerry 
Rice Award voting, which is given to the best freshman in the FCS. He is a tough grind it 
out guy who ended the season with 5 straight 100 yard rushing performances. 

Top 3 Players
1. Incarnate Word: The reigning champs of the Southland are 
primed for another strong season in 2022. Returning players 
like G.J. Kinne and Kelechi Anyalebchi give Incarnate Word a 
nucleus on both sides of the ball to work with. 
2. Southeastern Louisiana: Southeastern Louisiana has the 
best chance to knock off Incarnate Word from the top in 2022. 
The Lions come into 2022 with a strong defensive unit more 
than capable of defending Strawberry Hill.
3. Nicholls State: This team last year won the games it was 
supposed and split the series with Southeastern, but lost when 
it mattered twice to Incarnate Word. The Colonels will not roll 
over for anyone and pose the biggest threat to the top 2.

Top 3 TeamsSOUTHLAND
The best Southland Conference game 
of the year will be on November 17th 
as Southeastern Louisiana goes to 
Thibodaux to face Nicholls in the River 
Bell Classic. Two of the best teams in 
the conference will be facing off in a 
season finale where offense will be at 
the forefront.  

Florida A&M LB Isaiah Land: The SWAC Defensive Player of 
the Year returns in 2022 looking to finish where he left off last 
season. 2021 saw Land post 43 tackles, 25.5 tackles for loss, 19 
sacks and 3 forced fumbles. He is easily one of the best lineback-
ers in the FCS this year.
Southern DL Jason Dumas: Dumas transferred to Southern for 
2022 after playing at Prairie View A&M. The first team all-con-
ference selection had 38 tackles last season, 17.5 tackles for loss 
and 8.5 sacks. He should make an immediate impact for Southern’s defensive front.
Jackson State LB Aubrey Miller Jr: Miller is back for the Tigers in 2022 and will be an 
impact player for the defense. In 2021, Miller racked up 109 tackles, 11.5 tackles for loss 
and 6.5 sacks. Miller is versatile and has the ability to disrupt an offense’s game plan.

Top 3 Players
1. Jackson State: Jackson State, under the leadership of De-
ion Sanders, has taken leaps and bounds over the last couple 
seasons. The Tigers have always been a consistent and decent 
team, but Sanders has attracted a lot of attention to the Tigers 
from the rest of the football world. 
2. Florida A&M: The Rattlers are a regular contender in the 
SWAC. They accepted an invitation to the FCS Playoffs last 
season, so that could be a potential option for them if they 
don’t win the conference.
3. Alabama A&M: Alabama A&M is another great team. They 
have garnered more attention over the past couple of seasons 
and have recruited well. They will take a big step forward.

Top 3 TeamsSWAC
Talk about starting off the season with 
a bang. The Rattlers travel to Jackson 
State in one of the SWAC’s premiere 
matchups. This is an incredibly early 
season matchup, but expect this one to 
carry the weight of the SWAC with it 
throughout the rest of the season.

Stephen F Austin WR Xavier Gipson: The WAC Offensive 
Player of the Year selection returns for the Lumberjacks in 
2022 after hauling in 75 catches in 2021 for 1,377 yards and 14 
touchdowns. He will be instrumental in the Lumberjacks offense 
this year.
Sam Houston State LB Trevor Williams: Williams had a very 
productive season last year, turning in 78 tackles, 5.5 tackles for 
loss, 1 sack, 1 forced fumble and 1 interception. He should be 
ready to put up big numbers again this year.
Sam Houston State WR Ife Adeyi: Adeyi returns for the Bearkats again in 2022, after 
hauling in 54 passes for 742 yards and 10 touchdowns in 2021. Expect him to put in great 
work for the Bearkats last season in the FCS.

Top 3 Players
1. Sam Houston State: Sam Houston State is the reigning 
WAC champion and has one more year to take that honor 
with them before they head to the FBS. The Bearkats are the 
team to beat and will be tested by several good programs in 
the conference.
2. Stephen F Austin: The Lumberjacks are looking to assume 
the mantle of being the standard in the WAC. They are a great 
football team and will be fighting for the WAC crown in 2022.
3. Abilene Christian: Abilene Christian feels like they could 
be one of those teams this year. 2021 saw them go just 5-6, but 
this year feels different. They may not win the WAC Champi-
onship title, but they could certainly finish here in the top 3.

Top 3 TeamsWAC
Sam Houston State gets one more 
opportunity to take it all home this 
year before they depart for the FBS. 
They have many holes to fill on both 
sides of the ball and the Lumberjacks 
of Stephen F. Austin will be looking to 
exploit that when they come to town 
in October. Look for this to be one 
exciting matchup in the WAC.

Conference Outlook
Best Game: Davidson at SD 11/12

• Writtten by Colton Copeland
             @SSN_Campbell
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• Writtten by Colton Copeland
             @SSN_Campbell

Best Game: UTC at ETSU 10/1

Photo by Derek DanielPhoto by Derek Daniel

• Writtten by Colton Copeland
             @SSN_Campbell

Best Game: SELA at Nicholls 11/17

Photo by Bart MillerPhoto by Bart Miller

Best Game: FAMU at Jackson St 9/4

• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo
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• Writtten by Cade Gallagher
             @SSNCharlestonSo

Best Game: SFA at SHSU 10/1
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Playoff Predictions

Call it crazy, but Kennesaw State looks to be 
one of the most complete teams in the FCS 
this year. This is the kind of team that can 
go toe-to-toe with a team like North Dakota 
State and win it all. Quarterback Xavier 
Shepherd is a do it all guy that has the poise 
and the skill set to lead this deeply talented 
team. It could be a stretch, but this team 
looks ready to make a deep run into the 
playoffs and beyond.

The Jackrabbits have been knocking on the door 
for years and this is finally the year they get it done. 
Running back Isaiah Davis returns after missing 
last season to injury and compliments an already 
solid core of returners. This team faces a gauntlet 
of a regular season with away trips to Iowa, North 
Dakota State, North Dakota and Northern Iowa 
on the schedule. By the time the playoffs start, this 
team will be battle tested and will fear nobody.  

1. North Dakota State

8. Holy Cross

5. Kennesaw State

4. Sacramento State

2. Montana State

7. Monmouth

6. East Tennessee State

3. South Dakota State

Stephen F Austin

Sacred Heart

Incarnate Word

Davidson

Missouri State

Charleston Southern

Northern Iowa

UC Davis

Southern Illinois

Villanova

South Dakota

Montana

Chattanooga

Eastern Washington

Campbell

UT Martin

Cade’s Champion:

Kennesaw State

Photo by Daniel VarnadoPhoto by Daniel Varnado

Colton’s Champion:

South Dakota State

Photo by Dave EggenPhoto by Dave Eggen
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DIVISION 2 PREVIEW
Bobby’s Top 25

1. Ferris State
2. Valdosta State
3. Colo. Sch. of Mines
4. Grand Valley State
5. NW Missouri State
6. Shepard
7. West Florida
8. Angelo State
9. Notre Dame (OH)
10. Ouachita Baptist
11. Lenoir-Rhyne
12. West Georgia
13. Bowie State
14. Western Colorado
15. Harding
16. Nebraska-Kearney
17. California (PA)
18. New Haven
19. Albany State (GA)
20. Augustana
21. Indiana (PA)
22. Washburn
23. Bemidji State
24. Newberry
25. Findlay

Dominance Through D2
The dominance shown by Ferris State 

during the 2021 season is something that 
has not been seen in Division II football 
for quite some time. They only had a 
couple games where they were even tested 
and ran away with the national champi-
onship against Valdosta State 58-17. What 
can they do for an encore? They could run 
it right back and do it all over again. Ferris 
split quarterback reps last season because 
they were usually winning by so much. 
Mylik Mitchell returns after throwing 
for 1,321 yards and 12 touchdowns. The 
offense will look a bit different without do 
everything QB Jared Bernhardt, but the 
offense will continue to thrive. The de-
fense only surrendered an average of 276 
yards per game and has a lot back as well. 

Colorado Mesa’s Tremaine Jackson 
takes over as the new head coach at Val-
dosta State, but they return arguably the 
most electric player in Division II football 
in QB Ivory Durham. Durham passed for 
3,425 yards and 32 touchdowns and ran 
for 1,070 yards and 13 touchdowns. He 
is one of the front runners for the Harlon 
Hill Award or the Division II Heisman. 
They host West Florida on November 5th 
in one of the better games of the Division 
II season. 

Colorado School of the Mines is 
coming off a historic semifinals run in the 
playoffs, and they return 16 starters, in-
cluding QB John Matocha and RB Michael 
Zeman. The Rocky Mountain Athletic 
Conference may be the best Division II 

football conference and the Orediggers 
open up play on Thursday, September 
1st at perennial Division II power Grand 
Valley State.

Grand Valley State University is one 
of the big names you think of when you 
think of Division II football. The Lakers 
history is second to none. They have 
18 starters back, including one of the 
toughest front sevens in all of Division 

II football. The thing holding back the 
Lakers of late is the ever coveted An-
chor-Bone Trophy in the battle against foe 
Ferris State. The two programs are only 
separated by 71 miles.

Northwest Missouri State is home to 
one of the greatest athletic programs in 
Division II. The football program’s history 
rivals only GVSU historically. The Bear-
cats like to call themselves “The Standard” 
when it comes to Division II football and 
it is not a false claim. They lose some big 

time players but nothing is more certain 
in Division II football then the Northwest 
Missouri State Bearcats making a playoff 
run.

Shepherd returns the reigning Harlon 
Hill Trophy winner in QB Tyson Bagent. 
He threw for an astounding 5,000 yards 
last season and 53 touchdowns. With 
much of the offense back, there is no 
reason why Bagent cannot win the award 
again.

The 2019 national champs, West 
Florida, have become a top 10 mainstay in 
Division II football. They lost QB Austin 
Reed to FBS Western Kentucky, but head 
coach Pete Shimmick always fields one 
of the most athletic and deep rosters in 
Division II football. 

Angelo State is another team seeking a 
repeat trip to the playoffs. With QB Zach 
Bronkhorst and RB’s Nathaniel Omayebu 
III and Alfred Grear returning, this of-
fense will be able to set the tone in almost 
every game. 

Notre Dame (OH) has a new head 
coach in Garrett Mack, but returning QB 
Chris Brimm will lead the charge for this 
fast, physical and aggressive offense. Look 
for points in bunches from the Falcons.

Ouachita Baptist rounds out the top 10 
and has ten offensive starters returning, 
including RB TJ Cole. This could finally 
be the year the Tigers take down Harding 
in the GAC. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @TNTCollegeFoot1

Tre’s Top Games
1. Ferris State at Grand Valley 
State 10/15
2. Northwest Missouri State at 
Nebraska-Kearney 10/29
3. Colorado School of Mines at 
Angelo State 9/10
4. Harding at Ouachita Baptist 
9/24
5. New Haven at Bowie State 
9/3

Top Games Preview • Writtten by Trestyn Mayberry
             @SSN_CollegeFB

Ferris State at Grand Valley State: Arguably the biggest matchup in the D2 football landscape next season, The Battle for the An-
chor-Bone Trophy is ready to bring all the hype this season. After meeting for the last time last season in the 2nd round of the playoffs, The 
Bulldogs got the better of GVSU and went on to take home the D2 championship. This season both teams got even better and look to be 
some of the best teams in D2 football this season. A matchup like this is one you’ll not want to miss and it’ll likely be for the GLIAC regular 
season title.

Northwest Missouri State at Nebraska-Kearney: After a blowout last year from Northwest Missouri State, Kearney looks to get another 
upset win this season like they did in 2020. With NW Missouri State already projected to be a top team this season, they know they have 
a team to possibly compete for a title. On the other hand this is an experienced Nebraska-Kearney squad who feels they can give any team 
they go up against a run for their money. This will be one of the most intriguing matchups for this season.

Colorado School of Mines at Angelo State: One of the best matchups of the season was with these two teams as Colorado School of 
Mines barely edged out a win against Angelo State. This year is a different story though with Colorado School of Mines projected as the 
third best team in the nation because they are returning a lot of key players. Angelo State is not a team to shy away from as they are project-
ed eighth and are hungry for revenge and a conference title. This matchup will be heated if not just as good as the year’s prior game.

Harding at Ouachita Baptist: With an early matchup last season, Harding took a big win last season and took a big leap after this game. 
Ouachita Baptist looks to turn the tide this season as they have brought together a top team and look to upset a very good Harding squad. 
For Harding, this game is big to set in stone their place and how good they are. Be ready to see another high scoring game with this one.

New Haven at Bowie State: One of the best games early on last season was when these two teams battled it out, but Bowie State prevailed 
late in the game. New Haven brought in some really good talent this season, so with them being a young team, expect something big from 
this squad. For Bowie State they are ready to continue their winning ways and to once again take down New Haven. Early in the season this 
matchup will be one of the best to look out for.

Photo by Emil Lippe/APPhoto by Emil Lippe/AP

Photo by Cody Scanlan/Holland SentinelPhoto by Cody Scanlan/Holland Sentinel
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Hot Seat

DIVISION 2 PREVIEW
Matt Mitchell, 
Grand Valley State
It’s hard to think of GVSU letting go 
of Mitchell but there has been a lot of 
grumblings within the fanbase. Obviously, 
this is a proud program that has won four 
national titles but the last was in 2006. 
With the rise of arch rival Ferris State, 
Lakers fans want more and quickly.

John Wristen, 
CSU-Pueblo
Another name many people didn’t think 
would be mentioned here is John Wristen. 
Wristen is entering year 15 in Pueblo, but 
things are not what they used to be. That 
has a lot to do with the rise of the RMAC 
as the best conference in Division II 
football, but still, this proud program has 
missed the playoffs the last few seasons. 

Chris Brown, 
Fort Hays State
Another proud program with a great his-
tory is Fort Hays State. Coach Brown is the 
winningest coach in program history so 
this one may be a bit of a stretch. However, 
this program was under .500 last season 
and hasn’t been to the playoffs since 2018. 
In a league with NW Missouri State, it can 
be difficult, but the fans want more. 

Todd Cooley, 
Delta State
Delta State is another proud program 
that has fallen on hard times of late. This 
program produced NFL talent for so long 
that they are a mainstay in Division II 
football. They have been absent from the 
playoffs since 2017. That is far too long for 
a program with their history. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @TNTCollegeFoot1

Bobby’s Big Board
QB Tyson Bagent, Shepard
Bagent returns as the reigning Harlon Hill 
Trophy recipient, the Division II Heisman. He 
passed for an astounding 5,000 yards last sea-
son and 53 touchdowns. He will be the favorite 
to repeat once again.

QB Ivory Durham, Valdosta St
 Durham returns and will be another player in 
the running for the Harlon Hill Trophy. Last 
season, he accounted for 3,425 yards passing 
and 32 touchdowns and ran for 1,070 yards 
and 13 touchdowns. Watch out for even more 
from him this season.

DL Joshua Pryor, Bowie State
Pryor is the best player on potentially the best 
defense in Division II college football. He 
had 73 tackles last season and an astounding 
21.5 tackles for loss to go along with six sacks. 
Pryor is always around the football, and as a 
defensive lineman, that is impressive. 

QB Mylik Mitchell, Ferris State
Any time you are the quarterback at Ferris 
State, you are going to be noticed. Mitchell 
split snaps last season, but this is now his show. 
Expect more amazing displays of dual threat 
ability out of Big Rapids, Michigan. 

Playoff Predictions
Final Eight

Ferris State is ready to go back-to-back with only losing a couple pieces 
from the previous championship team. They will reload and shoot for 
the title again. Coach Annese feels this team has the perfect opportunity. 
With key players returning and new ones stepping in, it’s easy to see why 
they’re projected to be the number one team. Now being led by Mylik 
Mithcell at quarterback, the Bulldogs feel he can help this offense to an-
other title. On defense returns Caleb Murphey, the third leading tackler 
last season. Murphy looks to breakout this season and become a leader to 
the younger guys who are fitting in for the departures. With a lot of key 
players returning, there’s no saying that Ferris State is ready to fight for 
another championship.

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @TNTCollegeFoot1

Tre’s Conference 
Champions
CIAA: Bowie State
G-MAC: Findlay
GAC: Ouachita Baptist
GLIAC: Ferris State
GLVC: UIndy
GNAC/LSC: Central Washington
Gulf South: West Florida
MEC: Notre Dame (OH)
MIAA: Nebraska-Kearney
NE-10: New Haven
NSIC: Bemidji State
PSAC: Kutztown
RMAC: Colorado School of Mines
SAC: Newberry
SIAC: Albany State

Tre’s Playoff 
Teams
1 seeds:
• Ferris State
• Valdosta State
• Colorado School of Mines
• Northwest Missouri State
2 seeds:
• Grand Valley State
• Shepard
• Bowie State
• Angelo State
3 seeds:
• Notre Dame (OH)
• West Florida
• Ouachita Baptist
• West Georgia
4 seeds:
• Nebraska-Kearney
• Harding 
• Lenoir-Rhyne
• California (PA)
Rest of the field: New Haven, 
Albany State, Augustana, Indiana 
(PA), Washburn, Bemidji State, 
Newberry, Minnesota-Duluth, 
Central Washington, Lindenwood, 
Findlay, Western Colorado

Photo by Jack RansomPhoto by Jack Ransom
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Ferris State

Grand Valley State

Ferris State
Ferris State

Bowie State

Bowie State

Colorado School of Mines

Valdosta State

Valdosta State

Shepard

Shepard

Shepard

West Florida

NW Missouri State

WINNER: Ferris State
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DIVISION 3 PREVIEW
Bobby’s Top 25

1. Mount Union
2. Mary Hardin-Baylor
3. UW-Whitewater
4. North Central
5. Delaware Valley
6. Linfield
7. Central
8. Wheaton
9. Hardin-Simmons
10. UW-La Crosse
11. Trinity (TX)
12. Saint John’s
13. Johns Hopkins
14. Muhlenberg
15. Cortland State
16. Birmingham So.
17. UW-Oshkosh
18. UW-River Falls
19. RPI
20. Ithaca
21. DePauw
22. Redlands
23. Lake Forest
24. Randolph-Macon
25. Salisbury

Top Teams Preview
There are realistically four teams vying 

for the National Title in Division III. 
Everyone knows about Mount Union and 
Wisconsin-Whitewater. The two programs 
have combined for 19 national titles and 
12 runner-ups over the last three decades. 
15 of the 20 Division III championship 
trophies given out this decade have gone 
to either of these two programs. 

The other two programs vying for the 
title are last season’s national champion-
ship game participants, Mary Hardin-Bay-
lor and North Central. Mary Hardin-Bay-
lor won the title in 2021, along with 2016 
and 2018. While North Central won the 
title in 2019. 

Mount Union returns the top player in 
Division III football. Quarterback Braxton 
Plunk threw for 43 touchdown passes last 
season and leads a high powered offense. 
Wisconsin-Whitewater is led by wide 
receiver Tyler Holte who had 11 TDs last 
season. Mary Hardin-Baylor has a new 
coaching staff, but the tradition doesn’t 
graduate. North Central is led by the lead-
ing rusher in Division III football, Ethan 
Greenfield (1,796 yards). 

The prestigious Wisconsin Intercol-
legiate Athletic Conference has to be 
discussed whenever Division III football is 
talked about. Already mentioned, Wiscon-
sin-Whitewater has controlled the league 
to the days of Lance Leipold rooming the 

sidelines, and even prior to him taking 
over. However, Wisconsin-La Crosse, 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh and Wisconsin-River 
Falls are all really good programs heading 
into the 2022 season. UW-La Crosse 
won a playoff game last season and is 
led by running back Joey Stutzman who 
ran for 1,381 yards last season and 12 
touchdowns. Wisconsin-Oshkosh upset 

Division II foe Northern Michigan last 
season and is led by quarterbackKobe Ber-
ghammer who had 1,860 yards passing, 
along with 21 touchdowns and five rush-
ing touchdowns as well. Wisconsin-River 
Falls is testing themselves early this season 
going to top 25 opponents Johns Hopkins 
and Saint John’s before starting conference 
play. They are led by wide receiver Andy 
Groebner, who had 10 touchdowns last 
season. 

The remaining teams in the top ten 
are Delaware Valley, Linfield, Central, 
Wheaton and Hardin-Simmons. Dela-
ware Valley lost a tough second round 
Division III playoff matchup at home last 
season, and they return ready for more 
this season. The Aggies were led by a stout 
defense last season, surrendering less than 
seven points per game in 2021. Linfield 
made it to the National Quarterfinals last 
season before losing to eventual nation-
al champion Mary Hardin-Baylor. The 
Wildcats have a pass heavy offense and 
will have a new signal caller this season 
but still will rack up the yardage. Central 
also made it to the National Quarterfinals 
before losing to Wisconsin-Whitewater. 
The Dutch, yes that is their nickname, 
offense was unbelievable last season, 
averaging over 50 points per game and 
nearly 600 yards of total offense per game. 
Wheaton lost in the second round last 
season to Central in a very close football 
game. Another high powered offense, but 
a very well balanced attack helped the 
Thunder average 50 points per game last 
season. Finally, Hardin-Simmons narrow-
ly missed the playoffs last season and had 
every gripe to get in. Their only loss was a 
six point loss at national champion Mary 
Hardin-Baylor. 

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_CollegeFB & @TNTCollegeFoot1

Bobby’s Top Games
1. Mary Hardin-Baylor at 
UW-Whitewater 9//10
2. Mary Hardin-Baylor at Har-
din-Simmons 9/24
3. Wheaton at North Central 
10/1
4. UW-Whitewater at UW-La 
Crosse 10/1
5. Muhlenberg at Johns Hop-
kins 10/14

Top Games Preview
 Mary Hardin-Baylor plays Muhlenberg, Wisconsin-Whitewater and Hardin-Simmons in three of their first four games. 
They obviously will be battle tested come playoff time.The Hardin-Simmons matchup last season was a six point home 
victory for Mary Hardin-Baylor and kept Hardin-Simmons out of the playoffs. Hardin-Simmons will be ready for battle this 
season. 

The Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic Conference has Wisconsin-Whitewater, Wisconsin-La Crosse, Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
and Wisconsin-River Falls all ranked in the top 25. It is always the toughest conference in Division III football. Even Wis-
consin-Platteville has made the playoffs recently. Week in week out, there is always a tough game in this conference.  

Wheaton at North Central sees two top 10 teams in action. It will be a thrilling matchup between two talented teams in 
Naperville, IL. North Central has the best running bacl in Division III football while Wheaton brings in potentially the most 
balanced offense in Division III. Last year, they averaged about 250 yards passing and 250 yards rushing. 

Muhlenberg at Johns Hopkins is the battle for the Centennial Conference title, but depending on how the rest of the season 
shakes out, the loser of this game could be on the outside looking in on one of the five at-large playoff bids. Johns Hopkins 
also hosts top 25 program Wisconsin-River Falls in a key non-conference game.

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_CollegeFB & @TNTCollegeFoot1
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Best Rivalry Trophies
DIVISION 3 PREVIEW

Eureka vs Knox
“The Lincoln Bowl”

Occidental vs Pomona-Pitzer
“Battle for the Drum”

Dickinson vs Franklin & Marshall

“Battle for the Wagon”
DePauw vs Wabash
“Monon Bell Classic”

Bobby’s Big Board
QB Braxton Plunk, Mount Union
Plunk is the favorite to win the Gagliardi 
Trophy (Division III Heisman). He tossed 43 
touchdown passes last season and has plenty 
of firepower back on offense, including fellow 
First Team All-American wide receiver Wayne 
Ruby Jr.

RB Ethan Greenfield, North Central
The leading rusher in Division III returns this 
season. Greenfield had 1,796 yards rushing 
last season and is back for more. He will lead 
North Central to another solid season. 

LB Mason McMillen, Mount Union
The returning First Team All-American leads 
a defense that allowed less than 13 points per 
game last season. McMillen flies all over the 
field and he is the best defensive player in 
Division III.

WR AJ Jackson, Lake Forest
AJ Jackson is electric with the ball in his hands. 
As a return man, he is lethal as well. He was 
a first team All-American as a returner last 
season.

Playoff Predictions
Final Eight

I know I know, another Mount Union vs Wiscon-
sin-Whitewater final. Mount Union is the best 
team, with the best player in QB Braxton Plunk, 
and Wisconsin-Whitetwater is the best team from 
the best conference. After beating Mary Har-
din-Baylor twice to get to the title game Wiscon-
sin-Whitewater falls just short against their arch 
nemesis in another thrilling Stagg Bowl.

Bobby’s Conference 
Champions
ARC: Central
ASC: Mary Hardin-Baylor
CC: Johns Hopkins
CCC: Endicott
CCIW: North Central
ECFC: Anna Maria
E8: Cortland State
HCAC: Rose-Hulman
LL: RPI
MAC: Delaware Valley
MASCAC: Farmington State
MIAA: Albion
MIAC: Saint John’s
MWC: Lake Forest
NACC: Aurora
NCAC: DePauw
NESCAC: Williams
NEWMAC: Springfield
NJAC: Salisbury
NWC: Linfield
OAC: Mount Union
ODAC: Randolph-Macon
PAC: Carnegie Mellon
SAA: Trinity (TX)
SCIAC: Redlands
UMAC: Greenville
USAC: Huntington
WIAC: Wisconsin-Whitewater

Bobby’s Playoff 
Teams
• Albion
• Anna Maria
• Aurora
• Birmingham Southern
• Carnegie Mellon
• Central
• Cortland State
• Delaware Valley
• DePauw
• Endicott
• Farmington State
• Greenville
• Hardin-Simmons
• Huntington
• Johns Hopkins
• Lake Forest
• Linfield
• Mary Hardin-Baylor
• Mount Union
• Muhlenberg
• North Central
• Randolph-Macon
• Redlands
• Rose-Hulman
• RPI
• Saint John’s
• Salisbury
• Springfield
• Trinity (TX)
• Wheaton
• Wisconsin-La Crosse
• Wisconsin-Whitewater

• Writtten by Bobby Wilson
             @SSN_CollegeFB & @TNTCollegeFoot1

Mount Union

Wheaton

Delaware Valley

North Central

Mary Hardin-Baylor

Linfield

Central

UW-Whitewater

Mount Union

North Central

Mary Hardin-Baylor

UW-Whitewater

Mount Union

UW-Whitewater

National Champion: Mount Union
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Bowl Projections

New Years Six

1 Alabama
vs

4 Utah

College Football Playoff

2 Ohio State

3 Clemson

Baylor

Georgia

Cincinnati

Oklahoma

USC

Wisconsin

vs

NC State

Texas A&M
vs

vs 

vs

vs

Other Bowls

Buffalo

Western Kentucky
vs

Memphis

North Carolina
vs

FAU

San Diego State
vs

Central Michigan

Louisiana
vs

North Texas

San Jose State
vs

Fresno State

Northern Illinois
vs

Coastal Carolina

UTSA
vs 

Army

UTEP
vs 

BYU

Hawaii
vs

Colorado State

Louisiana Tech
vs

Jackson State

South Carolina St
vs 

Boise State

Stanford
vs 

LSU

Washington
vs 

Kent State

Southern Miss
vs 

Liberty

Marshall
vs

UCF

UTEP
vs 

Appalachian State

East Carolina
vs 

Purdue

Western Michigan
vs 
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Bowl Projections
Other Bowls

Arkansas State

Miami OH
vs 

Mississippi State

Tulsa
vs 

Houston

Louisville
vs 

Florida

TCU
vs

Iowa

Virginia Tech
vs

Oklahoma State

Oregon
vs

Pitt

Washington State
vs

Air Force

Toledo
vs 

Kentucky

Michigan
vs

Florida State

SMU
vs

Nebraska

Utah State
vs 

Iowa State

South Carolina
vs 

Notre Dame

UCLA
vs

Miami

Texas
vs 

Minnesota

Virginia
vs 

Ole Miss

Wake Forest
vs

Penn State

Tennessee
vs 

Arkansas

Michigan State
vs 
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